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SENATE-Wednesday, July 24, 1985 
July 24, 1985 

The Senate met at 11 a.m., on the 
expiration of the recess, and was 
called to order by the Honorable ALAN 
K. SIMPSON, a Senator from the State 
of Wyoming. 

PRAYER 

The Chaplain, the Reverend Rich
ard C. Halverson, D.D., offered the fol
lowing prayer: 

Let us pray. 
Father in Heaven, the democratic 

process is an inefficient system and it 
moves slowly-as do the wheels of jus
tice. Cumbersome though it be, it 
guarantees the greatest good for the 
greatest number as a political system 
designed to provide for the interests of 
the individual citizen, local, State, re
gional, and national, plus the interests 
of those of special groups. Thank 
Thee, Gracious God, for the vision and 
wisdom of our founders who gave us 
this incredible legacy. Forgive our im
patience when the process fails to 
move as fast as we think it should. 
Forgive the criticism of those whose 
demands are not met. Forgive the cyn
icism of those who expect the impossi
ble and respond with acrimony and 
bitterness when disappointed. Gra
cious God, help the 100 Senators who 
are supposed to work the system fairly 
in response to this massive array of 
issues, many of which are in conflict. 
Give them grace as they struggle with 
this immense task. In Jesus' name. 
Amen. 

APPOINTMENT OF ACTING 
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will please read a communication 
to the Senate from the President pro 
tempore [Mr. THURMOND]. 

The legislative clerk read the follow
ing letter: 

U.S. SENATE, 
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE, 

Washington, DC, July 24, 1985. 
To the Senate: 

Under the provisions of rule I, section 3, 
of the Standing Rules of the Senate, I 
hereby appoint the Honorable ALAN K. 
SIMPSON, a Senator from the State of Wyo
ming, to perform the duties of the Chair. 

STROM THURMOND, 
President pro tempore. 

Mr. SIMPSON thereupon assumed 
the chair as Acting President pro tem
pore. 

<Legislative day of Tuesday, July 16, 1985) 

RECOGNITION OF THE ACTING 
MAJORITY LEADER 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
COHEN). Under the previous order, the 
acting majority leader is recognized. 

SCHEDULE 
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I am 

fortunate-because of the various hats 
I have been wearing-to have a little 
hair remaining on my head. We will 
now get on with the activities of the 
day. 

The two leaders will be recognized 
under the standing order for 10 min
utes each. 

Special orders for not to exceed 15 
minutes each have been noted for Sen
ators PROXMIRE, DIXON, HATFIELD, 
MATTINGLY, and EVANS. 

If time permits, there will be routine 
morning business, not to extend 
beyond the hour of 12 noon, with 
statements limited therein to 5 min
utes each. 

At the hour of 12 noon, a live 
quorum will begin under the provi
sions of rule XXII of the Standing 
Rules of the Senate, to be followed by 
a cloture vote on the motion to pro
ceed to S. 43, the issue of the line-item 
veto. 

The Senate is expected to turn to 
other legislative and executive iteins 
that have been cleared by unanimous 
consent. Activity is taking place to try 
to obtain those clearances. I believe 
there will be progress there. There
fore, rollcall votes can be anticipated 
throughout the session of the Senate 
today. 

Mr. President, I reserve the remain
der of the time of the majority leader. 

RECOGNITION OF THE ACTING 
MINORITY LEADER 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under 
the previous order, the acting minority 
leader is recognized. 

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that the time 
of the minority leader be reserved for 
his later use. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

RECOGNITION OF SENATOR 
PROXMIRE 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mrs. 
KASSEBAUM). Under the previous order, 
the Senator from Wisconsin CMr. 
PROXMIRE] is recognized for not to 
exceed 15 minutes. 

THE CHAPLAIN'S PRAYER 
Mr. PROXMIRE. Madam President, 

as usual, the Chaplain's prayer was 
most germane and relevant. We have a 
marvelous Chaplain. Although he was 
appointed by the Republican majority, 
I think he has overcome that handicap 
and is doing a superlative job. 

The Chaplain started out this morn
ing by saying the democratic process 
was an inefficient system. We have 
learned that in this body. 

MYTH OF THE DAY: THAT THE 
CONGRESS LACKS CHARACTER 
AND WISDOM 
Mr. PROXMIRE. Madam President, 

it is a widely held belief in this coun
try that the Congress has the charac
ter of a wimp and the intelligence of a 
backward, grade school dropout . That 
belief is wrong. It is today's myth of 
the day. For 200 years it has always 
been open season on the Congress. 
Will Rogers once said that this coun
try has only one native criminal class: 
The Congress. More recently one ob
server opined ref erring to the Con
gress that half of the Members are 
waiting to be discovered and the other 
half are afraid they will be. Mr. Presi
dent, there have been times in the 
past when it has been very hard to 
def end the Congress. The Congress 
has suffered individual scandals and 
humiliations that have sullied the 
entire body. Most recently Abscam ac
complished that purpose. This year 
the entire Congress or at least a large 
majority of the Congress when it 
comes to spending and taxing seeins to 
lack the brains to come in out of the 
rain or the character to cast even one 
vote for responsible fiscal policy if it 
means the loss of a vote in the next 
election. 

The series of immense Federal defi
cits represents the biggest moral and 
intellectual failure of our Government 
in this generation. Who is responsible 
for that failure? One institution: The 
Congress. The Congress and the Con
gress alone can authorize appropria
tions. The Congress and the Congress 
alone can raise the taxes to pay for 
Federal expenditures. We cannot pass 
the buck. The spectacular failure of 
our Federal Government to bring the 
budget under control is not the failure 
of the President or the pressure 
groups or the people of the country. 
They cannot spend or tax. Only the 
Congress can do that. The failure of 
fiscal policy is the failure of the Con-

• This "bullet" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by the Member on the floor. 
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gress. So why then do I call it a myth 
that the Congress has the character of 
a wimp and the intelligence of a very 
dull child? I call it a myth because the 
Congress is in my judgment now pre
pared to begin to act to bring the 
fiscal train back on track. It will take 
time, maybe 15 years or more. It will 
take character including the will to 
vote to cut a large number of popular 
spending programs and even tougher 
to increase taxes on everyone. It will 
take the intelligence to do this in a 
way that can persist through the re
cessions that characterize any free 
economic system and will certainly 
plague the American economy before 
we achieve a responsible fiscal policy. 
This is the biggest challenge the Con
gress has faced in a very long time. 
Why do I believe that the Congress 
will face up to this challenge? Because 
I have served in this body long enough 
to have talked to enough of my col
leagues often enough and in sufficient 
depth to have found that, given the 
opportunity to vote for fiscal responsi
bility, they will do so. And if they are 
not given that opportunity, they will 
create it. 

Frankly, Madam President, my con
tention that the widespread belief 
that the Congress lacks character and 
good sense is a myth, is at this point, 
only a judgment. It may be a fact. But 
this Senator believes it is a myth and 
the Congress over the next several 
years will have the brains and the will 
to prove the myth was a bum rap. It 
will take a while. But we'll see. 

WHY THE ADMINISTRATION IG
NORES EVEN SMALL NUCLEAR 
CONSULTATIVE SUCCESSES 
Mr. PROXMIRE. Madam President, 

at the end of the June meeting of the 
Standing Consultative Commission, 
the United States and the Soviet 
Union announced a joint communique 
stating "a common understanding" of 
the obligations of the two nuclear su
perpowers if there should be a nuclear 
incident. The United States and the 
U.S.S.R. agreed to make a full ex
change of information about any "un
authorized" threat or nuclear explo
sion. In commenting on this SCC 
agreement in the July 1 New York 
Times, Flora Lewis writes that the 
purpose of the exchange is to prevent 
retaliation if one side assumes after a 
nuclear explosion that the other side 
is involved in a terrorist attack. 

Madam President, this is good news, 
although limited good news. The 
Standing Consultative Com.mission 
does not provide any institutional 
basis for actually negotiating arms 
control. It does provide a forum for 
reconciling suspicions of violations of 
arms control agreements. Its partici
pants meet secretly. They only dis
close what both of them agree they 
wish to disclose about their meetings. 

Three years ago, the U.S. Arms Con
trol and Disarmament Agency report
ed that the sec had satisfactorily re
solved suspicions by the United States 
of Soviet cheating on SALT I. So we 
had known before this latest report 
that the sec had a record of working 
to correct violations or allay suspicions 
of treaty violations at least once. 

In the June meeting, the SCC re
ported that Soviet and United States 
participants also signed an under
standing "intended to further enhance 
the viability of the Anti-Ballistic Mis
sile Treaty." This vague understand
ing is mildly encouraging. It would 
mean a lot more if it could report a 
U.S. challenge to the U.S.S.R. to ex
plain how the Soviets can claim com
pliance with the ABM Treaty when 
their giant radar at Krasnoyarsk ap
pears to be a conspicuous violation. If 
the Soviets cannot justify this radar 
deployment, the administration 
should renegotiate the treaty. 

Similarly, the United States should 
answer the Soviet charge of U.S. viola
tion of the ABM Treaty by its vigorous 
progress in preparing to build the star 
wars ICBM defense system. The ad
ministration has dismissed the charge 
with virtually no explanation. 

Flora Lewis calls the agreement by 
the two superpowers to cooperate to 
stop a nuclear terrorist act against 
either superpower a small forward 
step that both should hail and build 
on. Why haven't they? Are both super
powers unwilling to admit that the ad
versary is willing to cooperate and 
work together to prevent at least one 
kind of nuclear threat? 

Each superpower has taken pains to 
loudly tell the world that the other 
side will not negotiate to stop the nu
clear threat. Gorbachev has repeated
ly charged that the Reagan adminis
tration is stubbornly insisting on the 
impossible demand of calling for a 
Russian reduction in offensive nuclear 
missiles at the same time it pushes a 
massive antiballistic program that 
could destory the Russian deterrent, 
especially if the Soviets accepted the 
central U.S. arms control proposal to 
drastically reduce the Soviet's mam
moth ICBM arsenal. 

On the other hand, President 
Reagan has denounced the U.S.S.R. 
for their bullheaded stubbornness in 
refusing to negotiate any nuclear re
duction anytime, any place, under any 
conditions. As the President has said, 
it takes two to tango. He's willing, but 
the President charges his tango part
ner would rather engage in empty de
nunciation than dance. For either 
Gorbachev or Reagan to credit the 
other with cooperation under these 
circumstances would contradict the 
propaganda of both. 

Madam President, this mutual deter
mination to blame the other side for 
failure may constitute the prime ob
stacle to any significant arms control 

progress. Some hardline, right-wing 
critics have blamed previous Republi
can as well as Democratic administra
tions as "too success oriented"; that is, 
too willing to make damaging conces
sions to the Soviets in order to get 
credit for signing an arms control 
treaty. The charge was never valid. No 
objective expert has shown that any 
of the five major treaties negotiated 
with the U.S.S.R. contained conces
sions damaging to U.S. security inter
ests. 

No one would charge that the 
Reagan administration is success ori
ented, with respect to arms control. In 
fact, quite the contrary; in its 4112 
years in office, it has an impeccable 
failure orientation. It has the total ab
sence of the suggestion of a whisper of 
an arms control record to prove it. The 
administration's refusal to make even 
a small point of its minor achievement 
in agreeing with the U.S.S.R. to work 
together to stop nuclear terrorism 
shows how firmly it is attached to this 
failure orientation. 

Madam President, I ask unanimous 
consent that the article by Flora Lewis 
in the July 1 New York Times entitled, 
"A Small U.S.-Soviet Step" be printed 
at this point in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

[From the New York Times, July 1, 1985] 
A SMALL U.S.-SOVIET STEP 

GENEVA.-In the midst of renewed striden
cy between Moscow and Washington, the 
two have managed to agree on how to face 
the possibility of nuclear terrorism. 

Vice President George Bush told a confer
ence here Saturday that there is also a 
search for a Soviet-American "consensus 
that terrorists who use or threaten to use 
nuclear weapons be dealt with jointly and 
swiftly." 

Terrorism is increasing and so is the 
danger of involving a nuclear weapon. 
America and Russia accept their common 
interest in not letting someone else trigger a 
catastrophe. 

A little-noticed communiqu~ at the end of 
the Standing Consultative Commission's 
meeting here last month announced that 
the two countries have signed "a common 
understanding" of their obligations if there 
should be a nuclear incident. 

The S.C.C., which meets twice a year, is 
the official Soviet-U.S. body for complaints 
about noncompliance with arms control 
treaties, and proposals to improve their exe
cution. It isn't involved with talks on new 
treaties. 

In the "understanding," the two countries 
promised to tell each other immediately all 
they know about an "unauthorized" nuclear 
explosion or threat, presumably on the hot 
line. This is to prevent the risk of retalia
tion on one side's mistaken supposition that 
the other has launched a sneak attack. Ter
rorists might provoke that, by accident or 
even by mad design. 

The S.C.C. also signed an understanding 
"intended to further enhance the viability 
of the A.B.M. <Anti-Ballistic Missile) 
Treaty," somewhat surprising in view of 
mutual accusations and the failure so far of 
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the Geneva arms negotiations to start 
moving. The U.S. says the Russians are vio
lating the treaty by building a forbidden 
radar, and the Russians say the U.S. has 
launched an "open conspiracy" to violate it 
with "Star Wars." 

It is a measure of how strained relations 
still are, and how deep our mutual suspi
cions, that neither side wants to call atten
tion to the fact that they have recently 
been able to reach some small agreement. 

There seems almost to be shared embar
rassment in admitting a step forward. The 
big propaganda trumpets are ail blaring out 
how intransigent each side finds the other. 
Each is insisting that it is up to the other to 
make next move. Meanwhile, negotiations 
?..re marking time. 

Mikhail Gorbachev, the Soviet leader, has 
hinted at another walkout. The U.S. isn't 
taking the threat seriously. But there is a 
danger that this public posturing will reach 
a point where Moscow feels it has to act or 
lose faith. 

Up to now the negotiations have served 
mainly as a platform for public recrimina
tion. Of course, a propaganda war doesn't 
kill anybody, but it does increase the chance 
of adding still more to the grotesque nuclear 
arsenals on both sides. The astronomer Carl 
Sagan calculates that they are already 
"many tens of times" above the level that 
would cause nuclear winter if they were set 
off. 

Russians and Americans can see that they 
dare not let somebody they can't control 
move in on the nuclear menace game. But 
they can't see how to reduce their mutual 
menace. 

There isn't even much awareness of each 
other's preoccupation. U.S. officials analyz
ing Soviet behavior tend to assume that it is 
all about manipulating opinion in the West. 
But the chances are that Mr. Gorbachev is 
more concerned now with his problems at 
home. 

He made two important speeches recently, 
one at the late Konstantin Chernenko's 
home base of Krasnoyarsk, one at late 
Leonid Brezhnev's base of Dnepropetrovsk, 
both big military industrial centers. The 
speeches expressed his effort to launch im
portant personnel changes and to revise the 
economic plan. He has a deadline if he is to 
win elbow room to make his ideas work-the 
Communist Party Congress next February. 

But if Mr. Gorbachev was deliberately 
tough toward the U.S. so as to placate the 
stubborn old men whom he is trying to 
make swallow some hard domestic decisions, 
he failed to appreciate the impact outside 
the U.S.S.R. It is hard to tell whether 
Moscow is again miscalculating Western re
action as it did during its campaign against 
Euro-missiles, or just doesn't care. 

The S.C.C. "understanding" shows some 
agreement can be reached when it is seen to 
be in urgent common interest. The two 
countries are right to see control of any pos
sible nuclear terrorists, but one wonders if 
they are really in control of their own mon
strous nuclear sausage-machines. 

LESSON OF THE CAMBODIAN 
TRAGEDY 

Mr. PROXMIRE. Madam President, 
although most Americans have paid 
only fleeting attention to the slaugh
ter of millions of Cambodians during 
Pol Pot's regime in the late seventies
the literary world has devoted some 
attention to the subject. 

This desire to tell the Cambodian 
story can be seen clearly in Edmund 
Keeley's new book, "A Wilderness 
Called Peace." 

Mr. Keeley details this bloody era in 
Cambodian history through the diary 
excerpts of a woman who experienced 
it. 

In addition, there is a fictional char
acter in the book who represents the 
United States, and the United States' 
failure to help stop the barbaric 
Khmer Rouge regime. 

Mr. Keeley is true to history and 
makes no attempts to distcrt facts
however unpleasant they may be to an 
American reader. 

While the crimes committed against 
the Cambodians and agaL."lSt humanity 
are truly the worst documented since 
the Holocaust, most Americans do not 
realize the hum.an destruction in
volved in this situation. 

Madam President, the story told in 
this book is yet another vivid reminder 
of the genocide the Cambodian people 
were forced to endure. 

But, it is also a reminder of the help
lessness one can feel watching this hei
nous crime occur, with no means to 
prevent it. 

A helplessness that we should never 
have. to feel in the face of genocide 
again. 

Now is the time we can make certain 
we are never that helpless again. 

Now is the time we must ratify the 
Genocide Convention. 

The treaty, as we know, has been re
ported for the sixth time to the U.S. 
Senate by the Foreign Relations Com
mittee. It is now on the calendar. It 
was on the calendar yesterday. There 
is no reason why it cannot be · taken 
up. I appreciate that the majority 
leader has a very full agenda between 
now and the August recess, but I ear
nestly hope that that treaty will be 
taken up as soon as possible. 

It is recommended by the Reagan 
administration, by every President in 
the last 25 or 30 years. It is supported 
by every religious group in America 
and by the American Bar Association. 
The only opponents are the far-out 
right wing-Ku Klux Klan-Liberty 
Lobby group which have been discred
ited so often. 

This treaty represents a chance for 
the United States to take a firm stand 
against what has happened to the 
Cambodians-and to help ensure it 
never happens again. 

Madam President, too many times in 
the past we have allowed this opportu
nity to slip through our hands. 

Now we must seize the opportunity 
and ratify the Genocide Treaty. 

VITIATION OF ORDER FOR REC
OGNITION OF SENATOR DIXON 
Mr. PROXMIRE. Madam President, 

I understand that Senator DIXON does 
not need his special order. I ask unani
mous consent that it be vitiated. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. PROXMIRE. Madam President, 
I suggest the absence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
call the roll. 

Mr. MATTINGLY. Madam Presi
dent, I ask unanimous consent that 
the order for the quorum call be re
scinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

RECOGNITION OF SENATOR 
MATTINGLY 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under 
the previous order the Senator from 
Georgia [Mr. MATTINGLY] is recog
nized for not to exceed 15 minutes. 

Mr. MATTINGLY. Thank you, 
Madam President. 

LINE-ITEM VETO SUPPORT 
Mr. MATTINGLY. Madam Presi

dent, I intend to use most of the time 
that I have today to comment on and 
bring to the attention of my col
leagues the range of support that now 
exists and, in fact, continues to build 
on behalf of Senate bill 43, the item 
veto legislation, that I have introduced 
and which has been cosponsored by 46 
of our colleagues. 

I shall take a short moment, though, 
to express a special thanks to the dis
tinguished junior Senator from Wash
ington, Senator DANIEL J. EVANS. Sen
ator EvANs has lent a unique and in
valuable perspective to the issue that 
we are discvssing and, in fact, it is in 
great part due to his efforts and sup
port that we who favor the item veto 
trial have been able to gather so much 
support for the ideas that its oppo
nents refuse to allow the matter to be 
brought before this body for a vote. 

Senator EVANS, who has been given 
by the people of the State of Washing
ton the distinct privilege of holding 
the Senate seat once occupied by our 
friend, the esteemed Senator Henry 
"Scoop" Jackson, has served as a 
three-term Governor of the State of 
Washington. I wonder how many of 
our colleagues, however, are aware of 
the fact that the National Governors 
Association included him in its list of 
the top 10 Governors of the 20th cen
tury. 

I am sure that they were not advised 
of that fact by my friend, Senator 
Ev ANS, because he is as modest as he is 
capable. 

To all of us who favor the item veto 
legislation, the formidable talents an 
energy of our distinguished colleagu 
have provided a key ingredient · 
what I am confident will be, at som 
point, our recipe for success. 
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And that success, Madam President, 

will in the final analysis be a result of 
the support that Senate bill 43 gathers 
from the American people. 

Madam President, I ask unanimous 
consent that materials related to 
Senate bill 43 be printed in the 
RECORD at the end of my remarks 
today. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

<See exhibit U 
Mr. MATTINGLY. Madam Presi

dent, let me comment briefly on some 
of these items. 

In today's Atlanta Constitution, 
Prof. Donald Ratajczak, director of 
the Economic Forecasting Project at 
Georgia State University and perhaps 
known to my colleagues as a frequent 
guest of one of the early morning net
work television shows, writes about 
the line-item veto legislation. He says: 

Congress created a strong case for the 
line-item veto in its budget resolution delib
erations last week. According to the Budget 
Reform Act, Congress was expected to first 
establish a target for total expenditures. 
The idea was good, but the execution as 
been atrocious. For all practical purposes, 
the Budgetary Reform Act is no longer 
operational in Congress. Still, budgetary 
control is sorely needed. By using a line
item veto, the administration can more ef
fectively restore spending targets, as most 
Governors currently do. It is clear that Con
gress has failed in its budgetary responsibil
ity. The President should now be given the 
tools he needs to bring more order to the 
current budgetary mess. 

I might add that I believe that is a 
popular opinion among the people of 
my State and across the United States. 
There is a budget mess and they want 
this Congress to get on with doing 
something about it. 

I will include the remainder of that 
column in the RECORD for the benefit 
of my colleagues to read. 

Also in an editorial in the Provi
dence, RI, Journal entitled "Line 
Items and President's Veto Power" 
that appeared this Monday, it is 
stated: 

The need for Cline-item veto) has been 
steadily amplified in recent years by Con
gress' proven inability to cut Federal spend
ing. 

In yesterday's Los Angeles Times, 
our distinguished colleague, Senator 
KENNEDY, wrote and I quote: 
... The massive nature of the modern ap

propriations process overwhelms the primi
tive veto power, and the President acqui
esces in bills that by any standard are badly 
flawed. By giving the President a stronger 
role, the line-item veto would instill a new 
and needed measure of Presidential ac
countability in Federal spending and reduce 
the excesses of a congressional process that 
too readily focuses on individual districts 
and separate interests, not the national in
terest. 

I might add, Madam President, that 
Senator KENNEDY'S support for the 
item veto emphasizes the strong, bi
partisan support for the proposal and 

is indicative of its passage when it 
comes to a vote. 

An editorial in the Wall Street Jom·
nal on June 21, of this year, asserted: 

The manner in which the Senate disposes 
of the line-item veto bill will tell the public 
a lot about how serious our lawmakers are 
in their posturings about bringing the 
budget under control. 

Now, Madam President, I bring to 
the attention of my colleagues an
other article, entitled "Available: A 
Proven Way To Reduce the Deficit." I 
have placed a copy of this article, 
which appears in the August edition of 
the Reader's Digest, on the desk of 
each Senator. I hope everyone will 
take time to ree.d it because it provides 
an interesting look at the item veto 
proposal and the value of such a 
weapon in the fight for fiscal responsi
bility. 

I hope all my colleagues review this 
material. I believe that support of the 
concept generally and Senate bill 43 
specifically continues to grow and this 
growing support provides a strong 
basis for further efforts this year to 
bring this legislation to the attention 
cf the Senate and provide everyone 
with an opportunity to vote on the 
merits of the proposal. 

As usual the people of our Nation 
are ahead of their legislative repre
sentatives, not in recognizing that 
something must be done to reduce the 
deficits that present such a looming 
and potentially disastrous problem in 
the future, but in recognizing that 
new methods of dealing with the prob
lem are needed. They recognize that 
the well-intentioned and in some cases 
truly heroic efforts of some Members 
of Congress to restore fiscal balance 
have not been successful. 

The latest statistics contained in the 
June 1985 copy of the "Economic Indi
cators" pamphlet produced for our 
Joint Economic Committee by the 
Council of Economic Advisers provides 
further, disturbing proof of this fact. 
The Federal budget deficit through 
the first 7 months of fiscal year 1985 
was $118.7 billion. That is more than 
$10 billion greater than the deficit for 
the first 7 months of the prior year. 
Last year's budget deficit was more 
than $185 billion; projections for the 
current fiscal year estimate that the 
deficit will be $213 billion. Receipts 
during this fiscal year have been 
higher than last, but they have been 
exceeded by an increase in outlays 
from last year during the same period 
by $10 billion. 

That proves, Madam President, that 
the people of our country are not un
dertaxed. They are overspent. 

Total Federal debt will have doubled 
between fiscal year 1980 and fiscal 
year 1985 and that enormous increase, 
as we all know, has taken place during 
the administration of a President who 
has consistently worked for a reduc
tion in the level of Federal spending. I 

need not point to the clear support 
that the American people have ex
pressed for that position last Novem
ber. 

The fact that Federal spending has 
continued to rise is evidence of the 
need to explore new methods and try 
other means to halt the explosive 
growth of outlays. 

S. 43 does not give any authority to 
the President that the Constitution 
would prohibit. The men who wrote 
that document wanted the President 
to play an integral role in the legisla
tive process. I do not think that there 
can be any dispute about the conten
tion that Congress has effectively re
moved the President's legitimate veto 
authority in many instances. Passing 
continuing resolutioru; after the expi
ration of the fiscal year, dumping the 
result on the President's desk and 
daring him to veto it, is not the care
ful, considerate, and deliber&te process 
envisioned by the founders. 

The fact that the item veto would 
not be able to be applied to the so
called entitlement programs should 
not dissuade the Congress from allow
ing it to be used on the other, discre
tionary elements of the budget. Per
haps we should examine the possibili
ty of bringing all spending back on 
budget where the Congress would 
have to exercise its judgment each 
year about funding levels and outlays. 

Madam President, the house is too 
late and the potential problems too 
severe to allow an excess of institu
tional jealousy and a zeal to protect 
turf and fiefdoms to intrude on our 
ability to do what must be done. 

We appropriate money today in an 
atmosphere that is heavily weighted 
toward the spending side. All you have 
to do is attend one subcommittee 
markup of the Appropriations Com
mittee or one full committee meeting 
of the Appropriations Committee to 
see it. The unique blend of special in
terest pleas and pledges elicits a far 
greater response from Congress than 
does the generalized view of the elec
torate that somehow, spending must 
be reduced. Senate bill 43 would pro
vide the President with a weapon that 
could be wielded on behalf of the 
Chief Executive's national constituen
cy and that would help in redressing 
the imbalance that now exists between 
the pressure for spending reductions 
and the pressure for an ever-increas
ing level of spending. 

To those who say that the item veto 
would not save much money, I ask: 
How much is much? 

Let me point out to my colleagues 
the comments of Prof. Judith Best, 
distinguished teaching professor of po
litical science at New York State Uni
versity in Cortland. 

Professor Best, to whom I am much 
indebted for her brilliant work on the 
item veto issue, has written: 
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Perhaps to some who are used to thinking 

of budget items in the billions, budgets in 
the hundreds of billions, and deficits in the 
trillions, several billion dollars in annual 
savings is a mere drop in the bucket, but to 
the man on the street even $1 billion is a 
very great deal. If a few billion dollars in 
savings makes no difference, then a few 
extra billion in expenditures makes no dif
ference either. It is thus that trillion-dollar 
deficits are built. 

Madam President, let me read for 
the benefit of my colleagues a letter I 
received recently from OMB Director 
David Stockman. According to some of 
the item veto opponents, Director 
Stockman has expressed reservations 
about its effectiveness. Let us put that 
to rest right now. 

DEAR MAcK: I am writing in response to 
your concern about comments, attributed to 
me, concerning my support for a grant of 
line-item veto power to the President. 

Let me assure you that I strongly support 
the President's view that the line-item veto 
would provide an effective tool for restraint 
in spending. Nothing in my remarks before 
a recent American Enterprise Institute con
ference concerning the efficacy of the line
item veto should be construed to imply oth
erwise. 

My remarks on that occasion simply were 
designed to illustrate the obvious-that in 
order to make the line-item veto effective, it 
would be necessary that a President would 
have the political will to use it in a manner 
that would sharply curtail unneeded and 
wasteful spending. No one should have any 
doubt that Ronald Reagan would in fact 
have the will to use it wisely and well. 

As we look into the future, however, I be
lieve that all of us must recall that constitu
tional safeguards alone offer no assurances 
of success in the absence of strong political 
leadership. As we work together to promote 
fiscal sanity at the Federal level, I'm sure 
that you will agree that fiscal leadership on 
the part of both the Congress and the Presi
dent will be necessary to achieve our desired 
goal. 

Thank you for the opportunity to clarify 
my views on this important subject. You can 
be sure of united administration support 
behind your efforts to make the line-item 
veto power an effective weapon in the battle 
against wasteful spending. 

Sincerely, 
DAVID A. STOCKMAN, 

Director. 
Madam President, I will take just a 

moment to list for the benefit of my 
colleagues the letters of support and 
other items that will be included in 
the RECORD at the conclusion of my re
marks: 

A letter from the Attorney General 
of the United States, Edwin Meese; a 
letter from the Secretary of the Treas
ury, Jim Baker; a letter from David 
Stockman; a letter from Peter Grace, 
of the President's private sector 
survey on cost control; a letter from 
Richard Lesher of the National Cham
ber of Commerce; a letter from 
Howard Jarvis of the American Tax 
Reduction Movement; a letter signed 
by the American Association of Physi
cians & Surgeons, American Bankers 
Association, American Business Con
ference, American Electronics Associa-

tion, Business Executives for National 
Security, Chamber of Commerce of 
the United States of America, Citizens 
for America, Coalitions for America, 
Competitive Enterprise Institute, Con
servative Caucus, Council for Citizens 
Against Waste, Free the Eagle Citi
zen's Lobby, National Association of 
Wholesaler-Distributors, Public Advo
cate, Students for America, United 
States Business & Industrial Council; 
the National Federation of Indepedent 
Business, the American Bankers Asso
ciation, once again, the American 
Farm Bureau, and many others. 

Mr. President, the last item for 
which I ask unanimous consent to 
submit for the RECORD is a list of Fed
eral receipts and outlays from 1789 to 
1985. If there is any doubt that the 
Government is spending too much 
money, these figures should remove 
them. 

Francis Bacon told us, Madam Presi
dent, that "he that will not apply new 
remedies must expect new evils; for 
time is the greatest innovator." 

Our times, Madam President, 
demand S. 43 as a new remedy or we 
will continue to face the fiscal evils 
that our profligacy will bring. 

I urge my colleagues to support the 
cloture motion. 

There being no objection, the mate
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

TABLE 9.-BUDGET RECEIPTS AND OUTLAYS, 1789-1990 1 

[In millions of dollars] 

Fiscal year 

1789-1849 ...................................... . 
1850-1900 ...................................... . 
1901-1905 ..................................... .. 
1906-1910 ..................................... .. 
1911-1915 ..................................... .. 
1916-1920 ..................................... .. 
1921-1925 ...................................... . 
1926 ............................................... .. 
1927 ............................................... .. 
1928 ............................................... .. 
1929 ................................................ . 
1930 ............................................... .. 
1931 ................................................ . 
1932 ................................................ . 
1933 ............................................... .. 
1934 ................................................ . 
1935 ................................................ . 
1936 ............................................... .. 
1937 ............................................... .. 
1938 ................................................ . 
1939 ................................................ . 
1940 ............................ .................. .. . 
1941 .............................................. .. . 
1942 ........................................... .... .. 
1943 ................................................ . 
1944 ............................................... .. 
1945 ................................................ . 
1946 ............................................... .. 
1947 ............................................... .. 
1948 ................................................ . 
1949 ............................................... .. 
1950 ................................................ . 
1951 ................................................ . 
1952 ................................................ . 
1953 ................................................ . 
1954 ................................................ . 
1955 ................................................ . 
1956 ............................................... .. 
1957 ............................................... .. 
1958 ............................................... .. 
1959 ................................................ . 
1960 ............................................... .. 
1961 ............................................... .. 
1962 ................................................ . 
1963 ................................................ . 
1964 ................................................ . 
1965 ................................................ . 

1,160 
14,462 
2,797 
3,143 
3,517 

17,286 
20,962 
3,795 
4,013 
3,900 
3,862 
4,058 
3,116 
1,924 
1,997 
3,015 
3,706 
3,997 
4,956 
5,588 
4,979 
6,548 
8,712 

14,634 
24,001 
43,747 
45,159 
39,296 
38,514 
41,560 
39,415 
39,443 
51,616 
66,167 
69,608 
69,701 
65,451 
74,587 
79,990 
79,636 
79,249 
92,492 
94,388 
99,676 

106,560 
112,613 
116,817 

Budget 
outlays 

1,090 
15,453 
2,678 
3,196 
3,568 

40,195 
17,323 
2,930 
2,857 
2,961 
3,127 
3,320 
3,577 
4,659 
4,598 
6,645 
6,497 
8,422 
7,733 
6,765 
8,841 
9,468 

13,653 
35,137 
78,555 
91,304 
92,712 
55,232 
34,496 
29,764 
38,835 
42,562 
45,514 
67,686 
76,101 
70,855 
68,444 
70,640 
76,578 
82,405 
92,089 
92,245 
97,723 

106,821 
lll,316 
118,528 
118,228 

Budget 
surplus or 

deficit(-) 

+70 
-991 
+119 
-52 
-49 

-22,909 
+3,639 

+865 
+l,155 

+939 
+734 
+738 
-462 

-2,735 
-2,602 
-3,630 
-2,791 
-4,425 
-2.777 
-1,177 
-3,862 
-2,920 
-4,941 

-20,503 
-54,554 
-47,557 
-47,553 
-15,936 

4,018 
11,796 

580 
-3,119 

6,102 
-1,519 
-6,493 
-1,154 
-2,993 

3,947 
3,412 

-2,769 
-12,849 

247 
-3,335 
.-7,146 
-4,756 
-5,915 
-1,411 

TABLE 9.-BUDGET RECEIPTS AND OUTLAYS, 1789-
1990 1-Continued 

[In millions of dollars] 

Fiscal year 

1966 ................................................ . 
1967 ................................................ . 
1968 ................................................ . 
1969 ................................................ . 
1970 ................................................ . 
1971 ................................................ . 
1972 ................................................ . 
1973 ................................................ . 
1974 ................................................ . 
1975 ................................... ............. . 
1976 ................................................ . 
TQ 2 •.•............•..•.••••.. .. .•••.................. 

1977 ................................................ . 
1978 ................................................ . 
1979 ................................................ . 
1980 ................................................ . 
1981 ................................................ . 
1982 ...................................... .......... . 
1983 ............................................... .. 
1984 ............................................... .. 
1985 est... ...................................... .. 
1986 est... ....................................... . 
1987 est... ....................................... . 
1988 est... ....................................... . 
1989 est... ....................................... . 
1990 est... ...................................... .. 

130,835 
148,822 
152,973 
186,882 
192,812 
187.139 
207,309 
230,799 
263,224 
279,090 
298,060 
81,232 

355,559 
399,740 
463,302 
517,112 
599,272 
617,766 
600,562 
666,457 
736,859 
793,729 
861,676 
950,376 

1,029,934 
1,107,673 

Budget 
outlays 

134,532 
157,464 
178.134 
183,640 
195,649 
210,172 
230,681 
245,707 
269,359 
332,332 
371,779 
95,973 

409,203 
458,729 
503,464 
590,920 
678,209 
745,706 
808,327 
851 ,781 
959,085 
973,725 

1.026,625 
1.094,761 
1.137,390 
1.190,030 

Budget 
surplus or 

deficit(-) 

-3,698 
-8,643 

-25,161 
3,242 

-2,837 
-23,033 
-23,373 
-14,908 
- 6.135 

-53,242 
-73,719 
-14,741 
-53,644 
-58,989 
-40,161 
-73,808 
-78,936 

-127,940 
-207,764 
-185,324 
-222,226 
-179,996 
-164,949 
-144,385 
-107,456 
-82,357 

1 Includes outlays (and deficits) that are off-budget under current law and 
proposed to be included on-budget. These transactions began in 1973. 

2 In calendar year 1976, the Federal fiscal year was converted from a July 
I-June 30 basis to an Oct. 1-Seot 30 basis. The TQ refers to the transition 
quarter from July I lo Sept 30, 1976. 

Data for 1789-1939 are for the administrative budget: data for 1940 and 
all following years are for the unified budget 

MEMORANDUM.-COMPONENTS OF THE BUDGET 

Fiscal year 

1973 ................................................ . 
1974 ................................................ . 
1975 ................................................ . 
1976 ................................................ . 
TQ 2 ....... ... .......................... ............. . 

1977 ................................................ . 
1978 ................................................ . 
1979 ............................................... .. 
1980 ................................................ . 
1981 ................................................ . 
1982 ................................................ . 
1983 ............................................... .. 
1984 ................................................ . 
1985 est... ...................................... .. 
1986 est.. ........................................ . 
1987 est... ...................................... .. 
1988 est... ....................................... . 
1989 est... ...................................... .. 
1990 est... ...................................... .. 

Off-budget 
under 

current law, 
outlays 

60 
1,447 
8,088 
7,307 
1,785 
8,700 

10,359 
12,467 
14,245 
21,005 
17,331 
12,357 
9,966 

12,459 
1,501 

-3,240 
-4,334 
-5,307 
-6,764 

ExHIBIT 1 

On-budget under current 
law 

245,647 
267,912 
324,245 
364,473 

94.187 
400,504 
448,370 
490,997 
576,675 
657,204 
728,375 
795,969 
841,815 
946,626 
972,224 

1,029,865 
1,099,095 
1.142,698 
1.196,795 

Surplus or 
deficit(-) 

-14,849 
-4,688 

-45.154 
-66,412 
-12,956 
-44,945 
-48,630 
-27,694 
-59,563 
-57,932 

-110,609 
-195,407 
-175,358 
-209,767 
-178,495 
-168,189 
-148,719 
-112.764 
-89,122 

OFFICE OF THE ArroRNEY GENERAL, 
Washington, DC, May 14, 1985. 

Hon. MACK MArrINGLY, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR SENATOR MArrINGLY: This letter re
sponds to your request for the views of the 
Department of Justice on S. 43, your bill to 
provide the President with authority to veto 
individual items of appropriation. 

The President expressed his approval of 
this legislation in his State of the Union 
Message. The Department, as well, fully su
ports the concept of the item veto. We be
lieve it is critical that the President be 
granted such authority to gain control of 
federal government expenditures. Line item 
veto authority is used responsibly by 43 
State Governors; it is time that the Presi
dent be granted such authority in an effort 
to halt the nearly half-century practice of 
government living beyond its means. 
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Your proposal to accomplish this worthy 

objective provides that for a two-calendar
year period each item of any general or spe
cial appropriations bill or joint resolution is 
to be enrolled and presented to the Presi
dent as a separate bill. An item is generally 
defined as any numbered section and any 
unnumbered paragraph of the specified 
forms of legislation. This procedure would 
permit the President to veto any of these 
separate bills, and, therefore, to have the 
power to veto individual items of appropria
tion. 

We appreciate and strongly support your 
efforts and we would be happy to work with 
you and others in Congress to realize one of 
the most important goals of this Adminis
tration. 

Sincerely, 
EDWIN MEESE III, 

Attorney GeneraL 

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, 
Washington, DC, February 12, 1985. 

Hon. MACK MATTINGLY, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR MACK: This is in response to your 
January 17 letter to former Secretary 
Regan requesting his support for S. 43, to 
provide for a line item veto. As President 
Reagan made clear in his State of the Union 
address, the Administration is firmly behind 
your proposal. 

I look forward to working with you to 
enact the line item veto, and appreciate 
your leadership on this important issue. 

Sincerely, 
JAMES A. BAKER III. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESI
DENT, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND 

BUDGET, 
Washington, DC, February 15, 1985. 

Hon. MACK MATTINGLY, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR MAcK: Thank you for recent letter 
concerning S. 43, legislation that you are 
sponsoring to provide the President with au
thority to veto individual items in appro
priations bills. 

As the President stated in his State of the 
Union address of February 6, 1985, the Ad
ministration supports enactment of S. 43. In 
our view, the authority that S. 43 would 
confer upon the President would be a major 
step forward in getting unnecessary Federal 
spending under control. 

I look forward to working with you to 
ensure early passage of this important legis
lation. 

Sincerely, 
DAVID A. STOCKMAN, 

Director. 

FOUNDATION FOR THE PRESIDENT'S 
PRIVATE SECTOR SURVEY ON COST 
CONTROL, INC., 

Washington, DC, January 26, 1985. 
Hon. MACK MATTINGLY, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR MAcK: Many thanks for your letter 
and the copy of S. 43. 

I applaud your efforts and initiative. 
We will do everything we can to help. 
All the best, 

Sincerely, 
J. PETER GRACE. 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE 
UNITED STAES OF AMERICA, 

Washington, DC, January 30, 1985. 
Hon. MACK MATTINGLY, 
U.S. Senate Office Building, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR MACK: Thank you for your recent 
letter concerning legislation for a line item 
veto, S. 43. The Chamber supports the pas
sage of such an amendment. Giving the 
President the power to veto specific spend
ing bills would lead to greater fiscal disci
pline. We are quite pleased with your ef
forts on this issue. 

We are in the process of gathering politi
cal support in favor of S. 43. Directions have 
been sent to our field offices for the pur
poses of influencing members of Congress. 
Also, I would like to extend an invitation to 
you to appear on our cable television net
work. BizNet. This will give you an opportu
nity to convey your message to the public. 

It will be a pleasure to work with you in 
the 99th session of Congress. 

Sincerely, 
RICHARD L. LESHER, 

President. 

AMERICAN TAX REDUCTION MOVEMENT, 
Los Angeles, CA, May 13, 1985. 

Hon. CHARLES Mee. MATHIAS, Jr., 
Chairman, Senate Committee on Rules and 

Administration, Russell Senate Office 
Building, Washington, DC. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In his quest to 
reduce government spending, the Presi
dent's key weapon is missing-the line item 
veto. My organization, the American Tax 
Reduction Movement, supports Senator 
Mattingly's S. 43 to give the President this 
power. 

This line item veto allows each funding 
measure to stand on its own merits. It will 
prevent items from being hidder from view 
under "more worthy" appropriations. 

Today, the President is given two choices: 
take the suit, shirt, tie, cufflinks, handker
chief, and shoes or take nothing at all. The 
President should have the option to take 
what he chooses and leave the rest. Con
gress will still have the power to override 
any presidential veto. 

The governors of 43 of our 50 states have 
been given the line item veto power by state 
legislators. That is why state governments 
are in better financial condition than the 
federal government. The failure of the Con
gress to permit a president this power is the 
major reason the federal government has 
had a deficit every year for the last 19 
years. 

The 600,000 member American Tax Re
duction Movement is dedicated to lower 
taxes and sensible government spending. 
The adoption of the line item veto is a step 
toward those goals. 

For the American Tax Reduction Move
ment I urge you to pass S. 43 to the full 
Senate. 

Yours in lower taxes, 

Hon. MACK MATTINGLY, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, DC. 

HOWARD JARVIS, 
Chairman. 

MAY 13, 1985. 

DEAR SENATOR MATTINGLY: We the under
signed organizations strongly support your 
efforts to secure a statutory Presidential 
line-item veto authority. As you are aware, 
the relentless increase in Federal spending 
has brought into focus the need for appro
priations reform. The politics of parochial 

of self-interest remain very strong and Con
gress is under continuous pressure to pre
serve programs that benefit local constitu
encies. 

The line-item veto would create a new 
force within the appropriations process. It 
would allow the President to exercise his 
veto authority on individual expenditures 
without jeopardizing entire spending bills, 
thus making the President an active partici
pant in trimming the Federal deficit. 

In his televised budget address to the 
nation on April 24, President Reagan said 
with regard to line-item veto: "If Congress 
can't bring itself to do what's right-they 
should at least give me what 43 Governors 
already have-a line-item veto. Then I'll 
make the cuts; I'll take the responsibility 
and the heat. And I'll enjoy it." 

Congress needs line-item veto to enhance 
its efforts to reduce Federal spending. Your 
bill, S. 43, which establishes a two-year trial 
period for Presidential line-item veto au
thority, provides an excellent vehicle for 
Congress and the President to work togeth
er to bring deficit spending under control. 
We believe that S. 43 deserves the full sup
port of your colleagues, and look for for
ward to working with you toward ensuring 
its passage. 

Sincerely, 
American Association of Physicians and 

Surgeons, American Bankers Associa
tion, American Business Conference, 
American Electronics Association, 
Business Executives for National Secu
rity, Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States of America, Citizens for 
America, Coalitions for America, Com
petitive Enterprise Institute, Conser
vation Caucus, Council for Citizens 
Against Waste, Free the Eagle Citi
zen's Lobby, National Association of 
Wholesaler-Distributors, Public Advo
cate, Students for America, United 
States Business and Industrial Coun
cil. 

NATIONAL FEDERATION 
OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS, 

Washington, DC, February 28, 1985. 
Hon. MACK MATTINGLY, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR MACK: On behalf of the 500,000 
members of NFIB, I would like to thank you 
for sponsoring S. 43, a bill which would give 
the President line-item veto authority over 
appropriations. 

In a recent poll, the members of NFIB in
dicated their support for Presidential line
item veto authority by a 67 percent majori
ty. In our opinion, a line-item veto could 
serve as a significant tool in efforts to 
reduce the burgeoning federal budget defi
cits. Giving the President such authority 
would recognize the responsibility he shares 
with Congress in regaining control over fed
eral spending. 

We believe S. 43 offers a responsible line
item veto approach in that it will enhance 
the President's control over spending with
out encroaching on the appropriations au
thority of Congress. Under this approach, 
the President could reject specific items in 
an overall appropriations bill without veto
ing the entire bill. In addition, under the 
structure of this bill, the Congress could 
override the President's veto of a specific 
item if there was strong objection to it, just 
as the Congress might override the Presi
dent's veto of an entire bill. 
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NFIB appreciates your leadership in this 

effort to lead our government back to fiscal 
responsibility. 

Sincerely, 
JOHN J. MOTLEY III, 

Director of Federal Legislation. 

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION, 
Washington, DC, July 23, 1985. 

U.S. SENATE, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR SENATOR: The American Bankers As
sociation supports the Senate Leadership as 
they attempt to proceed to consideration of 
S-43, the bill providing the line-item veto. 
As you are aware, cloture must first be in
voked in order to proceed with Senate 
debate on S-43. 

We urge you to support the Senate Lead
ership and vote for cloture so that the line
item veto can be debated. The line-item veto 
is important legislation. It would constitute 
long-term institutional reform and impose 
external discipline on government spending 
and borrowing. 

This measure is too important to be held 
up on a procedural basis. It deserves the op
portunity to be debated on its merits. Again, 
the American Bankers Association urges 
you to support the Senate Leadership 
motion to invoke cloture on the motion to 
proceed to consideration of S-43. 

Sincerely, 
EDWARD L. YINGLING. 

LINE-ITEM VETO 
DEAR SENATOR: As the debate continues on 

S. 43, a bill to give the President line item 
veto authority over appropriations, the Na
tional Federation of Independent Business 
<NFIB> would like to remind you of our 
st rong support for this legislation. 

The half million small business owners 
who belong to NFIB believe that a line item 
veto could serve as a significant tool in 
achieving and maintaining control over the 
federal budget. NFIB would like to see this 
legislation voted on by the full Senate and 
therefore urges you to support the motion 
to proceed to S. 43 and to support any clo
ture motions connected with the bill. 

Given the crisis we face with ever rising 
budget deficits, new means of controlling 
the budget must be considered. S. 43 has 
been structured to overcome the constitu
tional concerns of other line item veto pro
posals and it deserves full consideration and 
a vote. 

JOHN J. MOTLEY III, 
Director of Federal Legislation. 

CTelegramJ 
Hon. MACK MATTINGLY, 
Senate Office Building, 
Washington. DC. 

current budget impasse makes it impera
tive that the President be given item veto. 
Urge your vote for cloture on S. 43 and yes 
vote on the bill. 

JOHN c. DATT, 
Executive Director, Washington Office, 

American Farm Bureau Federation. 

CHAMBER OF COMKERCE OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Washington, DC, July 22, 1985. 

MEMBERS OF THE U.S. SENATE: The U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce urges you to vote for 
both cloture on the motion to consider S. 
43, the line-item veto bill, and the legisla
tion itself. 

S. 43 has the bipartisan support of 47 sen
ators. It deserves the consideration of the 
full U.S. Senate. 

The control of Federal spending is the 
most important issue facing American busi
ness. The U.S. Chamber believes that line
item veto will promote fiscal discipline in 
Congress. 

Sincerely, 
ALBERT D. BOURLAND. 

CFrom the Washington Post, July 12, 19851 
THE "GANG OF 535" 

Sen. Mark Hatfield's basic premise C"Line 
by Line, a No-Account, Veto," op-ed, June 
251 is that the line-item veto, rather than 
being a panacea for budget woes, would 
transfer political power from the legislative 
to the executive branch. As far as the 
budget question goes, anything has to be 
better than the way Congress had handled 
the purse strings the last decade or so. 

Every October we watch the debacle of 
535 elected officials working late into the 
night to come up with a compromise budget. 
Occasionally it gets done before the spend
ing authority has expired, all of which is to 
little avail since another 10 or 15 percent is 
spent in supplemental appropriations. 

The transfer of political power is even 
more interesting. Sen. Hatfield says that 
the president could "undercut legislative 
intent" by selective use of the veto. Since 
1972, when Congress took large powers 
away from the executive branch, we have 
had undercutting of executive intent <espe
cially in foreign affairs> by legislative com
mittee. The intent of the "Star Wars" pro
gram, for example, h!lS been changed by re
ducing appropriations for certain programs 
necessary for development and not others. 
That's like buying a car with a V-8 and get
ting only four pistons. 

Congressmen are continually voting for 
the best "pork" for their districts and not 
necessarily in the best interests of the coun
try. If the line-item veto were to increase 
the power of the executive branch, so be it. 
The interest of the country is more impor
tant than the nest-feathering of the "Gang 
of 535." 

FRED STENGER, 
Fayetteville, Pa. 

CFrom the Los Angeles Times, July 23, 19851 
LINE-ITEM VETO: OUT OF THE SHAMBLES 

<By Edward M. Kennedy> 
Growing support for the line-item veto in 

the Senate and the House is a reflection of 
the Pogo Principle in contemporary poli
tics-"We have met the enemy, and they is 
us." 

The budget process is in shambles, the 
deficit is out of control, and Congress is the 
problem. Our system of checks and bal
ances, which functions adequately, even 
brilliantly in most areas, is out of kilter in 
the area of the budget. Congress has too 
much power over the purse, and the Presi
dent has too little. The line-item veto, while 
neither the miracle cure that proponents 
promise nor the disaster that opponents 
fear, is one of the few available tools to re
dress the balance. 

The fundamental issue is fiscal responsi
bility, and it has little to do with partisan 
politics or the current budget wars that pit 
a Republican President against a Democrat
ic House-and even against his own Republi
can Senate. A larger principle and a longer 
perspective are at stake. 

When 100 senators and 435 representa
tives have primary responsibility for the 
budget, no one is adequately responsible. 
The traditional veto power of the President, 
which worked well until the 1970s, is still 

sufficient to keep most other legislation in 
check. But it is too unwieldly to impose sig
nificant discipline on the appropriations 
process. In 1983 and 1984 the 98th Congress 
produced 623 bills that were sent to the 
White House and signed into law. Only 27 
were appropriation bills, but they made up 
in size and scope for what they lacked in 
number-dispensing hundreds of billions of 
dollars across the entire range of myriad 
federal programs. 

Very occasionally Presidents have been 
bold enough to veto one or another of these 
behemoth appropriations bills because they 
objected to particular provisions. More 
often the massive nature of the modern ap
propriations process overwhelms the primi
tive veto power, and the President acqui
esces in bills that by any standard 3.I'e badly 
flawed. By giving the President a stronger 
role, the line-item veto would instill a new 
and needed measure of presidential account
ability in federal spending and reduce the 
excesses of a congressional process that too 
readily focuses on individual districts and 
separate interests, not the national interest. 

In any event the line-item veto is hardly a 
riverboat gamble. Forty-three states already 
give a similar power to their governors, who 
universally regard it as an indispensable 
tool of budget control-at least until they 
become U.S. senators. 

Presidents since Grant have sought the 
line-item veto, but until now Congress has 
refused to cede the power-and with consid
erable justification, because earlier Con
gresses seldom brought in budgets that were 
unbalanced. Today Congress has only itself 
to blame for the irresistible pressure to 
yield some of its power to the President. We 
gave away the Treasury with the massive 
tax cuts and huge increases in military 
spending of the past four years and the 
country will continue to sink into an irre
versible morass of deficits unless corrective 
action is taken. 

Everybody talks about balancing the 
budget, but nobody is currently doing much 
about it. Congress claims that it's the Presi
dent's fault for falling to use the veto
"stop us before we spend again." The Presi
dent pleads in turn that he fervently detests 
the deficits but does not have the power to 
fight them fully. So let's give it to him. Let's 
help him live up to his own rhetoric-and 
let's also see to it that Congress will be look
ing over its shoulders as it packages and 
passes future appropriations bills. 

CFrom the Providence Journal, July 22, 
1985) 

LINE ITEMS AND PREsmENT's Vrro Pown 
Tomorrow, the U.S. Senate will vote, for 

the second time in as many weeks, on a 
motion to kill a filibuster of bill S. 43, the 
line-item veto. The need for such a measure 
has been steadily amplified in recent years 
by Congress's proven inability to cut federal 
spending. If the filibuster can be stopped 
C60 votes are needed), the bill is expected to 
pass the Senate with ease. 

Sponsored by Sen. Mack Mattingly, a 
Georgia Republican, the measure would re
quire that each item in an appropriations 
bill be sent to the President as a separate 
bill. This would allow the President to veto 
expensive "pork barrel" expenditures by 
which individual legislators buy the support 
of special interests back home. 

With the authority to make item vetoes, 
the President could significantly alter the 
traditional budget process. The horse-trad
ing of federal money among members of 
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Congress has in recent years produced last
minute package deals that are truly uncon
scionable. Appropriations that the Congress 
can't agree on during floor debate are, at 
the session's end, rolled into a "continuing 
resolution," which the President must 
either approve or veto in toto. 

Last year's continuing resolution-totaling 
more than $500 billion-included more than 
half of all federal spending for the current 
fiscal year. It would be wildly impractical 
for the President to veto a package that in
cludes so many essential appropriations; in 
signing it, he approves a vast amount of 
pork as well. 

The filibuster against proceeding on the 
bill is led by Republican Sen. Mark Hatfield 
of Oregon. He asserts that the item veto 
would shift too much power from the Con
gress to the President, creating what Sena
tor Hatfield calls "an open invitation to po
litical mischief." Horse hockey! The gover
nors of 43 states have item-veto authority, 
and there is simply no evidence that it can 
be used to install a ring in the legislature's 
nose. Those who see the item veto as a par
tisan contrivance should check in with Sen. 
Ted Kennedy, who isn't exactly a stingy re
actionary. Even he supports it. 

A second objection by opponents is that 
the item veto couldn't touch most federal 
spending, such as entitlement programs. 
This is true, but it rests on the cockeyed as
sumption that if the President can't veto 
the largest budget items, he shouldn't be 
given authority to veto smaller ones. That is 
a transparent plea for the sanctity of the 
pork barrel. 

Neither of these arguments addresses the 
fact that S. 43 would give the President 
item-veto authority for only two years. That 
is a reasonable time to experiment with a 
power that otherwise could be conferred 
only by amending the Constitution. If, at 
the end of two years, the item veto proves to 
harbor even half the faults its opponents 
claim, that will be reason enough not to re
instate it. On the other hand, if it helps the 
President cut pork projects from a $900-bll
lion budget, it will have earned its keep. 

When the Congress shows, as it did last 
week, that it lacks the will to eliminate even 
the cost of elevator operators for the Cap
itol's automated elevators, that is sympto
matic of the need to extend the President's 
veto power. Ronald Reagan says that he has 
the will to cut into the disgraceful waste of 
taxpayers' money. He deserves the chance 
to prove it. 

[From the Athens <GA> Banner Herald, 
Feb. 25, 1985] 

MATTINGLY'S LINE-ITEM VETO PLAN SHOULD 
BE CONSIDERED 

Senator Mack Mattingly, R-Ga., appears 
to be gaining support for his proposal that 
the president be given a line-item veto on a 
two-year trial basis. 

Al.most 50 senators, including some fiscal
ly minded Democrats as well as Republi
cans, endorsed the proposal when it was pre
sented. President Reagan urged Congress to 
adopt it, and many other concerned Ameri
cans have offered their support. 

Both houses should adopt the measure 
quickly, so that it can be put into effect this 
year. 

Mattingly's proposal has several advan
tages over previous suggestions that a con
stitutional amendment be proposed to grant 
presidents this authority to influence 
budget-making. 

First, it could be adopted much easier 
since it is a law rather than a proposed 

amendment. The time-consuming process of 
receiving approval in the states could be 
avoided. 

Second, it proposes a trial rather than a 
permanent change. If Congress decides after 
two years that the plan has not helped, it 
could decide not to extend it or propose a 
constitutional amendment to make it more 
permanent. 

The amendment is not being touted as the 
answer to budget deficits or other spending 
programs. It is being offered as one means 
to help foster responsiblle spending. The 
president could become a more active part
ner in the budget process, and many non-es
sential proposals could be eliminated or 
postponed. 

Congress would not be abdicating its 
power over the budget, since it would retain 
the power to override a presidential veto 
and it could throw out the whole idea after 
two years. 

The line-item veto has been used success
fully in 43 states, including California, 
where Reagan served two terms as governor. 
On the basis of his experience there, he 
argues that it could be a powerful tool 
against wasteful or extravagant spending in 
Washington. 

Some opponents argue that the effect on 
the deficit would be minor because there is 
so little non-defense discretionary spending 
in the budget. But if that is true, they have 
little reason to oppose the trial. 

Others argue that the system has served 
well for many years, so why change it. But 
has it really served well? Isn't our reluc
tance to change one of the reasons we have 
so many problems? 

The Mattingly proposal is a reasonable 
effort to improve a system that is obviously 
flawed. It should be given a fair trial, then 
kept or abandoned as appropriate. 

CFrom the Atlanta Journal, June 28, 19851 
SEN. MATTINGLY WINS A ROUND IN HIS CASE 

FOR ITEM VETO 

Senator Mack Mattingly of Georgia has 
won a round in his fight for a line-item veto 
by default-but it is a short-term victory to 
be savored. The item veto was imperiled in a 
Senate committee chaired by Charles Mee. 
Mathias of Maryland, a Republican, but a 
long-time friend of budget deficits and fed
eral spending, particuarly for public em
ployees. Mathias would have done away 
with Mattingly's proposal for a two-year 
test of the veto before it ever saw the 
Senate floor. 

Mattingly is learning, however. He threat
ened to tie the veto plan to an appropria
tions bill, a wrong-headed but time-honored 
way of beating the system. Mathias allowed 
it to go to the floor. 

Though Mathias and a few liberal Repub
licans oppose it, Mattingly has the support 
of 47 members of the Senate, including a 
great many Democratic powerhouses. They 
know a couple of things. They know that 
the current budget process, with 13 un
wieldy appropriations bills that must be 
signed or vetoed by the president must be 
put into narrower focus. They know that 
the item-veto, with a provision for overrid
ing by a two-thirds vote, works in 43 states. 

None sees the item veto as a cure for red 
ink. At best, it might shave 1 percent or 2 
percent from a given appropriations bill. 
Over time, however, those percentage points 
can add up. Most important, the threat of 
the veto of individual budget items should 
force Congress to act more responsibly, to 
avoid pork-barrelling and see-no-evil back
scratching on pet projects. It is instructive 

how President Reagan's adamance against 
signing a years-old water project cornucopia 
has resulted in House and Senate scaling 
down the measure and insisting on larger 
local contributions. 

The week's events in a House-Senate con
ference on budget resolutions shows the 
need for the item veto and muddies the ease 
of its opponents. The conferees are dead
locked on how to resolve their differences. 
Key House members are talking about going 
ahead with individual spending bills without 
so much as a target. We've been here before 
and $200-billion annual deficits prove it. 

Mattingly must persist and prevail. The 
item veto is a small weapon with great long
term and psychological effects. 

CFrom Savannah <GA> Morning News, May 
17, 1985] 

PASS LINE-ITEM VETO 

Two years is all Sen. Mack Mattingly is 
asking to determine whether his proposal to 
give the president line-item-veto authority 
is worthwhile. That's a fair enough request 
by Georgia's junior senator. 

After two years, if the Mattingly bill 
passes, Congress would reassess the line
item authority. If Congress by then should 
decide the president had abused the author
ity, or hadn't really needed it, then that 
would be that. If Congress, on the other 
hand, should decide that it's not a bad idea 
after all, then it would extend the author
ity. 

So why not act and give the Mattingly bill 
a chance to prove itself? 

The thought here is that line-item veto 
authority would work on the national level, 
just as it hP..s worked well in the 43 states 
now according that authority to their gover
nors. Georgia is one such state. 

Another thought here is that neither 
President Reagan nor any one president 
after him WQuld abuse the authority. Presi
dents, irrespective of party affiliation, have 
to maintain a degree of working cooperation 
with their lawmakers; to abuse the author
ity would be to court disaster where a presi
dent's own programs are concerned. Even a 
fellow party member isn't going to allow his 
president to push him around. 

A line-item veto would help to streamline 
spending legislation by thwarting the temp
tation for members of Congress to tack un
related spending amendments onto legisla
tive measures going through the enactment 
process. It would be, as Senate Majority 
Leader Robert Dole says, "a proper remedy 
for the problem of overspending." 

Under the present system, a president 
must approve or veto a bill in its entirety. If 
a bill contains 95 percent of provisions that 
both the president and Congress agree are 
good, but 5 percent of porkbarrel amend
ments tacked on like suckers clinging to the 
back of a whale, a president often has to 
accept the non-essential 5 percent in order 
to preserve the essential 95 percent. 

With authority to veto line items in a 
measure, a president can say yes to the 
larger part and no to the smaller. 

Would that, under the Mattingly bill, cast 
a president in the role of dictator? Absolute
ly not. The Mattingly bill would allow an 
override of a vetoed line item by a majority 
vote of each chamber. That's different from 
the present requirement of a two-thirds ma
jority in each chamber for an override. 

Also, the Mattingly bill contains the two
year-reassessment feature, which would pro
tect Congress from an unreasonable presi-
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dent. It's fair legislation, and in the public's 
interest. 

Senator Dole wants the Mattingly bill 
passed after Congress returns from its Me
morial Day recess. It should pass, go on to 
the House, pass there, and then be accorded 
the chance to work. 

[From the Washington Times, Feb. 11, 
1985] 

A SIZZLING BIG MACK 

If the line-item veto is too much for Con
gress to contemplate as a constitutional 
amendment, why not a two-year trial? A 
novel idea, and Georgia Sen. Mack Matting
ly deserves special commendation for think
ing of it. Sen. Mattingly's bill may have 
picked up enough support already to ensure 
passage in the Republican-controlled 
Senate. Perhaps it would take the appoint
ment of Tip O'Neill as ambassador to Ire
land to get it through the House. 

A line-item veto, if only for two years, 
would have profound power to remake the 
budgetary process. Rather than heightening 
controversy over each spending issue, the 
device could well drain the budgetary proc
ess of demagoguery. Presidents propose 
budgets, as they say in civics class, but 
"chief executives" are much less active par
ticipants than is commonly supposed. As 
things work now, Congress is allowed to 
beat up on presidents for deficits not of 
their making. 

Presidents have been known to beat up on 
Congress, of course, but that's just the 
point. Too much who-shot-Johnism removes 
the debate from sincere efforts to manage 
the taxpayers' money and restrain spending. 
If Sen. Mattingly's bill, which has President 
Reagan's blessing, becomes law, then the 
burden of demonstrating its usefulness will 
rest with the administration, and both sides 
will have to get serious. 

Some conservatives have fought the line
item veto because of a misplaced constitu
tional fastidiousness. Appropriations are 
supposed to arise from Congress, and that's 
that. The point ignores two centuries of 
congressional recklessness, and conserv
atives should be the first to grasp the les
sons of history. 

The real fight will be in the Democrat
controlled House, of course. Perhaps Mr. 
O'Neill's legions will be brave. Perhaps they 
will seize on the measure to challenge the 
president's intentions, to place the burden 
on him if he thinks he knows so much. Per
haps he will be waiting for them. 

CFrom Savannah <GA> Evening Press, Feb. 
10, 1985] 

LINE-ITEM VETO NEEDED 

Suddenly last Wednesday night, Mack 
Mattingly, our junior senator, was in the 
spotlight. President Reagan mentioned him 
by name and the television camera covering 
the State of the Union address picked him 
up. 

A nice plug for the old Empire State of 
the South, the Cracker State, or just plain 
ol' Georgia by any sobriquet. But when the 
senator and his admiring constituents finish 
taking bows, the fact remains that more 
than showmanship was involved in that al
lusion to the Georgia senator. The president 
was addressing a serious matter. 

The matter is the proposal by Senator 
Mattingly of line-item veto authority for 
the president. The Georgia lawmaker pro
posed this in the last term of Congress, but 
the measure fell by the wayside for reasons 
of other more pressing business. 

What he is proposing again is authority 
for the president to go through an appro
priations bill, item by item, and approve or 
disapprove, also item by item. 

Under present law, a president must 
accept or veto an entire measure, and appro
priations bills have a way of picking up 
tacked-on pork-barrel projects during their 
final stages of passage. A bill can be 99-per
cent to a president's liking, but he must also 
approve that pesky 1 percent or risk delay
ing or killing many worthwhile projects. 
Too many presidents have had to grin and 
bear it by signing bills that contained boon
doggle items. 

The Mattingly proposal is sensible. It con
tains an override feature much in favor of 
the Congress-requiring only a majority to 
override a line-item veto rather than the 
present two-thirds requirement for an 
entire bill. And it would apply only to ap
propriations bills; thus, the two-thirds re
quirement would not be eliminated entirely. 

Another favorable feature is that the Mat
tingly bill would be experimental, contain
ing a "sunset" provision. That means Con
gress would have to renew it two years 
hence; if by then Congress should deem it 
had proved unworkable, that would be the 
end of it. 

Many States, Georgia included, accord 
their governors line-item veto authority. 
The provision has worked well. Why not on 
the federal level as a means of streamlining 
the enactment and signing of legislation, as 
well as protecting the taxpayer-which is its 
main purpose? 

CFrom Savannah <GA> Evening Press, May 
22, 1985] 

GIVE VETO A TEST 

Forty-three state governors have the au
thority to use the line-item veto. It works 
for them and it would work on the federal 
level. 

Congress should give this authority to the 
president. The result would be a tighter con
trol on federal spending and a reduced defi
cit. 

Georgia's Sen. Mack Mattingly has of
fered a bill that would introduce the line
item veto. The proposal, now before the 
Senate Rules Committee, has 46 co-spon
sors. There's nothing radical about the idea. 
Sen. Mattingly's bill would provide for a 
two-year trial period in which to test its ef
fectiveness. 

"New methods are clearly needed to re
strain the growth of federal spending," Sen. 
Mattingly told the Rules Committee. As he 
pointed out, the legislative process has 
eroded presidential options on spending. 

Congress passes omnibus bills that con
tain a mixture of good and bad spending 
proposals and the president has to choose 
between a veto of the good to halt the bad 
and acceptance of the bad to get the good. 

In the throes of confusion as a congres
sional session prepares to close, unwise 
spending proposals are passed without 
proper deliberation. In an effort to placate 
special interests, lawmakers make rash deci
sions. With the line-item veto, a president 
could discourage this practice and save the 
taxpayers money. 

Automatically the line-item veto would in
hibit the practice of tacking unrelated 
spending proposals onto important appro
priations measures. 

Congress would not be hurt or deprived of 
its authority by adopting the line-item veto. 
Instead, congressional integrity would be 
protected, for there would be less partisan 
legislating, less catering to special interests, 

and the president would catch the political 
flak. 

Foes who say the line-item veto would 
upset the constitutional balance are quite 
simply wrong. Congress would retain the 
power to override presidential vetoes and 
would continue to have the final say on 
spending. 

We say it's time to give Sen. Mattingly's 
proposal a fair trial. If it failed to fulfill its 
supporters' expectations it could be aban
doned, and if it worked the public would be 
delighted. 

CFrom the Atlanta Journal, Feb. 17, 19851 
MATTINGLY RIDES THE RIGHT HORSE ON LINE

ITEM VETO 

Ideas take a long time to filter up or 
down, as the case may be. The notion of a 
line-item veto power for the president is an 
example. This newspaper and others have 
been urging it for three years as a vital step 
toward curbing the spending appetites of 
Congress. Sen. Mack Mattingly CR-Ga.) has 
pushed it, cajoled his colleagues and has 
seen one version of it go down to narrow 
defeat. 

Mattingly's persistence now may be re
warded. President Reagan, after a visit from 
the senator and after the up and down fil
tering of the idea through press, public and 
Congress, endorsed it heartily in his State 
of the Union Message, even singling out a 
beaming Mattingly. 

To his credit, the persistent and frugal 
Mattingly has obtained 46 other Senate sig
natures-Democrats and Republicans, liber
als and conservatives. 

The item veto seems a worthy effort, par
ticularly now that Mattingly has reworked 
it into a two-year trial by statute, rather 
than constitutional amendment. Those who 
are queasy about another Reagan proposal, 
a constitutional amendment mandating a 
balanced federal budget, ought to jump at 
the line-item veto as an interim step that 
might remove the need for the sterner 
measure. 

The item veto, which Congress could over
ride by a two-thirds vote, is needed to save 
Congress from itself. Representatives, by 
necessity, do a good bit of horse-trading and 
log-rolling for local or pet projects. Con
gressmen face a lot of pressure from the 
famed special interests <and we include the 
Pentagon in that category>. 

The president in most cases has little 
leeway. Once he submits a budget to Con
gress, it comes back to him in the form of 13 
monster appropriations bills or one continu
ing resolution. His choices are to sign them 
or veto them, with the usual risks of "shut
ting down the federal government" or 
"freezing Social Security checks at the Post 
Office." He too must horse trade because so 
often the spending bills come with pet presi
dential policy measures attached. 

The government will spend in the vicinity 
of $973 billion in the coming year. It has 
run deficits ever since Congress "reformed" 
its budget process in 1974. The states, on 
the other hand, are showing record finan
cial well-being. It is not an accident that 43 
governors are armed with veto power over 
legislative spending items. 

The line-item veto prevents Congress from 
hiding profligacy in massive packages. It 
would allow the president to focus taxpayer 
attention on pork-barrel dollars or hidden 
social agendas. It would force Congress to 
face those items in an up or down vote if 
members chose to try to challenge the presi
dent. 
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A great deal of Washington gamesman

ship could be avoided. If the president 
wanted to do away with the Legal Services 
Corporation for instance, he could try it out 
in the open instead of using recess appoint
ments to name board members interested in 
killing it by attrition. If the president 
wanted to rein in military pensions or col
lege student loans, those items could be iso
lated for proper debate. 

CFrom the Atlanta Journal, July 21, 19851 
SENATOR MATTINGLY'S VETO PLAN Is 

SURFACING IN NICK OF TIME 

The timing couldn't be better for Sen. 
Mack Mattingly of Georgia. His cherished 
plan to give the president the line-item veto 
is heading for the Senate floor next week 
even as the federal budget process is bogged 
down, paralyzed really, in a tangle that is by 
far the worst of the sorry deadlocks of 
recent years. 

Even the most casual observer can see 
that Congress' ability to even arrive at a 
budget, much less prepare an accurate one, 
is going aglimmering. Clearly Congress must 
re-reform its budget procedures and there 
must be new tools to deal with the irrespon
sible spending that produces annually un
derestimated deficits and overestimated rev
enues. 

One of those tools-and it is a tool, not a 
panacea-is Mattingly's proposal for a two
year test of the line-item veto, a weapon to 
cut spending that's in use in 43 states and 
has the support of a bare majority of the 
U.S. Senate. If the president has the power 
to strike individual appropriations, he can 
save Congress from itself by pruning the 
log-rolling and pork-barrelling that is part 
of multi-headed compromises. 

His power would not be absolute, but 
would be subject to override. Attention 
could be focused nicely on individual ex
penditures instead of the huge catch-all 
bills that ~lide through now without public 
scrutiny. A congressman could vote on an 
item on its own merits instead of as part of 
a package deal of several other items. There 
would be fewer worries about extraneous 
riders. 

What we've had lately is budgeting by 
brinkmanship. At the end of nearly every 
fiscal year, the president faces those 13 ap
propriations bills that he must sign or risk 
shutting down the government. This year, 
he might not even have that option. This 
Congress is heading toward the new year 
with few prospects of even the usual irre
sponsible continuing resolution, much less 
individual bills framed within spending tar
gets. The paralysis demonstrates the need 
for Mattingly's plan, to choose just one 
reform. 

The item veto is being held hostage this 
week by a filibuster led by a handful of 
Senate Republicans. A vote to end the delay 
may come Tuesday. Some two more votes 
must be rounded up before then to stop the 
filibuster. Since even Sen. Edward Kennedy 
supports that vote, the talking will end and 
Mattingly should have his floor test. Calls 
from a certain hospital switchboard this 
weekend might guarantee it. 

The line-item veto is no shift in the consti
tutional balance of power, as its hysterical 
critics allege. It is a device that might shave 
at most 1 percent to 3 percent of federal 
spending in a good year. Its effects will be 
long-term and hardly can be said to be dis
ruptive. 

The real shift in the constitutional bal
ances of power is going on right now on 
Capitol Hill. Congress is abdicating its 

budget responsibilities and its charge to pro
mote the general welfare. Especially pru
dent Americans might consider that a con
stitutional crisis. 

CFrom the Atlanta Constitution, July 24, 
19851 

CONGRESS MAKES GOOD CASE FOR LINE-ITEM 
VETO 

<By Donald Ratajczak> 
Cong-i·ess created a strong case for the 

line-item veto in its budget resolution delib
erations last week. 

The major argument against providing 
the president with veto rights against indi
vidual portions of a spending bill is the pre
sumed tilt it could cause in political power. 
The president, it is argued, would be in 
greater control of all spending. 

Some members of Congress argue that 
their control over budgetary matters will di
minish if they are unable to attach spending 
provisions that are not wanted by the ad
ministration to bills that the administration 
strongly endorses. 

However, Congress was unable to compro
mise on a spending blueprint to be used in 
controlling the size of appropriations. 

If Congress cannot provide itself with a 
binding ceiling on total spending, allowing 
that body to continue attaching appropria
tions measures to unrelated bills is fiscal ir
responsibility. 

Indeed, the line-item veto will not dimin
ish any budgetary authority that the Con
gress currently is exercising. Instead, the 
line-item veto will provide some budgetary 
controls where none now exist. 

After the Budget Reform Act was passed 
in 1974, Congr~ss created rules th~t ap
peared to provide control over a disorga
nized budgetary process. 

Previously, appropriations were deter
mined on a program-by-program basis. Com
promises usually were resolved by adding re
sources to favored programs. As a result, the 
sum of all appropriations normally exceeded 
levels that most members of Congress felt 
were economically prudent. 

According to the Budget Reform Act, Con
gress was expected to first establish a target 
for total expenditures. If subsequent testi
mony indicated that more spending on a 
given program was worthwhile, Congress 
either was expected to cut other programs 
to adhere to the spending guidelines or alter 
the spending on revenue targets. 

As a result, budget-busting appropriations 
could be readily identified. 

The idea was good, but the execution has 
been atrocious. This year, the Senate and 
House cannot agree upon a budget target. 
By failing to accept program cancellations, 
the House appears to be establishing budg
etary savings that can be eliminated by sup
plemental appropriations as the budgetary 
year progresses. 

SENATE REFUSES 

The Senate refuses to go along with this 
charade. Therefore, no spending limits have 
been approved. For all practical purposes, 
the Budgetary Reform Act is no longer 
operational in Congress. 

Still, budgetary control is sorely needed. 
By using a line-item veto, the administra
tion can more effectively restore spending 
targets, as most governors currently do. 

Congress still has the power to override 
the president, if he uses his veto to alter 
their priorities. It also can withhold appro
priations for programs the administration 
desires if the president wields too heavy a 
line-item veto on Congress's pet projects. 

If the Congress is so upset about losing 
authority to the president, it can reduce the 
override majority necessary to offset a veto. 
However, it is clear that Congress has failed 
in its budgetary responsibility. 

The president should now be given the 
tools he needs to bring more order to the 
current budgetary mess. 

[From the Wall Street Journal, July 23, 
19851 

SOMETHING FOR THE FARMERS 

Congress this week will prove once and for 
all that it is institutionally incapable of fed
eral budget management. It will attempt to 
pass, before the August recess, a bill calling 
for nearly $40 billion in farm subsidies over 
the next three years. That's $12.5 billion 
above the Senate budget resolution "ceil
ing." 

Individual congressmen know this is crazy. 
How can Americans, or the world at large, 
have any confidence in a legislative body 
that professes grave concern about budget 
deficits while at the same time handing out 
subsidies with reckless abandon? Yet such is 
the level of political courage in the House 
and Senate that members don't want to face 
their rural constituencies during the recess 
without having first written out a generous 
check. And this was supposed to be the year 
for farm-policy reform. 

What instead happened was that Congress 
found it had three mutually antagonistic 
goals in writing the farm bill. It decided 
that all three did not have the same impor
tance. By far the highest priority was "pro
tection" of farmer income. In actual prac
tice, that mainly meant protecting big farm
ers. According to the USDA, 12% of the na
tion's 2.4 million farmers got nearly half of 
last year's subsidy payments. Dairy farmers 
did best, with subsidies averaging $22,800. 
The House Agriculture Committee last week 
simply rubber-stamped a dairy subsidy bill 
written by the industry itself. "Protecting" 
income, in the language congressmen under
stand, means buying votes. 

Goal number two, very much lower on the 
priority list, is to increase farm commodity 
exports. Price-support levels for major farm 
exports were set so high by Congress in 1981 
that they have been pricing American farm
ers out of world markets. Farm products are 
a major U.S. export, so declining sales have 
been an important cause of the U.S. trade 
deficit, which congressmen wring their 
hands over when they are not wringing 
their hands over the budget deficit. But of 
course <see priority number one> they are 
not going to cut support levels, or at least 
not until after the 1986 elections. Instead, 
the government will pay farmers the differ
ence between the income support "targets" 
and market prices, plus export subsidies. 
The Treasury will bleed profusely. There is 
no guarantee this will cure the trade deficit, 
but it will certainly boost the budget deficit. 

Which brings us to priority number three. 
Priority number three is to get the farm 
bill's cost back below that $27.5 billion ceil
ing. That priority is the odd man out, to be 
sacrificed to the other two. Senate strate
gists in effect decided last Friday to go full 
speed this week on getting a farm bill 
passed, whatever the cost. The budget will 
be worried about when everyone comes back 
from vacation in September. Bon voyage. 

There are other interesting little quirks to 
the House and Senate farm bills. For four 
years now, big land speculators in the West 
have been plowing up substandard range 
land and planting it in winter wheat. Envi-
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ronmentalists are furious at this "sodbust
ing," which they say threatens a new dust 
bowl in Montana and other states where 
rainfall is light and topsoil marginal. They 
are right. Sodbusting, pure and simple, has 
been financed by Uncle Sam through invest
ment incentives in the tax law combined 
with agricultural subsidy programs. In the 
farm bills, Congress proposes to pay the 
farmers up to $40 an acre to take some 25 
million to 30 million acres out of use. As one 
observer puts it, "Uncle Sam paid them to 
put the land into production; now he is 
paying them to take it out." Nice deal. 

The bill written by the dairy lobby for the 
House "does not deal candidly with U.S. 
dairy farmers or the public concerning the 
costs," a USDA letter to the chairman of 
the House committee said last week. In 
short, it underestimates them, not uncom
mon for farm bills. Even $40 billion for the 
total farm bundle may be a conservative 
guess. 

We're told that senators and representa
tives are becoming increasingly edgy with 
one another over budget issues. They see a 
process collapsing before their eyes. Mr. 
Reagan is offering to do the cutting for 
them if they will give him a line-item veto. 
They may never get a better offer. 

[From the Wall Street Journal, July 22, 
1985] 

Two SENATORS 

Only two U.S. senators now stand in the 
way of giving the line-item veto bill a 
chance to be voted on in the Senate. Last 
Thursday, a vote to end a filibuster against 
consideration of the item veto came up at 
57-42, three votes shy of the needed 60. One 
supporting senator was away on family mat
ters, so when the next cloture vote comes 
up, probably tomorrow, two votes would 
stop the filibuster and give the item veto an 
honest test. 

What's the point of preventing the Senate 
from having the opportunity to vote this 
bill up or down once and for all? The 
moment that the item veto is removed from 
the Senate's agenda, Congress will be back 
with its Sisyphean rock at the bottom of the 
budget mountain. Congress is heading 
toward another December continuing reso
lution, with the federal accounts written up 
by the unelected staffers of the appropria
tions subcommittees. 

Surely it's only a matter of time before 
constituents, challengers and home-town 
editors begin to figure out what a Ponzi 
scheme the federal budget has become for 
incumbents. A $900 billion budget and a 
$200 billion deficit is the sort of thing voters 
will eventually decide to hang on someone, 
and come November 1986 it won't be Ronald 
Reagan. 

The item veto's purpose would be to give 
one major player in the process responsibil
ity for saying no. It would therefore include 
someone within the system who is to be 
held accountable for spending. The high po
litical stakes of modem incumbency have 
undermined Congress's ability to bear 
public, identifiable responsibility for long
term spending discipline. Sens. Hatfield, 
Byrd and Weicker have been orating that 
the item veto would upset the balance of 
power. What power? The only real purse
string power held in Washington now be
longs to the special interests <see Sen. 
Byrd's remarks printed nearby>. They built 
that $900 billion budget, they testify profes
sionally on its behalf before committees like 
Sen~ Weicker's and they'll defund the cam-

paign of any formerly supportive incumbent 
who resists them. 

It's just possible the Senate would like to 
alter this hapless game. Among Democrats 
voting to end the filibuster were Sens. Ken
nedy, DeConcini, Leahy, Nunn, Dixon and 
Pell. That doesn't mean they'd vote for the 
item-veto bill itself, but they're at least will
ing to open the door toward a vote on the 
bill. 

Of these Democrats, only Sen. Leahy is up 
for reelection in 1986. All other Democratic 
incumbents up for reelection-Glenn, Hart, 
Dodd, Cranston, Ford and Eagleton-voted 
for the filibuster. So did two incumbent Re
publicans-Specter and Packwood. No doubt 
these senators have reasons for not giving 
the item veto a chance. What's becoming 
harder to understand is how all of them can 
defend what they do now as responsible 
management of their constituents' taxes. 

NOTABLE & QUOTABLE 

Senate Minority Leader Robert Byrd CD., 
W. Va.>. filibustering on July 18:> 

Mr. President, I feel that this breadth of 
opposition to the bill certainly is worthy of 
reference at this point. So I would like to 
read into the Record a list of these 41 orga
nizations that have contacted my office ex
pressing opposition to the line-item veto. 
They are as follows: 

The APL-CIO; the American Library As
sociation; the United Mine Workers of 
America; American Association of Universi
ty Women; the American Federation of 
Government Employees; the National 
Urban League; the Communications Work
ers of America; the American Council on 
Education; the United Automobile Workers 
of America; the National Association of Fed
erally Impacted Schools; the United Steel
workers of America; the Committee for Edu
cation Funding; the American Federation of 
Teachers; the National League of Cities; the 
International Ladies Garment Workers 
Union; the International Union of Bricklay
ers & Allied Craftsmen; the Service Employ
ees International Union; the Paralyzed Vet
erans of America; the United Food & Com
mercial Workers International Union; the 
Lutheran Council in the U.S.A.; the Food & 
Allied Service Trades Department of the 
AFL-CIO; Congress Watch; the Amalgamat
ed Clothing & Textile Workers Union; 
Common Cause; the National Farmers 
Union; the Americans for Democratic 
Action; the Seafarers International Union 
of North America; the United Church of 
Christ, Office for Church in Society; the 
National Association of Letter Carriers; the 
United States Student Association; the 
Brotherhood of Railway & Airline Clerks; 
the Council of Great City Schools; the 
American Federation of State, County & 
Municipal Employees; the Children's De
fense Fund; the Consumers Union of Amer
ica; the National Council of Senior Citizens; 
the Coalition on Block Grants and Human 
Needs; the National Association for the Ad
vancement of Colored People; and the 
American Association of Retired Persons. 

Mr. President, I feel that this is a clear in
dication of the broad interest in this matter 
throughout the country. 

[From the Wall Street Journal, July 18, 
1985] 

A SENATOR'S CHOICE 

Over the next 48 hours, each of the 100 
members of the U.S. Senate will have to 
make a choice about the way the govern
ment manages the people's money. Bill S.43, 
which would give the president a line-item 

veto over individual appropriations, is final
ly before the Senate. The bill's opponents, 
led by Sen. Mark Hatfield CR .. Ore.), are at
tempting to kill it with parliamentary proce
dures that would prevent the full Senate 
from voting on the measure. The bill ap
pears to have enough votes for passage, but 
whether 60 votes exist to kill Sen. Hatfield's 
filibuster is uncertain. 

We suspect that most senators have 
thought about the item veto and its possible 
usefulness. With the voting finally at hand, 
however, senators might want to give some 
thought to how comfortable they are with 
the budgetary status quo. It is our sense 
that the politics of managing a federal 
budget now totaling $900 billion simply 
don't square with what most thought they'd 
be doing in Washington when they entered 
public life. 

We're not talking about the traditional 
hardball of big-league politics. Men and 
women have come to Washington and 
played that game well and honorably since 
1789. We're talking about something more 
peculiar to modem American politics. 

The 535 members of the Senate and 
House now preside over a set of government 
functions, a bureaucracy and a federal 
budget whose scale is unimaginably large 
and complex. Each January the members 
return to Washington and again set to work 
at the task of parceling out $900 billion or 
whatever, which happens to be quite a few 
more billions than their constituents are 
willing to contribute in taxes. The Constitu
tion quite specifically assigns this function 
to Congress, and for that reason the process 
and its participants command a certain level 
of respect. But that's not the only reason so 
many people pay their respects to the mem
bers. 

The main reason i.s that federal spending 
is big bucks. You have the power of the 
purse over that much money and you get a 
lot of respect. But the respect now accorded 
the members isn't the same as it was, say, in 
1960 when John Kennedy undertook to revi
talize America. By comparison, Washington 
was a lean and vibrant place then. Today 
it's a built-up town of associations-thou
sands upon thousands of them, all pressing 
some legitimate claim on that $900 billion. 

Over the course of any budget process 
now there will be deals, political payoffs, 
pork-packed supplementals, grand-scale log
rolling between liberals and conservatives, 
continuing resolutions written when the 
rest of the country is literally asleep and 
campaign solicitations mailed out to all 
those endlessly polite and deferential asso
ciation people. We were struck last Friday 
by an item in the Journal's Washington 
Wire column: "At a $500-a-head fund-raiser 
for Rep. Rostenkowski, lobbyists received 
buttons saying, 'I did more than write 
Rosty.'" This is what the Founding Fathers 
had in mind when they wrote Article I, Sec
tion 7 of the Constitution? 

A prominent senator called our office re
cently, and the discussion turned to the 
floundering budget process. "We're institu
tionally incapable of changing," the senator 
said. "And there's no use you wasting your 
time writing editorials slamming us for 
spending. We won't change because we 
can't." This man is a liberal. 

We're certain this view of the institution's 
debilitating paralysis is shared by many 
more Democratic senators than have co
signed Sen. Mack Mattingly's item-veto pro
posal. We also doubt that many senators 
take seriously Sen. Hatfield's current fili
bustering argument that the item veto 
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would shift the balance of power unfairly in 
the president's favor. And we doubt that 
many have been distracted by the red-her
ring argument that the item veto's reach 
won't significantly reduce the deficit. Surely 
the senators who will be casting votes on 
the motion to shut off the filibuster know 
what the real issue here is. 

The issue is that there are two words a 
politician needs to be able to say: yes and 
no. We now have a federal presence where 
the two words most used are yes and yes. 
That's why we have a $900 billion budget. 
Congress has demonstrated beyond a doubt 
that it cannot change this on its own. Its 
budget process has become the equivalent of 
trying to walk down the world's longest 
rising escalator. 

The presidential item veto would provide 
one significant outside presence responsible 
for saying no. Yes, of course, Sen. Hatfield 
is right-the item veto won't wave away the 
deficit overnight. But the item veto will 
clearly allow individual members to some
times step off the escalator of a political 
spending system that is no longer edifying 
or admirable. Senators might find that the 
public respect accorded them then would be 
far more genuine and satisfying. 

[From the Wall Street Journal, July 11, 
1985) 

GOODBYE TO ALL THAT 

David Stockman could hardly have picked 
a more appropriate day to resign. It was on 
a day when Tip O'Neill came out of a White 
House cocktail session chortling that he had 
busted up the centerpiece of the Reagan
Dole anti-deficit package, a Social Security 
freeze. It was a day when the House Agricul
ture Committee approved a generous dairy 
price support bill written, in large part, by 
the dairy industry itself. It was a day of de
jection in the markets as the world watched 
Washington's spending-control efforts run
ning aground once more. 

Who can blame Mr. Stockman for leaving 
his White House frustrations behind for a 
desk at Salomon Brothers? At a Wall Street 
investment house, a bright young man can 
actually accomplish something. He can fi
nance a skyscraper or a bridge, or a corpo
rate takeover. He can sign binding contracts 
with his opposite number's John Hancock 
also on the dotted line-no more of those 
slippery political promises. He can make as 
much money as his talents will allow. 

No one has ever doubted Mr. Stockman's 
talent. Indeed, we now hear Rep. William H. 
Gray III CD., Pa.), chairman of the House 
Budget Committee, complaining that Mr. 
Stockman's departure "leaves us in the 
lurch." In other words, if the budget process 
fails once more it won't be the fault of Tip 
O'Neill. It will be because the man who 
knows all the numbers fled to Wall Street 
and President Reagan didn't stop him. Now 
no one knows the numbers. This last point 
at least is almost believable. 

We ourselves haven't minded seeing Mr. 
Stockman lose certain battles. In his legiti
mate concern about the large federal deficit 
he often has been too willing to join forces 
with tax boosters. That route was tried in 
1982 when Mr. Reagan suffered the famous 
TEFRA swindle, agreeing with Congress to 
a $100 billion tax increase for spending cuts 
that never materialized. The new taxes 
didn't dent the federal deficit either. 

But during all the time Mr. Stockman was 
taking deserved flak for his tax-increase 
feelers we never doubted his sincerity about 
spending cuts. His occasional bitter out
bursts over battles lost to the military-con-

gressional complex, or the agriculture lobby, 
or congressisonal logrollers, made this abun
dantly clear. Under him, OMB produced in
cisive documentation of the economic irra
tionality of Amtrak, the Job Corps, military 
retirement and dozens of other congression
al sacred cows. 

In an intellectual sense, the tax issue has 
been resolved. No one with any credentials 
believes anymore that the government can 
tax its way to solvency. The principle of a 
flatter tax schedule, designed to encourage 
more productive-effort and more useful in
vestment, has support on both sides of the 
aisle. 

There is widespread intellectual agree
ment as well that Congress spends too much 
money. It is one of the favorite stump 
themes of individual congressmen. They 
know it will win voter empathy. But as a 
body, Congress has proved beyond doubt in 
the 10 years it has had its own "budget 
process" that it is incapable of setting 
budget priorities and living with the reve
nues that American taxpayers are willing to 
yield for federal purposes. Organizational 
changes of the early 1970s converted Con
gress into a bazaar where the objective is to 
ensure that every member gets his share of 
the spending. And there's always the fond 
hope of scrounging up some new revenues. 

The answer is not likely to be found in 
"cuts" hammered out in House and Senate 
budget resolutions. Speaker O'Neill abol
ished most of the hope for that Tuesday. 
Yesterday's agreement between Mr. Reagan 
and the congressional leadership on a new 
budget "framework" did little to revive 
hopes. 

The answer is to give the president re
sponsibility for the final outcome of the 
budget and hold him accountable to the 
voters. As things stand now, the president 
can legitimately say that he does not have 
sufficient control to be held accountable. 

Giving the president a line-item veto, as 
the Mattingly bill now in the Senate does, 
would restore accountability. The president 
could edit out the excesses of the congres
sional bazaar. He could bargain over "enti
tlements." He would be less susceptible to 
lobbying pressures than would individual 
congressmen. 

As a side benefit, the federal budget direc
tor would again have useful work to do. 
Should a talented replacement for Mr. 
Stockman be found, he would be less likely 
to follow Mr. Stockman's trail to Wall 
Street in search of relief from acute frustra
tion. 

CFrom the Wall Street Journal, July 10, 
1985) 

LoWELL WEICKER'S ITEM VETO 

President Reagan met with congressional 
leaders last night to negotiate over the fed
eral budget. Or, so he and the congressmen 
and the press seemed to think. What last 
night's summit illustrates, however, is that 
the president lacks the effective means, 
namely a line-item veto, to truly enter into 
the budget "process" at all. 

As an example, consider HR 2577, the 
fiscal 1985 supplemental appropriation call
ing for some $11 billion to $12 billion for 
such items as the Commodity Credit Corpo
ration, Social Security and the Postal Serv
ice. 

The bill is a classic trough of unneeded 
spending, with large sums for "family social 
services," job-training schemes, and, of 
course, water projects. Yet somehow, we 
can't picture Mr. Reagan credibly threaten
ing a veto over cocktails with Tip O'Neill. 

The president complains about the water 
projects. Tip reminds him the bill also con
tains $2 billion in aid to Israel and mutters 
something about Bitburg. Yes, but it also 
has money for more "job-training" boondog
gles, Mr. Reagan complains. "Along with aid 
to the contras, Mr. President," Tip notes, 
asking him to "get serious" and consider a 
tax increase. 

\.Vith just the blunt tool of a non-item 
veto, Mr. Reagan can only hack at a fiscal 
sausage that is designed, ground, cooked 
and sliced in Congress. The Washington's 
Post's Howard Kurtz recently described this 
process as it shaped Senate action on HR 
2577. Lowell Weicker had two bills involving 
the handicapped stalled before a committee 
chaired by Orrin Hatch. Meanwhile, two 
Utah projects-$2 million for an energy re
search center and $3 million for a radiation 
clinic-were stalled before Sen. Weicker's 
appropriations subcommittee. "The two 
men conferred; the rest is legislative histo
ry," Mr. Kurtz put it. 

Daniel Inouye wanted $2 million for four 
trauma-care centers, one for Hawaii, "Offi
cials say it is understood . . . that another 
<will be> in Weicker's home state of Con
necticut. A third center ... will be in Utah." 

All this comes amidst an interesting shift 
in the debate over a proposed presidential 
line-item veto. Early criticisms focused on 
the veto's alleged ineffectiveness, since it ar
guably would cover "only" the federal 
spending that now comes in the form of in
dividual appropriations. Yet Maryland Sen. 
Charles Mee. Mathias, a line-item critic, re
futed this criticism well recently on our let
ters page. Sen. Mathias's complaint, in 
effect, was that the item-veto would work 
too well allowing the president to cut a 
project Mr. Mathias wants for Chesapeake 
Bay-or to allow it through in exchange for 
a critical vote on some larger spending bill. 

For all the screams about creating some 
new tool of coercion, the line-item veto al
ready exists. As HR 2577 illustrates, there 
are 535 line-item vetoes, one for each 
member of Congress to use in representing 
his limited constituencies. Also, these indi
vidual line-item vetoes, rather than focusing 
accountability, hide it among a morass of 
votes, deals, speeches and amendments. And 
they tend to generate spending, not control 
it. 

A presidential line-item veto would merely 
counterbalance these smaller interests and 
allow the dispersed national interest in 
keeping spending under control to be repre
sented. Before Mr. Reagan participants in 
negotiations with Congress he should 
demand what Sen. Weicker and 534 other 
members of Congress already exercise: a 
line-item veto. 

CFrom the Wall Street Journal, June 21, 
1985] 

FIRST STEP 
The Senate Rules Committee took one 

small step for mankind yesterday. It report
ed out a bill that would legislatively give the 
president the power of line-item veto over 
spending measures. We have become more 
convinced than ever of the importance of in
vesting this authority in the modem presi
dency, and look forward to seeing the meas
ure brought to the floor soon by Majority 
Leader Bob Dole. 

Let us say quickly that we certainly don't 
want to leave the impression that the item
veto bill escaped from the Rules Committee 
with the imprimatur of Commerce Chair
man Mac Mathias, alleged Republican of 
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Maryland. As has been evident the past 
week from Sen. Mathias's role in undermin
ing the confirmation of Brad Reynolds to a 
high position in the Reagan Justice Depart
ment, Mr. Mathias marches very much to 
some other drum. And, indeed, Sen. Ma
thias's Rules Committee reported out the 
bill with an unfavorable recommendation. 

The fact remains, however, that the item
veto measure sponsored by Sen. Mack Mat
tingly of Georgia has the sponsorship sup
port of 47 members of the Senate. Nor is 
this bill the hopelessly quixotic effort of a 
band of like-minded Republicans. The Mat
tingly bill has the support of significant 
Democrats: Biden of Delaware, Proxmire of 
Wisconsin, Hollings of South Carolina, 
Exon and Zorinsky of Nebraska, Boren of 
Oklahoma. We call these Democrats signifi
cant in that they have one, important 
common interest-a strong belief that feder
al spending must be brought under control. 

Indeed, the fact that it is possible to find 
47 members of the Senate willing to publicly 
align themselves with a measure like this re
flects the growing realization in Washington 
that something is fundamentally flawed in 
the modem budget process. When this bill 
comes to the Senate floor for debate, much 
will be said about tipping the balance of 
power and giving the presidency a virtual 
stranglehold on federal spending. But the 
plain truth is that precisely the opposite 
problem lies at the bottom of the spending 
impasse. 

Once a president sends Congress his 
budget, he becomes a virtual spectator to 
the process. Oh sure, he can huff and puff 
about what he will or won't accept, but the 
total dollar amounts and number of pro
grams in the appropriations bills have 
become so huge and unwieldy that the proc
ess has lost coherence. The executive and 
legislative branches both bear responsibility 
for how tax dollars are spent but answer to 
different political constituencies. As the 
system now exists there is no way for the 
two branches to negotiate their differences 
in a precise or prudent way. The current 
system is merely a 12-month slugfest, often 
settled in the dark of the night by continu
ing resolutions only committee staffers pre
tend to understand. 

Providing the president with the potential 
power to veto single spending items would 
force both the White House and Congress to 
make clear spending choices. The manner in 
which the Senate disposes of the Mattingly 
item-veto bill will tell the public a lot about 
how serious our lawmakers are in their pos
turings about bringing the budget under 
control. 

CFrom the Wall Street Journal, May 13, 
1985] 
S.43 

We watched with great interest last week 
as the U.S. Senate tried in its budget delib
erations to figure out how to slash the 
budget in an economically significant way 
while simultaneously retaining such vital 
national commitments as Amtrak and the 
Small Business Administration. By week's 
end, the White House compromised with 
Congress: In return for some marginal 
spending cuts for Amtrak, the Job Corps 
and whatnot, plus a freeze on Social Securi
ty increases, the White House agreed to cut 
the real growth in spending for the Defense 
Department to zero. 

The more we watch this process, the more 
we think Washington is overlooking one 
other significant way to save time and 
money: Abolish the White House. 

Who needs it? The executive branch exists 
to inject into the political process some 
sense of direction or discipline, but it no 
longer has the tools to spike the narrow-in
terest logrolling inevitable in the 535-person 
committee at the other end of Pennsylvania 
Avenue. Indeed, the presidency looks more 
and more like a hapless intruder into the 
village calm of the nation's capital. 

Consider, for instance, that the White 
House's current resident carried 49 states in 
the past election, and that he was given 
nearly 60 percent of the popular vote after 
four years of widespread coverage of his 
desire to severely cut back the federal pres
ence in the American economy. Every voter 
in America knew that Ronald Reagan was 
not Howard Baker or Gerald Ford. And pre
sumably the president believes that the re
sults of the November election are the way 
our political system tells an incumbent 
president to follow his own well-advertised 
instincts. So, two weeks ago, Mr. Reagan 
went on national television to describe in 
detail his desire to eliminate most of the 
federal programs he said he wanted to elimi
nate back in 1981. 

Now consider again last week's "compro
mise": The president gives away the one 
thing he campaigned for-restoration of the 
nation's defense-and virtually caves in on 
the one thing he campaigned against-the 
20-year proliferation of domestic spending 
programs. So much for the imperial presi
dency. Sen. Domenici assures us this will 
not kill any weapons programs; they will 
only be stretched out, which means that 
over a period of years the cost of the weap
ons will be increased in the name of balanc
ing the budget. 

Getting the president to stipulate that he 
can live with zero growth in defense is in 
fact absolutely all that has been accom
plished in the compromise. Everything else 
is meaningless. Next comes negotiations 
with the House Democrats, then comes the 
negotiations with the conference committee, 
then comes the negotiations with the appro
priating committees in both houses and 
their conferences. Finally when Congress 
cannot pass a budget at all, there comes the 
negotiations with the faceless congressional 
staffers who will write the "contL."luing reso
lutions" in the last hours of the fiscal year. 

If any further evidence was needed that 
the White House is now playing by Con
gress's rules, it was Mr. Reagan's statement 
Friday that "I have the agreement of the 
Senate that if this represents a cut in [de
fense] spending beyond where we should go, 
I will be returning for a supplemental ap
propriation." If so, Mr. Reagan will prob
ably have to take a ticket to get in line 
behind the likes of Republican Sen. Al 
D'Amato of New York as he tries to get 
funding added back for mass-transit subsi
dies. "Supplemental appropriations" is a 
device Congress has used for two years to 
appropriate money effectively out of public 
view. Little national coverage, no account
ability, no one takes heat for anything, ev
eryone gets reelected. It is unfortunate to 
see Mr. Reagan indicating his willingness to 
participate in this. 

We prefer the proposal the president 
made in his budget speech the other night: 
"If Congress can't bring itself to do what's 
right, they should at least give me what 43 
governors already have-a line-item veto. 
Then I'll make the cuts; I'll take the respon
sibility, and the heat. And I'll enjoy it." 

The process of establishing the item veto 
starts tomorrow. Sen. Charles Mathias <R., 
Md.> is scheduled to hold a hearing on S. 

43-the bill introduced by Sen. Mack Mat
tingly of Georgia and co-sponsored by 46 
senators that would create a legislated line
item veto power over appropriations for the 
president. This is the one proposal on the 
horizon that would correct the present im
balance between executive and legislative 
branches, allowing each do to its job and 
the government to form a budget with some 
priorities, or indeed any budget whatever. 

Sen. Mathias is reportedly no friend of 
the item veto, and he did not join his many 
Republican colleagues in co-sponsoring the 
Mattingly bill. What is at issue at this point 
in the process, however, is whether the 
Rules Committee will send the item-veto 
legislation on to the full Senate, with or 
without a favorable recommendation. 

Once in the Senate, the item veto's fate 
falls to Majority Leader Bob Dole, who 
alone is able to bring the bill onto the floor 
for debate. Sen. Dole surely deserves some 
kind of credit for keeping all those budget 
balls in the air. But as the great compro
mise-Social Security cut and all-moves 
over to the fun House, the importance of 
keeping the Mattingly item-veto bill alive 
becomes more urgent. 

CFrom the Wall Street Journal, Apr. 18, 
1985] 

GETTING SERIOUS 

They're doin' it again. "It" is the congres
sional budget process. This Monday the 
Senate will begin floor deliberations over 
what the process calls a "budget resolu
tion." Bear in mind that this is April and 
that for the last two years the "process" has 
lasted until December, when a "continuing 
resolution" has been cobbled together in 
the dark of night by congressional staff as
sistants no one has ever heard of, let alone 
voted for. But-lest readers judge us too 
cynical-things could be different this year. 

Congress's budgeteers this year are likely 
to encounter two new elements alien to 
their status-quo politics. The first is the new 
White House-GOP budget that reduces out
lays in part by killing many long-lived feder
al programs. The second is the probability 
that Majority Leader Bob Dole will sched
ule a vote on Sen. Mack Mattingly's bill to 
legislatively empower the president to veto 
line items in this year's budget. Critics of 
the item veto can no longer claim the ad
ministration wouldn't use it, and coupled 
with the proposals to close out programs it 
is the one proposal that could decisively 
change the process that has put the budget 
out of control. 

Indeed, the program-killing budget pro
posal and the Mattingly item veto consti
tute the only serious attempt we're likely to 
see this year to enact spending control that 
the markets would recognize as spending 
control. The alternatives-notably an 
across-the-board spending freeze emerging 
from the House Budget Committee-do 
little more than defer an eventual return to 
the current, economically debilitating status 
quo. 

The tradition-busting significance of what 
Bob Dole brought away from this negotia
tions with the White House becomes clearer 
when you see a simple list of the programs 
to be eliminated. Those that would cease to 
exist with this budget or in a few years are: 
general revenue sharing, the postal subsidy, 
the Small Business Administration, the Job 
Corps, urban-development grants <UDAG ), 
the Amtrak subsidy, the FmHA rural-hous
ing program, direct loans from the Ex-Im 
Bank and Conrail via a sell-off. Programs to 
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be phased out over time are the crop-insur
ance subsidy and the Rural Electrification 
Administration. Spending reductions and 
significant changes in spending formulas 
would touch some 28 other programs affect
ing students, farmers, the Medicaid pro
gram, federal workers and pensioners, scien
tists and others. 

To get the cuts and terminations, of 
course, President Reagan agreed to back off 
from his military budget. In return, he got 
the support of the leaders of his fellow Re
publicans in the Senate. Now he will be 
asked to compromise with the full Senate, 
then with the Democratic leaders in the 
House, then with the full House, then with 
the Conference Committee. And no one can 
make any of the deals stick. As Barry Gold
water says, "There will be more attempts to 
amend this bill than any bill that ever came 
to the floor." 

So on recent form next week's budget 
news will probably degenerate into a din of 
whining about "pragmatism" and how we 
can't to it what with the '86 elections only 
500 days away. Then Congress and the 
White House will embark on a confusing 
and debilitating round of compromises over 
"saving" UDAG grants, Amtrak subsidies 
and the like. By the end of the session, the 
president will have compromised a half
dozen times on the military budget, the 
spending interest will have run amok, and 
we will have a "budget" like all other recent 
budgets. 

Imagine how much more productive and 
rational the process would be if Congress 
enacted the legislative line-item veto. This 
budget's program terminations amount to a 
public listing of where Ronald Reagan's 
item vetoes would fall. Anyone who wanted 
to save these programs would be required to 
give up something in bargaining, and the 
president would have recourse if Congress 
failed to deliver. With this mind-clearing 
discipline, the bargainers could bypass this 
swamp and get down to bedrock bargaining. 
That means cutting a deal over this budget's 
two most volatile aspects-Social Security 
cost-of-living adjustments and defense 
spending. 

By proposing the actual elimination of 
moribund federal programs, the president 
and Majority Leader Dole have taken a 
first, significant step in breaking the cycle 
of budget failure. But this is not enough 
without something to instill some discipline 
in the process. The next step, which needs 
to be taken before the opportunity of enact
ing this budget is lost, is for Mr. Dole to 
move the Mattingly item veto onto the 
Senate calendar and for Mr. Reagan to 
lobby actively for its adoption in both 
houses. Then spending control and deficit 
reduction will at least have a fighting 
chance. 

[From the Wall Street Journal, Mar. 8, 
1985) 

MR. REAGAN'S ITEM VETO 

Here is how a presidential line-item veto 
works: 

On Tuesday, congressional Democrats 
sent the White House a farm bailout bill 
that they said would increase outlays by 
$429 million over the next few years. The 
White House said Tuesday the bill would in
crease federal spending by $1 billion to $2 
billion. By Wednesday afternoon, the spend
ing bill's actual cost to the nation's taxpay
ers was quite clear. It would be $0.00. 

The bill is dead, killed by what may be 
fairly regarded as a line-item veto. 

We and others, notably Sen. Mack Mat
tingly of Georgia, have been arguing recent
ly that investing line-item veto authority in 
the presidency would be the most produc
tive, efficient and feasible way to restore ra
tionality to the federal spending process. 
Sen. Mattingly now has a bill, with nearly 
50 bipartisan co-sponsors, that would give 
the item veto a two-year trial. It is not often 
that a public-policy proposal receives such a 
clean chance to demonstrate its attributes 
and probable effects, but the Reagan farm 
veto did just that. 

Though attached to an African aid bill, 
the farm bailout was for practical purposes 
a single, clearly targeted appropriation. 
That is what Mr. Reag~1 vetoed, nothing 
more and nothing less. Now compare this 
veto with the one Mr. Reagan would have 
been required to cast last year against the 
appropriation bill for "agriculture, rural de
velopment and related agencies." 

There were well over 100 individual spend
ing categories in that bill, ranging from all 
the various farm credit programs, food 
stamps and related welfare spending, on 
through the Food and Drug Administration. 
It added up to a single, $30-billion lump of 
federal spending. As with the other 12 mul
tibillion-dollar appropriation bills, a presi
dent is required either to veto the whole 
thing or let it pass. The expansion and com
plexity of the federal role has made the cur
rent veto power indiscriminate and obsolete. 
The item veto would be precise, discriminate 
and effective. 

The president and Congress are now 
spending $900 billion annually on hundreds 
upon hundreds of programs that few Ameri
cans know exist or rarely see. When the 
budget dust clears, the average voter today 
is very hard put to make an informed judg
ment about who exactly decided to spend 
money on what. With an item veto, the 
president could both take the heat for 
spending cuts and sharpen public debate 
over individual spending decisions. 

Such a need was made abundantly clear 
this week by the activities of the Senate 
Budget Committee. On Tuesday the com
mittee voted a huge cut in defense spending. 
And the next day they resumed fattening 
the domestic accounts and trading pork. 
Farm spending went up $6 billion. The 
president's plan to end a brain-dead pro
gram like rural electrification was reversed. 
Fritz Hollings, the great defense cutter and 
heretofore unknown train buff, stoutly de
fended the committee's decision to continue 
Amtrak subsidies. More aid for urban devel
opment and mass transit was whooped 
through. By noon yesterday, Louisiana's 
Sen. Bennett Johnston was mocking "this 
mating dance of spending cuts" and assert
ing the inevitability of a tax increase. This 
is the status quo, and we invite opponents of 
the item veto to come forth and defend it. 

These opponents say Capitol Hill will 
simply cast special-interest votes and let the 
president clean up the mess, encouraging 
political irresponsibility. But in Tuesday's 
House vote on the farm bailout, 65 members 
of the House switched their votes to oppose 
the bill, suggesting it's more likely that 
presidential leadership will tip many fence
sitters toward responsibility. Similarly, we 
suspect that if the item veto existed, the 
budget committee wouldn't be wasting its 
time bogged down in sludge like Amtrak. 

The item veto won't make the acrimony of 
budget politics disappear, but it will make it 
more productive by forcing tough and seri
ous political decisions. Both the president 
and Congress would have to work more 

closely to cut deals over their priorities. In a 
sense, the person who holds the key to all 
this is Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole. 

The more intense politics of the item veto 
would put a special burden on the congres
sional leadership. But we suspect Mr. Dole 
is precisely the person who holds the politi
cal skills needed to make the item veto work 
in a way that gives all players a chance to 
benefit. The scheduling of a debate and vote 
on the Mattingly bill is in Mr. Dole's hands. 
After a week that witnessed both a success
ful presidential item veto and the break
down of the budget committee, it is clear 
that the Mattingly bill deserves the Senate's 
highest priority. 

[From the Wall Street Journal, Feb. 26, 
1985) 

RESCUE THE SENATE! 

Don't be surprised if they start putting up 
bunkers soon around the Capitol building in 
Washington; it's becoming increasingly evi
dent that the gentlemen and ladies of Con
gress are under siege. The nation's gover
nors are holding their annual meeting in 
Washington this week, for example, and 
had great sport ridiculing the Hill's quixotic 
attempts to cut the budget. 

When a parade of senators and House 
members came before the governors to de
scribe the heavy burden of budget-reduc
tion, the state executives practically hooted 
their federal colleagues out of the room. 
California's Republican Gov. George Deuk
mejian described their presentations as "a 
lot of hand-wringing." Massachusetts's 
Democratic Gov. Michael Dukakis, taking 
up the issue of fiscal responsibility, mocked 
the visitors from Capitol Hill for not doing 
in four years what most governors have 
been doing in a single session. "These guys," 
he told his fellow governors, "tell us it's 
painful and excruciating and, 'Oh, it's so 
difficult.'" The governors laughed. 

Today the governors will stop laughing 
and start voting on a series of resolutions 
approved by their association's executive 
committee. One of those resolutions calls 
for empowering the president with a line
item veto over appropriations. Currently 43 
of these 50 governors hold a similar line
item veto authority. It would be most in
formative to have someone like Gov. Deuk
mejian sit down on one of our TV-interview 
programs and explain the political dynamics 
of the item veto to Washington's politicians 
and pundits. We suspect that what he and 
many other governors would say is that the 
item veto is the indispensable tool in any 
effort to extract spending discipline from a 
body of legislators. 
If we have learned anything from these 

first weeks of budget politics, it is that the 
Washington status quo-the politics of self
interest-is very likely to again grind the 
budget process into dust. Right now it's the 
farmers. Barely into a new session, the 
Senate stumbled into gridlock last week 
over the farmers' bailout and the Meese 
confirmation vote. The paralyzed Senate re
cessed after midnight Friday and came back 
for more on Saturday, when Majority 
Leader Robert Dole was finally able to cut a 
deal with farm-state Democrats. This may 
be February, but Washington's politics is al
ready resembling the manic eleventh-hour 
continuing-resolution atmosphere of late 
November 1984. 

Surely it must be evident to serious Re
publicans and Democrats by now that Con
gress has some severe institutional problems 
that operate independently of any individ-
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ual politician's assertions about spending 
freezes or reductions in cost-of-living in
creases. There is little reason to believe that 
these institutional weaknesses will not again 
cause the annual budget gridlock that is 
turning Congress into an unfortunate 
laughingstock. The remarks by Govs. Duka
kis and Deukmejian make it evident that 
high officials from both parties are willing 
to lob bombs inside the Beltway. And speak
ing at a White House dinner for the gover
nors Sunday night, President Reagan lik
ened Washington to "the Twilight Zone." 

What we have now in Washington is a 
budgetary system that has the appearance 
but rarely the substantive results of serious 
politics. It is political burlesque. The line
item veto would create a significant new 
force outside the congressional system. The 
president would have to make his priorities 
explicit. Congressional Republicans and 
Democrats would have to bargain with the 
president. Both sides would have to do what 
is rarely done now-make choices. 

The vehicle most likely to return serious 
politics quickly to Washington is Sen. Mack 
Mattingly's bill to legislatively give the 
president a line-item veto for two years. Mr. 
Reagan endorsed the experiment in his 
State of the Union address. The bill current
ly has 47 co-sponsors, including six Demo
crats as well as the majority leader and 
other ranking Republicans. But it remains 
mired in the parliamentary swamps. The 
stately procedures of the Senate are not 
tampered with lightly, only when farm sen
ators unleash a filibuster against a cabinet 
nominee in order to get a vote on their land 
speculators bailout bill. 

The Hill needs help. Sen. Dole's earnest 
efforts at a budget solution have been 
thwarted, and the Senate is already dissolv
ing into an orgy of politics as usual. Sena
tors of both parties ought to be concerned 
about the future of the World's Greatest 
Deliberative Body. And they could start to 
rescue themselves if more Democrats signed 
up on the Mattingly bill, and if Sen. Dole 
and the Republican leadership turned their 
full ingenuity toward ensuring an early 
vote. 

CFrom the Wall Street Journal, Feb. 7, 
1985] 

VOTE THE VETO 
Last Thursday, Sen. Mack Mattingly of 

Georgia met privately with the president 
and told him that he is now within several 
votes of the number needed to enact line
item veto authority for the president. 

Last night, Ronald Reagan went up to 
Capitol Hill and in his State of the Union 
address urged Congress to enact Sen. Mat
tingly's bill. 

What's behind this sudden momentum on 
the item veto? Votes. Sen. Mattingly gave 
the president a letter urging him to publicly 
endorse the bill. The letter had 47 signa
tures. They fill three pages with great sena
torial flourishes-Bob Dole, Phil Gramm, 
John Warner, John Chafee, Larry Pressler, 
John East, Alan Simpson, Arlen Specter. 
They have signed on to the Mattingly line
item veto bill from all the current pigeon
holes-pragmatists, ideologues, moderates. 
The signatories include as well a Who's 
Who of fiscally sane Democrats-Fritz Hol
lings, Joe Biden, Bill Proxmire, David 
Boren, James Exon, Edward Zorinsky. 

It is altogether appropriate to undertake a 
serious push for spending discipline in the 
same week that Washington officially start
ed deciding how to spend $973 billion. The 
existing veto, which can shut down several 

departments at once, has become pointlessly 
destructive. It is obsolete. 

Because the Mattingly item veto would be 
enacted legislatively, not via a constitution
al amendment, it could become effective on 
passage. The House of course would have to 
vote for it as well. The first thing people 
will say about this is: Forget it. The second 
thing they will say is: What if the president 
barnstorms around the country in 1986 
waving the Senate's act of fiscal responsibil
ity in the face of Tip O'Neill's colleagues? 
And the third thing people will say is: Why 
would the House vote against something 
that would allow it to lay all the blame for 
these terrifying spending-cut decisions on 
Ronald Reagan? 

The Mattingly bill would require every 
spending item in an appropriations bill to be 
enrolled as a separate bill for presentation 
to the president. His item veto could be 
overridden by a two-thirds vote. This law 
would expire in two years, when it would re
quire renewal. The burden of usefulness ob
viously would rest on the item veto's sup
porters. 

This last provision will surely elicit a great 
horselaugh from the item veto's opponents. 
They argue that so little non-defense discre
tionary spending resides in tile budget that 
the item veto's effect on the deficit would 
be insignificant. This facile argument de
serves a high-school debater's answer: If the 
thing is so harmless, what's the harm in 
giving it a try? In point of fact, the line-item 
veto is opposed because it would be all too 
efficient at reordering the political culture 
of Washington. 

The item Yeto's real threat to the status 
quo does not lie in its ability to chisel dol
lars off the top of this $973 billion block of 
wood. Its power is that it turns the presi
dent from a passive to an active participant 
in the budget process. The other day 
Budget Director David Stockman parried 
agricultural policy with members of the 
Senate Budget Committee, hinting at ad
ministration backing for a farm-credit bail
out in exchange for Senate action reducing 
permanent price-support subsidies. Any 
child can see that this kind of bargaining 
would be tipped decisively toward budget 
discipline if Mr. Stockman were backed with 
a president's power to zap spending for the 
individual handouts being pushed by indi
vidual senators. 

More broadly, with an item veto looming, 
both the president and Congress would have 
to make their priorities clearer than they do 
now. The president might conceivably make 
clear that he wants his Ag Department re
forms, opposes the land speculators' bailout, 
and wants to abolish urban-development 
grants, defund Legal Services and achieve 
five key Grace Commission reforms. Such a 
list wouldn't merely reflect a shuffling of 
budget accounts, but the president's view of 
what are and are not appropriate responsi
bilities of the national government. Con
gress, including the fiscally sane Democrats, 
would lay competing priorities and legiti
mately held beliefs on the table. They 
would do deals. They would do politics. But 
spending restraint would be dealt a better 
hand. 

If the budget process is now perceived to 
be a captive of special interests, that is be
cause the budget process is largely a captive 
of Congress, which quite properly repre
sents special interests. The line-item veto 
would enable the president to pose his na
tional constituency against Congress's par
ticular constituencies. For many unfortu
nate reasons, Congress has evolved the 

budget into what is now essentially a secret 
activity. With the budget now approaching 
$1 trillion, that concealment is irresponsible 
and indefensible. It must stop. And the 
quickest way to stop it is to enact the Mat
tingly line-item veto bill. 

STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE AT CORTLAND, 

Cortland, NY, January 30, 1985. 
Senator MACK MATTINGLY, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR SENATOR MATTINGLY: After a careful 
examination of your proposal to give the 
President a two-year statutory line item 
veto authority over appropria.tions bills, I 
write to express my support. It is my consid
ered judgment, as expresed in my P.rt.icle, 
"The Item Veto: Would The Founders Ap
prove?" Presidential Studies Quarterly, 
Spring 1984, that the item veto is necessary 
to restore the balance of power between the 
legislature and the executive that the 
Founders deemed essential for good govern
ment. Although I would prefer a constitu
tional amendment, I support this bill as an 
experiment and a first step for I respect the 
concerns of those wary of constitutional 
change. I wholeheartedly agree that consti
tutional amendments should not be made 
lightly and that the burden of proof lies 
with those proposing constitutional amend
ments. 

In the process of forming my judgment on 
your proposal, I have reviewed the litera
ture and weighed and considered the several 
objections to the proposal. I conclude that 
your proposal meets the raised objections, 
constitutional, political, practical and minis
terial, either fully or on balance. I have con
sidered each of these objections separately 
and formulated a response, which I have at
tached. Please feel free to use any of these 
thoughts you find cogent. 

Three simple statements of fact have a 
bearing on the item veto: 1. The veto was 
created by the Founders to be an internal 
control on government. 2. Congress has 
eroded the veto power. 3. Government 
spending is out of control. While the item 
veto is not the only or the sufficient solu
tion to the problem of government spend
ing, it is a solution to the imbalance of 
power. To be the sufficient solution to the 
imbalance of power, it would have to take 
the form of a constitutional amendment. 
What Congress can give, Congress can take 
away. 

A statutory item veto authority may be 
justified on practical political grounds, but 
it must also overcome that objection which 
has proven fatal to previously made statuto
ry proposals-their unconstitutionality. In 
my judgment your proposal is constitutional 
for it does not change the requirement of 
presentment to the President or the provi
sions for reconsideration and override, and 
it is based on the congressional power, im
plicit in Article I, Section 5, to define a bill. 

There are many practical arguments for 
the item veto, but the compelling argument 
is constitutional principle. It is fidelity to 
the separation of powers with its checks and 
balances. As Hamilton said, in Federalist 71, 
without the checks and balances, "such a 
separation must be merely nominal, and in
capable of producing the ends for which it 
was established." The foremost, though not 
the exclusive, end was to prevent legislative 
dominance, as is clear from Hamilton's 
elaboration: 

"It is one thing to be subordinate to the 
laws, and another to be dependent on the 
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legislative body. The first comports with, 
the last violates the fundamental principles 
of good government; and, whatever may be 
the forms of the Constitution, unites all 
power in the same hands. The tendency of 
the legislative authority to absorb every 
other has been fully displayed and illustrat
ed .... in governments purely republican, 
this tendency is almost irresistible. The rep
resentatives of the people, in a popular as
sembly, seem sometimes to fancy that they 
are the people themselves. and betray 
strong symptoms of impatience and disgust 
at the least sign of opposition from any 
other quarter; as if the exercise of its rights, 
by either the executive or judiciary, were a 
breach of their privilege and an outrage to 
their dignity." 

Hamilton may not have been foresighted 
enough to predict the specific means of en
croachment, that Congress would abuse its 
power to define a bill in order to encroach 
on the veto power, but he did foresee the 
general tendency. Indeed, on reading his 
last sentence above, one would think that 
he had actually overheard the objections to 
the item veto reform made by a few of our 
representatives-so aptly does he describe 
them. 

The veto is an indispensable check and 
balance, and the Founders intended that it 
be frequently and forcefully used as an es
sential internal control on government. The 
Founders saw in the veto the means of pro
viding the benefits of reconsideration and 
anticipation. Abusing its power to define a 
bill, Congress has trespassed. Having trans
g1·essed, will it rectify? The more cynical an
alysts may believe that this proposal has 
the same prospect of passage as the fox 
locking the chicken coop, but I do not share 
this view. Political Scientists teach their 
students that there are two theories of rep
resentation: the delegate, who is the faith
ful representative of his small part of the 
whole, of the special, narrow, local interests 
of his particular constituents, and the trust
ee, who, knowing that the whole is greater 
than any of the parts or even their sum, 
acts for the good of the whole. Which, the 
students ask, is the model followed by our 
representatives? The answer, I believe, is 
both-as the situation requires. On occasion 
a policy that transcends the clash of special 
interests and institutional jealously of 
power is needed. On such occasions many of 
our delegate representatives are capable of 
being trustees. This proposal is such an oc
casion. It is an opportunity to revitalize one 
of our constitutional checks and balances; it 
is an opportunity for statesmanship. 

It is possible for our representatives to be 
statesmen; it is possible because it must be 
possible if men are capable of self-govern
ment. The fundamental policy of "supply
ing by opposite and rival interests the defect 
of better motives" is a prudent and neces
sary policy, but there are times when there 
is no substitute for "better motives". The es
tablishment of the policy is the work of 
Founders, of men who in creating it, tran
scended it. That policy could only be cre
ated by men of "better motives". It can only 
be recreated by men of "better motives". 

Since I believe your proposal is a first step 
in reanimating the Founders' fundamental 
policy of government, I not only support 
your proposal, I honor the commitment 
that you and your colleagues in this endeav
or have to be our fundamental constitution
al principals. 

Sincerely, 
JUDITH A. BEST, 

Distinguished Teaching Professor, 
Political Science. 

OBJECTIONS TO THE Ln·E-ITEM VETO 
CONSIDERED 

<Prepared by Judith A. Best> 
THE CONSTITUTIONAL OBJECTION 

The objection is that the proposal is un
constitutional because it would change the 
Constitution. specifically the veto power, by 
act of Congress alone. 

The response is as follows: Article I, Sec
tion 5 of the Constitution permits this pro
cedure. Nothing in Article I, Section 7 is vio
lated by this procedure. Under this propos
al, all bills must be presented to the Presi
dent. He may sign or veto all bills. He must 
return vetoed bills with his objections. Con
gress may override any veto with a two
thirds majority of each House. 

Under Article I, Section 5, Congress pos
sesses the power to define a bill. Congress 
certainly believes that it possesses this 
power since it and it alone has been doing so 
since the first bill was presented to the first 
President in the first Congress. If this con
struction of Article I, Section 5 is correct, 
the definition of a bill is a political questio:n 
and not justiciable. "Prominent on the sur
face of any case held to involve a political 
question is found a textually demonstrable 
constitutional commitment of the issue to a 
coordinate political department." Baker v. 
Carr, 369 U.S. 186 <1962>. "A textually de
monstrable constitutional commitment" of 
the issue to the legislature is found in 
"Each House may determine the Rules of 
its Proceedings." If Congress may define as 
a bill a package of distinct programs and un
related items, it can define distinct pro
grams and unrelated items to be separate 
bills. Either Congress has the right to 
define a bill or it does not. Either this pro
posal is constitutional or the recent practice 
of Congress informing omnibus bills con
taining unrelated programs and ungermane 
items is constitutionally challengeable. If 
the latter, the President would be well ad
vised to bring such suit against the next om
nibus bill. 

THE IMBALANCE OF POWER-IMPERIAL 
PRESIDENCY OBJECTION 

The objection is that the proposal would 
create an imbalance of power, concentrating 
more power in the executive thus leading to 
an imperial Presidency. 

The response is as follows: The imbalance 
already exists and the proposal is an at
tempt to restore the original equilibrium. 
This objection appears to be compelling be
cause it invokes a principle convincing to 
both the theoretical and the practical 
reason. The good once attained, innovations 
must be retrogressions or once you're at the 
top, any movement must be downward. A 
proper balance of powers once established, 
any change must destroy the balance. The 
logic of this argument, however, is not con
vincing because it is based on the incorrect 
factual assertion that no charge has yet oc
curred. The fact is that the balance of 
power has already been disturbed by Con
gressional practice, by encroachment on the 
veto. The proposal is not an innovation, but 
a restoration. 

The objection is unwarranted if not 
absurd because an imperial President has an 
absolute veto not a qualified one. Congress 
would still have the power to override any 
Presidential veto. The objection is invalid 
because this proposal is limited to appro
priations bill and has a two year sunset pro
vision. The very existence of this line item 
veto would depend upon simple majorities 
in each House of Congress. What Congress 
can give, Congress can take away. A more 

valid objection to this proposal is that it 
gives too little, not that it gives too much. 

Although the less than charitable might 
describle this objection as the pot calling 
the kettle black, for it is Congress that has 
managed to encroach on the veto power 
through such things as riders, non-g·ermane 
amendments and pork-barrel provisions in 
omnibus bills, nonetheless the balance of 
power objection is on its face so serious that 
it deserves a respectful hearing and the 
strongest possible rebuttal. 

Much of the opposition to the line item 
veto is based on jealousy of institutional 
prerogative, and this jealousy is usually a 
good thing. A "prudent jealousy," Madison 
said, is "the first duty of Citizens," and is 
one of the effectual "personal motives" the 
Founders decided to employ "to resist en
croachments" on the separation of powers. 
Jealousy of institutional prerogative is de
sirable and necessary to preserve our bal
anced system of government. But, preroga
tive means prerogative and not license. The 
constitutional prerogative, the exclusive and 
unquestionable right of Congress, is to pass 
or to refuse to pass bills and resolutions and 
to override presidential vetoes by two-thirds 
votes. Congress has no prerogative to ex
clude the President from the legislative 
process or to debilitate the veto. 

Opponents charge that with the item 
veto, "the President can frustrate a decision 
of the Congress on any individual program." 
<Hatfield, Sl3446, Oct. 4, 1984> Yes, indeed. 

·Exactly so. To frustrate, to check, to 
thwart the decision of ordinary majorities 
of Congress and thus provide the benefits of 
reconsideration is precisely what the veto is 
for. The logic of this objection would sup
port a Congress that produced just one bill 
each session, a Congress that lumped all 
bills into one grand all-encompassing meas
ure, thus giving the President but one op
portunity to veto, to take all or nothing. 
This objection is not merely an objection to 
the item veto, it is an objection to the veto 
itself, to the veto as it was created and in
tended to operate. Either the opponents do 
not understand, or they do not agree with 
the Founders concept of the separation of 
powers. Under the separation of powers, 
Congress was not given the plenary power 
to legislate. The legislative power was divid
ed, and one-sixth of it was given to the 
President <one-sixth being the difference 
between an ordinary majority and a two
thirds majority>. That one-sixth of the legis
lative power is the President's prerogative, 
his exclusive and unquestionable right. 

In terms of legislation, Congress was given 
the first word and the last word, not the 
only word, not the unimpeded, unfrustrated 
word. Congress alone can initiate the law
making process by passing a bill. The Presi
dent cannot initiate a bill. Congress has the 
last word because it can override a veto. The 
President does not have an absolute veto. 
But in between, the President was given the 
power to frustrate, to check, to thwart. The 
reason why is most succinctly stated in "Me
morial and Remonstrance" where Madison 
asserted, "The preservation of a free Gov
ernment requires not merely, that the 
metes and bounds which separate each de
partment of power be invariably main
tained; but more especially that neither of 
them suffered to overleap the great Barrier 
which defends the rights of the people." 
The "great Barrier" is limited government, 
government with internal controls, with the 
checks and balances that enforce the 
"policy of supplying by opposite and rival 
interests, the defect of better motives." 
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The "new science of government" that our 

Founders believed made democratic repub
lics viable was a science of process. In a gov
e.:nment of laws and not of men, in a free 
government of, for and by a huge and heter
ogeneous people, the highest morality is, as 
the great constitutional scholar, Alexander 
Bickel, said, " the morality of process." Men, 
who cannot and do not agree on such sub
stantive issues as abortion, school prayer, 
the nuclear freeze or even various appro
priations, can and must still agree on the 
process by which such decisions are to be 
made. In a continental country with such a 
wide variety of religious, ethnic, occupation
al, racial and social interests, the general 
will, what all can will, is our constitutional 
forms and procedures. In any contest or dis
pute among free and civilized men, the rule 
of law, the rules that govern the contest are 
the sine qua non. It is the faith of the demo
cratic-republican that if we follow the con
stitutional process the public good will 
emerge. 

To violate the process, to defeat or finesse 
the rules, to disregard the ordained form is 
to destroy the "great Barrier which defends 
the rights of the people." That form and 
process are fundamental can be seen in the 
great battle cry of our revolution: Taxation 
without representation is tyranny! Not tax
ation is tyranny, but taxation that emerges 
from a defective procedure is tyranny. Ac
cording to our Founders, the qualified Presi
dential veto is part of the correct process. 
Any legislative practices that finesse the 
veto, that avoid subjection to the full force 
of the veto, violate the morality of process. 
If the form is wrong, if the procedwe is de
fective, the law is tyrannical. Legislative 
practices, particularly in appropriations 
bills, do debilitate the veto. Restoration is 
imperative. 

THE PASSING THE BUCK OBJECTION 

The objection is that the proposal would 
decrease responsibility in Congress because 
Congress could abandon restraint altogeth
er and evade difficult decisions by passing 
almost everything and leaving it to the 
President to make the hard choices. 

The response is as follows: The proposal 
will increase the responsibility of Congress 
because it will mitigate that pernicious form 
of reciprocity-I'll vote for your pork, for 
your special interest, if you'll vote for 
mine-because the payoff for such log-roll
ing will be much more doubtful. Without 
the coercive effect of the omnibus bill, the 
President can scuttle the deal, nullify the 
bargain. He might well find that one of the 
items in the trade off is more rational than 
the other; he might even find that one is in 
the national interest and the other a mere 
venality. The incentive for sordid bargain
ing decreases if the President can undo such 
bargains in whole or in part. 

The Founders asked the common sense 
question: are men more likely to be respon
sible when they believe someone can say no 
to them, or when for all practical purposes 
they believe no one can? It is clear their 
answer was the former. Part of the purpose 
of the veto power is to provide the bendits 
of anticipation, benefits that have been 
largely lost because of the omnibus bill. 
Though anticipation of a veto may and 
probably will tempt some to abandon re
straint altogether, the Founders believed 
that it would increase the restraint of most. 
Here institutional pride and jealousy of de
partmental power and reputation also play 
a role. When the President vetoes, he must 
give his reasons so that Congress may recon
sider and possibly override his veto. Those 

reasons are part of the public record. A Con
gress that flagrantly abdicted its responsi
bility would be subject to public censure and 
shame. A Congress that made a practice of 
hiding behind the President would not 
escape the notice of the media and the 
wrath of the people. 

The passing the buck objection is based in 
part on a confusion of ends and means and 
in part on a policy that is contrary to the 
policy of the Founders. First, it is highly de
sirable that our elected representatives be 
responsible, but that responsibility is merely 
part of the means and not the end of gov
ernment. Service in government is far more 
than a school in character development for 
elected representatives. That the office can 
contribute to the making of the man, that 
the awesome duty of office may and some
times does improve a man's character 
cannot be denied, but the opposite is also 
possible. Some degree of virtue in our repre
sentatives is necessary, and that virtue, that 
responsibility is promoted in a number of 
ways, most notably by free and frequent 
elections and a free press to publicize fail
ures of responsibility. The assumption is 
that the people will choose responsible men 
in the first place, and remove those who do 
not measure up. Let us be careful not to 
confuse ends and means, and let us remem
ber that the final purpose of government is 
not to develop the virtue of the leaders, but 
to secure the safety of the people. 

Second, although the policy of seeking 
and depending upon virtue in governing of
ficials is part of a long and honorable tradi
tion, and the Founders did not totally aban
don it, yet it was not their central policy. To 
place sole reliance on responsibility, to place 
sole reliance on virtue itself, was, to the 
Founders, the height of imprudence. Their 
policy was the policy of "opposite and rival 
interests." Their policy was the separation 
of powers and the checks and balances. The 
whole weight of history was on their side. 
Reliance on virtue had been tried, and it 
failed to provide safety. 

Finally, the pass the buck argument is an 
argument that in principle applies not just 
to the item veto proposal but to the veto 
itself and thus is in opposition to the 
Founder's policy. Surely the legislature 
would find it harder to evade responsibility 
if the Constitution permitted no veto at all. 
The very existence of the veto power al
ready allows some passing of the buck. Re
sponsibility is a fine quality, and we are 
right to expect it of all our elected officials, 
but safety comes first. The people must be 
protected from bad laws and errors. That 
protection lies in the checks and balances, 
that protection lies in a frequently and 
forcefully used veto power that can be over
ridden by a two-thirds vote of each House of 
Congress. The Founders were not about to 
issue blank checks to any man. It is just too 
dangerous. Increased responsibility or in
creased safety? The Founders' answer is 
safety, for they understood that basic axiom 
of political science: ruling-law-giving-is 
for the safety of the ruled, not for the inter
est, advantage or even the virtue of the 
rulers. 

THE IRRESPONSIBLE PRESIDENT OBJECTION 

The objection is that the proposal could 
permit a President to use the item veto to 
punish political opponents and uncoopera
tive members of his own party, and to fur
ther his personal or ideological interests. 

The response is as follows: The proposal 
contains sufficient safeguards against the 
abuse of power. First, the sunset provision 
in this proposal obviates this objection. 

Such behavior on the part of the President 
would guarantee the end of the line item 
veto, and the President would be fully aware 
of this fact. Second, the two-thirds override 
of a veto provision in the Constitution was 
created to forestall and counter just such a 
danger. The Founders believed that this 
provision alone sufficed. Such actions on 
the part of the President would be perceived 
by members of both parties as attacks on 
the independence of Congress, and men of 
both parties would stand together to resist 
the President. They have already done so in 
the past. Institutional loyalty and jealousy 
of power and prerogative are fundamental 
norms of the Congress. Third, such an 
abuse of power by the President could not 
escape the notice of the media and the 
wrath of the people. The President would 
be held to public censure and shame. Histo
ry demonstrates that the people will not 
support president ial attacks on the separa
tion of powers whether those attacks take 
the form of purging or packing. When the 
people are aroused, Congress is not reluc
tant to censure or even to bring impeach
ment proceedings against the President. 

THE INSIGNIFICANT SAVINGS OBJECTION 

The objection is that the proposal would 
not achieve meaningful reductions in the 
Federal deficit because it cannot be applied 
to such expenditures as entitlement pro
grams or interest on the national debt. 

The response is as follows: The objection 
is a strawman since no one claims that it is a 
panacea. It is a beginning, a good faith 
effort to respond to a serious problem and 
the will of the people. It should and must be 
followed by other proposals for strengthen
ing the budget process and reducing the def
icit. "Every great journey begins with a 
single step." 

The objection is itself a symptom of the 
disease. Perhaps to some who are used to 
thinking of budget items in the billions, 
budgets in the hundreds of billions and defi
cits in the trillions, several billion dollars in 
annual savings is a mere drop in the bucket, 
but to the man on the street even a billion 
dollars is a very great deal. If a few billion 
dollars in savings makes no difference, then 
a few extra billion in expenditures makes no 
difference either. It is thus that trillion 
dollar deficits are built. 

THE IMPERIAL CLERK OBJECTION 

The objection is that the proposal would 
create an imperial enrolling clerk with the 
discretion to determine what constitutes a 
bill and thereby undo or distort the will of 
the Congress. 

The response is as follows: The Congress 
and each chamber thereof will still control 
the format. The clerks are employees of the 
chambers, hired and fired by the chambers, 
subject to the will and commands of the 
chambers. The task assigned to the clerks is 
purely ministerial. 

A more cogent objection to this proposal 
is precisely that Congress would still control 
the format and could subvert the intention 
and make the item veto meaningless by 
drafting an omnibus bill in "one section or 
one unnumbered paragraph." Senator 
Baker made this very point in 1984. 

THE PARTISAN OBJECTION 

The objection is that the bill creates a 
partisan advantage. 

The response is as follows: The issue is not 
a partisan one because for every pet project 
of the Democratic party open to a line item 
veto by a Republican President, there is a 
pet project of the Republican party open to 
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a line item veto by a Democratic President. 
Although the proposal has a two year 
sunset provision, the proposal is made with 
the clear intention of renewing and institu
tionalizing it if it passes the test of experi
ence. 

One important variation of this objection 
is that a Democratic or liberal President 
could veto items in defense appropriations 
passed by Congress. The special status of 
this argument arises from the national gov
errunent's exclusive responsibility for de
fense. Most other domestic items vetoed by 
a President could be funded by the individ
ual states, but no state could fund a nation
al defense project. 

The response to this is as follows: Neither 
party has a monopoly of concern for the 
survival of the country. Neither department 
of government, neither the Congress nor 
the President, has a claim to unchallenge
able judgment about what is needed for de
fense. If one party is derelict in its duty to 
the national defense, the proper solution 
lies in the ballot box, not encroachment on 
the checks and balances. If one department 
is derelict in its duty to the national de
fense, the proper solution lies in the checks 
and balances, the vigorous revitalized veto 
and the possible override by Congress. 

CONSERVATIVES AND THE ITEM VETO: A REPLY 
TO CONGRESSMAN MICKEY EDWARDS 

In his article, "A Conservative's Case 
Against The Item Veto," Washington Post, 
February 8, 1984, Congressman Mickey Ed
wards makes his case against the line item 
veto for the P:·esident, saying that it is a 
conservative's case, and chastising his fellow 
conservatives for supporting a proposal that 
he believes is incompatible with their philo
sophical principles. While he invokes old 
American political principles, he misapplies 
and misunderstands those principles, and 
therefore, I believe his case ultimately fails. 

When it comes to constitutional issues 
such as the separation of powers and the 
checks and balances, let us fervently hope 
that we are all conservatives as we are all 
liberals. Our Constitution was established 
on the classically liberal principles that just 
government rests on the consent of the gov
erned and protects the natural rights of 
men. The Constitution is undeniably a clas
sically liberal document. A conservative, as I 
understand the term, is one who desires to 
preserve the established order, in this Amer
ican context, the constitutional order de
signed and ordained by the Founders. The 
perpetuation of our political institutions, 
therefore, requires that all true American 
liberals must also be conservatives, and all 
American conservatives must also be true 
liberals. The principles that American con
servatives desire to preserve are liberal prin
ciples. 

Mr. Edwards argues from the fundamen
tal American principle of the diffusion of 
power. He attacks both concentration of 
power and change. He argues that "the 
harder it is to write and rewrite laws, the 
greater the protection for the people." 
These ideas and principles are clearly con
servative, are clearly reflective of the 
Founder's views, and yet they are perversely 
applied against the item veto. The item veto 
would make it "harder" to write and pass 
laws, and in all likelihood make it necessary 
to rewrite them more often. The item veto 
would reduce the concentration of power in 
the legislature by revitalizing the veto 
power. If Mr. Edwards believes, as he says, 
"Difficulty in bringing about change is 
again a cardinal virtue," then it would 

follow that he would support a proposal on 
the item veto because it is more difficult to 
muster a two-thirds majority in each cham
ber than an ordinary one. The argument 
does not make sense unless the term change 
refers only to an alteration and reduction in 
the power of Congress to avoid and finesse 
the veto. The change he fears is not change 
in the laws per se but rather change in the 
current law-making process, a process in 
which Congress now presents the President 
with all or nothing choices, a process which 
has warped and weakened the veto depriv
ing it of the vigor the Founders desired. 
That this is indeed the case is indicated by 
his explication of the central philosophy of 
conservatism. 

Mr. Edwards argues that opposition to the 
concentration of power "is the single philo
sophical element" which unites all conserv
atives of the American tradition. He is right, 
but he tends to find the danger of concen
tration only in the Presidency. In this he 
differs markedly from the Founders and 
from Madison in particular. For our Found
ers, a concentration of power in the hands 
"of one, a few, or many," was to be feared 
and resisted. <Federalist 47). Mr. Edwards 
believes that because congressional power is 
in the hands of many rather than one, it is 
less dangerous. The Founders would not 
agree. The many, when they unite, when 
they act in concert, when they engage in 
such practices as logrolling, can be as dan
gerous and tyrannical as one man. Mr. Ed
wards may believe that in principle the leg
islature is the least dangerous branch of 
government, but that view was definitely 
not the view of the Founders. The Founders 
feared legislative dominance, and because 
they did, they divided the legislature into 
two chambers. They did not divide the exec
utive. Indeed, they exerted themselves to 
create a strong, vigorous and independent 
executive. 

This is not to say that they saw no danger 
in executive power, for they did and they 
took steps to avert the danger. Rather, it is 
to say, as did Madison in Federalist 51, that, 
"In republican government, the legislative 
authority necessarily predominates." He 
concludes that the first remedy for this dan
gerous imbalance is bicameralism and differ
ent modes of election to each chamber. But, 
even this, he says, is not enough, for the 
"weakness of the executive" requires fur
ther fortification, the fortification is the 
veto power. According to our Founders, it is 
not the veto power that is to be feared, but 
its absence and its debilitation. 

As I have argued elsewhere, the Founders 
intended that the veto be frequently and 
forcefully used, not only to prevent bad laws 
and errors, but to institutionalize the bene
fits of reconsideration and to produce that 
anticipation which brings self-control. If the 
Founders were with us today and saw the 
extent to which Congress has encroached 
on the veto power with its omnibus bills 
filled with riders, non-germane items and 
pork barrel, they would support proposals 
to rehabilitate the veto power. 

Mr. Edwards case is conservative, if to be a 
conservative means the desire to preserve 
any existing power relationship or any cur
rent practice however debased or decayed. 
In such a case even successful radicals must 
be called conservative since they too wish to 
preserve the changes they have brought 
about. It seems to me that the true conserv
ative, in fact the true statesman, is the man 
who works to preserve, to renew, to recover 
and to restore the balance established in our 
original constitutional solar system. 

THE ITEM VETo Is NEEDED 
<By Judith A. Best> 

Why does the president need an item 
veto? Most arguments for the item veto for 
the president focus on the federal deficit 
and the failure of Congress, which has the 
constitutional power of the purse, to control 
federal spending. The item veto would allow 
the president to pick and choose among the 
elements of a bill. He could accept some and 
reject others, and Congress could override 
his veto with a two-thirds vote. In choosing 
the item veto as a solution to Congress' lack 
of self-control, its proponents seek to revi
talize an internal control on the government 
that was established by the Founders. 

"In framing a government," said James 
Madison, "the great difficulty lies in this: 
you must first enable the government to 
control the governed, and in the next place 
oblige it to control itself." To accomplish 
this second great task, as every school child 
should know, the Founders established the 
separation of powers and with it checks and 
balances. 

The only way to prevent the abuse of 
power, said the Founders, was to check one 
power with another. Congress was given the 
legislative power, but to prevent bad laws 
and errors, the president was given the veto 
power. The veto power actually is part of 
the legislative power, because it requires 
more than a simple majority of each house 
of Congress to override a veto. 

The veto power, the power of returning all 
bills with objections, is an internal control 
on government. Because a veto can be over
ridden its purpose is to make possible an in
stitutional means of reconsideration and to 
require greater evidence of good, mature 
judgment before a bill, challenged by the 
president, can become a law. Also, because 
the veto is not absolute, because it can be 
overridden, the legislature can check a po
tential abuse of power by the president. 

The policy behind all of our governmental 
institutions is the Madisonian "policy of 
supplying, by opposite and rival interests, 
the defect of better motives." Under this 
policy, power must be divided and the power 
of one office used to check the power of an
other. One ambition will check another; one 
interest will restrain another. The veto 
power was designed to provide Congress 
with a rival. The president was to be a vigor
ous, competent rival who could force Con
gress to take a sober second look at ques
tionable proposals, and who could force 
Congress to control itself by anticipating a 
veto. 

Statements by the Founders indicate that 
they intended the veto to be used frequent
ly, on ordinary occasions, because reflection 
and reassessment in the light of objections 
from those in different situations and with 
different interests was necessary to avoid 
errors and to produce good laws. When men 
exercise their calm and sober judgment, 
without giving in to their passions or inter
ests, they are capable of ruling themselves. 

The Founders' intentions for the veto 
were clear: it was to be a working control on 
Congress. What is equally clear is that since 
the founding, Congress has developed prac
tices such as log-rolling and attaching spe
cial-interest riders and non-germane amend
ments to bills, especially to vital bills. These 
practices have weakened the veto by allow
ing Congress to make the president an offer 
he can't refuse. He must either accept pro
posals he deems unwise and unjustifiable or 
lose things he deems vital. 
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This practice is particularly true of appro

priations bills where the president is given 
an all or nothing choice: accept pork-barrel 
proposals or shut down the entire govern
ment. Such proposals subvert the rational 
process of reconsideration and convert the 
veto power into a very dangerous game of 
"chicken." An item veto is needed to revive 
t his indispensable internal control. 

The major objection to giving the presi
dent an item veto is that it would be a step 
further toward an imperial presidency. This 
is not the case. A truly imperial president 
would have an absolute veto, and the pro
posed item veto, like the existing veto, can 
be overridden by a two thirds vote. 

Opponents argue that the president al
ready has sufficient power to check congres
sional excesses. But the fact is that the 1971 
Budget Control Act took away from the 
president the impoundment powers which 
had been used for more than fifty years to 
control spending. In addition, congressional 
rules on germaneness, which prevented Con
gress from attaching special-interest riders 
to vital bills dealing with another subject, 
are now largely ignored. 

To give the president an item veto would 
merely restore the vigor of an original inter
nal control that has been weakened by legis
lative practices the Founders did not antici
pate. They insisted that the government 
should be obliged to control itself. Since 
Congress is demonstrably unable to do so in 
the budgeting process, something must be 
done to compel it to control itself. An item 
veto would revitalize a control instituted by 
the Founders; i t would not create an imperi
al presidency but rather prevents bad laws. 
And let us remember that "bad laws are the 
worst form of tyranny." 

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, 
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, 

Washington, DC, March 13, 1985. 
From: American Law Division 
Subject: Constitutional Questions Raised by 

S. 43 in Establishing Item Veto 
This is response to your request for a brief 

consideration of S. 43, 99th Congress, pro
posing to create the item veto by statute, by 
reference to the constitutional discussion in 
our report entitled "Constitutionality of 
Empowering Item Veto by Legislation," 
dated January 4, 1984. 

The bill would achieve the item veto 
through direction to the officer of the origi
nating legislative body to take any appro
priations bill passed in the same form by 
both Houses and to divide it into separate 
bills conforming to the numbered sections 
or unnumbered paragraphs of the original 
bill. These bills are then sent to the Presi
dent who may sign or veto each separate bill 
as he wishes. Congress could override any 
veto as it currently does. 

Without elaborating in any detail the dis
cussion in the previous report, we can sum
marize the constitutional considerations as 
follows: Under the Constltution, the Presi
dent must sign or veto bills coming to him 
from Congress, irrespective of the fact that 
any particular bill may contain provisions 
he favors and other provisions he does not 
favor. The President's veto power is an in
trusion into the lawmaking function of Con
gress which the Constitution specifically 
provides for. Expansion of the President's 
power in this respect implicates the separa
tion of powers doctrine, which is one of the 
bedrock principles of our constitutional gov
ernance. Whether that expansion would be 
unconstitutional is, of course, another ques
tion, requiring evaluation whether it would 

violate an express provision of the Constitu
tion or, if not, whether it would be invali
dated because of its disruption or potential 
disruption of the assigned functions of one 
or another branch. 

"Explicit and unambiguous provisions of 
the Constitution prescribe and define the 
respective functions of the Congress and of 
the Executive in the legislative process . ... 
These provisions of Art. I are integral parts 
of the constitutional design for the separa
tion of powers." INS v. Chadha, 103 S. Ct. 
2764, 2781 0983). The relevant sections of 
the Constitution require passage by both 
Houses of Congress of a bill in the same 
form, presentation to the President, and his 
signature or the enactment of the bill over 
his veto by the required majorities. Depar
ture from these processes leading to a great
er intermixture of functions as between the 
legislative and executive branches seems to 
raise a presumption that constitutional 
boundaries have been crossed. "It emerges 
clearly that the prescription for legislative 
action in Art. I, §§ 1, 7, rep1·esents the Fram
ers' decision that the legislative power of 
the Federal Government be exercised in 
accord with a single, finely wrought and ex
haustively considered, procedure." Id., 2784. 

Evident it would appear to be that simply 
to authorize the President to pick and 
choose among provisions of the same bill 
would be to contravene this procedure. In S. 
43, however, a different tack is chosen. Sep
arate bills drawn out of a single original bill 
are forwarded to the President. In this fash
ion, he may pick and choose. The formal 
provisions of the presentation clause would 
seem to be observed by this device. The 
question that would appear to be raised is 
whether the provisions setting forth Con
gress' role in lawmaking have been complied 
with. Both Houses have passed a single bill 
and this bill comprises the no-doubt numer
ous compromises within each House and be
tween the two Houses; the resulting bill 
may be balanced and contain provisions ac
cepted by some in return ior acceptance of 
provisions they wish. This bill is then sepa
rated into what may be artificial parts and 
transformed into separate bills as a ministe
rial act by an employee of one House. These 
bills are then sent to the President without 
ever being passed again by the two Houses. 
Does this process comport with Article I? 

Of course, it is true that the Constitution 
does not mandate compromise in bills 
passed by Congress, it only makes compro
mise possible. And even under S. 43, Con
gress retains its ability to ensure that any 
compromises are kept inviolate from the 
President's veto. The officer dividing up the 
bill must make separate bills out of num
bered sections and unnumbered paragraphs. 
Nothing would prevent Congress from pro
tecting a compromise by placing two or 
more disparate provislons into the same sec
tion or paragraph. 

But the more interesting question is 
whether Congress may comply with Article 
I through passage of a single bill and then 
direct its separation into a series of bills 
which Congress then does not again take 
up. Each House has the power under Article 
I, § 5, cl. 2, to "determine the Rules of its 
Proceedings," and in S. 43 this power is ex
ercised in § 2Cb> by deeming each enrolled 
bill to comply with clauses 2 and 3 of § 7. 
The bicameralism requisite, however, arises 
from § 1 of Article I, vesting legislative 
power in the two Houses. INS v. Chadha, 
supra, 2783. Therefore, the issue is a not in
substantial one, inasmuch as upon its reso
lution turns the answer to the question 

whether the President's power under the 
presentation clause is legally enhanced or 
whether the enlargement is simply a de 
facto one. 

Because there is no judicial precedent and 
no known legislative precedent in the con
gressional context to apply to the fact situa
tion, it is not possible to attempt any defini
tive resolution of this question. Hvwever, 
the resolution may lie in the observation 
that compliance with the bill if enacted and 
its effectuation is wholly within Congress' 
discretion. Congress in passing the original 
bill may combine into single sections any of 
a number of disparP.te parts and in fact it 
could enact a lengthy and complex measure 
in one numbered section or one unnum
bered paragraph compi·ising the entire bill. 
Because Congress retains full control over 
the process, it would perhaps be excessive 
formalism to require that each separated 
bill be again passed by both Houses. While 
true, perhaps, to the letter of Article I, such 
a requirement would in fact be unnecessary 
to achieve what Article I necessitates in the 
process of lawmaking. 

Not only must we be concerned, when con
sidering sepa!"ation of powers issues, with 
specific constitutional provisions which a 
governmental action may violate, but there 
are as well structural and "inherent" guar
anties of separation. Thus, in Myers v. 
United States, 272 U.S. 52 0926), the Court 
held unconstitutional a legislative limitation 
upon the President's power to remove offi
cers of the executive branch, not because 
any specific provision of the Constitution 
conferred on the President or denied to 
Congress the power of removal under the 
circumstances, but because the Court dis
cerned in the nature of executive power the 
necessity of having removal authority. The 
Court has since distilled the doctrinal es
sence to be applied in the absenc~ of a spe
cific constitutional provision to be, first, 
whether the action of the moving branch 
threatens to prevent another "from accom
plishing its constitutionally assigned func
tions," and, second, where there is a "poten
tial for disruption" it must be determined 
"whether that impact is Justified by the 
overriding need to promote objectives 
within the constitutional power" of the 
moving branch. Nixon v. Administrator of 
General Services, 433 U.S. 425, 442-443 
<1977>; Nixon v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 731, 
753-754 (1982). 

Here, it would appear to be evident that a 
successful conferral upon the President of 
the item veto would constitute an enlarge
ment of presidential power and a diminu
tion of congressional power, simply as a 
matter of fact. Whether this snift of power 
would constitute, in constitutional terms, a 
potential for prevention of the exercise by 
Congress of its constitutionally assigned 
functions would present a nice question. 
However, if the matter is analyzed in terms 
of the most probable operation of an en
acted S. 43, rather than in terms of its 
formal provisions, it would appear to be un
necessary to reach that question. Again, the 
key would seem to lie in the observation 
that compliance with an enacted bill and its 
effectuation is wholly within Congress' dis
cretion. As noted above, Congress could 
combine into one numbered section of a bill 
two or more disparate provisions. It can 
avoid the intended operation of S. 43 by en
suring that the President may not pick and 
choose among the items with which it is 
most concerned. 

Of course, Congress may also put in dif
ferently numbered sections various items 
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which it wishes to be enacted together and 
the Pri:!sident may choose to frustrate con
gressional wishes. In that event, the intent 
of S. 43 would be effectuated and the power 
shift would occur. But Congress could ac
complish that very same shift by in fact 
passing separate bills containing the various 
provisions which it otherwise would put into 
the same bill. The power shift would occur, 
but would anyone suggest that Congress 
could not cause that power shift in this 
way? If the one would be valid, would not 
reject.ion of the other be adherence to pure 
formalism? 

The key would seem to be that congres
sional discretion, congressional power, to 
bring about a particular result or to avoid a 
particular result is preserved. 

To conclude, two questions are raised 
about S. 43 in terms of the Constitution. 
First, would the bill in operation violate the 
lawmaking procedure set out in Article I be
cause the separated bills would not be 
passed again by both Houses? Bills that in 
fact were not passed through ordinary law
making would be sent to the President. 
While it is literaHy true that S. 43 would 
achieve this result, it is arguable that Con
gress' power to prescribe its own rules and 
its control over the features of the one origi
nal bill would militate against a finding that 
literal noncompliance effectuated a consti
tutional violation. Second, would enactment 
of S. 43 result in an unconstitutional shift 
of power between Congress and the Presi
dent? While this shift might occur, the 
degr~e to which it would and the power to 
reverse the shift would continue to remain 
with Congress. In that fact would probably 
lie the basis to reject the argument as too 
formalistic. 

JOHNNY H. KILLIAN. 

CFrom Reader's Digest, August 19851 
AVAILABLE: A PROVEN WAY TO REDUCE THE 

DEFICIT 

<By Donald Lambro> 
When the Massachusetts legislature sent 

Gov. Michael Duki:o.kis a dangerously unbP.J
anced 1985 budget, he deleted $58 million in 
dubious expenditures-from recreational 
boat ramps to grants for the state's wealthi
est communities. Then, h~ving balanced the 
budget, Dukakis signed it into law. 

Sil:ailarly, Illinois Gov. James R. Thomp
son elilninated $136 million of less-than
vital items from his state's 1983 budget, and 
California Gov. George Deukmejian blue
penciled a whopping $1.3 billion from his 
1984 and 1985 budgets. In so doing, they 
helped keep their treasuries out of the red. 

These governors-and 40 others through
out the country-wield an immensely power
ful weapon, the line-item veto, which allows 
them to delete or reduce individual budget 
items from appropriations bills sent them 
by their legislatures. The veto may be over
ridden by a legislative vote, but surprisingly, 
this seldom o:::curs. Over the past decade the 
line-item veto has saved state taxpayers bil
lions of dollars. 

Yet, at a time of $200-billion federal defi
cits, it is a tool denied the President of the 
United States by the Constitution. If Con
gress sends him a spending package loaded 
with unnecessary appropriations and pork
barrel projects, he has only two options: 
either veto the entire bill, or spend the addi
tional money and drive taxpayers deeper 
into debt. 

This "like it or lump it" choice faced 
President Reagan last October when Con
gress dropped a $458-billion appropriations 
bill on his desk, the largest appropriations 

package in American history. Designed to 
keep hundreds of federal agencies-from 
the Defense Department to health and wel
fare programs-running through the cur
rent fiscal year, the bill also included hun
dreds of wasteful expenditures tha.t cried 
out for a Presidential veto: among them, 
$400,000 to study the 1932-33 famine in the 
Ukraine and $2 million to "reconstruct in its 
original form" a lighthouse at Nantucket, 
Mass. The President had little choice but to 
sign. A full veto might have shut down vital 
programs for weeks until Congress ham
mered out a new bill. 

The line-item veto has been sought by 
Presidents since the days of Ulysses S. 
Grant. Franklin Roosevelt, Harry Truman 
and Dwight Eisenhower all asked for it, to 
no avail. Yet it may be an idea whose time 
has come. The deficit for 1985 is expected to 
hit $213 billion, and the national debt is 
costing taxpayers $130 billion this year in 
interest alone. 

All of this has fueled a bipartisan move
ment to find new ways to pound the deficit 
into submission. At the National Governors' 
Association meeting in February, Democrat
ic and Republican governors gave solid ap
proval to a resolution urging Congress to 
grant the Prei;:ident the line-item veto. It's 
not a panacea for "erasing the deficit," cau
tions Dukakis, a liberal Democrat, but a 
vital weapon "to ensure fiscal stability." 

No one agrees more than Sen. Mack Mat
tingly <R., Ga.>. "The full veto worked fine 
in a bygone era when budget bills were rela
tively small and dealt with only a few pro
grams," he says. "But nowadays the Presi
dent needs a modem precision tool to trim 
the fat." 

Mattingly has introduced legislation to 
give the President the line-item authority 
possessed by most governors. Mattingly's 
proposal specifies that each spending item 
within an appropriations package would be 
a separate bill, thus skirting the constitu
tional obstacle that prohibits a President 
from vetoing sections of a single bill. The 
law would also retain Congress' authority to 
override each item veto with a two-thirds 
vote. Finally, to assuage Congressional fears 
that the line-item veto could be abused, the 
law would expire in two years unless ex
tended by Congress. 

Mattingly's bill, which has 47 cosponsors, 
including six Democrats, appears headed for 
Senate passage. But prospects in the House, 
where the Democratic leadership opposes 
the bill, remain uncertain. 

This year Congress will send the White 
House a federal budget approaching $1 tril
lion in a grand total of 13 appropriations 
bills. Unless the Mattingly bill is enacted, 
the President will have to sign bills contain
ing unnecessary and wasteful items, or use 
the veto and bring worthwhile programs to 
a halt. 

Here are a few of the programs that cry 
out for a line-item veto. These alone would 
save an estimated total of nearly $30 billion 
in just three years: 

1. Buried in the $36-billion Agriculture 
and Rural Development appropriations bill 
are school-lunch subsidies for non-needy 
children. Deleting this item would not touch 
free and reduced-price lunches for poor and 
low-income students. Savings: $2 billion. 

2. The Rural Electrification Administra
tion is an outdated Depression-era program 
that dishes up heavily subsidized loans-at 
interest rates as low as two percent-includ
ing some wealthy electric cooperatives and 

telephone utilities. 1 Phasing out REA's 
direct loans and loan guarantees would save 
$1.6 billion. 

3. Nearly 40,000 localities <most of which, 
unlike the federal government, maintain 
healthy budget surpluses or balanced budg
ets> receive revenue-sharing largess from 
the U.S. Treasury. Uncle Sam also gives 
money away to such wealthy communities 
as Beverly Hills, Calif., which gets more 
than $200,000 a year, and Palm Beach, Fla., 
which received $73,478 in 1985. Revenue
sharing grants account for only 2.5 percent 
of all local expenditures, and their elimina
tion would still leave states and localities 
with about $100 billion a year in federal 
grants-in-aid. Savings: $12.5 billion. 

4. Although founded to help small busi
nesses get started, the Small Business Ad
ministration grants most of its loans to es
tablished businesses or to entrepreneurs 
who could raise private capital. In fact, a 
minuscule 0.2 percent of America's 14.3 mil
lion small businesses are getting SBA credit. 
Elilnine.tion of this program would save $5.3 
billion. 

5. Buried in foreign-economic-aid bills, 
which include vital human!tarian aid to the 
world's hungry, are fl!Ilds for the Export
Import Bank. The Ex-Im Bank is a prime 
example of corporate welfar~. Many of its 
subsidized loans, which go to foreign cus
tomers to buy U.S. products, benefit a hand
ful of corporate giants, including Boeing 
and General Electric. Economic-trade a.1a
lysts say such loans have a "negligible" 
effect on the U.S. balance of trade. Abolish
ing Ex-Im's direct loans would save $3.9 b!l
lion. 

6. Begun under Lyndon Johnson's Great 
Society, the Job Corps is the government's 
costliest training program. Each slot cost 
taxpayers $15,200 a year-more than the 
cost of tuition, room and board at Yale. 
Nearly two-thirds of all trainees do not 
finish the program, and of those who do, 
only a third are employed a year after leav
ing. Without a line-item veto, the President 
will most likely have to swallow this pro
gram as part of the huge labor, health and 
human services, and education bill. Shutting 
down the program would save $1.3 billion. 

7. Health-professions training subsidies 
were established in 1963 to alleviate a seri
ous nationwide shortage of doctors, nurses 
and other health specialists. Today, howev
er, there is an oversupply of such personnel. 
In fact, a federal &dvisory panel predicts 
that in five years the United states will have 
an excess of surgeons, neurosurgeons, eye 
specialists and general practition~rs. Tenni
nating any further health-profession school 
subsidies would save $512 million. 

8. The U.S. Army's $5-million DIV AD Air 
Defense Gun is so inaccurate that its pri
mary mission has been changed from shoot
ing down maneuvering airplanes, which it 
has had trouble doing, to knocking out hov
ering helicopters, which it hasn't been able 
to do very well either. Yet the Army wants 
to purchase a total of 614 DIV ADs for more 
than $4 billion. Vetoing further funds for 
the DIV AD could save $2 billion. 

Until Congress gives the President the 
same authority exercised by the vast majori
ty of the nation's governors, he will contin
ue to b~ boxed in by wasteful catchall ap
propriations bills. Says Sen. Joseph R. 
Biden, Jr. CD., Del.), "The line-item veto is 
intended to let the President out of that 

i See "Power Play on the Potomac," Reader's 
Digest, September '84. 
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box so he can begin to play a more active 
role in cutting away at the deficit." 

A majority of governors want the Presi
dent to have line-item-veto power, and an 
October 1983 Gallup poll shows that 67 per
cent of the public does too. If you agree, 
then write your Senators and Representa
tive and tell them to vote for this proven, 
waste-cutting tool. 

GEORGE V. GRUNE, 
Pleasantville, NY, July 15, 1985. 

Hon. DANIEL EVANS, 
Senate Office Building, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR SENATOR EVANS: Cutting the deficit 
is still a matter of highest priority and will 
continue to be for some time to come. Cer
tainly, it has been a concern of ours at 
Reader's Digest; "A Proven Way to Slash 
the Deficit," appearing in the August issue, 
is the fourth article touching on the subject 
this year. 

Along the same lines, I addressed the Na
tional Press Club last month, at which time 
I referred to a major campaign co-sponsored 
by The Business Roundtable and The 
Digest. It was a four-page advertisement ad
dressing the budget crisis and inviting read
ers to write their members of Congress via a 
business reply postcard. So far, more than a 
million cards have been received and for
warded to you. In fact, the enclosed article 
carries another appeal for readers to write 
Congress. 

Because the subject is so vital, I am en
closing a copy of my remarks and a release 
detailing the results of a Gallup poll on the 
subject of the deficit. I hope you will find 
time to read them and that you will find 
them thought-provoking. 

With every good wish, 
GEORGE GRUNE. 

[From Reader's Digest] 
GALLUP POLL RESULTS 

WASHINGTON, June 27.-A Gallup Poll 
sponsored by Reader's Digest taken last 
weekend has revealed that 54 percent of the 
American people consider reduction of the 
federal deficit to be "the most important do
mestic priority facing the United States in 
the next few years." This compares with 
just 45 percent who consider tax reform the 
"most important." 

The figures were revealed by George V. 
Grune, Chairman of the Board and Chief 
Executive Officer of The Reader's Digest 
Association, which commissioned the poll. 
Mr. Grune spoke at a National Press Club 
Newsmaker's breakfast this morning <June 
27>. The Gallup Poll, Mr. Grune said, cov
ered 1000 Americans nationwide and asked 
what they believed were the priority issues 
of the next few years. Deficit reduction was 
the leading issue, with a 54 percent re
sponse, which increased tc; 64 percent 
among college graduates. 

Political views did not seem to matter in 
gauging the responses, Mr. Grune said. 
Fifty-four percent of Republicans felt that 
deficit reduction was "the most important 
priority", while 53 percent of Democrats 
and 56 percent of Independents responded 
in the same way. 

"One can only wonder," Mr. Grune said, 
"in light of all this, whether some Congress
men welcomed tax reform as a kind of 
smoke screen to deflect attention from the 
much more important and difficult issue
the deficit." 

"Certainly tax reform is important, but no 
single issue of our time has greater poten
tial to influence the quality of our lives and 

the lives of future generations than the 
soaring, stubborn, staggering federal defi
cit," he added. 

The Reader's Digest official described the 
results of an advertisement in the maga
zine's May issue, sponsored by the Business 
Roundtable, an organization comprised of 
200 U.S. corporations, including The Digest. 
The four-page advertisement described the 
deficit crisis and included a reply card that 
readers were invited to return to The 
Digest, where they were tabulated by Con
gressional district. Every two or three days 
every Member of Congress received a com
puter print-out telling him or her how many 
people in his district had responded. 

To date, Mr. Grune noted, "One million 
cards have poured into our offices. They 
have been tabulated and the numbers and 
names sent to the Congressmen." 

The Reader's Digest chairman urged his 
listeners from the media to use their influ
ence to persuade Congress to come to some 
resolution on deficit reduction. "Let's real
ize, as that Gallup Poll has shown us, that 
Americans care, deeply, about the deficit," 
he said. "Let's give it the prominence in 
print and the television news programs that 
it deserves. Let us all unite in a campaign to 
lick this monster. There has never been a 
better opportunity. The people care. Now 
the media must begin to force Congress to 
care. So let's turn up the heat." 

WILL 535 CONGRESSMEN CARE WHAT 1 
MILLION AMERICANS THINK? 

<An address by George V. Grune, Chairman 
and Chief Executive Officer, the Reader's 
Digest Association, Inc.) 
Good Morning. Although I have been in

troduced to you, I want to repeat one or two 
of the items that tell you who I am. Not be
cause of ego, but because it will help to ex
plain why I am here. But first let me offer a 
disclaimer concerning who I am not. I am 
not an economist. So this is not going to be 
a learned talk about the "dismal science." I 
am the chairman and chief executive officer 
of the Reader's Digest Association, a large 
multi-national corporation doing about $1.4 
billion in business annually. In other words, 
I am a businessman. I am also a husband. I 
am a father. I am a consumer. I am a tax
payer. And in every one of these roles, I am 
being deeply affected by what I believe is 
the most pressing national and internation
al issue of our time. The federal budget defi
cit. 

During the past two weeks the attention 
of the world has been rivited on the plight 
of forty hostages held prisoner by a group 
of hijackers. Newspapers have gone to their 
largest type-fonts for headlines. Television 
has devoted major coverage. The President 
of the United States has been quoted exten
sively. Experts in terrorism have been inter
viewed at length. Governments friendly to 
the United States have offered their help in 
trying to resolve the crisis. 

All of this is entirely appropriate. Lives 
are at stake. And our frustration grows be
cause as individuals, we cannot do anything 
but watch. But here on the domestic front, 
there is a crisis of enormous proportions 
that we can do something about. That crisis 
is the federal budget deficit. I wish most fer
vently that somehow we could find ways to 
dramatize the significance of the federal 
budget deficit in our lives. 

For if it is not resolved-and quickly-the 
deficit crisis will affect hundreds of millions 
of lives in virtually every nation on earth. If 
it is not resolved-and quickly-it will affect 

the lives of our children-and their chil
dren-and their children's children. 

Where are the headlines screaming about 
the deficit crisis? Where are the Presiden
tial press conferences devoted to the deficit 
crisis? Where are the television specials dis
cussing the deficit crisis? Where are the ex
perts offering their views of ways to resolve 
the crisis? Where are the offers of help 
from friendly countries? Where indeed are 
the expressions of concern that say we must 
halt the deficit? 

If they are here in Washington, we 
haven't heard them. If they are on the front 
page of the New York Times, we haven't 
read them. If they are in television specials, 
we haven't seen them. 

Yet we know the concern is out there. 
How do we know? We know because more 
than one million Americans have engaged in 
that great American custom of writing their 
Congressman. More than one million Ameri
cans have said to those Congressmen, "Halt 
the Deficit!" Now the question becomes, 
"Will 535 Congressmen listen to one million 
Americans?" So far, they have not. And be
cause they have not, I would like to change 
the title of this talk. I think a more appro
priate title might be, "How You Can Help 
Halt the Deficit." And when I have finished, 
I think you'll understand why. 

Let me take you back a few years. I quote 
from an editorial in a major New York 
newspaper. <Quote> How long can the feder
al government continue to spend far more 
than it collects in taxes or other receipts 
from the citizens? For six consecutive years, 
the amount of money spent by the federal 
government will have been considerably in 
excess of the flow of tax funds to the U.S. 
Treasury during the same period. <Unquote> 
That was David Lawrence writing in the 
New York Herald Tribune in January 1965. 

<The editorial was reprinted in the April 
1965 issue of Reader's Digest.> The six con
secutive deficit years mentioned would have 
taken us back to 1959. So we can point to 
1959 as the first "Year of the Deficit." 

In 1965, just twenty years ago, Lyndon 
Johnson was proposing a budget in which 
expenditures were expected to be $127.4 bil
lion. Today the deficit is expected to exceed 
$220 billion, almost twice the amount of the 
entire federal budget twenty years ago! 

Digest articles through the years have 
warned about the effects of the growing def
icit. And interestingly, some of them made 
the point that Congress would not act 
unless the people demanded action. In 1967 
we quoted House Appropriations Chairman 
George Mahon of Texas, who said "Con
gress is not going to practice restraint 
unless the message comes through loud and 
clear from the people. I'm waiting to hear 
from constituents who really want to lower 
outlays as I do." 

In 1979, when President Jimmy Carter 
proferred a budget with a $29 billion deficit, 
we noted that an Associated Press poll 
found that "70 percent of Americans believe 
that politicians will not work to wipe out 
the deficit." 

More recently, we have carried two arti
cles describing the exciting potential of 
Peter Grace and his commission, and point
ing to the fact that fiscal sanity can be re
stored to the federal budget. One of those 
articles quoted Mr. Grace as saying in the 
New York Times, "Congress is the biggest 
single obstacle to restoring fiscal sanity to 
the federal budget. We never said cutting 
spending was going to be easy," he added. 
"But the time has come for Congress to stop 
clowning around and get serious." 
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I tell you all this because I want to em

phasize that we at Reader's Digest are not 
strangers to the problems of the deficit. Nor 
are the fifty million men and women who 
read our magazine every month, and who 
represent one household in every four in 
America. 

Against this background, we became 
aware earlier in the year that the Business 
Roundtable, of which we are one of two 
hundred American member companies, was 
preparing a major campaign to call atten
tion to the deficit and its consequences. 
Reader's Digest had worked with them 
before on a series of public service advocacy 
ads, and we knew of their strength to move 
people. In 1975, The Roundtable and The 
Digest collaborated on a series of a dozen 
adds, one a month, on various aspects of the 
American economic system. These explored 
such basic economic topics as the role of 
profits in our society, the impact of infla
tion, the question of size in business, prod
uct quality, taxes and government spending, 
unemployment and the plight of American 
business abroad. The subjects were basic; 
the language was clear and simple. The re
sults were gratifying. The ads had an 
impact! People cared, deeply, about our eco
nomic system and wanted to keep it 
healthy. Even more dramatic illustration of 
that caring was the fact that we sold 
6,620,000 reprints of those ads to individuals 
and organizations! 

The Roundtable's current campaign has 
two basic objectives: < 1> Something has to 
be done to end the deficit. <2> The campaign 
has to be taken to the people of the United 
States. 

Our publisher, associate publisher and 
editor-in-chief worked on a proposal that 
would unite the Reader's Digest and the 
Roundtable in a joint campaign to enable 
Americans everywhere to express their 
views. The result: a four-page advertisement 
in our May issue. It described the crisis, in
vited readers to engage in that unique 
American custom of writing their Congress
man, and included a business reply postcard 
that we promised to deliver to Representa
tives, Senators and, ultimately, to President 
Reagan. You each have a copy of that ad. 

Our data processing people tabulated the 
responses in a way to enable us to deliver to 
every Member of Congress a print-out of 
the voters in his or her district who had re
sponded! So far, something like one million 
cards have poured into our offices! They 
have been tabulated and the numbers and 
names sent to the Congressmen. Here are 
just a few examples: 

In our own state of New York, Senator Al
fonse D'Amato received 49,198 names of 
people who responded to the ad. Will he act 
to halt the deficit? 

California Senator Alan Cranston received 
98,998 cards. Will he act to halt the deficit? 

Senator Paula Hawkins of Florida, whose 
constituents include many thousands of re
tired people on fixed incomes, received 
58,909 cards. Will she act to halt the deficit? 

Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon, who is 
chairman of the Senate Appropriations 
Committee, received 15,667 names of con
stituents who replied. Will he act to halt the 
deficit? 

In our Congressional District of New 
Castle, in Westchester County, our Con
gressman, Joseph DioGuardi, received one 
thousand, seven hundred forty four re
sponses. Will he act to halt the deficit? 

And in own Congressional district, the 
fourth district in Connecticut, My Congress
man, Stuart McKinney, received one thou-

sand, seven hundred sixy nine responses. 
Will he act to halt the deficit? <I plan to ask 
him that question!) 

While we were publishing the Roundtable 
advertisement, that organization itself was 
active in a grass-roots program. A large 
briefing book was sent to every one of their 
member organizations. A covering letter 
from Robert Beck, their chairman, who is 
also the chairman of the Prudential Insur
ance Company of America, stressed the im
portance of the campaign. The book con
tained this chilling paragraph: "The federal 
deficit threatens our jobs, our standard of 
living and the futures of our children and 
grandchildren. It is America's number one 
problem. And if nothing is done to bring it 
under control, our nation is sure to suffer." 

And the Roundtable is far from the only 
national organization that is concerned 
about the deficit. Richard Lesher, head of 
the United States Chamber of Commerce, 
said "We are enthusiastic supporters of defi
cit reduction through spending restraint. 
The Chamber of Commerce has taken the 
position that it is willing to let certain pet 
programs in the budget be sacrificed if the 
overall effect would help reduce the defi
cit." 

Herbert Stein, who is a senior fellow at 
the American Enterprise Institute, has said, 
"By running large budget deficits, we are 
choosing to have higher consumption for 
ourselves today and to make future stand
ards of living somewhat smaller than they 
would otherwise be. The present generation 
of Americans may want to do just this. This 
generation of Americans has probably not 
made the decision, in favor of themselves as 
against the future, that is implicit in the 
large deficits we are running. The choice 
has never been presented to them in that 
way, and they would not make such a deci
sion if it were presented thus. So, a decent 
regard for the future requires that we take 
steps to reduce the looming budget deficits." 

If the American people were presented 
with a choice, would they indeed choose to 
mortgage the future to pay lavishly for the 
present? Just last weekend, Reader's Digest 
went after the answer to that question. We 
asked the Gallup organization to poll 1,000 
Americans across the nation to ask what 
they believed were the priority issues of the 
next few years! Fifty-four percent of those 
polled indicated that reducing the size of 
the federal budget deficit should be one of 
our most important priorities over the next 
few years! Interestingly, the importance of 
reducing the deficit was even more evident 
to college-educated people. They registered 
a sixty-four percent rating of deficit reduc
tion as one of our most important priorities. 
And this is one issue on which partisanship 
does not matter. The "most important prior
ity" response came from 54 percent of Re
publicans, 53 percent of Democrats and 56 
percent of Independents. Despite all of the 
publicity surrounding the issue of tax 
reform, and despite Mr. Reagan's traveling 
around the country and urging Congress 
and the American people to fight for his 
program, reform, only 45 percent felt that 
tax reform should be one of the most impor
tant priorities. One can only wonder, in 
light of all this, whether some Congressmen 
welcomed tax reform as a kind of smoke 
screen to deflect attention from the much 
more important and difficult issue-the def
icit. 

Certainly tax reform is important, but no 
single issue of our time has greater poten
tial to influence the quality of our lives and 
the lives of future generations than the 
soaring, stubborn, staggering federal deficit. 

Last Sunday's New York Times had a 
four-column article with this lead: "This 
year's effort to reduce the Federal budget 
deficit will reach a critical crossroad next 
week. After two weeks of sparring, conferees 
from the House and the Senate are faced 
with trying to reach a compromise on the 
crucial issues of Social Security and the 
military budget, but no one can see a solu
tion at this moment." That article, buried 
on page 22, proved to be correct. As you 
know, the House and Senate conference on 
the budget broke up just yesterday when 
the conferees reached a deadlock on Social 
Security. Meantime, the chairman of the 
House Budget Committee has accused the 
President of trying to "bust up" the budget 
process, and the White House is sending 
messages through Larry Speakes that "pros
pects for compromise are not good." 

Adding to the pressure, Congress will be 
getting away for its July Fourth recess with
out resolving the most pressing domestic 
issue facing us. Few would deny our legisla
tors their holidays, but I suggest that walk
ing away from our nation's most urgent 
problem is a poor way to mark our nations' 
Independence Day. 

And as much as one may admire Senator 
Bill Proxmire, I don't think it adds to the 
quality of this debate when he is quoted in 
the New York Times as saying that if he 
were a gambling man, he would bet that 
"the deficit in 1986 will be just about where 
it is in 1985." 

At the moment, we do not share that pes
simism. And we do not intend to let the 
matter drop. Indeed in our August issue, we 
have an article strongly urging that the 
President be given what Congress wants
and needs-right now." 

And now I want to urge you to lead in this 
campaign. The media has enormous built-in 
strength to focus public attention on issues. 
Collectively, we represent tremendous 
power and tremendous influence. We must 
fight in our way for a future that will allow 
our children and their children to enjoy the 
same economic security that we have. 
Please join in. Please give the deficit the at
tention it deserves. Find ways to put it on 
the front pages-every day, until it is re
solved. Let's realize, as the Gallup Poll has 
shown us, that American care, deeply, about 
the deficit. Let's give it the prominence in 
print and in the television news programs 
that it requires. Let us all unite in a cam
paign to lick this monster. There has never 
been a better opportunity. The people care. 
Now the media must begin to force Con
gress to care. So, let's turn up the heat. 
Let's focus the attention of Congress on so
lutions. Let's let them know that Americans 
expect decisions-not postponements. If we 
don't fulfill our responsibilities, the chances 
of resolving the issue will grow less, and less, 
and less. We cannot allow that to happen. 

What will you do? 
Thank you. 
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, the 

proposal before us is described as a 
constitutionally permissible grant of 
power to the President, necessary to 
let him selectively veto parts of spend
ing bills to reduce the $200 billion defi
cits which his fiscal policies have 
helped produce. 

There are three things wrong with 
this approach. 

It is not constitutional. 
It is not necessary. 
It will not reduce the deficit. 
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The need for this new power is based 

upon the allegation that Congress has 
eroded the President's veto power by 
passing omnibus legislation containing 
many different provisions, thus f orc
ing a President to make the unpleas
ant choice of vetoing provisions he 
supports if he wants to eliminate pro
visions he opposes. 

It is claimed that the congressional 
practice of attaching riders to appro
priations bills is a recent and intoler
able burden on the veto power and 
must be redressed by passage of a line
item veto to let the President pick and 
choose which sections of an appropria
tion he would approve. 

It is pointed out that 43 of our State 
Governors have the item veto power, 
that no State which has it has ever re
pealed it, and that the President of all 
the States should not be less powerful 
than the chief executives of 43 of the 
States. 

And, of course, it is claimed that 
even if these institutional concerns did 
not warrant the grant of a line-item 
veto power, the deficit emergency we 
face does. 

But these claims are not supported 
by the facts. 

Since our Nation's beginning, Presi
dents have vetoed a total of 2,413 bills. 
Ninety-seven of these vetos have been 
overridden. That is fewer than 50 over
rides a century. If that is not evidence 
of the potency of the Presidential veto 
power as it stands, then nothing is. 

The veto power gives to a President 
who can command the support of just 
one-third-plus-one Members of either 
House of Congress unlimited power to 
veto every spending bill the whole 
Congress passed. A President need 
only persuade 34 Senators to uphold 
his decision and no bill can be enacted 
against his will. 

That is a powerful bargaining tool 
with which to confront a recalcitrant 
Congress. 

The bill's supporters claim that 
President's cannot veto omnibus ap
propriations bills. But the very first 
bill President Reagan vetoed was pre
cisely such a bill, House Joint Resolu
tion 357, the continuing appropriation 
for fiscal 1982. 

And his veto was not overridden. 
Congress rewrote the bill and reduced 
the spending to which the President 
objected. 

In 1982, the President twice vetoed 
an omnibus appropriation-again, ex
actly the kind of all-encompassing leg
islation that it is claimed he cannot 
veto. And those two vetoes were sus
tained by the House of Representa
tives. 

In both cases, the veto proved a 
potent bargaining tool to eliminate 
spending programs the President dis
approved. 

In all, President Reagan has exer
cised his veto power 40 times in the 
past 4112 years. Congress has overrid-

den 4 of the 40 Reagan vetoes, precise
ly 10 percent. That is the reality 
behind the claim that the veto power 
has been eroded. 

The claim that the use of legislative 
riders and omnibus bills is a recent de
velopment is just as unsupportable on 
the evidence. 

Congress has been attaching riders 
to legislative enactments since the 
time of the Civil War. That was one of 
the reasons why the proposed Conf ed
erate Constitution included a line-item 
veto. That was one of the reasons that 
encouraged many States to adopt the 
mechanism. 

There is absolutely nothing novel 
about the passage of unrelated meas
ures by any legislative body, whether 
this Congress or any one of its fore
bears. 

It is inaccurate to make the claim 
that omnibus legislation of the kind 
we have today is somehow a novel, un
precedented legislative development 
which poses novel and unprecedented 
threats to the veto power. 

For half a century, defense funding, 
to take just one example, has been en
acted in an omnibus bill that includes 
new weapons and ongoing operational 
costs. 

Presidents of both parties have had 
little difficulty in determining when a 
particular legislative rider makes a bill 
unacceptable. President Reagan's 
vetoes demonstrate this as do the 
vetos of virtually all his predecessors. 

The claim that a power granted to 
43 of our State Governors is a power 
the President ought to have makes 
little sense. 

Governors do not have the responsi
bility of financing the national de
fense. States are not financially re
sponsible for major domestic, national 
programs such as Social Security and 
veterans benefits. 

The functions of State governments 
and of the national Government are so 
different that the superficial similari
ties pale by comparison. 

And as a practical matter, the line
item veto has not proven an unmixed 
blessing for the States which have it. 
In some States-such as California-it 
has the effect of making the legisla
ture delay appropriations until private 
deals can be struck with the Governor 
over spending. 

Courts have had to order States to 
mail out welfare and retirement 
checks because of governmental paral
ysis resulting from the standoff caused 
by line-item vetos. 

Line-item veto powers and the 
manner in which they are exercised 
have been and continue to be subject 
to court challenge. The courts have 
handed down conflicting rulings. One 
court has said it permits a Governor to 
reduce spending as well as to block it. 
Another court has disagreed. 

President Reagan had the use of the 
line-item veto during his 8 years as 

Governor of California, a period in 
which the State's budget almost dou
bled and two State tax increases were 
enacted. His line-item veto supposedly 
reduced spending by 2 percent on aver
age each year. 

Studies have repeatedly shown that 
the States in which line-item veto au
thority exists have a higher per capita 
spending rate than the others. That 
simply confirms common sense: Chief 
Executives are just as reluctant to 
slash popular spending programs as 
legislators. 

Those are the general arguments 
made for a line-item veto authority. I 
do not find them persuasive in the ab
stract. And when I consider the meas
ure we are asked to approve, which en
tails specifics rather than abstractions, 
it is an even less attractive proposal. 

VI e are not being asked to approve 
an abstract, generalized grant of 
power. We are faced with a concrete 
and quite specific proposal. It is a pro
posal I cannot endorse. 

First and foremost, the legislation 
seeks to alter the Constitution by leg
islation rather than the proper route 
of constitutional amendment. 

The Congress has been asked to 
walk down this road before on a varie
ty of measures. Whenever we face the 
difficulties implicit in amending the 
Constitution, there are some who be
lieve we can change the document 
without being bound by the require
ments of a constitutional amendment: 
A two-thirds congressional vote and 
ratification by 38 States. 

But we cannot. The argument that 
we should pass this measure anyway 
and let the courts decide whether or 
not it is constitutional hardly deserves 
a response. 

We are, each of us, sworn to uphold 
the Constitution. 

We cannot and should not enact leg
islation which is clearly and on its face 
unconstitutional as this measure is. 

It is unconstitutional because it 
seeks to change, by legislation rather 
than by constitutional amendment, 
clear and definite provisions of the 
Constitution. 

Article I, sec. 7 reads, in part: 
• • • Every bill which shall have passed 

the House of Representatives and the 
Senate, shall, before it becomes a law, be 
presented to the President of the United 
States; if he approves it he shall sign it, but 
if not he shall return it, with his objections 
to that House in which it shall have origi
nated• • • 

Nothing can be clearer. The Consti
tution does not say he shall return 
those parts he disapproves. It does not 
say he shall sign those parts he ap
proves. The Constitution very clearly 
and explicitly says "• • • If he ap
proves it he shall sign it, but if not he 
shall return it• • •."There is nothing 
ambiguous about that wording or its 
intent. 
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Yet this proposal seeks to bypass 

that very clear constitutional require
ment by the subterfuge of allowing a 
Clerk of the House to take apart every 
appropriation bill and to reenroll its 
numbered provisions and its unnum
bered paragraphs into separate bills 
for presentment to the President for 
his approval or veto. 

The Constitution grants no such 
power to the Congress. It clearly says 
"Every bill which shall have passed 
the House of Representatives and the 
Senate • • •." Little bits of legislation 
enrolled separately are not what have 
"passed the House and Senate." 

An argument has been made that 
Congress, by virtue of its right to write 
rules for itself, also has the right to 
define "bill" any way it chooses. 

Such an assertion finds support nei
ther in common sense nor in constitu
tional history. The very fear that the 
legislature might resort to some sub
terfuge such as calling bills something 
else led Madison to include in the 
same article the further provision that 
"Every order, resolution, or vote to 
which the concurrence of the Senate 
and House of Representatives may be 
necessary • • *" shall also be present
ed to the President for his approval. 

Nowhere is there any authority, ex
press or implied, for the Congress to 
unilaterally determine that a segment 
of a previously passed bill can be sepa
rately enrolled and remain a bill that 
has been passed by both Houses. 

When we seek by legislation to 
change the Constitution, we should re
member that the Supreme Court has 
consistently held, as recently as last 
year, that "The plenary authority of 
the Congress • * • is not open to ques
tion, but what is challenged here is 
whether Congress has chosen a consti
tutionally permissible means of imple
menting that power." U.N.S. v. 
Chadha] 

Congress does have plenary author
ity "in all cases in which it has sub
stantive legislative jurisdiction • • • so 
long as the exercise of that authority 
does not off end some other constitu
tional restriction." [Buckley v. Valeo] 

This proposal most definitely of
f ends another constitutional restric
tion; it is therefore beyond our author
ity to enact. 

What is obvious, of course, is that 
Congress has the authority, if it 
should wish to exercise it, of granting 
the President extensive leeway to ap
prove or disapprove appropriations. 

In fact, that has been done. In the 
Budget Act, the President has been ef
fectively and legally given the very 
power it is now claimed he needs. 

The rescission authority in the 
Budget Act, which has been in force 
since 1975, gives every President the 
right to selectively rescind congres
sionally-approved spending for pro
grams as he chooses. A rescission is 
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subject to congressional action. So is a 
veto. 

If proponents of this line-item veto 
feel, as they apparently do, that the 
existing rescission authority limits the 
use of Presidential rescission, nothing 
prevents their bringing to the Senate 
floor a proposal to correct that by 
changing the Budget Act. 

There is little in this President's ex
perience with the rescission authority 
which could be read as a compelling 
argument for a line-item veto power. 
Since this proposal has a 2-year life
span, President Reagan is the only one 
to whom its authors can intend it to 
apply. 

In 1981, President Reagan proposed 
208 rescissions, totaling $16 billion. 
Congress approved $14 billion worLh, 
90 percent. This mirrors the experi
ence of this President with the veto, 
where only 10 percent of his vetoes 
have been overridden. 

In subsequent years, the President 
has not used his rescission powers as 
much. In 1982, he wanted to rescind 
$91/2 billion in appropriated funds; 
Congress gave him six. 

In 1983 the President asked for $1112 
billion in rescissions. In 1984, he asked 
for just $660 million. 

The decision of the President not to 
request rescissions is his to make. 
Nothing is gained by second-guessing 
it. But it is evident that the power to 
rescind funds for specific programs 
exists, can be used, and that the formi
dable persuasive powers that any 
President has can be mobilized to gain 
congressional support for such action. 

If those who feel the President is 
hamstrung by some claimed inability 
to veto omnibus spending bills want to 
alter the Budget Act to make it harder 
for Congress to refuse a rescission, 
that remains a constitutionally per
missible and politically feasible ap
proach. 

But there is absolutely no need to do 
violence to the Constitution in order 
to expand the powers of this President 
or any other. 

Presidents had, for 50 years, a virtu
ally unlimited impoundment authority 
which they could and did use. That 
impoundment authority was curtailed 
only when one President attempted to 
use it for policy changes that he could 
not persuade Congress to accept. 

And this proposed line-item veto au
thority contains within itself precisely 
the same potential for misuse. 

Appropriations bills represent policy 
judgments reached by a majority of 
the Congress. They may not be policy 
judgments shared by the President. 
But the President has explicit veto au
thority to seek to reverse such judg
ments. He has at his command all the 
persuasive powers of the Presidency to 
make his policy stick. 

The inference in this proposal is 
that policy judgments occur elsewhere 
in the legislative process and that ap-

propriations are merely the funds with 
which to carry out already agreed
upon policy. That is simply not the 
case. In many instances, Congress im
poses a condition on an appropriation 
precisely in order to impose a policy 
judgment. This line item veto would 
permit the President to accept the 
funds for purposes he supports and 
dispense with the conditions under 
which Congress has said they can be 
spent. 

It would make a rubber stamp of the 
legislative body. And it would, of 
course, almost immediately result in 
the rewriting of appropriations bills to 
frustrate such a possibility. 

In that connection, it is pertinent to 
note that although the proposal 
before us is termed a "line item" veto, 
it is not at all a line-item veto power. 
Even its chief sponsor acknowledged 
before the Rules Committee that it is 
a "section and paragraph" veto au
thority. 

The reason for that is that Congress 
does not, for the most part, enact ap
propriations by line item. 

Congress appropriates by accounts. 
The Defense appropriations bill, for 
example, does not contain a line that 
reads "40 MX missiles." It contains an 
account for strategic programs in 
which MX missile funds are included. 

There are about 1,100 federal budget 
accounts in all. But the 50 largest ac
counts add up to more than 80 percent 
of total spending. It is hard to see, as 
committee witness Dr. Allen Schick 
pointed out, how the President could 
"pluck high spending items from ap
propriations bills." 

More to the point, as the Rules 
Committee reported, the nondef ense 
discretionary spending which is pre
sumably the target of this line-item 
veto bill consists of 846 budget ac
counts of which just 12 make up half 
the total dollars spent. But the Presi
dent's rescission requests for this year 
only included 3 of these 12 accounts. 

When these factual realities are set 
against the broad abstractions with 
which this proposal is being defended, 
it is quite clear that the line-item veto 
is not necessary. It gives the President 
a less refined approach to specific 
spending items than the rescission au
thority he already has. It adds nothing 
to his power to establish policy beyond 
his already existing veto power. 

So what is the urgency about this 
grant of power to the executive 
branch? 

Proponents claim that our fiscal 
emergency has made it essential to 
enact this bill. But that is the least 
convincing argument of all. 

As written, this line-item veto ap
plies only to current year appropria
tions. Some of the largest budget ac
counts, such as those financing various 
income benefits, are not annually ap-
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propriated. The line-item veto could 
not reach them. 

Another enormous budget expendi
ture is interest on the debt. That also 
is not annually appropriated. 

The total budgetary amount which 
is annually appropriated is just over 26 
percent of the Federal budget. Of that 
amount, 15 percent is defense spend
ing and 11 percent is nondef ense. The 
principal reason for the relatively 
small size of annually controllable ap
propriations is that prior-year authori
zations, which make up a substantial 
portion of the defense budget, for in
stance, cannot be reached by the line
item veto. 

So the actual amount of spending 
that is controllable by this mechanism 
is about a quarter of total spending. 

Proponents of this measure argue 
that the President would use this 
power to eliminate waste in the de
fense budget. The facts are directly 
contrary, since he has not done so in 
his budget submissions each year, even 
though he has absolute control over 
those decisions. 

Proponents have also claimed that 
another President might well target 
defense spending. That claim is not 
persuasive, since we are debating a 
proposal with a 2-year lifespan. 

Even assuming that this President 
were willing to cut defense spending, 
the fact remains that defense appro
priations are divided as to accounts, 
not as to specific bases or missiles, or 
tanks. 

This proposal does not give the 
President authority to reduce budget 
accounts, only to veto entire sections. 
So it is difficult to see how specific 
items could be reached by this mecha
nism. 

If, on the other hand, we accept that 
the President's preference for in
creased defense spending would 
remain unchanged in the face of a 
line-item veto power, he would be able 
to exercise this power on just $128 bil
lion of a trillion-dollar budget. 

As I already pointed out, 12 of the 
accounts in this area make up $64 bil
lion of the spending, and the President 
has proposed to rescind programs in 
three. The line-item veto will not give 
him more surgical precision than he 
now has to excise specific programs 
from these accounts. It would give him 
only the option of vetoing entire ac
counts. 

In practical terms, that means that 
instead of asking for a rescission of 
$100 million in veterans health pro
grams, as he has done this year, he 
would have the option of vetoing the 
entire $7.9 billion in this account. 

It is incomprehensive that anyone 
can consider this as flexibility or preci
sion to veto decisions. 

I need not and will not reiterate the 
many other valid arguments made by 
my colleagues about the pernicious ef
fects of this proposal. It seems to me 

to be obviously unconstitutional, and 
to make little sense on the practical 
merits. 

But I would like to address briefly 
the claim argue that congressional ap
propriations are uncontrolled because 
they involve compromise: That Sena
tors and Representatives accept some 
spending they would not each individ
ually approve in order to obtain ap
proval for spending they do approve. 

This allegation has been represented 
as a fundamental failing in the legisla
tive branch which can only be correct
ed by substituting one man's judgment 
for that of 535. 

But surely the essence of legislat
ing-and more importantly, the entire 
essence of governing a large and di
verse nation-is compromise. And if 
compromise does not consist in accept
ing less than perfection, then the word 
has no meaning. 

As elected representatives of the 
people, we are forced time and time 
again to reach compromises among 
the desires of various of our constitu
ents. Our constituents are not, as some 
would describe them, "narrow interest 
groups." 

I see nothing narrow about the fact 
that the people in the northern part 
of my State of Maine, which has no 
large cities, are more interested in 
rural programs than the people in the 
southern part, which contains most of 
the State's population centers. 

I see nothing narrow in the fact that 
Senators from Western States have a 
greater interest in water projects than 
Senators from Eastern States. I see 
nothing inherently wrong with the 
fact that Senators who represent 
States with large cities are concerned 
about the problems of those cities. 

This seems to me to be precisely 
what the Framers anticipated when 
they provided for representative gov
ernment and when they created a bi
cameral legislature. 

It is unwise and shortsighted for us 
today to overthrow their carefully 
crafted balance of powers in order to 
enhance a power that the President al
ready has and has failed to use exten
sively. The bill purports to solve a 
problem it cannot solve. And it solves 
a problem that does not exist. 

It cannot have a substantial impact 
on the budget in its 2-year duration 
because it reaches only to the 11 per
cent of spending that the President 
does not want to increase. 

And because it is a blunter instru
ment to control spending than the 
powers the President already has, it 
gives him no more flexibility to 
manage spending. 

It is an ill-conceived notion, and its 
enactment would be unconstitutional. 
I urge my colleagues to reject it. 

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, giving 
the President line-item veto power on 
appropriation bills is not a new issue 
in the Senate. In 1983, I coauthored 

an amendment expressing the sense of 
the Senate that line-item veto author
ity be given to the President. That was 
the last time this matter was consid
ered before the full Senate. The bill 
now before us, S. 43, would give the 
President statutory authority for a 2-
year period to exercise an item veto on 
appropriation bills. This is urgently 
needed. 

As drafted, this proposal for an item 
veto addresses many of the concerns 
that have been raised in the past. It 
establishes by statute a line-item veto 
on the basis of a precedent already 
used by the House of Representatives, 
known as the Gephardt rule. It specifi
cally defines what an "item" of appro
priation constitutes. Under this proce
dure, the enrollment of the appropria
tion bill would, in effect, allow each 
item of appropriation to be enrolled 
separately, thereby avoiding the con
stitutional controversy. Furthermore, 
it would retain the constitutional two
thirds veto override by both Houses of 
Congress and would sunset after 2 
years. Also, according to the Senate 
parliamentarian, it would not be sub
ject to a constitutional point of order 
on the Senate floor. 

My State of Oklahoma has given 
this power to its Governor along with 
42 other States. It has been shown on 
the State level to be an effective tool 
for cost control. This can be seen in 
the annual deficits and surpluses that 
States have experienced compared to 
their Federal counterpart. For 1983, 
all but two States realized budget sur
pluses. This is in stark contrast to the 
Federal deficits. If it works for the 
States, why not for the Federal Gov
ernment? 

We can experience similar results on 
the Federal level if only we would give 
the President this authority. For ex
ample, in fiscal year 1983, the Presi
dent sent to the Congress requests for 
appropriations of $497 .9 billion, the 
Congress approved $510.8 billion, an 
increase of $12.9 billion. If the Presi
dent had the power to reject portions 
of these appropriation bills that we 
sent him, we might have seen the 
fiscal year 1983 deficit reduced sub
stantially. 

When an appropriation bill comes 
before the President, he has two op
tions-either sign it or veto the entire 
bill. He has very little input or ability 
to be able to make some constructive 
changes or reductions in the budget 
through the appropriations process. 

Congress is the one that passes these 
bills. Congress is the one that is really 
the guilty culprit when it comes to 
ever-escalating Federal spending. 

I ask, why not provide additional ac
countability for our Federal Govern
ment and improve our ability to con
trol Federal spending by giving the 
President this important budgetary 
tool? I urge the adoption of this bill. 
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Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. Presi

dent, I rise to oppose consideration of 
S. 43. Despite broad agreement that 
the current high budget deficit is a 
problem, there is surprisingly little 
agreement on its cause. Proponents of 
the item veto as a solution assume 
that deficits are structurally rooted in 
the balance of power between Con
gress and the Executive COMB]. How
ever, even were this certifiably so, the 
short-term deficit remains unreacha
ble by the item veto. Meanwhile, ex
perts on the legislative and budget 
processes rate the item veto as far 
more certain to increase the power of 
the executive-and with it the Presi
dent's ability to implement their pro
grams-than to establish a long-term 
dynamic toward balanced budget. 

The Mattingly legislation adopts a 
statutory approach, intended to ac
complish much the same purpose and 
effect of a constitutional amendment. 
However, in addition to raising policy 
issues regarding the balance of execu
tive and legislative powers, the propos
al also raises novel legal questions, and 
could lead to perverse behavior de
signed to circumvent the stature: 

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS 

NEW ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES 

The Secretary of the Senate and Clerk of 
the House would be directed to have their 
enrolling clerks enroll as a separate bill 
each "item" of any bill making general, spe
cial, supplemental, deficiency or continuing 
appropriations originating in their respec
tive House as a separate bill. Each such 
"item" would bear the designation of the 
measure to which the item had been at
tached before enrollment, as well as a sepa
rate bill or joint resolution number. 

DEFINITION AS "BILL" 

A bill derived through the above described 
process would be deemed to be a "bill" 
under Clauses 2 and 3 of Article 7 of the 
Constitution. 

"ITEM" DEFINED 

An "item" would include any numbered 
section or unnumbered of any appropria
tions bill. 

SUNSET 

The provision would be in effect for two 
calendar years, beginning with its enact
ment. 

ANALYSIS OF ISSUES 

The major advantages of the Mat
tingly legislation are: First, it could be 
enacted much faster than a constitu
tional amendment; and second, it has 
a 2-year "sunset," making the provi
sion essentially experimental. 

However, the statutory approach 
raises a number of procedural obsta
cles, including: 

BINDING CONGRESS 

If passed, this statute would be an 
implicit exercise of Congress' rulemak
ing powers. However, Congress cannot 
be bound by the acts of previous Con
gresses. This is particularly true for 
the House, which is not a "continuing 
body," while the Senate arguably, 
though not necessarily, is. Because 
most, if not all, appropriations legisla-

tion originates in the House, the 
House could decide to waive the re
quirement as it sees fit. While debate 
over an omnibus bill might well reflect 
an expectation that it will be separat
ed into its component parts, the House 
could arbitrarily decree otherwise. 
Thus, the legislation might be seen as 
an uncertain grant of power from the 
Senate to the House. 

DEFINING THE BILL 

The provision essentially redefines a 
bill, the definition of which has 
evolved through tradition. There is a 
question as to whether the courts 
would sustain such an interpretation, 
especially when the measure might be 
seen as an unconstitutional delegation 
of Congress' powers to the President 
via statute, rather than constitutional 
amendment. 

If the legislation were solely a 
change to the rules of the House and 
Senate, rather than statute, judicial 
review might be limited. However, 
such an approach could conceivably 
make a waiver a mere formality ob
served in all appropriations legislation. 

DEBATING FORMAT 

Undoubtedly, Members of both 
Houses would seek to circumvent the 
strictures of the legislation. Instead of 
omnibus appropriations, omnibus 
paragraphs would result, probably 
with little attention to their internal 
consistency. Such a result would dim 
coherence of legislation, and result in 
logrolling not only over whether provi
sions are included in a bill, but which 
paragraphs they are included in. In 
addition, other innovations would 
arise. A dollar appropriation might 
appear in one paragraph, and the 
second paragraph could apportion 
that amount in a way that makes it 
difficult for the President to veto 
either. Finally, it is likely appropria
tions committees would rely more 
heavily on report language. In short, 
the Mattingly legislation, if nothing 
else, would lead to dramatically differ
ent styles of legislative drafting. 

DEFINING A PARAGRAPH 

The bill defines an "item" as an un
numbered paragraph. It does not 
define a paragraph, so it is unclear 
whether a long bill consisting of a 
single paragraph would be determined 
to be one or several paragraphs. At the 
very least, the bill should define a 
paragraph. 

LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS 

Most item veto proposals have ex
empted appropriations for the legisla
tive brand from item vetoes. The Mat
tingly legislation would not. 

No evidence has been found that the 
framers of the Constitution considered 
the utility of the item veto when set
ting forth the President's veto power 
under article I, section 7. Some schol
ars adduce that this was due to the 
fact that the legislative innovation of 
the omnibus appropriation-developed 

as a means to constrain the President's 
veto power-did not come into being 
until much later. However, with the 
advent of omnibus appropriations in 
the mid-1800's, many perceived the 
need to readjust institutional relation
ships through the item veto. <Some 
assert that omnibus appropriations 
were themselves "readjustments" to 
the unanticipated increase in the use 
of vetoes for policy purposes about 
that time.) In 1861 the Confederate 
constitution provided for the item 
veto, and following the Civil War, sev
eral States revised their constitutions 
to include this tool. Today, 43 State 
constitutions provide for some version 
of the item veto. 

The State experience demonstrates 
great variance in the item veto con
cept. Essentially, the item veto allows 
the executive to veto provisions of 
bills, rather than entire bills. However, 
the item veto could: First, apply to leg
islative as well as appropriations lan
guage; second, apply to provisions 
having the effect of appropriations, 
such as entitlements, entitlement eligi
bility measures, tax expenditures, and 
so forth; and third, include the power 
to reduce, as well as reject, spending 
measures. For example, Alaska's Gov
ernor may expand or reduce both leg
islative and appropriations provisions, 
while Colorado, by contrast, only per
mits its Governor to veto unconstitu
tional provisions in bills. 

While State experiences have gener
ally been regarded as positive, many 
argue that they are not translatable to 
the Federal level because first, most 
States have balanced-budget require
ments; second, many State legislatures 
meet irregularly and are less sophisti
cated than their executive counter
parts; and third, most State constitu
tions do not mandate the rigorous 
system of checks and balances reflect
ed in the Federal Constitution. The 
item veto, therefore, is often charac
terized as an "uncertain grant of 
power" to the President. 

OPERATION OF THE ITEM VETO 

President Reagan draws on his Cali
fornia experience to endorse the item 
veto concept, citing it as "a powerful 
tool against wasteful or extravagant 
spending." It is indeed a powerful tool, 
but its use is not confined merely to 
opposing extravagance. 

The major argument in favor of the 
item veto is that it can be used to 
stymie "logrolling," helping to purge 
uneconomical "pork barrel" projects 
from the budget. This view emphasizes 
the role of the Office of Management 
and Budget as a counterweight to the 
"iron triangle" politics practices by 
agencies. There is nothing inherent in 
the item veto, however, which con
strains the President from using this 
tool for that purpose alone. For exam
ple, the President could become the 
preeminent "logroller" of the legisla-
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tive process, dispensing favors and ret
ribution to individual Congressmen 
based on their support or opposition 
to his programs. Moreover, different 
Presidents will come to office with dif
fering notions as to what should be 
cut, from a programmatic standpoint. 
Where Reagan might focus his cost
cutting on grant programs, a Mondale 
or Hart administration might prove 
equally determined to reduce defense 
spending. Clearly, the item veto could 
drastically increase the power of any 
President to implement his policies 
and programs. 

However, unless the item veto power 
given to the President is broad, Con
gress will probably be able to circum
vent such authority, with potentially 
perverse outcomes. For example, if the 
authority did not extend to entitle
ment programs or tax expenditures, 
Congress might be tempted to embody 
more spending measures in this form, 
making the budget even more difficult 
to control. Similarly, Congress could 
"pack" line-item appropriations, 
making it so that several projects are 
funded by a particular allocation for
mula. Indeed, unless the President 
were given the power to alter the legis
lative langu~ge governing the alloca
tion of funds, the mere power to 
reduce spending on individual line 
items would be sufficient to kill a 
project's funding. 

Other possible unwanted side effects 
of item '.retoes include: First, extensive 
negotiations on the budget between 
the President and Congress would 
result in slower enactment of appro
priations and more, not less, deadlocks 
in the budget process; and second, 
Congress could "pass the buck" to the 
President, counting on his role as bud
getcutter to restrain spending under 
politically popular programs. 

Finally, there is the institutional 
concern that the President would be 
able to substitute his judgment for 
that of the legislature, making Con
gress subservient and unable to enact 
dependent appropriations. To the 
extent that omnibus appropriations 
represent "coordinated policy based on 
broad themes," such policymaking 
power would be disrupted with uncer
tain results. 

LIMITED USES 

Perhaps no example better illus
trates the limitations of the line item 
veto than that of its potential applica
bility to the current fiscal year's defi
cit. A 1984 report by the House Budget 
Committee points out that 54 percent 
of the $928 billion budget for fiscal 
year 1985, or $503 billion, comprises 
uncontrollable expenditures, including 
entitlements and interest on the debt. 
Of the remaining $425 billion, 40 per
cent, or $168 billion, comprises prior 
year authority and is already obligat
ed. The committee concluded that of 
the remaining $257 billion, Reagan 
would be unlikely to seek reductions in 

the $173 billion defense budget, and 
points out that the President's fiscal 
year 1985 budget only contemplated a 
$2 billion reduction in domestic spend
ing levels. 

Most of these cuts are from pro
grams such as "Older Americans, Head 
Start," mass transit, and other grant 
programs-and have become the basis 
for changes that the administration 
lacks fairness. 

While a Reagan administration 
armed with the item veto would un
doubtedly seek to cut pork barrel 
projects from defense and civilian pro
grams alike, political constraints 
would make it difficult for any admin
istration to unilaterally impose such 
cuts in the absence of a reasonable 
degree of consensus. For example, a 
Senator might not vote for the de
fense budget if a key base in his State 
were likely to be dismantled and so a 
President would promise to keep the 
wasteful expenditures to insure sup
port for his overall program. 

CONCLUSION 

The item veto is a budget-balancing 
tool of uncertain value. Its main appli
cation would be toward cutting pork 
barrel projects inserted in the budget 
as part of legislative compromise, with 
unpredictable consequences for the 
legislative process itself. 

In the absence of a balanced budget 
requirement to complement the item 
veto, the President's bargaining power 
in the legislative process would in
crease significantly, but his uses of 
this power would vary, depending on 
his programmatic or fiscal proclivities. 
At best, the item veto would be an in
strument of fine tuning-the cumula
tive effect of its consistent use having 
a significant long-term effect. At 
worst, the item veto could accentuate 
sharp and undesirable policy wings be
tween administrations of different 
ideologies, possibly adding to economic 
confusion and disarray, permitting the 
President and one-third minority of 
either House to dominate budget 
policy. 

The State experience shows that the 
item veto is a useful, and perhaps nec
essary, complement to the balanced 
budget requirement. Under the strict 
fiscal discipline of balanced budgets, 
the likelihood that the item veto 
would be used principally to root out 
extravagance is greater than without 
such discipline. Unfortunately, the bill 
we are being asked to consider does 
not require a balanced budget. If it did 
I might support it. 

Clearly, a constitutional amend
ment-which would take so long to im
plement as to be irrelevant to the cur
rent deficit crisis-would be the risk
iest course, since it would be hardest 
to repeal if experience subsequently 
proved the grant of item veto power to 
be unwise or unworkable. The statuto
ry route is safer in this regard. Some 
House Members have suggested a still-

safer alternative of putting a 2-year 
sunset into any expansion of the Presi
dent's recision authority under the 
1974 Budget Act. This would be 
enough to mP.,ke a President circum
spect about using these powers in a 
confronLational mode with Congress. 

Mr. President, I am sympathetic to 
the motives of the distinguished Sena
tors from Georgia and Washington, 
who have brought up a measure to 
provide the President with line-item 
veto powers. They are as concerned as 
I am about the prospect of continued 
massive Federal budget deficits. And, I 
agree that extraordinary action is 
called for if Congress and the Presi
dent are to solve this burgeoning prob
lem, which constitutes a growing, un
conscionable mortgage on America's 
future. But by the same token, I 
cannot agree that the line item-veto, 
in any form, is an appropriate remedy 
to our institutional dilemma. 

There can be little doubt that during 
the past two decades, the President's 
ability to lead has diminished consid
erably, as Congress has used a variety 
of means to constrain his options and 
increase cur own. If it could be accu
rately diagnosed that, somehow, Con
gress increased its power through this 
process, then it might follow that the 
needed response is to increase the 
President's powers vis-a-vis the Con
gress. But that is not what has hap
pened. Congress' constitutional powers 
have not changed one iota. What has 
changed is the way Congress uses, and 
all too often abuses, its powers. 

Sadly, as an institution, we have lost 
much of our self-discipline. And this, 
more than any other factor has limit
ed the President's historic ability to 
lead in cooperation with congressional 
leaders. In fact, many of the so-called 
reforms we adopted in the 1970's have 
had the effect of diminishing party 
and congressional leadership to the 
point where today there is an appall
ing lack of discipline in the legislative 
process. Increasingly, we find our
selves unable to forge consistent gov
erning coalitions on the difficult issues 
of the day. 

Instead, Congress has come to rely 
on a never ending series of shifting 
and undependable coalitions. This 
phenomenon, in turn, has increased 
our dependence on logrolling of the 
kind reflected in omnibus appropria
tions legislation. 

Clearly, omnibus appropriations are 
but a symptom of the malady afflict
ing the Congress. The item veto would 
treat this symptom. But it would fail 
to treat its cause, which is the frag
mentation of congressional and party 
leadership. Congress would do well to 
exhaust its efforts to restore self-disci
pline before we concentrate an unprec
edented degree of authority in the 
hands of the executive branch, and 
thereby give the President extraordi-
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nary powers to impose his discipline 
upon us. The effect of such a shift 
would be a turning point in our system 
of government, potentially opening 
the way for sharp and undesirable 
policy swings between Presidents of 
different ideologies. 

Mr. President, there is no evidence 
that, by itself, item veto power would 
be sufficient to constrain deficit 
spending. Not only do entitlement pro
grams, payments on the debt, and 
multiyear contracting procedures limit 
the applicability of the Senators' pro
posal, since appropriations bills aren't 
needed to permit spending in these 
areas. But the President would be in
clined to use the item veto for logroll
ing, to the extent that he would no 
more be able to work with key con
gressional leaders to ensure passage of 
his programs than he was before ac
cruing this new power. In short, the 
item veto would merely make the 
President the preeminent logroller. It 
would not reform the system. In fact, 
it would surrender to it. 

Mr. President, before Congress seri
ously considers the item vet:>, we 
should take a hard look at the factors 
that have resulted in the decline of 
party and legislative discipline. These 
factors include the present congres
sional committee system, campaign fi
nance law, the nature and scope of the 
congressional and executive budget 
processes. I will be happy to work with 
my distinguished and most able col
leagues toward this end. 

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President. I thank 
my colleagues for the opportunity to 
address myself briefly to the substan
tial issues presented by this bill. Based 
on my reading of the Constitution and 
my concerns about the effects of this 
proposal, I have grave reservations 
about a bill, or a constitutional amend
ment for that matter, to grant the ex
ecutive branch an unprecedented line
item veto authority. Despite my reser
vations about the soundness of this 
measure's constitutional policy, I have 
voted and will continue to vote to 
bring this bill. to the floor. I would like 
to state my reason for supporting clo
ture on a bill about which I harbor 
grave reservations. Congressional in
ability to restrain the growth of deficit 
spending is the greatest constitutional 
crisis of our generation. For 25 of the 
past 27 and 46 of the last 54 years, 
Congress has run a deficit. These defi
cits have become the pattern in good 
or bad economic times without distinc
tion. Federal Government spending 
policies are indeed haphazard, willy
nilly, and out of control. The stability 
and longevity of our institutions are 
threatened by this profligacy. Senator 
MATTINGLY deserves great credit for 
focusing the Nation's attention on this 
crisis. The Senator from Georgia cor
rectly perceives that Congress' budget 
policies are out of control. Because 

this bill carries that message, it cer
tainly deserves to come up for debate. 

My study of this bill and our current 
constitutional crisis tend to indicate 
that S. 43 is not good constitutional 
policy. The Constitution itself recom
mends that we deal with crises by lim
iting Government authority, rather 
than by expanding central Govern
ment authority. The framers did not 
solve the problems of the Articles of 
Confederation by centralizing all au
thority in the Executive, but by diffus
ing authorities to limit Government 
and make it more accountable tu the 
people. This could lead us to the con
clusion that Congress can best attack 
the spending crisis by preserving the 
constitutional principle of limited 
Government embraced by the bal
anced-budget amendment, rather than 
by altering the revered constitutional 
separation of powers doctrine. The 
balanced-budget amendment would 
put limits on Congress and make it 
more accountable to the people, 
rather than expand the power of the 
Executive to participate in the legisla
tive arena of setting spending prior
ities. 

As I have mentioned, Senator MAT
TINGLY deserves commendation for 
making the Nation aware of the vagar
ies of Congress' spending avarice. 
President Reagan as well deserves 
great credit for focusing attention on 
the need for some device to control 
Federal spending. In his State of the 
Union Addresss on January 25, 1984, 
the President stated that: 

Some 43 of our 50 States grant their Gov
ernors the right to veto individual items in 
appropriation bills without having to veto 
the entire bill. California is one of those 43 
States. As Governor, I found this line-item 
veto was a powerful tool against wasteful or 
extravagant spending. It works in 43 States. 
Let's put it to work in Washington for all 
the people. I would be most effective if done 
by constitutional amendment. The majority 
of Americans approve of such an amend
ment just as they and I approve of an 
amendment mandating a balanced Federal 
budget. 

By mentioning the line-item veto in 
conjunction with the balanced-budget 
and tax-limitation amendment, the 
.President seemed to suggest appropri
ately that a line-item veto amendment 
might not be necessary at all if the 
House of Representatives had con
curred with the Senate last year in 
adopting the balanced-budget amend
ment to control indiscriminate Federal 
spending. The balanced-budget 
amendment embodies the most sound 
constitutional tool against the spend
ing crisis. 

The item-veto amendment is based 
on the theory that the power of the 
Chief Executive should be strength
ened to check Federal spending. Be
cause under the Constitution the 
President must approve or disapprove 
a bill in its entirety, I can understand 
his frustration with the difficult 

choice of vetoing an entire spending 
bill which funds vital Government 
services and which also contains some 
extravagant or unnecessary items. 
President Eisenhower described this 
dilemma in the following words: 

The necessity of accepting or rejecting a 
bill in its entirety prevents the President 
from considering separable provisions on 
their own merit. 

Presidents Reagan and Eisenhower 
are not the only Chief Executives to 
have requested line-item veto author
ity. In fact, at least five other Presi
dents have expressed their support for 
such a change in the Constitution. 
They are Presidents Grant, Hayes, 
Arthur, Franklin, D. Roosevelt, and 
Truman. This alone speaks for the 
need to give this some debate and to 
fully examine these issues. I would be 
pleased to see the Senate give this 
measure the courtesy of a full exami
nation on the merits. I, for one, am 
confident that such an examination 
will convince the Senate to opt for a 
sounder constitutional remedy than an 
item veto. 

As this list of Presidential support
ers for an item-veto amendment sug
gests, this is not a new concept. A brief 
historical review will give some per
spective about this bill. A pro~1ision for 
vetoing portions of bills first appeared 
in the Constitution of the Conf eder
acy. Robert H. Smith, author of this 
first American item veto, explained 
that the President needs power "to 
a.rrest corrupt or illegitimate expendi
tures and at the same time approve 
other parts of the bill." Since the Civil 
War, every New State added to the 
Union, with the exception of Nevada, 
has granted its Governor some form of 
item-veto power. Usually it has been 
limited to appropriation bills. 

The first proposal to amend the U.S. 
Constitution to provide an item veto 
came from Representative James C. 
Faulkner of West Virginia in 1876. 
Since then, over 140 similar proposals 
have been L."'ltroduced in Congress. In 
over 100 years since the first item-veto 
proposal appeared in Congress, five 
hearings have been held on the sub
ject. The first hearing in more than a 
quarter of a century on this topic was 
held before the Constitution Subcom
mittee, of which I am chairman, last 
year. It is ironic that no hearings were 
held on this subject for 27 years 
during which time the Federal Gov
ernment has run a deficit in all but 2 
years and the Federal debt has grown 
from $272 billion to nearly $1 % tril
lion. 

As I mentioned at the outset, the 
Constitution prevents the Pi'esident 
from exercising an item veto. Article I, 
section 7, requires explicitly that 
"every bill," not portions of bills, be 
approved or rejected by the President. 
No language in the Constitution even 
hints at an item-veto authority for the 
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Chief Executive. Moreover the Consti
tutional Convention never discussed 
the possibility of an item veto and no 
President has ever presumed to exer
cise such power in the absence of con
stitutional authorization. Therefore, 
unless amended, the Constitution 
itself counsels against an item-veto 
bill. 

The more substantial constitutional 
concerns, in my opinion, deal with the 
potential that an item veto could dis
turb the delicate balance of powers set 
up by our Nation's foundational docu
ment. A permanent item veto could 
potentially alter the historical separa
tion of powers balance between the ex
ecutive and the legislative branches. 
The item-veto posits that a concentra
tion of power in the Executive would 
permit more decisive and efficient re
sponse to our budgetary crisis. The 
spirit of the Constitution, however, 
was to resist centering too much au
thority in any single entity. 

James Madison, father of the Con
stitution, considered the delicate sepa
ration of powers to be key to our con
stitutional framework. In the Federal
ist, No. 47, he stated: 

No political truth is certainly of greater 
intrinsic value, or is stamped with the au
thority of more enlightened patrons of lib
erty than that . .. the accumulation of all 
powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary 
in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or 
many . . . may justly be pronounced the 
very definition of tyranny. 

Alexander Hamilton echoed those 
sentiments in the Federalist, No. 66: 

That important and well-established 
maxim . . . requires a separation between 
the different departments of power. 

These quotes are not offered to in
sinuate that the item veto threatens 
all liberty, but to emphasize the im
portance the framers placed upon the 
preservation of the principle of divid
ing vital powers amongst executive, 
legislative, and judical branches. 

The framers of the Constitution 
wanted to avoid an "imperial execu
tive," an "imperial legislature," or an 
"imperial judiciary." Accordingly, they 
withheld from the President legisla
tive authorities over the purse strings 
of the Nation. The framers wanted 
budgetary priorities to be set by Con
gress, the representatives of the 
people. The item veto clearly gives the 
President broad power to become in
volved in the minutiae of budget poli
cies. 

We must remember that the Consti
tution will still be governing two cen
turies from today as it has already pre
served our liberties for 200 years. In 
that sense, I have concerns that a re
structuring of the balance of powers
although seemingly important at the 
present-could have significant unan
ticipated effects 100 years from now. 
It is a natural tendency during times 
of political stress and difficulty, as our 
budget impasses have become, to 

prefer the institutions of Government 
that move expeditiously and decisive
ly. We must ask ourselves, however, 
whether the benefits of expedition 
and decisiveness are worth their price 
in terms of the Constitution's balance. 
As I have stated, my judgment, at this 
juncture, is that the Senate would be 
far wiser to respond to the crisis Sena
tor MATTINGLY has helped bring once 
again to our attention by adopting a 
balanced-budget amendment. 

Perhaps I could state as well my ob
servations about how this proposal 
might disrupt our separation of 
powers. The executive branch desires 
an item veto precisely because it does 
not want to accept portions of a bill it 
considers undesirable as part of an 
overall favorable bill. Under an item 
veto, Congress would lose its exclusive 
discretion to mix undesirable with de
sirable as it sees fit. The executive 
branch would instead mix desirable 
with undesirable as it sees fit. In this 
sense, the presumption concerning 
who determines the proper mix of leg
islative priorities will shift from Con
gress to the Executive. A President 
will possess, with an item veto, consid
erable legislative power to determine 
which priorities ought to be linked 
with others in legislation. The Execu
tive's gain would be the legislature's 
loss. This is a fundamental restructur
ing of the balance of powers in an area 
hitherto reserved by the Constitution 
solely to the Congress. 

In addition to my constitutional 
qualms, I also would like to present to 
the Senate some thoughts about the 
practical workings of an item veto. 
Perhaps my most crucial practical con
cern is that Members of Congress will 
be required to cast votes on measures 
whose final provisions are uncertain. 
Let me state this concern in hypothet
ical terms. As we all know, we often 
have to decide to support a bill which 
contains many items we oppose be
cause on balance we think the good as
pects of the bill outweigh the bad. 
Thus a Senator could make such a 
judgment and support a bill only to 
have the President strike from the bill 
the only provisions which he support
ed in the bill. At that point, his sup
port would turn to opposition. He 
might vote to override unsuccessfully, 
but it is too late. That Senator has fa
cilitated passage of legislation he op
poses. This, of course, is not a very 
good case for the principle of legisla
tive accountability which could be 
very clouded by the twists and turns of 
an item-veto confrontation. Moreover, 
it is theoretically possible under this 
scenario for legislation to be enacted 
that is opposed in its final form by 
nearly every Member of Congress. 

Another aspect of a President's new 
authority to play a pivotal role in the 
form of legislation may result in less 
deterrence for pork-barrel items than 
current Executive authority to veto an 

entire bill. Under the present system, 
there is often a powerful disincentive 
to jeopardize a particular legislative 
mix by adding some pork-barrel 
project that may attract a veto. The 
item veto may establish an incentive 
in the opposite direction, namely pork 
barrels may be added either to force 
the President to take the politically 
embarrassing step of vetoing a popular 
program or to grant Members of Con
gress the chance to case politically 
popular votes in reliance on the Presi
dent's subsequent veto. Indeed more 
pork barreling may occur to ensure 
sufficient majorities to override item
vetoed programs. 

We have heard much evidence about 
the success of the item veto in the 
States. We should not expect, howev
er, the same kind of success experi
enced in some States. The primary 
spending problems of the Federal 
budget are not pork-barrel projects, 
but defense spending, entitlements, 
and interest payments, none of which 
are a part of State budgets. Moreover 
the item veto would not apply at all to 
entitlements, leaving the defense 
budget a major target of item vetoes, 
which could be problematical in times 
of national defense vulnerability. Re
turning to the coverage of the item 
veto, it obviously would only reduce in
terest payments to the extent it re
duces spending in other major areas of 
Federal spending. In fact, since the 
item veto does not apply to entitle
ments or interest payments and 
should be wielded only sparingly 
against defense spending, its actual 
coverage would be limited to less than 
10 percent of the Federal budget. 

In conclusion, I would like to com
mend again the Senator from Georgia 
for his efforts in identifying Congress 
as the source of our current constitu
tional spending crisis. Due to my 
desire to see this issue debated, I will 
continue to vote for cloture. F'or my 
part, however, I lean at the present 
against voting to approve S. 43 and 
would instead deal with this constitu
tional crisis as the Constitution itself 
seems to suggest-by limiting the 
power of Congress and making it more 
accountable to the real governors, the 
people. This is vastly preferable, in my 
mind, to disrupting the separation of 
powers embodied in the Constitution. 

Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President, 
I rise in opposition to S. 43. 

The budget deficit poses a grave 
threat to our economic future. Policies 
in effect over the past 4 years have in
creased the annual budget deficit 
almost fourfold. The national debt has 
doubled in the last 5 years. To finance 
that debt, we have borrowed funds 
from abroad, driving up real interest 
rates and the value of the dollar. And, 
that inflated dollar has produced a 
trade deficit that threatens the long
term markets of American industry, 
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and threatens the jobs and economic 
security of American workers. 

We face a serious problem, Mr. 
President. But, the bill before us is no 
solution. Under the bill, each num
bered section or unnumbered para
graph of an appropriation bill would 
be enrolled as a separate bill by the 
Secretary of the Senate or the Clerk 
of the House. That separate bill would 
then be subject to a separate veto by 
the President. This new procedure 
would expire after 2 years. 

The proponents of the bill argue 
that it would give the President the 
power to reject, to surgically remove, 
so-called special interest appropria
tions that the Congress may include in 
an appropriations bill. As a practical 
matter, the bill will not work that way. 
It address paragraphs or sections in 
appropriations bills, n1Jt specific lines. 
In practice, paragraphs or sections of 
appropriations bills cover more, for ex
ample, than just one water project, or 
one power project. 

Indeed, the power to reach particu
lar projects or program items already 
exists, under the Impoundment Con
trol Act of 1974. If a President wants 
to delay the obligation of budget au
thority, he can submit a proposal for a 
deferr&l. It is up to Congress then to 
disapprove of the deferral and present 
that disapproval to the President. A 
President can also propose rescinding 
budget authority which then needs 
the approval of both Houses. For 1981, 
the Congress approved $14.5 billion 
out of $16.2 billion in recissions re
quested. For 1985, the President pro
posed less than $2 billion in recissions. 

But, practicality aside, the Congress 
must ask some tough questions about 
the item veto as proposed by S. 43. De
spite its tempting simplicity, it is not 
the answer to our budget problems. 

First, the item veto would miss most 
of the Federal budget. It permits no 
item veto of entitlement programs
programs like Social Security, which 
pay benefits automatically to people 
who are entitled to them. There could 
be no item veto of interest on the na
tional debt. Under this administration, 
at least, there would surely be no item 
veto of foreign aid or defense budget 
accounts. What's left is 11 percent of 
the budget. The President could item 
veto all of it, and we would still have a 
budget deficit. 

Second, the item veto would likely 
result not in less spending, but differ
ent spending. It would allow the Presi
dent to set priorities, instead of the 
Congress. Individual Senators would 
surrender a great deal of the power 
they now have to address the needs of 
the people they represent. 

I, for one, believe it essential that we 
expand the Superfund, to clean up 
toxic waste dumps. The Senate Envi
ronment and Public Works Commit
tee, on which I serve, has reported a 
bill that would substantially increase 

cleanup funding. The President op
poses providing the funds at the level 
that I, the committee, and the people 
of New Jersey think essential. I dare
say, that if he had the chance, the 
President would item veto Superfund. 

The same could be said about fund
ing for Amtrak, which is an essential 
part of our region's infrastructure-or 
to fund the Urban Development 
Action Grant Program-which has 
played a key role in revitalizing local 
economies in my State and the Nation. 
The President opposes funding these 
programs, and if given the chance, he 
would item veto them. 

The bill would ironically subject to 
item veto one area of the budget 
where economies have been made. Ask 
the students who have a harder time 
getting loans. Ask mothers who have a 
harder time feeding their children. 
Ask the mayors, whose roads and rails 
and public works are in need of repair. 
The budgets have been cut. 

The President from 1980 to 1985 
asked for $2.249 trillion in discretion
ary appropriations, the kind of appro
priations subject to the item veto. The 
Congress enacted a total of $2.237 tril
lion-less than the President request
ed. Of course, the priorities were dif
ferent-some programs received more 
funding than the President requested 
and others received l·~ss-but total 
spending was below that requested by 
the President. The item veto would 
guarantee not less spending, but dif
ferent spending and the losers would 
the people that Members of Congress 
represent. 

I would like to make a third point. 
What may be good for the States may 
not be good for the Nation. The propo
nents argue that the line-item veto 
works well for so many Governors 
around the country that it should be 
tried on the Federal level. Yes; the 
Governor of my State exercises a line
item veto power. But there are differ
ences. 

The New Jersey Legislature presents 
a single appropriations measure for 
the entire State budget. One might 
argue that an item veto is necessary, 
lest the Governor be forced to send 
the whole funding measure back over 
one or two disagreements. The Con
gress passes many more appropria
tions measures, ideally 13 regular ap
propriations bills. And, while we have 
relied on continuing resolutions to 
package several bills, when we have 
failed to reach all 13, the President 
has not hesitated to use his power to 
reject a continuing resolution. He 
vetoed a continuing resolution in 1982. 

Moreover, the line-item veto can be 
a diversion. A Governor can point 
proudly to all the money he has saved 
with the item veto. But, often he cuts 
spending that would not have been ap
proved in the first place were it not for 
the veto. A legislator can work to fund 
a pet program at more than he or she 

thinks realistic, knowing that the Gov
ernor will cut it down to size. He gets 
the credit for being generous, knowing 
the Governor will have to force disci
pline. That is not real budget cutting. 
That is playing politics with the item 
veto. 

The fourth and final point I would 
like to make concerns the sanctity of 
our Constitution. Mr. President, we 
are talking about changing the bal
ance of power between the branches of 
our Government, changing a system of 
checks and balances that we have 
learned to respect and preserve. We 
should hesitate to tinker with the 
basic design of our Government, the 
basic design laid out by the framers of 
the Constitution. 

Mr. President, the economy of our 
Nation cannot suffer much longer the 
failure to reduce our budget deficit. 
Difficult decisions must be made. A 
Senate-House budget conference has 
been meeting off and on, and now, un
fortunately, off, to fashion a budget 
that will begin to reverse the ominous 
trend of the last 5 years. We must 
move forward on real solutions to the 
budget deficit. The line-item veto is a 
detour, Mr. President. A detour that 
will take us no further along toward 
our destination. 

For the benefit of my colleagues, I 
ask unanimous consent that at the 
conclusion of my remarks two edito
rials in opposition to the line-item 
veto, one from the New York Times, 
and the other from the Philadelphia 
Inquirer, be printed in the RECORD. 

I urge my colleagues to oppose S. 43. 
There being no objection, the edito

rials were ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

[From the Philadelphia Inquirer, July 23, 
1985] 

REJECT BID FOR LINE-ITEM VETO 

The Senate is tied in more knots than 
usual over whether to give presidents the 
power to veto "line items" in spending bills. 
President Reagan wants this power, main
taining that it would better enable him to 
control spending and reduce budget deficits. 
So would the abolition of Congress. He 
might as well ask that, for that would be 
the effective result. Recognition that the 
stakes are that high has prompted a biparti
san filibuster. An attempt to shut it off is 
expected today. 

Currently the President must veto an 
entire spending bill, which typically pro
vides funds for a vast collection of projects 
and programs. If he objects to only one, he 
must decide whether killing it is worth sink
ing all the others with it. A line-item veto 
would permit him to pick off specific pro
grams. 

Obviously that would be a useful tool, yet 
most federal spending still would be beyond 
its reach. Some 45 percent of spending goes 
to entitlement programs. Anyone meeting 
the programs' criteria is entitled to the 
money. Only changes in fundamental laws 
can reduce such spending. Another 15 per
cent covers interest on the nation's debt, 
which must be paid. Then 27 percent of 
spending goes to the Pentagon, and Mr. 
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Reagan is unlikely to veto many items 
there. That leaves only thirteen percent of 
all spending realistically within reach. This 
veto would be little more than an ax with 
which Mr. Reagan finally could fell all the 
programs such as Amtrak upon which he 
has chopped so relentlessly since 1981. 

The power of the purse is Congress's pri
mary authority, awarded by the Constitu
tion. By bargaining among interests from all 
over this diverse nation, Congress appor
tions spending so that everyone gets a 
share. Sure, some projects are little more 
than "pork barrel" giveaways; there is some 
waste. Yet in the final analysis, this contin
uous process of bargaining and trading en
ables coalitions to be knitted, which ties the 
regions into the national system, enabling 
governance itself. 

Give the President t he power to veto spe
cific items and Congress would lose leverage 
forcing him to bargain. Such a surrender of 
authority would knock asunder the careful 
balance of institutional powers wrought so 
finely by the framers of the Constitution. It 
would permit a Ronald Reagan to dismantle 
social programs unimpeded. The same au
thority would permit a liberal president to 
run roughshod over programs conservatives 
treasure. 

This proposal is a distraction, a non
answer to deficits and a serious threat to 
the system's checks and balances. No sena
tor should approve this emasculation of con
gressional authority. Until a solid Senate 
majority is persuaded of that, let the 
tongues of those senators who understand 
this issue's importance wag on. 

[From the New York Times, July 17, 19851 
THF LINE-ITEM DIVERSION 

For more than a century, every President 
has wanted a veto power over individual 
items in appropriation bills. Congress, con
cerned more than its own power than for 
the Federal exchequer, has scotched the 
idea every time. The issue is once again 
before the Senate. It deserves the same fate. 

Line-item appropriation vetoes would re
lieve the President of the dut y to weigh the 
pros and cons of bundled expenditures. 
Every President since Ulysses Grant has 
vowed to wield the veto against "waste" -
none more insistently than President 
Reagan. But alarming extravagance can 
always be resisted by vetoing an entire pack
age, too. The bundling annoys Presidents 
because it has been an important element in 
their annual negotiations with Congress. 
Presidents want to tip the power balance in 
their favor, but no strong case for needing 
extra power. 

Mr. Reagan recalls his line-item veto 
power as California Governor, and notes 
that 42 other governors enjoy it too. So why 
not the President? 

Because a governor is not the President, 
Commander in Chief, Diplomat in Chief, 
Economist in Chief and Communicator in 
Chief. Governors may need the added au
thority to influence their legislatures. But 
Presidents, especially Mr. Reagan, have 
made no persuasive showing that they now 
need to destroy Congress's last significant 
power, the power of the purse. 

Much as it might alter the political power 
balance, the line-item veto would not direct
ly affect most appropriations. It could not 
reach three-fourths of the Federal budget. 
Social Security costs could not be vetoed 
without first rewriting the underlying law. 
The same goes for other entitlement pro
grams, like Medicare or farm subsidies. In-

terest on the national debt is veto-proof, 
and so, by and large, is the defense budget. 

Ignoring these limitations, Presidents like 
to portray the item veto as a scalpel for re
moving the pet projects of special interests 
that Congress won't resist. As if the White 
House served no special interests. 

A further reason for opposing the item 
veto is that it might give Presidents exces
sive influence over individual members of 
Congress. The White House could, for ex
ample, threaten to veto perfectly legitimate 
expenditures of importance to individual 
legislators because they dare to oppose the 
President on other issues. Presidents loom 
large enough in the political careers of legis
lators. 

At best, this proposal would alter spend
ing patterns at the margin. At worst it's a 
power grab, upsetting Federal checks and 
balances that have worked pretty well. This 
debate is a poor substitute for doing some
thing substantial about the alarming budget 
deficits. 

CLOTURE MOTION 
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 

HUMPHREY). One hour having passed 
since the Senate convened, the clerk 
will report the motion to invoke clo
ture. 

The bill clerk read as follows: 
CLOTURE MOTION 

We, the undersigned Senators, in accord
ance with the provisions of Rule XXII of 
the Standing Rules of the Senate, hereby 
move to bring to a close debate on the 
motion to proceed to the consideration of S. 
43, to provide that each item of any general 
or special appropriation bill and any bill or 
joint resolution making supplemental, defi
ciency, or continuing appropriations that is 
agreed to by both Houses of the Congress in 
the same form shall be enrolled as a sepa
rate bill or joint resolution for presentation 
to the President. 

Bob Dole, Ted Stevens, Mack Mattingly, 
Barry Goldwater, Warren P. Rudman, 
Thad Cochran, Pete Wilson, John 
Warner, Chuck Grassley, Jesse Helms, 
Strom Thurmond, Phil Gramm, Jere
miah Denton, Willia."ll L. Armstrong, 
Chic Hecht, Mitch McConnell. 

CALL OF THE ROLL 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Pursu

ant to rule XXII, the Chair now di
rects the clerk to call the roll to ascer
tain the presence of a quorum. 

The bill clerk called the roll, and the 
following Senators answered to their 
names: 

Baucus 
Gore 
Hatfield 

[Quorum No. 14 Leg.] 
Humphrey 
Kassebaum 
Mattingly 

Symms 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A 
quorum is not present. The clerk will 
now call the names of the absent Sen
ators. 

The bill clerk resumed the call of 
the roll, and the following Senators 
answered to their names: 
Abdnor 
Andrews 
Armstrong 
Bentsen 
Biden 

Bingaman 
Boren 
Boschwitz 
Bradley 
Bumpers 

Burdick 
Byrd 
Chafee 
Chiles 
Cochran 

Cohen 
Cranston 
D'Amato 
Danforth 
DeConcini 
Denton 
Dixon 
Dodd 
Dole 
Domenici 
Duren berger 
Eagleton 
East 
Evans 
Exon 
Ford 
Garn 
Glenn 
Goldwater 
Gorton 
Gramm 
Grassley 
Ha.rkin 
Hart 
Hatch 
Hawkins 

Hecht 
Heflin 
Heinz 
Helms 
Hollings 
Inouye 
Johnston 
Kasten 
Kennedy 
Kerry 
Lau ten berg 
Laxalt 
Leahy 
Levin 
Lugar 
Mathias 
Matsunaga 
McClure 
McConnell 
Melcher 
Metzenbaum 
Mitchell 
Moynihan 
Murkowski 
Nickles 
Nunn 

Packwood 
Pell 
Pressler 
Proxmire 
Pryor 
Quayle 
Riegle 
Rockefeller 
Roth 
Rudman 
Sar banes 
Sasser 
Simon 
Simpson 
Specter 
Stafford 
Stennis 
Stevens 
Thurmond 
Trible 
Wallop 
Warner 
Weicker 
Wilson 
Zorinsky 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. A 
quorum is present. 

VOTE 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

question is, Is it the sense of the 
Senate that debate on the motion to 
proceed to the consideration of S. 43, a 
bill providing for line item veto, shall 
be brought to a close? The yeas and 
nays are automatic under the rule. 
The clerk will call the roll. 

The assistant legislative clerk called 
the roll. 

Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, on 
this vote I have a pair with the senior 
Senator from Louisiana [Mr. LoNG]. If 
I were at liberty to vote, I would vote 
"yea." If the senior Senator from Lou
isiana were present and voting, he 
would vote "nay." Therefore, I with
hold my vote. 

Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that 
the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. 
LONG] is necessarily absent. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
GRASSLEY). Are there any other Sena
tors in the Chamber who wish to vote? 

The result was announced-yeas 58, 
nays 40, as follows: 

CRollcall Vote No. 158 Leg.] 
YEAS-58 

Abdnor Gramm Nickles 
Armstrong Grassley Nunn 
Biden Hatch Pell 
Boren Hawkins Pressler 
Boschwitz Hecht Proxmire 
Chafee Heflin Quayle 
Cochran Heinz Roth 
Cohen Helms Rudman 
D'Amato Hollings Simpson 
Danforth Humphrey Specter 
Denton Kassebaum Stevens 
Dixon Kasten Symms 
Dole Kennedy Thurmond 
Domenici Laxalt Trible 
East Leahy Wallop 
Evans Lugar Warner 
Exon Mattingly Wilson 
Garn McClure Zorinsky 
Goldwater McConnell 
Gorton Murkowski 

NAYS-40 
Andrews Bradley Chiles 
Baucus Bumpers Cranston 
Bentsen Burdick Dodd 
Bingaman Byrd Durenberger 
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Eagleton 
Ford 
Glenn 
Gore 
Harkin 
Hart 
Hatfield 
Inouye 
Johnston 
Kerry 

Lau ten berg 
Levin 
Mathias 
Matsunaga 
Melcher 
Metzenbaum 
Mitchell 
Moynihan 
Packwood 
Pryor 

Riegle 
Rockefeller 
Sar banes 
Sasser 
Simon 
Stafford 
Stennis 
Weicker 

PRESENT AND GIVING A LIVE PAIR, AS 
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED-1 

DeConcini, for 

NOT VOTING-1 
Long · 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On 
this vote, the yeas are 58, the nays are 
40. Three-fifths of the Senators duly 
chosen and sworn not having voted in 
the afiirmative, the motion is not 
agreed to. 

LINE-ITEM VETO 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, we had 

one live pair, so we are back to where 
we have been; and that is, had every
body been present, the vote would 
have been 59 to 41. I think we have 
had a fair shot at trying to proceed to 
this legislation. I :regret that those on 
the other side would not let us proceed 
to the legislation itself and then do 
our battle. But the rules permit that 
and they have that right. I do not 
have any quarrel with those who have 
done that, except those who talk 
about the rules changes and then par
ticipate in the process. 

But, in any event, it is a matter of 
particular interest to the President. I 
indicated to the President, in a visit 
this morning, that we would not get 
cloture. It seemed to me the die was 
fairly well cast. There were not 
enough flexible Senators and there 
was no way cloture would be invoked 
at this time. But there are maybe 
other ways to get a vote on the issue. 

I have been supporting the line-item 
veto for a number of years. I am not 
the principal sponsor in this area, but 
I understand the sponsors of this legis
lation, the distinguished Senator from 
Georgia, the principal cosponsor, and 
the distinguished Senator from Wash
ington, Senator Ev ANS, do plan to 
pursue this matter at another time. 

In just a few moments, I will ask 
unanimous consent that the motion to 
proceed to S. 43, the line-item veto, be 
withdrawn, which will be followed by 
routine morning business until about 2 
o'clock. At 2 o'clock, we will turn to 
the equal access to justice bill offered 
by Senator GRAssLEY. There will be a 
rollcall vote. 

Following that legislation, since we 
are unable to get an agreement on a 
number of these bills, we are going to 

- start calling up legislation today, to
morrow, and Friday without any time 
agreements to see if we can get some 
movement that way. So I suggest that 
there will be votes for the balance of 
the week. If Senators wish to avoid 

that, then I hope they would help us 
work out some of these minor details 
that are hanging up five or six rather 
minor pieces of legislation. If we could 
accomplish all of that without pro
tracted debate, it is certainly satisfac
tory to the majority leader. 

I yield to the distinguished Senator 
from Georgia whatever time he may 
need. 

Mr. MATI'INGLY. Mr. President, 
let me just assert my view that the re
quest to withdraw the motion to pro
ceed does not signal the end of this 
legislation. It is merely, really, the be
ginning of the next stage in this legis
lative battle. 

The Senate, I believe, has now dem
onstrated to a watching public that a 
clear majority of its Members desire to 
consider the merits of the line-item 
veto as a budget too. That expressed 
will has been temporarily frustrated 
but I am confident that there will be 
an opportunity later this year for the 
Senate to pass the measure. I believe 
that the bill would pass if we were 
able to vote on it. Apparently that per
ception is shared by its opponents. 
The problems that we face and the 
people we represent demand that we 
not evade our responsibilities or avoid 
making difficult decisions. 

I thank my colleagues who have sup
ported the efforts to debate the bill. 
Indeed, I appreciate the contribution 
made by its opponents because I be
lieve that the legislation has been 
clearly strengthened as a result of the 
rigorous examination it withstood. I 
encourage the cont~nued involvement 
of all Senators in this critical issue and 
look forward to an opportunity for the 
proponents of the legislation to make 
their case for the bill at a time when it 
could conceivably be the pending busi
ness when offered as an amendment to 
another piece of legislation. Thank 
you, Mr. President. 

Mr. EVANS. Mr. President, at the 
close of this third vote to end debate 
on the motion to proceed to S. 43, the 
line-item veto, I remain optimistic-op
timistic on two fronts. 

First, that a majority of Members of 
this body support this legislation 
granting the President item veto au
thority. And only through a procedur
al obstacle have the opponents mus
tered sufficient strength to keep this 
issue from an up-and-down vote. 

During the past week I have listened 
with interest and anticipation to my 
distinguished and learned colleagues 
opposing the item veto-interest to 
learn more of their points of view and 
anticipation while eagerly awaiting 
debate. Debate never became a reality. 
S. 43 was stalled in its starting blocks 
through the use of obstructionist 
Senate procedure, which has not af
forded this Congress the opportunity 
to debate the merits of this issue 
itself. 

We have taken three votes seeking 
the support of 60 Senators to bring to 
a close this filibuster-a filibuster not 
on the legislation, but on the motion 
to proceed to this issue. Falling one 
vote short, we leave this issue for a 
brief period of time. But not without 
serving notice once again that some 
day, somehow, somewhere, we will 
fully debate and vote on this issue. 

Mr. President, this leads me to my 
second sense of optimism. Events of 
this past week have offered a dramatic 
example of the desperate need to seek 
changes in the rules that guide Con
gress. I can only hope that this will 
help us abandon the primitive proce
dures that no longer work. 

We have proven thus far incapable 
of effective budgetary action. We have 
missed every budget deadline so far 
this year, in spite of the best efforts of 
those who work daily in that field. 
Generally, the budget process is in 
shambles. Through the use of filibus
ters on motions to proceed to legisla
tion, not the legislation itself, the ma
jority leader can no longer set this 
Senate's agenda. 

These examples are symbolic of a 
greater problem-the abuse of rules of 
the Senate that could ultimately bring 
this Government to a standstill. 

At the beginning of the second ses
sion of this 99th Congress, many pro
posals will once again be submitted to 
change the way we do business. When 
considering these proposals, I suggest 
that we all remember the agonies of 
this past week. 

Mr. CRANSTON. Will the majority 
leader yield briefly? 

Mr. DOLE. I am happy to yield the 
floor. 

Mr. CRANSTON and Mr. HAT
FIELD addressed the Chair. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from California. 

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I 
would briefly like to state that I am 
delighted that the majority leader has 
recognized that this is not the time 
when the Senate is prepared to cope 
with this issue. There is significant op
position to the line-item veto primarily 
because of the concern about under
mining the power of the purse which 
is one of the strongest elements of the 
strength of this Congress. Second, 
there is concern about undermining 
the balance of powers between the ex
ecutive and the legislative branches of 
our Government. And, third, there is a 
concern that this would really not lead 
to savings but would lead to more ex
penditures rather than less. 

The majority leader stated that it 
was those on the other side that had 
prevented it from coming to a vote, 
and I trust he meant those on the 
other side of the issue, not on the 
other side of the aisle. 

Mr. DOLE. I did. 
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Mr. CRANSTON. The majority 

leader confirmed that was his view. 
Obviously, Republicans as well as 

Democrats did not wish to see the line
item veto become the law of the land. 

I thank the majority leader. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

Senator from Oregon. 
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, 

having created this particular situa
tion and with no apology for having 
done so, but with great pride, from 
that standpoint we have stopped what 
was to be one of the most dangerous 
proposals that has come before this 
Senate during my 19 years. I believe in 
always laying my cards face up on the 
floor, on the table, or wherever I may 
be. Since I am on the floor now, I 
guess I would lay them on the floor. 
But I want to say to the leadership
and I want to say to the opponents
that I am very happy the leadership 
has pulled this down. 

I have heard the proponents indi
cate they will use every appropriation, 
some appropriation, whatever, or some 
other bill. I would like to say to the 
leadership now particularly that I feel 
just as strongly about this issue as I 
did. In fact, we stood here for 5 days 
and offered to debate it with any pro
ponent, and no proponent of the meas
ure ever appeared on the floor to 
debate it except under special order of 
business. We have had ample opportu
nity to have a debate on this issue. I 
do not look forward to seeing the ap
propriations bills being made the vehi
cle for nongermane items, nor certain
ly subject to a point of order as we 
have gone through that circus before 
with abortion, school prayer, and a 
few other issues. I only remind my col
leagues here that we are reaching the 
end of the fiscal year. We do not have 
a budget resolution. I think the coun
try expects the Senate to be about the 
business that affects this country most 
vitally. The line-item veto is not one of 
them. 

I do not think there is a Senator on 
this floor amongst the proponents or 
the opponents who believes if some
how the Senate got to a vote up-or
down on the line-item veto and it hap
pened to pass the Senate that it would 
get through the House of Representa
tives. We are in an exercise of futility 
to waste any more of the Senate's time 
on this issue. That should have been 
proven by now. It was not 59 to 41. We 
never would have gotten beyond the 
59 measure because there would have 
been those Senators who would not 
have permitted that to happen. So let 
us not suffer any illusions about what 
the strength or the weakness of this 
issue is. This issue will not pass on this 
floor. 

I want to say as one Senator only, if 
I have to stand here as one perscu, I 
will fight it on every issue, and bring 
any matter pending before the Senate 
to a halt in order to stop this so-called 

mad piece of legislation of trying to 
throw the whole balance of power of 
this Constitution out of kilter. I just 
want to make it very clear I am ready 
to go to battle at any time, and I am 
ready to go to debate at any time. But 
as far as I am concerned we are not 
going to have that opportunity on this 
floor, and I am exercising the preroga
tives of the Senate under the rules of 
the Senate. Let me say to the leader I 
would vote to change this rule. I would 
be the first to change this rule. But as 
long it is the rule of the Senate I am 
going to exercise every legitimate rule 
of the Senate and every procedure of 
the Senate I can to stop the line-item 
veto. 

There is only one prerogative that a 
chairman of a committee has. If we do 
not have a budget resolution, we may 
not have an appropriation bill. I have 
only one prerogative-to call a meet
ing of the Appropriations. And I can 
assure the Senate if we look toward to 
seeing that appropriation bill being 
used as a vehicle, I may not even call a 
meeting and report any bill. 

So I want to make it clear that on 
this battle, if they want to wage it 
down the line, I am ready to do battle 
any time. I feel just as strongly, and 
will wage every bit of effort I can 
against this measure. 

I thank the Senator. 
Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

majority leader. 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I have 

stated I have cleared the request 
which I will make in just a moment 
with the distinguished minority 
leader, Senator BYRD. 

Again, I thank Members on both 
sides of the issue. I did not intend to 
differentiate by party lines. Of course, 
the great proportion of the no votes 
came from the Democratic side. I 
think there were seven Republicans. 
That left 46 voting in the affirmative. 
But in any event, I understand there 
are strongly held views on this issue. 

But I do wish to commend particu
larly the distinguished Senator from 
Georgia, Senator MATTINGLY, and the 
distinguished Senator from Washing
ton, Senator EvANs, for their persist
ence, and also thank the President for 
his support. The President did not pre
vail on this issue. But he was unrelent
ing in his effort. He made a number of 
telephone calls. In fact, he commented 
on this legislation briefly again this 
morning. 

I also want to include special thanks 
to the distinguished Senator from 
Delaware, Senator BrnEN. I just say 
that this is a very difficult issue. 
There are very strongly held views. 
There are some on each side of the 
aisle with differing views. I assume 
that if Senators MATTINGLY, BIDEN, 
and Ev ANS, and others decide to raise 
the issue later that they will find some 
opportunity. I think the record speaks 

for itself. The vote was 58 to 40 today. 
It only requires, depending on how 
many are here, 51 to pass the legisla
tion. So at least on the record it would 
indicate there are sufficient votes to 
pass this legislation. Maybe some 
would slip away. Maybe some would 
not. The:::-e was never any real reason 
to debate the bill. The bill was never 
before us. Had the bill been before us I 
assume there would have been a 
number of proponents on the Senate 
floor making their views heard. 

THE PEOPLE WON AGAIN 
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, the 

people won again today when cloture 
was not adopted on the motion to pro
ceed to the consideration of S. 43. 

Some have argued that the Senate 
should have adopted the motion to 
proceed so that Senators could then 
debate the bill. 

Some Senators asserted that an ex
tended debate or filibuster, whatever 
one wants to call it, on a motion to 
proceed is not the norm around here 
and that any debate on the bill should 
await adoption of the motion to pro
ceed. I must say that a filibuster on a 
motion to proceed is not unique. 

I have asked the Journal Clerk to 
supply statistics on instances going 
back 20 or 25 years involving filibus
ters on motions to proceed. 

The Journal Clerk has prepared that 
information; and, I ask unanimous 
consent to have printed in the RECORD 
a list of motions to proceed that have 
been filibustered, going back 25 
years-to and including 1961. 

There being no objection, the mate
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

MOTIONS To PROCEED TO CONSIDER 

1961 

S. Res. 4 <rule XXII-cloture>. 
Mansfield motion to proceed. 
Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(37-43). 
Motion to proceed laid on the table <47-

35). 
1965 

H.R. 77 <National Labor Relations Act>. 
Mansfield motion to proceed. 
Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(45-47). 
1967 

S. Res. 6 <rule XXII-cloture>. 
McGovern motion to proceed. 
Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(53-46). 
Resolution laid on table. 

1969 

S. Res. 6 <rule XXII-cloture). 
Hart of Michigan motion to proceed. 
Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(50__:42). 
Resolution laid on table. 

1971 

S. Res. 6 <rule XXII-cloture). 
Pearson motion to proceed. 
Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(48-37). 
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Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(50-36). 
Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(48-36). 
Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(55-39). 
Motion to proceed indefinitely postponed. 

1975 

S. Res. 4 <rule XXII-cloture>. 
Pearson <and Mondale) motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed <73-

21). 
Motion to proceed agreed to (69-26). 
Cloture invoked on resolution <73-21). 
Resolution agreed to <56-27). 
H.R. 6219 <voting rights). 
Mansfield motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed (72-

19 ). 
Motion to proceed agreed to (63-13). 
Cloture invoked on bill <76-20). 
Bill passed <77-12). 
S. Res. 145 <disapproval of President's re

moval of price controls on petroleum, etc.). 
Mansfield motion to proceed. 
Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(54-38). 
Resolution laid on the table. 
H.R. 5900 <Labor Relations Act). 
Mansfield motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed <66-

30 ). 
Cloture not invoked on bill <58-31). 
Cloture invoked on bill <62-37). 
Bill passed (52-45). 
H.R. 10647 <supplemental appropriations). 
Mansfield motion to proceed. 
Cloture petition filed on motion to pro

ceed. 
Additional cloture petition filed on motion 

to proceed. 
Cloture petitions vitiated by unanimous 

consent. 
Bill considered by unanimous consent. 
Bill passed <71-24). 

1978 

H.J. Res. 638 <Equal Rights Amendment 
Extension). 

RC Byrd motion to proceed. 
RC Byrd files cloture on motion to pro-

ceed. 
RC Byrd withdraws motion to proceed. 
Weicker motion to proceed. 
Senate adjourns-motion dies. 
RC Byrd motion to proceed agreed to 

<voice vote). 
Joint Resolution passed (60-36). 
S. 3279 <Aircraft Noise). 
RC Byrd motion to proceed. 
RC Byrd files cloture on motion to pro

ceed. 
RC Byrd withdraws motion to proceed. 
<Bill not considered). 

1980 

H.R. 5200 <Fair Housing). 
RC Byrd motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed (62-

32). 
Cloture not invoked on bill (54-43). 
Bill returned to Calendar. 

1982 

S. 1630 <Criminal Code). 
Baker motion to proceed. 
Cloture not invoked on motion to proceed 

(45-46). 
Motion to proceed withdrawn. 
S. Hl92 <Voting Rights). 
Stevens <for Baker) motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed (86-

8). 
House companion bill passed (85-8). 
H.R. 6211 <Highways). 

Baker motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed (75-

13). 
Bill passed (56-34). 

1983 

S. 602 <Radio Marti>. 
Baker motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed <62-

33). 
Bill passed <voice vote). 
H.R. 3706 <Martin Luther King, Jr. Holi-

day). 
Baker motion to proceed. 
Cloture filed on motion to proceed. 
Withdrew cloture motion by U.C. 
Motion to proceed withdrawn. 
Bill considered by U.C. 
Bill passed <78-22). 
S. 1715 <Natural Gas). 
Baker motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed <86-

7). 
Bill returned to Calendar by U.C. 
H.J. Res. 290 <Free Entry of Olympiad Ef

fects). 
Baker motion to proceed. 
Cloture motion filed on motion to pro-

ceed. 
Cloture motion withdrawn by U.C. 
Joint Resolution considered by U.C. 
Joint Resolution passed <voice vote>. 

1984 

S. 2851 <Depository Institutions>. 
Baker motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed (89-

3). 
Motion to proceed agreed to <95-2). 
Cloture invoked on bill (95-6). 
Bill passed (89-5). 
S. Res. 66 <Senate T.V.>. 
Baker motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed (73-

26). 
Motion to proceed agreed to (67-32). 
Cloture not invoked on resolution (37-44). 
Resolution returned to Calendar by U.C. 
S. 2527 <Highways). 
Baker motion to proceed. 
Cloture invoked on motion to proceed (70-

12). 
Motion to proceed agreed to <voice vote). 
Cloture motion filed on bill. 
Cloture motion withdrawn. 
Bill did not reach 3rd reading. 
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I con

gratulate the distinguished Senator 
from Oregon CMr. HATFIELD], who led 
the opposition to the motion to pro
ceed to S. 43. I wish to assure him that 
I will join him if efforts are made to 
offer the line-item veto as an amend
ment to any appropriations bill. 

I think Senator HATFIELD is entirely 
correct: The appropriations bills 
should not be subjected to this legisla
tion, and a point of order should lie 
against such an effort, because it 
would constitute legislation on an ap
propriations bill. 

Mr. President, from time to time in 
the past few days I have alluded to 
this bill, S. 43, as a so-called line-item 
veto bill, and I indicated that at some 
point I would state my reasons for re
f erring to it as a so-called line-item 
veto. 

S. 43, in fact, did not provide for a 
line-item veto in its purest form. I 
have to say that I believe that any 
effort by statute to provide a line-item 

veto to the President in its raw and 
pure form would be unconstitutional. I 
think that only a constitutional 
amendment could give a line-item veto 
power to the President. S. 43 would 
not do that. It would not give the 
President a line-item veto in the pure 
form. 

The content of the bill is set forth in 
the bill as follows: 

• • • to provide that each item of any gen
eral or special appropriation bill and any 
bill on joint resolution making supplemen
tal, deficiency, or continuing appropriations 
that is agreed to by both Houses of the Con
gress in the same form shall be enrolled as a 
separate bill or joint resolution for presen
tation to the President .... 

It is obvious from this reading of the 
purpose of the bill, as I have just 
stated, that if the bill had been en
acted into law, it would not have given 
to the President a line-item veto. It 
does not say that the President may 
take an appropriations bill and may 
elect to strike any sentence, any 
figure, any paragraph, any language, 
any verbiage that he may choose to 
strike. S. 43 does not say that. If it did 
have that specific language then it 
would be the line-item veto. 

The Consitution provides for the 
President to have a qualified veto 
power. He can veto any bill or joint 
resolution. But he cannot pick and 
choose from a bill and say: "I will take 
this line and I will strike out line so 
and so. I will strike out lines, let us 
say, 10 and 11 on page 2. I will also 
strike lines 4, 5, 6, and 7 on page 3, and 
I will strike out all of page 4. I will 
strike out title 1, section 10," and so 
on. He cannot do that. He has to take 
it all or leave it all. The ability to pick 
and choose as I have outlined would 
be the pure line-item veto. S. 43 does 
not purport to give such power to the 
President. I know that Senators have 
been talking about a line-item veto, 
and I have as well, although I usually 
have referred to a so-called line-item 
veto in my comments on S. 43. 

What that bill actually would do is it 
would require the enrolling clerk of 
the House take an appropriation bill 
as passed by both Houses and break 
that bill into several parts, the 
number depending on what the enroll
ing clerk finds in the bill. The enroll
ing clerk, being mandated by this leg
islation were it to pass, would break 
down an appropriations bill into as 
many parts as have numbered sections 
and unnumbered paragraphs. 

The several small parts would then 
be enrolled as separate bills and sent 
to the President. So that the Presi
dent, in the case of the continuing res
olution last year, would receive more 
than 2,000-1 think 2,047-little bills 
or resolutions, that being the number 
of numbered sections and unnumbered 
paragraphs within last year's continu
ing resolution. 
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I am right, am I not, I ask the 

Chair? I have reference to the con
tinuing resolution that was passed last 
September, I believe. Am I correct, 
that that piece of legislation could 
have been broken into 2,047 parts, or 
at least over 2,000 parts? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Chair is advised that the number is 
2,043. 

Mr. BYRD. I thank the Chair. The 
enrolling clerk of the House having 
done his work, more than 2,000 little 
bills would then have been sent to the 
President, and each would carry a 
number: H.R. 1-A, H.R. 1-B, H.R. 1-C, 
and so forth-heaven only knows. 

The President then would be able to 
exercise the veto power-which he has 
now under the Constitution on entire 
bills-on any one, or more, or all of 
those little bills or resolutions result
ing from the dismemberment, limb by 
limb, of the continuing resolution 
which had earlier passed both Houses. 

That action, in the judgment of 
many of us, would not comport with 
the requirements of the Constitution. 
Why not? Because section 7 of article I 
of the Constitution, paragraph 2 reads 
as follows: 

Every Bill which shall have i.;assed the 
House of Representatives and the Senate, 
shall, before it become a Law, be presented 
to the President of the United States; if he 
approve he shall sign it, but if not he shall 
return it, ... 
And so forth. 

For the enrolling clerk to have 
broken that bill or resolution, which 
had actually passed both bodies, down 
into 2 parts or 3 or 100 or several hun
dred or thousands of parts and en
rolled as separate bills for the Presi
dent's signature or veto would not 
comport with the requirements of sec
tion 7, paragraph 2 of article I of the 
Constitution, which says, "Every Bill 
which shall have passed the House of 
Representatives and the Senate, shall, 
before it becomes a law, be presented 
to the President .... " Paragraph 3, 
section 7, article 1 provides the same 
requirements for: 

Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which 
the Concurrence of the Senate and House of 
Representatives may be necessary <except 
on a question of Adjournment> shall be pre
sented to the President of the United 
States; 
And so on. 

The constitutional requirement is 
that not just one bill or another may 
be presented to the President, but 
"every" bill and every resolution 
which shall have passed both bodies 
"shall" be presented to the President. 

But to break down a bill, such as the 
continuing resolution of last fall to 
which I was referring into 2,043 parts 
and have the enrolling clerk prepare 
2,043 separate resolutions or bills to 
send to the President simply would 
not comport with the provisions of the 
U.S. Constitution, because not one of 
those little dismembered pieces of leg-

islation would have ever passed either 
or both Houses. However, the enroll
ing clerk might have styled them, not 
one of those little bills or resolutions 
would have ever "passed" either 
House, to say nothing of both Houses. 
They would simply have been enrolled 
as several separate and distinct bills 
and given each a number by the en
rolling clerk of the House of Repre
sentatives under the instructions of S. 
43. They would have been given sever
al and distinct numbers by that enroll
ing clerk and sent t o the President. 

Neither the House nor the Senate 
would have acted upon any one of 
those separate little measures before 
their presentation to the President. 

So to sum up, Mr. President, S. 43 
really would not give the real line-item 
veto to the President of the United 
States. S. 43 would provide that appro
priations bills should be broken up 
into many parts by the enrolling clerk 
of the House of Representatives, en
rolled and sent as separate different 
bills to the President, and then, of 
course, he could pick and choose 
which of those he wanted to approve 
and which of those he wanted to veto. 
That is it. 

So in that sense, I think, S. 43 would 
have been unconstitutional because 
the requirements of the Constitution 
in regard to the passage of bilLc; and 
resolutions would not have been met. 
Indeed, S. 43 did not purport to give 
the President the pure line item veto 
power with respect to appropriations 
bills and resolutions passed by both 
Houses of Congress. 

Mr. President, I compliment those 
on both sides of the aisle and those on 
both sides of the question. I do espe
cially compliment Mr. HATFIELD for his 
leadership again, and I compliment 
Mr. CRANSTON on the excellent work 
that he did in keeping tab on this side 
regarding the votes. 

We will be waiting and ready at the 
pass if there is any other effort this 
year or next year. If the President is 
going to be given the line item veto 
power, it should be done by constitu
tional amendment. I am not now 
saying I would support that effort, but 
that is the way to go if it should be 
done. 

In closing, I say that the Senate was 
correct in rejecting, as it did, the 
motion to close debate on the motion 
to proceed to take up S. 43. The 
Senate was constitutionally correct, in
stitutionally correct and it correctly 
protected the interests of the people 
who sent us here to do that very thing. 

I congratulate, in closing, those Sen
ators on the Republican side of the 
aisle who joined in supporting Senator 
HATFIELD'S successful effort. It was not 
easy for them to stand firm against 
the White House pressure for cloture. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that a column in the Washington 
Post by David S. Broder, under instant 

date titled "Where Reagan is No Con
servative" be printed in the RECORD at 
the close of my remarks. 

There being no objection, the 
column was ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows: 

WHERE REAGAN Is No CONSERVATIVE 

Should President Reagan be given the 
power he is seeking to veto individual items 
in spending bills passed by Congress? Today, 
he must veto, or threaten to veto, an entire 
appropriation bill to get at specific provi
sions he finds objectionable. Would an item 
veto give him a more effective weapon to 
reduce the deficit? 

As a believer in the federal system, I was 
strongly inclined, by the example of 43 
states that give their governors i.he item
veto power, to think the president should 
have similar authority. But as I began 
studying the issue, arguments from fiscal 
and constitutional conservatives made me 
understand this is not the simple proposi
tion it seems. 

The Senate opponents of the measure in
clude two southern Democrats, Howell 
Heflin of Alabama and John Stennis of Mis
sissippi, who served as judges in their states 
and are as consistent in their conservative 
interpretations of the Constitution as any 
two men in Congress. When Stennis says, as 
he did in debate last week, that giving this 
power to the president "would gradually de
stroy the legislative branch of this govern
ment," it is not prudent to disregard the ar
gument. 

The same thing is true about one of the 
most vocal opponents of the companion 
House measure, Rep. Mickey Edwards <R
Okla.). Edwards, a former law professor, has 
headed the American Conservative Union 
and is a longtime supporter of Reagan's. 
The last thing in the world he wants to do 
so thwart Ronald Reagan, but he has been 
conducting a furious correspondence and 
lobbying campaign with fellow-Republicans 
to persuade them that the line-item veto is 
a real Trojan horse. 

Of course, presidents already have the 
power to veto appropriation bills, as they do 
any other form of legislation. But they must 
veto the whole bill and risk being overrid
den if two-thirds of the senators and repre
sentatives are persuaded that the bill, on 
balance, is a good one. 

But if the president can single out an indi
vidual item in the comprehensive appropria
tion bill for veto, he is taking on only those 
legislators with a special interest in that 
item. 

In Edwards' view, that "shifts the presi
dent's power from the level of persuasion to 
the level of blackmail." One of Edwards' ar
guments is that a future Democratic Presi
dent-a Gary Hart, say-could use an item
veto to kill the MX missile or B-1 bomber 
program and could make the veto stick even 
if all 435 House members and 64 of the 100 
senators thought that decision risked the 
nation's security. 

For those who don't see great likelihood 
of a liberal Democrat's succeeding Reagan 
in the White House, Edwards appeals to the 
traditional legislative sense of power and 
prerogative. 

And here, he and the more liberal Repub
licans such as Mark Hatfield of Oregon and 
Charles McC. Mathias of Maryland, who are 
leading the Senate opposition to Reagan's 
request, are certainly on sound political and 
constitutional ground. 
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Mathias provided an example in debate of 

what the shift might mean in his case. "For 
example," he said, " if President Reagan 
does not like my position on the issue of 
school prayer, and if he acquires the power 
to kill funds for the program that I have 
long supported to save the Chesapeake Bay 
... then the pres~dent . .. has a hostage. 

"He can hold the Chesapeake for the 
ransom of my support . . . for state-spon
sored prayer in school or any other subject 
that he might want my support on . . .. In 
my opinion it would destroy the balance 
that exists between . . . the executive and 
legislative branches." 

That it would shift power is unquestion
ably correct. Whether the critics are righi; 
in saying it would "destroy the balance" and 
cripple the legislative branch is considerably 
less clear. 

Oklahoma's governor has the item-veto 
power, backed by a requirement for a bal
ance state budget, and yet Edwards con
cedes that its Legislatt&re is hardly a tooth
less, enfeebled institution. 

When Hatfield, a former governor of 
Oregon, was expounding on the "mischief" 
a presidential item-veto could bring, his Re
publican colleague Dan Evans, a former gov
ernor of neighboring Washington, said it 
hardly seemed "radical" to him for the na
tional government to do what 43 states al
ready do. 

It is a close question, in my view. Experi
ence might show that the item-veto power is 
no more malign in the hands of a president 
than it has been for governors. But these 
are not ordinary times. We have a budget 
deficit crisis and any president given this 
new power would be tempted to use it, as 
Hatfield said, for "radical" surgery. Much as 
I believe that the deficit needs to be cut, I 
am not convinced that it would be wise 
policy or healthy precedent for Reagan to 
be given a greater degree of unilateral 
power to determine how the cutting is done. 

On balance, I think it best that he be 
forced to negotiate those decisions with 
Congress-and Congress with him-as the 
makers of the Constitution intended. On 
this issue, I think the conservatives are 
right, and Reagan is not voicing the con
servative position. 

LINE-ITEM VETO 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I have in
dicated that the line-item veto issue 
will remain with us, even though we 
did not succeed in proceeding to the 
bill on this occasion. But I want to 
take this opportunity to thank the dis
tinguished Senator from Georgia, Sen
ator MACK MATTINGLY, for his out
standing leadership on the issue . . 

It was Senator MATTINGLY who pur
sued the question of the line-item veto 
in the 98th Congress, and it was he 
who developed the concept of a 2-year 
legislative trial of the procedure by 
changing the definition of what con
stitutes an appropriation "bill" which 
the President may sign or reject. As a 
member of the Rules Committee, I 
was pleased to work with MACK MAT
TINGLY on his proposal, S. 43, and to 
help clear the way for the Rules Com
mittee to consider the proposal. It is 
regrettable that the committee could 
not have given a favorable recommen
dation-but this battle is far from 
over. 

Mr. President, Senator MATTINGLY 
understands the importance of the 
item veto as it relates t o our budget 
problems. We simply cannot afford to 
pass up any new tool that can help us 
in the fight to reduce spending and 
budget deficits. The line-item veto is a 
very important tool in that fight, and 
I will continue working with Senator 
MATTINGLY to secure passage of this 
important proposal. I believe we-and 
he-ultimately will prevail, and I know 
President Reagan very much appreci
ates our efforts. 

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT REQUEST 
TO WITHDRAW S. 43 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the motion to 
proceed to S. 43, the line-item veto, be 
withdrawn. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
McCONNELL). Without objection, it is 
so ordered. 

ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that there now be 
a period for the transaction of routine 
morning business not to extend 
beyond the hour of 2 p.m. with state
ments limited therein to 5 minutes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

AGENDA 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, we had a 

meeting with the President this morn
ing at the White House. I thought I 
might give a brief report to my col
leagues because we discussed what 
might be accomplished between now 
and the commencement of the so
called August recess. 

The President's remarks were pri
marily directed at the budget, and his 
strong plea that we get a budget. That 
means a budget resolution. That 
means an agreement between Republi
cans, Democrats, House-Senate confer
ees, and he would like to have that 
done and out of here before we leave 
on the 2d of August. The President 
started off with that statement. It was 
discussed throughout the meeting 
with all of my colleagues who were 
there at the White House and the 
President ended on that note. So I 
think there is not much question 
about the President's feeling about 
the budget deficit. He also indicated 
that we should try to pass the farm 
bill before we leave on August 2. That 
is a view with which I strongly agree. 

Many of us in wheat-producing 
States are getting a little frustrated 
about not knowing what the program 
is before the wheat is planted. There 
is still some hope that the Agriculture 
Committee can report out a bill if we 
can get consent to meet, which I un
derstand is being objected to by the 

other side of the aisle. The farm bill is 
a matter of priority with the President 
of the United States. The American 
farmer deserves better than we are 
giving him by not passing a bill. We 
should have an opportunity to meet, 
report out a bill, do it today, bring it 
up tomorrow, and start the debate. So 
I hope there will be no further foot
dragging· by either party, members of 
the committee on either side, thereby 
not permitting the Senate Agriculture 
Committee to meet. 

In addition, the President mentioned 
the DOD authorization bill. I under
stand from the distinguished chair
man of the committee and a member 
of the conf erenc~. Senator GOLD
WATER, that what he thought was the 
likelihood of completion is now mar
ginal. But if that could be completed, 
it would be very helpful. 

Then there is the supplemental ap
propriations bill, which includes hu
manitarian aid for Nicaragua, funds 
for water projects, and literally hun
dreds of other items. We were advised, 
which came as a surprise to me and I 
think as a surorise to the distin
guished chairman of the Appropria
tions Committee, that it is being held 
up because the Senate added 341 
amendments. I find that hard to be
lieve but I will check that with the dis
tinguished chairman of the Appropria
tions Committee, Senator HATFIELD, 
That is the reason being given by the 
chairman of the House Appropriations 
Committee for not going to confer
ence, that it was so loaded with 
amendments that it takes a while to 
sift through them. I assume if there 
were that many amendments, they 
must have been technical in nature, 
not substantive. 

In any event, that may be the prob
lem. 

The President would like to com
plete action on that particular item, 
however. 

That was, in essence, the conversa
tion. The President looks good. He ob
viously has lost some weight. His voice 
is not quite as strong as it was. But it 
has only been 10 days since major sur
gery. I think everyone there probably 
agreed that he has had a remarkable 
recovery. Everyone there, Democrat 
and Republican, including the distin
guished leader on the other side, 
wished the President well and wanted 
him to get well. We can argue about 
the issues when he gets to feeling 
better. We did not argue today. It was 
more of a pleasant exchange. It was a 
very good visit, lasting about 1 hour. 

Mr. President, as I indicated before, 
it will be our intention at approxi
mately 2 o'clock to turn to an original 
bill by Senator GRASSLEY dealing with 
equal access to justice. A rollcall vote 
is expected on final passage of the 
Grassley bill. 
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That will be followed either by the 

FTC authorization or by the Con
sumer Products Safety authorization 
bill, which should commence, hopeful
ly, by 3 o'clock. I am not certain how 
long those matters will take. 

We will announce this afternoon 
what our intention will be for tomor
row and Friday and what bills we hope 
to call up. 

Mr. President, I noted the distin
guished chairman of the Appropria
tions Committee is on the floor and 
has confirmed the suspicion I had, 
that the reference to 341 amendments 
is grossly overstated. In fact, they are 
technical, as I indicated. There is 
progress on the conference and that 
legislation may be before us before the 
week is out, I understand. 

Mr. HATFIELD. Yes. 
If the leader will yield, I will respond 

to the leader that there is a meeting 
going on after we finally got the 
House of Representatives to agree to 
appoint conferees, which was long de
layed. We were ready to do business in 
the Senate shortly after we passed the 
supplemental. The House finally 
agreed to appoint conferees. 

We came together in our first ses
sion the day before yesterday. We out
lined the job at hand. We set the pro
cedure in place to finish up that work. 
We hope to have a meeting this after
noon. Subcommittees have been meet
ing between the two Chambers. We 
expect to complete the supplemental 
by the end of the week. I believe we 
can move as well on the fiscal year 
1986 bill. We had markups yesterday 
and we will have them again today and 
tomorrow. I will say to the leader we 
should have at least two of the fiscal 
year 1986 bills reported to the floor 
before the recess, perhaps three, and 
we will have completed the supple
mental as well. 

Mr. DOLE. I thank the chairman of 
the Appropriations Committee. At 
least we are planning on two and pos
sibly three appropriations bills next 
week on our schedule. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I under
stood the distinguished majority 
leader to state that he could not say 
when to expect the farm bill, but the 
Agriculture Committee had made a re
quest to meet. At what time? 

Mr. DOLE. Three o'clock. 
Mr. BYRD. Has it been cleared on 

the side of the majority leader? 
Mr. DOLE. Yes. 
Mr. BYRD. I know it was cleared 

over here yesterday or the day before 
for action on one of those days. 

Mr. DOLE. There was an earlier ob
jection and when they discovered that 
Senator HELMS had to go to the hospi
tal, they took off their objection. 

Mr. BYRD. I would not describe it as 
that. It can be cleared on this side for 
the afternoon, I believe. I will check 
that. 

Mr. DOLE. I hope we can clear it be
cause we would like to proceed. 

Mr. President, I suggest the absence 
of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
call the roll. 

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. <Mr. 
CocHRAN). Without objection, it is so 
ordered. 

AUTHORITY FOR COMMITTEE 
ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, 
AND FORESTRY TO MEET 
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the Commit
tee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and For
estry be authorized to meet during the 
session of the Senate on Wednesday, 
July 24, between the hours of 3 p.m. 
and 5 p.m. to mark up S. 616, the 
Farm bill and related issues. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is 
there objection? 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, there is 
no objection on this side, I am happy 
to say. 

Mr. ANDREWS. We appreciate that, 
I am happy to say to the Democratic 
leader. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. President, I 
suggest the absence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
call the roll. 

TRIBUTE TO SENATOR MARK 0. 
HATFIELD 

Mr. WEICKER. I rise at this point 
to pay a special tribute to my chair
man on the Appropriations Committee 
and dear friend, MARK HATFIELD. 

His handling of the issue before us is 
indicative of both his political skills 
and the quality of the man. He 
grabbed onto an issue that few were 
eager to fight. He marshaled a f ormi
dable case against it and responsibly 
used the tools of the legislative proc
ess to carry the day. Throughout this 
debate he has been thoughtful, per
suasive, and unfailingly gracious to 
ally and opponent alike. As such, this 
debate has been vintage HATFIELD. 

Mr. President, in a word, he is the 
model of how a Senator should con
duct himself in the best traditions of 
this body. I thank him and commend 
him for his leadership on this matter. 

THE PLIGHT OF SOVIET JEWRY 
Mr. TRIBLE. Mr. President, I rise 

today to draw attention to the ongoing 
persecution of Jews by the Soviet 
Union and its client states. 

For years now, the Call to Con
science has served to remind the world 
that freedom is under assault in the 
Soviet Union. The fundamental right 
to worship God is under attack by the 
Soviet state. Jews who seek only to 
practice their faith suffer a wide range 
of abuses, ranging from simple harass
ment to outright imprisonment. 

Persecution of this sort is an affront 
to the human conscience. It is an ex
ample of the manner in which the So
viets use fear as a tool of Government. 
It is also a force! ul rebuke to those 
who would argue that the Soviet 
Union is "just like us." 

The Soviets' oppression of the Jews 
is particularly poignant at this time. 
On August 1, we will mark the 10th 
anniversary of the signing of the Hel
sinki accords. With this agreement, 
the Soviets pledged to respect the 
rights of religious expression and free 
emigration. This was a solemn promise 
on the part of the Soviets, but it has 
been broken time and time again. 

Jewish emigration from the Soviet 
Union remains at precipitously low 
levels, and the ranks of refuseniks in 
the U.S.S.R. continue to swell. More
over, the Soviets are waging a growing 
campaign of anti-Semitism, and indi
vidual Jews continue to be singled out 
for particularly harsh punishment. 

Let me cite just two examples. In 
December 1984, Uli Edelshtein was 
sentenced to 3 years in prison camp 
after being charged with illegal drug 
trafficking. Edelshtein had earlier ap
plied unsuccessfully to emigrate to 
Israel; he is said to have irritated 
Soviet authorities further by teaching 
Hebrew without official authorization. 

Also in December 1984, Yosef Bern
stein was sentenced to 4 years in 
prison for allegedly resisting arrest. 
Yet, his sole offense was his persistent 
effort over the past 5 years to emi
grate to Israel with his wife, Faina. He 
is reported to have suffered severe 
damage to one eye after being at
tacked by two other inmates upon his 
arrival at prison. 

These are but 2 of the estimated 21/2 
million Jews in the Soviet Union, all of 
whom are subject to the hostility of 
the Soviet regime. The United States 
and other free nations must make 
every effort to ease the plight of the 
Soviet Jews. 

The upcoming summit meeting be
tween President Reagan and the 
Soviet leadership offers an opportuni
ty to address this urgent issue. Recent
ly, I and many of my colleagues wrote 
to the President asking that, during 
his meetings with Mikhail Gorbachev 
and others, he question the Soviets' 
continued persecution of the Jews and 
press for the freedom of Edelshtein, 
Bernstein, and other prisoners of con
science. It is imperative that we pres
sure the U.S.S.R. to halt this heinous 
practice, and I ask unanimous consent 
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that a copy of the letter to President 
Reagan be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

U.S. SENATE, 
Washington, DC, July 19, 1985. 

President RONALD REAGAN, 
The White House, 
Washington, DC 

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: We urge you to take 
advantage of your upcoming summit meet
ing with Mikhail Gorbachev to address the 
Soviets' persecution of Jews, Christians, and 
other religious believers. 

As you know, the Soviet Union's attempts 
to suppress religious activities have been un
relenting. Despite its participation in the 
Helsinki Accords and other international 
human rights agreements, the U.S.S.R. 
steadfastly opposes most expressions of reli
gious faith. 

Repression by Soviet authorities not only 
limits the opportunity for worship, but also 
severely restricts access to religious instruc
tion and religious texts. Moreover, the 
Sovets continue to imprison believers solely 
for practicing their faith. 

The upcoming Soviet-American summit 
offers an opportunity to express America's 
outrage over the anti-religious policies of 
the U.S.S.R. In this, his first meeting with 
an American President, Mr. Gorbachev 
must be made aware that our commitment 
to religious freedom for people everywhere 
remains strong and steadfast. 

The ongoing plight of Andrei Sakharov 
and Anatoly Shcharansky bears witness to 
the Soviets' hostility toward religion. So, 
too, does the persecution of Uli Edelshtein, 
Yosef Bernstein, Balys Gajauskas, Anna 
Chertkova, and countless others. 

The release of these and other prisoners 
of conscience would be a welcome step 
toward improving Soviet-American rela
tions. We urge you, during your meetings 
with Mr. Gorbachev, to press vigorously for 
these and other prisoners' freedom, and to 
argue for an end to Soviet persecution of all 
religious believers. 

We pledge you our support in this impor
tant task. 

Dick Lugar, Paul Trible, Rudy Bosch
witz, Jeremiah Denton, Warren B. 
Rudman, Mack Mattingly, J. J. Exon, 
Steve Symms, Don Nickles, Frank H. 
Murkowski, Gary Hart, Lawton Chiles, 
Strom Thurmond, Thad Cochran, 
David L. Boren, Paul Sarbanes, Frank 
R. Lautenberg, Dave Durenberger, 
Larry Pressler, Albert Gore, Jr. 

A GREAT DAY OF 
CELEBRATION-JULY 24 

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, Utah is 
a unique State in that it recognizes 
two significant dates in its history: Ad
mittance to the Union as the 45th 
State on January 4, 1896, and the 
founding of the Salt Lake Valley and 
subsequent settling by the Mormon 
pioneers on July 24, 1847. 

I am sure most of you are familiar 
with the story of the Mormon pio
neers; it is a remarkable one. It is a 
story of extreme hardship and difficul
ty endured by a people who were per
secuted for their religious beliefs. In a 
country founded upon and governed 
by principles of freedom and opportu-

nity, the Mormons were forced by 
those who hated them to seek a better 
life elsewhere. 

It was autumn in 1846 when the 
Mormons first began their prepara
tions for the 1,000-mile trek across the 
plains from Missouri to the western 
frontier. Under the guidance of their 
capable leader, Brigham Young, they 
sought refuge in the isolated, desolate 
desert far from their enemies. They 
left under adverse circumstances and 
the journey was a long, difficult one. 
The winter was bitter and costly for 
many of those early pioneers, yet they 
continued to forge on-many with 
their families and loved ones buried 
behind them. 

In April 1847, Brigham Young set 
out in search of a settling place with 
an advance party consisting of 143 
men and 3 women, and some 70 
wagons, 90 horses, 52 mules, 66 oxen, 
19 cows, and dogs, chickens, seed, im
plements, and a 6-pound cannon. And, 
on July 23, Brigham Young ventured 
from the trail to a point of elevation 
where he could view the Great Basin 
of Salt Lake. It was there that he 
gazed into the barren, desolate, desert 
land which he predicted would one 
day rise to prominence in the West 
and blossom as the rose and declared, 
"Enough. This is the place. Drive on." 
One day later the pioneers entered the 
Salt Lake Valley. 

Today, Salt Lake is Utah's capital 
and largest city and it is considered 
the "crossroads of the west." It is a 
thriving vibrant business and family 
community, and that same pioneer 
spirit which was first manifest in the 
1840's has been kept alive for 138 
years and is still present today. Salt 
Lake and its surrounding valley stand 
as a monument to the early pioneers 
who sacrificed to secure religious free
dom and the chance to live their lives 
free from persecution and religious in
tolerance. 

July 24 is a great day of celebration 
in Utah and it is also a day to cele
brate for me personally. You see, my 
ancestors were some of the early pio
neers in Utah, themselves having en
dured much hardship in settling the 
valley-and it is also the day my par
ents were married 62 years ago in 
1923. 

S. 1486-INTRODUCTION OF THE 
EQUAL COMMERCIAL CREDIT 
Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. Presi

dent, when I introduced the Economic 
Equity Act on May 20, 1985, I did so 
with a strong commitment to elimi
nate barriers which limit women's full 
participation in our society. The bill 
being introduced today represents a 
perfect example of the historical pur
pose for the Economic Equity Act. 

Mr. President, the purpose and 
intent of the Equal Credit Opportuni
ty of 1972 was to make credit equally 

available to all credit customers free of 
discrimination on the basis of sex, race 
or marital status. Business and com
mercial credit transactions were not 
exempted from the law. Despite the 
existence of the Equal Credit Oppor
tunity Act of 1972 misinterpretation of 
current law creates barriers which 
limit talented women, who possess the 
potential to be successful, tax paying 
citizens. In some cases a woman is still 
required to produce a spouse to par
ticipate in the process even when the 
woman clearly has established suffi
cient collateral and meets all other fi
nancial requirements. Still others are 
encouraged to remain dependent on 
their spouses and in some cases remain 
dependent on the Federal welfare 
system. I am pleased to see organiza
tions such as Minnesota based, 
Women's Economic Development 
Corp., a private nonprofit organization 
providing a vehicle for women entre
preneurs to develop, refine and pursue 
their own businesses. Through 
WEDCO hundreds of women have 
profited from its resources. 

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act 
of 1972 should provide equal protec
tions for women however, commercial 
and business loans do not appear to 
provide those protections as they are 
currently interpreted. The Equal 
Credit Opportunity Act of 1972, pro
hibits a creditor from asking about an 
applicant's sex, race, color, and nation
al origin. It also restricts creditors 
from asking an applicant personal 
questions unrelated to the specific 
merits of the loan and which specifi
cally discriminate against women. The 
act restricts a creditor's ability to seek 
information about an applicant's 
spouse and assures that each credit 
worthy individual can obtain separate 
credit. Current law prohibits discrimi
nation and sets forth penalties against 
such practices. 

Currently, 11 different agencies have 
enforcement of the act with respect to 
the lenders they ordinarily regulate. 
The Federal Trade Commission en
forces the act with respect to lenders 
not specifically assigned to one of the 
other agencies. Those agencies in
clude: The Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, Securities 
and Exchange Commission, National 
Credit Union Administration, Depart
ment of Agriculture, Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation, Federal Home 
Loan Bank Board, the Small Business 
Administration, and others. This bill 
makes it explicit that a double stand
ard one for "businessmen" and one for 
"women" is unacceptable and contrary 
to congressional intent. 

This bill amends the Equal Credit 
Opportunity Act to clarify its applica
tion to business and commercial loans. 
It will make explicit that rules should 
be applied by a uniform standard with
out regard to sex, race, or marital 
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status. This measure will make a sig
nificant impact in ending the barriers 
which render women as second class 
citizens under the law. Women who 
demonstrate talent and ability should 
be given the opportunity for self-suffi
ciency. The Government should not 
support a system which promotes dis
crimination or dependency in any 
form. 

Mr. President, I commend Senator 
DOLE for chief sponsorship of this sep
arate prov1s1on of the Economic 
Equity Act. 

SPACE EXPLORATION DAY 
Mr. GLENN. Mr. President, I am 

pleased to recognize the contributions 
of so many individuals who have de
voted time and effort to a movement 
which most people today take for 
granted-that of space flight. In this 
age of the space shuttle we should re
member that it was not too long ago 
when getting a small rocket launched 
was a major event. Thus, recognizing 
today as "Space Exploration Day" is 
fitting and very important to past 
achievement in this area. 

For those of us who were involved so 
deeply at the beginning of human
kind's space venture, it is gratifying 
that we have come so far so fast. Our 
task with regard to future space ven
ture should include its usage for en
hancing our ability to do scientific re
search, to locate natural resources, to 
communicate with others on this 
globe, to understand and predict natu
ral phenomena, and to make materials 
with properties not achievable on 
Earth. 

But this exploitation of space, im
portant as it is, is not the only reason 
for a strong space program. For all of 
us who care about space, it represents 
the modem frontier for national ad
venture, for extending man's reach 
into the unknown, and for getting 
closer to answering the ultimate ques
tion. 

While it is tempting to completely 
romanticize space activities, it is im
portant to recognize that space has its 
practical applications as well. In an 
age of budget and resource limitations, 
we must be hardheaded about our 
goals and the costs entailed in reach
ing them. Space activity should be a 
goal of enhancing our physical, intel
lectual, and material progress. 

If the United States is to maintain 
its high standing in space exploration 
and competition, we shall need imagi
native leadership to solidify and 
extend previous gains. We must be 
clear as to what our goals are, and we 
must develop the infrastructure to 
reach those goals. That will include 
continuing substantial support for 
basic research and development, an ac
tivity that will aid not only our space 
program, but our economic competi
tive position in the world. 

I wish to congratulate those people 
who have contributed to a successful 
air and space program, and challenge 
those who aspire to be tomorrow's 
aviation and space pioneers to reach 
for new levels of achievement that will 
make the next quarter century as ex
citing as the past one. 

A TRIBUTE TO MARION "SIS" 
GRANT 

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President, I would 
like to take this opportunity to share 
with my colleagues the story of a re
markable woman. I am talking about 
the late Marion "Sis" Bankhead 
Grant, who fought many battles for 
the retarded citizens of Walker 
County, AL. 

On April 15, 1985, the Walker Asso
ciation for Retarded Citizens complex 
was renamed the Marion "Sis" Bank
head Grant Center, for Mrs. Grant's 
years of dedicated service to the orga
nization. The announcement was made 
during W ARC's annual awards ban
quet. "Because of her love and hard 
work for the complex, the W ARC's 
board of director named the center in 
honor of the late Mrs. Grant as a way 
of saying thanks," said Leonard Za
karin, executive director. The center, 
which Mrs. Grant's sister recalls was 
"the closest thing to her heart," 
houses the adult activities center and 
Skills Unlimited. Many plans are also 
being made to expand the center. 

Mrs. Grant devoted her life to help
ing those less fortunate than she. She 
served as president of the W ARC for 3 
years, until the time of her death. The 
entire county noted her selfless devo
tion to the ongoing cause of serving 
the needs of the mentally retarded, 
and her abundant love and joy in such 
service was ever apparent to all who 
knew her. 

Mrs. Grant is a member of the 
famous Bankhead family of Alabama 
and was a very successful person in 
her own right. She was the executive 
for a very successful chain of radio 
stations in Alabama. Her contributions 
to the cultural and civic improvement 
of Jasper and Alabama were immeas
urable. 

Mr. President, we hope all who work 
with our retarded citizens are as dedi
cated as Mrs. Grant. I hope that all 
who see the Marion "Sis" Bankhead 
Grant Center will be reminded of her 
lasting contributions to such a worthy 
cause. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that an article from the Daily 
Mountain Eagle concerning Mrs. 
Grant and the building's dedication 
proclamation be printed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

W ARC COMPLEX NAMED FOR GRANT 
<By Linda Baker> 

SUMITON.-As a commemorative remem
brance, the Walker Association for Retard
ed Citizens complex has been renamed the 
Marion "Sis" Bankhead Grant Center. 

The announcement was made Monday 
night during W ARC's annual awards ban
quet at Jean's Restaurant. 

Because of her love and hard work for the 
complex which houses the adult activities 
center known as Skills Unlimited, the 
W ARC's board of directors named the 
center in honor of the late Mrs. Grant, as a 
way of saying thanks, said Leonard Zakarin, 
executive director. 

Mrs. Grant was serving her third year as 
president of W ARC and had been on the 
board for four years. 

"Im thrilled to death about it. It will be a 
perpetual thing," said Zakarin about the 
center located near the intersection of Ala
bamas 5 and 195. 

He read the proclamation, which read in 
part, "Whereas, we the members of the 
board of directors of the Walker Association 
for Retarded citizens, were privileged to 
serve with Marion 'Sis' Bankhead Grant, as 
president of our association and whereas 
her outstanding contr~bution in such capac
ity her selfless devotion to the ongoing 
cause of serving the needs of the mentally 
retarded citizens of Walker county and her 
abundant love and joy in such service was 
ever apparent to us and to all who knew her 
... we wish to make known to all who came 
before us, to all who succeed us in office and 
in membership, and to all who share our 
goals, that we desire that her name and her 
contribution be forever remembered and 
that our appreciation be expressed in a last
ing manner ... " 

"This was the closest thing to her heart," 
Barbara Oliver, the late Mrs. Grant's sister, 
said about the center. 

"This is a wonderful honor bestowed upon 
my wife. I'm proud of the things she did for 
this association. My family and I all appreci
ate it very much, said Bill Grant, the late 
Mrs. Grant's husband. 

Plaques were presented to Bill Grant, 
Mrs. Oliver, sons Alec and Walter Grant, 
and brother John Bankhead. 

PROCLAMATION 
Whereas, we the members of the board of 

directors of the Walker Association for Re
tarded Citizens, were privileged to serve 
with Marion "Sis" Bankhead Grant, as 
president of our association, and 

Whereas, her outstanding contribution in 
such capacity, her selfless devotion to the 
ongoing cause of serving the needs of the 
mentally retarded citizens of Walker 
County, and her abundant love and joy in 
such service was ever apparent to us and to 
all who knew her, and 

Whereas, we wish to make known to all 
who came before us, to all who succeed us in 
office and in membership, and to all who 
share our goals, that we desire that her 
name and her contribution be forever re
membered and that our appreciation be ex
pressed in a lasting manner. 

Now, therefore, we, the said board of di
rectors of the Walker Association for Re
tarded Citizens, in special session sitting, do 
hereby unanimously. 

Resolve: That the Walker Association for 
Retarded Citizens Complex, which now 
houses our adult activities center, Skills Un
limited; and any and all future programs, 
additions to this complex, acquisitions of 
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properties and/or buildings, wherever situ
ated under our service domain, be named 
the Marion "Sis" Bankhead Grant Center, 
with gratitude and in her honor. 

Dated at Jasper, Walker County, Ala
bama, this 15th day of April, 1985. 

A TRIBUTE TO DORA WINTERS 
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President, today I 

would like to share with my colleagues 
a story of true dedication and selfless
ness. I am ref erring to Mrs. Dora Win
ters of Bryant, AL, who was recently 
honored by the Alabama State Legisla
tive for her work with the Retired 
Senior Volunteer Program. 

Mrs. Winters typifies the ideals set 
forth by the RSVP Program. Her loy
alty, selflessness, and devotion to the 
program is well known by all who 
work with her. She volunteered 897 
hours during 1983-84, even though she 
missed 2 months of work when she 
had surgery. She coordinated attempts 
to weatherize the homes of elderly in 
Jackson County, even to the extent of 
neglecting repairs on her own home. 
She also keeps the community in
formed about RSVP functions and is 
constantly involved with the lonely 
and depressed in her area. 

Mrs. Winters has served as coordina
tor for the Bryant area RSVP for the 
past 8 years. She also served as the 
energy conservation coordinator 
during the 50th anniversary year of 
TV A. Her normal volunteer work in
cludes cheese distribution and organi
zation of transportation and workers. 
She also makes doctor appointments 
for those people without phones, ar
ranges transportation for those with
out cars, cooks meals when needed, 
and offers support to anyone who is 
troubled. Mrs. Winters, despite all her 
work for the RSVP, never asks for any 
type of compensation, money or other
wise. 

RSVP Director Virginia Harden calls 
Mrs. Winters the organization's most 
active volunteer. She is also active in 
the county's political activities, and 
stays informed about all political view
points concerning the elderly, and 
ways to better life in the county. Mrs. 
Winters works for her community 
with a "zest not many of us are fortu
nate to experience for one day in our 
lifetime," says Harden. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that an article concerning Dora 
Winters in the Valley Voice be printed 
in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

WINTERS WINS STATE RECOGNITION FOR 
SERVICES 

The Alabama State legislature recently 
honored Mrs. Dora Winters of Bryant, Ala., 
for her volunteer work with the RSVP <Re
tired Senior Volunteer Program) and Jack
son County during her lifetime. 

Representative Ben Richardson presented 
Winters with a resolution signed by Gover-

nor George Wallace at an RSVP covered 
dish luncheon on May 17 at Caldwell Park. 

Born in November of 1909, Winters joined 
RSVP on June 2, 1977. She worked 897 
hours during 1983-84, even though she 
missed two months of work when she had 
surgery. 

Winters has been the Bryant area coordi
nator for RSVP for the past eight years. 

She also served as the energy conservation 
coordinator during the 50th Anniversary 
TV A grant year, when RSVP handled a 
$3,000 grant for weatherization in Jackson 
County. 

Winters worked setting up meetings, find
ing needy people, preparing food for work
ers and making numerous phone calls con
cerning the program. 

She needed repairs on her own home 
during this time, but according to RSVP, 
she never mentioned it to anyone. 

Her normal volunteer organization in
cludes cheese distribution and organization 
of transportation and workers. 

She also makes doctor appointments for 
those people without phones, arranges 
transportation for those without cars, cooks 
meals when needed and offers support to 
anyone who is troubled. She never asks for 
any compensation, money or otherwise. 

Winters keeps the community informed 
about RSVP functions and is constantly in
volved with the lonely and depressed in her 
area. According to RSVP director Virginia 
Harden, she is the organization's most 
active volunteer. She is also active in the 
county's political activities. She is well in
formed about all political viewpoints con
cerning the elderly, social services, schools 
and ways to better life in the county. 

Winters works for her church, communi
ty, friends and people in general with a 
"zest not many of us are fortunate to expe
rience for one day in our lifetime," said 
Harden. 

THE NEED FOR QUICK ACTION 
ON FARM BILL 

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, with 
the 1985 farm bill still in committee, 
Oklahoma farmers are once again in 
the dark about the coming year's farm 
programs. There is little question but 
what our Nation's agriculture industry 
is suffering under one of the most dif
ficult times in history. Farmers have 
been placed against the wall by low 
commodity prices, falling land values 
and interest rates that remain high 
for them while declining for the rest 
of the economy. 

Farmers have operated for the past 
4 years under farm programs that 
have failed in a number of areas. They 
failed to provide an adequate income 
protection for the family farmer de
spite record amounts of money poured 
into the programs. They have failed to 
hold down production and in fact, had 
many built-in incentives to produce 
beyond our ability to consume and 
export. 

One month ago, farmers in my State 
of Oklahoma finished harvesting this 
year's winter wheat crop. Right now, 
they are in the fields cultivating and 
applying fertilizer. Come September, 
the 1986 crop will be going in the 
ground. 

No doubt, writing a farm bill that 
will improve farm income during times 
of budget constraints is no easy task. 
But, if Congress does not act quickly 
on the farm bill, winter wheat farmers 
will end up the biggest losers. As I 
mentioned, these are trying times for 
American agriculture. In order to cut 
production costs, farmers reduce till
age and fertilizer on set-aside acreage. 
However, farmers will not be able to 
maximize these savings on the 1986 
crop without having full knowledge of 
program details. 

With this in mind, I off er a word of 
encouragement to the Agriculture 
Committee in hopes that the farm bill 
or at least the wheat section of the 
farm bill will be placed before the 
Senate for consideration prior to the 
August recess. 

NO TAX ON PERMANENT LIFE 
INSURANCE 

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I am 
extremely pleased to join as an origi
nal cosponsor of Senate Resolution 
199, which expresses the sense of the 
Senate that the final tax reform plan 
adopted by this body should not con
tain a provision to impose a tax on the 
a.n.."lual increase in the value of perma
nent life insurance. 

Virtually everyone agrees that tax 
reform is a worthy and important 
goal. I wholeheartedly share this posi
tion. However, meaningful tax reform 
should ultimately make our Tax Code 
simple:r and fairer. I believe that a tax 
on what is known as the inside buildup 
of life insurance policies accomplishes 
neither of these objectives. 

For the first time in our history, we 
are considering an age-indexed tax
one which would grow heavier with 
each passing year. Because the cash 
value of these policies increases each 
year, the tax would also increase. It is 
conceivable that the income tax pay
able by older policyholders· might even 
exceed the policy's annual premium. 
Families with moderate and middle in
comes would also be adversely affect
ed. In 1983, 66 percent of the perma
nent life insurance policies were pur
chased by individuals with incomes 
under $25,000 a year. 

Mr. President, I think this is an ex
cellent point. We are not talking about 
the superrich. We are talking about 
people who have relatively low in
comes and wish to protect their fami
lies. 

This proposal also fails to accom
plish simplicity. Instead, it would re
quire extensive recordkeeping for life 
insurance companies and policyhold
ers. While it is yet unclear what type 
of records would be required, from 
past experience it is extremely possi
ble that in many cases, the reporting 
and recordkeeping expenses of insur
ance companies and the Government's 
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administrative costs would approach 
or exceed the tax collected. Whatever 
the cost, this proposal would add 
more, not less, complexity to our code. 

Let us look for a moment at the rea
sons the administration offers in sup
port of this tax. First, Treasury main
tains that earnings on comparable in
vestment products generally are not 
tax-free or tax-deferred. This is not 
true for assets which are, in fact, com
parable to traditional life insurance. 
For instance, gains attributable to 
ownership of a house, livestock, grain, 
and shares of stock are not taxed until 
the gains are received upon their sales 
or exchanges. Taxing the unrealized 
appreciation of an individual's life in
surance policy is truly unprecedented. 

The second major argument made 
by Treasury is that this tax is neces
sary because the tax-favored treat
ment of inside buildup encourages in
dividuals to save through life insur
ance companies rather than through 
other financial institutions, even 
though they may not need the addi
tional coverage. 

A Gallup Poll asked respondents to 
assume they had an unexpected $1,000 
or $10,000 to add to their savings or in
vestments. Only 3 percent chose life 
insurance for the extra $1,000 and less 
than one-half of 1 percent chose this 
investment for the extra $10,000. 
Other studies show that less than 5 
percent of permanent life insurance 
policies are owned by individuals with 
family incomes in excess of $100,000. 
High income persons hold much small
er portions of their liquid assets in life 
insurance policies than do middle
income persons. However, this insur
ance offers vital protection to millions 
of families. 

During 1983, South Dakotans pur
chased over 4.5 billion dollars worth of 
new life insurance and paid almost $2 
million in premiums. Nationally, per
manent life insurance policies paid out 
over $7 billion in death benefits during 
1983, with approximately 63 percent 
going to surviving wives and children. 

For generations, our Nation's tax 
laws have been designed to encourage 
people to provide for their own long
term financial security through the 
private insurance system. This pro
posed change in tax policy is contrary 
to the administration's policy of en
couraging individual and family self
reliance. This proposal would end the 
viability of traditional life insurance in 
the marketplace. Reducing this life in
surance protection will reduce overall 
financial security and increase the 
need for other forms of assistance, 
such as Social Security and other Gov
ernment programs. Clearly, this is an 
undesirable effect. 

How much revenue would be raised 
through this new tax? Treasury esti
mates no revenue until 1990 and then 
only $200 million. However, this figure 
assumes there would be no change in 

the amount of permanent insurance 
purchased if inside buildup were 
taxed. A survey just conducted found 
that 83 percent of the respondents felt 
a tax on permanent life insurance 
would make the product less desirable. 
Thus, Treasury's estimates become ex
tremely suspect. 

Everyone wants a tax system that is 
simple and fair for all Americans. 
However, the proposal to tax life in
surance policyholders is neither simple 
nor fair. If the administration's pro
posal becomes law, it would produce 
virtually no income, while destroying a 
product important to the financial se
curity of millions of Americans. I urge 
all of my colleagues to oppose this 
unfair and dangerous tax. 

RECOGNITION FOR A 
DISTINGUISHED JURIST 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, the Asso
ciation of Trial Lawyers of America 
has recently announced its selections 
to receive the 1985 Judicial Achieve
ment Awards. These annual national 
awards for judicial excellence will be 
presented to four judges from jurisdic
tions across the country at the 1985 
ATLA Convention in Chicago later 
this month. 

The four judges were selected from 
nominations made by association 
members and State trial-lawyer affili
ates throughout the United States. In 
announcing the names of the 1985 
winners, A TLA president, Scott Bald
win, said: 

These four distinguished jurists have 
made superb contributions to improving the 
quality of jurisprudence in America's civil
justice system. They have shown talent for 
innovation, compassion for victims in our so
ciety, and a determination to preserve the 
rights of those victims. 

I am gratified to note that this 
year's Outstanding Appellate Judge 
Award is being presented to the Hon
orable Judge Kenneth K. Hall of 
Charleston, WV, a judge on the U.S. 
Court of Appeals, Fourth Judicial Cir
cuit, composed of the districts of 
Maryland, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia. 

In making its decision to name 
Judge Hall for this year's award, the 
ATLA-with 60,000 members, the 
world's largest trial-bar association
stated that: 

In black-lung cases, Judge Hall is re
nowned among practitioners for his pioneer
ing work in creating a body of law that as
sures that coal miners and other workers el
igible for disability benefits will receive 
those benefits in a reasonable period of 
time. 

Judge Hall's judicial career spans 30 
years. A native of Boone County, WV, 
Judge Hall served in the U.S. Navy 
during World War II, and was awarded 
his J.D. degree from the West Virginia 
University College of Law in 1948, 
prior to beginning his legal practice. 
For 18 years, he was a West Virginia 

trial judge, and for 5 years, a Federal 
district court judge. In 1976, he was 
named to the U.S. appellate court. His 
numerous opinions on black-lung and 
Social Security disability claims dem
onstrate a steady elimination of unfair 
rules and procedures and a concern for 
workers who suffer injury or disease 
because of their jobs. 

Two landmark oprmons, Petry 
versus Califano < 1978), and Hubbard 
versus Califano 0978), compelled the 
Secretary of Health, Education, and 
Welfare to evaluate the evidence 
rather than merely give a conclusory 
statement to the court when the Gov
ernment denied benefits to a claimant. 
As a result, benefit awards to claim
ants at the administrative level have 
increased. 

Other rulings by Judge Hall halted 
the practice of the Government's rou
tinely accepting the opinions of con
sultants over those of claimants' phy
sicians, for example, . Souch versus 
Califano 0979), and for the first time 
in the appellate review process Judge 
Hall insisted that the court look at the 
realities of life in the coal mines and 
the workplace. For example, in Higgin
botham versus Califano 0979), he 
ruled that the fact that a disability 
claimant does housework does not dis
prove a claim. 

In summary, Judge Hall is highly re
garded in the legal profession fo.i.' the 
dramatic changes he has made in the 
procedures for review of benefits 
claims on appeal. He has insisted that 
the spirit, as well as the letter, of the 
statutory law be applied, and that 
common sense and decency be an inte
gral part of the administrative and ju
dicial review process. 

For many years, I have been a friend 
and admirer of Judge Hall, and I was 
originally responsible for submitting 
his name for consideration for nomi
nations to the Federal district and ap
pellate benches. I congratulate Judge 
Hall on receiving this new recognition 
from the Association of Trial Lawyers 
of America, and I know that, being 
named 1985 Outstanding Federal Ap
pellate Judge, presages an even more 
significant judicial career for him in 
the years to come. 

CFrom the Charleston Daily Mail, July 23, 
1985] 

HALL GETS TOP APPELLATE JUDGE AWARD 

<By Ron Hutchinson> 
"I'd like to tell all those lawyers how 

happy they made a country boy from the 
hills of West Virginia." 

With a statement that was spiced with 
homespun humor. U.S. Circuit Judge K.K. 
Hall yesterday accepted the achievement 
award from the American Trial Lawyers As
sociation as the top federal appellate judge 
in the United States. 

Hall was selected from all federal appeals 
judges to receive the award from the 60,000-
member legal group. Hall, a federal Judge 
for 13 years, had been scheduled to receive 
the award in Chicago during the ATLA con-
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vention but a family illiness prevented him 
from attending the meeting. 

Charleston attorney Stanley Preiser pre
sented the award to Hall in ceremonies 
before a standing room only audience in the 
federal courthouse. The presentation was vi
deotaped and will be shown at the ATLA 
meeting. 

Calling Hall "a judicial superstar," Preiser 
said the judge's rulings in Social Security 
and black lung cases "have made the courts 
look at the realities of the coal mines and 
workplace." 

Attorney Barbara Fleisher, who along 
with lawyer Monty Preiser nominated Hall 
for the award, said "The working person 
knows he has a real friend on the court." 

In his comments. Hall praised the late Dr. 
I.E. Buff, former U.S. Sen. Jennings Ran
dolph and U.S. Sen. Robert Byrd for their 
efforts in getting federal black lung legisla
tion approved by Congress. 

Hall likened the award to the definition of 
serendipity. "It is a pleasant surprise that 
you weren't looking for, and this is certainly 
a pleasant surprise for me." 

Hall added, "A judge, in looking to the 
federal law, must determine not is it good 
for the country or is it pleasing, but, is it 
constitutional? If it is, then enforce it." 

Hall became a state circuit court judge in 
Boone County in 1953 and was appointed as 
a U.S. district judge by President Nixon in 
1971. In 1976, Hall was elevated to the 4th 
Circuit Court of Appeals in Richmond, VA. 
and he still maintains judicial offices in 
Charleston. 

THE BOISE CASCADE 
EVOLUTION 

Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, the 
Idaho statesman, which covers Boise 
and most of central and southwestern 
Idaho, carried in its June 23 edition an 
interesting article on Boise Cascade 
Corp. I ask unanimous consent to have 
this article printed in the RECORD at 
the conclusion of my remarks. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

<See exhibit 1.> 
Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, we in 

Idaho are very proud of Boise Cas
cade, a corporation formed in Boise in 
1957 by the merger of two regional 
lumber companies. From a modest 
start it has grown to be one of the 125 
largest firms in the Nation with gross 
sales of $3.8 billion in 1984. The corpo
ration currently employs about 27 ,600 
people in operations from Oregon to 
Maine. 

At its inception, the corporation 
owned significant acreages of timber
land in Idaho and Washington. In 
order to most effectively utilize this 
timber base and its existing facilities, 
the firm immediately entered the 
paper field. It has remained basically a 
wood products company, shifting its 
emphasis from solid wood to paper 
products. 

One of the reasons for Boise Cas
cade's success has been solid, progres
sive management. Board Chairman 
John Fery has been with the firm 
almost from the beginning and is rec
ognized as one of the Nation's top ex
ecutives. 

Boise Cascade has been a good 
neighbor and a good citizen. Its oper
ations illustrate that it is not only 
practical but profitable to utilize natu
ral resources in an environmentally ac
ceptable manner. 

Idaho is a resource-dependent State 
and it's heartening to see a resource
based company like Boise Cascade 
evolving with changing conditions 
while continuing to make major con
tributions to society. 

EXHIBIT 1 
CFrom the Idaho Statesman, June 23, 19851 

THE BOISE CASCADE EVOLUTION 

Following a record number of buys, sells 
and shutdowns of operations during the 
past 18 months, Boise Cascade has a differ
ent profile. 

While the Boise-based company has been 
evolving from a traditional wood-products 
firm to a paper company for years, a recent 
restructuring of operations has accelerated 
the trend. 

"I view 1984 and the first few months of 
1985 as being pivotal," Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer John Fery said at the 
company's annual meeting. "As a result of 
actions taken, Boise Cascade looks some
what different than it did a year ago," he 
said. 

The most obvious effect of the actions is 
to make Boise Cascade more of a paper com
pany and less a building and wood-products 
company. 

About 80 percent of company revenues 
this year are expected to come from paper 
and paper-related businesses, compared 
with 20 percent from wood and building 
products. Last year, the mix was 70 percent 
paper and related products and 30 percent 
building products. 

That trend has been emerging since the 
late 1950s, when Boise Cascade entered the 
paper business. But the flurry of buys, sells 
and closures during the past 18 months has 
dramatized that trend. 

During the second half of 1984, Boise Cas
cade closed three unprofitable wood-prod
ucts manufacturing plants on the Washing
ton and Oregon coasts and a large hard
board plant in Minnesota, although it left 
the four Idaho wood-products plants intact. 
The company closed or sold dozens of build
ing materials distribution centers, including 
one in Nampa. 

That retrenchment in wood and building 
products prompted the company to take an 
$88 million pretax charge from its 1984 
earnings. 

While Boise Cascade reduced its oper
ations in building and wood products, it 
spent $195 million to purchase sole owner
ship in Boise Southern Co., which it shared 
equally with another company. 

The primary reason for the acquisition 
was a Louisiana pulp and paper mill, which 
was expected to boost Boise Cascade's total 
paper production by 13 percent, company 
officials have said. 

While the Boise Southern purchase and 
wood and building products restructuring 
were two key events last year, the list of 
buys, sales and closures seems endless. The 
company purchased six corrugated-box 
plants and left the envelope business. 

Even by Fery's estimation, the purchase, 
sale or closure of more than 90 operations 
during the past 18 months was a record. He 
considers the last half of 1984 and the first 
few months of 1985 the most significant. 

"It became a very important period for 
the company-not by design-but by coinci
dence," he said. 

He said the buys and sells were consistent 
with the company's strategies, but they 
were coincidentally completed during a 
short period of time. 

"Some of these things we had been talk
ing about for a year or more, but they final
ly came to fruition," he said. "Surprised? 
No. Delighted? Yes." 

"I am delighted with the opportunities. 
I think the company today is very well po

sitioned for the future," he said. 
Fery said the acquisitions and decisions 

were based on company strategies developed 
more than 10 years ago to focus on business
es that provided the best growth opportuni
ties. 

As a result, the company turned to paper 
and paper-related businesses because they 
were less cyclical than the wood-products 
business and demand was growing rapidly. 

Boise Cascade specifically concentrated on 
writing, publishing and business papers, 
such as those used for business forms and 
computer printouts, and expanded its office 
products network throughout the United 
States. It also emphasized corrugated con
taine!'s, such as cardboard boxes, and com
posite cans that are used for everything 
from a quart of oil to Pringles potato chip 
containers. 

The strategy worked. Said Fery: "We have 
gone from being zip in paper in 1957 to the 
fifth largest pulp and paper producer in the 
U.S. I think we are the fastest growing 
paper company in the U.S. 

He sees more growth in the future in the 
paper and paper related businesses, which 
either grow at the rate of the economy or 
exceed the growth. Fery projects fast grow
ing areas in the future will be computer 
printing paper, white paper, business forms, 
copy paper and others. 

To prepare itself to compete in those 
areas, Boise Cascade has spent more than $3 
billion to expand and ungrade facllities-pri
marily in paper and paper-related fields
during the past decade and spent $651 mil
lion for capital investments in 1984 alone. 

Part of the cash needed for recent and 
future investments was freed up by selling 
building materials centers, an envelope divi
sion and a pulp mill in Canada-operations 
Fery thinks will be less profitable in the 
future. 

Those realignments and growth trends 
have prompted some to question how viable 
Boise Cascade's wood and building products 
operations are and what its future is in the 
Northwest. 

During the past five years, Boise Cascade 
growth has been concentrated east of the 
Mississippi River, while it has reduced some 
operations in the Northwest. 

Its Northwest wood-products operations, 
which once supplied wood for the entire 
United States, now serves primarily a west
ern market. Boise Cascade has started to 
manufacture wood products closer to the 
booming Sunbelt communities to capture a 
growing market and to avoid high transpor
tation and labor costs, Fery said. 

Growth in paper, office products, compos
ite cans and corrugated containers has been 
faster in the east, although Boise Cascade 
has those types of operations in the west. 
For example, its paper mills are primarily in 
Maine, Washington, Oregon, Louisiana, 
Minnesota and Canada. Corrugated contain
er plants are located coast-to-coast and in
clude two in Idaho-Burley and Nampa. 
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Despite the growth in the South, Fery 

said: "We have not abandoned the North
west." 

He recently responded to some of the 
questions about Boise Cascade's decisions to 
retrench in its Western wood and building 
products operations and gave his views on 
Boise Cascade's future in the Northwest. 
Some of his answers follow. 

On consolidation of wood and building 
products businesses: With the strong U.S. 
dollar and Canadian wood imports, "busi
ness is damn tough." 

"We think there is far too much <wood
products manufacturing> capacity. There
fore some capacity has to go down, and we 
will take our share. 

"Even when you get that capacity in bal
ance, it will continue to be a highly cyclical 
business. And we want less of our company 
vulnerable to the cyclicalities of that busi
ness . .But, we do see some good years in the 
future in this <wood-products> business. I 
just can't tell you when." 

On future shutdowns of plants: "We have 
no plans today for further curtailment or 
shutdown of wood-products ma..."lufacturing 
facilities in the Northwest. We think we 
have taken the steps that are necessary in 
reducing marginal capacity. We think the 
future of the Northwest wood-products busi
ness-including our own-is largely depend
ent on the evei1tual balancing of supply and 
demand." 

On wood-products employment: "We are 
operating today with 2,000 less people than 
we were five years ago . . . in the wood
products manufacturing business, and man
ufacturing not much less product. That's 
the interesting thing." 

With increased automation, "We are oper
ating with a lot fewer facilities, but we are 
not a whale of a lot smaller in terms of our 
manufacturing capability." 

Idaho wood-products employment 
dropped from 1,382 in 1980 to 715 in 1985, 
primarily due to automation and shift con
solidation, company officials say. 

On the future in the Northwest: "As a 
practical matter, more of our company 
today is east of the Mississippi River than 
west. So if we just continue to maintain and 
expand from our present bases, there will be 
more growth (in the east than in the west) 
because we have got more to expand from. 

"That will not foreclose our growing here 
<in the west> too. We have not said: 'Hey, 
let's cross this off.' . . . Our plans in the 
West are to grow in paper, to grow in pack
aging and to grow in office products to serve 
Western markets." 

On future headquarters location: "There 
is no logical place <to locate Boise Cascade's 
headquarters> if you look at the U.S. You 
could say go to New York because that's 
where the financial community is. You 
could say go to Chicago or St. Louis because 
that's kind of the middle of the hub. 

"Anyplace we go will have some advan
tages over Boise and some disadvantages. 
My point of view is we are here, and there is 
a cost associated with moving that I would 
prefer not to bear. 

"And we like the living environment of 
Idaho and Boise, Idaho, and our people do. 
... We have no plans to leave. We would 
have to travel to someplace else no matter 
where we go, and we do think this valley 
offers a good living environment. We will 
work to improve that. But, we like it here." 

TRANSACTIONS 

Boise Cascade has made the following 
transactions: 

Buys: 

Sells: 

Facility Transaction dates 

Purchase of joint venture partner's December 1984. 
interest in Boise Southern Co., 
including 5 plants and timberland 
in Lousiana and Texas. 

6 corrugated container plants in Ala- November 1984. 
bama, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky 
and Tennessee. 

2 office products distribution centers October and December 1984. 
and a retail store in Missouri, 
Kansas and Texas. 

Wood chip plant and timberland in September 1984. 
Maine. 

PulGru~!J~ea~rland in New May 1985. 

4 envelope plants in New York, Ohio March 1985. 
and Pennsylvania. 

40 t:rl:531~~r~srett~ bu:,~~~: September 1984 to June 1985. 

Texas, Utah, Washington and 
Kansas. 

Closings: 
Envelope plant in Illinois ....................... March 1985. 
Hardboard plant in Minnesota .............. December 1984. 
3 WOO<k>roducts plants in Oregon October 1984. 

and Washington. 
24 wholesale and retail building ma- March 1984 to June 1985. 

terials centers in California, Colo-
rado, Idaho, Oklahoma, Oregon, 
Texas and Washington. 

Openi'mf ice products distribution center in October 1984. 
Ohio. 

One plant to produce metal for February 1984. 
composite cans in Maryland. 

PROFITS MAY DOUBLE 

Analysts expect Boise Cascade's profits at 
least to double this year, following a sub
stantial restructuring of the company's 
wood and building products operations last 
year. 

In 1984, Boise Cascade earned $2.23 a 
share-up from the previous year-despite 
an $88 million pretax charge that reduced 
earnings by $2.07. 

Analysts predict earnings will soar in 1985, 
although not as high as the company's peak 
in 1979, when earnings per share were $6.48. 

Merrill Lynch estimates earnings of $4.45 
a share in 1985, and Prudential-Bache Secu
rities projects earnings of $4.90 a share this 
year. 

A Forbes poll published in April showed 
the average earnings estimate by 13 ana
lysts was about $4.52 a share for 1985. 

Three stockbrokers interviewed said the 
company's restructuring of its building and 
wood products operations and concentration 
on more profitable paper and paper-related 
businesses were primary reasons for the 
earnings forecasts. 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
AMENDMENT 

Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, a recent 
series on bilingual education in the 
Washington Post helps underscore the 
need for dramatic action in securing 
an official status for the English lan
guage in America. 

Entitled "The War of the Words," 
the three-part series examined the 
controversies of bilingual education. 
Although I may not agree with all 
statements in the series, I believe it 
was a reasonably fair and accurate 
look at a very thorny issue. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the series be printed in the 
RECORD at the conclusion of my re
marks and that my colleagues who 
question my enthusiasm for the ELA 
·please read it. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

<See exhibit U 
Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, the gut 

feeling one gets upon reading the 
series is that all is not well in the sup
posed utopia of bilingual education. 
There is a genuine battle going on in 
the Nation's educational trenches over 
the issue and the real victims are the 
young students. 

The last installment, entitled " 'Im
mersion' Success Fuels Debate," will 
particularly stick in the craw of bilin
gual enthusiasts. As the title suggests, 
the immerzion method, which goes 
straight into mainstream English 
without wasting years in the students' 
native language, has been a roaring 
success where ever it has been used. 

Mr. President, I wish to quote brief
ly from the article. Dr. Esther Eisen
hower, one of the Nation's most repu
table language-learning experts and 
Fairfax Country, V A's language pro
gram coordinator, said: 

When working with a child in the native 
language is working against the child learn
ing the English language, that's what I 
object to. In the name of a child "feeling 
good" about being a Turk, he's graduating 
from high school with a fifth-grade compe
tency in English. 

Unfortunately, this is what is hap
pening far too often all in the name of 
someone's fuzzy political or education
al theory. 

In my own mind, and I hope in the 
minds of many of my colleagues, the 
Post's series only reinforces the need 
for an English language amendment. 

The English language amendment 
[ELA> would impact directly two areas 
important to our Nation's unity and 
well-being: bilingual ballots and bilin
gual education. It would eliminate bi
lingual ballots, and would reestablsh 
Congress' original intent in creating 
bilingual education-namely, to help 
non-English-speaking youngsters learn 
our Nation's language as fast as possi
ble. 

As the Post articles demonstrate, the 
current practice we call bilingual edu
cation is most often a maintenance 
program designed to coddle a young
ster in his own language and shelter 
him from the dominant culture. This 
practice retards his entrance into the 
mainstream and diminishes his 
chances of full participation in our 
economic system. I call it America's 
apartheid system. 

The ELA does not affect language 
use in any private context: First 
amendment rights are fully protected 
at home, church, private schools, and 
in businesses. But English would be 
the language of our schools, our gov
ernments at all levels, at the ballot 
box, and in similar public places. 

The 15 sponsors of the ELA in this 
body, and the founder of the ELA, 
former Senator S.I. Hayakawa, are not 
xenophobic or racist. We see the 
entire issue as a question of full eco
nomic and political opportunity for 
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our new immigrants; and as an urgent 
need for national unity under a 
common means of communication. 

Mr. President, I urge all my col
leagues who have not done so to close
ly examine my arguments in favor of 
the English language amendment. I 
would be happy to supply them with 
whatever material they need to make 
this examination. 

EXHIBIT 1 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION'S DILEMMAS PERSIST 

<By Cynthia Gomey> 
REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.-They were a mys

tery to Barbara Ruel, these exuberant 
Spanish-speaking children whose faces went 
empty every time she opened a reader and 
began to write English vocabulary on the 
blackboard. Even the most recent of the 
Central American immigr~mts understood 
some English, and Ruel was a veteran read
ing teacher, but every word she gave them 
seemed gone by the next week. They would 
stare at their readers and Ruel could see 
them struggling, as though the shapes had 
blurred before them. 

What was she doing wrong? 
Then in 1976, intrigued by a controversial 

idea that was gaining momentum among a 
few teachers, Ruel decided to try something 
so different that she was not certain the 
school administration would even allow it. 
Working in secret, she and her Spanish
speaking aide sat down together and wrote 
an entire first-grade reading primer in Span
ish. 

Ten words a week, Ruel told the aide-two 
characters. a boy and a girl, admiring 
spring. Mariposa. Butterfly. El Pajaro 
Vuele. The bird flies. Ruel ran the pages off 
on the school mimeograph, the aide 
watched the door to make sure no one was 
coming, and with no advance warning Ruel 
presented her Spanish-speaking first-grad
ers one day with a small stapled volume 
written entirely in their own language. 

All at once, Ruel says now, she had a 
roomful of voracious readers. She had chil
dren who ran to her at the end of each day 
to ask what stories or new sentences they 
might take home that night. "We could not 
keep up with them," she said recently. "I 
thought, God, it's fabulous, it's just fabu
lous. They started to read like normal first
graders read." 

And as Barbara Ruel sat back in the 
nearly deserted lunchroom at Hoover Ele
mentary and remembered those children, a 
single glimpse through the open classroom 
doors nearby might have hinted at the 
breadth of the change in the decade since 
Ruel stapled together her primers. The 
school district's hard-bound Spanish readers 
lay in fat stacks on the bookshelves wall
length dual alphabet charts displayed the 
Spanish ll and ch, and a bright construction
paper leprechaun smoked a pipe under the 
large bulletin board letters that identified 
him: El Duende. 

Ten years ago, spurred by a Supreme 
Court decision arguably as significant for 
non-English-speaking students as Brown v. 
Board of Education was for black students, 
the U.S. Office of Education began a nation
wide effort whose premise was unprecedent
ed in American education. The scope was 
massive, affecting school districts from 
southern Florida to the Alaskan bush. 
Wielding educational research and the new 
mandate of the Supreme Court, officials de
clared that in the American public school 
system, every non-English-speaking child 

below high school age had a right to be 
taught in his own language-to learn basic 
subjects from a bilingual teacher so the 
child might develop self-confidence, sharpen 
his thinking skills and keep from falling 
behind in school while he was mastering 
English. 

It was called "bilingual education," and 
the clamor it raised was tremendous, from 
the legislative battles to the heated school 
board meetings to the teachers who stopped 
speaking to each other in faculty lunch
rooms. In the modem history of this na
tion's public schools, nothing except racial 
desegregation has so thoroughly entangled 
the classroom with intense feelings about 
ethnicity, politics and the meaning of be
coming an American. 

And although the outcry has quieted since 
the public debates of the early 1980s, the di
lemmas of bilingual education have not. If 
you set out this year on a random tour of 
American classrooms, you would find, 
amidst teachers still deeply divided about 
the idea, half a million children now en
rolled in what their schools call bilingual 
education-an effort that is costing local 
school boards and the federal government 
about $500 million a year. 

You would find young Boston Haitians 
learning culture in Creole, and Mississippi 
Indians learning to read in Choctaw, and 
children of Michigan immigrants learning 
history in Albanian and Arabic. You would 
find math workbooks in Spanish, Italian 
reading primers, Chinese vocabulary cards, 
Navaho storybooks, an Earth sciences text 
in Laotian, a U.S. history text in Vietnam
ese, and color and shape charts written in 
the Filipino dialect Tagalog. 

You would find a young Oakland teacher, 
the walls of her classroom bright with two
language vocabulary posters, walking the 
narrow rows between desks and announcing 
the words for the day's spelling test. "In 
English-see. 'I will see who studied.' " A 
pause for the careful penciling of a few of 
the children, and then: "En Espanol-pan. 
'Me gusta el pan.' " I like bread. And the 
rest of the children hunch over their 
papers, murmuring the sentence as they 
write. 

You would visit a Spanish bilingual class 
whose teacher speaks no Spanish; a bilin
gual Cambodian class whose teacher speaks 
no Khlner; a bilingual Chinese class whose 
teacher has no intention of learning Chi
nese and believes most dual-language educa
tion has no place in the taxpayer-funded 
schools of an English-speaking society. 

You would watch attorneys and adminis
trators grapple over major bilingual-educa
tion lawsuits in Illinois, California and Colo
rado. You would hear immigrant parents 
insist on English-only classes, and immi
grant parents demanding improved bilin
gual classes. You would pick up studies that 
variously claim bilingual education im
proves, impairs or has no effect on academic 
performance. 

And you might come across a school or 
two like Hoover Elementary, where for all 
their uncertainty and occasional misgivings, 
Barbara Ruel and her colleagues say what 
sells them on bilingual education is the chil
dren around them-children they believe 
would have withdrawn into failure under a 
constant barrage of English. 

". . . Almost frightened to death," Ruel 
said, remembering Valentina, who came to 
Ruel's first-grade classroom three years ago 
from an elementary school where the child 
had been in English-only classes. "I remem
ber my aide and I welcoming her, and her 

little face kind of-'Oh, my God, I can relax. 
Somebody's saying something I can under
stand for the first time in two years.' " 

A decade of argument might be read into 
the slow unclenching of that small girl's 
face, in a Mexican-born schoolchild's discov
ery that she needed no English to make 
sense of her surroundings. A visitor to 
Hoover need drive less than 10 minutes to 
find junior high school teachers who think 
of "that warm little cocoon," as one social 
studies teacher called the elemeni;ary-level 
bilingual program, as a well-intentioned 
trap that produces seventh-graders unable 
to speak or write coherent English. 

And the most fervent of bilingual educa
tion's supporters include scores of men and 
women who have never forgotten how it felt 
to be a Valentina years ago. Beatriz Arias, a 
Stanford education professor whose Mexi
can-born father sent her to a Los Angeles 
kindergarten in the early 1950s, still remem
bers being locked into a supply closet every 
time she spoke Spanish in the classroom. 
Louise Kinsley, an Arizona Navaho woman 
who is now 29, was in second grade when 
her Bureau of Indian Affairs schoolteacher 
drew a small circle on the blackboard and 
then demanded that Kinsley stand before 
the class with her nose pressed into the 
circle-the classroom punishment for speak
ing Navaho in school. 

No one punished Kinney Kinmon Lau for 
speaking Chinese at Jean Parker Elementa
ry School in San Francisco, but no one 
taught him in Chinese, either. He was 6 
years old, the son of an immigrant carpen
ter in San l<"'Tancisco's Chinatown, when a 
young lawyer in 1970 happened to find 
Kinney "languishing," as the lawyer puts it, 
in a first-grade class that treated him like 
any other San Francisco first-grader-the 
class was all in English, with no special 
courses like English as a Second Language 
to help a child who had grown up speaking 
Cantonese. 

"Sink-or-swim" is the bilingual teachers' 
nickname for classes like that-you either 
master English, in what popular if arguable 
notions of American history insist is the 
time-honored manner, or you pass beneath 
the waves. In Lau v. Nichols, as the case 
came to be called, the Supreme Court ruled 
for the fi.'"St time that sink-or-swim violated 
the Civil Rights Act, which prohibits dis
crimination by racial or national origin in 
any program receiving federal financial 
help. "There is no equality of treatment 
merely by providing students with the same 
facilities, textbooks, teachers, and curricu
lum," wrote Justice William O. Douglas in 
January 1974, "for students who do not un
derstand English are effectively foreclosed 
from any meaningful education." 

The court did not mandate bilingual edu
cation; it simply mandated that students re
ceive some special help. But when the De
partment of Health, Education and Wel
fare's Office of Education convened a panel 
to draw up guidelines for federal enforce
ment of the Lau ruling, the panel members 
in 1975 decided after some argument that 
the government's preferred approach-di
rectly affecting about 500 school districts, 
and strongly influencing many subsequent 
state education laws-was the controversial 
and politically-loaded practice of dual lan
guage teaching in the schools. 

"I don't think people realized how big it 
was," said Edward de Avila, an Oakland
based educational consultant who helped 
prepare the government guidelines. "I know 
I didn't.'' 
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STRUGGLING IN REDWOOD CITY 

Patty Swanson, her blond hair tucked 
under a small purple beret, dropped into an 
undersized wood chair one recent afternoon 
at Hoover Elementary and offered up the 
problem of Gloria. Gloria Cher real name 
has been changed at Swanson's request) is 
in Swanson's bilingual fifth-grade class. The 
child came to Hoover in fourth grade, shy, 
just up from Mexico, speaking no English. 
Into a bilingual class she went-Hoover's 
Hispanic population is so large now that 
nearly every class is bilingual-and she 
began reading, as the Spanish speakers gen
erally do at Hoover, in Spanish. 

Two years later, Gloria is uneasy about 
English and is still reading in Spanish. 
When she has to get up in science class to 
present her work group's report on the re
sults of their experiment, she struggles 
through the English words, glancing down 
at her notes to remember how to put the 
sentences together. On the face of it, Swan
son said, Gloria looks like fodder for the bi
lingual-education opponents who complain 
that the "crutch" of Spanish teaching keeps 
children from fluency in English. 

But Swanson has seen what she believes 
happens to the Glorias who get no teaching 
in Spanish-who are immersed into tradi
tional English classrooms and then pulled 
away each day for a brief session in English 
as a Second Language. Those ESL courses 
are what Swanson used to teach. Every day, 
in a rural school on the northern California 
coast, she led Spanish-speaking children 
through the workbooks offered in ESL. 
What's this? It's a book. What's this? It's a 
pen. 

Half the kids I worked with became big 
behavior problems," Swanson said. "They 
were so frustrated. They were so 
angry ... Of the group, about a third of 
them survived and will do quite well. But 
those are the numbers you're working with 
in immersion." 

And Gloria? To hurry her into English, 
Swanson is preparing her for English read
ing and is trying not to speak Spanish to 
her any longer. "Maybe in immersion she 
would have been forced ... " Swanson 
mused. "But her conceptual stuff-she 
wouldn't have any idea who Christopher 
Columbus was. She wouldn't know the dif
ference between transparent and opaque, or 
what causes a shadow." 

Swanson nodded toward the other end of 
the classroom, where a curly-haired boy in 
fashionably baggy slacks was offering some 
arithmetic advice and horsing around in 
both English and Spanish. "Look at that 
kid-he's beaming with confidence," she 
said. "In math he's at the top of his class, 
because he hasn't missed out on concepts." 

So when the class ranges from monolin
gual Anglos to Mexicans barely settled in 
this country, how does a bilingual fifth
grade teacher cope? 

This is how: She has four different read
ing groups, one in English, one in Spanish 
and two just switched over from Spanish to 
English and working through lower-level 
books. She assigns and writes compositions 
in whatever language the student is current
ly reading. She teaches ESL every morning, 
sends the whole class out to a sp~cial bilin
gual science workshop, sprinkles Spanish 
into her arithmetic lessons when the chil
dren seem to have trouble understanding, 
and sandwiches chunks of English teaching 
between tutoring sessions with children who 
need the ideas explained in Spanish. 

"You just sort of look at your class and 
feel it out," Swanson said. 

It is complicated and demanding-her 
training never prepared her for classes that 
include immigrant children who didn't start 
school until they were 12-and it is precisely 
what Swanson wants to do. She is part of a 
new generation of Redwood City teachers
women and men hired under a controversial 
1981 board resolution to accept only teach
ers trained to work in two languages. School 
districts across the country reacted any 
number of ways to the bilingual mandates 
forced on them by federal guidelines and 
new state laws: some ignored them, some 
handed the responsibility to bilingual but 
otherwise ill-qualified teaching aids, and 
some, like Redwood City, scrambled to 
snatch up the few bilingual teachers who 
were emerging with at least some theoreti
cal training in dual-language teaching. 

"You've got to compete," said Connie Wil
liams, the energetic administrator who five 
years a.go began setting up the city's bilin
gual program. "If you just wait for bilingual 
teachers to come to you, they don't come." 

On pa.per, two years after the full comple
ment of bilingual teachers finally settled in 
at Hoover, there is not a great deal to show 
for Williams' efforts so far. The test scores 
are mixed, with some showing slight im
provement and some showing none. And 
there is little enthusiasm at the two junior 
high schools that take Hoover students; a 
dozen teachers, interviewed at random, said 
either that they could see no difference be
tween the bilingual-class children and chil
dren taught in traditional classes, or that 
they believed the bilingual classes were 
keeping some students from learning Eng
lish. 

"Enormous numbers of kids I get in my 
class say they've been here [in the United 
States] four and five years, and they don't 
have the English language skills that kids 
who haven't been in the bilingual program 
have," said Diane Davoli, a social studies 
teacher at Kennedy Junior High. Like the 
other teachers interviewed, she was not cer
tain what students had gone to which 
schools-whether the children she was de
scribing went through five years of bilingual 
classes, or even whether they were telling 
the truth about how long they had been in 
the country. 

"Of course the scores are low," Swanson 
said heatedly over the faculty lunchroom 
table. "They're testing kids who have only 
been in school one or two years." 

"They're probably comparing [them to] 
middle-class kids," said Barbara Ruel, the 
teacher who experimented with Spanish 
reading nine years ago. "And I think that·~ 
unfair, I really do. And I don't think they're 
doing it because they're bad teachers. I 
think they're doing it because they don't 
understand the complexities ... Perhaps if 
some of those teachers worked over here for 
a while-with any amount of feeling, they 
would understand." 

IN A CHILD'S SHOES 

Ruel has no classroom now; she works as a 
resource teacher, helping plan other teach
ers' curriculums. She is one of the English 
speakers who promised in writing that she 
would pass a test in Spanish competency 
and "cultural understanding." She studied 
for two years, and then four years later, by 
then a 43-year-old schoolteacher with 20 
years' classroom experience, she reported 
for her test. 

The examiner was a young Mexican
American woman who read an article in 
rapid Spanish and asked Ruel to respond. 
Ruel does not remember now what the arti
cle was about, but she was certain, as she lis-

tened, that it had nothing to do with the 
words you use to teach first-graders to read. 

She remembers the blood draining from 
her face. If seemed to her all at once that 
she must be feeling precisely what a 7-year
old Mexican immigrant feels the first time a 
teacher calls on him in English. 

Ruel failed the examination. The news 
came by mail, some weeks later. She had 
passed the "cultural understanding" section, 
but she had failed the language test, and 
she needed both. She believes she is still an 
entirely capable Spanish reading teacher, 
and that although she has not been asked 
to leave Hoover, she would go if they 
wanted her to. 

But she will not go through the examina
tion again. 

[From the Washington Post, July 8, 19851 
FOR TEACHERS, 10 YEARS OF TRIAL AND 

ERROR-BILINGUAL PROGRAMS DISMAY AD
VOCATES, CRITICS 

<By Cynthia Gorney) 
0AKLAND.-On March 1, nine years after 

state officials first began requiring bilingual 
education for children who speak another 
language more fluently than they speak 
English, the California State Education 
Code finally caught up with Franklin Ele
mentary School. 

Spurred by an Oakland parents' lawsuit 
demanding improved bilingual classes city
wide, a judge ordered the city's schools into 
compliance with the state guidelines that 
map out the largest bilingual education 
effort in the nation. In California, if an ele
mentary school has one grade with at least 
10 limited-English students from a particu
lar language group, the school has to offer a 
bilingual class just for them. 

Inside Franklin, which sits in the midst of 
inexpensive rental housing that attracts 
new immigrants, 14 languages are spoken in 
the course of a normal school day. Accord
ing to state regulations, the school was sup
posed to offer bilingual classes in Canton
ese, Spanish, Vietnamese, Laotian, the Cam
bodian language Khmer and the Ethiopian 
language Tigrinya. 

So this is what happened at Franklin: 
Priscilla Mcclendon, a fifth-grade teacher 

who jokes that she finds challenge aplenty 
in just mastering English, was assigned a 
group of fourth- and fifth-grade Cambodi
ans and told to promise in writing that she 
would learn Khmer. 

Francesca Ferrari was assigned a collec
tion of first- to third-grade Ethiopians and 
told to promise in writing that she would 
learn Tigrinya. Since state law requires at 
least one-third of the children in a bilingual 
class to be native English speakers, she got 
some of those, too-eight black American 
children and one Hispanic girl whose 
mother had just pulled her out of a Spanish 
bilingual class because she thought her 
daughter wasn't learning enough English. 

Pat Eimer! lost her Cambodian-Vietnam
ese-Ethiopian-Thai-Hispanic sixth grade, 
which on the books had been labeled a Cam
bodian bilingual class, since Eimer! had ear
lier promised in writing to learn Khmer. 
Her new students, all of whom filed in one 
afternoon carrying the contents of their 
former desks, are Cantonese-speaking Viet
namese, Eimer! was told to promise she 
would learn Cantonese, since this was now 
supposed to be a Chinese bilingual class, but 
for weeks she refused to sign the promise. 

"See, with Cambodian I'm safe, because 
there aren't any classes," Eimer! said <she 
meant language classes for teachers) on the 
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morning of the class shift. She was standing 
in the hallway, watching 11-year-old Asian 
boys wander back and forth in search of the 
right classrooms, and she was so angry her 
voice shook. "But there are Chinese classes. 
I've got three kids. I'm 40 years old. I'm not 
about to go try to learn Chinese." 

WHO'S BEING SERVED? 

Ten years ago, when federal officials 
began their unprecedented push for bilin
gual education in public schools across the 
country, grand hopes and promising re
search armed them against their critics. 
High school dropout rates for Hispanics 
were far higher than those for white stu
dents, they observed; here, they argued, was 
a possible remedy. Theory and their own 
convictions convinced them that students 
who learned at least part time in their 
native language had a much better chance 
in the schools; they would keep up academi
cally, they would maintain their self-esteem, 
and they might in the end become literate 
and articulate in two languages. 

A decade later, with half a million chil
dren enrolled in what their schools describe 
as bilingual programs, much of the whole 
enterprise has dismayed both its longtime 
critics and some of the people who most ar
dently believe in bilingual education. Na
tional Hispanic high school dropout rates, 
although not reliably monitored, are as high 
as ever; just under 40 percent, according to 
estimates by the Washington-based Nation
al Hispanic Policy Development Project. 
Teachers from San Francisco to Providence 
can be heard complaining that bilingual 
classes hold students back or keep them 
away from English. A U.S. Department of 
Education study, published in 1983 to vehe
ment criticism from many bilingual educa
tors, found "no consistent evidence" that 
dual-language instruction improved stu
dents' academic progress. 

And bilingual advocates say schools are 
slapping the "bilingual" label on classes 
that have almost nothing to do with dual
language teaching. They also say that be
cause some states don't require bilingual 
education and some schools ignore their 
own state requirements, more than three
quarters of the limited-English-speaking 
children in this country are receiving no 
dual-language instruction at all. 

"What's going on in 90 percent of the 
classrooms in this country is a joke in re
spect to what bilingual education ought to 
be," said Duane Campbell, a Spanish-Eng
lish bilingual teacher who now works in the 
bilingual teacher training program at Cali
fornia State University at Sacramento. 
"And if you're going to tell me that doesn't 
work, I'll agree with you. It doesn't work." 

Campbell, an Iowa-born Anglo, sounds a 
little more embittered than many of his col
leagues. Franklin is in more linguistic tur
moil than most neighborhood schools. But a 
Washington Post inquiry into public school 
bilingual education found similar heat and 
frustration among teachers, parents, admin
istrators and researchers-many of whom 
are still at odds about the classroom efforts 
public schools are calling bilingual educa
tion. 

There is nothing simple about this. Like 
many broad public school programs, the 
term "bilingual education" covers such vast 
territory-gifted teachers and dreadful 
teachers, imaginative new workshops and 
rote learning in overcrowded classrooms
that it defies the kind of generalizations 
people seem to want when such a controver
sial idea is proposed as public policy. So 
complex is the argument that critics and ad-

vocates cannot even agree on how many 
children in this country come to school with 
what the jargon calls "limited English profi
ciency"; the estimates range from 1.5 mil
lion to 3.5 million. 

But a look at the problems in this massive 
undertaking, the business of helping immi
grant schoolchildren in their own language, 
might begin at Franklin Elementary, or 
Franklin Year-Round, as the school is now 
officially named: its side-by-side buildings 
now hold children in a schedule that has 
eliminated the summer break. Down the 
long hallways, the bulletin boards all acolor 
with spring tulips and construction paper 
Humpty-Dumptys, doorways frame bright 
classrooms crowded desk to desk with the 
children of the new immigration. Phum
puang Phaisan, Khadihaj Muhammed, 
Phonevil Pomsouvanh, Kai-Phong Mack, 
Alejandro Esparza-the names, in careful 
block lettering, fill pink and green class lists 
on the desk of Franklin's harried bilingual 
coordinator, and next to each name the nu
merical code for the language the child 
brought to school: Khmer, Tigrinya, Lao
tian, Cantonese, Spanish. 

"If you figure just the amount of time, 
money and education disruption ... the fact 
that English speakers have zero rights ... 
this has been costly as hell," said Martha 
Muller, the coordinator who for the last 
three months has been shuffling and re
shuffling names into lists that will comply 
with California state education laws. "The 
law is not meant for this kind of school. It is 
meant for a nice, neat, orderly Spanish-Eng
lish population, or a Chinese-English popu
lation, or something. But it's not meant for 
a multilanguage school." 

"Now that we're in compliance, it's just as 
ridiculous as when we were out of compli
ance," said Michael Phillips, who teaches 
his combined fourth- and fifth-grade class 
in both English and the Vietnamese he 
learned in preparation for a year's special 
military assignment in Vietnam. "So all my 
English-speaking kids have to sit there and 
wait while I'm translating for the Vietnam
ese. Now who's being served there?" 

As chaotic as it is at this school, with 
nearly every morning bringing new immi
grants to the front office to enroll their 
children, bilingual education at Franklin is 
in some of the same trouble that has 
plagued schools across the country for the 
last decade. It begins with California state 
law-a law, similar to those in some of the 
22 states that mandate or permit bilingual 
classes, that lays out the number of speak
ers of any single language that is supposed 
to trigger a bilingual class. 

It was violations of that requirement, 
among many other complaints, that moved 
a group of Oakland parents last fall to bring 
what turned into a bitterly argued lawsuit 
that accused the city school board of caus
ing "irreparable injury" to thousands of stu
dents by failing to offer them bilingual 
classes. The documentation listed Franklin 
as one of the worst offenders: the school 
was missing teachers or aides in five lan
guages, including Laotian and Tigrinya. 

How does a school find candidates for a 
job like that? School officials actually inter
viewed a few people, Franklin principal Jay 
Cleckner said, although lawyers for the par
ents' group insisted Oakland had done far 
too little recruiting and hiring. But almost 
nobody qualified as an American classroom 
teacher, Cleckner said. And if a few spoke 
English well enough to work as classroom 
aides, he said, he could not keep them in 
part-time jobs that paid about $5 an hour 

and offered no benefits. "I have interviewed 
for aides and for teachers, people who are 
very qualified," Clecker said. "But they can 
go back to work for four times what I can 
pay them, and I tell them, 'Go. Take care of 
yourself.'" 

The national shortage of qualified teach
ers has for some years been one of bilingual 
education's major problems. There is not a 
single Khmer- or Hmong-speaking creden
tialed teacher in California, which has the 
nation's highest numbers of refugees from 
Cambodia and the part of Laos that was 
home to the Hmong people. Even qualified 
teachers who speak fluent Spanish are in 
short supply in many states; when Houston 
bilingual administrator Delia Pompa was 
presented this year with the revised Texas 
mandates for bilingual education through 
fifth grade, she calculated that even with 
extensive recruiting and $1,500 bonuses for 
the mostly Spanish-speaking dual-language 
teachers, conventional teaching patterns 
were going to leave the district short 400 
teachers qualified to work in two languages. 

"Before, when Hispanics went to college, 
they went into teaching," said Pompa, who 
plans to accommodate the shortage by class
room rearrangements like teacher pairing. 
"Hispanics are starting to go into other pro
fessions . . . Teaching, and education in gen
eral, is going through a low period. Teach
ing isn't looked at as a real respected profes
sion. You're looking at a lot of problems.'' 

Hardly anybody ser~ously expects Frank
lin's elementary school teachers to learn 
Khmer or Laotian in their spare time. But 
one of the ways many areas have adapted to 
the shortage is by asking teachers to sign up 
for courses in languages that seem more 
manageable to learn. In California, state fig
ures show that fully half the "bilingual" 
teachers are regular teachers who have 
pledged to learn dual-language teaching 
methods and become fluent in a second lwl
guage <usually Spanish, but occasionally 
English) while a bilingual aide helps them 
with the children. 

That leads to a whole new set of problems. 
How well those teachers are actually learn
ing both the language and the complicated 
business of dual-language teaching varies 
wildly from school to school, particularly 
since many principals are dubious about the 
idea to begin with. One elementary school 
will house an after-hours class for teachers 
genuinely committed to learning Spanish, 
and usually doing so on their own time; a 
second will sign up "bilingual" teachers whc 
plainly have little interest in ever learning 
more than a few words of the language. 
Even when they do try, bilingual advocates 
sometimes wonder what comes of their ef
forts: a Hispanic attorney tells of the newly 
trained Texas teacher who stood before a 
parents' group and began, "Damas y cabal
los," which is a salutation of sorts; it means 
"Ladies and horses." 

And the proceedings inside the dual-lan
guage class are only as effective as the 
teacher who runs it. In visits this spring to 
more than 20 bilingual classrooms, a report
er watched one bilingual teacher review 
long division in English scarcely intelligible 
through his Spanish accent, and another 
teacher who spoke no Spanish and left all 
the Spanish business to an aide she clearly 
distrusted: "I don't even think she's grad
uated from high school," the teacher con
fided. 

Here were teachers translating right 
through history and arithmetic lessens, de
spite linguists' warnings that simultaneous 
translation is the least effective bilingual 
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teaching method because it lets the student 
listen to the language he knows best. Here 
were teachers frustrated by school systems 
that hurried children into full-time English 
so fast that, as the teachers saw it, some of 
the point of bilingual education was being 
lost-the idea that children's English work 
will be stronger and more confident if they 
are allowed to fully develop and work in 
their own language at least part time for 
more than a year or two. 

Here were teachers so tired of the whole 
bilingual effort-of juggling multiple two
language reading groups, battling supervi
sors and watching children's confusion 
when a school offered them dual language 
at one grade but then abruptly not at an
other-that the teachers had finally bailed 
out. "You go crazy-that's why a lot of bi
lingual teachers go out of the program, be
cause they can't handle it," said Erlinda 
Griffin, a quadrilingual Filipino who left bi
lingual teaching seven years ago for a 
school supervisorial job in the central Cali
fornia farm city of Fresno. Griffin believes 
bilingual education theory, and she has seen 
programs that seem to her to use it success
fully. "But unfortunately, they were in the 
minority-there were so few of them." 

And here, too, were teachers, nearly all of 
them monolingual English speakers, con
vinced that the bilingual classes they had 
seen were in large part misguided efforts 
that held a lot of children back. An Arizona 
teacher remembered Geme, her Navaho stu
dent who had sat through five years of bi
lingual classes before somebody realized the 
boy was having trouble because he had 
spoken scarcely a word of Navaho before he 
came to school. A suburban San Francisco 
teacher remembered Spanish-speaking chil
dren whc never seemed to make the prom
ised transition into English. A Rhode Island 
counselor remembered the Puerto Rican 
boy, bewildered by his referral to bilingual 
classes, who told the counselor in flawless 
English that he had grown up and gone to 
school in Lawrence, Mass. 

"This is the stuff that goes on all the 
time," the counselor said. "I think a lot of 
kids are kept in those programs simply to 
build up the numbers and justify the pro
grams. We've got kids in those programs 
who are fluent in English." 

If anybody does belong in bilingual class
es, who is it to be? To this day that gener
ates argument and still another set of com
plaints. Some states reserve bilingual classes 
only for children who speak Spanish or 
some other language, prompting complaints 
about ethnic and linguistic segregation. 
California requires them whenever possible 
to be in classes with native English speakers 
so the children won't be segregated and will 
have role models to help them learn the lan
guage. 

But that doesn't satisfy everybody either. 
Because most bilingual classes are designed 
as remedial programs, aimed at moving chil
dren into English as rapidly as possible, 
English-speaking parents have often been 
disappointed when they allow their children 
into bilingual classes in the hope that they 
will learn Spanish. And in towns like Fill
more, a heavily Hispanic southern Califor
nia farming community where the expan
sion of bilingual classes set off an angry 
Anglo protest this spring. English-speaking 
parents say their children waste time in a 
class taught partly in another language. 

"Who's going to meet my daughter's 
needs?" demanded Judy Collins, a Fillmore 
parent whose husband recently proposed a 
controversial city council-adopted resolution 

making English the "official language" of 
Fillmore. "The amount of time that teacher 
is speaking Spanish is time that my child is 
not getting English instruction," Collins 
said. 

It is complaints like these that have com
plicated the response to a generally unen
thusiastic 1983 bilingual-education report 
by two federal Department of Education re
searchers. At the request of a White House 
policy review group, the researchers exam
ined several hundred studies on bilingual 
education, many of which concluded that 
the classes had improved students academic 
performance, and found only 39 to be 
"methodologically acceptable." After ana
lyzing those 39 studies, the researchers re
ported bilingual education producing only 
mixed results. 

"Sometimes kids did better," said Depart
ment of Education analyst Keith Baker, the 
report's coauthor. "Sometimes it had no 
effect. And sometimes it had negative ef
fects." 

Baker and his partner, who have been 
criticized for their own methodology, sug
gested in the report that although limited
English-speaking children clearly needed 
some special attention, education officials 
might rethink their reliance on classes using 
native language-that full-time intensive 
English programs, for example, might be 
more effective in some cases. 

Would Franklin Elementary's Francesca 
Ferrari, facing her tiny Ellis Island of a 
classroom earlier this year, have done any 
of her students a greater service by using 
their own language? 

"This I do not know," she said. 
"I do not know what I really think about 

bilingual education," Ferrari said. 
When the Oakland parents' lawsuit was 

settled in May, with school officials commit
t.ing themselves to a considerable expansion 
of the bilingual staff, the central office fi
nally found some qualified teachers' aides 
for Franklin; a Tigrinya-speaking Ethiopian 
man now helps in Ferrari's classroom for 80 
minutes a day. And she welcomes his pres
ence, she said. He makes things easier for 
her. Last month they were working on sq 
words, and Ferrari did not have to go into 
contortions or bring lemons into class to ex
plain squirt and squint and squid. 

These are ideas the children would have 
grasped without translation, Ferrari said. 
Demonstrations, in her experience, are 
sometimes even more vivid than translation. 
But she is happy to have the aide anyWay
"gratefu!," Ferrari said. "I think it's a sense 
of security for the children to have him 
there, I really do." 

Her class no longer includes the Spanish
speaking child; it is now all Ethiopian and 
native English-speaking children, and in 
March, as a welcoming gesture, Ferrari put 
up an Ethiopian market poster and wrote 
the Tigrinya words for "How are you?" in 
big bright letters on a poster she taped to 
the classroom door. Camilla 'Ha. 

Some weeks later, in discret messages con
veyed through the principal's office, Ferrari 
was told that this had distressed the Ethio
pian families. Parents of all but three of her 
Ethiopian students indicated on signed 
forms that they wished their children 
taught exclusively in English, so Ferrari 
need no longer abide by her implausible 
promise to learn Tigrinya. 

"They don't want their culture brought 
in," Ferrari said. "They feel they can take 
care of that at home." She took the poster 
down and pulled Camilla Ha off the class
room door. 

[From the Washington Post, July 9, 19851 
"IMMERSION" SUCCESS FuELS DEBATE 

<By Cynthia Gorney) 
SAN F'RANc1sco.-In a classroom bright 

with wall decorations, a line of raggedly cut 
paper pandas stretched overhead, Liana 
Szeto sat cross-legged on the floor and ex
plained the morning game to the children 
around her. She would start with five plas
tic cubes and milk carton with the top cut 
off, and they were to close their eyes while 
she hid some of the cubes under the milk 
carton. Then they could count the remain
ing cubes and figure out how many she had 
hidden. 

Perhaps Sparky, Szeto suggested, might 
make the next guess. 

Jesse <Sparky) Manger, a small blond boy 
in standard-issue kindergarten blue jeans 
and sneakers, squeezed his eyes shut and 
covered them with his hands. "Sparky," 
Szeto said. "Gu yahp bihn yauh gei do go?" 

Just as she had all morning-Just as she 
does for every full school day in a classroom 
that includes white children, Chinese-Amer
ican children and a Chinese-Hispanic child
Szeto was speaking straight Cantonese. 

Sparky, whisking his hands away and 
gazing at the single cube left atop the milk 
carton, contemplated her question: yes, he 
could guess how many she had left inside. 
"Sei," he said. Szeto lifted the carton and 
clapped her hands in approval. Four. of 
course, was right. 

Liana Szeto, a 27-year old Hong Kong im
migrant who coaxes and performs her way 
through each day with a vigor that is 
almost exhausing to watch, speaks excellent 
English; she learned it beth ln her Hong 
Kong schools and in the Junior high schools 
she attended when her family first arrived 
in San Francisco. But many of her students 
don't realize she speaks any English at all. 
From the first day of school last September, 
confronted with 24 kindergarten children 
who by and large spoke not a word of Can
tonese, Szeto has never used English in her 
classroom. She uses posters, gestures, 
games, songs, repetition, theatrics, picture 
books, field trips and anything else she 
imagines might help her teach, but when
ever she speaks-from "Please take out your 
pencils" to "Let's tell the story of the five 
foolish fishermen!"-she speaks in Canton
ese. 

And Sparky Manger's mother Judy, an 
American Airlines ticket agent who has 
cringed at most American's inabiliiy to 
manage other languages, is delighted. "With 
China becoming a world power, in his life
time, it's really going to be beneficial for 
him to learn Chinese," she said. "I thought 
he was going to come home and say, 'Mom, 
what have you done to me?' And he's never 
once said anything to me about that. He 
loves it ... Now he tells me his name is 
Jesse Wong sometimes." 

There is a label in educationalese for the 
work Szeto is doing with these children, all 
of whom were sent to West Portal School 
because their parents wanted to experiment 
with a teaching method now being tried in 
at least 18 public school districts around the 
country. It is called language immersion, 
and although the teaching varies from 
school to school, the principle is the same: 
English-speaking children, principally from 
homes where nothing but English is spoken, 
spend either part or all of their days in 
classes conducted entirely in another lan
guage. 

In Baton Rouge, La., fourth-grade chil
dren last month were discussing the tax 
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system, studying the Louisiana state govern
ment and answering written test questions 
about layers of the atmosphere-all in 
French. In Culver City, Calif., fifth-graders 
were working long-division problems and 
reading aloud stories about construction 
workers and shy cats-all in Spanish. 

There is Spanish immersion in Tulsa, 
French immersion in Montgomery County, 
German immersion in Milwaukee and Cin
cinnati. San Francisco school officials, al
ready immersing students into Spanish and 
Cantonese, are thinking of adding Manda
rin. And although some of the programs, 
like San Francisco's, are too new for any se
rious evaluation, many administrators have 
reported results comparable to those out of 
Canada, where for 20 years public schools 
have been offering French immersion that 
University of Southern California linguis
tics professor Stephen D. Krashen, has writ
ten "may be the most successful program 
ever recorded in the professional language
teaching literature." 

In the vast new array of efforts at teach
ing in two languages, no approach has been 
so carefully monitored, so widely praised for 
its effectiveness-and, in one of the more 
co.nplicated ironies of this whole controver
sial field, so disturbing to advocates of the 
more familiar theories of bilingual educa
tion, which insist that a child should learn 
to read and think first in his native lan
guage. The vision of these immersion class
es, of American-born children learning math 
and reading from teachers who never ad
dress them in English, has prompted oppo
nents of public bilingual education to ask 
the obvious question: If you can drop an 
English-speaking child into a special all
Spanish classroom and get him working and 
thinking in Spanish with no damage to his 
psyche or test scores, why can't you do the 
same thing in reverse? 

Isn't this a natural way to accustom Span
ish speakers to English without having to 
teach them reading and basic skills in Span
ish? 

School districts in several states are al
ready trying special all-English programs 
for Spanish-speakers, and the federal gov
ernment, both in U.S. Department of Edu
cation reports and in increased availability 
of special funds, has troubled bilingual-edu
cation advocates by showing considerable in
terest in the idea. And the heat this argu
ment has generated-some teachers and lan
guage experts use words like "a crock" and 
"a crime" to describe the practice of im
mersing Spanish-speakers into special all
English classes-is part of a quiet but spirit
ed national debate about America's attitude 
toward non-English languages, about the 
role of language in an immigrant society, 
about the ties between language and the 
human spirit. 

Show and tell, afternoon kindergarten 
and first-grade class, Culver City's El 
Rincon School, just outside Los Angeles. 
Irma Wright, her black hair curled and a 
carnation pinned to her lapel, summoned 
around her a noisy collection of children 
and announced who would begin. 

"Tu no eres primera," she admonished a 
small blond girl who had clamored to be 
first. "Cheryl es primera." 

The child nodded, resigned to the primacy 
of Cheryl, and said in English, "Can I be 
second?" 

Thus it went, the children-nearly every 
one of them from an English-speaking 
home-looking entirely unconcerned that 
their teacher spoke to them only in rapid, 
native Spanish. Cheryl showed off a stuffed 

gray bear that she said belonged to her 
mother, and Wright asked, "Quien le dio eso 
a tu madre?" Nobody had given it to her 
mother, Cheryl answered. "She saw it and 
she got it in a store." 

"Que tiene este oso en la nariz?" Wright 
asked, wondering what was appliqued on 
the end of the bear's nose. The children 
knew a heart when they saw one: "Un cora
zon!" they cried. 

Irma Wright, a Hispanic woman who grew 
up in El Paso, has been teaching the kinder
garten immersion class since 1971, when the 
Culver City schools opened the first U.S. 
version of the program that was generating 
so much interest in Canada. A school out
side Montreal, now in its 20th year, had set 
off the whole experiment when a group of 
Engligh-speaking parents asked for a dra
matic and effective way to teach their chil
dren French; by last year, according to an 
article in the Canadian magazine Language 
and Society, 115,000 Canadian children were 
studying in one of the French immersion 
programs now offered in every province. 

Culver City administrators, under the su
pervision of linguists at the University of 
California at Los Angeles, followed almost 
precisely the original Quebec model: no 
English at all for the first two years (al
though the children are free to speak Eng
lish, and the teacher must be bilingual so 
that she or he can understand and answer>; 
an hour a day of Engligh reading and lan
guage arts in second and third grades; and 
then a steady increase of English teaching 
time, until by the fifth grade students are 
doing more than a third of their classwork 
in English. "When they leave the elementa
ry school, they are functionally bilingual," 
said Eugene Ziff, the principal at El Rincon. 
"They can understand, read, write and 
speak Spanish in a functional manner, and 
they have done this without losing any of 
their basic skills in English." 

As he has done for dozens of uncertain 
parents, Ziff pulled out the mimeographed 
sheet listing El Rincon's most recent scores 
on the California Test of Basic Skills, which 
is administered in both English and Spanish 
to students in the immersion classes. In 1983 
the sixth-grade students were testing out a 
eighth-grade level on English vocabulary 
and comprehension. Language mechanics 
and expression, math concepts and compu
tation-all showed above average scores, and 
in the case of language expression, far 
above average. Only English spelling fell 
slightly short. 

As for their Spanish skills, the Spanish 
reading test scores are not quite up to the 
average for native language speakers, but a 
recent visit to Mary Nabours' fourth- and 
fifth-grade classroom, for example, was star
tling: children with names like Jennifer 
Feingold and Pentti Monkkonen read easily 
from their Spanish texts, or talked in Span
ish about characters in the story they had 
just finished, or worked in longhand on 
their definitions. 

"Catarata-cascada." Waterfall. "Caldo
liquido que se calienta.'' Broth-liquid that 
is heated. Their chatter with each other was 
in English, but at the small horse-shoe table 
where Nabours worked with one reading 
group at a time, only Spanish was allowed. 
Their accents ranged from good to nearly 
native; Nabours, who is American but lived 
in Mexico while studying Spanish, speaks 
with almost no trace of American accent. 
They discussed words like supongo, suppose, 
and interes, as in bank interest, and if their 
grammar was often not quite right, they 
plowed cheerfully through what they were 

trying to say. A lively red-haired girl, asked 
to escort the visitor down to the kindergar
ten, was asked in Spanish whether she 
found the two languages difficult to 
manage, and she said in slightly ungramma
tical but entirely unselfconscious Spanish, 
"No, because I'm used to it." · 

"They don't have any trouble getting 
across what they want to say," Nabours said 
between bites of a sandwich in the faculty 
lunchroom. "The program encourages crea
tivity in a certain way, but the main thing it 
encourages-this is my opinion; I can't 
prove it, but I feel it in every cell in my 
body-is this feeling of, 'I can' ... 'If I can 
speak Spanish, I can do anything. I can do 
math. I can do science. I can do anything.' " 

So why shouldn't it work in reverse? Why 
shouldn't Spanish speakers learn English 
the same way? 

To answer that, teachers like Nabours be
lieve, you must think about English and 
Spanish and the social roles they play here. 
The linguists who designed immersion pro
grams like Culver City's have insisted the 
programs be used only for children who 
speak English, children who will go straight 
into an English middle school, children 
whose families have sought out the second 
language and who will never, as long as they 
live in North America, risk losing the lan
guage they grew up with. 

CATERING TO ETHNIC GROUPS? 

One six-school program in San Diego is 
using the Culver City model on both Eng
lish and Spanish speakers, immersing them 
all into Spanish and then gradually working 
English into half the school day, but its goal 
is the same as Culver City's-to encourage 
bilingualism, and to celebrate the learning 
and reading of two languages rather than 
one. 

That very notion, the idea that schools 
should promote bilingualism and should 
hold advanced classes in both languages, 
has been thoroughly attacked during public 
debates over dual-language education for 
Hispanics. There is still a strong feeling 
among many teachers and parents' groups 
that American schools ought to be teaching 
in English that offering special classes for 
bilingual children amounts to catering to 
certain ethnic groups. Indeed, the word 
"maintenance," commonly used to describe 
classes in Spanish for fully bilingual stu
dents who want to sharpen their Spanish 
fluency, has developed so dangerous a reso
nance now that most teachers and adminis
trators hasten in interviews either to dis
tance themselves from it C"We don't believe 
in maintenance here") or to confide that 
they personally believe in it but that the 
district wishes only to have students move 
rapidly into full-time English. 

So when Spanish speakers are immersed 
into English, as several Texas school dis
tricts are now doing in a state-sponsored 
pilot program, no one imagines that they 
will gradually have Spanish worked back in 
to take over half their school day. The point 
is simply to teach them English, using tech
niques that have worked for Anglophones in 
places like Culver City: Speak nothing but 
English to the children, but let them use 
Spanish when they wish; use vocabulary 
and phrasing aimed at children just learn
ing the language; fill the gaps with posters 
and pantomime and things the children can 
touch. 

This is what it looked like on a recent 
morning in Houston: A plump, smiling 
teacher named Rachel Echavarry, travers-
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ing the rows of quiet children, held up small 
picture cards and waited for each response. 

"Jesus, what's this?" 
"It's a cat." 
"What's this?" 
"It's a cow." 
"Where is the cow?" 
Hesitation. Then, tentatively: "The cow

is in-the barn." 
There is nothing unique about a class like 

this; it is standard English as a Second Lan
guage <ESL> teaching, offered as part of 
many public schools' bilingual programs. 
The difference, at Gregory-Lincoln Educa
tion Center and the other Texas schools 
trying similar approaches, is that Jesus and 
his classmates are immersed in English all 
day long-they are never supposed to hear 
Spanish from their teachers. Indeed, many 
of the teachers at Gregory Lincoln do not 
know how to speak Spanish or any of the 
Indochinese languages nearly a quarter of 
the students arrive with; instead, in Satur
day workshops and in-class training, they 
have studied ESL teaching techniques. 

How well it works-whether these Texas 
children are having an easier time learning 
English while keeping up in their other 
classes-is still in some dispute. 

"Thank God for the English immersion," 
said Linda Hunter, a fourth-grade teacher 
now at her 10th year at Gregory Lincoln, 
which used to offer an hour a day of Span
ish-language instruction. Her colleague 
Sherilyn Kozodoy, a third-grade teacher 
whose class includes two Spanish-speaking 
children, agreed. "I had students in Cmy 
former school] who had been going to the 
bilingual classes for three or four years and 
still had difficulty with the English lan
guage," Kozody said. "They learn it much 
more slowly." 

Some teachers are similarly enthusiastic 
in Texas cities like McAllen, which has at
tracted national attention for its English 
immersion pilot; and in Virginia's Fairfax 
County, which for seven years has insisted 
on intensive English instead of dual-lan
guage instruction. But preliminary Texas 
data indicates so far that the immersion 
classes there, experimentally begun four 
years ago in cities that also offered bilingual 
programs, are producing English test scores 
no higher than those from the bilingual 
classes-and there are misgivings about the 
experiment even among some of the admin
istrators in charge of it. 

"I had had one teacher start crying and 
saying, 'Look. I can't do this, it's not fair to 
the kids,' " Said Delia Pompa, Houston's bi
lingual education administrator. "There 
were others, to be perfectly fair, who 
thought it was a good option . . . I'll be 
honest. I would prefer a dual language pro
gram, because I don't know what kind of 
cognitive deficits Cthe inimersion children] 
are going to have four or five years later. 
And I think there are going to be some." 

Wallace Lambert, the social psychologist 
and language expert who developed the first 
French immersion programs in Quebec, has 
argued for more than a decade that to use 
these techniques on language-minority chil
dren is, as he wrote in a 1984 California De
partment of Education volume, "not only 
wrong but dangerous." The danger, he 
argues, lies in what he calls "subtractive bi
lingualism"-the elimination in school of 
the language the child first used to think, to 
conceive ideas and accept who he is. 

"We are not removing their language 
from school," countered Sally Clyburn, 
acting instructional supervisor for the Hous
ton schools. "We are removing the language 

from instruction ... the students are using 
their native language. They can be seen 
walking to the school cafeteria, to and from 
the playground, using their native lan
guage." 

"The child is basicaly being told, 'Your 
language is not worth anything,' " said Wil
liam Prather, who teaches in Spanish to 
English speakers at Rock Creek Elementary 
School's Spanish immersion program in 
Chevy Chase and who thinks the approach 
is entirely wrong for non-English speakers. 
Teachers like Prather and Mary Nabours 
believe a child whose language is kept out of 
the classroom will probably lose much of it, 
if his is not the language of society at large, 
and that public schools do children a great 
disservice that way. 

"It's like taking a great gift and throwing 
it away-and some of us fight so hard to try 
and learn a new language," Nabours said. "I 
understand it's hard to get bilingual teach
ers. But I also believe America has a real 
problem in its understanding of the impor
tance of language . . . I don't consider a 
person educated unless he speaks another 
language. If you have a child who speaks 
Spanish, and you don't use that to teach 
him to read and write in that language, 
you're stealing from him. And you're steal
ing from society, because we need people 
who can speak those languages." 

FAIRFAX: "ENGLISH AND ONLY ENGLISH" 

<By Anndee Hochman> 
A filmstrip of "Cinderella" played to the 

small audience of fourth-, fifth- and sixth
graders in Susan Lawrence's Fairfax County 
classroom at Graham Road Elementary 
School one recent morning, and Rosa 
Garcia studiously ignored it. 

Instead, she bent over a reading work
book; looking intently at a row of tiny line 
drawings; a picture of a can, a table followed 
by the letter "s," a child with a spoon, a 
birthday cake. 

"Can tables eat cake?" she read haltingly 
to the teacher. Then she answered her own 
question, giggling along with Lawrence. 
"No,'' Rosa said. Tables, she knew, cannot 
eat cake. 

For seven years, Lawrence and other Fair
fax teachers of English as a Second Lan
guage <ESL> have relied exclusively on such 
books of word-picture diagrams, filmstrips, 
flashcards, charts, charades-and patient, 
continual repetition-to teach children like 
Rosa. Her teachers will never speak to her 
in Spanish, nor will they talk to her class
mates in their native Urdu, Farsi or Chi
nese. 

About 3,800 students-2 percent of the 
sprawling Fairfax County school popula
tion-are enrolled in ESL classes. Their pre
dominant languages are Korean, Spanish 
and Vietnamese, although many speak 
Arabic, Khmer, Chinese, Farsi, Japanese, 
Laotian and Urdu. In all, they speak 75 dif
ferent languages, and none of them is in a 
bilingual class. 

"When working with a child in the native 
language is working against the child learn
ing the English language, that's what I 
object to," said Esther Eisenhower, Fairfax 
County's ESL program coordinator. "In the 
name of a child 'feeling good' about being a 
Turk, he's graduating from high school with 
a fifth-grade competency in English." 

While bilingual education is an appealing 
notion in an ideal world, she said, there are 
few school systems with the funding, public 
support, native-language teaching materials 
and multilingual teachers to practice it ef
fectively. 

As proof the ESL program works, Fairfax 
educators point to test results-1980 and 
1981 tests showed ESL students meeting or 
exceeding local and national norms in most 
subjects-and fo children like Rosa, illiter
ate in her own language but now able to 
print words and chatter fearlessly in Eng
lish. 

Critics have claimed that affluent Fairfax 
County, where many students come from 
diplomatic and well-educated families, is not 
a fair setting to prove the worth of ESL 
teaching. 

"I don't think that argument holds,'' Ei
senhower said. "I could hardly say these are 
children of commanders of the Japanese 
navy or attaches in the Swedish Embassy." 
Sixty-two percent of ESL students, she 
pointed out, qualify for free or reduced
price lunches. 

Many of Fairfax's ESL students would 
probably be in ESL classes no matter where 
they were; few teachers around the country 
are qualified to teach bilingual classes in 
Asian or Indochinese languages. And there 
is an active debate about whether Asian or 
Indochinese students, generally perceived as 
academically successful despite their lan
guage problems, need bilingual classes at 
all-particularly the Vietnamese, with their 
widely publicized climbs to school honor 
rolls. 

Bilingual advocates have suggested that 
the newer waves of Indochinese immigrants 
will probably not do as well without bilin
gual education, since many of the earlier 
well-educated Vietnamese immigrants who 
often spoke two or three languages before 
they left Vietnam. The more recent immi
grants, they point out, include thousands 
whose backgrounds are more like those of 
many less educated and less literate Hispan
ic families. 

But Eisenhower and Lawrence believe the 
Fairfax plan will successfully move those 
children into English too. "I encourage 
them to read in their native language, to 
communicate with each other in their 
native language," Lawrence said. "But as far 
as the instruction goes, I feel English and 
only English is the best way." 

THE VALUE OF NATIVE LANGUAGE 

The argument over language immersion is 
not really about the merits of the few pro
grams now trying in some formal and moni
tored way to place non-English speaking 
children in special all-English classes. There 
are not very many of those programs-most 
are either small experiments or are aimed at 
childeren like the Indochinese, who often 
have no bilingual teachers available-and it 
is highly unlikely that in the near future 
they could replace bilingual classes. Federal 
funds that can be used for special English 
immersion programs are limited to less than 
10 percent of the $139 million budgeted for 
bilingual education this year. 

The battle over that funding was fierce, 
though, with bilingual education critics 
wanting much more of the budgeted money 
to be available to English immersion-type 
experiments. Bilingual education advocates 
fought back, some of them declaring that 
these special immersion classes were simply 
a convoluted path back to the days when 
schools openly sent Spanish and Chinese
speaking children to fend for themselves in 
standard all-English classes-the kind of ap
proach the Supreme Court prohibited 11 
years ago. 

So the argument is really about the value 
and meaning of native language in a child's 
schooling, and that makes it much bigger 
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and more complicated than the proceedings 
inside a few public school classrooms. "I 
think the issue becomes an emotional issue, 
and people stop looking at what kids need, 
a.nd what works for kids," said Houston's 
Delia Pompa. "It becomes in some ways a 
threat, and sometimes 'I-made-it-why-can't
they,' and sometimes people bring political 
baggage and emotional baggage to it. I 
think sometimes people miss the point." 

MORMON PIONEER DAY 
COMMEMORATION 

Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, I should 
like to encourage my colleagues to join 
with the Idaho delegation and commu
nities throughout Idaho in commemo
ration of Pioneer Day. One hundred 
and thirty-eight years ago on this day, 
July 24, the first pioneers from the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints, Mormons, entered the Salt 
Lake Valley in Utah. 

Bands of Mormon pioneers had 
begun leaving their homes in Nauvoo, 
IL, in 1846 after a history of religious 
persecution. Their homes and busi
nesses had been raided and burned. 
Their members and leaders had been 
tarred, feathered, and imprisoned 
under illegal sentences. Shortly after 
Missouri Governor Boggs signed an 
order calling for the extermination of 
the Mormons, Joseph Smith, the 
founder and president of the church, 
was shot and killed by a mob in the 
Carthage Jail. To escape this persecu
tion, the church, under the leadership 
of Brigham Young, left their newly
built homes and set off across the 
plains in search of a land amidst the 
mountain tops, a land where they 
would not be persecuted. 

During the long trek across the 
plains, the pioneers-some in wagons, 
some with handcarts, many on foot
experienced numerous hardships, in
cluding food shortages, diseases, ad
verse weather, and unfriendly Indians. 
Their grief over the loss of many loved 
ones during this time was relieved only 
by their belief that families would be 
reunited in a life to come. 

After what must have seemed like an 
endless struggle, they finally arrived 
at a point overlooking the Salt Lake 
Valley. Here Brigham Young, very ill 
himself, proclaimed, "This is the 
place." 

Following the lead of Brigham 
Young, the members soon set to work 
to make the land productive. Their 
lives depended on a good crop. 

Disaster nearly struck as their first 
crops of grain were infested with crick
ets. Then a most beautiful and wel
come sight occurred as great flocks of 
seagulls appeared and devoured the 
crickets. The farmers in southern 
Idaho today, I am sure, would be 
greatly pleased by a similar relief from 
grasshoppers. 

As new pioneer companies continued 
to arrive from the East, Brigham 
Young began to spread the settlers 

out, sending groups to build cities in 
Utah, Arizona, and Idaho. In fact, the 
first city in Idaho, Franklin, as well as 
many others, including Rexburg and 
Inkom, were established by these 
Mormon pioneers. 

In this, Idaho's 95th year of state
hood, I would like to salute the values 
brought to Idaho by these early pio
neers. The most obvious among these 
are self-dependence, charity, and hard 
work. 

The Mormons traditionally are self
dependent. They believe in a day's 
work for a day's pay. They maintain 
their own welfare system. Applicants, 
however, are encouraged first to ex
haust all other resources, including 
church job services and family mem
bers. Those who do receive welfare are 
asked to help with upkeep of the 
church or other such services. 

The Mormon people are known for 
their willingness to help others, re
gardless of belief. Church members 
donate their time to work on welfare 
farms, in Deseret Industries thrift 
stores, and in food-canning facilities. 
Food and basic supplies generated by 
this process are given to welfare recipi
ents and victims of disaster all over 
the world. Church members have been 
generous in donating their labor, such 
as in sandbagging and cleanup efforts 
in the 1976 Teton Dam flood. They are 
also generous in donating funds; this 
January, members of the church 
fasted one 24-hour period, giving 
money they normally would have 
spent on meals for the relief of hunger 
victims in Ethiopia. This special fast 
generated $6.5 million. 

The same spirit of hard work and 
perseverance that brought the first 
church members to Idaho remains 
with Idahoans today. Although Idaho 
is currently facing severe economic 
and agricultural problems, history 
shows that her people are strong and 
will pull themselves through tough 
spots to regain economic stability. 

I am proud to recognize today as 
Pioneer Day for the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, and I con
gratulate them for the contribution 
they have made to the State of Idaho 
and are continuing to make wherever 
they are found. It is values such as 
theirs that formed the cornerstone of 
our great Nation and continue to 
uphold the principles of government 
outlined by our Founding Fathers. 

MESSAGES FROM THE 
PRESIDENT 

Messages from the President of the 
United States were communicated to 
the Senate by Mr. Saunders, one of his 
secretaries. 

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES 
REFERRED 

As in executive session, the Presid
ing Officer laid before the Senate mes-

sages from the President of the United 
States submitting sundry nominations 
and a withdrawal which were referred 
to the appropriate committees. 

<The nominations and withdrawal 
received today are printed at the end 
of the Senate proceedings.) 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
UNITED STATES AND THE PEO
PLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA ON 
PEACEFUL USES OF NUCLEAR 
ENERGY-MESSAGE FROM THE 
PRESIDENT-PM 67 
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid 

before the Senate the following mes
sage from the President of the United 
States, together with accompanying 
papers; which was ref erred to the 
Committee on Foreign Relations: 

To the Congress of the United States: 
I am pleased to transmit to the Con

gress, pursuant to sections 123(b) and 
123(d) of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended <42 U.S.C. 2153 (b), 
(d)), the text of the proposed agree
ment between the United States and 
the People's Republic of China Con
cerning Peaceful Uses of Nuclear 
Energy, with accompanying annexes 
and agreed minute. The proposed 
agreement is accompanied by my writ
ten determination, approval, and au
thorization, and the Nuclear Prolif era
tion Assessment Statement by the Di
rector of the United States Arms Con
trol and Disarmament Agency con
cerning the agreement. The joint 
memorandum submitted to me by the 
Secretaries of State and Energy, 
which includes a summary analysis of 
the provisions of the agreement, and 
the views of the Director of the United 
States Arms Control and Disarma
ment Agency are also enclosed. 

The proposed agreement with the 
People's Republic of China has been 
negotiated in accordance with the Nu
clear Non-Proliferation Act, which sets 
forth certain requirements for new 
agreements for cooperation with other 
countries. 

It is the first peaceful nuclear coop
eration agreement with a Communist 
country and the only such agreement 
with another nuclear-weapon state 
<the United Kingdom and France are 
covered by U.S. agreements with EUR
ATOM>. 

During the last several years, the 
People's Republic of China has devel
oped ambitious plans for the installa
tion of a substantial number of nucle
ar power stations. The proposed agree
ment reflects the desire of the Gov
ernment of the United States and the 
Government of the People's Republic 
of China to establish a framework for 
peaceful nuclear cooperation. During 
the period of our negotiations and dis
cussions, China took several important 
steps that clarify its non-proliferation 
and nuclear export policies. Premier 
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Zhao has made important statements 
of China's non-proliferation policy 
that make clear that China will not 
contribute to prolif era ti on. Those 
statements have been endorsed by the 
National People's Congress, thereby 
giving them official status. Based on 
our talks with the Chinese, we can 
expect that China's policy of not as
sisting a non-nuclear weapon state to 
acquire nuclear explosives will be im
plemented in a manner consistent with 
the basic non-proliferation practices 
common to the United States and 
other suppliers. Further, in conjunc
tion with China's membership in the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, 
effective January 1, 1984, China has 
said that it will require IAEA safe
guards on its future nuclear export 
commitments to non-nuclear weapons 
states. 

This agreement will have a signifi
cant, positive impact on overall U.S.
China relations. It will provide the 
United States and its companies an op
portunity to participate in another 
aspect of China's energy programs, 
with possibly substantial economic 
benefit. The proposed agreement will, 
in my view, further the non-prolifera
tion and other foreign policy interests 
of the United States. 

I have considered the views and rec
ommendations of the interested agen
cies in reviewing the proposed agree
ment and have determined that its 
performance will promote, and will not 
constitute an unreasonable risk to, the 
common defense and security. Accord
ingly, I have approved the agreement 
and authorized its execution. 

I have also found that this agree
ment meets all applicable require
ments of the Atomic Energy Act, as 
amended, for agreements for peaceful 
nuclear cooperation and therefore I 
am transmitting it to the Congress 
without exempting it from any re
quirement contained in section 123(a) 
of that Act. This transmission shall 
constitute a submittal for purposes of 
both section 123(b) and 123(d) of the 
Atomic Energy Act. The Administra
tion is prepared to begin immediately 
the consultations with the Senate For
eign Relations and House Foreign Af
fairs Committees as provided in sec
tion 123(b}. Upon completion of the 30 
day continuous session period provided 
in section 123(b), the 60 day continu
ous session period provided for in sec
tion 123(d) shall commence. 

RONALD REAGAN. 

THE WHITE HOUSE, July 24, 1985. 

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE 
At 11:05 a.m., a message from the 

House of Representatives, delivered by 
Ms. Goetz, one of its reading clerks, 
announced that the House has passed 
the following bills, in which it requests 
the concurrence of the Senate: 

H.R. 729. An act to amend the Panama 
Canal Act of 1979 in order that claims for 
vessels damaged outside the locks may be 
resolved in the same manner as those ves
sels damaged inside the locks, and for other 
purposes; 

H.R. 1602. An act to amend the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 to authorize appro
priations for fiscal years 1986 and 1987; 

H.R. 1603. An act to amend the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 to authorize the Secu
rities and Exchange Commission to subject 
banks, associations, and other entities that 
exercise fiduciary powers to the same regu
lations as broker-dealers, pursuant to sec
tion 14Cb) of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934; 

H.R. 1802. An act to amend title 5, United 
States Code, to establish certain require
ments for the procurement by contract of 
certain services that are reserved for per
formance by preference eligibles in the com
petitive service; and 

H.R. 2455. An act to provide for the collec
tion of data about crimes motivated by 
racial, religious, or ethnic hatred. 

MEASURES REFERRED 
The following bills were read the 

first and second times by unanimous 
consent, and ref erred as indicated: 

H.R. 729. An act to amend the Panama 
Canal Act of 1979 in order that claims for 
vessels damaged outside the locks may be 
resolved in the same manner as those ves
sels damaged inside the locks, and for other 
purposes; to the Committee on Armed Serv
ices. 

H.R. 1602. An act to amend the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 to authorize appro
priations for fiscal years 1986 and 1987; to 
the Committee on Banking, Housing, and 
Urban Affairs. 

H.R. 1603. An act to amend the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 to authorize the Secu
rities and Exchange Commission to subject 
banks, associations, and other entities that 
exercise fiduciary powers to the same regu
lations as broker-dealers, pursuant to sec
tion 14<b> of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934; to the Committee on Banking, Hous
ing, and Urban Affairs. 

H.R. 1802. An act to amend title 5, United 
States Code, to establish certain require
ments for the procurement by contract of 
certain services that are reserved for per
formance by preference eligibles in the com
petitive service; to the Committee on Gov
ernmental Affairs. 

H.R. 2455. An act to provide for the collec
tion of data about crimes motivated by 
racial, religious, or ethnic hr:.tred; to the 
Committee on the Judiciary. 

ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTION 
PRESENTED 

The Secretary of the Senate report
ed that on today, July 24, 1985, she 
had presented to the President of the 
United States the following enrolled 
joint resolution: 

S.J. Res. 144. Joint resolution to authorize 
the printing and binding of a revised edition 
of Senate Procedure and providing the same 
shall be subject to copyright by the author. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
The following reports of committees 

were submitted: 

By Mr. DANFORTH, from the Committee 
on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 
with an amendment in the nature of a sub
stitute and an amendment to the title: 

H.R. 2796. An act to improve security 
standards for international air tr::..nsporta
tion. 

By Mr. DANFORTH, from the Committee 
on Commerce, Science, and Transportat ion, 
without amendment: 

S. Res. 203. An original resolution waiving 
section 402<a> of the Congressional Budget 
Act of 1974 with respect to the consider
ation of H.R. 2796; referred to the Commit
tee on the Budget. 

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND 
JOINT RESOLUTIONS 

The following bills and joint resolu
tions were introduced, read the first 
and second time 'by unanimous con
sent, and ref erred as indicated: 

By Mr. GRASSLEY (for himself, Mr. 
HEFLIN, Mr. THURMOND, Mr. BIDEN, 
Mr. DOLE, Mr. METZENBAUM, Mr. 
DECONCINI, Mr. KENNEDY, Mr. 
LEAHY, Mr. DENTON, Mr. McCONNELL, 
Mr. SIMON, Mr. DoMENICI, Mr. BENT
SEN, Mr. WEICKER and Mr. SASSER): 

S. 1487. A bill to amend section 504 of title 
5, United States Code, and section 2412 of 
title 28, United States Code, with respect to 
awards of expenses of certain agency and 
court proceedings, and for other purposes; 
considered and passed. 

By Mr. CHILES (for himself, Mr. AN
DREWS, Mr. INOUYE, Mr. PROXMIRE 
and Mr. DIXON): 

S. 1488. A bill to authorize appropriations 
for construction of certain highways in ac
cordance with title 23 of the United States 
Code, for highway safety and for other pur
poses; to the Committee on Environment 
and Public Works. 

By Mr. DURENBERGER: 
S. 1489. A bill to amend title XVIII of the 

Social Security Act with respect to the pay
ment amount for ambulatory surgical proce
dures, and for other purposes; to the Com
mittee on Finance. 

By Mr.ROTH: 
S. 1490. A bill to amend title 18, United 

States Code, to allow the imposition of the 
death penalty for espionage, and for other 
purposes; to the Committee on the Judici
ary. 

By Mr. HEINZ: 
S. 1491. A bill to amend part A of title IV 

of the Social Security Act to require St2,tes 
to utilize automated statewide management 
information systems; to the Committee on 
Finance. 

By Mr. HELMS: 
S. 1492. A bill to deny most-favored-nation 

trade status to Romania; to the Committee 
on Finance. 

By Mr. THURMOND (for himself and 
Mr. DECONCINI): 

S.J. Res. 171. Joint resolution proposing 
an amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States with respect to the length of 
the term of office of the President and Vice 
President and the number of terms a Presi
dent may serve; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

By Mr. DECONCINI: 
S.J. Res. 172. Joint resolution proposing a 

Constitutional Amendment to limit Con
gressional terms; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 
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By Mr. EAST (for himself, Mr. BoscH

WITZ, Mr. BURDICK, Mr. DOLE, Mr. 
EXON, Mr. GRASSLEY, Mr. HATCH, Mr. 
HEFLIN, Mr. HEL!d:S, Mr. JOHNSTON, 
Mr. LAUTENBERG, Mr. LEVIN, Mr. 
LAXALT, Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr. 
McCLURE, Mr. MuRKowsKI, Mr. 
NuNi~. Mr. RIEGLE, Mr. SASSER, Mr. 
SPECTER, Mr. STAFFORD, Mr. STENNIS, 
Mr. SYMMS, Mr. THuRMOND, Mr. ZoR
INSKY, and Mr. A£DNOR): 

S.J. Res. 173. Joint resolution to designate 
the Month of September 1985 as "National 
Sewing Month"; to the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 

By Mr. HEINZ (for himself, Mr. SPEC
TER, Mr. PELL, Mr. CHAFEE, Mr. KEN
NEDY, Mr. HATCH, and Mr. BRADLEY): 

S.J. Res. 174. Joint resolution to designate 
November 18, 1985, as "Eugene Ormandy 
Appreciation Day"; to the Committee on 
the Judiciary. 

SUBMISSION OF CONCURRENT 
AND SENATE RESOLUTONS 

The following concurrent resolutions 
and Senate resolutions were read, and 
referred <or acted upon), as indicated: 

By Mr.FORD: 
S. Res. 202. A resolution to urge negotia

tors for major league baseball owners and 
players to quickly settle their differences 
and avoid a scheduled playel'S' strike; to the 
Committee on Labor and Human Resources. 

By Mr. DANFORTH 
S. Res. 203. An original resolution waiving 

section 402<a> of the Congressional Budget 
Act of 1974 with respect to the consider
n.tion of H.R. 2796; to the Committee on the 
Budget. 

STATEMENTS ON INTRODUCED 
BILI~ .Al\"D JOINT RESOLUTIONS 

By Mr. CHILES <for himself, Mr. 
ANDREWS, Mr. INOUYE, Mr. 
PROXMIRE, and Mr. DIXON): 

S. 1488. A bill to authorize appro
priations for construction of certain 
highways in accordance with title 23 
of the United States Code, for high
way safety, and for other purposes; to 
the Committee on Environment and 
Public Works. 

FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY ACT 
•Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, today I 
am introducing legislation to extend 
and reauthorize Federal highway pro
grams for 4 years or for the period of 
fiscal year 1987 through fiscal year 
1990. 

My bill, the Federal Aid Highway 
Act of 1985, lays the base for a smooth 
transition to the 1990's when the 
Interstate System will be completed. It 
attempts to balance the need to pre
serve our existing highway system 
against the pressing need to build new 
capacity in the growth areas of our 
country. Finally, it looks beyond the 
Federal highway trust fund as the 
only source of funding for our high
way programs by permitting the use of 
tolls to help finance important, capac
ity enhancement highway projects 
around the country. This legislation, I 
believe, is both fiscally prudent and re
alistic as it does not increase highway 

authorizations beyond the levels that 
are now authorized for fiscal year 1986 
and, therefore, it does not require any 
new highway taxes to finance its sev
eral provisions. 

Mr. President, with the exception of 
the Interstate Construction Program, 
the last several decades have seen the 
Federal Highway Program emphasis 
shift to the preservation and restora
tion of the existing highways. This 
highway funding trend has ignored 
the growing and obvious need for new 
highways and the expansion and up
grading of existing highways. The 
need for new highway capacity does 
not exist only in Florida and other tra
ditional growth Sun Belt States, but it 
exists in every region of the country 
where pockets of growth and highway 
construction have developed. 

From the perspective of good trans
portation policy. we can no longer 
afford to only maintain or preserve 
our existing systems. We must also 
begin to address capacity problems. In 
attempting to meet both the need to 
preserve and expand our system of 
highways, the limitations cf Federal 
resources present an obvious chal
lenge. In order to meet this challenge 
while not increasing Federal taxes, my 
legislation proposes to permit States 
to build new facilities and substantial
ly expand existing facilities by using 
toll revenues-a financing option 
which is now severely limited by exist
ing law. 

I would like to now describe the 
main features of my legislation. 

First, the Interstate Construction 
Program is reauthorized fer 4 years at 
the curre~at level of $4 billion a year 
with the funds to be distributed under 
existing formulas. The $300 million 
discretionary program and the one
half percent minimum allocation for 
all States is retained. In order to accel
erate the completion of the Interstate 
System and meet the 1990 completion 
date, the bill would do the following: 
Most importantly. it would effectively 
remove the obligational ceiling for 
interstate construction. It would also 
permit States to transfer up to 10 per
cent of funds from other highway pro
grams, with the exception of bridge or 
safety programs, into the interstate 
p1"ogram to complete interstate gaps. 
Additionally, it would permit the ad
ministrative approval of the interstate 
cost estimates and the interstate sub
stitution cost estimates if the Congress 
fails to act on time. The repeated fail
ure of Congress over the last 3 years 
to approve the interstate cost esti
mates and the interstate substitution 
cost estimates in a timely manner has 
caused a great deal of disruption to 
the Interstate Construction Program. 

Finally, it would relax the require
ment for a 90-percent Federal contri
bution, giving States the option to use 
more than 10 percent of State and 
local funds on interstate construction 
projects. 

The second major feature of my bill 
is to expand and reinforce user fee 
philosophy by permitting toll revenues 
to supplement highway trust fund rev
enues. The use of toll financing would 
be limited to those projects which 
would be new construction or major 
reconstruction and would result in ad
ditional capacity to address congestion 
problems. Other significant features 
of my toll proposal would include the 
following: 

First, Federal participation in toll fi
nanced projects would be limited to 50 
percent; 

Second, the requirement to pay back 
the Federal Government for its invest
ment in a highway when an existing 
free road is tolled would be eliminated; 

Third, tolls would be permitted to 
remain in place on existing and future 
toll roads, bridges, and tunnels after 
the debt has been retired; and 

Fourth, toll revenues in excess of op
eration, maintenance, and debt retire
ment needs may be retained by the 
State to be used for other ground 
transportation projects in the State. 

A third major feature of the legisla
tion is the creation of a new National 
System of Highways. Creation of this 
new system defines a national focus 
and looks to the period beyond 1990 
when the Interstate Construction Pro
gram will be completed. It is created 
by combining the interstate 4-R or the 
Interstate Maintenance Program with 
the primary program and the bridges 
on those two systems into one new 
program. Funding under this new pro
gram would be distributed by a new 
formula based one-third on current 
population data; one-third on lane
miles; and one-third on fuel consump
tion. Present formulas incorporate sev
eral extraneous factors such ?..S land 
area and rural postage route mileage 
which have little direct relationship to 
actual highway funding needs. 

Creation of a new National System 
of Highways meets two objectives. 
First, it addresses the concept of a new 
Federal interest highway system that 
is beginning to take shape as inter
state completion grows near. This new 
National System embodies our pri
mary Federal interest in our National 
System of Highways. Second, by com
bining several existing programs in a 
new National System, program flexi
bility is greatly increased, permitting 
States to address their needs with 
much less Federal redtape. Additional 
flexibility would be provided by relax
ing the Federal match from the cur
rent 90 percent for interstate construc
tion and 75 percent for primary road 
construction, permitting States to con
tribute a greater share of project costs 
at their option. 

A significant feature of the new Na
tional System of Highways would be 
the creation of a $300 million set aside 
program to be allocated on a discre-
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tionary basis by the Secretary of 
Transportation. Priority would be 
given to those projects which accom
modate capacity and congestion prob
lems with the Federal share of the 
project cost limited to 50 percent of 
the total. Toll revenues would be per
mited to be used as the local contribu
tion to match the Federal funds. 

Creating the new National System of 
Highways raises the obvious question 
of the fate of those Federal highway 
programs not included in the National 
System. To address that question, the 
bill calls for a study to be completed 
and submitted to the Congress within 
2 years to address the organization 
and structure of those remaining high
way programs. 

Finally, the balance of the bill fo
cuses on the continuation of all other 
categorical programs at current au
thorized levels, including the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administra
tion programs, with the exception of 
the Alcohol Incentives Grant Pro
gram. This program was intended as a 
3-year initiative to get States more in
volved in measures to curb drunk driv
ing. Only $30 million of the $125 mil
lion authorized for this program has 
been spent and the balance of the 
funds continue to be available until 
1988. 

The 8.5 percent minimum allocation, 
an important feature of current law, 
would be continued. 

Mr. President, this is a significant 
and major piece of legislation and for 
that reason, I have attempted to ex
plain it in some detail. In order to sup
plement this explanation, I would re
quest that a section-by-section analysis 
of the legislation be printed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the analy
sis was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS 

TITLE I 

Sec. 101 provides that title I may be cited 
as the "Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1985". 

Sec. 102 provides that references in title I 
to sections or other provisions are refer
ences to sections and provisions of title 23, 
United States Code except where otherwise 
specified. Words and terms used in title I 
are defined as if they were used in title 23, 
United States Code. 

Sec. 103 provides an Interstate construc
tion authorization of $4 billion for fiscal 
year 1991 in addition to existing authoriza
tions. Pursuant to 23 U.S.C 104(b)(5) such 
$4 billion would be apportioned on October 
1, 1989. The effect of section 103 considered 
with existing Interstate construction au
thorization is to provide 4 years of Inter
state construction authorizations to be ap
portioned on October 1, 1986, October 1, 
1987, October 1, 1988 and October 1989. 
Under the current definition of Interstate 
completion the additional $4 billion author
ized by this section will be needed to com
plete the Interstate System. 

Sec. 104 retains current law to provide 
that no State, including Alaska, shall re
ceive less than 112 of 1 percent of the Inter
state construction apportionment scheduled 

by law to be made on October 1, 1986, Octo
ber 1, 1987, October l, 1988 and October 1, 
1989. Sec. 104 also permits the expenditure 
of minimum Interstate apportionments for 
Interstate 4R, primary, secondary, urban 
and hazard elimination purposes when the 
apportionments are not needed for Inter
state completion. 

Sec. 105 provides for the approval of an 
Interstate Cost Estimate necessary to ap
portion the Interstate Construction funds 
that should be apportioned on October 1, 
1985. 

Sec. 106 provides for the approval of an 
Interstate Substitution Cost Estimate neces
sary to apportion the highway and transit 
Interstate substitution funds that should be 
apportioned on October 1, 1985. 

Sec. 107 provides an obligation ceiling for 
Federal-aid highways and highway safety 
construction for fiscal years 1987, 1988, 
1989, and 1990. The provisions of this sec
tion are the same as those in force for fiscal 
year 1985 except that Interstate construc
tion apportionments will receive a dollar for 
dollar allocation of obligation authority. 

Sec. 108<a> provides authorization for the 
Federal-aid highway programs out of the 
Highway Trust Fund <other than the Mass 
Transit Account> for the fiscal years 1987, 
1988, 1989, and 1990 that are identical to 
that provided for fiscal year 1986 except 
that $50 million per fiscal year is added to 
the primary authorization and except that 
there is an Interstate 4R authorization for 
fiscal year 1987 of $3.15 billion that is in ad
dition to an existing fiscal year 1987 of $3.15 
billion Interstate 4R authorization. The ex
isting fiscal year 1987 Interstate 4R appor
tionment will be apportioned on October 1, 
1985. The fiscal year 1987 Interstate 4R ap
portionment provided by this section will be 
apportioned on October 1, 1986 in accord 
with amendments to 23 U.S.C. 104 made by 
this Act. The net effect of section 108<a> is 
to maintain the authorizations to be appor
tioned in the fiscal years 1987, 1988, 1989 
and 1990 at the level for fiscal year 1986 
plus $50 million. The amounts of primary 
funds, Interstate 4R funds and bridge funds 
to be used on the primary and Interstate 
System to be apportioned are, however, re
duced by provisions of this Act which 
amend 23 U.S.C. 118 to set aside $300 mil
lion, $108.6 million from the primary system 
authorization, $137.1 million from the Inter
state 4R authorization, and $54.3 million 
from the primary and Interstate bridge au
thorization for a discretionary fund to be 
used on the primary and Interstate systems 
<a National discretionary fund). 

Sec. 108<b> provides authorizations for the 
fiscal years 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990 for 
the 85 percent minimum allocation program 
under 23 U.S.C. 157 out of the Highway 
Trust Fund <other than the Mass Transit 
Account> of whatever amounts may be nec
essary. 

Sec. 108<c> provides authorization for 
Motor Carrier Safety Grants of $50 million 
per fiscal year for the fiscal years 1989 and 
1990 out of the Highway Trust Fund <other 
than the Mass Transit Account>. $50 million 
is the level of authorizations provided in the 
Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 
1982 for the fiscal year 1988. 

Sec. 108<d> provides authorizations for the 
fiscal years 1987, 1988, 1989 and 1990 for 
transit substitution projects of $400 million 
per fiscal year from the general funds of the 
Treasury with 50 percent of the funds to be 
distributed at the discretion of the Secre
tary and 50 percent apportioned in accord 
with 23 U.S.C. 103Ce><4>. The $400 million 

authorization and the 50-50 split· are the 
same as that provided by the Surface Trans
portation Assistance Act of 1982 for the 
fiscal year 1986. 

Sec. 108<e> retains the disadvantaged busi
ness enterprises provisions of section 105(!) 
of the Surface Transportation Assistance 
Act of 1982. 

Sec. 109 amends 23 U.S.C. 103<e><4> to pro
vide for the administrative apportionment 
of Interstate transit and highway substitu
tion funds. 

Sec. llO<a> provides a new apportionment 
formula for Interstate 4R funds, Federal-aid 
primary system funds, and primary and 
Interstate bridge replacement funds. The 
formula is based one-third upon population 
as shown in the annually updated Federal 
census, one-third on lane miles on the pri
mary and Interstate systems, and one-third 
on highway fuel consumption with no State 
to receive less than 1h of 1 percent of each 
year's apportionment. 

Sec. 110<1), <2> and (3) make conforming 
amendments. 

Sec. 110(b)(4) provides for the administra
tive apportionment of Interstate construc
tion funds if the Congress should fail to ap
prove an Interstate Cost Estimate. 

Sec. llO<c> repeals 23 U.S.C. 104<b><5><B>. 
the existing Interstate 4R apportionment 
formula. 

Sec. llO(d) makes conforming amend
ments. 

Sec. llO<e> adds a new subsection to 23 
U.S.C. 104 to permit the use of 10 percent of 
the Interstate 4R, primary, primary and 
Interstate bridge, secondary and urban ap
portionments to complete Interstate gaps if 
requested by the State, approved by the 
Secretary and in the case of attributable 
urban system funds, approved by the local 
officials of the urbanized area involved. The 
Federal share payable for transferred funds 
shall be the same as for other Interstate 
construction funds. 

Sec. 110<0 provides that one-half of the 
fiscal year 1987 Interstate 4R, primary, and 
primary and Interstate bridge funds, less a 
set-aside for a National discretionary fund, 
shall be apportioned as per existing law and 
one-half according to the amendments made 
by this Act. The primary authorizations 
provided by this Act shall be apportioned to 
the territories in accord with existing law. 

Sec. lll<a) amends 23 U.S.C 118 to make 
conforming amendments and to provide 
that Federal-aid primary funds, Interstate 
4R funds, and primary and Interstate bridge 
funds shall not lapse when they are unobli
gated but shall go into a National discre
tionary fund, and to provide that Interstate 
4R funds, Federal-aid primary system funds, 
and primary and Interstate bridge funds 
may be obligated on the Federal-aid pri
mary system including the Interstate 
System. Funds in the National discretionary 
fund will be available at the discretion of 
the Secretary for obligation on the Federal
aid primary system including the Interstate 
System for high cost projects to increase ca
pacity and lessen congestion that cost more 
than 10 percent of a State's apportionment 
of Interstate 4R, primary, and primary and 
Interstate bridge funds in the year of appli
cation for the funds. The Secretary may al
locate funds from the National discretion
ary fund only to States that will obligate 
the funds immediately and, in the case of 
construction work, begin work within 90 
days of obligation. The Federal share pay
able for projects financed from the national 
discretionary fund shall not exceed 50 per
cent but may be less than 50 percent at a 
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State's option with the concurrence of the 
Secretary. A total of $300 million will be set 
aside annually from the Federal-aid primary 
system authorization, the Interstate 4R au
thorization, and the primary and Interstate 
bridge authorization to fund the national 
discretionary fund. 

Sec. lllCb) provides that balances of 
Interstate 4R, primary, and bridge funds 
that are unobligated when this Act passes 
shall be expended without regard to this 
Act except that they shall not lapse or go 
into the Interstate 4R discretionary fund 
but shall go into the National discretionary 
fund created by this Act. 

Sec. 112 makes conforming amendments. 
Sec. 113 provides the federal share pay

able for funds apportioned under 23 U.S.C. 
104(b)(l). The Federal share payable for 
projects financed with apportioned Federal
aid primary system, Interstate 4R, or pri
mary and Interstate bridge funds on the pri
mary system other than the Interstate 
System will be that in 23 U.S.C. 120<a> and 
the Federal share payable for projects fi
nanced with apportioned Interstate 4R, pri
mary, or primary and Interstate bridge 
funds in the Interstate System will be that 
in 23 U.S.C. 120(c). In either instance the 
federal share payable may be less than the 
prescribed amount at a State's option with 
the concurrence of the Secretary. 

Sec. 114 amends the toll provisions of 23 
U.S.C. 129 and 301. Title 23, U.S.C. section 
129(a), as amended, incorporates the toll 
provisions of 23 U.S.C. 301 and provides that 
tolls may be imposed by the States on exist
ing Federal-aid highways without the pay
back of any Federal-aid funds expended on 
such highways if the highways are publicly 
owned and operated and if the State enters 
into agreements to use excess toll revenues 
for capital transportation projects eligible 
under title 23, United States Code. 

Title 23, U.S.C., section 129<b>. as amend
ed, provides that Federal-aid highway funds 
may be expended in the construction of new 
toll highways, or the major reconstruction 
of any toll highways or highways which will 
be tolled upon the completion of reconstruc
tion, or the construction or acquisition of 
any toll bridges and tunnels upon compli
ance with the conditions in 23 U.S.C. 129Cb>. 
The Federal share payable for projects 
under 23 U.S.C. 129Cb> shall not exceed 50 
percent and may, at the option of the State 
with the concurrence of the secretary, be 
less than 50 percent. The highway, bridge or 
tunnel must be publicly owned and operat
ed. The State must agree to use any excess 
toll revenues for capital transportation 
projects under title 23, United States Code, 
or alternatively, to free the facility from 
tolls after the State has been repaid its 
costs. 

Title 23, U.S.C., section 129<c> retains ex
isting law to the effect that Federal-aid 
highway funds may be used on approaches 
to toll roads, bridges or tunnels and certain 
assessments and analyses. 

23 U.S.C. 129Cd)(l) retains current provi
sions with regard to Federal participation in 
the construction of ferry boats and also 
adds the State of Maine to States exempted 
from certain international water provisions. 

23 U.S.C. 129(d)(2) retains existing provi
sions concerning approaches to ferry boats. 

Sec. 114Cb> repeals 23 U.S.C. 301. 
Sec. 114<c> provides for the cancellation of 

toll agreements made before the enactment 
of this act upon reaching an agreement 
under the new 23 U.S.C. 129. 

Sec. 115 amends the highway bridge re
placement and rehabilitation program. Fed-

eral-aid primary system including Interstate 
System bridges will be eligible for funding 
under a combined Interstate 4R, primary, 
and primary and Interstate bridge program. 
Other bridges will be eligible for funding 
under 23 U.S.C. 144. The bridge discretion
ary program is retained at the current level 
to cover bridges other than primary and 
Interstate bridges and bridges previously 
funded with discretionary funds. 

Sec. 116 provides for a post Interstate 
study to help determine the direction of the 
Federal-Aid Highway program when Inter
state construction is complete. A report is 
due to the Congress within 2 years and 
$1,000,000 is authorized from the Highway 
Trust Fund Cother than the Mass Transit 
Account) to cover the costs of the study. 

Sec. 117 contains conforming amend
ments. 

TITLE II 

Sec. 201 provides that title II may be cited 
as the "Highway Safety Act of 1985". 

Sec. 202 provides that a reference in title 
II to a section or other provision is a refer
ence to a section or other provision of title 
23 United States Code and that terms and 
words used in title II have the same mean
ing as if they were used in the title 23 
United States Code. 

Sec. 203 provides authorizations out of the 
Highway Account of the Highway Trust 
Fund for the Federal Highway Administra
tion's and the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration's safety programs for 
the fiscal years 1987, 1988, 1989 and 1990 at 
the same level as authorizations provided 
for the fiscal year 1986.e 

By Mr. DURENBERGER: 
S. 1489. A bill to amend Title XVIII 

of the Social Security Act with respect 
to the payment amount for ambulato
ry surgical procedures, and for other 
purposes; to the Committee on Fi
nance. 

MEDICARE OUTPATIENT SURGERY SAVINGS, 
ACCESS, AND QUALITY ACT 

e Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. Presi
dent, over the last 6 years I have 
worked with many of my colleagues in 
the Congress to promote health 
system reform through changing 
Medicare's payment policies. Since its 
inception in 1965, Medicare had paid 
hospitals and doctors their costs or 
charges. Basically, Medicare paid 
whatever bill it was sent by the provid
ers-Medicare sent a blank check to 
the hospitals and doctors and said fill 
it in. This blank check payment 
system helped the health care system 
grow, but it also was inflationary and 
promoted excessive use of health care 
resources. 

The purpose of health system 
reform has been to maintain or im
prove quality and access to health care 
while working the excesses of cost
based reimbursement. That is why in 
1983 the Congress developed the pro
spective payment system for hospital 
inpatient care under part A of Medi
care and this year why Medicare of
fered voluntary vouchers to Medicare 
beneficiaries to join health mainte
nance organizations. The key to these 
new payment systems is the setting of 
prices in advance based on averages 

across hospitals and changing the in
centives of hospitals and doctors. This 
strategy has worked, at least for part 
A. Hospital length of stay has dropped 
sharply-2 percent in 1983 and 5.1 per
cent in 1984. Hospital admissions have 
also fallen 0.5 percent in 1983 and 4 
percent in 1984. The strength of these 
trends is pushing the cash flow prob
lems of the Medicare trust fund off 
until 1985. 

Mr. President, the picture is not 
completely rosy for Medicare. There is 
still work to be done. This is why I rise 
to introduce S. 1489 the Medicare Out
patient Surgery Savings, Access and 
Quality Act. S. 1489 is part of the job 
we health reformers still must do for 
Medicare-to close all the loopholes 
which through paying costs or charges 
send the wrong economic signals to 
hospitals and doctors and cost Medi
care and the elderly more than they 
should spend on health care. The bill 
will set a prospective rate for outpa
tient surgery facilities paid for Medi
care beneficiaries. It also includes f ea
tures to assure quality care and in
creased access to cost-effective health 
care. 

The bill is only a part of a broader 
reform for Medicare, progress has 
been made on the inpatient side. This 
bill will set the right incentives in 
place on the outpatient surgery side. 
And, set in motion the next stage, re
finement of payment for the physician 
services rendered to Medicare benefici
aries. 

OUTPATIENT SURGERY 

Outpatient surgery in hospitals is 
critical to Medicare payment reform 
because: First, it is one of the last 
areas of hospital services where Medi
care pays reasonable cost not a fixed 
price, second, it is rapidly becoming a 
big ticket item for Medicare part B 
payments, and third, it will continue 
to expand with improved technology 
and the push by providers and Peer 
Review Organizations CPRO'sl alike to 
encourage beneficiaries to seek alter
natives to expensive inpatient hospital 
services. 

Technological advances in medicine 
now make it possible to perform many 
surgical procedures outpatient which 
previously required a hospital stay. 
Procedures done outpatient now in
clude such surgery commonly used by 
Medicare patients as implantation of 
intraocular lenses-cataract surgery, 
hernia repair, arthroscopy, and many 
more. The capability even to implant 
pacemakers for relatively healthy indi
viduals in an outpatient setting is just 
around the comer. 

Medicare currently pays for outpa
tient surgery done in doctor's offices, 
freestanding ambulatory surgical cen
ters CACS'sl and the outpatient de
partments of hospitals. Because outpa
tient surgery is same day and requires 
no overnight hospital stay, it should 
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be less expensive than comparable in
patient surgery. But it does not always 
work that way, at least for surgeries 
performed in outpatient hospital de
partments. 

The chief culprit is cost-based reim
bursement-the blank check for the 
hospital outpatient services, Medicare 
pays reasonable cost-which, in prac
tice, may or may not be reasonable. 

For example, for one of the most 
common procedures for the elderly, 
cataract surgery, the fixed inpatient 
hospital DRG payment is about 
$1,500. For outpatients, without fixed 
prices, the charges average $2,200 and 
can go as high as $4,500. In other 
words, the costs of the procedure are 
lower but the price to Medicare is 
higher. 

To put it simply, Medicare is being 
ripped off-and so are its beneficiaries. 

Hospitals can make a lot of money 
because of this disparity in payment 
amount and they are doing it. The in
centives for hospitals are even dis
cussed publicly. In the July 1985 issue 
of "Healthcare Financial Manage
ment," a hospital controller explains 
how his institution uses a sophisticat
ed computer program to tell physi
cians which procedure ought to be per
formed outpatient to maximize hospi
tal revenue. 

Medicare reform is based on chang
ing incentives and it is clear that the 
incentive is to stack up outpatient pro
cedure costs. This must be halted. Pay
ment by a prospective per-case price 
on the inpatient side is bringing about 
real savings. But, these savings are in 
part being eaten up by the overpriced 
outpatient surgery which Medicare is 
buying. 

The revenue from outpatient surger
ies which hospitals save is even fre
quently sufficient to allow institutions 
to waive patient deductibles and co
payments and settle for simply receiv
ing Medicare's 80 percent of the rea
sonable cost. This is undermining the 
cost-sharing aspect of part B Medicare 
policy. 

The trends are likely to exacerbate 
these problems. Outpatient surgery is 
growing while inpatient procedures 
are declining. 

Since 1980, inpatient surgery has de
clined steadily from over 16.2 million 
procedures to about 15.5 million. On 
the other hand, outpatient surgical 
procedures in hospitals have grown 
from 3 million to over 5 million during 
the same period. 

In recent years, the dollar volume of 
part B payments has increased at a 
rate of 20 percent per year. Freezing 
physician payments has held this in
crease down in the short term but 
cannot stem the tide indefinitely be
cause 41 percent of the increase in 
part B payments was due to an in
crease in the volume. 

PRO policy is likely to further con
tribute in this growth of outpatient 

volume. PRO's which now only moni
tor inpatient services have objectives 
to move patient services out of the 
hospital. Florida's PRO, for example, 
in the area of cataracts has a goal to 
reduce the number of inpatient cata
ract procedures by 51,064, the number 
of carpel tunnel releases by 1,267 ad
missions, and the number of foot pro
cedures CDRG 225] by 2,023 admis
sions. Similarly, the California PRO 
wants to shift 27 ,544 cataract extrac
tions, 5,239 inguinal hernias, 11, 706 en
doscopy and colonoscopy procedures, 
and thousands of other procedures to 
the outpatient setting. PRO policy is 
appropriate, current Medicare pay
ment policy is not. 

PROSTHESES 

The high cost to Medicare of hospi
tal outpatient services is not a problem 
of fraud or abuse, but of hosptials 
having the wrong economic incentives. 
The incentives are misdirected. Hospi
tal managers are following accepted 
business practices for a cost-based 
system. The same cannot be said of 
the scam which has developed around 
the sale of intraocular lenses and 
other prostheses, some used in the 
outpatient setting, some not. 

According to the Inspector General 
of Health and Human Services, intra
ocular lenses purchased last year by 
Medicare and its beneficiaries ranged 
in cost from $250 to $790 in hospitals 
and $146 to $408 for those implanted 
in other settings. In these prices are 
marketing costs which include entice
ments to doctors to encourage them to 
buy one produce line over another. To 
be frank, these are kickbacks and in
clude trips to the Bahamas, fancy cars, 
and sophisticated medical equipment. 

The kickback is now OK by HHS as 
long as it is reported by its recipients. 
But, the ethics of the arrangements 
and the added cost to Medicare due to 
these marketing techniques are uncon
scionable. 

This is a clear waste of the public's 
money. It is even worse when you con
sider that these lenses cost around $55 
to make and can be purchased for as 
little as $99 by institutions willing to 
shop. With the payment structure the 
way it is, however, as long as Medicare 
is willing to pass through the cost of 
the lens, the hospital, ASC, or doctor 
has no incentive to shop around and 
force the manufacturers to bargain. 

SOLUTION 

We know how to solve all these prob
lems. The answer is fixed, prospective 
pricing for all the outpatient surgery 
Medicare and its beneficiaries pur
chase, regardless of setting. 

Congress began to move down this 
path in section 934 of the Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. 
That act authorized the Secretary of 
Health and Human Services to estab
lish a set of prospective facility rates 
for outpatient surgery performed in 
ASC's. The actual rates, set in 1982, 

equals a fraction of the amount paid 
for the same procedures in hospital 
outpatient departments. The cataract 
operation I talked about earlier which 
costs up to $4,500 in the hospital is 
performed for $750 on average in the 
ASC, inclusive of facility and lens 
costs. 

If Medicare can get the cataract op
eration for $750, then there is no 
reason to pay more. That is why S. 
1489 is modeled on the earlier act-but 
goes further. 

The bill would extend the ASC pro
spective payment approach to hospital 
outpatient surgery for all procedures 
which the Secretary approves for the 
ASC-150 are currently approved. As a 
further refinement, S. 1489 would set 
a rate which is all-inclusive of the 
costs associated with a given proce
dure, including prosthetic devices and 
lab work. Professional fees are ex
cluded at this point. 

Currently, the prosthetic device-for 
example, the intraocular lens used in 
cataract surgery-is charged to the pa
tient by the physician. The charges, as 
I have shown, have no relation to rea
sonable prices for the devices. The 
new payment methodology, including 
a rate with a fair market cost for the 
prosthetic devices, gives the incentive 
and flexibility to the facility to buy 
smart in the marketplace, not suc
cumb to market tactics like kickbacks. 

The single rate for each surgical pro
cedure has many advantages. First, it 
will encourage hospitals and ASC's to 
provide service in a cost-effective 
manner. In a sense it will level the 
playing field between hospitals and 
ASC's. The hospitals have no incentive 
now to contain outpatient cost, the 
ASC's have to. Under this approach all 
settings will have to be efficient to 
compete. 

Second, in a cost-based environment, 
costs go up but never come down. New 
technology that increases efficiency 
never seems to help lower costs. The 
bill requires the Secretary to review 
rates annually. She can adjust the 
rates accordingly. 

In other industries movement on the 
learning curve toward higher volumes 
and production cost bring prices down. 
In health care, the old reasonable cost 
criterion, has traditionally sustained 
costs at their developmental levels in
definitely. The prospective payment 
approach for outpatient surgery will 
permit the rates to be adjusted. 

The drawback of a fixed rate is that 
providers can do best by maximizing 
volume. Fortunately, we have not seen 
a rise in volume on the inpatient side 
where we use a fixed price per case. 
This constraint in use of hospital serv
ices can be attributed to a number of 
factors. Among these is peer review by 
the PRO's. 

S. 1489 includes a provision which 
would require the Secretary to have 
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PRO's review outpatient surgical pro
cedures. It is critically important that 
we guard against unnecessary proce
dures. PRO review will provide the 
constraint needed to control inappro
priate surgery. This is a key provision 
of the legislation. It will help ensure 
quality outpatient care. 

The cost of PRO review for outpa
tient surgery should be in the range of 
$37 million. When this provision of 
S. 1489 becomes law it is critical that 
this amount be appropriated. Other
wise, the PRO's will not have the ca
pability to watchdog this area. I will 
work to encourage my colleagues in 
the Senate and the House of Repre
sentatives to appropriate these funds. 

ASC's have proven capable through
out the country of providing quality 
care at a reasonable price. It is impor
tant that these institutions be allowed 
to compete in this new fixed price 
marketplace. There have been con
straints applied by States which clear
ly discriminate against ASC's. It is not 
coincidental that New York State does 
not include a single ASC. If these in
stitutions meet Medicare specifica
tions, it is time they be freed up to op
erate. The bill includes language 
which would prohibit discriminatory 
practices to inhibit ASC development. 
Strengthening the ASC's will improve 
beneficiary access to quality same-day 
surgery. 

Finally, the bill would eliminate the 
current provision in the law waiving 
the co payment for procedures provid
ed in ASC's. This provision was origi
nally adopted to help ACS's compete 
with hospitals. It made sense to give 
an incentive for beneficiaries to use 
the cheaper ASC. Now that the pro
gram will be moving to a fixed price 
for all settings, it eliminates the pur
pose for this policy. 

Copayment is an important part of 
Medicare part B policy. Cost sharing is 
an additional safeguard against over 
use of services and an important tool 
in making the consumer conscious of 
the cost of care. The cost-conscious 
consumer will buy smarter. 

It is also noteworthy that the lower
ing of all the payments on the hospital 
outpatient surgery side will invaribly 
help the beneficiary. It will mean 
lower copayments. The beneficiary 
who now receives his cataract surgery 
at Yale-New Haven Hospital is paying 
a copayment of $900 on a $4,500 
charge. A prospective rate with a co
payment in the $100 to $200 range will 
greatly benefit him. 

PHYSICIAN PAYMENT REFORM 
S. 1489 is another step toward re

forming Medicare payment. However, 
it does not directly address the lack of 
economic incentives for doctors to seek 
out the most cost-effective setting for 
patient care. It also does not reflect 
needed reform in how and what Medi
care pays doctors for services ren
dered. 

51-059 0-86-13 (Pt. 15) 

Under the current system of paying 
for surgical services, Medicare makes a 
payment to the surgical facility and 
provides seperate reimbursement for 
the charges of all doctors involved in 
the case. In general, this will include 
the surgeon, any assistant surgeon, an
esthesiologist, and radiologist or other 
consultants that were employed in the 
case. The number of doctor services 
varies dramatically according to the 
styles of practice in the facility and 
locale where the procedure is per
formed. 

While there are clearly valid medical 
reasons for some variation in the per
case cost for professional services, the 
current systems of payment encour
ages the proliferation of professional 
services with no necessary relation to 
quality of care. 

It is the doctor who decides whether 
a procedure is necessary, when it 
should be performed, how it should be 
performed, and where it should be per
formed. However, he does not have 
the economic incentives to seek the 
most cost-effective service, as well as 
the highest quality care. The incen
tives must be redirected to help doc
tors add economics and efficiency to 
their decisionmaking for patients. 

To extend the payment reform proc
ess for facilities I have begun in S. 
1489, I am drafting further legislation 
that will provide a single prospective 
payment to the doctor covering all the 
costs of an outpatient surgical proce
dure. The doctor would then be re
sponsible to see that only those pro
fessional services expressly warranted 
by the case are provided. Further, the 
doctor would have a direct incentive to 
seek the facility that provides quality 
service at the lowest cost. The doctor 
who accepted a Medicare case under 
this arrangement would retain suffi
cient compensation, net of payments 
to other providers, only if those other 
providers are efficient. 

The ultimate key to making this al
ternative payment system work is set
ting an appropriate all-inclusive pay
ment. The basis for the facility pay
ment portion is established in S. 1489. 
The physician payment legislation 
would extend that process to the es
tablishment of an appropriate prof es
sional fee schedule for selected surgi
cal procedures. An advisory panel of 
recognized experts would be estab
lished to develop the required fee 
schedule. Once the fee schedule was 
established, combining it with the pro
spective facility payment would create 
the all-inclusive payment for the pro
cedure that would be paid to the at
tending physician. 

This alternative physician payment 
system will significantly modify the in
centives in the provision of surgical 
procedures. It will be another impor
tant step in the process of changing 
the incentives of health care providers 

to improve access to quality and cost
eff ective health care. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that a summary of the bill and 
the bill be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

s. 1489 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, 

SHORT TITLE 
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the 

"Medicare Outpatient Surgery Savings, 
Access, and Quality Act of 1985". 

LIMITATION ON REASONABLE COST OR CHARGE 
SEC. 2. (a) AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTERS 

AND PHYSICIAN OFFICES.-Section 1833(i)(2) 
of the Social Security Act is amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following new 
subparagraph: 

"CC> In no case shall the standard over
head amount established with respect to a 
surgical procedure under subparagraph <A> 
or <B> exceed the DRG rate for the same 
surgical procedure when provided on an in
patient basis in a hospital in the same area, 
as determined under section 1886.". 

(b) HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENTS.
Section 1861<v><U<K> of such Act is amend
ed by adding at the end thereof the follow
ing new clause: 

"(iii) Such regulations shall also provide 
that-

"(!) the amount of the costs or charges 
which shall be considered reasonable for fa
cility services with respect to a surgical pro
cedure described in section 1833(1)( U<A> 
which is provided on an outpatient basis in 
a hospital shall be equal to the standard 
overhead amount with respect to the same 
surgical procedure when provided in an am
bulatory surgical center in the same area, as 
determined under section 1833(i)C2><A>; and 

"<II> the amount of the costs or charges 
which shall be considered reasonable for fa
cility services with respect to any surgical 
procedure provided on an outpatient basis 
in a hospital shall not exceed the DRG rate 
for the same surgical procedure when pro
vided on an inpatient basis in a hospital in 
the same area, as determined under section 
1886.". 

(C) .ANNuAL UPDATING.-Cl) Subparagraph 
<A> and <B> of section 1833<D<2> of such Act 
are each amended by striking out "shall be 
reviewed periodically" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "shall be reviewed and updated not 
less often than annually to ensure timely 
compliance with the standards established 
under this subparagraph,". 

(2) Section 1833(1)(1) of such Act is 
amended by adding at the end thereof <after 
and below subparagraph <B» the following: 
"The lists of procedures established under 
subparagraphs <A> and <B> shall be reviewed 
and updated not less often than annually.". 

FACILITY SERVICES TO INCLUDE RELATED 
SERVICES 

SEc. 3. <a> Section 1833(i) of the Social Se
curity Act is amended by adding at the end 
thereof the following new paragraph: 

"(5) For purposes of this section, 'facility 
services' shall include all medical and other 
health services <as defined in section 
1861<s» which are furnished in connection 
with a surgical procedure specified under 
paragraph (1), other than the physicians' 
services.". 
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Cb> Sections 1832Ca><2><F> and 1833<DC3) of 

such Act are each amended by striking out 
"services <including all pre- and post-opera
tive services> described in paragraphs < 1> 
and <2><A> of section 186Hs> and" and in
serting in lieu thereof "physicians' services 
and facility services, including all preopera
tive and postoperative services,". 

Cc> Section 1833<D<4><A> of such Act is 
amended by striking out "and with respect 
to all related services <including physicians' 
services, laboratory, X-ray, and diagnostic 
services>" and inserting in lieu thereof "and 
the physicians' services". 

PRO REVIEW 

SEC. 4. <A> Section 1154<a>O> of the Social 
Security Act is amended by inserting "and 
subject to the requirements of subsection 
Cd)" after "subject to the terms of the con
tract". 

Cb> Section 1154 of such Act is amended 
by adding at the end thereof the following 
new subsection: 

"Cd> Each contract under this part shall 
require that the utilization and quality con
trol peer review organization's review re
sponsibility pursuant to subsection <a><l> 
will include all ambulatory surgical proce
dures described in section 1833(i)Cl)CA> 
which are performed in the area, or, at the 
discretion of the Secretary, a statistical 
sample of selected procedures.". 

NONDISCRIMINATION IN TREATMENT OF 
AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTERS 

SEc. 5. Section 1864 of the Social Security 
Act is amended by adding at the end thereof 
the following new subsection: 

"Cd> Any State having an agreement 
under this section must provide that no cer
tificate of need requirement, licensure, or 
other regulatory requirement may be im
posed on an entity which seeks to qualify as 
an ambulatory surgical center under section 
1832<a><2><F>(i) which is not imposed on 
similar entities not seeking to qualify under 
such section.". 
COINSURANCE AND DEDUCTIBLE TO APPLY WITH

OUT REGARD TO SE'ITING OF AMBULATORY SUR
GERY OR ASSIGNMENT 

SEc. 6. <a> Section 1832<a><2><F><D of the 
Social Security Act is amended by inserting 
"standard overhead" before "amount deter
mined under section 1833(i)C2><A>''. 

Cb> Section 1832<a><2><F><iD of such Act is 
amended by inserting "standard overhead" 
before "amount determined under section 
1833(1)( 2)(B )". 

<c> Section 1833<a><l> of such Act is 
amended-

< 1 > by inserting "and" before "CE>"; and 
(2) by striking out", and CF)'' and all that 

follows and inserting in lieu thereof a semi
colon. 

Cd> Section 1833<a>C4> of such Act is 
amended by striking out "the applicable 
amount described in paragraph <2> of sec
tion 1833(1)" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"80 percent of the applicable standard over
head amount described in subsection (1)(2) 
of this section". 

<e> Section 1833Cb> of such Act is amended 
by striking out "(3) such total amount shall 
not include expenses incurred for services 
the amount of payment for which is deter
mined under subsection <a>O><F> or under 
subsection (i)(2) or (i)(4), and <4>" and in
serting in lieu thereof "and <3>". 

CO Subparagraphs <A> and <B> of section 
1833<D<2> of such Act are each amended by 
inserting "80 percent of" before "a standard 
overhead amount". 

Cg) Section 1833(i) of such Act is amended 
by striking out paragraph (3) and redesig
nating paragraph <4> as paragraph <3>. 

EFFECTIVE DATES 

SEC. 7. <a> The amendments made by sec
tions 2<a>. 2Cb), 3, and 6 shall apply to serv
ices furnished on or after January l, 1986. 

Cb> The amendments made by section 2Cc) 
shall apply on and after January 1, 1986. 
Prior to January l, 1986, the Secretary of 
Health and Human Services shall update 
the amounts established under subpara
graphs <A> and <B> of section 1833<i>C2> of 
the Social Security Act on the basis of cur
rent data to account more appropriately for 
the costs actually incurred. 

<c> The amendments made by section 4 
shall apply to contracts entered into or re
newed on or after January l, 1986. 

Cd) The amendment made by section 5 
shall become effective on the date of the en
actment of this Act. 

BILL SUMMARY-1489 
1. Pay a fixed prospective rate for outpa

tient surgeries regardless of delivery set
ting-outpatient hospital department or am
bulatory surgery center. Currently 150 pro
cedures will get a fixed rate. The Secretary 
of Health and Human Services can add fur
ther procedures to this list. 

2. Include in the fixed prospective rate all 
facility costs including prosthetic devices 
<e.g. intraocular lens> and lab work. 

3. Allow no fixed procedure rate to go 
above the amount paid for the inpatient 
DRG for the comparable surgery. 

4. Update the outpatient prospective rate 
to current costs. And, require the Secretary 
to update the rates at least annually. 

5. Mandate PRO review of medical neces
sity and quality of outpatient surgical pro
cedures. 

6. Prohibit discriminatory state practices 
against ambulatory surgical centers seeking 
Medicare qualification. 

7. Provide a copayment for all outpatient 
surgery as for all other services provided 
under Medicare Part B. 

By Mr.ROTH: 
S. 1490. A bill to amend title 18, 

United States Code, to allow the impo
sition of the death penalty for espio
nage, and for other purposes; to the 
Committee on the Judiciary. 
IMPOSITION OF DEATH PENALTY FOR ESPIONAGE 

• Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I am 
today offering an amendment to sec
tion 794, title 18, United States Code, 
which deals with espionage against 
the United States. 

We have all been sickened by the 
recent revelations of spying against 
our government-allegedly carried out 
on behalf of foreign governments by 
our own citizens. Their treachery dis
gusts all decent Americans and causes 
us in the legislature to reexamine cur
rent policies, procedures, and laws de
signed to safeguard our secrets and 
deter from action those who would 
consider selling out their country. 
Clearly, present statutes are not per
ceived as strong enough, nor is punish
ment perceived as sure enough, to dis
suade these traitors from their activi
ties; activities we are told which are 
motivated as much by a lust for money 
as for political reasons-perhaps more. 

My amendment will, most impor
tantly, cure the present defects in the 
espionage statute so that the death 

penalty can be constitutionally im
posed in appropriate circumstances. 
Certainly, espionage during time of de
clared war and war-like conflict involv
ing the dedication of our military 
forces against a foreign power is espe
cially dangerous to the national securi
ty and places in peril the lives of 
American military members engaged 
in operations against the enemy. In 
such circumstances I believe the ulti
mate penalty should be among the 
punishments available for consider
ation. 

Likewise, there are certain classes of 
information the unauthorized release 
of which puts our security and our 
people in grave jeopardy. Including 
among those is the compromise of in
formation concerning nuclear weap
ons, retaliation or defense capabilities 
of the United States, intelligence and 
counterintelligence operations, and 
major elements of defense strategy, 
among others. Because of the peril 
which could result from the loss by es
pionage of these items I view the 
death penalty as an appropriate pun
ishment in such cases, especially in 
light of recent events which indicate 
that the perpetrators may just be 
looking for some fast bucks. Perhaps 
knowing that their greed may lead to 
this ultimate punishment will cause 
them to think twice. I can't believe 
that someone in full control of their 
faculties would risk their life for 
50,000 KGB dollars. 

Finally, this amendment will reflect 
the seriousness with which Congress 
views espionage against the United 
States by requiring a minimum penal
ty of 20 years in prison for those con
victed. And in all cases, when a term of 
years is the penalty imposed, there 
will be no opportunity for early re
lease or probation. 

These are tough measures but I be
lieve they are appropriate sanctions 
for one of the most serious crime a 
person can commit. 

This bill will amend section 794 of 
title 18, United States Code which 
enumerates the offense of espionage 
and provides penalties for violations. 

The amendments' effects would be 
as follows: 

First. Amendment to subsection <A>: 
Create a minimum term of 20 years 
imprisonment upon conviction, and 
provide for the sentence of death 
during peacetime if it is found that 
the offense involves enumerated areas 
of espionage. 

Second. Amendment to subsection 
<B>: Expands beyond congressionally 
declared war the circumstances of 
combat involving United States troops 
where the penalties would attach and 
creates a minimum term of 20 years 
imprisonment upon conviction. This 
amendment would include "Police Ac
tions" such as the Korean and Viet
nam conflicts as well as military oper-
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ations such as the Grenada action as 
among those covered by subsection 
(B). 

Third. Amendment in the form of 
subsection <D>: Provides for a constitu
tionally-mandated hearing in which 
factors in aggravation and mitigation 
are considered prior to imposing the 
sentence of death. 

Fourth. Amendment in the form of 
subsection <E>: Provides that no 
person sentenced to a term of years 
for espionage is eligible for parole or 
probation during the term of impris
onment imposed.• 

By Mr. HEINZ: 
S. 1491. A bill to amend part A of 

title IV of the Social Security Act to 
require States to utilize automated 
statewide management information 
systems; to the Committee on Finance. 
lllPROVEllENT TO AID TO FAIOLIES WITH DE-

PENDENT CHILDllEN PROGJLU( PAYllENT 
SYSTEM 

•Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, we face a 
severe crisis in our States' aid to fami
lies with dependent children payments 
system. Nationally, approximately 8 
percent of all AFDC payments are 
made incorrectly-at a time when only 
half of the 13 million impoverished 
children in our country receive AFDC. 
The Federal Government has now 
sanctioned 27 States, with more sanc
tions on the way. Clearly, it is in ev
eryone's interest to have the best pos
sible AFDC administration. 

In 1979, when Medicaid payments 
were also in poor condition because of 
antiquated State administration prac
tices, I consponsored S. 731 which 
mandated the Medicaid management 
information system. Since that time, 
Medicaid payments have improved 
substantially. Thus, I am pleased to in
troduce legislation which will mandate 
the family assistance management in
formation system by fiscal year 1989. 
It is my belief that this system, devel
oped by HHS almost 6 years ago, will 
provide the kind of quality AFDC ad
ministration that we must have. 

The Federal Government has tried 
many devices to encourage the States. 
Presently, the Treasury will reimburse 
90 percent of a State's cost to imple
ment FAMIS. Yet, only three States
N orth Dakota, Alaska, and Wiscon
sin-have gone so far as to have their 
systems certified by HHS. Other 
States are moving ahead with the 
system, but some have received Feder
al funds and then backed out on im
plementation all together. Thus, if we 
are to bring about the quality of ad
ministration that Congress has insist
ed upon, we must mandate the system. 

Mr. President, my legislation will ul
timately save the Government money, 
and be certain that the neediest chil
dren are those who receive AFDC. 
This is what quality welfare adminis
tration should be, and we should 
expect no less. It is my hope that my 

colleagues will join me in sponsoring 
this urgently needed legislation, and I 
ask unanimous consent that the text 
of the bill be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the bill 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

S.1491 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That <a> 
STATE PLAN REQUIREllENT.-8ection 
402<a><30) of the Social Security Act is 
amended to read as follows: 

"(30) provide for the establishment and 
operation <directly or by contract> of an 
automated statewide management informa
tion system which meets the requirements 
of section 413 and is approved by the Secre
tary:" 

(b) SYSTEM REQUIREllDTS.-8ection 413 of 
the Social Security Act is amended to read 
as follows: 

"llAXAGEllDT INFORKATION SYSTEll 
"SEC. 413. (a) SYSTEll REQUIREllENTS.-For 

purposes of sections 402<a><30> and 
403<a><3><B>. an automated statewide man
agement information system must meet the 
following requirements: 

"(1) The system must be designed to effec
tively and efficiently assist management in 
the administration of the State plan ap
proved under this part so as to-

"<A> control and account for all the fac
tors in the total eligibility determination 
process under such plan, including but not 
limited to-

"(i) identifiable correlation factors such as 
social security numbers, names, dates of 
birth, home addresses, and mailing address
es <including postal ZIP Codes), of all appli
cants for and recipients of aid to families 
with dependent children and the relative 
with whom any child who is such an appli
cant or recipient is living, to assure suffi
cient compatibility among the systems of 
different Jurisdictions to permit periodic 
screening to determine whether an individ· 
ual is or has been receiving benefits from 
more than one Jurisdiction; and 

"(ii) checking records of applicants for 
and recipients of such aid on a periodic basis 
with other agencies, both intrastate and 
interstate, for determination and verifica
tion of eligibility and payment pursuant to 
requirements imposed by other provisions of 
this Act; 

"<B> control and account for the costs, 
quality, and delivery of funds and services 
furnished to applicants for and recipients of 
such aid; 

"<C> notify the appropriate officials of 
child support, food stamp, social service, 
and medical assistance programs whenever 
the case becomes ineligible or the amount of 
aid or services is changed; 

"<O> provide for security against unau
thorized access to, or use of, the data in 
such system; and 

"<E> be compatible with the claims proc
essing and information retrieval systems uti
lized in the administration of State plans 
approved under title XIX, and State pro
grams with respect to which there is Feder· 
al financial participation under title XX. 

"(2) The system must be established and 
operated in accordance with an initial, and 
annually updated, advance automatic data 
processing planning document which when 
implemented will generally carry out the 
objectives of such system set forth in para· 
graph (1), as determined by the Secretary. 
Such document must-

"<A> provide for the conduct of, and re
flect the results of, requirements analysis 
studies, which include consideration of the 
program mission, functions, organization, 
services, constraints, and current support, 
of, in, or relating to, such system; 

"<B> contain a description of the proposed 
statewide management system, including a 
description of information flows, input data, 
and output reports and uses; 

"<C> set forth the security and interface 
requirements to be employed in such 
system; 

"<O> describe the projected resource re
quirements for staff and other needs, and 
the resources available or expected to be 
available to meet such requirements; 

"<E> include cost-benefit analyses of alter
native management systems, data process
ing services, and equipment, and a cost allo
cation plan containing the basis for rates, 
both direct and indirect, to be in effect 
under such system; 

"<F> contains an implementation plan 
with charts of development events, testing 
descriptions, proposed acceptance criteria, 
and backup and fallback procedures to 
handle possible failure of contingencies; and 

"<G> contain a summary of proposed im
provement of such system in terms of quali
tative and quantitative benefits. 

"(b) REVIEW AND APPROVAir-<l) The Secre
tary shall, on a continuing basis, review, 
assess, and inspect the planning, design, and 
operation of statewide management infor
mation systems, with a view to determining 
whether, and to what extent, such systems 
meet or continue to meet the requirements 
imposed under this section, and shall ap
prove those systems which meet such re
quirements. 

"<2> If the Secretary finds with respect to 
any statewide management information 
system that there is a failure substantially 
to comply with the requirements of this sec
tion, then the Secretary shall not approve, 
or shall suspend approval of, such system 
until compliance with the requirements of 
this section is met or restored 

"(C) TEcmo:cAL AssISTANCE.-The Secre
tary shall provide such technical assistance 
to States as the Secretary determines neces
sary to assist States to plan, design, develop, 
install, and provide for the security of, the 
management information systems. 

"(d) MODIFIED REQUIREMENTS FOR PRO
GRAMS ADKINISTERED ON A COUNTY LEvEL.
The Secretary shall establish modifications 
of the requirement that the management 
information system be a statewide system, 
to the extent that such modifications are 
necessitated because aid to familles with de
pendent children is provided through a 
county <or other political subdivision> pro
gram. Such modifications must provide that 
there be maintained a capability for state
wide central eligibility clearance, and a ca
pability for statewide reporting. Approval 
under subsection <b> shall apply on a state
wide basis.'. 

"(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 
403<a><3><B> of the Social Security Act is 
amended to read as follows: 

"(3) 90 percent of so much of the sums ex
pended during such quarter as are attributa· 
ble to the planning, design, development, or 
installation of an automated statewide man
agement information system which meets 
the requirements of section.413; and". 

"(d) EFFECTIVE OATE.-The amendments 
made by subsections <a>, Cb>. and <c> shall 
apply to calendar quarters beginning on or 
after October 1, 1988, but any State may 
choose to have such amendments become 
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applicable to such State effective on the 
first day of any calendar quarter, selected 
by the State, prior to October 1, 1988. 

"(e) MORATORIUM ON ERROR RATE SANC
TIONS.-Section 403(i) of the Social Security 
Act is amended by adding at the end thereof 
the following new paragraph: 

"(5) This subsection shall not apply with 
respect to the first fiscal year during all of 
which the State has in operation an auto
mated statewide management information 
system approved by the Secretary under 
section 413." • 

By Mr. HELMS: 
S. 1492. A bill to deny most-favored

nation trade status to Romania; to the 
Committee on Finance. 
DENIAL OF MOST-FAVORED-NATION TRADE STATUS 

TO ROMANIA 
• Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, it is 
time for the United States to stop re
warding the oppressive, tyrannical 
regime of Romania with most-favored
nation trade status. The United States 
tried, unsuccessfully, to affect Roma
nia's repressive policies by giving that 
government a lucrative trade agree
ment. This agreement is a great eco
nomic benefit to Romania, but after 
15 years Romania yet maintains the 
worst human rights record in the 
Soviet bloc-second only to the Soviet 
Union. 

Mr. President, a few examples of 
human rights abuses include the man
datory registration of all typewriters, 
an "education tax" levied on all emi
grants, the demolition of churches, 
and the transformation of much 
needed Bibles into toilet paper. 

Obviously, Mr. President, the repeat
ed and automatic granting of most-fa
vored-nation trade status is not the so
lution to the problem. Therefore, I am 
introducing today a bill which would 
deny MFN to Romania. 

Continuing preferential trade would 
condemn the people of Romania to 
more of the same-systematic religious 
persecution and total disregard for 
human rights. Rather, let us send a 
message to the people of Romania 
that we will no longer be Ceausescu's 
accomplice-that we expect improve
ment of the system under which they 
live. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the text of the bill be print
ed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the bill 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

S.1492 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That <a> 
the General Headnotes and Rules of Inter
pretation to the Tariff Schedules of the 
United States <19 U.S.C. 1202) are amended 
by inserting "Romania" after "Outer Mon
golia" in headnote 3(f). 

<b><l> Notwithstanding any other provi
sions of law, the products of Romania shall 
not receive nondiscriminatory <most-fa
vored-nation> trade treatment. 

<2> No agreement may be entered into 
with Romania under section 405 of the 

Trade Act of 1974 <19 U.S.C. 2435> and no 
proclamation may be issued by the Presi
dent under section 404(a) of the Trade Act 
of 1974 <19 U.S.C. 2434<a» with respect to 
Romania. 

<c> Notwithstanding any other provision 
of law, Romania may not participate, direct
ly or indirectly, in any program under which 
the United States extends credit, credit 
guarantees, or investment guarantees.e 

By Mr. THURMOND <for him
self and Mr. DECONCINU: 

S.J. Res. 171. Joint resolution pro
posing an amendment to the Constitu
tion of the United States with respect 
to the length of the term of office of 
the President and Vice President and 
the number of terms a President may 
serve; to the Committee on the Judici
ary. 

LIMITING THE PRESIDENCY TO A SINGLE SIX 
YEARTERM 

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President 
today along with Senator DECONCINI: 
I am introducing a joint resolution 
proposing an amendment to the Con
stitution limiting the tenure of a 
President to a single 6-year term. This 
is a measure that has long been 
needed to ensure that the office of the 
President will be one of emphasis on 
national issues and problems, and not 
one of concern for reelection. 

Mr. President, I wish to note at the 
outset that the need for this amend
ment does not result solely from our 
experience with any one President. 
During the first term of many admin
istrations, both Republican and Demo
crat, much of what the President has 
said or done has been interpreted as 
being designed to improve his chances 
for reelection. Few would doubt that a 
great temptation confronts Presidents 
to base policies on perceived enhance
ment of popularity. This temptation 
has no place in decisionmaking, which 
ought to be concerned only with what 
is in the Nation's best interest. 

The Presidency is one of three cor
ners~ones in our Federal system, and I 
am mtroducing this joint resolution 
because I believe we need to rescue it. 
The tempo, pressures, and problems of 
these times, which we in the Senate 
know well, have grown to a point that 
one must doubt the ability of even the 
greatest of Presidents to meet the re
sponsibilities which come with his 
office at the same time he meets the 
demands of a mounting national cam
paign for reelection. 

The pressures of the job combined 
with the pressures of campaigning can 
bend an incumbent President physical
ly, just as they can bend his policies. 
As if it were not enough to preside 
over the departments and agencies of 
the executive branch, to be Command
er in Chief of the Armed Forces and 
ceremonial head of state, we invite our 
Presidents to go to the country as can
didates, def end their policies in a 
heavy schedule of State primaries, and 
exercise their powers of incumbency in 

a long struggle for renomination and 
reelection. 

The idea of a single-term Presidency 
was not conceived in the stress of 
modem politics. The issue of Presiden
tial reeligibility was heavily debated 
during the Constitutional Convention 
which concluded that unlimited suc
cession was desirable. 

But the experiences of the early 
Presidents renewed the advocacy of 
the single term, and the case was put 
strongly in 1828 by Virginia Repre
sentative Alexander Smyth: 

The honor, the welfare, the tranquility of 
the Nation, the fairness of elections require 
that the President should not be a candi
date. 

President Andrew Jackson was per
sistent in urging the reform in each of 
his annual messages to Congress. He 
stressed his special concern that Presi
dents are tempted to abuse their 
powers in pursuing reelection. 
. Many leading public figures, includ
mg Henry Clay, Benjamin Harrison 
Benjamin F. Wade, and Charle~ 
Sumner, endorsed the reform in the 
19th century. Rutherford B. Hayes 
proposed it in his inaugural address; 
and Grover Cleveland, accepting the 
Presidential nomination in 1886 de
scribed a President's eligibility f ~r re
election as a "most serious danger to 
that calm, deliberate, and intelligent 
action which must characterize a gov
ernment by the people." By 1896, the 
proposal to limit the President to one 
6-year term had been introduced in 
Congress more than 50 times. 

In 1912, the Democratic platform ad
vocated a single-term President. After 
the general election, on February 1, 
1913, the Senate, by a vote of 47 to 23, 
proposed such an amendment. Howev
er, the House did not adopt the resolu
tion. 

In acting to avert a repetition of 
Franklin D. Roosevelt's four terms, 
Congress voted in 1947 to adopt the 
George Washington precedent, amend
ing the Constitution to set a mandato
ry limit of two 4-year terms. Some 
members argued for the single-term 
alternative, but such a provision was 
not adopted. 

The major argument that has been 
raised in opposition to the single, 6-
year Presidential term is that a Presi
dent's power will be seriously dimin
ished if he is obliged to enter the Oval 
Office as a lame duck. Many insist 
that a President gains strength from 
his exertions to be reelected. But by 
enacting the 22d amendment, Con
gress committed any President who 
wins a second term to lame duck 
status. 

Dwight Eisenhower, the only Presi
dent who, to date, has served a full 
second term under the limitations of 
the 22d amendment, did not feel that 
his inability to run again imposed any 
handicaps or loss of influence. Eisen-
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hower became, in fact, a strong propo
nent of the single-term Presidency. 

Although it is still early in his 
second term, I do not believe that 
President Reagan has shown any signs 
of the so-called "lame duck effect." I 
do not believe that we will see any 
such effect during his final term. 

President Carter was a convert to 
the single term while in office. The 
reason, he explained: 

Is that no matter what I do as President 
now, where I am really trying to ignore poli
tics and stay away from any sort of cam
paign plans, and so forth, a lot of the things 
I do are colored through the news media 
and in the minds of the American people by, 
"Is this a campaign ploy or is it genuinely 
done by the incumbent President in the best 
interest of our country without any sort of 
personal advantage involved?" I think that 
if I had a 6-year term, without any prospect 
of re-election, it would be an improvement. 

Mr. President, the Nation will gain 
more, it seems to me, from the services 
of a President who is liberated from 
reelection pressures than it will lose in 
sacrificing its right to pass upon a 
President's performance after 4 years. 
With the increased pressures of a long 
string of hard-fought primaries before 
him and the general election after 
that, a President's judgment on issues 
of substance are inevitably colored by 
his need to build a political base for 
reelection. He is harder and harder 
pressed to find time and attention to 
deal with the issues which confront 
him, but at the same time he is obliged 
to allocate increasing amounts of time 
and attention to his political pros
pects. This leads him to rely on aides 
whose preoccupation in politics more 
than on those aides directly concerned 
with the substance of government. As 
he behaves more and more like a can
didate, the more he is viewed as a can
didate by the media, the public and, 
very importantly, the international 
community, before whom he is the 
spokesman of the free world. 

The 4-year cycle is being shortened 
by the pace of events. A newly in
stalled President has only a short time 
to gear up his administration and get 
his program started before the Na
tion's attention turns to the congres
sional elections. There once was a 
haitus between the congressional elec
tions and the start of Presidential 
campaigning, Presidential candidates 
now believe in starting early so the in
cumbent faces challengers when he is 
barely into his third year. The quad
rennial cycle is allocating more and 
more time to politics, less and less to 
the serious business of government. 

Mr. President, I believe as we enjoy 
our 210th year as a Nation, we are for
tunate to have a President who is un
hampered by the prospect of cam
paigning for reelection. The problems 
he must face are prodigious. They 
pose a serious threat to our Nation 
and demand his full attention, as well 
as our own. It is my opinion that we 

will serve ourselves well by giving our 
future Presidents more time to govern, 
and especially more time to face these 
problems unhindered by the outside 
pressures created during a reelection 
campaign. This amendment will pro
vide them with that opportunity. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the proposed amendment be 
printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the joint 
resolution was ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows: 

S.J. RES. 171 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep

resentatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assembled (two-thirds of each 
House concurring therein), That the follow
ing article is proposed as an amendment to 
the Constituion of the United States: 

"ARTICLE 
"SECTION 1. The term of office for the 

President and the Vice President shall be 
six years. No person otherwise eligible 
under this Constitution to be President 
shall be eligible to be President if he has 
previously been elected to such office, and 
no person who has held the office of Presi
dent, or acted as President, for more than 
two years of a term to which some other 
person was elected President shall be eligi
ble to be elected to the office of the Presi
dent. 

"SECTION 2. The term of office provided 
for the President and Vice President by sec
tion 1 of this article shall apply to the terms 
of office of Presidents and Vice Presidents 
elected after the date on which this article 
is ratified. 

"SECTION 3. This article shall be valid only 
if it shall have been ratified as an amend
ment to the Constitution by the legislatures 
of three-fourths of the several States within 
seven years after its submission to the 
States for ratification." 

By Mr. DECONCINI: 
S.J. Res. 172. Joint resolution pro

posing a constitutional amendment to 
limit congressional terms; to the Com
mittee on the Judiciary. 

LIMITATION ON CONGRESSIONAL TERMS 
Mr. DEDONCINI. Mr. President, I 

rise today to once again introduce a 
joint resolution proposing a constitu
tional amendment to limit congres
sional terms. I have introduced such 
an amendment in every Congress since 
the 95th. 

If I may, Mr. President, I would like 
to consider for a moment how the 
Constitution came to specify no maxi
mum length of service for Members of 
the House and Senate. Under the Arti
cles of Confederation, delegates to the 
national Congress were restricted to 
serving only 3 out of each 6 consecu
tive years. The drafters of the articles 
viewed this scheme of "rotation in 
office" as a check on the power ac
crued by veteran legislators. At the 
Constitutional Convention, the Found
ing Fathers decided to break from the 
articles by placing no limitation on the 
number of terms Members of Congress 
could serve. The founders believed 
under the new system they were f org
ing that rotation or other limitations 

were unnecessary to check legislative 
power. The biggest check on power 
was the Constitution itself, under 
which the founders were certain no 
legislator had more power than any 
other citizen. 

Although I am reticent to question 
the wisdom of the Founding Fathers, I 
must profess that I find the decision 
to allow unlimited terms of office un
sound. In practice, this has allowed in
dividuals to be reelected to the Senate 
and House for unlimited periods of 
time. I cannot argue that this has 
brought us bad government. Nor 
would I try to make any case which 
disparaged the superb leadership 
which both Houses of the legislature 
have provided the Nation. What I 
would argue, though, is that the ab
sence of any limitation on service in 
the legislature has worked against 
equal and fair representation. 

As you are well aware, Mr. Presi
dent, the need to organize each Cham
ber in a reasonable and responsible 
fashion has over the decades evolved 
into what is now known as the seniori
ty system. Under this rule, responsibil
ities within the committee structure of 
the two Houses are allocated on the 
basis of tenure in office. While the se
niority system has in some measure 
helped Congress operate smoothly, it 
has in turn diminished equal represen
tation of individuals and States. 

If they are so inclined, senior Mem
bers, by virtue of the power and influ
ence the seniority system confers upon 
them, can direct an inordinate amount 
of congressional time and Federal 
funds to address the concerns of their 
home States. I do not suggest, Mr. 
President, that senior Members exer
cise their powers perniciously, but 
rather they simply respond to political 
pressures; especially those emanating 
from their home States. States with 
junior members in either both or a 
single House are at a distinct disadvan
tage when competing for either con
gressional action or Federal dollars. 

Mr. President, we are bound by oath 
to honor the intent of the Constitu
tion. The Constitution clearly and un
mistakably mandates that every indi
vidual, district and State receive equal 
treatment within the Halls of Con
gress. As long as Members of Congress 
can seek unlimited terms, however, 
the seniority system will continue to 
flourish and the intent of the Consti
tution will be frustrated. By limiting 
congressional terms, Mr. President, we 
can honor the intent of the Constitu
tion and ensure that all who serve in 
Congress do so on equal footing. 

In addition to a check against misuse 
of power, I believe that the amend
ment I propose will revive the citizen 
legislator. Limiting terms will open 
congressional seats to more people, es
pecially the young and old who will 
undertake a career in public service 
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during or after another lifelong 
career. Our theory of democracy sug
gests that as many members of society 
as possible should be given the oppor
tunity for such service. I strongly be
lieve, Mr. President, that a constitu
tional limitation service in the legisla
ture will reaffirm our faith in the rep
resentative nature of our political in
stitutions. 

On a personal note, Mr. President, I 
find this whole issue very troubling. 
When I first ran for the Senate I 
promised the people of Arizona that I 
would introduce an amendment to 
limit congressional terms. As I men
tioned earlier, I have done so in every 
Congress since 1977. During my initial 
campaign I also promised the people 
of Arizona that I would limit my own 
stay in Senate to two terms. Neverthe
less, Mr. President, I have recently an
nounced that I would not rule out the 
possibility of seeking a third term in 
office. 

As you know, Mr. President, my dis
tinguished colleague from Arizona, 
[Senator GOLDWATER] plans to retire 
in 1986. If I choose to limit my tenure 
in office to two terms, forgoing reelec
tion in 1988, Arizona will have two 
first-term Senators during the lOlst 
Congress. Arizona has only very re
cently begun to grow and thrive, and 
many of my Arizona constituents are 
afraid that if I step down now it will 
have a detrimental effect on the legis
lative needs of Arizona well into the 
next century. It seems, Mr. President, 
that the very seniority system I 
oppose may. in fact, force me to re
tract my two-term promise. 

Before I relinquish the floor, Mr. 
President, I would like to make two 
final points. First, I would like to 
remind my colleagues that I am not 
the first nor likely to be the last to 
call for a limitation on congressional 
terms. The first congressional tenure 
reforms were proposed in 1789. Presi
dents Truman, Eisenhower, Johnson, 
and Nixon all sought tenure reform. 
In 1981, Gallup polls showed 61 per
cent of the general public in favor of 
limiting Senators' terms and 59 per
cent for limiting Representatives' 
terms. Second, I would note that as a 
people we have decided that no person 
should serve as President for more 
than two terms, or under unusual cir
cumstances, for as long as 10 years. 

Last, Mr. President, I ask my Senate 
and House colleagues not to look upon 
this proposed amendment as a threat 
to their political influence, but rather 
that they look upon it as yet another 
opportunity to perfect the system of 
government in which we all have such 
a stake. 

I ask unanimous consent that a copy 
of the joint resolution be printed in 
the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the joint 
resolution was ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows: 

S.J. RES. 172 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep

resentatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assembled ftwo-thirds of each 
House concurring therein), That the follow
ing article is proposed as an amendment to 
the Constitution of the United States, 
which shall be valid to all intents and pur
poses as part of the Constitution if ratified 
by the legislatures of three-fourths of the 
several States within seven years after its 
submission for ratification: 

"ARTICLE-

"SECTION 1. No person shall be elected to 
the Senate for more than two full terms. No 
person shall be elected to the House of Rep
resentatives for more than seven full terms. 

"SECTION 2. Notwithstanding the provi
sions of section 1 of this article, any person 
may serve not more than fourteen years as 
a Senator or not more than fifteen years as 
a Representative. 

"SECTION 3. For purposes of determining 
eligibility for election under section 1 of this 
article, no election occurring before the date 
this article is ratified shall be taken into ac
count. For purposes of determining years of 
service under section 2 of this article, no 
service of any part of a term of office by a 
Senator or a Representative ratified shall be 
taken into account." 

By Mr. EAST <for himself, Mr. 
BOSCHWITZ, Mr. BURDICK, Mr. 
DOLE, Mr. EXON, Mr. GRASSLEY, 
Mr. HATCH, Mr. HEFLIN, Mr. 
HELMs, Mr. JOHNSTON, Mr. LAu
TENBERG, Mr. LEvlN, Mr. 
LA.xALT, Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr. 
McCLURE, Mr. MURKOWSKI, 
Mr. NUNN, Mr. RIEGLE, Mr. 
SASSER, Mr. SPECTER, Mr. STAF
FORD, Mr. STENNIS, Mr. SYMMS, 
Mr. TliuRMOND, Mr. ZORINSKY, 
and Mr. ABDNOR): 

S.J. Res. 173. Joint resolution to des
ignate the month of September 1985 
as "National Sewing Month"; to the 
Committee on the Judiciary. 

NATIONAL SEWING MONTH 
•Mr. EAST. Mr. President, for the 
past 3 years I have been the sponsor of 
a joint resolution designating Septem
ber as "National Sewing Month." I am 
pleased that Congress passed previous 
joint resolutions in 1982, 1983, and in 
1984 which were signed into public law 
by President Ronald Reagan. A similar 
joint resolution has been introduced 
each year by my colleague in the 
House, Congressman BILL BONER of 
Tennessee. 

This year I am proud to reintroduce 
the "National Sewing Month Resolu
tion" with 25 of my colleagues in the 
Senate as cosponsors. I thank these 
gentlemen for their support of this 
proposal. 

Mr. President, I am indebted to the 
chairman of the Senate Committee on 
the Judiciary, the Senate majority 
leader, and the Senate minority leader 
for bringing last year's joint resolution 
to the floor and assisting in its pas
sage. I look forward to their continued 
help in having the Congress pass the 
resolution to President Reagan for sig
nature. 

The support I have received this 
year from my colleagues on the "Na
tional Sewing Month Resolution" is 
most encouraging, and I believe this 
support reflects the importance of the 
sewing industry to our economy. 

As you know, Mr. President, "Na
tional Sewing Month" is an industry
wide promotion designed to increase 
home sewing interest, consumer educa
tion, and family sewing participation 
under a single sewing theme. This 
coming September marks the fourth 
industrywide effort to revitalize the 
sewing spirit in America. 

As my friends in the Senate know, I 
am a strong supporter of the family 
and family values. I .believe that home 
sewing has many benefits that add to 
the strength of the family. It is esti
mated, for instance, that over 50 mil
lion Americans sew at home, and over 
40 million sew at least part of their 
wardrobe. For many, sewing skills ac
quired at home and in home econom
ics classes of local junior high and 
high schools, have led to valuable and 
creative careers in fashion design, 
retail merchandising, pattern making, 
and textiles. Home sewing contributes 
not only to these careers but also to 
individual enjoyment, pride, and crea
tivity as well. 

The home sewing industry contrib
utes greatly to the economic life of the 
Nation. It employs thousands of 
people directly in the manufacture, 
wholesale, retail, and service sectors. 
In addition, thousands more are asso
ciated with the home sewing industry 
as teachers, mechanics, truckdrivers, 
and many other professions. The in
dustry generates over $3.5 billion in 
sales annually and invests millions of 
dollars of capital in plans and machin
ery. 

This September, the American 
Home Sewing Association will conduct 
an extensive nationwide promotion of 
"National Sewing Month." A wide va
riety of community groups will be join
ing that campaign including 4-H 
Clubs, the Girl Scouts, Future Home
makers of America, home economics 
teachers, and others. 

At this point, Mr. President, I ap
plaud the work of the American Home 
Sewing Association, and the approxi
mately 19,000 retailers responsible for 
moving the home sewing sales in the 
United States to over $3.5 billion each 
year. AHSA retail members vary in 
size from small, individually owned 
stores to major, full-service chains, 
and their service provides economic 
benefit to communities across the 
country in which they work. 

Over 45,000 educators, consisting of 
junior and senior high school teachers, 
college professors, extension home 
economists, and retailer-educators, are 
actively engaged in sewing skill devel
opment. This group of educators is im
portant to growth of the home sewing 
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industry. AHSA, through its teacher 
service division, works with profession
al educators to support home sewing 
activity. In addition, the AHSA, work
ing through a guild network of nearly 
8,000 active members in chapters 
throughout the country, has programs 
for the 90 million Americans who sew 
at home. 

In conclusion, I urge my colleagues 
in the Senate to support the "National 
Sewing Month Resolution" and to 
urge their constituents to support the 
sewing industry in the United States.e 

By Mr. HEINZ <for himself, Mr. 
SPECTER, Mr. PELL, Mr. CHAFEE, 
Mr. KENNEDY, Mr. HATCH, and 
Mr. BRADLEY): 

S.J. Res. 174. Joint resolution to des
ignate November 18, 1985, as "Eugene 
Ormandy Appreciation Day"; to the 
Committee on the Judiciary. 

EUGENE ORMANDY APPRECIATION DAY 

•Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, it is my 
pleasure to honor a giant of our times 
today. Eugene Ormandy, conductor 
laureate of the Philadelphia Orches
tra, passed away earlier this year after 
40 years with the orchestra. In that 
time, as music director and conductor, 
he brought worldwide acclaim to the 
Nation and to Philadelphia. Eugene 
Ormandy was among those responsible 
for bringing orchestral music out of 
the music hall and into the daily lives 
of Americans. In so doing, he earned 
medals of honor from the United 
States, France, Italy, Great Britain, 
and more. Originally from Hungary, 
Eugene Ormandy helped to bring out 
the very best in his adopted country. 

His creation of a special Philadel
phia sound marked his unique style 
and broadened the range of orchestral 
playing in this country. The worldwide 
tours he and the Philadelphia Orches
tra performed made them very special 
goodwill ambassadors for our Nation. 

Thus, Mr. President, it is only fitting 
that we set aside his birthday, Novem
ber 18, 1985, as a day for him to be re
membered. The legislation which Sen
ator SPECTER and I have introduced es
tablishes that day as "Eugene Orman
dy Appreciation Day," and will allow 
the orchestra and the Ormandy family 
to hold remembrances and special ap
preciation for this outstanding Ameri
can artist. 

Mr. President, I urge my colleagues 
to join us in cosponsoring this tribute. 
It is my hope that we can move this 
measure through the Congress swiftly, 
as this outstanding man deserves no 
less. I ask unanimous consent that the 
text of the resolution be printed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the joint 
resolution was ordered to be printed in 
the RECORD, as follows: 

S.J. RES. 174 
Whereas November 18, 1985, marks the 

anniversary of the birth of Eugene Orman
dy; 

Whereas Eugene Ormandy was music di
rector and conductor laureate of the Phila
delphia Orchestra for over forty years, re
ceiving honorary degrees from eighteen uni
versities and medals of honor from eight na
tions, including the United States, France, 
Italy, and Great Britain; 

Whereas Eugene Ormandy is known 
throughout the world for his extraordinary 
ability and innovation and his unique con
tribution to orchestral playing, the creation 
of "The Philadelphia Sound"; 

Whereas Eugene Ormandy performed in
valuable service to the Nation through tours 
of China, the Soviet Union, Europe, and 
South America; and 

Whereas Eugene Ormandy passed away 
on March 12, 1985: Now, therefore, be it 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Rep
resentatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assembled, That November 18, 
1985, is designated as "Eugene Ormandy Ap
preciation Day" and the President is au
thorized and requested to issue a proclama
tion calling upon the people of the United 
States to observe the day with appropriate 
ceremonies.e 

ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS 
s. 262 

At the request of Mr. BYRD, the 
name of the Senator from Arkansas 
CMr. BUMPERS] was added as a cospon
sor of S. 262, a bill to provide for the 
preservation of the f erroalloy industry 
in the United States. 

s. 361 

At the request of Mr. MOYNIHAN, the 
name of the Senator from Connecticut 
CMr. WEICKER] was added as a cospon
sor of S. 361, a bill to amend the Inter
nal Revenue Code of 1954 to make per
manent the deduction for charitable 
contributions by nonitemizers. 

s. 524 

At the request of Mr. ARMSTRONG, 
the name of the Senator from Mary
land CMr. SARBANES] was added as a co
sponsor of S. 524, a bill to recognize 
the organization known as the Retired 
Enlisted Association, Inc. 

s. 747 

At the request of Mr. LA.UTENBERG, 
the names of the Senator from Penn
sylvania CMr. HEINZ], the Senator 
from New Jersey CMr. BRADLEY], the 
Senator from Delaware CMr. ROTH], 
the Senator from Connecticut CMr. 
DODD], the Senator from Massachu
setts CMr. KERRY], the Senator from 
New York [Mr. MOYNIHAN], and the 
Senator from Connecticut CMr. 
WEICKER] were added as cosponsors of 
S. 747, a bill to improve the adminis
tration and enforcement of the Mag
nuson Fishery and Conservation Man
agement Act. 

s. 797 

At the request of Mr. HATCH, the 
name of the Senator from Missouri 
CMr. DANFORTH] was added as a co
sponsor of S. 797, a bill to authorize an 
employer to pay a youth employment 
opportunity wage to a person under 20 
years of age from May through Sep
tember under the Fair Labor Stand-

ards Act of 1938 which shall terminate 
on September 30, 1987, and for other 
purposes. 

s. 962 

At the request of Mr. COHEN, the 
name of the Senator from Arkansas 
CMr. BUMPERS] was added as a cospon
sor of S. 962, a bill to amend chapter 
30 of title 38, United States Code, to 
provide for educational assistance for 
apprenticeship or other on job-train
ing under the All-Volunteer Force 
Educational Assistance Program. 

s. 987 

At the request of Mr. ExoN, the 
names of the Senator from California 
CMr. WILSON] and the Senator from 
Vermont CMr. LEAHY] were added as 
cosponsors of S. 987, a bill to recognize 
the organization known as the Daugh
ters of Union Veterans of the Civil 
War 1861-65. 

s. 1064 

At the request of Mr. PELL, the name 
of the Senator from Oklahoma CMr. 
BOREN] was added as a cosponsor of S. 
1064, a bill to provide for the continu
ation of the National Diffusion Net
work. 

s. 1084 

At the request of Mr. GOLDWATER, 
the names of the Senator from Dela
ware CMr. ROTH], and the Senator 
from Arkansas CMr. BUMPERS] were 
added as cosponsors of S. 1084, a bill 
to authorize appropriations of funds 
for activities of the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting, and for other 
purposes. 

s. 1153 

At the request of Mr. D'AMATo, the 
names of the Senator from California 
CMr. WILSON], and the Senator from 
Vermont CMr. LEAHY] were added as 
cosponsors of S. 1153, a bill to provide 
for the distribution within the United 
States of the U.S. Information Agency 
film entitled "Hal David: Expressing a 
Feeling." 

s. 1222 

At the request of Mr. BRADLEY, the 
name of the Senator from Rhode 
Island CMr. PELL], was added as a co
sponsor of S. 1222, a bill to amend the 
Agricultural Act of 1949 to provide 
price support for the 1985 and subse
quent crops of sugar. 

s. 1259 

At the request of Mr. THuRMoND, the 
name of the Senator from Kentucky 
CMr. FoRD], was added as a cosponsor 
of S. 1259, a bill to correct certain in
equities by providing Federal civil 
service credit for retirement purposes 
and for the purpose of computing 
length of service to determine entitle
ment to leave, compensation, life in
surance, health benefits, severance 
pay, tenure, and status in the case of 
certain individuals who performed 
service as National Guard technicians 
before January 1, 1969. 
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s. 1276 

At the request of Mr. LAUTENBERG, 
the name of the Senator from Hawaii 
CMr. INOUYE], was added as a cospon
sor of S. 1276, a bill to provide finan
cial assistance to the States for com
puter education programs, and for 
other purposes. 

s. 1277 

At the request of Mr. BRADLEY, the 
name of the Senator from Arkansas 
[Mr. BUMPERS], was added as a cospon
sor of S. 1277, a bill to amend title 
XIX of the Social Security Act to pro
vide that States may provide home or 
community-based services under the 
Medicaid Program without the neces
sity of obtaining a waiver. 

s. 1296 

At the request of Mr. MATHIAS, the 
name of the Senator from Virginia 
CMr. WARNER], was added as a cospon
sor of S. 1296, a bill to amend the Im
migration and Nationality Act to 
modify the requirement for natural
ization of an understanding of the 
English language. 

s. 1325 

At the request of Mr. HEINZ, the 
name of the Senator from Arizona 
[Mr. DECONCINI], was added as a co
sponsor of S. 1325, a bill to amend 
titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Se
curity Act to require second opinions 
with respect to certain surgical proce
dures as a condition of payment under 
the Medicare and Medicaid Programs. 

s. 1365 

At the request of Mr. RoTH, the 
name of the Senator from Connecticut 
[Mr. WEICKER], was added as a cospon
sor of S. 1365, a bill to establish as an 
executive department of the Govern
ment, a Department of International 
Trade and Industry, to establish the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration and the Bureau of the 
Census as independent agencies, and 
for other purposes. 

s. 1373 

At the request of Mr. SPECTER, the 
name of the Senator from Oklahoma 
[Mr. BOREN] was added as a cosponsor 
of S. 1373, a bill to amend title 18, 
United States Code, to authorize pros
ecution of terrorists and others who 
attack U.S. Government employees 
abroad, and for other purposes. 

s. 1399 

At the request of Mr. DoLE, the 
name of the Senator from North 
Dakota [Mr. ANDREWS] was added as a 
cosponsor of S. 1399, a bill to amend 
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to 
strengthen the Architectural and 
Transportation Barriers Compliance 
Board. 

s. 1414 

At the request of Mr. BENTSEN, the 
names of the Senator from New Jersey 
[Mr. BRADLEY], and the Senator from 
Louisiana [Mr. LoNG] were added as 
cosponsors of S. 1414, a bill to provide 
additional funding and authority for 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 
order to improve the counterterrorist 
capabilities of the Bureau. 

s. 1450 

At the request of Mr. HEINZ, the 
names of the Senator from New York 
CMr. MOYNIHAN], the Senator from 
New Mexico [Mr. BINGAMAN], the Sen
ator from Minnesota [Mr. DUREN
BERGER], and the Senator from Maine 
[Mr. MITCHELL] were added as cospon
sors of S. 1450, a bill to prohibit the 
Secretary of Health and Human Serv
ices from changing reimbursement 
levels or methodologies for home 
health services under the Medicare 
Program prior to October l, 1986, or 
during a freeze period. 

s. 1477 

At the request of Mr. CHAFEE, the 
name of the Senator from Arkansas 
[Mr. PRYOR] was added as a cosponsor 
of S. 1477, a bill to amend title 38, 
United States Code, to increase the 
burial plot allowance for veterans 
from $150 to $250. 

s. 1486 

At the request of Mr. DOLE, the 
name of the Senator from Alaska CMr. 
STEVENS] was added as a cosponsor of 
S. 1486, a bill to amend the Equal 
Credit Opportunity Act. 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 68 

At the request of Mr. DODD, the 
names of the Senator from Wisconsin 
[Mr. PROXMIRE], the Senator from 
Massachusetts [Mr. KERRY], the Sena
tor from South Carolina [Mr. HOL
LINGS], the Senator from Nevada [Mr. 
LAxALTl, and the Senator from South 
Carolina [Mr. THURMOND] were added 
as cosponsors of Senate Joint Resolu
tion 68, a joint resolution to designate 
November 21, 1985, as "William Beau
mont Day." 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 132 

At the request of Mr. DANFORTH, the 
names of the Senator from New 
Mexico [Mr. DoMENICI], the Senator 
from Rhode Island [Mr. CHAFEE], and 
the Senator from Oregon [Mr. PACK
WOOD] were added as cosponsors of 
Senate Joint Resolution 132, a joint 
resolution designating October 1985, 
as "National Head Injury Awareness 
Month." 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 141 

At the request of Mr. SASSER, the 
names of the Senator from Arizona 
[Mr. GOLDWATER], the Senator from 
Kentucky [Mr. McCONNELL], and the 
Senator from Tennessee [Mr. Go RE] 
were added as cosponsors of Senate 
Joint Resolution 141, a joint resolu
tion to designate the week beginning 
May 18, 1986, as "National Tourism 
Week." 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 155 

At the request of Mr. PACKWOOD, the 
names of the Senator from Hawaii 
[Mr. MATSUNAGA], the Senator from 
Nebraska [Mr. ZoRINSKY], the Senator 
from New Mexico CMr. DoMENICI], the 
Senator from Illinois CMr. D1x0Nl, 

and the Senator from Michigan CMr. 
RIEGLE] were added as cosponsors of 
Senate Joint Resolution 155, a joint 
resolution to designate the month of 
November 1985 as "National Hospice 
Month." 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 156 

At the request of Mr. MURKOWSKI, 
the names of the Senator from Massa
chusetts [Mr. KERRY], the Senator 
from Kansas [Mr. DoLEl, and the Sen
ator from Oklahoma [Mr. BoRENl 
were added as cosponsors of Senate 
Joint Resolution 156, a joint resolu
tion authorizing a memorial to be 
erected in the District of Columbia or 
its environs. 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 158 

At the request of Mr. MURKOWSKI, 
the name of the Senator from Michi
gan [Mr. RIEGLE] was added as a co
sponsor of Senate Joint Resolution 
158, a joint resolution designating Oc
tober 1985 as "National Community 
College Month." 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 159 

At the request of Mr. JOHNSTON, the 
names of the Senator from Illinois 
[Mr. SIMON], the Senator from South 
Carolina [Mr. THuRMoND], the Sena
tor from West Virginia CMr. RocKEFEL
LER], the Senator from Arizona [Mr. 
DECONCINI], the Senator from Mon
tana [Mr. BAucusl, the Senator from 
California [Mr. CRANSTON], the Sena
tor from Hawaii [Mr. MATSUNAGA], the 
Senator from West Virginia [Mr. 
BYRD], the Senator from Kansas [Mr. 
DoLEl, the Senator from Florida CMrs. 
HAWKINS], the Senator from Idaho 
CMr. McCLURE], the Senator from 
Nevada [Mr. HEcHTl, the Senator from 
Utah CMr. HATCH], the Senator from 
New Mexico CMr. DOMENICI], the Sen
ator from Washington [Mr. GORTON], 
the Senator from Washington CMr. 
Ev ANS], the Senator from Tennessee 
[Mr. SASSER], the Senator from Utah 
CMr. GARN], the Senator from Texas 
[Mr. BENTSEN], the Senator from 
Rhode Island [Mr. CHAFEE], and the 
Senator from Mississippi [Mr. STEN
NIS] were added as cosponsors of 
Senate Joint Resolution 159, a joint 
resolution to designate the rose as the 
national floral emblem. 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 166 

At the request of Mr. DURENBERGER, 
the names of the Senator from Michi
gan CMr. RIEGLE], the Senator from 
Missouri [Mr. DANFORTH], the Senator 
from South Carolina [Mr. THuRMor:rDl, 
the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. 
ANDREWS], the Senator from Pennsyl
vania [Mr. HEINZ], and the Senator 
from Minnesota [Mr. BOSCHWITZ] 
were added as cosponsors of Senate 
Joint Resolution 166, a joint resolu
tion to appeal for the release of Dr. 
Yury Orlov and other Helsinki Final 
Act monitors. 
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SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 168 

At the request of Mr. TRIBLE, the 
name of the Senator from New Jersey 
CMr. BRADLEY] was added as a cospon
sor of Senate Joint Resolution 168, a 
joint resolution designating August 13, 
1985, as "National Neighborhood 
Crime Watch Day". 

SENATE RESOLUTION 189 

At the request of Mr. KENNEDY, the 
names of the Senator from Massachu
setts CMr. KERRY], the Senator from 
Rhode Island CMr. PELL], the Senator 
from Vermont [Mr. STAFFORD], the 
Senator from North Dakota CMr. AN
DREWS], the Senator from Connecticut 
CMr. WEICKER], the Senator from 
Hawaii [Mr. MATSUNAGA], the Senator 
from California CMr. CRANSTON], the 
Senator from West Virginia CMr. 
RocKEFELLER], the Senator from Con
necticut CMr. DoDD], the Senator from 
New Jersey CMr. BRADLEY], the Sena
tor from Tennessee CMr. GoRE], the 
Senator from Indiana [Mr. QUAYLE], 
the Senator from Ohio CMr. METz
ENBAUM], the Senator from Michigan 
CMr. RIEGLE], the Senator from South 
Carolina CMr. THuRMOND] , the Sena
tor from North Dakota CMr. BURDICK], 
the Senator from Rhode Island CMr. 
CHAFEE], the Senator from South 
Carolina CMr. HOLLINGS] , the Senator 
from Kansas CMr. DoLEl, the Senator 
from Indiana CMr. LUGAR], the Senator 
from Maryland CMr. SARBANES], the 
Senator from Georgia CMr. NUNN] , the 
Senator from Pennsylvania CMr. 
HEINZ], the Senator from Nebraska 
CMr. ZORINSKY], and the Senator from 
Hawaii CMr. INOUYE] were added as co
sponsors of Senate Resolution 189, a 
resolution to designate the week of 
August 18 to 24, 1985, as "Health Care 
Expo '85 Week". 

SENATE RESOLUTION 202-
URGING MAJOR LEAGUE BASE
BALL OWNERS AND PLAYERS 
TO WORK TO AVOID A SCHED
ULED PLAYERS STRIKE 
Mr. FORD submitted the following 

resolution; which was referred to the 
Committee on Labor and Human Re-
sources: 

S. RES. 202 
Whereas baseball is America's national 

pastime; 
Whereas Major League Baseball is an im

portant source of family-oriented entertain
ment for millions of Americans: 

Whereas Major League Baseball teams are 
a source of local pride for fans in communi
ties across the nation, as well as providers of 
substantial revenues and employment op
portunities in related businesses: 

Whereas the Major League Baseball Play
ers Association has voted to strike on Tues
day, August 6, 1985, unless they have 
reached a new collective bargaining agree
ment with team owners by then: 

Whereas a prolonged players' strike would 
result in the cancellation of hundreds of 
baseball games, the loss of millions of dol
lars to related businesses, and endanger the 
long-term interests of the sport; 

Whereas those who would suffer greatest 
during a baseball players' strike would be 
the fans: Now therefore be it 

Resolved that it is the sense of the Senate 
that the Major League Baseball Players As
sociation and team owners have a responsi
bility to the baseball fans of America to 
ensure that the current season is not inter
rupted, and that both parties should do ev
erything in their power to avoid a strike by 
players. 

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, today I 
am introducing a resolution urging 
major league baseball owners and 
players to do everything they can to 
avoid a scheduled players' strike. 

I know that there are crucial issues 
facing this body-matters of the defi
cit, of foreign policy, of trade. But, I 
must say that my heart sank last week 
when I read that the Major League 
Baseball Players Association has 
scheduled a strike for August 6 unless 
the union has reached a new collective 
bargaining agreement by then. The 
prospect for me is as vivid as the 
memory of those 50 agonizing mid
summer days of 1981-no baseball! 

It would be a tremendous disap
pointment to the many millions of 
baseball fans across this Nation if, on 
August 6, the gates are closed, the 
grandstands fall silent, and our great 
national pastime is put on indefinite 
hold. Baseball is a tremendous source 
of family-oriented entertainment for 
the people of this country. Moreover, 
it is a source of revenue and jobs in re
lated industries. Most of our Nation's 
great cities depend greatly on baseball 
as a cornerstone of economic develop
ment and community identity. 

Mr. President, I admit that I know 
very little about the specific issues in
volved in the current negotiations on a 
new collective bargaining agreement 
for major league baseball. In that re
spect, I suppose I can echo the senti
ments of the average fan. We're frus
trated-frustrated by the fact that the 
game we love so much might come to 
an abrupt halt, and we can't do a 
thing about it. 

So I off er this resolution with hopes 
that my colleagues will overwhelming
ly support it, and that we can commu
nicate to both parties in the current 
baseball labor-management negotia
tions that they have a responsibility to 
the Nation's fans to keep the season 
going. The resolution urges them to 
settle their differences and avoid the 
scheduled August 6 strike. 

Remember, without the fans, base
ball would not be what it is today. And 
in the event of a strike, it is the fans 
who will suffer the most. 

SENATE RESOLUTION 203-
0RIGINAL RESOLUTION RE
PORTED WAIVING CONGRES
SIONAL BUDGET ACT 
Mr. DANFORTH, from the Commit

tee on Commerce, Science, and Trans
portation, reported the following origi-

nal resolution; which was ref erred to 
the Committee on the Budget: 

S. RES. 203 
Resolved, That pursuant to section 402<c> 

of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, 
the provisions of section 402Ca> of such Act 
are waived with respect to the consideration 
of H.R. 2796. Such waiver is necessary be
cause H.R. 2796 authorizes the enactment 
of new budget authority which would first 
become available in fiscal years before fiscal 
year 1987, and such bill was not reported 
prior to the statutory deadline imposed by 
section 402Ca> of the Congressional Budget 
Act of 1974 for such authorizations. 

The authorization contained in H.R. 2796 
is necessary to ensure that sufficient funds 
are available for the Secretary of Transpor
tation to improve security at international 
airports and aboard commercial passenger 
aircraft. Recent international events such as 
the hijacking of Trans World Airlines 
Flight 847 have demonstrated the necessity 
and urgency for improving airport and air
craft security. The funds authorized to be 
apporpriated by H.R. 2796 are to be used by 
the Secretary of Transportation for re
search on and development of airport and 
aircraft security devices and techniques for 
detecting explosives. These funds are to be 
derived from the Airport and Airway Trust 
Fund. 

AMENDMENTS SUBMITTED 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY 
COMMISSION AUTHORIZATION 

SIMON <AND OTHERS> 
AMENDMENT NO. 539 

Mr. SIMON <for himself, Mr. LAu
TENBERG, Mr. METZENBAUM, Mr. EAGLE
TON, and Mr. KERRY) proposed an 
amendment to the bill <S. 1077> to 
amend the Consumer Product Safety 
Act <15 U.S.C. 2051 et seq.) to provide 
authorization of appropriations, and 
for other purposes; as follows: 

At the end of the bill, add the following 
new title: 
TITLE II-AMUSEMENT PARK SAFETY 

SEC. 201. SHORT TITLE, REFERENCE. 
(a) SHORT TITLE.-This title may be cited 

as the "Amusement Park Safety Act". 
Cb> REFERENCE.-Whenever in this title an 

amendment or repeal is expressed in terms 
of an amendment to, or repeal of, a section 
or other provision, the reference shall be 
considered to be made to a section or other 
provision of the Consumer Product Safety 
Act. 
SEC. 202. DEFINITION. 

(a) DEFINITION OF AlluSEMENT RIDE.-(1) 
Section 3Ca>Cl> Cl5 U.S.C. 2052Ca)(l)) is 
amended by striking out the first two sen
tences following subparagraph CI>. 

<2> Section 3<a> is amended by adding at 
the end the following: 

"(15) The term 'amusement ride' means 
any device which carries or conveys passen
gers along, around, or over a fixed or re
stricted route or course or within a defined 
area for the purpose of giving its passengers 
amusement and which is customarily con
trolled or directed by an individual who is 
employed for that purpose and who is not a 
consumer with respect to such device. An 
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amusement ride which is not permanently 
fixed to a site is a consumer product for pur
poses of this Act and an amusement ride 
which is permanently fixed to a site-

" CA> is not a consumer product for pur
poses of sections 7 and 8, and 

"CB> is a consumer product for the re
mainder of the Act. 

"(16) The term 'amusement ride operator' 
means the owner of an amusement ride.". 

Cb> Conforming Amendment.-Section 
3Ca)(l)(I) is amended by striking out ". The 
term 'food ', as used in this subparagraph 
means all 'food'". 
SEC. 203. PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION. 

Section 6(b) 05 U.S.C. 2055Cb)(l)) is 
amended-

(!) in the first sentence of paragraph (1) 
by striking out "the Commission shall" 
through the end of the sentence and insert
ing in lieu thereof the following: " the Com
mission shall, to the extent practicable, 
notify and provide a summary of the infor
mation to-

"CA> each manufacturer or private labeler 
of the consumer product, and 

"CB> to each amusement ride operator 
who owns the amusement ride 
to which the information pertains, if the 
manner in which such consumer product or 
amusement ride is to be designated or de
scribed in such information will permit the 
public to ascertain readily the identity of 
such manufacturer, private labeler, or 
amusement ride operator and shall provide 
such manufacturer, private labeler, or 
amusement ride operation with a reasonable 
opportunity to submit comments to the 
Commission regarding such information."; 
and 

<2> in the second and third sentences of 
paragraph <1> and in paragraphs <2> and <3>, 
by striking out "or private labeler'' each 
place it occurs and inserting in lieu thereof'' 
each place it occurs and inserting in lieu 
thereof", private labeler, or amusement ride 
operator''. 
SEC. zot. NOTIFICATION AND REMEDIES. 

<a> Notification of Commission.-Section 
15<b> <15 U.S.C. 2064<b> is amended by 
adding at the end the following: "Each 
amusement ride operator who obtains infor
mation which reasonably supports the con
clusion that the amusement ride the opera
tor owns contains a defect which could 
create a substantial product hamrd de
scribed in subsection <a><2> shall provide the 
information required by the preceding sen
tence.". 

<b> Repair, Replacement, Refund.-Sec
tion 15<d> of such Act is amended-

<1> by inserting after "of such product" in 
the first sentence the following: "or the 
amusement ride operator if the product is 
an amusement ride"; and 

<2> by inserting before", or from doing" in 
the last sentence the following: ", from op
erating an amusement ride if the product 
involved is an amusement ride". 
SEC. %05. INSPECTION. 

Section 16<a> <15 U.S.C. 2065Ca» is amend
ed by striking out "and" at the end of para
graph < l>, by striking out the period before 
the last sentence in paragraph (2) and in
serting in lieu thereof "; and", by striking 
out the last sentence, and by adding after 
paragraph (2) the following: 

"<3> to inspect, at reasonable times and in 
a reasonable manner-

"CA> amusement rides which are not per
manently fixed to a site, and 

"CB> amusement rides which are perma
nently fixed to a site if the State or political 

subdivision in which the ride is located does 
not have authority to inspect the ride or if 
the ride was involved in a fatality or a per
sonal injury requiring hospitalization. 
Each such inspection shall be commenced 
and completed with reasonable prompt-
ness.". 
SEC. 206. REGULATIONS. 

The Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion shall issue regulations for the adminis
tration of section 15 of the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Act, as amended by section 204, 
not later than six months after the effective 
date of this title. 
SEC. 207. EFFECTIVE DATE. 

The amendments made by this title shall 
take effect October 1, 1985. 

DANFORTH AMENDMENT NO. 540 
Mr. DANFORTH proposed an 

amendment to amendment No. 539 
proposed by Mr. SIMON to the bill S. 
1077, supra; as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed to be in
serted by amendment No. 539, insert the fol
lowing: 

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON AMUSEMENT RIDE 
SAFETY 

SEC. . Ca> The Congress finds that-
< 1> the occurrence of amusement ride acci

dents in recent years has prompted inquiry 
into the necessity and desirability of Feder
al legislation to regulate the amusement 
ride industry; 

<2> the regulation of such rides has tradi
tionally been the responsibility of State and 
local governments and of the amusement 
ride industry; 

<3> it is uncertain whether any Federal 
agency has sufficient resources or expertise 
to regulate the amusement ride industry; 

<4> Federal involvement in the inspection 
and regulation of amusement rides could be 
costly and inefficient; 

<5> voluntary comprehensive ride safety 
standards have been promulgated by the 
American Society of Testing and Materials 
and such standards should be evaluated by 
the Federal Government; and 

<6> a temporary Commission to review the 
scope and adequacy of safety regulations 
and standards in the amusement ride indus
try could clarify the need, or lack of need, 
for Federal legislation regarding amusement 
ride safety. 

Cb><l> There is established a National 
Commission on Amusement Ride Safety 
<hereinafter referred to as the "Commis
sion">. 

<2> The Commission shall be composed of 
five members as follows: 

<A> the Director of the National Bureau of 
Standards, who shall be chairman of the 
Commission; 

<B> the Chairman of the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission <or the Chairman's 
designee>, who shall be vice chairman of the 
Commission; and 

CC> three members to be appointed by the 
President as follows: 

(i) one from among State officials who ad
minister State amusement ride safety in
spection programs; 

cm one from among professionals in the 
amusement ride industry who have educa
tion, training, or experience in amusement 
ride safety matters; and 

(iii) one from among persons who repre
sent consumers. 

<3> Any vacancy in the Commission shall 
not affect its powers. 

<4> Three members of the Commission 
shall constitute a quorum. 

<c><l> The Commission shall conduct a 
comprehensive investigation of the scope 
and adequacy of safety measures employed 
to protect the public from unreasonable 
risks of injury from amusement rides. Such 
investigation shall include a review of-

CA> Federal, State, and local laws regulat
ing the amusement ride industry; 

CB) existing voluntary comprehensive 
amusement ride safety standards; and 

CC) self-regulation mechanisms within 
such industry. 

<2> Such investigation shall determine for 
each law, standard, and self-regulation 
mechanism reviewed under paragraph 
Cl><A> through CC) of this subsection-

<A> the scope of its coverage; 
<B> the effectiveness of any available sanc

tions or enforcement mechanisms; and 
<C> the adequacy of powers to investigate 

violations. 
In addition, the investigation shall deter
mine the uniformity of application and 
quality of enforcement of the reviewed laws, 
standards, and self-enforcement mecha
nisms. 

<3> As soon as practicable after the date of 
enactment of this Act, the Commission shall 
publish in the Federal Register an an
nouncement of the investigation described 
in paragraph < 1 > of this subsection, and 
shall afford an opportunity for any interest
ed persons to submit views on the subject of 
the investigation. 

<4> The Commission may transmit to the 
President and to the Congress such interim 
reports as it considers advisable, and shall 
transmit its final report to the President 
and to the Congress not later than eighteen 
months after the date of enactment of this 
Act. The final report shall contain a de
tailed statement of the findings and conclu
sions of the Commission with respect to the 
adequacy of existing amusement ride safety 
standards and regulations, together with 
such recommendations for legislative, ad
ministrative, or other action as it considers 
appropriate. 

<d><l> The Commission may, for the pur
pose of carrying out this section, hold such 
hearings, sit and act at such times and 
places, take such testimony, and receive 
such evidence as the Commission considers 
appropriate. The Commission may adminis
ter oaths or affirmations to witnesses ap
pearing before it. In holding such hearings, 
the Commission, upon a vote of a quorum of 
its members, may-

<A> order any corporation, business, or in
dividual to submit, within a reasonable 
period, such reports or answers to questions 
as the Commission may request, in such 
form and such manner as the Commission 
may prescribe; 

CB> require by subpoena the attendance 
and testimony of witnesses and the produc
tion of any evidence relevant to the execu
tion of its duties; and 

<C> order any person to give testimony by 
deposition to any person designated by the 
Commission to administer oaths and to take 
such deposition. 

<2> The Commission shall publish notice 
of any proposed hearing in the Federal Reg
ister and shall afford a reasonable opportu
nity for interested persons to present rele
vant testimony and data. 

<3><A> If a person issued a subpoena under 
paragraph Cl><B> of this subsection refuses 
to obey such subpoena or is guilty of contu
macy, any court of the United States within 
the Judicial district within which the hear
ing is conducted or within the judicial dis-
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trict within which such person is found or 
resides or transacts business may <upon ap
plication of the Commission> order such 
person to appear before the Commission to 
produce evidence or to give testimony relat
ing to the matter under investigation. Any 
failure to obey such order of the court may 
be punished by such court as a contempt 
thereof. 

<B> Subpoenas of the Commission shall be 
served in the manner provided for subpoe
nas of a district court under the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure for the district 
courts of the United States. 

<4> The Commission may pay witnesses 
the same fees and travel expenses as are 
paid in like circumstances in the courts of 
the United States. 

<5> The Commission may request from 
any department, agency, or independent in
strumentality of the Federal Government 
any information it considers necessary to 
carry out its functions under this section. 
Each such department, agency, or independ
ent instrumentality shall cooperate with the 
Commission and, to the extent permitted by 
law, shall furnish such information to the 
Commission. 

< 6 > The Commission may delegate any of 
its functions to individual members of the 
Commission. 

<e><l> Members of the Commission shall 
serve without compensation. 

<2> While away from their homes or regu
lar places of business in the performance of 
services for the Commission, members of 
the Commission shall be reimbursed for 
travel expenses, including per diem in lieu 
of subsistence, as authorized by section 5703 
of title 5, United States Code, for persons 
employed intermittently in the Government 
service. 

(f)(l) The Commission may appoint and 
fix the compensation of a staff director who 
shall be paid an amount not to exceed the 
minimum rate of basic pay payable for level 
GS-15 of the General Schedule pursuant to 
section 5332 of title 5, United States Code. 

(2) The head of any Federal agency may 
detail, on a reimbursable basis, any of its 
personnel to assist the Commission in carry
ing out its duties under this section. 

<3> The Commission shall cease to exist 
upon submitting its final report required 
under subsection <c><4> of this section. 

INVESTIGATION OF CERTAIN ACCIDENTS 

SEC. 6. <a> The National Bureau of Stand
ards of the Department of Commerce may 
investigate any accident involving an amuse
ment ride at a fixed site amusement park 
if-

( 1 > such accident caused death or serious 
personal injury, or could have caused death 
or serious personal injury; 

<2> an appropriate authority of State or 
local government requests, in writing, that 
the Secretary of Commerce conduct such an 
investigation; and 

<3> the Secretary of Commerce makes a 
determination to conduct such an investiga
tion. 

Cb> Upon conclusion of such an investiga
tion, the National Bureau of Standards 
shall issue a final accident report containing 
its findings, conclusions, and reco~nda
tions. Such report shall include-

< 1 > findings of the causes of the accident, 
including a scientific and technological ex
amination of the material, physical, and 
chemical conditions that contributed to the 
accident; 

<2> recommendations for actions or proce
dures which could have prevented the acci
dent; and 

<3> recommendations for actions or proce
dures to prevent similar accidents. 

<c> The National Bureau of Standards 
shall transmit a copy of any such report 
to-

(1) the authority of State or local govern
ment which requested such investigation; 
and 

<2> any other appropriate person or orga
nization, as determined by the Secretary of 
Commerce. 

Cd> Nothing in this section shall be con
strued to limit or affect any existing author
ity of the Secretary of Commerce. 

<e> The provisions of section 8 of the Na
tional Bureau of Standards Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1983 (15 U.S.C. 275b> 
shall not apply to any service performed 
pursuant to this section. 

<f> The provisions of this section shall be 
effective until Congress enacts legislation 
regarding amusement ride safety in re
sponse to the report submitted by the Com
mission under section 5 of this Act. 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS SERVICE 
AUTHORIZATION ACT 

STAFFORD AMENDMENT NO. 541 
Mr. DOLE (for Mr. STAFFORD) pro

posed an amendment to the bill <S. 
1030) to authorize appropriations for 
the Public Buildings Service of the 
General Services Administration for 
fiscal year 1986; as follows: 

On page 2, line 19 strike "$2,397,924,000" 
and insert in lieu thereof "$2,401,868,000". 

On page 4, line 9 strike "$124,150,000" and 
insert in lieu thereof "$128,094,000". 

On page 6, insert in alphabetical order in 
the list: 
"Missouri, St. Louis, Mart 

Federal Building .............. . $3,944,000" 

NOTICES OF HEARINGS 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT OF GOVERNMENT 

MANAGEMENT 

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I would 
like to announce that the Subcommit
tee on Oversight of Government Man
agement, Committee on Governmental 
Affairs, will hold a markup of S. 1134, 
the Program Fraud Civil Penalties Act 
of 1985, and S. 992, the Congressional 
Reports Elimination Act of 1985, on 
Wednesday, July 31, at 2 p.m., in room 
342 of the Dirksen Senate Office 
Building. 

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, I 
would like to announce for the inf or
mation of the Senate and the public 
the scheduling of a public hearing 
before the Committee on Energy and 
Natural Resources to continue the 
consideration of the nomination of 
Charles A. Trabandt, of Virginia, to be 
a member of the Federal Energy Reg
ulatory Commission. 

This hearing will take place Monday, 
July 29, 10 a.m., SD366 of the Senate 
Dirksen Office Building in Washing
ton, DC. 

For further information regarding 
this hearing, please contact Nan Mor
rison at 202-224-7143. 

AUTHORITY FOR COMMITTEES 
TO MEET 

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Commit
tee on Energy and Natural Resources 
be authorized to meet during the ses
sion of the Senate on Wednesday, July 
24, to consider the nominations of 
Russell F. Miller to be Deputy Inspec
tor General of the U.S. Synthetic 
Fuels Corporation; and William P. 
Horn to be Assistant Secretary for 
Fish and Wildlife, Department of the 
Interior. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Commit
tee on Intelligence be authorized to 
meet in closed session, during the ses
sion of the Senate on Wednesday, July 
24, to hold a hearing on the National 
Intelligence Strategy. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL SERVICE 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the subcom
mittee on Civil Service of the Commit
tee on Governmental Affairs be au
thorized to meet during the session of 
the Senate on Wednesday, July 24, to 
hold a hearing on the GAO report on 
Pay Equity. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Commit
tee on the Judiciary be authorized to 
meet during the session of the Senate 
on Wednesday, July 24, 1985, in order 
to receive testimony concerning the 
nominations of Douglas H. Ginsburg, 
to be Assistant Attorney General for 
the Antitrust Division, and Richard 
Kennon Willard, to be Assistant Attor
ney for the Civil Division. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, AND 
FORESTRY 

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Commit
tee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and For
estry be authorized to meet during the 
session of the Senate on Wednesday, 
July 24, between the hours of 3 p.m. 
and 5 p.m. to mark up S. 616, the farm 
bill, and related issues. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS 

TEXTILE IMPORTS 
•Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, last 
week, Senators ROTH, DANFORTH, and I 
wrote to President Reagan to express 
our outrage over the administration's 
failure to control the surge of textile 
imports into the United States. 

The import increases have posed a 
grave situation for the American tex
tile industry, including that of my own 
State of Rhode Island, and we can no 
longer sit back and watch our constitu
ents lose their jobs to foreign imports. 

I ask that the text of our letter be 
printed at this point in the RECORD. 

The letter follows. 
U.S. SENATE, 

Washington, DC, July 18, 1985. 
The PRESIDENT, 
The White House, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: We are writing to let 
you know about our personal concerns 
about the Administration's efforts to con
trol textile and apparel imports and to urge 
you to give your attention to this matter. 

Recently, we received a letter from five 
members of the Cabinet urging us not to 
support S. 680. The Administration's opposi
tion to this legislation, we understand, re
lates to a number of issues, in particular 
concerns that the legislation would trigger 
losses in U.S. exports, spur inflation, and 
violate our international obligations. 

These are concerns which we fully appre
ciate. Moreover, we are also aware of the ef
forts the Administration has made, particu
larly in the last two years, to tighten up on 
the existing import controls on textiles and 
apparel including greatly increased numbers 
of calls on imports, easier procedures for 
demonstrating market disruption, more 
stringent rules of origin and more restrictive 
bilateral agreements. 

Nevertheless, we are shocked at the fail
ure of the Administration to get this situa
tion under control. For whatever reason, 
there has been a tremendous increase in 
textile and apparel imports over the last 
five years, an increase that was not sup
posed to have been possible with the Multi
Fiber Arrangement in place. This increase 
has had a devastating impact on communi
ties in each of our States and is causing 
great hardship and fears among many of 
our constituents. Our constituents no longer 
find the MFA as currently enforced a credi
ble response to the textile and apparel trade 
issue and frankly, we agree. 

A continuation of this situation is simply 
unacceptable. Either the Administration 
will seize the initiative immediately and 
take action to correct this situation or there 
is no question but that the Congress will 
act. Though we feel that a negotiated settle
ment of this situation is preferable to legis
lative action, time is running out. First, the 
Administration must act immediately to 
stringently enforce the current MF A. 
Second, the MFA renegotiation must be ex
pedited, the U.S. negotiating position must 
be tough and action must come soon or an 
increasing number of members will be 
forced to seek a legislative solution. 

As far as we are concerned, an effective 
control system for this sector must deal 
with the total trade picture. For too long 
now, our system has been trying to catch up 
with production overseas as it moves from 

country to country, and from product to 
product. In fact, the system has encouraged 
this development. When we decide that we 
want to control imports of a particular prod
uct, we need to know that the controls 
cannot be circumvented. 

It has become increasingly obvious to us 
and many others that to be truly effective 
our import control system must apply to all 
countries, including the European Commu
nity. Tightening up on the rest of the world, 
while excluding one region, only forces the 
production to that weak link in the system. 
Imports from the European Community 
rose more than 50 percent between 1983 and 
1984 and accounted for about 20 percent of 
the total increase in imports over the last 
five years. Besides, how can we support a 
policy that discriminates against a region of 
the world that potentially is the most rapid
ly growing future market for U.S. exports. 

Likewise, it is critical that the Multi-Fiber 
Arrangement be expanded to cover all 
fibers, not just cotton, wool and man-made 
fibers. This another major weak link in the 
current system. Imports of other fibers, 
namely silk, linen and ramie, accounted for 
about 20 percent of the growth in imports 
over the last five years. So long as some 
fibers, or some countries, fall completely 
outside the arrangement, the potential for 
greatly increased imports remains real. 

We know you believe very strongly in the 
merits of an open trading system. So do we. 
But, it has long been recognized that the 
textile and apparel sector presents a special 
circumstance. Action is needed now to re
store confidence in the multilateral system 
for controlling trade in this sector. 

This is a matter of very deep concern to us 
and we appreciate greatly your attention to 
this issue. We are hopeful that the Adminis
tration will move with dispatch on this 
matter. 

Sincerely, 
JOHN H . CHAFEE, 
JOHN C. DANFORTH, 
BILL ROTH, Jr., 

U.S. Senate.• 

BARRIERS TO ADOPTION 
•Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, a few 
weeks ago the Labor and Human Re
sources Committee held the second of 
two hearings on the barriers to adop
tion. Too many children suffer from 
the lack of a permanent family be
cause of obstacles such as the lack of 
cooperation between States, entangle
ment in the system, and improper 
tracking or placement in foster care. 

Another barrier noted was the lack 
of effort toward recruitment, especial
ly of black families. In Chicago, how
ever, an extraordinary man spear
heads a program called "One Church, 
One Child." Father George Clements 
began the program in January of 1981. 
The success of "One Church, One 
Child" provides inspiration and dem
onstrates that obstacles can be over
come. The program now reaches black 
churches in Kansas, Louisiana, and 
Missouri. 

Father Clements receives a great 
deal of support from the director of 
the Illinois Department of Children 
and Family Services, Gordon Johnson. 
Under the direction of Mr. Johnson, 
the department has increased both its 

efforts and resources in the pursuit of 
placing special needs children. 

I am proud to represent a State 
which is the leader in finding homes 
for children. I ask that the testimonies 
of Father Clements and Mr. Johnson 
be inserted in the RECORD. 

STATEMENT OF FATHER GEORGE CLEMENTS 
Some of us at this hearing may be of suffi

cient vintage that we can recall that hit 
song of yesteryear, "You Gotta Accentuate 
the Positive, Eliminate the Negative, Latch 
on to the Affirmative and Don't Mess With 
Mr. In-Between." 

Those lyrics take on added meaning today 
as we address "Barriers to Adoption." Child 
care advocacy is replete with prophets of 
doom, harbingers of disaster. If there is one 
facet of child care that all seem to agree on, 
it is that we are literally besieged with a 
multitude of problems associated with de
pendent children. 

However, I maintain that the members of 
this committee need not be continually 
beaten over the head with these numbing 
problems. Today I intend to accentuate the 
positive. Of necessity I must touch on some 
problems, but I intend to dwell on solutions. 

All over America we are blessed with mil
lions of families who would like to open 
their homes and their hearts to homeless 
children this morning. Step into virtually 
any village, town, hamlet, or city, and you 
are certain to find Americans who would 
love to adopt children. If we accept this 
premise of a plethora of families waiting 
and hoping to adopt, why then does Amer
ica have so many homeless children? 

The answer should be obvious. It is be
cause we still have this bewildering maze of 
obfuscating regulations and stipulations and 
guidelines and norms and standards and re
quirements and ordinances and modifica
tions and statutes and precepts that are 
strangling our ability of simply placing a 
homeless child with a family that wants 
that child. 

A further complication is that individual 
States have established statutes that are pe
culiar to that particular State. This leads us 
to the mind-boggling posture of one State's 
laws flatly contradicting another State's 
laws. In popular jargon this translates into 
some States being labeled "enlightened" 
and other States, "unenlightened." Why 
should a family be penalized simply because 
they happen to live in an unenlightened 
State as opposed to an enlightened State. 

Accentuate the positive! The United 
States of America simply must set up Feder
al guidelines as definitive norms for every 
State in the union. After all, we are dealing 
with the most precious object in the world, 
a human being. We simply no longer can 
afford this cavalier attitude of allowing 
Oregon to go one way, while Florida takes 
off in the opposite direction. I am willing to 
allow all kinds of latitude to the States 
when it comes to credit buying or insurance 
norms or real estate regulations or utility 
guidelines. However, I certainly am not will
ing to grant that same latitude when those 
States are dealing with the destiny of the 
most precious objects on the face of the 
Earth-children. 

Once individual States are aligned into 
sensible Federal guidelines, let us then take 
the next logical step. A method must be de
vised whereby we link up the homeless child 
with the family seeking a child-anywhere 
in America, any in America! This Nation has 
created the most sophisticated technology 
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known to mankind. Let us put that technol
ogy to use for homeless children. 

I am sounding the call for a national com
puterization of all adoptable children and 
all prospective adoptee families throughout 
this land. If we can computerize airline tick
ets, surely we ought to be able to computer
ize homeless children. Not only is this ac
centuating the positive, but it is also elimi
nating the negative-eliminating the road
blocks that hinder adoption. 

Some will find it vulgar to link the al
mighty dollar with child advocacy. However, 
the bitter truth is that cost effectiveness is 
right at the top of the priority items in 
America today. Computerization of adop
tions on the national level would amount to 
a resultant savings of millions of tax dollars. 

I am hopeful that this Senate committee 
will promote this national computerization 
of homeless children. My lone voice crying 
in the wilderness will never be heard. How
ever, a collective roar from the most august 
body of parliamentarians in the world will 
resound all over this land. Let us accentuate 
the positive with the most sophisticated 
technology known to mankind, that of the 
United States of America. 

In January of 1981, I founded an organiza
tion known as "One Church, One Child." 
This organization takes cognizance both of 
the moral sensitivity of America's black 
church goers as well as their responsiveness 
to their ministers. "One Church, One 
Child" asks each church in our black com
munities to accept the responsibility of at 
least one family in that church adopting a 
child. 

Specifically, "One Church, One Child" is 
asking the minister in the congregation to 
allow our organization to enter that church 
with a formal presentation advocating adop
tion. This program consists of addresses by 
a professional in the field of adoption and a 
couple that have already adopted. We also 
provide visual aids, movies, slides, bro
chures, etc., on adoption. The program is 
rounded off with a question and answer 
period. If, as a result of this program, a 
couple in that particular congregation actu
ally adopts a child, then that church offi
cially becomes a "One Church, One Child" 
congregation. 

When this program began in Chicago, Illi
nois in 1981, that city had in excess of 700 
homeless black children <homeless in the 
context means a child who is involved in 
some type of temporary situation>. Today 
we are extremely proud to state that we 
now have roughly 40 homeless black chil
dren in Chicago. Moreover, there were 90 
black infants seeking adoption. Today there 
are none and we have a waiting list of black 
parents seeking black infants throughout 
the State of Illinois. 

"One Church, .One Child" can now be 
found in Missouri, Kansas, and Louisiana, as 
well as Illinois. Indeed, "One Church, One 
Child" accentuates the positive. 

STATEMENT BY GORDON JOHNSON, DIRECTOR 
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND 
FAMILY SERVICES 

During the past five years the Illinois De
partment of Children and Family Services 
has made tremendous strides in finding per
manent homes for children with special 
needs. The methods used have proven that 
children with special needs-older children; 
sibling groups; children who are mentally, 
physically or emotionally handicapped, and 
children who belong to minority groups
can be placed with families committed to 
providing them with understanding, stabili
ty, and love. 

The Department's commitment to perma
nency for children and the commitment of 
financial incentives at the Federal level in 
the form of 96-272 resulted in an adoption 
initiative which encompassed specialized 
services and innovative adoptive family re
cruitment campaigns for waiting school-age 
children. 

The number of adoption staff has been in
creased, and intensive training efforts for 
the adoption staff have been implemented. 
Greater attention has been given to chil
dren in foster care who have been over
looked in the past with regard to consider
ation for adoption. Adoption statistics are at 
a higher level than they have been in the 
past five years. This is largely due to: 

A systematic administrative case review 
system, 

Legislative changes governing termination 
of parental rights, 

Establishment of the Adoption Informa
tion Center of Illinois with its statewide 
toll-free adoption hotline number, 

Hiring of qualified staff who specialize in 
adoptions, and 

Continuous public service media cam
paigns, 

All of these steps have contributed to the 
increase in the numbers of childen being 
adopted in our state. 

ILLINOIS ADOPTION STATISITICS 

Fiscal year-

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

Children freed ..................................... 458 595 677 849 922 Children placed .....•............................. 517 592 847 900 936 

~ i=~~-~~.::::::::::::::::::::: 475 555 798 933 945 
277 293 493 648 670 

When we began our adoption initiative, 
the largest number of children in need of 
adoptive homes were black children. Black 
children also waited longer for adoptive 
homes that white children. An intensive 
effort has been made to place waiting black 
children in adoptive homes. With a change 
in staff attitudes, a change in practices and 
agency procedures, and the elimination of 
bureaucratic barriers that prevented black 
families from considering adoption, this 
agency has reduced the number of waiting 
black children. In February, 1980, in Cook 
County <Chicago) alone there were more 
than 700 black children waiting for adoptive 
homes. I am pleased to announce that as of 
June, 1985, this number has been reduced to 
55 black children. 

A major factor in the successful reduction 
of waiting black children in Illinois was the 
launching of the One Church, One Child re
cruitment program. This innovative pro
gram was the response of Father George 
Clements, a black priest from Holy Angels 
Church in Chicago, to the former Director 
Gregory L. Coler and myself, then serving 
as his deputy director. 

We were convinced that there were many 
black families who would reach out to adopt 
black children in need of permanent homes. 
We carefully reviewed the adoption proce
dures of the Illinois Department of Chil
dren and Family Services and eliminated in
sensitive and bureaucratic barriers that pre
vented black families from considering 
adoption. Revisions were made in agency 
criteria/policy /procedures to reflect cultur
al differences in minority adoptions. We let 
people know that external requirements 
such as family income and housing were 
flexible. Adoptive parents were allowed to 
live in apartments and did not need to own 

their home. Both parents could work out
side the home and still adopt. Single parents 
could make excellent adoptive parents and 
provide the attention and nurture children 
need. 

Additional black social workers were hired 
to help increase the adoptive placement of 
black children. Adoption services were de
signed for and located in the black commu
nity. To assure that adoptive services were 
located in the black community, the black 
church, one of the most important institu
tions in the black culture, became the base 
for our recruitment efforts. Training pro
grams designed to educate adoption special
ists in all areas relating to minority culture 
life styles and special recruitment tech
niques were provided on an ongoing basis. 

Finding black families was not the major 
problem. Keeping families throughout the 
preparation process was another matter. 
Some of the best insights our social work 
staff found for retaining black families 
were: 

An agency staff member must contact the 
family within 24 hours to schedule an ap
pointment. 

An appointment should be scheduled 
within two weeks of the inquiry. Prolonged 
waits only discourage prospective adoptive 
parents. 

Only such information as is necessary to 
begin the process should be taken by phone. 

It was imperative that we, as a state 
agency, assume that any black family who 
contacted us was interested in providing a 
home for one of our waiting children. Our 
experience taught us that our agency staff 
must build relationships with black appli
cants that recognize and accept the feelings 
of these families and respond sensitively 
and immediately. 

Of all children under state guardianship 
in Illinois who have been adopted in the 
past two years, more than 40 percent are 
black youngsters. In Fiscal Year 1983, 374 of 
933 total adopted children were black. In 
Fiscal Year 1984, 395 of 945 adopted chil
dren were black. 

Our current agency rule recognizes that a 
child's racial and cultural heritage is an im
portant part of the identity which he brings 
to any family. The child's needs shall be the 
primary consideration when exploring adop
tive resources. Our agency rules and proce
dures require that we make a maximum of 
six months of diligent search for an adop
tive resource of the child's own racial back
ground. The diligent search includes listing 
the child with the Adoptive Listing Service, 
featuring the child in appropriate newspa
pers, conducting television media recruit
ment efforts, and making contacts with 
other adoption agencies. The purpose of 
this rule and procedure is to ensure that 
every effort is made to include black fami
lies for adoption consideration. 

In Fiscal Year 1984, 40 children out of 936 
adoptive placements <4%) were placed trans
racially for adoption. Our policy permits 
such placements, and indeed full consider
ation is given to adoptive applicants who 
have provided care for a child of a different 
race, especially when there is strong evi
dence that bonding has occurred, On the 
other hand, we have been so successful in 
finding black families for both foster care 
and adoption that we seldom find it neces
sary to consider transracial placements in
volving black children. 

Subsidized adoption, of course, is a key to 
finding loving homes for waiting children of 
all races. The projected savings in foster 
care costs in our state for Fiscal Years 1983 
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and 1984 has been estimated at more than 
$14 million. 

Children with physical and mental disabil
ities-developmentally disabled children
wait perhaps the longest for adoptive 
homes. In 1984, the Governor's Planning 
Council on Developmental Disabilities 
funded a project in the Chicago metropoli
tan area to train our agency staff to assess 
and place developmentally disabled children 
for whom adoption was the plan. On Octo
ber 1, 1984, we received a grant from the De
partment of Health and Human Services to 
increase the adoptive placement of develop
mentally disabled children. 

Once again we realized that we had to 
consider the internal as well as the external 
barriers to adoption of these children. Our 
own adoption staff had to be trained in the 
specialized area. We began by helping staff 
look at societal and their own personal atti
tudes toward people with disabilities. 

Birth parents and adoptive parents of 
children with developmental disabilities ad
vised us how services for these children are 
often fragmented between different agen
cies and departments and frequently are dif
ficult to find. We are currently linking fami
lies to needed services and, in fact, linking 
the child welfare system to the developmen
tal disability service system. We have found 
that many of these service agencies are will
ing to help us find adoptive families for our 
waiting developmentally disabled children. 

Parents also told us that other parents 
with developmentally disabled children can 
often be more helpful than agencies. Our 
current recruitment contracts include 
monies for hiring adoptive parents to assist 
us in recruitment and family preparation 
activities, and for start up costs for parent 
support groups. 

Developmentally disabled children are 
featured in all of our adoption recruitment 
efforts. We have made a special effort to 
reach parents and professionals familiar 
with the needs of disabled people. We have 
found that such persons are adopting chil
dren with diabilities. The "child" comes 
first. They see a child before they see a dis
ability. 

During the past fiscal year we have identi
fied a total of 117 developmentally disabled 
children in placement who could benefit 
from adoption. Of that number, 78 children 
are in need of adoptive resources. During 
this same time period, 65 developmentally 
disabled children have been placed with 
adoptive families, and 54 developmentally 
disabled children have had their adoptions 
finalized. 

Illinois is a member of the Interstate 
Compact and enjoys a reciprocal arrange
ment with other states. Children being 
placed for adoption in other states include 
special needs children. 

Finally, we have learned that we do not 
need "special families" to adopt these "spe
cial children". We need families who can 
love and learn to care for the special needs 
of these children. This has helped us realize 
that we simply need to let people know that 
disabled children are waiting for adoptive 
homes, and that prospective adoptive par
ents will receive help in the specialized care 
a particular child may need 

Thank you for the opportunity to present 
testimony for consideration by the commit
tee and to present the views of the Illinois 
Department of Children and Family Serv
ices. We stand ready to assist you and this 
committee in any way we can in providing 
services to children and their families.e 

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN 
CHINA 

• Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I 
wish to bring to the attention of my 
colleagues a letter sent by me and Mr. 
HELMs to Mr. Reagan. The human 
rights violations of China's population 
policy have been well-documented. We 
feel it necessary to keep these viola
tions at the fore of public attention, 
especially in light of the current visit 
of the Chinese President. The letter 
follows: 

U.S. SENATE, 
Washington. DC, Jul.y 23, 1985. 

President RONALD REAGAN, 
The White House, 
Washington. DC. 

DEAR MR. PREsmENT: In recent weeks the 
press has given much attention to human 
rights violations occurring in South Africa. 
Congress has seen fit to enact sanctions on 
economic and military interaction between 
our two nations. 

We are also aware that, coinciding with 
the visit of Chinese President Li Xiannian, 
new agreements have been reached with 
China regarding nuclear proliferation and 
economic relations. 

Mr. President, in the interest of continu
ing this nation's awareness of human rights 
violations in foreign countries-as is being 
done in South Africa-and with the inten
tion of reaching still more agreements with 
the Mainland Chinese, we bring to your at
tention once again the abuses of the Chi
nese population program. 

The excesses of the "one child" policy 
have been well documented by such authors 
as Aird, Gupte, Mosher, Butterfield and the 
Washington Post's Weisskopf. The private 
lives of couples are strictly monitored and 
menstrual periods are meticulously tracked. 
Prohibitions on early marriage and second 
children are strictly enforced. However, the 
most horrifying violations involve the use of 
coercion-women are forced to undergo IUD 
implantation, sterilization and abortion. 

Mr. President, you have a unique opportu
nity to pursue with Li Xianninan appropri
ate solutions to the abuses of human rights 
propagated by the Chinese family planning 
program. We urge you to seek assurances of 
the Chinese President that rights violations 
will cease to be officially sanctioned, that 
violators will be severely punished, and that 
documentation to this effect be made 
public. 

Sincerely, 
Senator JzsSJ: Hm.lls. 
Senator GoRDON J. 

HUllPHREY.e 

NATIONAL YOUTH WORK 
PROGRAMS 

• Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, over the 
last few years we have heard much 
about the creation, or recreation, of a 
Youth Conservation Corps. I strongly 
believe in the concept of national serv
ice, and believe that national youth 
work programs would be an appropri
ate way to address the dual problems 
of youth unemployment and training. 
It would not be magic. We will not do 
away with the effects of poverty and 
poor education, the d8.D.lage of drug 
abuse and Juvenile crime, but we owe 
own young people a change. A version 

of a youth corps would help thousands 
have that chance. 

I ask that an article from the New 
York Times by Ford Foundation Presi
dent Franklin Thomas be printed in 
the RECORD. The article describes suc
cessful municipal and State programs 
which enlist young people to provide 
services which are most needed in the 
area, ranging from staffing homeless 
shelters in New York to clearing 
salmon streams in California. The va
riety of these programs and their suc
cesses show us that the concept is a 
sound one. The magnitude of the 
problems of youth unemployment and 
the need for training and experience 
make clear that when Congress passed 
the American Conservation Corps last 
year, we were responding to a real 
need in a productive way. We should 
again consider such a program because 
the problem has not gone away. We 
see the problem increasing. A useful 
service is performed with public serv
ice programs for youth and young 
lives are helped to achieve goals and 
gain experience. As a nation, we all 
gain. 

The article follows: 
NATIONAL SERVICE FoR JOBLl'.SS YOUTH 

<By Franklin Thomas> 
Despite the economic recovery, the labor 

market seems to have shut down for young 
people. While it is estimated that five to six 
million part-time jobs will become available 
this summer, this number falls far short of 
demand and will have only a limited impact 
on the mounting year-round jobless rate for 
youth. 

While total national unemployment 
hovers near 7.2 percent, youth joblessness 
stands at 16 percent for whites, 24 percent 
for Hispanics, 43 percent for blacks. The 
reasons for this failure to absorb young 
workers are familiar: industrial and techno
logical changes generate fewer entry-level 
jobs; manufacturing has fled the inner city 
for suburbs and now, increasingly, for other 
shores; many youngsters are not adequately 
taught workplace skills and attitudes. 

This summer, before more teenagers are 
abandoned to the ranks of the unemploy
able, let us renew the idea of national youth 
service. Proponents of such a program share 
the conviction that young people represent 
a vastly underused resource that should be 
encouraged to offer itself in the service of 
our society, economy and national defense. 
They believe a system of youth service 
might help dampen the incidence among 
youth of drug and alcohol abuse, crime and 
vandalism, unwanted pregnancies and other 
symptoms of alienation. Most important, 
national service could be more than a repair 
shop for social dam.age or a means of keep
ing youngsters occupied: it could help them 
sort out their identities, build lifetime prin
ciples and develop a greater respect for self 
and society. 

Congress last year passed a bill that would 
have created an American Conservation 
Corps to put youngsters to work in parks 
and public lands. President Reagan vetoed 
that bill. The strongest leadership on behalf 
of youth service, however, has come from 
states and municipalities. Consider these ex
amples: 
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The New York City Volunteer Corps. 

Many participants in this city-funded orga
nization are high school dropouts. Members 
earn $80 a week staffing a shelter for the 
homeless, rehabilitating city parks and 
taking oral histories from residents of a 
geriatric center. Those completing the 12-
month program are awarded cash and edu
cational vouchers to provide free schooling. 
. The California Conservation Corps. As

signments for this $35 million a year pro
gram funded by California's Natural Re
sources Department range from repairing 
dams to clearing salmon streams to assisting 
forest-fire brigades. 

The Northwest Youth Corps. This 
summer-only environmental program in 
Eugene, Ore., has a unique feature: roving 
crews of young workers are hired directly by 
private businesses for short-term assign
ments. The logging industry has used the 
corps to assist in replanting forests after 
timber harvests. 

In all, more than 30 such programs are 
taking shape around the country. While 
some, such as Pennsylvania's year-old Con
servation Corps, are targeted at the eco
nomically disadvantaged, others, like the 
California corps recruit members from a 
wide spectrum of social and educational 
backgrounds. One notable effort, in the 
East Harlem section of New York City-the 
Youth Action Project-specifically seeks so
ciety's most difficult youngsters and helps 
them devise their own community service 
programs. 

Not only do these programs help develop 
values and attitudes that go with responsi
ble adulthood. studies show that work expe
rience-even part-time jobs-together with 
education and skill training can significant
ly improve a young person's long-term em
ployment and earnings prospect.s. 

The Federal Government should study 
the successful examples of local youth serv
ice programs to design a national program. 
Clearly, a number of concerns would have to 
be considered: for example, program design, 
the extra costs imposed on a deficit-bur
dened budget. the impact on m.llit.ary re
cruitlnent. rural vs_ urban settings, attitudes 
of organiy.ed labor. etc_ 

Despite such problems, national service is 
a compelling idea that merits trying. The 
important point is making the commitlnent 
before youth unemployment rates get even 
worse.e 

RECF.SSION ON THE RIVER 
•Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. President, the 
inland barge and towing industry con
tinues to suffer in the grip of a severe 
economic depression. The following 
July 14 New York Times article notes 
that 16 barge companies employing 
more than 1,000 rivermen have gone 
out of business in Greenyille, MS, 
since 1981 alone. 

Many of my colleagues know that 
this is not a problem unique to my 
State of Mississippi, but is a national 
economic problem affecting our entire 
transportation system from the Great 
Lakes to Oregon. 

I urge my colleagues to read this ar
ticle by William E. Schmidt in the 
New York Times. which accurately de
scribes the harsh impact the budget 
and trade deficits continue to have 
upon the water carrier industry. 

The article follows: 

[From the New York Times] 
THE RECESSION ON THE RIVER 

<By William E. Schmidt) 
By almost every measure, these are per

haps the hardest of times along the nation's 
rivers and waterways. Here, as elsewhere on 
the Mississippi, the volume of freight cross
ing the once-bustling docks has plunged 30 
percent since its 1978 peak. Hundreds of 
barges stand idle waiting for cargo. 

Many of the towboat operators who 
earned their living moving grain petro
chemicals and coal down to New 'orleans 
have gone bankrupt or are just barely hang
ing on. "This industry is on its knees," said 
Howar~ Brent, the owner of Brent Towing, 
a family-owned business that has been 
working the river out of Greenville, Miss., 
since 1941. "We're at a one-hundred-year 
low." 

Rivermen whose fathers and grandfathers 
pushed barges up and down the Mississippi 
now find themselves out of work and out of 
hope. That's because the river is the econo
my in towns like Helena, Ark., and Green
ville, where more than 1,000 rivermen have 
been laid .off since 1981. "The small, inde
pendent nver operator who flourished in a 
number of small towns is a vanishing 
breed," said Jack Baskin, who was the presi
dent of one of 16 barge companies that have 
gone out of business in Greenville since 
1980. 

The pilots and boatlnen who work the 
Mississippi have always known it to be a 
treacherous river. But the economic cur
rents have not been this turbulent since the 
late 19th century, when the expansion of 
the railroads sank most of the major steam
boat lines. River business. in fact, did not 
begin to rebound until the 1930's. when the 
Federal Government stepped in. not only di
recting the United States Army Corps of 
Engineers to invest billions in navigational 
aids and port improvement projects, but 
also temporarily running its own barge line 
to help establish routes and markets that 
private operators took over and expanded in 
the 1950's. 

But these days, most of the nation's 
25,000 mlles of inland waterway are facing 
economic problems, from the Great Lakes 
to the Mississippi, says Harry Cook. presi
dent of the National Waterways Associa
tion. "The problem is mainly the world 
economy. coupled with the strength of the 
dollar abroad; American industry is off and 
so are the exports of grain and coal and 
steel that are moved on the waterways." Mr. 
Cook said 

Now. however. businessmen, barge owners 
and port administrators say they have some
thing else to worry about: renewed talk in 
Washington about requiring local govern
ments and private companies to pay a larger 
share of the cost of much-needed naviga
tion, channel and port improvements. public 
works projects which historically have been 
paid for by the Federal Government. 

Cost-sharing agreements were at the 
center of a compromise reached last month 
between Senate Republicans and the Ad
ministration, aimed at resolving a 10-year
long debate that has effectively fro7.en hun
dreds of mlllons of dollars of Federal money 
destined for scores of river and port im
provement projects, including more than 
$625 million due to be spent at Memphis 
and four other ports along the lower Missis
sippL 

The Carter Administration held back the 
funds. The Reagan Administration has simi
larly refused to spend the money, arguing 
that users who benefit financially from the 

projects must share anywhere from 20 to 60 
percent of the cost of port improvements, 
lock and dam construction and harbor 
dredging. 

Among other things, the proposal under 
discussion in the Senate would over 1 O years 
double to 20 cents a gallon the tax on diesel 
fuel paid by towboat operators, and earmark 
the revenues for channel and harbor 
projects. "I'm so far underwater now I'm 
using a snorkel, and the Federal Govern
ment is trying to put another tax on me " 
complains Mr. Brent, in Greenvill~. 
"They're going to drive us out of business." 

CONGRESSIONAL RESISTANCE 

There is no guarantee that Congress will 
eventually approve the kind of cost-sharing 
formulas being considered by the Senate. 
On the House side, there has been sharp re
sistance to cost-sharing. 

The debate over ending an era of Federal 
involvement in river commerce comes just 
as the most expensive public works project 
in the history of the Army Corps of Engi
neers has opened. The 234-mile Tennessee
Tombigbee Waterway, a chain of locks and 
canals in eastern Mississippi and western 
Alabama, was officially dedicated in June. It 
is intended to provide inland shippers a 
shorter and less expensive water route to 
the Gulf of Mexico, as well as stimulate one 
of the nation's most economically backward 
regions. 

But after spending some $2 billion on the 
project, the Administration now would 
prefer that state and local governments, 
rather than the Federal Treasury, take the 
lead in finding the money to help develop 
ports and harbors. As it turns out. the 
Tenn-Tom. as it is known locally, couldn't 
have opened at a worse time. With water
way business down nationally, traffic along 
the Tenn-Tom is likely to be well short of 
the expectations that boosters had for it in 
the 19'10's.e 

KEY TO LATIN AMERICAN 
ECONOMIC REVIVAL 

•Mr. McCLURE. Mr. President, it is 
basic to the Marxist philosophy that 
private property must be abolished. 
Wealth must then be redistributed. 
The notion then goes that there will 
be no classes; no rich, no poor. Howev
er, common sense tells us that merely 
reshuffling meager asset.s from one 
group to another will not result in a 
decent living for those in the impover
ished Third World What good does it 
do to divide up what is already inad
equate? The only economic system 
that will provide genuine rewards is 
one that provides for the actual 
growth of existing wealth. Experience 
has shown that socialism stifles eco
nomic growth. When the marketplace 
is under the tinkering hand of the bu
reaucracy, we can expect the bureauc
racy to thrive, and the marketplace to 
languish. 

As we view with dismay the turmoil 
in Central America, we are more and 
more aware that without economic 
progress, there can be no political sta
bility. Yet this economic progress 
seems unlikely without an infusion of 
capital. During the 1970's, massive 
amounts of foreign aid, through the 
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auspices of the World Bank and its ilk, 
were channeled into the Third World. 
Yet still more investment will be nec
essary to stimulate real economic 
health. We must encourage govern
ments in that part of the world to 
foster conditions that will encourage 
private-sector investment. Foremost, I 
believe, those governments must rec
ognize that private property is essen
tial for economic and social justice, 
and that the freedom to work, to save, 
and to invest and see the rewards of 
this endeavor is essential to human 
dignity. It also seems clear that invest
ment in a country that threatens con
fiscation is a fool's bargain. 

Our Latin American neighbors are 
rich in natural resources, and in what 
is more important, people who are 
ready to work for their own economic 
betterment. What will be necessary is 
an infusion of private sector capital. 

J. William Middendorf II, U.S. Per
manent Representative to the Organi
zation of American States, in an ad
dress before the International Confer
ence on Latin America sponsored by 
the Center for International Relations 
in San Jose, Costa Rica, on February 
22, 1985, expands on these points. I 
ask that this address be printed in the 
RECORD, so my colleagues and their 
staffs can examine in depth the steps 
that must be taken to foster economic 
health and political stability in Latin 
America. 

The address follows. 
ADDRESS BY AMBASSADOR J. WILLIAM 

MIDDENDORF II 
It is a pleasure for me to join the illustri

ous group here in the discussion of the con
ference theme: "Basic Freedoms in Latin 
America: Their Past, Present and Future 
Prospects." The fact that this historic con
ference is treating both the political and 
economic aspects of Latin America's situa· 
tion is indicative of what Secretary of State 
George P. Shultz stated in his testimony 
before the Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations, entitled "The Future of Ameri
can Foreign Policy: New Realities and New 
Ways of Thinking" [Current Policy No. 
6501, January 31, 1985: 

The United States seeks peace and securi
ty; we seek economic progress; we seek to 
promote freedom, democracy, and human 
rights. The conventional way of thinking is 
to treat these as discrete categories of activi
ty. In fact, as we have seen, it is now more 
and more widely recognized that there is a 
truly profound connection among them. 
And this has important implications for the 
future. 

Secretary Shultz expanded on these 
points by saying: . . . it is more and more 
understood that economic progress is relat
ed to a political environment of openness 
and freedom. It used to be thought in some 
quarters that socialism was the appropriate 
model for developing countries because cen
tral planning was better able to mobilize 
and allocate resources in conditions of scar
city. The historical experience of Western 
Europe and North America, which industri
alized in an era of limited government, was 
not thought to be relevant. Yet the more 
recent experience of the Third World shows 
that a dominant government role in devel-

oping economies has done more to stifle the 
natural forces of production and productivi
ty and to distort the efficient allocation of 
resources. The real engine of growth, in de
veloping as well as industrialized countries, 
turns out to be the natural dynamism of so
cieties that minimize central planning, open 
themselves to trade with the world, and give 
free rein to the talents and efforts and risk
taking and investment decisions of individ
uals. 

PRIVATE AND STATE SECTOR APPROACHES TO 
DEVELOPMENT 

It is becoming more and more obvious 
throughout the hemisphere that without a 
dynamic free enterprise system, govern
ments can neither stimulate nor sustain eco
nomic growth nor diversify their economies 
to foster economic development. Too often 
in the past, one heard the truism that first 
must come a proper infrastructure, but this 
has led to vastly overblown bureaucracies of 
government-owned means of production far 
beyond such basic infrastructure require
ments as roads, utilities, and communica
tions. Without an efficient and limited 
public sector at a manageable economic 
cost-and without an overall environment 
conducive to sound investment-privately 
owned enterprises are unlikely to make 
their full contribution to development and 
commerce. 

Economic development can no longer be 
financed externally through massive 
amounts of foreign aid or foreign borrowing, 
which were hallmarks of the 1960s and 
1970s. Now growth, if it is to come, must 
begin with each country's climate to attract 
and keep in country local savings and to at
tract foreign savings, i.e., having a set of 
motivations and attitudes that are concrete
ly expressed in the absence of civil conflict, 
a system of generally accepted and enforce
able property rights, and the ability of indi
viduals to enjoy the fruits of their labor 
without confiscatory systems of taxaton or 
arbitrary seizure of property. If government 
controls too much of the means of produc
tion, as is the case in many of the high
debtor countries in our hemisphere, or if it 
is inefficient and ineffective or all of the 
above, or if it pursues policies that signifi
cantly distort free-market decisionmaking, 
the overall prospects for economic develop
ment suffer, and international commerce 
with it. As Secretary Shultz noted in the 
testimony I cited earlier: . . . recent experi
ence has fueled a broad and long-overdue 
skepticism about statist solutions, central 
planning, and government directions. 

This intellectual shift is partly the prod
uct of the extraordinary vigor of the Ameri
can recovery. The United States has revised 
its tax system to provide real incentives to 
work, to save, to invest, to take risks, to be 
efficient. We have reduced government reg
ulation, intervention, and control. We have 
opened opportunities for freer competition 
in transportation, finance, communication, 
manufacturing, and distribution. Last year's 
real growth in GNP [gross national prod
uct] was the sharpest increase since 1951; 
inflation was the lowest since 1967. The 
overall result was the creation of over 7 mil
lion new jobs in 2 years. 

It is our sincere hope that the factors 
behind our present success in the United 
States will be emulated in Latin America be
cause a return to sound economic policies in 
all of the hemisphere would be mutually 
beneficial and ultimately create a better 
standard of living for all. We are all one 
hemisphere, and what affects the Latin 
countries affects us all. Clearly, it is in my 

own country's trading interest, since we are 
running a $20 billion trade deficit with 
Latin America, largely as a result of its 
sharply curtailed imports from us. It is also 
in the interest of the world's financial insti
tutions which have major loan exposures 
there. Finally, the ability of the hemisphere 
to withstand communist adventurism and 
narco-terrorism depends on sound economic 
policies for economic recovery. 

As one who has worked with the Latins 
for 30 years, I don't think I can emphasize 
strongly enough my feeling that Latin 
America must work toward a better balance 
between government and free enterprise, 
which at present is so heavily skewed 
toward state ownership. 

Unfortunately, we seem to be losing the 
semantic battle for the minds of Latin 
Americans when we extol the virtues of free 
enterprise. It is an unfortunate fact that 
Marxist teachers have infiltrated primary 
schools in many Latin American countries. 
From that key position, they take advan
tage of their young charges' formative years 
to make them feel that Marxism is the nat
ural state of affairs of any society. There
fore, anyone who opposes it must be against 
humanity. Foreign private direct investment 
becomes "economic imperialism" in the 
Marxist-Leninist lexicon, and this economic 
imperialism opposes a "new international 
economic order" which calls for redistribu
tion of the world's wealth. In the Marxist 
lexicon, we are in a zero-sum game where, if 
one group is to attain greater wealth <read 
"the exploiter"), another group must lose it. 
None of this helps to encourage the much
needed new capital to come in to create the 
jobs so desperately needed in countries with 
unemployment levels ranging up to 30% and 
40%. In fact, one wonders if Marxists in 
countries with non-Marxist governments 
don't hope to keep unemployment levels 
high, in the hopes that the resulting unrest 
might help bring them to power. 

The trend toward government ownership 
is clearly seen in Mexico, where, according 
to trend data, there were only 84 govern
ment enterprises in 1972. By 1982, there 
were 760. During the same period, total gov
ernment spending as a percentage of gross 
national product increased from 23% to 
46%. By 1982, following the bank national
ization, the great majority of Mexico's 
major industries were under government 
control, and the government's share of total 
capital formation had reached 45%. It is an 
interesting footnote that in the period 1957-
72 <during most of which Dr. Ortiz Mena, 
now president of the Inter-American Devel
opment Bank, was finance minister>, Mexi
co's compound annual rate of GDP [gross 
domestic product] growth was 6.6%, where
as during the period 1973-83, after the oil 
boom began, this GDP growth rate averaged 
4. 7%. Even in Brazil-where in 1979 Presi
dent Figueiredo created as special ministry 
with the objectives of Cl> selling govern
ment-owned enterprises to the private 
sector, where feasible; <2> restricting the in
discriminate growth of state-owned enter
prises; and <3> strengthening the free enter
prise system-little progress has been made 
and the spending of government and its 
companies approaches 50% of the gross do
mestic product. 

A good sign for positive change is that 
some of the empirical research which has 
been conducted on the macroeconomic con
sequences of the statist "solutions" so long 
favored in most of Latin America is begin
ning to receive wider publicity and begin
ning to affect the thinking of high-level pol-
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icymakers. Ke-Young Chu and Andrew Fel
tenstein, in their paper "Relative Price Dis
tortions and Inflation: The Case of Argenti
na, 1963-76" <International Monetary Fund, 
Staff Papers, Volume 25, September 1978), 
for example, estimated that, in Argentina, 
government transfers to cover public enter
prises' losses were proportionately 10 times 
as inflationary as the financing of private 
enterprises' losses through commercial bank 
borrowings, primarily because it is assumed 
that only in the former case are the losses 
translated into high-powered money 
through central bank financing of the gov
ernment deficit. Because the state in Argen
tina owns the vast majority of its industrial 
production, and since most of these state
owned industries operate at enormous losses 
which only government printing presses can 
make up, the inflation rate there last year 
approached 700%. 

Other equally devastating findings are dis
cussed in Public Enterprises in Mixed 
Economies, by Robert H. Floyd, Clive S. 
Gray, and R.P. Short: 

For 25 developing countries for which 
data were available, Short estimates the av
erage <weighted by GDP> overall public def
icit, before reduction by government current 
transfers, at 5.5 percent of GDP during the 
mid-1970's. He further estimates that the 
overall deficit in developing countries in
creased by 2.5 percentage points of GDP be
tween the late 1960s and mid-1970s. 

Defining the "budgetary burden" of 
public enterprises as the residual of govern
ment transfers and loans, less loan service 
payments by the enterprises, Short esti
mates this burden to average 3.3 percent of 
GDP for 34 developing countries, compared 
with a 4.4 percent estimate for the central 
government's overall budget deficit in these 
countries. In other words, public enterprises 
accounted for three-fourths of the central 
government deficit in the countries in ques
tion. 

As I have witnessed during the last 30 
years, the Latin American countries have 
suffered ever more stifling bureaucratiza
tion of their economies. Government inter
vention-often buttressed by nationalist 
and/or socialist ideologies-has resulted in 
substantial increases in: 

State ownership of economic activities in, 
for example, extractive industries, manufac
turing, financing, and international trade 
and commerce, far beyond the traditional 
limits of infrastructure and often accom
plished through expropriation without ade
quate compensation: 

Regulation of private economic activity 
via money, credit, and exchange controls, li
censing systems, and price and wage con
trols; 

The state's consumption share of gross na
tional product; and 

Government investment expenditure
typically more than half of national capital 
formation. 

INFORMAL ECONOMY 

In spite of these trends, which amount to 
a fight for survival on the part of free enter
prise in many parts of Latin America, there 
are several counter-trends. A good example 
of how the private sector can triumph in 
spite of governmental restrictions is re
vealed in the study by Peruvian business
man and economist Hernando de Soto. Be
cause it takes a person 6 months to get gov
ernment approval to set up a simple busi
ness in Peru, an informal economic system 
has grown to rival the more traditional busi
ness. According to de Soto, an informal 

economy developed and grew despite the 
tremendous handicap of being illegal. 

De Soto's study estimates that the infor
mal economy of Peru now accounts for 90% 
of Lima's garment industry, 25% of its furni
ture industry, 60% of housing construction, 
and even a good part of the automobile and 
truck industries. The informal Peruvian 
economy, says the study, has grown so fast 
that it now accounts for an estimated 60% 
of the total Peruvian economy, and almost 
none of this output is counted in the official 
$22 billion Peruvian gross domestic product. 
Perhaps most important is the free enter
prise system's ability to create jobs: in Peru, 
an estimated two out of every three jobs are 
now in the informal sector. 

Another factor Mr. de Soto's study points 
out is that South American economies often 
have two kinds of private sectors: one that is 
seriously burdened by excessive regulation 
and hampered by bureaucratic inefficiency 
but is officially sanctioned, and a second one 
which is far more in accord with free 
market principles but whose existence is 
barely acknowledged. This difference is 
made clear by an experiment documented 
by a study group from Mr. de Soto's Insti
tute for Liberty and Democracy, in which it 
tried to set up a legal garment firm without 
easing the way with bribes. Acording to a 
Wall Street Journal article: 

It took a lawyer and three others 301 days 
of full-time work, dealing with 11 govern
ment agencies to complete the paperwork
which, when laid end-to-end, measured 102 
feet. <One of the researchers then tried the 
same experiment in Tampa, Florida, and 
finished it in 31/:z hours.> 

DEBT CRISIS MANAGEMENT 

As we all know, Mexico's extreme illiqui
dity in August of 1982 precipitated the 
"debt crisis." The response was a provision 
of immediate emergency assistance by the 
U.S. Government and other creditors which 
led to the development of a rescue package 
and an IMF [International Monetary Fund] 
stabilization program. By the spring of 1983, 
the U.S. Government had developed a strat
egy designed to deal with the liquidity prob
lems, primarily of the major countries, and 
to encourage the adoption of needed stabili
zation measures. What has not been widely 
understood is that the strategy was not in
tended to be one of "solution" for the "debt 
crisis" but rather one of "management" of 
the crisis with the central purpose of pre
venting the liquidity problems from devel
oping into a crisis of the entire internation
al financing system. 

I think it would be helpful to recall the 
elements of the U.S. Government strategy 
for management of the debt crisis as reaf
firmed at the Williamsburg summit: 

Credible economic stabilization measures 
to be undertaken by the individual debtor 
countries; 

Sustainable economic growth in the 
OECD [Organization for Economic Coop
eration and Development] countries, com
bined with the maintenance of open mar
kets; 

Support from the IMF and other interna
tional financial institutions for economic ad
justment; and 

The provision of bridge financing by credi
tor governments when needed. 

I think we can all agree that, up to now, 
the strategy has succeeded in its central 
purpose of avoiding the development of a 
systemic crisis while, at the same time, sup
porting stabilization efforts in the debtor 
countries. 

NOT YET OUT OF THE WOODS 

I believe that, with what I have said up to 
this point, it should be clear that we are not 
out of the woods. In fact, I would agree with 
the testimony of Dr. Norman Bailey, former 
Assistant to the President for International 
Economic Affairs, before the Subcommittee 
on Western Hemisphere Affairs of the U.S. 
House of Representatives on January 29, 
1985: " ... Unfortunately, we have always 
been in the woods and the path out of them 
is obscure and easily lost." Agreement with 
this statement stems not from an attitude 
of pessimism but rather from an acute rec
ognition that the real world is pregnant 
with danger-the economists' definition of 
the real world being "the nominal world 
minus inflation" notwithstanding. 

One is led to this opinion by simple arith
metic. At the end of 1981, the Latin Ameri
can countries owed approximately $297 bil
lion. At the end of 1984, their external in
debtedness amounted to about $371 billion. 
Despite the high visibility of U.S. banks in 
this situation, they, nevertheless, only hold 
one-fourth of this debt, the rest being held 
by foreign banks, multilateral lending insti
tutions, and governments. After 3 years of 
crisis and austerity, Latin America, there
fore, has increased its indebtedness by 
about $75 billion on which, by the way, in
terest is due. About $34 billion of the $75 
billion was lent by commercial banks in 
countries reporting to the Bank for Interna
tional Settlements, and of the $34 billion, 
$12.6 billion was lent by U.S. banks, During 
the period 1981-84, as a result of reschedul
ing agreements, the debt service ratio-i.e., 
interest and principle payments as a per
centage of foreign exchange earnings 
<export earnings from goods and services>
of the debtor countries declined from 51.2% 
to 43.3% of merchandise exports. The ratio 
of net interest payments to merchandise ex
ports declined somewhat to about 35% in 
1984, demonstrating the sensitivity of these 
economies to both export growth and the 
changes in world interest rates. 

From the point of view of the balance of 
payments, we have seen Latin America accu
mulate a $74 billion merchandise trade sur
plus in the period 1982-84 inclusive, but one 
which is apparently largely due to tremen
dous cuts in imports. The most recent esti
mates indicate that the value of Latin 
American exports in 1984 was still some
what below 1981, although export volume 
showed an increase. During the same 3-year 
period, debt service payments amounted to 
$109 billion, and new money and the surplus 
on the trade balance amounted to about 
$148 billion, which I read to mean that ap
proximately $39 billion was spent on serv
ices, fled the region, or was added to inter
national reserves. Even under optimistic as
sumptions, the World Bank, the Inter
American Development Bank, and others 
have concluded that it will be the end of the 
decade before 1980 prerecession per capita 
levels of gross domestic product will again 
be achieved. 

MA.TOR UNCERTAINTIES 

There remain a number of major uncer
tainties which render the global economic 
environment pregnant with danger. Highest 
on my list of uncertainties is the debt crisis, 
where we are by no means out of the woods, 
despite a recent spate of news articles to the 
contrary. 

One fact which is often overlooked is that 
the country with the largest external debt 
in the world is not Brazil or Argentina, it is 
the United States of America. By the end of 
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June last year, foreigners had lent our 
treasury $171 billion, which was 15.6% of 
the total. The foreign debt of the American 
private sector at the end of June 1984 was 
estimated to be another $299 billion. It has 
been estimated that, by the end of May this 
year, the United States will become a net 
international debtor for the first time since 
shortly before World War I. Perhaps, when 
we bemoan the international "debt crisis," 
we should remember the words of John 
Donne: "Ask not for whom the bell tolls, it 
tolls for thee." Nevertheless, the size and 
growth of our economy, coupled with posi
tive encouragement of free enterprise by 
President Reagan's policies, give us grounds 
for more optimism than in those countries 
where the parastatal, government interven
tion model predominates. 

With regard to international debt pros
pects, Assistant Secretary of State for Eco
nomic and Business Affairs Richard T. 
McCormack posed two questions in a speech 
delivered last November ("The Medium
Term Outlook for the World-Economy," No
vember 22, 1984, CUrrent Policy No. 664>: 

First, is our [worldwide] present success in 
reducing these [balance-of-payments] defi
cits based on a draconian depresmon of ac
tivity . . . that is not sustainable either so
cially or politically? 

Second, is the present outlook viable only 
under the most favorable assumptions and 
vulnerable to new shocks. such as OECD re
cession or higher interest rates? 

SOLUTIONS 

I believe these questions remain valid, but 
for these questions to be given favorable an
swers in a historical sense. the "debt crisis" 
must be genuinely resolved. And for a genu
inely favorable resolution. the solution must 
be sought in the reform of the domestic 
economies of the debtor countries of the 
hemisphere themselves. 

The economic policies necessary to 
achieve such a reform are relatively easy to 
summarize. In terms of monetary policy. 
there must exist positive inflation-adjusted 
interest rates. realistic exchange rates. eco
nomically sound measures to control infla
tionary pressures. and measures to induce 
the return of flight capital. In terms of 
fiscal policy. the governments of our Latin 
American neighbors must reign in parasta
tal enterprises-which. for the most part, 
are deficit-ridden and a major source of in
flation-reform their taxation and tax col
lection systems. and reduce subsidies. 
Simply put. they must put their own houses 
in order by creating clear and stable rules of 
the game for economic activity-clear rules 
which encourage productive activity by of
fering a secure climate for investment. both 
domestic and foreign. 

What is needed was succinctly defined by 
Secretary of State George P. shultz in his 
address of December 6, 1984. entitled: "De
mocracy and the Path to Economic 
Growth" [Current Policy No. 64ll. 

I am calling here for the reversal of state 
ownership and anti-import policies. These 
policies have placed stifling controls on pri
vate agriculture and industry. They have 
made them dependent on restricted mar
kets. They have built costly protectionist 
barriers at national frontiers. And they 
have produced inefficient state enterprises 
that divert resources from more productive 
activities. 

I call. instead, for a development strategy 
that works through an open economy. one 
that rewards initiative. investment. and 
thrift. 

MAINTAINING AN OPEN MULTILATERAL TRADING 
SYSTEM 

The world economy continues to be in
volved in a process of adjustment. Simply 
put, this adjustment involves converging the 
levels of consumption and production. 
During the 1970s, many countries lived 
beyond their means. as reflected in their un
sustainable balance-of-payment positions. 
This situation must now be corrected by 
either increasing the "means" of living more 
modestly or both. While this process is not 
cost free. it is inevitable and has as its ulti
mate goal the restoration of sustainable 
noninflationary global economic growth. 

A key element in this adjustment process 
is the maintenance of an open multilateral 
trading system, which is essential to posi
tion the countries of the hemisphere for 
servicing their external debt and for ena
bling the export and import sectors of all 
our economies to make their contributions 
to domestic economic recovery and growth. 
I also want to make three further points. 

First, protectionism poses a serious threat 
to the prospects for a medium-term recov
ery in the world economy. Virtually all eco
nomic projections are predicted on open 
trade. If the assumption about the mainte
nance of open trading policies is removed, 
the medium-term outlook for the world 
economy becomes bleak. 

Second, protectionism poses a fundamen
tal threat to the strategy that has fostered 
development since 1945. International trade 
is a powerful engine of growth. The experi
ence of the 1960s and 1970s demonstrated 
that countries with "inward-looking'' devel
opment strategies-characteri?.ed by hl>eral 
import regimes, adequate incentives for pro
ducers. and the maintenance of realistic ex
change rates and prices as well as positive 
real interest rate--have performed better 
than countries with "outward-looking'' de
velopment strategies. Protectionism would 
threaten the viability of the "outward-look
ing.. strategies with far-reaching conse
quences for economic efficiency and world 
trade. 

The postwar strategy in many Latin coun
tries of industrializing through import sub
stitution. with its high tariff barriers. has 
been disappointing. It has fostered dual 
economies. crippled development in the ag
ricultural sector. resulted in frequent bal
ance-of-payments crises. and contributed to 
rapid urban growth and political instability. 
Studies by the OECD and the World Bank 
both recogniy.e that a substantial relaxation 
of import restrictions coupled with moves 
toward appropriate exchange rates are nec
essary to expand exports and overcome the 
shortage of foreign exchange that most de
veloping countries <except for some of the 
oil exporters> seem to face. 

It should not come as a surprise that the 
development strategies based on import sub
stitution have produced such poor results. 
Import substitution carried to excess is a 
little like a soccer team that plays only 
itself. Competition hones the skills and tac
tics of a soccer team. and, by definition. 
Brazil could never have won the world 
soccer championship if it had not been will
ing to play against foreign teams. Moreover. 
import substitution policies often also vio
late the law of comparative advantage since 
they amount to a dirigiste attempt to out
guess the marketplace. 

For these reasons. developing countries 
are urged to use geat caution in applying 
import-substitution measures. and such 
countries are encouraged to focus more ac
tively on the possibilities which exports 

offer their economies. while striving to keep 
our markets open to those exports. Since 
the 1970s, many of the more successful de
veloping countries have been pursuing pre
cisely such a strategy. The economic success 
stories, such as Taiwan, South Korea, and 
Singapore, have all adopted policies which 
emphasize exports as a means of promoting 
rapid industrialization. 

In recent years, these and other countries 
have shifted toward more liberal trade and 
payment regimens. Often, these moves have 
not been as rapid nor as encompassing as we 
might want. But overall, particularly in East 
and Southeast Asia. there has been a clear 
tendency of the more economically progres
sive and successful countries to move in the 
direction of liberalizing trade barriers and 
adopting policies aimed at stimulating ex
ports. The U.S. Mission to the OAS has re
cently chaired meetings of the ambassadors 
of the ASEAN [Association of South East 
Asian Nations] countries with the Andean 
OAS ambassadors. with the thought that 
fellow "developing countries" along the Pa
cific rim might compare notes so that the 
most successful features of each economic 
system might be examined. 

Third, protectionism Is. by definition. 
"anti-adjustment:• It is an administrative 
way of delaying adjustment to changes in 
competitive positions stemming from 
changes in technology and productivity. We 
must jointly and severally rise to the chal
lenge of structural adjustment rather than 
run away from it. Renewed growth and the 
reinvigoration of all our economies demand 
it. 

I would like to note here that the U.S. 
commitment to an open multilateral trading 
system remains firm, as was demonstrated 
yet again in President Reagan's call for a 
new round of trade negotiations under the 
GA'IT [General .Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade] in his State of the Union Address. It 
has been contended that no country has an 
entirely open system_ In this imperfect 
world, however. the United States Is still the 
most open market among the major trading 
nations. as witnessed by our recent horren
dous trade deficits. What Is needed in the 
new trade round Is a rededication to work 
toward perfecting the multilateral trading 
systems so that opportunities for fair trade 
can be increased for all participants. By fair, 
we mean that the goal posts should be the 
same width for each side. H ours Is 20 feet 
wide and our trading partner wants his to be 
only 2 feet, we're going to loee a lot of 
games, and nobody believes that's fair. 

VAST CAPITAL 1'DDS 

Latin America still needs vast amounts of 
capital for progress or. indeed. to maintain 
present living standards. According to an 
Inter-American Development Bank study. 
between now and the year 2000. Latin Amer
ica and the Caribbean will have to create 
100 million new Jobs. since half the popula
tion is under 20. and birth rates are running 
at 3% <with Mexico's at 5.8%>. The average 
cost for creating one new Job in the region Is 
estimated at $12.500, leading to an approxi
mation that $1.25 trillion in capital will 
have to be generated in the next 15 years-a 
figure perhaps twice the amount of all 
transfers of funds to the hemisphere in the 
past 15 years. which includes the huge bor
rowing splurge of the 1970s. 

For Latin America. if the decade of the 
1960s can be considered as the decade of of
ficial aid from the developed countries <in
cluding the Alliance for Progress) and the 
decade of the 1970s as the decade of com-
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mercial bank lending <nearly $300 billion>. 
then the decade of the 1980s must be the 
decade of foreign direct investment. Why? 
Because, regarding future prospects for offi
cial aid, it would be prudent not to expect 
that support via the International Mone
tary Fund, the World Banlt, and other mul
tilateral lending institutions will be a re
placement for private sector lending-and I 
stress the word replacement-for a number 
of reasons. 

First, the sums needed are simply too 
large. 

Second, virtually all industrialized coun
try governments, including that of the 
United States, are grappling with the issue 
of controlling their own government defi
cits. 

Third, it is unlikely that industrialized 
country central banlts will be as accommo
dating toward these deficits as they were in 
the 1970s. 

Further, it is now widely recognized that 
Latin America will not receive even remote
ly the same high level of borrowed capital 
from the banking systems to which it 
became accustomed during the 1970s, par
ticularly in light of debt servicing problems 
on existing loans. 

Of course, borrowing is only one of the 
three types of international monetary trans
fers-the other two being direct aid, either 
government-to-government or multilateral, 
and foreign direct investment. It is obvious 
to all that foreign direct investment, if it 
can be gotten. has the advantage over the 
other two of providing management know
how, technical skills, and technology trans
fers resulting in a high degree of export po
tential and, therefore, of being a source for 
valuable foreign exchange. 

In order to attract the scarce and needed 
capital-in competition with other countries 
also aggressively seeking it, such as mem
bers of the OECD and the Pacific Basin 
countries-the climate for investment must 
be much more conducive in Latin America. 
The best test of this is found where local in
vestors themselves find it attractive to rein
vest their own funds and where there is no 
capital flight. 

CAPITAL FLIGHT 

Just at the time when Latin America 
needs so much more new capital, there has 
been the reverse trend of hemorrhaging 
capital outflows through flight capital. 

Henry C. Wallich, member of the Board of 
Governors of the U.S. Federal Reserve 
System, in a recent incisive paper entitled, 
"Why is Net International Investment So 
Small?,'' made the following comments: 

There seems little doubt that substantial 
capital exports have taken place from the 
countries that were borrowing. Unfortu
nately, one must assume that in large part 
this represents capital flight. The assets, 
thus acquired, probably do not produce 
income and taxes from the capital-exporting 
country, and probably are not available to 
strengthen its foreign exchange position 
and its economy generally. In other words, 
given economic and political conditions of 
the capital-exporting countries, these for
eign assets are not likely to play the same 
constructive role for the home countries 
that capital exports from developed coun
tries have ordinarily played. To be sure, 
changes in the politics and economic poli
cies of the respective countries, giving ade
quate protection to the owners of capital 
and a positive real return on domestic 
assets, may change that situation. They 
may convert what today is flight capital 
into an important resource for the country. 

The irony of this situation is that, in fact, 
Latin Americans own plenty of capital. It is 
just not located inside Latin America-the 
amounts in Swiss and Miami banlts and in 
San Diego condominiums probably far 
exceed the liquid funds in the home coun
tries. Indeed, generations of Latins claim 
they have been brought up to get their 
money out into "safer" havens as soon as 
they make it. This trend has to be reversed 
if Latin America is to grow at all. 

Henry Wallich further states: For the 
Cworld'sl eight largest Cnon-U.S.J borrowers 
over the years 1974-1982, ... calculationCsJ 
show an increase in debt <equity and direct 
investment included) of $317 billion, while 
the current account deficit adjusted for 
changes in official reserves, amounts to only 
$207 billion. Thus, there seems to have been 
a capital outflow of $110 billion. The degree 
to which borrowing financed this capital 
outflow differs among countries. For Brazil, 
only 12 percent of the inflow was compen
sated by outflows; for Mexico, 45 percent; 
for Venezuela, almost the entire inflow was 
absorbed into outflows. 

Nearly 100% capital flight? Clearly, with a 
change in domestic policies away from the 
parastatal-import substitution approach to 
economic development, there is reason to 
believe that this money could be attracted 
back to Latin America, which would, of 
course, be a major contribution to a lasting 
solution of the debt crisis and job creation. 

In his February 8, 1985, address, "The 
International Debt Situation in an Ameri
can View: Borrowing Countries and Lending 
Banlts," Henry C. Wallich states further: 

Unfortunately, one must assume that a 
large part of the borrowed money went for 
consumption in the form of excessive im
ports of high-priced oil and various con
sumer goods. Frequently this spending was 
financed through government budget defi
cits, caused by subsidies and other unpro
ductive expenditures, including purchase of 
weapons. A worldwide shift from negative 
real interest rates to significantly positive 
real rates, and the consequent rise in debt 
service, also used up some of the funds bor
rowed. 

In adding up incremental investment, cap
ital flight, and increased outlays <in nominal 
terms> for consumption, there is a danger of 
over-explaining the absorption of borrowed 
funds. The best judgment seems to be that 
the borrowing countries experienced a sub
stantial increase in their income and debt
carrying capacity and that these benefits of 
added investment could be enhanced in 
future, if measures are taken to induce 
flight capital to return. 

It may be that this audience will find 
itself closer to the Henry Wallich school of 
thought on flight capital than the point of 
view expressed to me recently by a promi
nent Argentine economist that, at least in 
the Argentine case, the term "flight capital" 
was misleading and that more accurate ter
minology would be "portfolio diversifica
tion." 

OTHER SOLUTIONS 

While it is relatively easy to diagnose the 
ills resulting from excessive government in
volvement in our economies, it is far more 
difficult to find constructive solutions. In 
many of the countries of our hemisphere, 
the state-owned sector is so large, relative to 
the domestically owned pool of private cap
ital, that a simple sale of those state enter
prises that are running the largest deficits 
would be difficult <who would want to buy 
them?>, and attracting foreign capital for 
this purpose also would be difficult, for 

well-known political reasons. Indeed, there 
are still many in Latin America who would 
view selling off parastatals to "transnation
als" in the some way as they view foreign 
direct investment-selling off their "nation
al patrimony." There have been ideas float
ed that some debt could be exchanged for 
equity in the parastatals. Brazil considered 
this for a time, but may have given up on 
the idea, at least for the present. 

However, I believe that there are other 
potential and feasible solutions over the 
long term, for, as President Reagan has 
said, "Developing countries need to be en
couraged to experiment with the growing 
variety of arrangements for profit-sharing 
and expanded capital ownership that can 
bring economic betterment to their people." 

One such method of expanded capital 
ownership is advocated by Dr. Louis 0. 
Kelso and Patricia Better in their book, La 
Economia de los Dos Factores: Un Tercer 
Camino. The plan involves employee stock 
ownership plans, which are nothing less 
than having the employees of the corpora
tion also become the stockholders, i.e., 
owners. 

There are now approximately 8,000 corpo
rations in the United States using these 
plans, and the experience with them has 
been quite good-productivity goes up, 
worker income is linked to profitability, etc. 
While they are only one form of expanded 
capital ownership, the point I am trying to 
make is that there are alternatives to state 
ownership, and they should be explored and 
adapted to the conditions existing in each of 
the countries of our hemisphere. Indeed, 
Costa Rica and Guatemala have rapidly in
creasing employee stock ownership plans. 

But the benefits of expanded capital own
ership go far beyond the economic, as has 
recently been demonstrated in the La Perla 
project in Guatemala. La Perla is a 9,000-
acre coffee and cardamom plantation in 
northern Guatemala. It has 500 full-time 
employees, about 1,500 family members, and 
approximately 4,000 other people dependent 
on the economy of the estate. In September 
1984, the farm's owners set up a trust in 
which they allocated 40% of the stock. The 
stock will be paid for out of the future prof
its of the farm, but upon the signing, full 
voting rights were passed through to an em
ployee association. 

Early this year, 120 insurgents attacked 
the estate and actually took control of the 
center. The insurgents, however, were then 
attacked and driven off the farm by 200 
armed workers, and a number of workers 
and insurgents were killed. In the week fol
lowing the attack, the estate's 300 unarmed 
worker-owners petitioned the owners for ad
ditional rifles to defend against future in
surgent attacks and volunteered to help pay 
for them through a payroll deduction plan. 
As Joseph Recinos <a representative of the 
Solidarity Union of Guatemala, a movement 
aimed at expanded capital ownership as a 
means of economic and social reform), has 
stated: 

We can more clearly see what the true 
message of ownership and of vested interest 
in the free enterprise system means in view
ing the La Perla model. There is no greater 
significance to the concept of defending the 
free enterprise system than a worker laying 
down his life to defend the company in 
which he is co-owner. 
If we want to prevent further Nicaraguas 

or El Salvadors, the American Government 
must address the problem of economic and 
social justice in Central America. Promoting 
broad capital ownership as an alternative to 
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Marxist philosophy in Latin America, if 
they are actively pushed now as foreign 
policy objectives, can go a long way in giving 
people a vested interest in protecting the 
free-enterprise system. 

Norman Kurland, one of the founders of 
the Center for Economic and Social Justice 
<a group whose goal is the promotion of em
ployee stock ownership plans> stated in a 
Washington Times interview last Septem
ber. 

To win over Marxism-Leninism you have 
to go beyond the military. Of course, you 
have to be militarily strong. On the other 
hand, there is an ideological battle. Marx 
and Engels stated that you could sum up 
the entire philosophy of communism in a 
single sentence: Abolish private property. 

The entire case of Marxism-Leninism dis
appears if we prove to the world that pri
vate property is essential for providing eco
nomic and social justice, and for providing 
human dignity to people in the Third 
World. 

Marx was wrong. However, we cannot 
simply attack him on the basis of the prob
lems he was focusing on but rather on the 
basis of the means that he would use. The 
solution is not to make enemies of the 
owners but to make owners out of the non
owners. 

FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT 

Over the past 4 years, it has been made 
clear to me, in visits to every country in the 
hemisphere, that private foreign direct in
vestment can play the key role in future 
trade and commerce. Indeed, it is the cata
lyst for economic development and interna
tional economic integration through the 
world trading system, as well as being per
haps the only remaining source of capital, 
technology, and management know-how on 
a scale needed for economic survival. 

It seems intuitively obvious that the high
debtor countries of our hemisphere must 
take strong steps to court foreign direct in
vestment as the most attractive alternative 
to new bank financing. Foreign direct in
vestment has the advantage of not requiring 
fixed interest payments. Earnings are repa
triated only if the investment is profitable. 
Local enterprises are able to sell to multina
tional companies and often gain access to 
new markets and distribution channels, 
both nationally and internationally. Finally, 
and most importantly, foreign direct invest
ment creates real jobs as opposed to state
funded make-work jobs. 

Unfortunately, the trend has been in the 
other direction. In 1950, U.S. direct invest
ment in Latin America accounted for nearly 
50% of the total U.S. investment overseas. 
By 1970, this figure had dropped 17% in 
Latin America and was 3% in Asia and the 
Pacific. At the end of 1982, the stock of U.S. 
direct investment was down 15% in Latin 
America and had doubled to 6% in Asia and 
the Pacific. In a time when total flows of 
U.S. foreign investment were declining, 
flows to the Far East rose sharply. 

I am encouraged by the increasing recog
nition of the importance of internal factors 
for the revitalization of Latin American 
economies now being expressed by promi
nent Latin Americans. Brazilian Senator 
and former Planning and Finance Minister 
Roberto Campos stated the issues succinctly 
in his speech, "The New Demonology": 
"The United States has become the magnet 
for Euorpean and Japanese investors pre
cisely because they have two things we 
lack-a strong currency and stable rules of 
the game." 

The prominent Argentine economist, 
Marcos Victorica, has also addressed these 
issues. Mr. Victorica estimates that Argen
tine capital abroad amounts to about $27 
billion and that much of this capital left the 
country during the early 1980s, despite the 
fact that real interest rates in Argentina 
amounted to about 20%-double U.S. real 
interest rates-and he has ascribed these de
velopments to a lack of confidence. Regard
ing policies affecting foreign direct invest
ment, Mr. Victorica has noted one of the 
key difficulties <such as exchange controls>: 
"No one will come in Cto invest] where a 
way out is forbidden." 

Argentine Presidential Secretary General 
German Lopez recently spotlighted this 
problem in comments reported on the 
Buenos Aires government radio network, 
when he stated that, "President Alfonsin is 
determined to modernize the country and 
that, to this end, there is no alternative but 
to resort to foreign capital so that the in
vestments that will contribute to Argentine 
development are made." The only way to 
make up for the time lost, Lopez states, is to 
urgently attract investments, adding that: 

I want to say that the past 10 years have 
been very dramatic for Argentina and that I 
consider that in reviewing, in weighing our 
responsibilities, we are sometimes unfair. 
We have made mistake after mistake for vir
tually 50 years. We have practiced a sort of 
political cannibalism destroying each other. 
[Therefore] President Alfonsin is firmly de
termined to modernize Argentina in order to 
put it at the level of efficiency asked by 
public opinion. 

Recently, the newly elected President of 
Uruguay, Julio Maria Sanguinetti, said that 
"those of us who historically defended a 
greater role for the State now have to say 
that we must reestablish equilibrium and 
that as a result our direction will be to 
reduce to the maximum extent expendi
tures of the State, and to encourage as 
much as we can private production." 

I am pleased to see that some leaders of 
Andean Pact countries are taking a new 
look at their investment policies. During his 
recent visit to the United States, President 
Belisario Betancur of Colombia addressed a 
number of our business leaders on April 2. 
He said: 

The Latin American experience of the 
past 10 years shows that self-sustained de
velopment is not stable if it is mainly de
pendent on a growing foreign debt. The de
velopment effort should be based on domes
tic savings and productive investment, sup
plemented by foreign loans. . . . From these 
considerations you may well understand 
why I said that ... it was better to have 
more partners and fewer creditors. 

We have made a proposal to the member 
countries of the Cartagena agreement to 
modify Decision 24 providing more flexible 
terms in keeping with foreign investment 
needs. The idea is to allow new investment 
in certain areas to be 100% foreign when 
the recipient country decides that its devel
opment needs so warrant. 

It is now generally recognized by potential 
investors that one of the difficult impedi
ments to foreign investment in Latin Amer
ica has been the Calvo Doctrine. Many 
countries in the hemisphere incorporate the 
doctrine and other restrictions in their con
stitutions, in other laws, or in multilateral 
agreements, such as the Andean Pact deci
sion 24. With regard to decision 24, I am 
pleased to note that there is increasing rec
ognition on the part of member govern
ments of the pact that more flexibility is re-

quired by member governments on foreign 
investment policies. This was one of the 
principal causes for Chile's withdrawal from 
the pact in 1976. Moreover, under the dy
namic leadership of Craig Nalen, the Over
seas Private Investment Corporation 
<OPIC> recently signed agreements with Co
lombia and Ecuador. These agreements 
were the result of countless hours of patient 
and persistent negotiation between Lorin S. 
Weisenfeld, Assistant General Counsel of 
OPIC, and various officials of Colombia and 
Ecuador, and it is to be hoped that other 
Andean Pact countries will follow. 

While the United States rejects the Calvo 
Doctrine on the theory that the investor's 
government has an independent interest in 
fair treatment for its nationals, the Calvo 
Doctrine has unquestionably had a negative 
impact on the ability of foreign govern
ments to provide diplomatic protection in 
the event of a miscarriage of justice. This 
doctrine had its origin in the early part of 
this century as a reaction to perceived 
abuses of protection by the United States 
and European powers on behalf of their in
vestors and traders in the last century. 

In countries that subscribe to the Calvo 
Doctrine, the foreign investor is considered 
to have agreed that all disputes-including 
those relating to expropriation-will be de
finitively resolved through local legal proc
esses, and to have renounced any right to 
invoke the diplomatic protection of his 
home government in the event those proc
esses give rise to a miscarriage of justice fol
lowing expropriation. In the 1960's and 
1970's, there were over 300 major expropria
tions in the hemisphere <excluding the $1.85 
billion in thousancis of unsettled expropria
tion claims of former U.S. investors in 
Cuba> where compensation was not arrived 
at through international arbitration and 
was often grossly inadequate or delayed in 
many cases. Corporate boardrooms around 
the world have long corporate memories, 
and as Cicero said to Atticus, "It is the right 
given to any man to err, but to no one, 
unless he is a fool, to persist in." 

Another negative consequence of this 
policy is that potential U.S. investors are 
constrained from obtaining OPIC insurance 
coverage because of requirements limiting 
possible litigation to local courts, and of a 
prohibition of direct subrogation. 

The United States has long favored an 
open international investment system. A 
major U.S. goal in the 1980s is to reverse the 
trend toward government-induced distor
tions in the investment process through 
international understandings and voluntary 
guidelines leading to a more open invest
ment climate in which investment flows are 
able to respond to market forces. 

RECENT POSITIVE STEPS 

As part of continuing efforts in this area, 
the U.S. delegation to the 14th annual Gen
eral Assembly of the OAS introduced a reso
lution entitled "Promoting Economic Jus
tice Through Strengthening Private Direct 
and Indirect Investment in Latin America 
and the Caribbean." The operative part of 
the resolution reads as follows: 

To instruct the General Secretariat to 
conduct a study of requirements necessary 
for the creation of economic and regulatory 
environments conducive to attracting and 
fostering direct and indirect investment in 
the countries of Latin America and the Car
ibbean. This study should identify the vari
ous private and official, multilateral and na
tional agencies involved in the promotion of 
investment while also considering and evalu-
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ating the growing variety of arrangements 
for profit-sharing and expanded capital 
ownership now available for the promotion 
of economic justice with a view to identify
ing operational mechanisms and sources of 
funding for cooperative efforts with said 
agencies that may be implemented in the 
framework of the OAS. 

While the resolution did not come to a 
formal vote, the U.S. delegation was able to 
secure agreement, as noted in the rappor
teur's report, that these topics would be 
taken up by the Permanent Executive Com
mittee of the Inter-American Economic and 
Social Committee of the OAS in 1985. I view 
this agreement as a major achievement and 
a major step forward for Latin America, not 
because U.S., Japanese, or other OECD in
vestors have any shortage of opportunities 
to invest at home or abroad, but because of 
the potential benefits to our own hemi
sphere that foreign direct investment brings 
in terms of improving standards of living. 

The Reagan Administration is actively 
pursuing two programs in Central and 
South America which aim to improve the in
vestment climate: the Caribbean Basin Initi
ative <CBI) and bilateral investment trea
ties. The CBI, by granting various products 
access to the U.S. market, provides impor
tant incentives for the private sector. Bilat
eral investment treaties offer important 
protection for investments. The intent of 
both programs is to stimulate additional for
eign investment. 

As you know, the key elements of the bi
lateral investment treaties are: 

New and existing investment to be grant
ed national treatment or most-favored
nation treatment, whichever is more favor
able, but both sides are allowed to list ex
ceptions to national treatment in specified 
sectors of economic activity; 

Conditions for expropriation which accord 
with international law principles, including 
payment of prompt, adequate, and effective 
compensation: 

Unrestricted transfer of capital, returns, 
compensation, and other payments into and 
out of the host country; and 

Dispute settlement procedures involving 
third-party arbitration both for disputes be
tween the host country and a national or 
company of the other country and disputes 
arising between the governments. 

While these treaties are generally recipro
cal in their provisions, the major induce
ment for the developing country is the as
surances such a treaty offers a foreign in
vestor. 

As a result of the leadership of Bill Brock 
of USTR [U.S. Trade Representative], sev
eral countries have negotiated such agree
ments with us. In this hemisphere, we 
signed treaties with Panama in 1982 and 
with Haiti in December 1983. We are also 
very close to agreement with Costa Rica, 
and we have had negotiations with Hondu
ras and El Salvador. 

While the treaties mentioned above are 
laudable achievements for the parties con
cerned, in all candor, much remains to be 
done for our hemisphere to realize its full 
economic potential. 

CONCLUSION 

I titled my remarks today, "Free Enter
prise: Key to Latin American Economic Re
vival." I would like to end on a positive note. 
Simon Bolivar said 150 years ago that Boliv
ia was a beggar sitting on a throne of gold. 
In an expanded sense, this is still true for 
resource-rich but extremely poor Bolivia 
and for several other countries in Latin 
America. The hemisphere is so rich in natu-

ral resources and populated by men and 
women of such talent and good will that 
there is no reason that our hemisphere 
cannot have a bright economic future. All 
that is needed is for the economic and polit
ical leadership of Latin America to reem
brace the wisdom of their own founding fa
thers, Simon Bolivar and San Mai-tin. These 
men of vision, along with our own Founding 
Fathers, were swept up with the liberalizing 
writings of Locke, Rousseau, Hume, and 
Adam Smith, which called for a separation 
of political and economic power and empha
sized the sanctity of private property. Simi
lar wisdom can be found in the words of 
Muhammad Ibn Khaldoun, the 14th centu
ry Arab Jurist, historian, and statesman: 
"When incentive to acquire and obtain 
property is gone, people no longer make ef
forts to acquire any. This leads to destruc
tion and ruin of civilization.'' e 

SALUTE TO BILL CARLSON 
e Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. Presi
dent, each year, the Mankato Ex
change Club honors an individual who 
has made contributions to the commu
nity in the true spirit of the golden 
rule. 

The recipient of this year's Golden 
Deeds Award is Bill Carlson, founder 
of Carlson Craft, a company which 
has grown to become the third largest 
firm wholesaling wedding and social 
stationery in the Nation. 

At the time that Bill Carlson retired 
in 197 4, his company had 550 employ
ees, many of them students at Manka
to State University. When he and his 
wife Betty founded Carlson Letter 
Service in their home in 1946, the 
total assets of the business were $300. 

In his retirement, Bill has been 
active in his church, in Rotary, the 
United Way, and the Mankato Reha
bilitation Center. Because of the out
standing entrepreneurial spirit and 
civic example set by Bill Carlson, I ask 
that an article about him be printed in 
the RECORD. 

The article follows: 
CARLSON BECAME JOB·GIVER TO THOUSANDS 

OF STUDENTS 

<By Sue Menton> 
NORTH MANKATO.-Even after Bill Carlson 

had made it in the business world, he never 
forgot what it was like to be a student with 
only $30 in his pocket. 

Carlson, who will receive the Exchange 
Club's Golden Deeds Award on Thursday, 
came to Mankato in 1936, the height of the 
Depression to attend Mankato Commercial 
College. 

"I had $130 in my pocket, and $100 of it 
went for tuition," Carlson recalled, sitting in 
the kitchen of his North Mankato home 
that overlooks the city. 

That, he said, is why students were always 
welcome to apply for part-time jobs at his 
Carlson Wedding Service, later renamed 
Carlson Craft. Most of his employees were 
Mankato State students, and the company 
was willing to work around their schedules. 
In return, students "learned to dovetail 
their schedules with our busy time," print
ing invitations for spring and summer wed
dings. 

"I remembered my own days as a student. 
I had to put myself through school, and my 
$30 didn't last long.'' 

Pressed to name the accomplishment that 
means the most to him, Carlson cited his as
sociation with young people. "The business 
directly affected the lives of several thou
sand people, many who either wouldn't have 
received an education or who would have 
had to go into debt to get it.'' 

Carlson said his fortuitous choice of Man
kato Commercial College over two other 
schools he had been considering was based 
on the quality of the school's brochure. 
That fact, he said, was kept in mind later in 
his own business, when he stressed quality 
presentations in his promotional material. 

After two ~ears at MCC, he was hired as a 
bookkeeper at the regional office of Nation
al Refining Co. Then World War II broke 
out. "I saw the handwriting on the wall and 
joint the National Guard.' ' 

His ability to type, a skill most servicemen 
lacked, gave him a lot of breaks, he said, in
cluding desk jobs and early promotions. 

After his discharge in 1946, he returned to 
Mankato, married Betty Hoffman, whom he 
had met at a church group before enlisting, 
and went to work as a bookkeeper at Swan
son's Wallpaper and Paint. 

He also had a little business on the side, 
mineographing form letters for other busi
nesses, in the couple's home under the name 
of Carlson Letter Service. 

"It was," he says describing the quality of 
those early efforts, "pretty crude.'' 

Calrson would pick up orders on his lunch 
break, and his wife would type them in their 
back bedroom. 

Business started slowly-the first month 
they made a $25 profit-but it steadily ex
panded. 

He stumbled into the printing business 
when he accepted an old hand printing 
press and multigraph in exchange for a 
print job. Included with the printer was an 
instruction book that showed how to print 
napkins and stationery. 

Carlson Wedding Service traces its actual 
start to July 1948, when a woman from his 
church asked if he could print her wedding 
invitations. The first of the multitude of 
brides who would send Carlson-printed invi
tations was LaJean Swan, who married 
Eugene Hartman, now of rural Madison 
Lake. 

In September of that year, Carlson "took 
the plunge, quit my job, and went into [the 
printing business] full time. The relatives 
thought I was crazy.'' 

Carlson said he likes to tell people, 
"Nobody told us we couldn't start a business 
on less than $300, and we were dumb 
enough not to know it." 

At the time Carlson retired and sold the 
business in 1974, he had 550 employees on 
the payroll of what was the nation's third 
largest firm wholesaling wedding and social 
stationery. 

Although only 59, Carlson decided to 
retire because there were more things he 
wanted to do. 

"I realized that we could do many things 
in the business, but we couldn't manufac
ture time." 

While he was working, he was involved 
only in his church, the First Christian 
Church, and the North Mankato Rotary 
Club. After retiring, he continued his 
church work, serving on local, regional, and 
national posts. 

In addition to Rotary and the United 
Way, he became involved with the Mankato 
Rehabilitation Center, and was chairman of 
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the building committee when the new Map 
Drive facility was undertaken. 

The Exchange Club's Golden Deeds 
Award that he will receive later this week is 
given to a person who has made "contribu
tions to the community in the true spirit of 
the Golden Rule." 

Carlson said that when he learned he had 
been chosen to receive the award, he was 
immediately taken back to his high school 
graduation where, as the class valedictorian, 
his speech was based on the theme, "Do 
unto others." 

"It looks like I've come full circle," he ob
served.• 

THE FARM CREDIT RELIEF ACT 
e Mr. PRYOR. Mr. President, this 
morning the Banking Committee held 
hearings on S. 1151, the Farm Credit 
Relief Act. As the Senate considers 
the farm crisis in this country, we 
cannot neglect the small, rural banker, 
who is the credit lifeline to the 
farmer. The interdependence of com
mercial banks and their customers is 
especially strong in rural communities, 
and both are in danger of collapse. 

No other sector of the economy is as 
dependent on credit as the farmer. 
Land, expensive equipment, seed, fer
tilizer, and fuel-all must be financed 
on the basis of what may be produced 
later that year. Farmers can some
times put off paying for a new baler or 
milking equipment, but fertilizer and 
seed payments cannot be postponed. 

There are 4,300 farm banks in the 
United States, banks with at least 25 
percent of their loans in agriculture. 
These banks, by and large, have a spe
cial and unique relationship with the 
farmers in their areas, a relationship 
which does not exist in larger, city 
banks. The banker and farmer have 
probably grown up together and 
attend church together. The banker 
knows if the farmer is a good credit 
risk and extends credit accordingly. 
The banker also deals personally with 
the feed store owner, the farm equip
ment dealer, and the other businesses 
who depend upon the health of the 
agricultural economy. 

Typically, these banks are quite 
small and are are not linked with 
urban banks or money center institu
tions. Banks of less than $25 million in 
assets extend more than 30 percent of 
the total ag credit from banks, and 70 
percent of all ag credit comes from 
banks of less than $100 million in 
assets. In my own State of Arkansas, 
I'm proud to say, out of 252 banks, 
more than 240 hold agriculture loans. 
Even if the farmer does not get all of 
his farm credit from the local bank, he 
keeps his checking and savings ac
counts there. Of course, the commer
cial ag banks hold only 25 percent of 
the Nation's farm debt, but the por
tion of the farm debt held by the com
mercial ag banks represents approxi
mately 50 percent of the short-term, 
operating loans. 

Due to factors largely beyond the 
farmers control, low commodity prices 
have left him with little income to pay 
off money that he borrowed in the 
late 1970's. What's more, declining 
land prices have eroded collateral 
values. The farm debt crisis, there! ore, 
seems to be as much a bank problem 
as a farm problem. 

Traditionally, farm banks have been 
healthier than other banks. They have 
had better returns on capital and 
assets and fewer bad loans. Of the 59 
bank failures this year, however, 33 
have been ag banks, compared to 25 ag 
bank failures in 1984, and the Federal 
regulators have concluded that ag 
bank troubles will get worse before 
they get better. 

A few !acts illustrate the seriousness 
of today's problem: 

Farm debt has nearly doubled in the 
last 4 years. At the same time farm 
income fell from $32 billion to $20 bil
lion, and land prices have fallen 15 to 
25 percent, or 75 percent in some 
areas. 

The number of classified ag loans in 
Arkansas has roughly doubled since 
last year. 

Earlier this year the Agriculture De
partment announced that 360,000 of 
the Nation's 2.4 million farmers are in 
serious debt trouble; that is, they have 
committed up to 70 percent of their 
available assets as collateral for loans. 
I suspect the number may be even 
higher. 

Although ag banks make up roughly 
one-third of our commercial banks, 
they account for more than half of all 
recent bank failures. 

In January of this year a farm bank 
consultant told the Wall Street Jour
nal that approximately 20 percent of 
the $210 billion farm debt-$45 bil
lion-would have to be written off. 
This is debt held by both banks and 
production credit associations. In com
parison, the total loan losses for the 
entire banking system in 1983 was a 
mere $8.4 billion. The FDIC insurance 
fund now totals $17 billion. The FDIC 
could probably absorb the several hun
dred small bank failures predicted by 
the Independent Bankers Association, 
but we need to remember that many 
superbanks have a large agricultural 
port! olio as well-$2 billion in ag loans 
by Bank of America. 

I believe that the Farm Credit Relief 
Act is a reasonable approach to this 
problem. It is not a bank bailout bill or 
a farm bailout bill. Rather, I prefer to 
call it the Rural Economy Survival 
Act. 

The essential ingredients of S. 1151, 
sponsored by Senator DIXON and 
myself, are as follows: 

ADMINISTRATION OF THE ACT 

The FDIC would have ultimate 
power to approve eligibility under the 
act, but the initial recommendation 
would come from the State banking 
commissioners or the Comprtroller of 

the Currency-depending upon wheth
er State chartered or national banks 
are involved. A bank would not be de
clared eligible unless it could clearly 
show that once given the relief con
templated under the act, it could then 
show a net profit. There must also be 
no evidence of fraud or gross misman
agement by the ag bank. 

REAPPRAISAL OF ASSESTS 

A qualified bank would be allowed to 
reappraise its buildings, fixed assets 
and equipment to fair market value 
and book into the capital accounts of 
the bank any increase between the 
current book value and the fair 
market value. 

WRITEOFF OF PROBLEM LOANS 

The qualified agricultural bank 
would be allowed to renegotiate the 
debt of a problem borrower to a level 
at which the borrower could assure re
newed cash flow. Any loss experienced 
by the bank could be written off over a 
30-year period. Only banks having 
assets of $200 million or less and 
which are located in agricultural areas 
would be eligible to participate. 

OTHER REAL ESTATE 

The qualified bank would be allowed 
to reappraise the other real estate car
ried on its books and charge off any 
loss between the book value and the 
fair market value of this real estate 
over a 30-year period. Any expenses in
curred in connection with the owner
ship of the other real estate could be 
written off over a 20-year period. 

SALE OF INVESTKENT PORTFOLIO 

The qualified agricultural bank 
would be allowed to mark all of its se
curities in its investment port! olio to 
market, sell the securities at fair 
market value, and write off any loss 
over a 30-year period. 

S. 1151 has a number of attractive 
elements: 

Qualified banks would be carefully 
determined by both local and Federal 
regulators. 

Poorly run banks would be ineligible. 
The bill takes a realistic approach to 

bad debt by using the actual market 
value of assets. 

Bank losses can be spread out over a 
long period of time. 

The writeoff is in line with accepted 
accounting practices. 

There is precedent for this approach 
in our response to the savings and loan 
crisis of 1982. 

Most important, it does not cost the 
Government a dime, in contrast to 
some interest rate buy-down proposals. 

Mr. President, I am not a member of 
the Banking Committee, but as a 
member of the Agriculture Commit
tee, I am painfully aware that all of 
our work on production questions will 
be fruitless unless the agricultural 
bank stays in business to extend the 
local credit that our farmers must 
have.e 
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THE GROWTH OF FREDDIE MAC 

•Mr. HECHT. Mr. President, today I 
wish to recognize the Federal Home 
Loan Mortgage Corporation on its 
15th anniversary. 

The past 15 years have seen many 
changes in the mortgage finance in
dustry. Fifteen years ago, few people 
knew that mortgages were sold, that 
they ever left the shelf of their neigh
borhood savings and loan. But now, 
mortgages trade freely, tapping the 
capital markets for additional sources 
of funds. Since Freddie Mac's incep
tion, that has been the Corporation's 
unwaivering mission: To link the Na
tion's mortgage lenders with its capital 
market investors-and to do so profit
ably. For more than a decade Freddie 
Mac has brought tremendous commit
ment and constancy to the secondary 
market for conventional mortgages: 
Freddie Mac is responsible for building 
that market from nothing to what it is 
today. 

Freddie Mac has seen the many 
changes in the mortgage marketplace, 
and has grown with it. At the time the 
Corporation was chartered by Con
gress in 1970, no more than 5 percent 
of all conventional home mortgages 
were sold into the secondary market. 
Largely because of Freddie Mac's pio
neering leadership, the secondary 
market is established and expanding: 

Secondary market sales of conven
tional mortgages have grown from $8 
billion in 1974 to $88 billion in 1984-a 
1,000-percent increase. 

During its first full year of oper
ation, Freddie Mac purchased 21,000 
mortgages valued at $778 million. 
That wasn't a bad start and could have 
probably maintained its own momen
tum for years to come. But compare 
those figures to those purchase figures 
in 1984: Over 567 ,000 mortgages 
valued at $21.6 billion. 

Through its leadership in the sec
ondary market for conventional mort
gages, Freddie Mac has sought to pro
mote mortgage securities as attractive 
investments, with high quality, low 
risk, and competitive yields. The Fred
die Mac Participation Certificate, or 
PC, introduced in 1971 was the Na
tion's first conventional pass through 
security. This year, Freddie Mac has 
over $71 billion of these PC's out
standing. Today, Freddie Mac PC's are 
widely regarded as benchmark instru
ment within the conventional mort
gage securities market and enjoys 
widespread investor acceptance. 

I think these figures are a telling re
flection of Freddie Mac's effective role 
as a pathfinder in America's housing, 
financial industry-and it will contin
ue to find even more innovative ways 
to tap sources of additional mortgage 
credit for America's home buyers in 
the future.e 

THE IMPORTANCE OF NURSING 
EDUCATION AND THE PRO
POSED INSTITUTE OF NURS
ING 

e Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, I am 
very pleased that the Senate has 
passed the "Nurse Education Amend
ments of 1985." This legislation recog
nizes the Federal Government's re
sponsibility to support the educational 
activities that are needed to develop a 
core of nurses with advanced and spe
cialized training-nurses who will then 
share this expertise with others 
through teaching activities so that all 
nurses, and all patients, will benefit 
from this targeted Federal support. 

Shifting economic incentives in 
today's health care marketplace are 
creating major expansions in nursing 
responsibility in all facets of health 
care. Increasing health care costs, and 
decreasing financial resources in Fed
eral programs such as Medicare and 
Medicaid, will lead to a reexamination 
of decisions on which health practi
tioners will be reimbursed for provid
ing different types of services. In the 
future nurses may be counted on to 
perform more and more of the services 
that were once performed by physi
cians. With the mounting evidence 
that the prospective payment mecha
nisms may result in hospital patients 
being discharged "sicker and quicker," 
thereby imposing a heavier burden on 
skilled nurses in nursing homes and 
other settings, members of the nursing 
profession would become even more 
critical as caregivers. And as future 
changes in health care financing 
mechanisms affect the scope, quality, 
and costs of services in hospitals, long
term care facilities, and community
based settings, it should be obvious 
that the need for well-trained nurses 
will become even more critical. 

According to the 1984 HHS Report 
to the President and Congress on the 
Status of Health Personnel in the 
United States, by 1990 this Nation will 
have fewer than half the nurses with 
graduate education needed to satisfy 
the health care needs of our people. 
Similarly, we will face a shortage of 
nurses with geriatric training needed 
to care for the burgeoning elderly pop
ulation unless efforts to increase geri
atric training are continued and ex
panded. Clearly, the real question to 
address for manpower policy is "Are 
there enough personnel with the ap
propriate and necessary training?" 

The Nurse Education Amendments 
of 1985 recognize our responsibility to 
ask the right question and target sup
port for areas of nurse training where 
critical shortages exist. It is consistent 
with the President's 1984 message call
ing for more appropriate use of Feder
al support for health professions and 
nursing education, and it is consistent 
with my colleagues' and my own com
mitment to deficit reduction. 

As chairman of the Special Commit
tee on Aging, I am especially aware of 
the need for well-trained nurses. As 
the number of elderly nursing home 
residents increases in the future, 
nurses and nurses aides with geriatric 
training will be needed to assure that 
those homes are sources of quality 
health care and not just custodial 
services. Further, since 95 percent of 
the elderly population resides at 
home, either independently or with 
their families, community health 
nurses must receive training in geriat
rics and gerontology in order to help 
older people maintain their ability to 
live independently. According to a 
recent NIA Report on Education and 
Training in Geriatrics and Gerontolo
gy, the minimum target for nursing 
faculty members in geriatrics is 750 in 
the year 1990, which will require 
almost a doubling of the current 
number, and a doubling again for a 
total of 1,500 by the year 2000. 

Certainly some of the financial sup
port provided by the Nurse Education 
Amendments of 1985 will go to nurse 
training programs in geriatrics and 
gerontology. In the future, however, I 
would like to see more funding target
ed specifically to those programs. In 
fact, I have introduced a bill, the 
"Geriatric Research, Education and 
Training Act of 1985" CS. 1100 or 
OREA T>, which would authorize in
creased funding for geriatric and ge
rontological training programs for 
nurses and other health professionals, 
and I will be working with the Appro
priations Committee to incorporate 
parts of GREAT into the amounts ap
propriated for education and into com
mittee language directing these 
amounts toward geriatric training. 

While I unreservedly support the 
"Nurse Education Amendments" and 
commend the excellent work that has 
gone into them at the committee level, 
I am disappointed that it does not es
tablish a National Institute of Nursing 
within the National Institutes of 
Health. The creation of this Institute 
is the next step needed to complement 
this bill and to improve Federal sup
port for advanced nurse education. Re
search has already shown that nurse 
practitioners can provide high quality 
primary care at lower costs per patient 
visit, and that geriatric nurse practi
tioners can reduce the need for diag
nostic tests and shorten hospital stays 
for elderly patients. A National Insti
tute of Nursing would further promote 
research into innovative and cost-ef
f ective methods of health care deliv
ery. La.st year's House version of the 
Health Research Extension Act con
tained a provision creating a National 
Institute of Nursing, and the Senate 
accepted that provision in conference. 
I hope that this year's conference 
committee will once again support the 
National Institute of Nursing. 
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Finally, I commend my distinguished 

colleague, Senator HATCH, and the 
other members of the Labor and 
Human Resources Committee for their 
excellent work in putting together this 
fine piece of legislation. Nursing per
sonnel are an invaluable national re
source and this bill will provide critical 
support for their efforts to continue 
providing quality services throughout 
the health care continuum.e 

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN 
GUATEMALA 

•Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I would 
like to express my concern about the 
recent human rights violations that 
have occurred in Guatemala against 
the Apoyo Mutuo Human Rights 
Group. 

Apoyo Mutuo is a group comprised 
of the friends and relatives of persons 
who have recently disappeared or been 
abducted in Guatemala. Early this 
year, the group staged a public demon
stration to protest the Government's 
lack of action on their case and, with 
that, Gen. Meija Victores publicly pro
claimed that the group was infiltrated 
by subversives. Shortly thereafter, in 
early May, two of the group's leaders 
were found brutally murdered. Since 
that time, at least four others of the 
leaders have fled abroad and those 
that remain within the country have 
received death threats. 

The group met with a governmental 
commission months ago and provided 
it with a list of disappeared persons, as 
well as proof and eyewitness accounts 
as to the indentity of the abductors, 
many of whom were members of the 
Armed Forces. Since that time, no 
action has been taken. 

I urge the Government of Guatema
la to take strong action to bring to jus
tice those who are guilty of human 
rights violations and to guarantee the 
safety of the courageous members of 
Apoyo Mutuo.e 

PASSIVE EXPOSURE TO 
CIGARETTE SMOKE 

•Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, the 
potential health hazards of second
hand, or sidestream, cigarette smoke 
have received increasing attention 
from the scientific community. The 
concentration of known carcinogens 
found in the smoke released from a 
cigarette between puffs is, in some in
stances, more than 52 times that 
found in the smoke inhaled by the 
smoker. The health effects of passive 
exposure to this smoke has become an 
active research topic among epidemi
ologists and other public health spe
cialists. Although the results of this 
scientific inquiry into so-called passive 
smoke are not yet all in, the conclu
sions of most completed studies point 
to significantly increased health risks 
for those exposed over a period of 
time to secondhand tobacco smoke. 

I ask that excerpts from an article 
published in the American Journal of 
Epidemiology concerning a recent 
study of passive exposure to cigarette 
smoke be printed in the RECORD. 

The material follows: 
PASSIVE SMOKING IN ADULTHOOD AND CANCER 

R1sK 1 

<Dale P. Sandler, Richard B. Everson and 
Allen J. Wilcox> 

Sandler, D. P. <National Institute of Envi
ronmental Health Sciences, Research Trian
gle Park, NC 27709>. R. B. Everson and A. J. 
Wilcox. Passive smoking in adulthood and 
cancer risk. Am J. Epidemiol 1985; 121:37-
48. 

Overall cancer risk from adult passive 
smoking has been examined using smoking 
by spouse as the measure of exposure. In
formation on smoking by spouse was ob
tained for 518 cancer cases and 518 non
cancer controls. Cancer ca.ses were identi
fied from a hospital-based tumor registry in 
North Carolina. Cases included all sites 
except basal cell cancer of the skin and were 
between the ages of 15 and 59 years at the 
time of diagnosis. Cancer risk among indi
viduals ever married to smokers was 1.6 
times that among those never married to 
smokers Cp < 0.01>. This increased risk was 
not explained by confounding by individual 
smoking habits, demographic characteris
tics, or social class. Elevated risks were seen 
for several specific cancer sites and were not 
limited to lung cancer or other "smoking-re
lated" tumors. Risks from passive smoking 
appeared greater among groups generally at 
lower cancer risk <females, nonsmokers, and 
individuals younger than age 50 years), but 
were not limited to these groups. 

NEOPLASMS; RISK; SMOKING; TOBACCO SMOKE 
POLLUTION 

Passive exposure to cigarette smoke has 
been linked with a variety of health conse
quences in humans, including bronchitis 
and pneumonia in infants (1), reduced pul
monary function <2> and acute respiratory 
disease in children (3-5), and decreased 
airway function in otherwise healthy adults 
<6>. Several reports have also focused atten
tion on a possible association between pas
sive exposure to cigarette smoke and lung 
cancer <7-10>. 

In a case-control study by Trichopoulos 
and colleagues <7>, 51 white females with 
lung cancer and 163 controls from an ortho
pedic service were compared with regard to 
smoking histories of husbands. Women who 
were not smokers but were married to smok
ers were at two- to threefold risk for lung 
cancer compared with nonsmoking women 
who were not married to smokers. An updat
ed report of this study involving 77 non
smoking lung cancer cases and 225 non
smoking controls confirmed the twofold risk 
among passive smokers <8>. In a prospective 
study from Japan, Hirayama <9> observed 
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245 lung cancer deaths among 91,000 mar
ried women. The lung cancer death rate for 
nonsmoking women married to smokers was 
nearly twice that for nonsmoking women 
married to nonsmokers and was one-half 
that for women who themselves smoked. 
Emphysema was the only other cause of 
death to exhibit such a pattern, although 
the trend was not statistically significant. 
Most recently, Correa et al. OO> reported a 
twofold risk for lung cancer among non
smokers married to smokers. In contrast, 
analysis of data from an American Cancer 
Society study in the United States failed to 
demonstrate an association between passive 
exposure to cigarette smoke and lung cancer 
risk Cll>. 

Many of the constituents of mainstream 
cigarette smoke which is actively inhaled by 
the smoker are present in reduced quantity 
in exhaled smoke Cl2> which is then passive
ly inhaled by the nonsmoker. These same 
constituents are also contained in side
stream smoke which is released from the 
cigarette between active puffs and is also in
haled by the passive smoker. One might 
expect to find, as did Hirayama <9> for lung 
cancer, that for smoking-related sites, the 
cancer risk in individuals passively exposed 
to cigarette smoke might fall between that 
for smokers and that for nonsmokers. Risk 
from passive smoking might also be expect
ed to be much lower than that from direct 
smoking. 

However, some chemicals appear in higher 
concentration in sidestream smoke than in 
mainstream smoke, making the exposure 
from passive smoking qualitatively different 
Cl2, 13>. The health consequences from pas
sive smoking may, therefore, differ from 
those of direct smoking. These chemicals, 
many of which are known carcinogens, 
might lead to increased risk for cancer at 
sites not shown to be related to direct expo
sure to cigarette smoke. In comparing side
stream with mainstream smoke, Brunne
mann <in refs. 12 and 13> found 52 times as 
much dimethylnitrosamine, 16 times as 
much naphthalene, 28 times as much meth
ylnaphthalene, 3.4 times as much benzoa
pyrene, and 5.6 times as much toluene, for 
example, in sidestream smoke as in main
stream smoke. While the concentrations of 
these chemicals are higher than in main
stream smoke, actual exposure from passive 
smoking is heavily influenced by the 
amount of smoke generated, the volume of 
ambient air, room ventilation, and the 
manr.er in which the cigarettes are smoked. 

Differences in the route of inhalation of 
sidestream and mainstream smoke might 
also account for differences in site-specific 
effects. Wynder and Goodman (14), for ex
ample, have proposed that if sidestream 
smoke components are inhaled through the 
nasal passages, gaseous components but not 
smoke particulates would reach the lung. 

As a preliminary exploration of the hy
pothesis that passive exposure to cigarette 
smoke may be carcinogenic, we examined 
adult passive exposure to cigarette smoke in 
relationship to cancers of all sites. Since 
active and passive smokers may differ in the 
mix of carcinogens to which they are ex
posed, it is not obvious which sites might be 
at highest risk of cancer among passive 
smokers. Since active smokers are also pas
sively exposed, candidate sites might be 
drawn from those that have been linked 
with active smoking. However, there may be 
additional sites whose relationship to smok
ing has been obscured. In studies comparing 
smokers with nonsmokers, passive smokers 
are often included in the nonsmoking group. 
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This would make it difficult to detect small 
differences in risk due to passive smoking. 
We report here on cancer risk from passive 
smoking using smoking histories of spouses 
as a measure of passive exposure to ciga
rette smoke during adulthood. 

DISCUSSION 

We have found a significantly elevated 
overall cancer risk for individuals passively 
exposed to cigarette smoke. This cannot be 
readily explained by a number of other fac
tors, including individual smoking habits 
and two measures of social class: education 
and broad occupational category. Elevated 
risks were seen for several specific cancer 
sites and were not limited to lung cancer or 
other "smoking-related" tumors. These find
ings might relate to other factors we have 
not measured or to deficiencies in study 
design. However, we have not been able to 
identify a possible confounder or a bias of 
selection or recall that could have caused 
the difference in smoking patterns of 
spouses between cases and controls. Study 
subjects and interviewers were told simply 
that the study was designed to look at smok
ing patterns in families. 

Cases and controls were similar with 
regard to their own smoking histories. This 
was partly because of the choice of friend 
controls who tended to have similar smok
ing histories and because known smoking-re
lated sites were underrepresented in the 
case population. Cases included in the study 
were generally younger than those with 
smoking-related tumors. Unavoidable delays 
between case identification and completion 
of interviews also contributed to the lack of 
smoking-related cancers. Persons with lung 
cancer and other smoking-related tumors 
were more likely to have died before they 
could be interviewed. In addition, because of 
the special interests of physicians at the 
hospital from which cases were identified, 
breast cancers and gynecologic cancers were 
overrepresented. As a result of this uninten
tional matching on smoking status, risks 
from passive smoking and direct smoking 
cannot be compared. 

The route of exposure for the passive 
smoker is via inhalation. Reports of effects 
on upper respiratory tract function (2-6> are 
consistent with this. There has also been a 
report of mutagens measured in the urine of 
passive smokers <17>, indicating that compo
nents of cigarette smoke enter the blood
stream and are circulated throughout the 
body of the passive smoker. Another report 
indicated that enzyme activity can be in
duced by passive exposure to cigarette 
smoke <18>. These findings are tentative, 
but do suggest that an overall increase in 
cancer risk or an increase in risk for specific 
nonrespiratory sites following passive expo
sure to cigarette smoke is plausible. 

Our study was intended to consider a 
range of effects similar to what might be 
measured in a prospective study of a cohort 
of individuals who are passively exposed. 
Such an approach serves to single out sites 
which appear to be important as well as to 
investigate whether passive exposure might 
increase susceptibility to additional insults, 
thereby increasing cancer risk overall. Two 
reports in the literature use prospectively 
collected data (9, 11>. One of these <11>, 
however, does not provide data on cancer 
risks at sites other than the lung, and nei
ther report provides data on overall cancer 
risk from passive exposure to cigarette 
smoke. Data from the Japanese study re
cently presented by Hirayama, however, in
dicate that cancer risk may be increased at 
sites other than the lung and that risk may 

not be limited to smoking-related sites <Hir
ayama, personal communication: presented 
at Hawaii Cancer Conference, 1984). 

For this study, passive exposure during 
adult life is determined from a question
naire report of the number of years of mar
ried life during which a spouse smoked. Mis
classification of exposure status is likely for 
individuals who never married but have 
lived with other persons who smoked. 
Slightly more controls than cases reported 
never marrying, which might lead to differ
ential misclassification. However, we reana
lyzed our data, excluding subjects who 
never married, and found the results to be 
the same. When only married subjects were 
included, the odds ratio for cancers of all 
sites combined was also 1.6. We made no al
lowances for multiple spouses, other mem
bers of the household who smoke, or passive 
exposures which occur outside of the home. 
Quantity smoked, too, is an approximate 
measure. The reported number of cigarettes 
smoked per day by the spouse is simply the 
average daily amount smoked during that 
time period. No allowance was made for 
changes in smoking habits of the spouse 
over time or for time since last exposure if 
the spouse did not smoke during the entire 
married interval. 

Nonetheless, we found smoking by spouse 
to be significantly associated with overall 
cancer risk. The odds ratio of 1.6 was not 
substantially altered by adjustment for age, 
race, sex, smoking status, education, or oc
cupation. Risk was limited to individuals 
younger than age 50 years, who were at ap
proximately twofold risk. Risk was also 
greatest for females and nonsmokers, al
though not entirely limited to these groups. 

When smokers and nonsmokers are con
sidered separately, the twofold risk among 
nonsmokers is highly significant and is not 
altered by adjustment for potential con
founding factors. The 30 percent increase in 
risk among smokers whose spouses also 
smoke is only of borderline statistical sig
nificance, but is also unchanged by adjust
ment for other factors. The groups for 
whom risk from passive smoking appeared 
greatest are those groups generally at lower 
cancer risk overall. It may be that the small 
risk imposed by passive exposure during 
adult life is difficult to detect statistically in 
individuals at risk from other causes. Also, 
women who smoke may tend to smoke less, 
start later, and inhale differently than men. 
This would allow for a greater impact of 
passive exposure among women, regardless 
of their own smoking status. In addition, 
very few nonsmoking men are married to 
smokers, making it more difficult to detect a 
risk among males. In our data, only 10 per
cent <10/96) of nonsmoking males were mar
ried to smokers, whereas 51 per cent <189/ 
370> of nonsmoking females were married to 
smokers. 

The increased cancer risk from passive ex
posure was not limited to sites generally 
thought to be smoking-related <12, 13). In 
fact, because of our case selection proce
dures and delays in interviewing cancer 
cases, individuals with cancers of smoking
related sites were only a small proportion of 
total cases. If cancers of the esophagus, res
piratory tract, oral cavity and pharynx, uri
nary tract, and pancreas are designated 
smoking-related, the odds ratio for smoking
related tumors is 1.3, whereas the odds ratio 
for other sites is 1.7 <P< 0.01>. Evidence is 
accumulating that cancer of the cervix 
should also be included among those sites 
that are smoking-related <19-21>. When the 
cervix is included, the odds ratio for smok-

ing-related sites is 2.0 and for other sites is 
1.5, both of which are statistically signifi
cant. 

Only 22 lung cancer cases are included in 
this report, with an odds ratio of 1.9 among 
passive smokers. Although not statistically 
significant, it is consistent with the level of 
risk reported in other studies. For women 
and for nonsmokers, the risk of lung cancer 
among those passively exposed was signifi
cantly increased despite very small num
bers. The odds ratio for individuals under 
age 50 years was of borderline significance. 
Hirayama <9> reported a two-fold risk for 
women married to smokers and found that 
risks were also greatest among younger 
women <as measured by husband's age}. 
While Garfinkel <11> didn't find an overall 
relationship of passive exposure to lung 
cancer risk, the relative risk among women 
married to smokers was in the same direc
tion. Relatively few women in Garfinkel's 
cohort were under age 50 years, which 
might explain these inconsistent results. 

In a study reported by Correa et al. <10>, a 
twofold relative risk was seen among non
smokers married to smokers. The risks were 
similar for males and females, although the 
number of nonsmoking males with lung 
cancer was very small. Among smokers, 
males who were light smokers with wives 
who were heavy smokers had a relative risk 
of 1.5. Trichopoulos et al. <7, 8) also report
ed an overall twofold lung cancer risk which 
was statistically significant among non
smoking women married to smokers. 

The studies reported by Trichopoulos et 
al. <7, 8), Correa et al. <10), and Hirayama 
<9> all suggest a dose-response relationship, 
although different measures of dose were 
employed in the three studies. In our study, 
there was no apparent dose-reponse using 
either years married to a smoker or average 
amount smoked by spouse as the measure of 
dose, but the number of lung cancer cases 
may be too small to expect a consistent 
trend. Evaluation of dose is not straightfor
ward and depends on factors which we did 
not measure, such as room ventilation and 
smoking "style" of the spouse. 

We found a twofold cervical cancer risk, 
which persisted after adjustment for level 
of education, among women whose hus
bands smoked. We did not collect data on 
sexual activity of cases or spouses. We also 
see an increased risk of breast cancer. Since 
the sociodemographic risk factors for these 
two sites are not the same, this supports the 
conclusion that the apparent excess cervical 
cancer risk is not entirely due to confound
ing by social class. Buckley et al. <22> report
ed a fourfold risk of cervical cancer among 
women whose husbands smoked, but after 
adjustment for number of sexual partners 
of the husband, the resulting two fold rela
tive risk was not significant. Similar results 
were reported by Brown et al. <23>. Hir
ayama (9) did not find elevated cervical 
cancer risk among women whose husbands 
smoked. This may relate to differences in 
the ages of the women studied or to differ
ences in risk from other factors. 

No previous study has reported a positive 
association between breast cancer and 
either passive or direct exposure to cigarette 
smoke <24-26). In a recently reported study 
by Rosenberg et al. <27), the relative risk for 
breast cancer was approximately 1.0 for ex
smokers, current smokers, and heavy smok
ers as compared with non-smokers. The 
crude odds ratio of 2.2 that we report is not 
reduced by adjustment for a number of po
tential confounding variables. Risk is not 
seen among women older than age 50 years 
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or among women with less than a high 
school education, but is fairly constant 
across all other groups. Petrakis <28> has de
tected nicotine in breast fluid of nonlactat
ing women who smoked, which may lead to 
alterations in breast tissue. This would sup
port a possible role for passive smoking if 
passive exposure also caused such an effect. 

One other site for which we find an asso
ciation with passive exposure, endocrine 
glands, is not generally thought to be smok
ing-related. The number of tumors here is 
small, of which 11 are thyroid tumors. 

In summary, passive exposure to smoking 
by spouse is related to an overall risk of 
cancer in our data. This association persists 
after adjusting for possible confounding fac
tors. Associations with several specific 
tumor sites are also statistically significant, 
including some which are not ordinarily re
garded as smoking-related. Further studies 
are required to confirm this broad spectrum 
of carcinogenicity by passive smoking and to 
explore the unexpected site-specific find
ings. 
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TABLE 4.-0VERALL CANCER RISK FROM PASSIVE EXPOSURE TO CIGARETTE SMOKE AMONG SMOKERS AND NONSMOKERS, ADJUSTED FOR POTENTIAL CONFOUNDING FACTORS 

Nonsmokers (• = 466) Smokers (• = 532) 

Cases 1 Controls Ad~ed OR• Cases• Controls Adjusted OR a Factor Crude OR• ( 5 ir.cent Crude OR• 
Number Number Number Number 95 percent Cl s 

(percent 
exposed) 

(percent 
exposed) = (percent 

exposed) 

Crude risll ................................................................................................................................................................................. 231 (52) 235)34) 4 2.1 .............................. 278(58) 254(51) 1.3 ........................... . 

~-~;:;;~~-;:~~~;~-:~::::;;;;;;;:;;:::;;:;;; :~ =·;;;-~:: ;;:;::;;;;;;;:;; :;;;- lil~I -- ~1li!-- - ~:i - ----~~:~;;:--~1lli-- -Yi51 ii :::;;: 
Sex: 50+ ............................................................................................................................................................................... 87 53 80 49 1.2 .............................. 110 58 102(55 1.1 ........................... . 

.................................................................................................................................................................................... 39(13) 57 (9) 1.5 4 2.0 128(41) 102(36) 1.2 •I.5 
Nm* ............................................................................................................................................................................. 192(59) 178(42) 4 2.0 (1.3, 2.9) 150(73) 152(61) 6 1.7 (1.0, 2.1) 

Race: 
Nonwhite.......................................................................................................................................................................... 72(53) 83(31) 
White ............................................................................................................................................................................... 159(51) 152(36) 

~ ~ ~~ are not ecPv*nt to those shown in table 1 because of missing values for spouse smoking. 

I a.. confidence limits. 
'1<0.01. 
61<0.05. 

4 2.5 
'1.9 

4 2.0 
(1.4, 3.0) 

77(47) 
201(63) 

63(48) 
191(52) 

1.0 
•I.5 

TABLE 5.---f.ANCER RISK FROM PASSIVE EXPOSURE TO CIGARETTE SMOKE, ADJUSTED FOR AGE AND EDUCATION, ALL SITES COMBINED AND SPECIFIC SITES 

Site 
Cases

No.• 
(percent 

exposed)• 

~l~~~:!!!~!~!!i!_}f f r-r:~!!!!-!~~~l!l:1:~~~=1::~1:~::11;~:~1:=:::;!~-!~l~!;l_!!f !-!111!!!1I~~!~:f =-};~-f !!~!~~::: HI 
=~~-=::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: : ::: ::::: : :: :::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :: ::::::::: : :::::::::::::: :::::::: :::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: : ::: ::::: ::::: 2d~~l 
Urinary tract ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 6 (50) 

Crude OR• 

•I.6 
1.6 
1.4 
1.3 
1.9 
0.7 

6 2.2 
•I.9 
6 2.0 

1.2 
1.9 
1.3 

Ad~ed 

•I.6 
1.1 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
0.7 

71.8 
•I.8 
71.8 

0.8 
2.6 
1.1 

1.4 
(1.0, 1.9) 

95 percent 
Cl' on 
adj:!ed 

(1.2, 2.1) 
(0.4, 3.0) 
(0.5, 2.2l 
!o.5, 2.4 
0.6, 4.3) 

(0.3, l.5l 
(1.0, 3.7 
!1'2. 2.8) 
1.1, 3.2) 
0.1, 3.9) 

(0.2, 49.9! 
(0.2, 7.6 
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TABLE 5.-CANCER RISK FROM PASSIVE EXPOSURE TO CIGARETTE SMOKE, ADJUSTED FOR AGE AND EDUCATION, ALL SITES COMBINED AND SPECIFIC SITES-Continued 

Site 
Cases- 95 percent 

No.• Crude OR• Adl:!ed Cl' Oil 
(percent adl:!ed exposed)2 

38 (32) 0.6 0.7 (0.3, 1.5) 
26 (65) 7 2.5 5 3.2 (1.4, 9.4) ~~~'. .. ~.~-·o·t~~-~~-~.~ .. ~.~~-~ .. ::::::······························· ··············::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::····································································································· 

HematopoieUc....... . .............................................. ......................................................................................................... .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Other ................................................................................ . 

' Numbers of. cases are not equivalent to those shown in table 1 because of missing values for education or spouse smoking. 
2 For comparison, 210 of 489 controls (43 percent) were exposed. 
• OR, odds ratio. 
' CL. confidence limits. 
• P<0.01. 
•Sex.specific comparison. Of 330 female controls, 51 percent were exposed. Of 159 male controls, 26 percent were exposed. 
7 P<0.05 

52 (44) 
7 (57) 

1.1 1.3 (0.7, 2.5) 
1.8 1.8 (0.3, 10.4) 

TABLE 6.-LUNG CANCER RISK FROM PASSIVE EXPOSURE TO CIGARETTE SMOKE, ADJUSTED FOR POTENTIAL CONFOUNDING FACTORS 

Factor =· Crude OR 1 AdJ.i~ed 
exposed) 

~~risk ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 22 (59) 

15 (40) 
7 (100) 

1.9 ........................ (0.8, 5.0) 

Male. 
Female ... 

Smoking: 

1.9 ························ (1.1. 8.4) 
'Xoo 5 3.4 ..................... . 

~sr::~'..~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::: :::::::: : : :::::: : ::::::::::::: :: ::::::::: : : ::::: ::::: :: : : : :: : :: ::::::::::: :::::::::: : :: ::: : : :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :: : :::::::::::::: 2 (100) 
20 (55) "21 ················T5········iii"..fiii) 

Age: 
<50 .. . 
50 + .. . 

Education: 

5 (80) 
17 (53) 

6.7 ............................................. . 
1.0 1.5 (0.6, 3.8) 

< 12 years ...................... .................................. ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 15 (47l 
4 (100 

0.8 ............................................. . 
12 years ........................................... ......... .... .. .. ........................... . .......................................................................................................................................................... . 'Xoo 1.6 (0.6, 4.4) 
> 12 years ......................... .......... ..... ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 3 (67) 2.8 ·············································· 

Either parent smoked • 
No ..... ............................................................................ ···························································································•··•·····························••·········•····•································································ 6 {50l 

9 (56 
1.5 1.5 (0.5, 4.8) 

Yes ....................................•.....••.•.••..•.••.•...•.•................••..•..........•...••....................•...................•••••.........•.•.....•.......•••.•......••.•........ .••••......••.......••.••.........•.....•.••.•...................•.•..•.•..•.............•.. 1.6 ............................................. . 

1 OR. odds ratio. 
2 Cl, confidence limits. 
• Numbers reduced because of missing data on parental smoking. 
'p<0.01. 
• p<0.05. 

TABLE 7.-CANCER RISK FROM PASSIVE EXPOSURE TO CIGARETTE SMOKE AMONG SMOKERS AND NONSMOKERS: SELECTED SITES 

Nonsmokers Smokers 
Site 

No. of cases Odds ratio (95 percent 
Cl' ) No. of cases Odds ratio (95 percent Cl 1 ) 

2 
32 

Lung ..... .................................................................................................................... .................................................................................................... . 
Breast ........... ...... ....... .. ............................................................................................................... ................................................................................. . 

56 
13 = ine.ifu·ridS:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1 CL confidence limits. 
2 P= 0.051. 
3 p<0.05. 

CONCLUSION OF MORNING 
BUSINESS 

The PRESIDING OFFICER [Mr. 
DENTON]. Morning business is closed. 

S. 1487-EQUAL ACCESS TO 
JUSTICE 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that it be in 
order to send the enclosed bill to the 
desk and ask for its immediate consid
eration. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, reserving 
the right to object, What is the re
quest? 

Mr. GRASSLEY. I ask unanimous 
consent that it be in order to send the 
enclosed bill, which is the language of 
the equal access to justice bill that has 
been worked out, to the desk and ask 
for its immediate consideration. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, reserving 
the right to object. 

Mr. President, I understand that the 
matter has been cleared on this side. I 
remove my reservation and have no 
objection. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I 
also say to the Senator from West Vir
ginia that I have another unanimous
consent request that deals with the 
order for the bill. 

Mr. President, has the bill been re
ported yet? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
bill has not been reported. 

The clerk will report. 
The assistant legislative clerk read 

as follows: 
A bill <S. 1487) to amend section 504 of 

title 5, United States Code, and section 2412 
of title 28, United States Code, with respect 
to awards of expenses of certain agency and 
court proceedings, and for other purposes. 

2 x ........................ 20 1.2 r .5. 2.9l 2.0 (0.9, 4.3l 27 3 2.8 1.0, 7.6 
• 2.1 1.2, 3.9 45 2.0 0.9, 4.ll 
• 4.4 (1.2, 17.4) 13 1.5 0.4, 5.5 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is 
there objection to the request of the 
Senator from Iowa? 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the bill. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I 
further ask unanimous consent that 
the bill be limited to the following 
time agreement, to be equally divided: 
30 minutes on the bill, to be equally di
vided between the Senator from Iowa 
[Mr. GRASSLEY], and the Senator from 
Delaware [Mr. BIDEN] or their desig
nees; that no amendments be in order; 
that no motions to commit the bill be 
in order; and that the agreement be in 
the usual form. 

I further ask unanimous consent 
that, following the conclusion or yield
ing back of time on the bill, the 
Senate proceed to a vote on final pas
sage of the bill, without any inteven
ing action. 
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Finally, I ask unanimous consent 

that, following the vote on the final 
passage of the Grassley bill, the 
Senate proceed to Calendar Order No. 
218, H.R. 2378, the House companion 
bill to the Equal Access to Justice Act, 
and the Senate proceed to pass that 
bm without debate or amendment. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, reserving 
the right to object, would the Senator 
be willing to leave off the final para
graph of the request just now and we 
can deal with that when we come to 
it? 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Yes. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With

out objection, the remainder of the re
quest of the Senator from Iowa is 
agreed to. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I 
yield myself 7 minutes. 

Mr. President, today we finally 
finish up some unfinished business 
from the closing days of the 98th Con
gress. By our action today, we will 
send to the President for signature, a 
bill to reauthorize and make perma
nent the Equal Access to Justice Act 
CEAJAl. As you know, the purpose of 
the Equal Access to Justice Act is to 
allow prevailing private parties the 
chance to recover litigation expenses 
in actions against the Federal Govern
ment, where the Government cannot 
prove that its conduct is substantially 
justified. 

Before this landmark legislation was 
first passed in 1980, small businesses 
and individuals of limited means who 
were confronted by arbitrary Govern
ment actions faced a "Hobson's 
choice" they could capitulate in the 
face of meritless action or they could 
fight the Government in court with 
the knowledge that even if they won, 
the cost of the legal victory would be 
high. With the enactment of the 
Equal Access to Justice Act, the legal 
playing field has been leveled. Now 
those with modest means have an 
equal access to the judicial process. 

The bill we pass today is a revised 
version of H.R. 5479 from the 98th 
Congress. You will recall, that bill 
passed both houses unanimously last 
October. Much to our dismay and sur
prise, the President vetoed it on No
vember 9, 1984. In his veto message, 
the President objected to a provision 
that he believed would lead to exten
sive discovery on how the Govern
ment's action under challenge was for
mulated. He also expressed concern 
about a provision allowing interest on 
a fee award. 

This bill that we pass here today ad
dresses the President's concerns. The 
Department of Justice and the Office 
of Management and Budget support 
the bill's passage. Thus we are assured 
the President will sign it. At the same 
time, this bill remains faithful to its 
underlying purpose of providing a 
means of redress for small businesses 
and individuals against unjustified 

Government agency actions. The clari
fications and revisions we pass today 
are needed to fill in gaps in the law's 
coverage. Moreover, we also make this 
law a permanent regulatory reform. 

The bill that we pass today is identi
cal to H.R. 2378, a measure that 
passed the other body on June 24. It is 
a bipartisan product of much thought
ful negotiation between Members of 
Congress, the administration, and in
terested parties. 

This bill makes a most important 
clarification from prior Equal Access 
to Justice Act. It states clearly that 
when deciding whether a prevailing 
party shall be awarded fees, a court or 
adjudicative officer shall evaluate 
both the Government's arguments 
made in the litigation and the agency 
action that made it necessary for the 
private party to seek relief. Thus, if 
the agency action that led to the liti
gation is not substantially justified, a 
prevailing party could be eligible for 
an Equal Access to Justice Act award, 
irrespective of the merits of the Gov
ernment's arguments once they get to 
court. That is because the purpose of 
the Equal Access to Justice Act is to 
make Government bureaucrats think 
long and hard before they start an en
forcement action. The focus of the 
Equal Access to Justice Act is not on 
making Government litigators behave 
once in court. 

Consistent with the general rule 
that successful litigants are ordinarily 
entitled to fees for their litigation of a 
fee application, a prevailing Equal 
Access to Justice Act party is eligible 
to recover attorney's fees for the fee 
litigation itself, subject to the Equal 

•Access to Justice Act's terms, in any 
case in which the Government's posi
tion in the case, as defined in the bill, 
was not substantially justified. 

These clarifications are necessary 
because of a few court opinions that 
failed to focus on the incentive for 
careful agency action that we created 
in 1980. At the same time, this bill re
sponds to the President's stated objec
tions about unbridled discovery of the 
agency deliberative process. As a safe
guard, this bill directs courts consider
ing fee applications to look only to the 
record developed on the merits of the 
case. No "fishing expeditions" will be 
allowed, so as to turn the fees case 
into a second major litigation. 

Among its other provisions, the bill 
makes the Equal Access to Justice Act 
applicable to cases litigated before 
agency boards of contract appeals. 
The bill also makes the Equal Access 
to Justice Act's coverage retroactive to 
October l, 1984, thus ensuring that no 
meritorious claimant is left without re
dress, simply due to last year's f allure 
at Equal Access to Justice Act reau
thorization. 

Mr. President, with regard to H.R. 
2378, to amend section 504 of title 5, 
United States Code, and section 2412 

of title 28, United States Code, with 
res11ect to awards of expenses of cer
tain agency and court proceedings, and 
other purposes, the Committee on the 
Judiciary does not intend that this 
measure authorize any additional 
budget authority for fiscal year 1985 
than that already available to the Fed
eral agencies affected by this legisla
tion. The committee intends that any 
fiscal year 1985 costs incurred from 
the bill will be absorbed from existing 
funds. 

Mr. President, this bill enjoys the 
widest possible support. In addition to 
support from the administration that 
I already mentioned, and the cospon
sorship mentioned, this bill is support
ed by the Office of Advocacy of the 
U.S. Small Business Administration, 
the Administrative Conference of the 
United States, the American Bar Asso
ciation, Small Business United, the 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the Small 
Business Legislative Council, the 
American Civil Liberties Union, the 
National Senior Citizens Law Center, 
and the Alliance for Justice, among 
others. Special thanks go to the Na
tional Federation of Independent 
Business for their tireless efforts to re
enact the Equal Access to Justice Act. 

Mr. President, this law has worked 
well during its 3-year test period and 
has done so at a minimal cost to the 
Government. For example, the origi
nal act has cost less than $4 million in 
fees and expenses so far. This amount 
is dramatically less than the $100 mil
lion annual cost estimate of the Con
gressional Budget Office in 1981 and 
the even higher original estimate by 
the Justice Department. 

At the same time, there is ample evi
dence that the Equal Access to Justice 
Act has had a positive effect on the 
regulatory and enforcement actions of 
Federal bureaucrats. When agencies 
think about this law, as I know they 
do, they are sure to think twice before 
acting contrary to a small business 
person's or an individual's rights. This 
is even more true with the passage of 
this bill, which provides for the fees 
payment out of the offending agency's 
budget. 

Mr. President, I mentioned that the 
old Equal Access to Justice Act ex
pired on October l, 1984. Thus parties 
harmed by arbitrary Government 
agency actions since that time have 
not had the benefit of this law's pro
tection. Therefore, time is of the es
sence. I urge the bill's passage here 
today. 

Mr. President, I retain control of my 
time, and yield the floor. 

Mr. DOMENIC!. Mr. President, 
would the chairman of the subcommit
tee yield for a question? The House 
report on H.R. 2378 states that 
"Agency action found to be arbitrary 
and capricious or unsupported by sub
stantial evidence is virtually certain 
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not to have been substantially justi
fied under the act." Does this state
ment in the House report accord with 
the subcommittee chairman's under
standing of the meaning of the sub
stantial justification standard under 
the Equal Access to Justice Act? 

Mr. GRASSLEY. I would not say it 
the same way, because I want to make 
it clear that the EAJA case over the 
fees issue is a separate and distinct in
quiry. Just because an agency loses on 
the merits of the case doesn't mean 
that it is automatically going to be 
liable for a fee award. The EAJA does 
not provide for automatic fee shifting. 
However, I would say that where the 
agency action is found by a court to be 
arbitrary and capricious or where 
there is little or no factual support for 
the agency action, the Government
as a practical matter-has its work cut 
out for it to prove substantial justifi
cation. Indeed, in the case of an arbi
trary and capricious finding, I believe 
the plain meaning of the words strong
ly suggest that the Government was 
not substantially justified. I believe 
that this view is consistent with the 
committee report on S. 919, a bill we 
passed unanimously in the closing 
days of the 98th Congress. 

Mr. DECONCINI addressed the 
Chair. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Arizona is recognized. 

Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, on 
behalf of Senator HEFLIN, who is, I be
lieve, in markup today in a very impor
tant committee, I will control the time 
on the minority side. 

Mr. President, I take this opportuni
ty to state my strong support for the 
Equal Access to Justice bill before us. 
It is the product of 3 years of experi
ence under the original version of the 
bill drafted by Senator DoMENICI and 
myself. In addition, numerous hear
ings have been held during this and 
the previous Congress on how to con
tinue to perfect its provisions to insure 
equal access to our system of justice 
by all parties aggrieved by actions of 
the Government. The principles of the 
equal access law have been successful 
and the modifications offered by H.R. 
2378 extend and clarify the original 
law which expands the liability of the 
United States in certain administrative 
and court proceedings. I want to espe
cially thank Senator DoMEN1c1, for 
working so closely on this some years 
ago when we first started. Of course, I 
want to thank Senator Grassley of 
Iowa, who has led a charge here 
second to none in trying to get this 
passed. I know his early attempts had 
even far more far-reaching jurisdiction 
of this bill which I supported, and I 
know we both share the belief that 
the Internal Revenue ought to be in
cluded in this. But be that as it may, 
the best that can be done is the bill we 
have before us, and without the Sena-

tor from Iowa, we would not be here 
today. 

Also, I want to especially thank the 
Senator from Alabama, the ranking 
member of the subcommittee, Mr. 
HEFLIN, who has labored long and hard 
in the negotiations. Between these two 
leaders we are presented with a satis
factory bill, one that is important and 
one that I am very pleaded to see 
become permanent law. GRASSLEY, and 
HEFLIN for their sustained efforts to 
make the original 3-year experiment a 
part of our permanent law. 

Before the Equal Access to Justice 
Act CEAJ Al, small businesses, faced 
with unjustified Federal agency ac
tions, were confronted with a difficult 
choice-to comply without question to 
Government regulatory enforcement 
which they believed improper, or chal
lenge the Government, often at a cost 
exceeding the fine or penalty imposed. 
The record under EAJA has proven it 
to be an important incentive to small 
businesses facing unjustified Federal 
agency actions. 

Perhaps of greater importance, it 
has been an incentive to Federal agen
cies to more carefully select their 
cases and not pick on small firms be
cause they are easy targets unlikely to 
def end themselves. During the 3 years 
that the EAJA was in effect, legiti
mate agency enforcement policies 
were not hampered nor were courts 
and agencies clogged with frivolous 
claims for relief. 

The EAJA as first enacted in 1980 
with a sunset of October 1, 1984. H.R. 
2378 would permanently reauthorize 
the statute and was passed by the 
House on June 24, 1985. The bill now 
pending before the Senate is widely 
supported by the small business com
munity and the administration. I urge 
the swift passage of the bill. 

Mr. President, I also would like to 
thank members of the staff of the var
ious committees: Alice Milder of Sena
tor GRAssLEY's staff; Art Briskman of 
Senator HEFLIN's staff; Bob Fiedler of 
my staff, and the very able law assist
ant that we have with us this summer, 
Melinda Kelley, who has done a mag
nificant Job in putting this together. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. First of all, I want 
to associate myself with the remarks 
of the Senator from Arizona, and to 
the extent to which he complimented 
many Senators who worked on this. I 
only add the name of Senator THuR
MOND because I particularly thank him 
for waiving the referral of the bill, we 
are now on, to committee so it could 
be held at the desk. But Senator 
DECONCINI and Senator DOMENIC! pio
neered in this area and they deserve 
the credit for the origination of the 
1-egislation that now brings us to reau
thorization. I think the fact that we 
are reauthorizing a bill that has been 
tried for 4 years and has not been 
costly to the taxpayers has brought 
much discipline to the way the bu-

reaucracy operates against individuals 
and small businesses in this country 
speaks for itself. They deserve praise 
for their pioneering, and in particular, 
my good friend, Senator HEFLIN from 
Alabama, who worked very closely 
with me on this legislation. I want to 
acknowledge all. 

Mr. President, I thank the Senator 
from Arizona for what he has already 
said. 

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I 
rise in support of the Equal Access to 
Justice Act. 

In this age of burgeoning govern
ment regulation and increasing bu
reaucratic intrusions into our daily 
lives, there is a heightened need to 
provide our citizens a fair chance to 
challenge unreasonable government 
actions. This reauthorizatio>.. of the 
Equal Access to Justice Act will ensure 
that individuals will not be deterred 
from challenging unjustified govern
mental actions because of the expense 
involved. 

Because of the need to preserve this 
right, I worked closely with Senator 
GRASSLEY, other members of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, and the 
administration in the last Congress to 
obtain passage of a reauthorization 
bill. Unfortunately because of certain 
unacceptable provisions in that bill, it 
was vetoed by President Reagan. 

In response to concerns that were 
raised by the President, I urged the 
Department of Justice to work dili
gently with members of the House and 
the Senate Judiciary Committees to 
develop acceptable language. Senator 
GRASSLEY should be commended for 
his leadership in this body on this 
matter. 

Because of the successful effort to 
reach a consensus measure, I have 
agreed to waive the referral of this bill 
to the Judiciary Committee in order to 
expedite Senate consideration of this 
important legislation. 

Mr. President, since this is a consen
sus package, the bill does contain new 
language on several points. One criti
cal point, which was emphasized by 
Senator GRASSLEY, is that the award 
of attorney fees requires an inquiry 
separate and distinct from the final 
disposition of the merits in any case. 
Accordingly, the issues of "substantial 
Justification" relative to the fee award 
is a separate and distinct inquiry from 
whatever standard of review has been 
applied to the merits of the case. 
Therefore, there could be cases where 
an agency loses on the merits because 
a court has found its action to be arbi
trary and capricious, but where no at
torney fees would be awarded because 
the Government was substantially jus
tified in the position it had taken. 

The application of the provisions of 
the bill to an administrative agency 
determination of a fee award occurs as 
follows: The issue of awarding attor-
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ney fees will come after the disposi
tion on the merits. When the awarding 
of attorney fees is at issue, the burden 
of proof to be met by the Government 
is that the Government was "substan
tially justified" in its position. In a 
subsequent appeal of the administra
tive determination of the fee issue, a 
district court would decide if there was 
"substantial evidence on the record 
taken as a whole" that the Govern
ment had met this burden. 

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President, I rise 
today in strong support of the Equal 
Access to Justice Act. This act pro
vides that when an individual or small 
business is involved in litigation 
against the Federal Government on 
either the administrative or judicial 
level and prevails, that individual is 
entitled to recoup legal expenses and 
costs, if the Government cannot show 
that its conduct was substantially jus
tified. 

This law provides the average citizen 
with the resources to fight Govern
ment overregulation. It further serves 
as a strong deterrent to arbitrary Gov
ernment action. 

I have supported the Equal Access to 
Justice Act since it was first enacted in 
the 96th Congress and it is my belief 
that it is now time to make this legis
lation permanent. 

As a former Chief Justice of the Su
preme Court of Alabama, I fervently 
believe that everyone is entitled to his 
or her day in court. We cannot con
tinuously subject the citizens of this 
great country to the demands of Gov
ernment regulations and massive re
sources of regulators without provid
ing them with the resources to fight 
regulations which may be unjust. This 
legislation provides more than a 
forum-it makes justice more accessi
ble. 

It expands the eligibility limitation 
to include: First, individuals with a net 
worth of $2 million or less; second, 
businesses and units of local govern
ment with a net worth of $7 million or 
less; third, certain nonprofit organiza
tions; and fourth, agricultural cooper
ative associations. 

It clarifies confusion caused by the 
earlier act concerning the meaning of 
the phrase "position of the United 
States," this legislation defines "posi
tion of the United States" to include 
the action or failure to act by the Gov
ernment upon which the administra
tive proceedings or civil action is 
based, as well as the litigation posi
tion. However, the bill would limit the 
determination of whether the Govern
ment's position was "substantially jus
tified," to the record developed during 
the administrative hearing or civil 
action. In effect, the bill limits discov
ery in E.A.J.A. fee proceedings to re
spond to earlier concerns raised by the 
administration. The legislation also 
allows the agency, rather than the ad
judicative officer, to make the final 

decision on fee awards at the agency 
level. 

Further, this bill will extend cover
age of the equal access to justice act to 
proceedings before an agency board of 
contract appeals. 

This bill makes changes in the origi
nal equal access to justice act in the 
names of fairness. I believe in its pur
pose and its possibilities. But I am pro
foundly disappointed that in our at
tempt to enact this meaningful legisla
tion, the provisions covering proceed
ings under the Social Security Act, at 
the administrative hearing level are 
unable to be incorporated because of 
institutional opposition. 

I realize these provisions raise con
cerns about the cost to the Govern
ment, but these same "fears" were 
raised before the Equal Access to Jus
tice Act was initially adopted in 1981. 
The Congressional Budget Office in 
1981 estimated that the cost of the 
legislation would be approximately 
$150 million annually. The fact is that 
between the effective date of the act 
<October 1, 1981) and October 1, 1984, 
approximately $3.9 million had been 
awarded under the act. 

Under the current provisions of the 
Equal Access to Justice Act, adminis
trative proceedings where the Govern
ment is represented by counsel are 
covered However, this provides limit
ed coverage, such as the five pilot ad
versarial projects relating to social se
curity claims implemented by the Sec
retary of Health and Human Services. 
In addition, the Equal Access to Jus
tice Act now covers court proceedings, 
including appeals from social security 
cases. 

My concern is that the process dis
courages those who desperately 
depend on disability payments from 
protecting that income. Unquestion
ably, there is abuse in the system but 
to punish the whole because some take 
advantage, distorts our concept of jus
tice. 

Oftentimes individuals dismissed 
from disability rolls cannot afford an 
attorney and they are forced to face a 
contorted process alone. The initial de
cision to continue or remove individ
uals from disability rolls is made at 
the State level and appeals are made 
to Administrative Law Judges of the 
Social Security Administration. In 
1980, State agencies were denying 70 
percent of the initial claims of which 
nearly 60 percent were allowed in 
appeal. In 1982, 67 percent of these 
cases were allowed on appeal. 

In fiscal year 1984, Administrative 
Law Judges in the Social Security Ad
ministration rendered about 337 ,000 
decisions, and of these about 65 per
cent resulted in an effective reversal 
of the denial of the claim made at the 
State level. 

In an attempt to ease the burden 
placed upon these individuals, Con
gress passed the Social Security Dis-

ability Reform Amendments of 1984, 
providing for payment of benefits to 
claimants appealing the termination 
of their eligibility through the Admin
istrative Law Judge appeals level. 

I would like to see the proceedings 
before administrative law judges cov
ered by the Equal Access to Justice 
Act, because of the importance of the 
outcome to these individuals. 

I can think of no group more worthy 
of protection than those individuals 
who depend upon their disability pay
ments on a month-to-month basis. 

While I believe this is an area ripe 
for protection, political realities dic
tate otherwise. And this seems to be a 
fight which will have to be fought an
other day. 

I have worked with my colleagues in 
the Senate and in the House of Repre
sentatives to formulate legislation 
which will be acceptable to all parties. 
In the spirit of compromise, this legis
lation is before the Senate today. 

I believe very strongly in the overall 
purpose of the Equal Access to Justice 
Act-to enable people without the 
means a chance to fight arbitrary Gov
ernment action. I lend my support and 
ask my colleagues to do likewise, be
cause justice without equality is not 
justice-just a hollow promise. 

This is legislation with a history of 
proven success and it will ensure an 
even more successful future, with our 
support. 

Thank you, Mr. President. 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I am 

pleased to Join Senator GRASSLEY and 
others in cosponsoring this permanent 
authorization of the Equal Access to 
Justice Act. As chairman of the Sub
committee on Courts of the Senate Ju
diciary Committee in 1980 when the 
EAJA was first enacted into law, I 
have a particular interest in seeing 
this much-needed legislation pass the 
Senate. Our 4 years of experience 
under the EAJA have demonstrated 
that the fears of those who opposed 
the bill in 1980 have not come to frui
tion. There has not been a large in
crease in litigation as a result of the 
law, nor has there been a heavy finan
cial burden imposed on the Federal 
Government as a result of attorneys 
fees awards. What the EAJA has ac
complished is what it was intended to 
accomplish-it has provided the means 
for small business and individuals to 
successfully defend themselves against 
unwarranted and unjustified bureau
cratic intrusion by the Federal Gov
ernment. 

I regret that we were unable to 
enact a permanent reauthorization by 
last year's October 1 deadline. None
theless, there probably were legitimate 
issues which still needed to be resolved 
in the bill we passed last year. The 
prompt negotiations which began at 
the beginning of this Congress have 
resulted in a truly consensus authori-
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zation which should be supported by 
all. By allowing attorneys fees for ad
ministrative hearings which are adver
sarial in nature, the bill offers a com
monsense solution for an issue which 
seemed irreconcilable in the last Con
gress. Moreover, by having the Gov
ernment's position determined under 
the EAJ A by viewing the record as 
whole, the parties involved have come 
up with a sound solution which effec
tively balances the interests of all. 

Mr. President, I would like to com
mend Senators GRASSLEY, THuRMOND, 
DOMENIC!, DECONCINI, HEFLIN, and 
BIDEN for all the work they put into 
developing the bill we are passing 
today. Small businesses and individ
uals throughout the country who have 
been, or may become, a victim of un
warranted and unjustified Govern
ment actions owe these Senators a spe
cial debt of gratitude. 

Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, today 
is a great day for small business as the 
Senate proceeds to extend the Equal 
Access to Justice Act. I rise in support 
of the bill before us and am confident 
that all of my colleagues in the Senate 
will join me in doing so. 

The Equal Access to Justice Act 
CEAJAl, first enacted in 1980, repre
sented a major step and accomplish
ment for the small business communi
ty. It provided for the first time that 
small businesses and individuals could 
collect attorneys' fees in cases where 
the Government could not demon
strate that it was substantially justi
fied in the actions it brought against 
them. Before that, small business had 
no effective means to fight against 
abusive and unwarranted intrusions by 
Federal agencies. Often small busi
nesses were forced to accept, without 
adequate recourse, objectionable Gov
ernment actions because the legal 
costs in fighting back were simply too 
high. Since the private party in ac
tions against the Government must 
meet certain financial eligibility re
quirements, the law is available only 
to small businesses and individuals for 
whom financial constraints would oth
erwise chill their efforts to challenge 
the Government. 

Mr. President, at the time EAJA was 
enacted, critics expressed doubts about 
both its merits and costs, and conjec
tured that it might ultimately cost the 
Government hundreds of millions of 
dollars in attorneys' fees awards. No 
one who supports fair dealing by the 
Government could legitimately argue 
then or now with the merits of EAJA. 
Those who opposed EAJA, citing fear 
of frivolous claims and projected huge 
costs to the Government in the award 
of fees, have clearly been wrong. As 
Frank Swain, the chief counsel for ad
vocacy at the SBA, has noted, EAJA 
has proven to be "an important incen
tive to small businesses facing unjusti
fied Federal agency actions . . . it has 
been an incentive to Federal agencies 

to more carefully select their cases 
and not pick on small firms because 
they are easy targets unlikely to 
def end themselves. During the 3 years 
that the EAJA was in effect, legiti
mate agency enforcement policies 
were not hampered nor were courts 
and agencies clogged with frivolous 
claims for relief." 

Mr. President, virtually every small 
business person, every small business 
association and every supporter of 
small business supports the extension 
of EAJA. The enactment of EAJA in 
1980 represented an historic moment 
in recognizing the legitimate rights 
and needs of small business; extension 
of the act in the bill before us today is 
a signal to all that those rights and 
needs are as strong today-if not 
stronger-as they were in 1980. 

Indeed, Mr. President, the bill now 
before the Senate not only extends 
EAJA but recognizes that certain ad
justments had to be made in the act to 
ensure that its provisions applied to a 
greater number of small businesses 
and extended as well to cases that 
heretofore had not been subject to 
compliance. Under the bill before us, 
parties eligible for reimbursement for 
individuals is increased from a net 
worth of $1 million to a net worth of 
$2 million, and for sole owners of unin
corporated businesses, partnerships, 
and corporations, is increased from a 
net worth of no more than $5 million 
to a net worth of $7 million. Perhaps 
most significant is that the bill ex
tends the coverage of the act to boards 
of contract appeals cases where abuses 
against small business are frequently 
most onerous and costly. 

The extension of EAJA to these 
cases is a major step in permitting 
small businesses to deter unreasonable 
government actions in areas most criti
cal to their survival. The bill also clari
fies that awards may result when the 
original agency mistake costs a small 
business or citizen money to litigate, 
even when the Government surren
ders at the outset of the case. This 
corrects previous ambiguous language 
that permitted some courts to rule 
that fees were not warranted if the 
Government's conduct in the case 
were reasonable and it reached the 
courtroom stage. In addition, all 
claims paid by the agency will be paid 
out of agency's annual budget and not 
from agency requests for additional 
funds. 

Mr. President, I applaud all who 
worked so diligently to craft this bill 
which not only makes essential clarifi
cations of EAJA, but most important, 
reauthorizes and extends its provi
sions. This bill is vital to small busi
ness and I urge my colleagues to sup
port it. 

Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, this leg
islation reauthorizing the Equal 
Access to justice Act CEAJAl is of criti
cal importance to our small business 

community. As one who has been ac
tively involved in modifying the EAJA 
to better serve small business, I am 
pleased that this matter is once more 
before the Senate. 

As has been noted, the EAJA helps 
insure that small businesses, in the 
face of improper government regula
tory enforcement, can have their day 
in court. All to often small business 
owners who find themselves in such a 
situation would accept an inequitable 
out-of-court settlement, solely because 
they could not afford attorney ex
penses. 

The EAJA has helped turn this situ
ation around. In the words of Frank 
Swain, chief counsel for advocacy with 
the Small Business Administration, 
"The record under EAJA has proven it 
to be an important incentive to small 
businesses facing unjustified federal 
agency actions." 

I am particularly pleased that this 
legislation contains language extend
ing coverage under the EAJ A to ap
pearances before agency boards of 
contract appeal. This section of S. 
1487 incorporates legislation I intro
duced in the 98th Congress to rectify 
this area of uncertainty in the applica
tion of the EAJA. 

This issue first came to my atten
tion, Mr. President, when I learned 
that coverage under the EAJA had 
been limited through a series of court 
cases. The upshot of these court rul
ings was that the EAJA did not apply 
to appearances before agency boards 
of contract appeal. Testimony before 
the Judiciary Committee during the 
98th Congress pointed out that this 
was a "serious misconstruction of the 
act." 

Whether or not this is the case, it is 
clear that extending coverage of the 
EAJA to agency boards of contract ap
peals would make this act a much 
more valuable tool for small business 
owners. Indeed, this theme was sound
ed repeatedly during the Judiciary 
Committee hearings. The hearing 
record contains several calls for ex
tending the EAJA along the lines of 
my legislation. 

This change was a part of the EAJA 
reauthorization bill passed last year 
which was vetoed by the President. I 
am pleased that language extending 
coverage under the EAJA to agency 
boards of contract appeals has been 
retained in S. 1487. I urge my col
leagues to join in supporting this 
measure and I express my sincere 
hope that the President will not veto 
this measure when it is sent to his 
desk this year. 

Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, the 
Senator from Iowa is generous in his 
kind remarks in relation to my in
volvement in this bill. I appreciate it 
very much. 

I want the record to clearly indicate 
that if it was not for the leadership of 
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the Senator from Iowa over the past 
several years-I know it has not been 
easy for him, and I have seen him 
struggle-we would not, flatly, be here 
today passing this bill. 

Mr. President, I am prepared to 
yield back the balance of my time on 
this side. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does 
the Senator from Iowa yield back his 
time? 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I 
yield back the balance of my time. 

Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and 
nays. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is 
there a sufficient second? There ap
pears to be a sufficient second. 

The yeas and nays were ordered. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

bill is before the Senate, and open to 
amendment. If there be no amend
ment to be offered, the question is on 
the third reading and passage of the 
bill. 

The bill was ordered to a third read
ing and was read the third time. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
bill having been read the third time, 
the question is, Shall it pass? On this 
question, the yeas and nays have been 
ordered, and the clerk will call the 
roll. 

The bill clerk called the roll. 
Mr. SIMPSON. I announce that the 

Senator from Arizona [Mr. GOLD
WATER] is necessarily absent. 

Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that 
the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. 
STENNIS] and the Senator from Louisi
ana [Mr. LoNG] are necessarily absent. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
PRESSLER). Are there any other Sena
tors in the Chamber desiring to vote? 

The result was announced-yeas 95, 
nays 2, as follows: 

CRollcall Vote No. 159 Leg.] 
YEAS-95 

Abdnor 
Andrews 
Armstrong 
Baucus 
Bentsen 
Biden 
Bingaman 
Boren 
Boschwitz 
Bradley 
Bumpers 
Burdick 
Byrd 
Chafee 
Cochran 
Cohen 
Cranston 
D'Amato 
Danforth 
DeConcini 
Denton 
Dixon 
Dodd 
Dole 
Domenici 
Durenberger 
Eagleton 
East 
Evans 
Exon 
Ford 
Garn 

Glenn 
Gore 
Gorton 
Gramm 
Grassley 
Harkin 
Hart 
Hatch 
Hatfield 
Hawkins 
Hecht 
Heflin 
Heinz 
Helms 
Hollings 
Humphrey 
Inouye 
Johnston 
Kassebaum 
Kasten 
Kennedy 
Kerry 
Lautenberg 
Laxalt 
Leahy 
Levin 
Lugar 
Mathias 
Matsunaga 
Mattingly 
McClure 
McConnell 

Melcher 
Metzenbaum 
Mitchell 
Moynihan 
Murkowski 
Nickles 
Nunn 
Packwood 
Pressler 
Proxmire 
Pryor 
Quayle 
Riegle 
Rockefeller 
Roth 
Rudman 
Sar banes 
Sasser 
Simon 
Simpson 
Specter 
Stafford 
Stevens 
Symms 
Thurmond 
Trible 
Wallop 
Warner 
Weicker 
Wilson 
Zorinsky 

NAYS-2 
Chiles Pell 

NOT VOTING-3 
Goldwater Long Stennis 

So the bill <S. 1487> was passed, as 
follows: 

s. 1487 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, 
SECTION I. AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 504 OF 

TITLE 5. 
(a) AWARDING OF FEES IN ADVERSARY .ADJU

DICATIONS.-
(1) DETERl\rlINATION OF "SUBSTANTIALLY JUS

TIFIED".-Subsection <a>O> of section 504 of 
title 5, United States Code, is amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following: 
"Whether or not the position of the agency 
was substantially justified shall be deter
mined on the basis of the administrative 
record, as a whole, which is made in the ad
versary adjudication for which fees· and 
other expenses are sought.". 

(2) CLARIFYING AMENDMENT.-Subsection 
<a><l> of such section is amended by striking 
out "as a party to the proceeding". 

(3) DECISION OF AGENCY TO BE FINAL ADMIN
ISTRATIVE DECISION.-Subsection (a)(3) of 
such section is amended by adding at the 
end thereof the following: "The decision of 
the agency on the application for fees and 
other expenses shall be the final adminis
trative decision under this section.". 

(b) DETERllrlINATION OF FEES DELAYED IN 
CASE OF APPEAL.-Subsection <a><2> of sec
tion 504 of title 5, United States Code, is 
amended by adding at the end thereof the 
following: "When the United States appeals 
the underlying merits of an adversary adju
dication, no decision on an application for 
fees and other expenses in connection with 
that adversary adjudication shall be made 
under this section until a final and unre
viewable decision is rendered by the court 
on the appeal or until the underlying merits 
of the case have been finally determined 
pursuant to the appeal." 

(C) DEFINITIONS.-
(1) PARTY.-Paragraph <l><B> of section 

504<b> of title 5, United States Code, is 
amended to read as follows: 

"CB> 'party' means a party, as defined in 
section 551<3> of this title, who is (i) an indi
vidual whose net worth did not exceed 
$2,000,000 at the time the adversary adjudi
cation was initiated, or <ii> any owner of an 
unincorporated business, or any partner
ship, corporation, association, unit of local 
government, or organization, the net worth 
of which did not exceed $7,000,000 at the 
time the adversary adjudication was initiat
ed, and which had not more than 500 em
ployees at the time the adversary adjudica
tion was initiated; except that an organiza
tion described in section 50l<c><3> of the In
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 <26 U.S.C. 
50l<c><3> exempt from taxation under sec
tion 501<a> of such Code, or a cooperative 
association as defined in section 15<a> of the 
Agricultural Marketing Act < 12 U.S.C. 
1141j(a)), may be a party regardless of the 
net worth of such organization or coopera
tive association;". 

(2) ADVERSARY ADJUDICATION.-Paragraph 
(l)(C) of such section is amended-

<A> by inserting "(i)" before "an adjudica
tion under"; 

<B> by inserting before the semicolon at 
the end thereof the following: ", and (ii) any 
appeal of a decision made pursuant to sec
tion 6 of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 

<41 U.S.C. 605) before an agency board of 
contract appeals as provided in section 8 of 
that Act <41 U.S.C. 607>"; and 

<C> by striking out "and" at the end there
of. 

(3) POSITION OF THE AGENCY.-Paragraph 
< 1 > of such section is amended-

< A> by striking out the period at the end 
of subparagraph <D> and inserting in lieu 
thereof "; and"; and 

<B> by adding at the end thereof the fol
lowing: 

"CE> 'position of the agency' means, in ad
dition to the position taken by the agency in 
the adversary adjudication, the action or 
failure to act by the agency upon which the 
adversary adjudication is based; except that 
fees and other expenses may not be awarded 
to a party for any portion of the adversary 
adjudication in which the party has unrea
sonably protracted the proceedings.". 

<d> APPEALS OF FEE DETERllrlINATIONs.-Sub
section <c><2> of section 504 of title 5, United 
States Code, is amended to read as follows: 

"(2) If a party other than the United 
States is dissatisfied with a determination of 
fees and other expenses made under subsec
tion <a>. that party may, within 30 days 
after the determination is made, appeal the 
determination to the court of the United 
States having jurisdiction to review the 
merits of the underlying decision of the 
agency adversary adjudication. The court's 
determination on any appeal heard under 
this paragraph shall be based solely on the 
factual record made before the agency. The 
court may modify the determination of fees 
and other expenses only if the court finds 
that the failure to make an award of fees 
and other expenses, or the calculation of 
the amount of the award, was unsupported 
by substantial evidence.". 

<e> AWARDS PAID FROM AGENCY FuNDs.
Subsection <d> of section 504 of title 5, 
United States Code, is amended to read as 
follows: 

"<d> Fees and other expenses awarded 
under this subsection shall be paid by any 
agency over which the party prevails from 
any funds made available to the agency by 
appropriation or otherwise.". 
SEC. 2. AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 2412 OF TITLE 28. 

(a) CLARIFYING AMENDMENTs.-Section 
2412 of title 28, United States Code, <relat
ing to costs and fees> is amended-

o; in subsections <a> and Cb> by striking 
out "or any agency and any official of the 
United States" each place it appears and in
serting in lieu thereof "or any agency or any 
official of the United States"; and 

<2> in subsection <d>O><A> by inserting ", 
including proceedings for Judicial review of 
agency action," after "in tort>". 

(b) DETERMINATION OF "SUBSTANTIALLY 
JUSTIFIED".-Section 2412(d){l)(B) of title 
28, United States Code, is amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following: 
"Whether or not the position of the United 
States was substantially justified shall be 
determined on the basis of the record <in
cluding the record with respect to the 
action or failure to act by the agency upon 
which the civil action is based> which is 
made in the civil action for which fees and 
other expenses are sought.". 

(C) DEFINITIONS.-
(1) Subparagraph <B> of section 2412<d><2> 

of title 28, United States Code, is amended
<A> in clause {i) by striking out 

"$1,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$2,000,000"; and 

CB> by striking out "(ii)" and all that fol
lows through the end of the subparagraph 
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and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 
"or (ii) any owner of an unincorporated 
business, or any partnership, corporation, 
association, unit of local government, or or
ganization, the net worth of which did not 
exceed $7,000,000 at the time the civil action 
was filed, and which had not more than 500 
employees at the time the civil action was 
filed; except that an organization described 
in section 501<c><3> of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954 <26 U.S.C. 501<c><3> exempt 
from taxation under section 501<a> of such 
Code, or a cooperative association as defined 
in section 15<a> of the Agricultural Market
ing Act 02 U.S.C. 1141j(a)}, may be a party 
regardless of the net worth of such organi
zation or cooperative association;". 

(2) ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.-Subsection 
(d)(2) of such section is amended-

<A> by striking out the period at the end 
of subparagraph <C> and inserting in lieu 
thereof a semicolon; and 

<B> by adding at the end thereof the fol
lowing: 

"CD> 'position of the United States' means, 
in addition to the position taken by the 
United States in the civil action, the action 
or failure to act by the agency upon which 
the civil action is based; except that fees 
and expenses may not be awarded to a party 
for any portion of the litigation in which 
the party has unreasonably protracted the 
proceedings; 

"CE) 'civil action brought by or against the 
United States' includes an appeal by a 
party, other than the United States, from a 
decision of a contracting officer rendered 
pursuant to a disputes clause in a contract 
with the Government or pursuant to the 
Contract Disputes Act of 1978; 

"CF> 'court' includes the United States 
Claims Court; 

"CG> 'final judgment' means a judgment 
that is final and not appealable, and in
cludes an order of settlement; and 

"CH) 'prevailing party', in the case of eini
nent domain proceedings, means a party 
who obtains a final judgment <other than 
by settlement>, exclusive of interest, the 
amount of which is at least as close to the 
highest valuation of the property involved 
that is attested to at trial on behalf of the 
property owner as it is to the highest valu
ation of the property involved that is attest
ed to at trial on behalf of the Government. 

(d) PAYMENT OF AWARDS.-Paragraph (4) 
of section 2412<d> of title 28, United States 
Code, is amended to read as follows: 

"(4) Fees and other expenses awarded 
under this subsection to a party shall be 
paid by any agency over which the party 
prevails from any funds made available to 
the agency by appropriation or otherwise.". 

<e> INTEREST.-Section 2412 of title 28, 
United States Code, is amended by adding 
at the end thereof the following: 

"Cf) If the United States appeals an award 
of costs or fees and other expenses made 
against the United States under this section 
and the award is affirmed in whole or in 
part, interest shall be paid on the amount of 
the award as affirmed. Such interest shall 
be computed at the rate deterinined under 
section 1961(a) of this title, and shall run 
from the date of the award through the day 
before the date of the mandate of affirm
ance. ". 
SEC. 3. AW ARDS IN CERTAIN SOCIAL SECURITY 

PROCEEDINGS. 

Section 206 of the Equal Access to Justice 
Act is amended-

(!} by striking out "Nothing" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "(a) Except as provided 
in subsection Cb), nothing"; and 
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(2) by adding at the end thereof the fol
lowing: 

"(b) Section 206(b) of the Social Security 
Act <42 U.S.C. 406Cb>O>> shall not prevent 
an award of fees and other expenses under 
section 2412Cd) of title 28, United States 
Code. Section 206(b)(2) of the Social Securi
ty Act shall not apply with respect to any 
such award but only if, where the claimant's 
attorney receives fees for the same work 
under both section 206(b) of that Act and 
section 2412Cd) of title 28, United States 
Code, the claimant's attorney refunds to the 
claimant the amount of the smaller fee.". 
SEC. 4. REPEAL OF LIMITATION ON PAYMENT OF 

AWARDS. 

Section 207 of the Equal Access to Justice 
Act <P.L. 96-481) is hereby repealed. 
SEC. 5. AWARDS FOR CERTAIN FEES AND OTHER 

EXPENSES. 

Section 208 of the Equal Access to Justice 
Act is amended by adding at the end thereof 
the following: "Awards may be made for 
fees and other expenses incurred before Oc
tober 1, 1981, in any such adversary adjudi
cation or civil action.". 
SEC. 6. TREATMENT OF EXPIRED PROVISIONS OF 

LAW. 

(a) REVIVAL OF CERTAIN EXPIRED PRovI
SIONS.-Section 504 of title 5, United States 
Code, and the item relating to that section 
in the table of sections of chapter 5 of title 
5, United States Code, and subsection Cd) of 
section 2412 of title 28, United States Code, 
shall be effective on or after the date of the 
enactment of this Act as if they had not 
been repealed by sections 203(c) and 204(c) 
of the Equal Access to Justice Act. 

(b) REPEALS.-
(1) Section 203(c) of the Equal Access to 

Justice Act is hereby repealed. 
(2) Section 204(c) of the Equal Access to 

Justice Act is hereby repealed. 
SEC. 7. EFFECTIVE DATE. 

<a> IN GENERAL.-Except as otherwise pro
vided in this section, the amendments made 
by this Act shall apply to cases pending on 
or commenced on or after the date of the 
enactment of this Act. 

(b) APPLICABILITY OF AMENDMENTS TO CER
TAIN PRIOR CASES.-The amendments made 
by this Act shall apply to any case com
menced on or after October 1, 1984, and fi
nally disposed of before the date of the en
actment of this Act, except that in any such 
case, the 30-day period referred to in section 
504(a)(2) of title 5, United States Code, or 
section 2412Cd)(l}(B) of title 28, United 
States Code, as the case may be, shall be 
deemed to commence on the date of the en
actment of this Act. 

(C) APPLICABILITY OF AMENDMENTS TO 
PRIOR BOARD OF CONTRACTS APPEALS CASES.
Section 504Cb>O><C><iD of title 5, United 
States Code, as added by section l<c><2> of 
this Act, and section 2412Cd><2><E> of title 
28, United States Code, as added by section 
2<c><2> of this Act, shall apply to any adver
sary adjudication pending on or commenced 
on or after October l, 1981, in which appli
cations for fees and other expenses were 
timely filed and were disinissed for lack of 
jurisdiction. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I move to 
reconsider the vote by which the bill 
was passed. 

Mr. DECONCINI. I move to lay that 
motion on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

H.R. 2378-EQUAL ACCESS TO 
JUSTICE 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Senate 
proceed to the consideration of Calen
dar No. 218, H.R. 2378, the House com
panion bill to the Equal Access to Jus
tice Act. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With-
out objection, it is so ordered. 

The bill will be stated by title. 
The bill clerk read as follows: 
A bill <H.R. 2378) to amend section 504 of 

title 5, United States Code, and section 2412 
of title 28, United States Code, with respect 
to awards of expenses of certain agency and 
court proceedings, and for other purposes. 

Mr. DOMENIC!. Mr. President, I 
rise once again in support of H.R. 
2378, the Equal Access to Justice Act. I 
say once again because I initially in
troduced the predecessor of this bill in 
1977 during the 95th Congress as S. 
1001. This body voted overwhelmingly 
in favor of the Equal Access to Justice 
Act on five separate occasions prior to 
approval by the House of Representa
tives in 1980. When the House ap
proved the bill, they inserted a sunset 
provision, setting an expiration date of 
September 30, 1984 on the act, so that 
Congress could monitor the workings 
of the legislation. The Members of 
this Chamber accepted this alteration, 
and the Equal Access to Justice Act 
was signed into law. 

During the 98th Congress, Senators 
GRASSLEY and DECONCINI and myself 
introduced S. 919 to make the Equal 
Access to Justice Act a permanent part 
of the law of the United States. Both 
the Senate and the House unanimous
ly passed this legislation. Included in 
that bill were provisions to correct ju
dicial interpretations inconsistent with 
the original intent of the act, to make 
technical corrections, and to extend 
the Equal Access to Justice Act uni
formly throughout the federal system. 
The President, however, took excep
tion to the interest provision of the 
bill and expressed concern that the 
bill as written could lead to extensive 
discovery proceedings and lengthy liti
gation. He also expressed concern 
about the potential for disparate 
treatment of litigants. Consequently, 
he vetoed the bill last November. 

At the beginning of the current ses
sion I once again introduced, as S. 380, 
the Equal Access to Justice Act. That 
marked the fourth time I had done so. 
A comparable House version is now 
before us. I rise in support of enact
ment of H.R. 2378. 

We have entered the age of Federal 
regulation and there are very few ele
ments of life, commercial or otherwise, 
where the Federal Government does 
not play some role. Often, this Gov
ernment action is arbitrary and capri
cious. The committee hearings over 
the years are replete with examples of 
what happens to individuals and small 
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business owners who, prior to the 
Equal Access to Justice Act, chal
lenged such Government action: the 
man from Oklahoma who spent over 
$30,000 in legal fees to def end success
fully against a Labor Department 
ruling against him involving $14,000; 
the small businesswoman from Penn
sylvania who was effectively put out of 
business by a legal dispute with the 
General Services Administration in 
which she was eventually exonerated. 
It is no wonder, therefore, that many 
individuals and small businesses faced 
with an unjustified Government 
action gave up right away and didn't 
challenge the Government action be
cause the cost of proving that they are 
right was more than they could afford. 

The purpose of the Equal Access to 
Justice Act is to reimburse individual 
Americans who successfully litigate 
against the Federal bureaucracy. This 
will force Government agencies to be 
responsible for their conduct and will 
provide those with modest means with 
access to the courthouse door. 

Generally, under the prevailing 
"American Rule" regarding the pay
ment of litigation fees and costs, each 
party is responsible for its own attor
ney's fees and court costs. Prior to the 
initial passage of the Equal Access to 
Justice Act, therefore, each party en
gaged in litigation involving the Gov
ernment was largely responsible for 
the payment of his or her own attor
ney's fees and other expenses incurred 
during litigation, even if he or she suc
cessfully challenged the Government 
action. For many citizens, the costs of 
challenging a Government action pre
cluded taking action against the Gov
ernment, especially when the cost of 
contesting the Government action ex
ceeded the amount at stake. In such 
cases, many individuals perceived that 
it was more practical to suffer the 
slings and arrows of outrageous Gov
ernment action than it was to fight 
back. 

The Equal Access to Justice Act fo
cuses on those individuals for whom 
the cost of litigation may be a deter
rent to redressing their grievances. It 
seeks to ensure that certain individ
uals and business entities will not be 
deterred from seeking review of, or de
fending against, unjustified govern
mental action because of the expense 
involved in securing the vindiction of 
their rights. It reduces the disparity in 
resources between individuals and 
business entities with limited re
sources and the Federal Government. 
Under this bill, the Government will 
be liable to a prevailing party for at
torney's fees and certain other adjudi
cation costs unless the position of the 
Government meaning the action or 
failure to act by the Government upon 
which the administrative proceeding 
or civil action is based, as well as the 
Government's litigation position-is 
substantially justified or unless special 

circumstances would make an award 
unjust. Additionally, language has 
been added limiting the scope of the 
determination of whether the position 
of the United States was substantially 
justified in order to respond to some 
of the concerns raised in the Presi
dent's veto message. Finally, this bill 
contains a provision extending the 
protection to cases pending at the date 
of its enactment and covering cases 
filed on or after October 1, 1984, and 
disposed of before the date of its en
actment. These provisions are essen
tial to ensure that no party is denied 
the protection of the act solely be
cause of the failure of the President to 
approve the bill last year. It is our 
intent that the protection afforded by 
the Equal Access to Justice Act be 
deemed continuous from the date of 
its first enactment. 

In the 3 years that the Equal Access 
to Justice Act was in operation, Con
gress monitored the act to gauge its ef
fectiveness in combating overregula
tion and in restoring the balance be
tween the regulatory powers of our 
Federal Government and our citizens, 
who said that the Government could 
be arbitrary, capricious, and unrespon
sive. The Committee on the Judiciary 
of the Senate concluded that the act 
in large measure worked as intended. 
It found that the very existence of the 
act tended to restrain regulatory ac
tivities, which in turn restrained 
agency actions which go beyond Con
gress' intent. In addition, it was deter
mined that the cost of the program 
was only approximately $3. 7 million 
over 3 years, certainly a small price to 
pay to protect our citizens from gov
ernmental excesses. 

The success of the program can, to a 
great degree, be measured by the sup
port it has garnered. During the hear
ings on S. 919 during the 98th Con
gress, the Department of Justice, the 
Small Business Administration, the 
Administrative Conference of the 
United States, the National Labor Re
lations Board, the American Bar Asso
ciation, the National Federation of In
dependent Businesses, the Small Busi
ness Legislative Council, McQuiston 
Associates, Small Business United, the 
Small Business Legal Defense Com
mittee, the Women's Association of 
Government Contractors, the Alliance 
for Justice, the Washington Legal 
Foundation, and the Center for Na
tional Labor Policy all testified in 
favor of making the Equal Access to 
Justice Act a permanent part of the 
law of the land. Many of these organi
zations also testified in favor of H.R. 
2378 this year. Not a single witness 
testifying in regard to either S. 919 or 
H.R. 2378 opposed the extension of 
the Equal Access to Justice Act. 

Mr. President, the essential concept 
of the Equal Access to Justice Act is 
that when a small business or individ
ual citizen prevails in litigation with 

the Federal Government that was ini
tiated by the Federal Government, 
then that individual or business entity 
should be reimbursed for his or her at
torney's fees and costs if the Govern
ment's position was not substantially 
justified. By requiring litigants who 
prevail to be entitled to fees, this bill 
will prevent spurious suits and will 
insure the contesting of meritorious 
disputes with a fair presentation of 
the issues. They say that "You can't 
fight city hall," and the prevailing at
titude of many today is that even if 
you do fight the Federal Government 
and win in court, you still lose because 
of the cost. We must eliminate the 
possibility of such Pyrrhic victories. 
The average American must be made 
to feel that he or she can question the 
exercise of the Government's discre
tionary power as to its reasonableness 
without incurring large costs if he or 
she prevails. We are fortunate to live 
in a society where one has the right to 
challenge the actions of one's govern
ment, but the protection afforded by 
that right is diluted when the average 
citizen is deterred from exercising that 
right because of the fear of incurring a 
substantial financial loss in the proc
ess. We cannot permit such a condi
tion to exist. Equal justice is not avail
able when one cannot afford to fight. 

Mr. President, in closing I thank the 
distinguished Senators from Arizona 
and Iowa for their efforts on behalf of 
the Equal Access to Justice Act. Their 
diligent work on behalf of this bill 
over the years has ensured its continu
ation. Without their help, we could 
not have accomplished this goal. 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I 
strongly support H.R. 2378, the House 
version of the Equal Access to Justice 
Act amendments. 

On March 7, 1985, I introduced S. 
615, the provisions of which are re
flected in the House bill we vote on 
today. Much work on this issue has 
been done since last November when 
the President vetoed H.R. 5479, which 
reauthorized the Equal Access to Jus
tice Act. Hopefully the President will 
reconsider his position on this issue 
and sign this legislation into law. 

As every Member of this body 
knows, this measure will allow small 
businesses to be reimbursed for their 
costs and attorneys fees if they chal
lenge Federal agencies in court and 
are successful. This measure, for rea
sons that escape me entirely, was 
vetoed by the President last year. 

The reasoning for this bill, which 
merely extends a policy which Con
gress wisely established 5 years ago, is 
simple. We believe that if a small busi
ness successfully challenges the Feder
al bureaucracy in court, or if an 
agency unfairly accuses a small busi
ness of violating the law and the busi
nessman vindicates himself, he should 
be able to recover his costs. Every 
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Member of Congress knows on a per
sonnel level that there are genuine 
cases of bureaucratic abuse. These 
cases of injustice are the very reason 
why many Members are motivated to 
seek public office in the first place. 
And there is not a Member of this 
body who has not found on his or her 
doorstep citizens who have been 
wronged by their own Government. At 
worst, a career or a life may be ruined; 
at best, the individual has been 
wrongly accused and has had to incur 
great expense to clear his name. I do 
not say this to take a cheap shot at 
the Federal bureaucracy, but there are 
certainly those in Government who, 
from time to time, exercise very poor 
judgment. 

Until the Equal Access to Justice 
Act, there was little that Members of 
Congress could really do for people 
who had suffered such a wrong. As a 
general rule, the Government is not 
subject to suit save when Congress 
says so, and the remedy of a private 
relief bill is cumbersome and impracti
cal. Equal access to justice made the 
promise of justice to these people who 
had gone to great expense to chal
lenge agency wrong, or who had suc
cessfully def ended themselves against 
wrongful agency action. 

The legislation has wide support 
from such groups as Small Business 
United, the Small Business Legal De
fense Committee, the Small Business 
Legislative Council, the Independent 
Business Association of Wisconsin, the 
National Federation of Independent 
Business, the Chamber of Commerce 
of the United States, the National As
sociation of Manufacturers, the Na
tional Tire Dealers and Retreaders As
sociation, the Menswear Retailers of 
America, the National Small Business 
Association, the American Bar Asso
ciation, the ACLU, and the Alliance 
for Justice. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on third reading. 

The bill was ordered to a third read
ing, read the third time, and passed. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I move to 
reconsider the vote by which the bill 
was passed. 

Mr. DECONCINI. I move to lay that 
motion on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

STATE OF EMERGENCY IN 
SOUTH AFRICA 

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the 
Government of South Africa has 
launched a new attack on its own 
people. 

Last Saturday, State President P.W. 
Botha issued a formal proclamation 
announcing the transfer of "emergen
cy powers" to the South African secu
rity forces and granting the South Af
rican police Draconian powers of 
search, seizure, and arrest. Since then, 

the authorities have closed down 36 
townships and arrested over 650 
people. Not since 1960-in response to 
the widespread disorders that erupted 
after the Sharpeville massacre-has 
such an assault been attempted by the 
South African Government on its own 
people. 

But even martial law cannot bring 
order to a society that is so fundamen
tally disordered. The repression may 
get worse and the jails may overflow, 
but the unrest will continue and the 
discontent will spread-so long as 
apartheid exists. 

The newspapers are now filled with 
stories of wholesale arrests-of law
yers, union leaders, church workers, 
and civil rights activists. But there 
aren't enough jails in South Africa-or 
on Earth-to hold all the people who 
oppose apartheid. As one UDF leader 
put it, "There is a state of terrorism in 
South Africa. The oppressed people 
are the enemies of the state." 

And the killing continues. Over 500 
people have been killed over the past 
10 months. Every day, innocent men, 
women, and children are being struck 
down by the bullets and truncheons of 
the South African security forces. 

The issues of endemic violence and 
political reform are not separable. It is 
a false dichotomy to argue, as the 
South African Government does, that 
"First we must restore order and then 
we can carry on with our reforms." 
There can be no lasting peace in 
South Africa without justice, and 
there will be no justice until apartheid 
is dismantled. In the absence of signif
icant and fundamental reform, the 
Government's efforts to impose order 
by brute force is bound to fail. As 
President Kennedy said in 1962 on the 
first anniversary of the Alliance for 
Progress, "Those who make peaceful 
revolution impossible will make vio
lent revolution inevitable." 

The first step is for the South Afri
can Government to lift the state of 
emergency. The next step is for the 
Government to release all political 
prisoners. As Beyers Naude, the Secre
tary General of the South African 
Council of Churches has stated, 
"There can be no solution unless the 
doors of the jails are opened and polit
ical prisoners are released uncondi
tionally." With one stroke, the South 
African Government can restore order 
to that troubled land-if only it will 
release Nelson Mandela and Walter 
Sisulu and all other political prisoners, 
and if only it will enter into a dialog 
with these leaders on the future of the 
country that belongs to all of them. 

White South Africans have it within 
their power to halt this spiraling de
scent into more and more violence and 
to achieve a lasting peace inside their 
country-but the price for that peace 
is meaningful change and an end to 
apartheid. Reverend Naude spoke for 
all South Africans when he made this 

plea to State President Botha: "Before 
the whole country goes up in flames, 
hear the cries for peace and justice in 
our land." 

Mr. President, I suggest the absence 
of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
call the roll. 

<Mr. TRIBLE occupied the chair 
during the quorum call.) 

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
WEICKER). Without objection, it is so 
ordered. 

CONSUMER PRODUCTS SAFETY 
COMMISSION AUTHORIZATION 
Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the Senate 
now turn to Calendar Order No. 138, 
S. 1077, the Consumer Products Safety 
Commission authorization bill. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, reserving 
the right to object, I do object. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec
tion is heard. 

Who yields time? 
Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I sug

gest the absence of a quorum. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

clerk will call the roll. 
The assistant legislative clerk pro

ceeded to call the roll. 
Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Senate 
now turn to Calendar Order No. 138, 
S. 1077, the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, reserving 
the right to object. I would like to in
quire as to whether or not an amend
ment dealing with the legislative veto 
is going to be brought up against this 
bill. 

Mr. KASTEN. I would say to the 
Senator that it is not the intention of 
the leadership on either side to consid
er this issue. It is a difficult one, a con
tentious one, one in which a compro
mise may be reached, and a number of 
Senators want an opportunity to re
view it. So it is not my intention and it 
is not the intention of the Senator from 
Kentucky to have the consideration of 
the legislative veto question on this 
piece of legislation. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I have no 
feelings one way or the other as to the 
bill itself. I may not have any problem 
with the legislative veto language. 

However, I was shown the language 
this afternoon and I had asked if we 
could have overnight in which I could 
take a look at that language. I may 
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not have any problem with it, but I do 
feel constrained to object unless I can 
have some understanding with regard 
to that particular language. I may 
have no problem with it by tomorrow. 

Mr. DOLE. Will the Senator yield to 
me? 

Mr. KASTEN. I am pleased to yield 
to the majority leader. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I support 
the legislative veto. I think maybe we 
have a compromise in the works. I 
know the distinguished Senator from 
Michigan, Senator LEVIN, and the Sen
ator from Iowa, Senator GRAsSLEY, vis
ited with Senator HATFIELD about the 
original provision that he was opposed 
to. That information has now been 
submitted to the distinguished minori
ty leader. Senator HATFIELD believe it 
removes some of the real problems he 
had. 

What I would hope is that we would 
not have it offered to both bills. I am 
going to support it on the FTC author
ization bill. 

But I would hope that the distin
guished Senator from Iowa would let 
us bring up the consumer product 
safety bill without pressing the legisla
tive veto and give the distinguished 
minority leader overnight to take a 
look at it. He may discover it is satis
factory or may need some minor 
change and we would not have a prob
lem. All I am trying to do is get some 
bills passed so that we can do some 
things in September that we have dis
cussed. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Will the Senator 
yield? 

Mr. KASTEN. I am pleased to yield 
to the Senator from Iowa. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, 
along the line of what the distin
guished flour leader just said, that he 
would hope that we would not bring it 
up on this one as opposed to the FTC 
bill, we are not talking about a generic 
legislative veto approach. We are talk
ing about a legislative veto approach 
that would apply to the FTC, and for 
whatever good reasons there is that it 
should be on the FTC are also those 
very good reasons that it should be on 
the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission, as well. So what you are 
saying is that on a bill that Senator 
LEvIN and I feel that a legislative veto 
ought to be applicable to, that I ought 
to just let that bill leave the Senate 
without the protection for the Con
gress and the protection for the people 
that ought to be in there on the regu
lations of one as opposed to the regu
lations for the other. I cannot accept 
the responsibility for letting that 
happen. That is what would be hap
pening. 

I think, as I tried to plead with the 
Senator from Wisconsin and as the 
Senator from West Virginia has just 
said, we have made considerable 
progress on this, particularly with 
Senator HATFIELD, who was a major 

obstacle, a person who did not like 
what we were doing, who now, with a 
rewrite, has signed off to that extent. 
It seems to me that if the Senator 
from West Virginia could have the 
night to study this and whatever his 
view might be, but let us just postulate 
that he would like it, it seems to me 
something would be gained by letting 
both lay over entil tomorrow and have 
both be taken care of in the same 
manner. 

But I cannot accept the point of 
view that I should let a bill go that 
ought to have a legislative veto on it 
just because maybe it has not gotten 
the attention that the Federal Trade 
Commission has gotten. 

Mr. KASTEN. Let me just reply to 
the Senator. As he knows, he would 
have the choice of designing that 
amendment as to whether it would be 
an amendment that would pertain 
only to the Federal Trade Commission 
or an amendment that would apply ge
nerically. That is a decision that he, as 
the author of the amendment, along 
with the cosponsors would have to 
make. 

I, too, support the legislative veto. 
We have some differences on some of 
the details. But that amendment could 
be generic or it could be applied to the 
FTC. The debate, I believe, would be 
very similar under any circumstances. 

It is my hope that we could work 
with the leadership, avoid the legisla
tive veto question completely, and dis
cuss and pass the legislation before us, 
Senate bill 1077, the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission. It is under 
those circumstances that I hope we 
can proceed. 

Mr. LEVIN. If the Senator will yield, 
I think, as a practical matter, the ge
neric amendment option is not a real 
one. As the person who would be off er
ing that, I think it is unlikely we could 
get all the people together who would 
be involved in a generic amendment. I 
think it is possible, however, that we 
could pull those forces together rela
tive to the amendment on just a bill or 
on two bills. 

So I do not think the generic amend
ment is a practical possibility. I do 
think it is a practical possibility, given 
Senator HATFIELD'S position, as I un
derstand it now, assuming Senator 
BYRD and others are able to support 
this or acquiesce in this approach, 
that we could off er it on a specific bill 
or bills. 

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, in 
reply to the Senator, I understand 
there may be some differences, but a 
third option might be to debate or to 
craft the amendment on the Federal 
Trade Commission bill, which will be 
discussed maybe on tomorrow, and 
simply have the legislative veto 
amendment apply to both the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission and 
the Federal Trade Commission. That 

would be a third possibility, depending 
on that amendment. 

Mr. LEVIN. I would be willing to 
off er it in that form if Senator GRAss
LEY would be, but that would be some
thing Senator GRASSLEY should give 
some thought to. 

Mr. KASTEN. It could be either 
way. I, therefore, repeat my unani
mous-consent request. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, further 
reserving the right to object, let me 
make it clear beyond any doubt what
soever that I have no interest in op
posing or supporting either the Feder
al Trade Commission bill or the con
sumer product safety bill at this point. 
Of course, I will vote eventually on 
both. The only thing I am a little con
cerned about is the language of an 
amendment which was shown to me 
late in the afternoon. I believe the lan
guage may entail some expedited par
liamentary procedure. I feel that the 
Senate ought to have a chance over
night to look at what this language 
would do. Tomorrow morning, I may 
have no problem at all with it. 

The statement that has been make 
that this would not be a generic legis
lative veto helps some. But all I want 
is just an overnight to look at the lan
guage. 

What would be the position of the 
manager in the event the legislative 
veto language is offered? 

Mr. KASTEN. I think, in the event 
the legislative veto language were of
fered on this piece of legislation, it 
would be my view that the leadership, 
either the floor manager of the bill or 
our leadership, would, in fact, move to 
table that legislation on this bill. 

Mr. BYRD. By tomorrow morning I 
might not be interested even in sup
porting a tabling motion. I may have 
no problem with it. But, in the event I 
do, then what happens? Will there be 
a tabling motion made? 

Mr. KASTEN. My hope is we will 
complete the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission authorization 
within the next 40 minutes, that we 
will not have a discussion at all of the 
legislative veto, and that we would re
serve the entire discuss:i.on and debate 
on the legislative veto for the FTC 
bill, which is following immediately. In 
case we would, in the next hour or 
two, have an amendment coming up 
on the legislative veto question, I am 
told by the majority leader that he 
would move to table that legislation or 
that I would move to table that legis
lation, because we are going to work to 
keep this bill clean of the legislative 
veto argument. 

Mr. BYRD. Do I understand that 
would be the case whether it is intro
duced today or tomorrow? 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, let me 
clarify what I have discussed briefly 
with the Senator from Michigan. 
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What the manager would like to do 

is bring up the consumer product 
safety bill and there will be an amend
ment by the distinguished Senator 
from Illinois, Senator SIMON, and 
maybe other amendments. 

If we could get an agreement, we do 
intend to bring up the FTC authoriza
tion bill tomorrow. And at that time, if 
the legislative veto were offered-I am 
a cosponsor-it seems to me it could at 
that time be made to apply both to 
the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission and the Federal Trade Com
mission. 

It would be my hope at that time 
that we would have disposed of this 
bill. The distinguished minority leader 
would have had overnight and beyond 
to take a look at the so-called Grass
ley-Levin language and might be will
ing to suggest, as the distinguished 
chairman of the Appropriations Com
mittee has, that he has no objection. 

Then, the amendment will be of
fered by Senators GRASSLEY and LEVIN 
to the FTC authorization bill applying 
to FTC, and also the Consumer Prod
ucts Safety Commission. But it would 
not be generic. It would be limited to 
those two. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield to me? 

Mr. DOLE. If this is offered, I will 
move to table. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, on that 
assurance by the distinguished majori
ty leader, I have no objection. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Will the Senator 
yield? 

Mr. KASTEN. I am pleased to yield 
to the Senator from Iowa. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Is there any reason 
why-if this is the procedure and to
morrow would be the time-you 
cannot take this bill up today to the 
point through all of the debate except 
the final vote, let it lay over to be the 
first order of business tomorrow, and 
if there is some sort of agreement on it 
to add it at that point as a separate 
item to the FTC when it comes up as a 
following bill? Is there any reason why 
that cannot be done? You want to ac
complish something between now and 
6:30. That is very legitimate. 

I would like to have you take into 
consideration what unknown amount 
of time might have been accomplished 
already in shortening the debate on 
this issue as a result of the work which 
Senator LEVIN and I have done on this 
compromise to this point. Whatever 
unknown amount of time that is, I 
would like to have that be taken into 
consideration. 

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I will 
say to the Senator that it is my under
standing that we are going to try to 
finish this bill tonight, because we 
want to put it behind us. That is the 
hope of the majority leader. So we will 
consider the Simon amendment-and I 
understand the Senator from Missouri 
may have an amendment to that 

amendment. We will go in that direc
tion. But it is my hope, too, and the 
hope of the majority leader, to finish 
this bill because the debate on the leg
islative veto amendment is going to be 
a long and protracted debate. The dis
tinguished Senator from Kentucky, 
the ranking member of the Consumer 
Subcommittee, has assured me of that. 
So it is our hope that we can put the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
reauthorization issue behind us. Then 
we can deal with the legislative veto 
question applying to the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission and the 
FTC, if that is the desire-to use the 
vehicle of the FTC reauthorization bill 
to do that. 

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, will the 
distinguished Senator yield? 

Mr. KASTEN. I am pleased to yield. 
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I will not 

agree to any time limit as it relates to 
legislative veto amendments. I will put 
that up front so that everyone will un
derstand. If you want to go with the 
legislative veto on this particular legis
lation tomorrow, unless the majority 
leader agrees to table it, then I will 
object to any kind of time agreement. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield? 

Mr. KASTEN. I am pleased to yield 
to the Senator. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. What we are also 
dealing here implicitly is not only let
ting this bill go through clean as an 
understanding but there is a commit
ment made-is there not-that there 
will be a motion to table, as per the 
recent statement, any legislative veto? 

Mr. FORD. No. The distinguished 
Senator misunderstood me on this par
ticular piece of legislation. Now, if a 
move to table comes up tonight-the 
motion is made to table it-that suits 
me fine. Otherwise, you do not have a 
time agreement tonight. You will not 
get one tomorrow on the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission as it re
lates to legislative veto. It is another 
thing on the Federal Trade Commis
sion. I may take that same position on 
the Federal Trade Commission legisla
tion as it relates to legislative veto. 
But tonight, unless the majority 
leader moves to table, there is no way 
for you to move it expeditiously. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

The bill will be stated by title. 
The assistant legislative clerk read 

as follows: 
A bill CS. 1077> to amend the Consumer 

Product Safety Act (15 USC 2051 et seq.) to 
provide authorization of appropriations, and 
for other purposes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is 
there objection to the present consid
eration of the bill? 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the bill, which 
had been reported from the Commit
tee on Commerce, Science, and Trans
portation, with an amendment: 

On page 2, line 17, strike "adding at the 
end thereof" . and inserting immediately 
after paragraph (9)" 

So as to make the bill read: 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That this 
Act may be cited as the "Consumer Product 
Safety Commission Authorization Act of 
1985" . 

DISCL.OSURE TO CONTRACTORS 

SEC. 2. Section 6(a)(8) of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act (15 U.S.C. 2055Ca>C8) is 
amended by striking "or employees' and in
serting in lieu thereof ". employees or repre
sentatives of the Commission (including 
contractors)". 

CHRONIC HAZARD ADVISORY PANEL 

SEC. 3. Section 28Cb}(l) of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act (15 U.S.C 2077Cb)(l)) is 
amended by inserting " that may be the sub
ject of the Panel's investigation" immediate
ly after "product". 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

SEc. 4. Section 32Ca> of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act (15 U.S.C. 2081(a)) is 
amended-

(1) by striking "and" at the end of para
graph (8); 

<2> by striking the period at the end of 
paragraph (9) and inserting in lieu thereof a 
semicolon; and 

(3) by inserting immediately after para
graph <9> the following: 

"(10) $35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending 
September 30, 1986; and 

"(11) $35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending 
September 30, 1987.". 

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I am 
pleased to bring before the Senate 
today, S. 1077, the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission Authorization Act 
of 1985, which was reported unani
mously by the Senate Commerce Com
mittee on May 16. 

The last Consumer Product Safety 
Commission AuthorizatiO.i.l Act expired 
at the end of the 1983 fiscal year. 
During the last session, the Senate 
passed a new reauthorization bill, S. 
861, but it was later stalled as a result 
of controversy over the legislative 
veto. The bill before us today is identi
cal to S. 861, as passed by the Senate, 
except that this new bill does not con
tain a legislative-veto provision. 

In keeping with efforts to reduce the 
budget deficit, this bill authorizes the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
at $35 million for each of the next 2 
years-$1 million less than current au
thorization for the Commission. In ad
dition to the authorization, the bill in
cludes two provisions which will im
prove Commission procedures. The 
first change will allow the Commission 
to disclose product hazard information 
to Commission contractors without 
first requiring Commission verification 
of the accuracy of that information. 
The second change relaxes the con
flict-of-interest criteria for members of 
the Commission's chronic hazard advi
sory panels. Neither of these changes 
was controversial when the Senate ap
proved the last Consumer Product 
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Safety Commission authorization bill 
in 1983. 

Mr. FORD. Mr. President I support 
S. 1077, the CPSC Authorization Act 
of 1985. This bill reauthorizes the 
CPSC for 2 years-fiscal years 1986 
and 1987. The authorization level for 
both years is $35 million. I am not sure 
that $35 million is enough, but I am 
certain that anything less would pre
vent the CPSC from carrying out its 
mandate of protecting the American 
people from death and injury due to 
unreasonably dangerous consumer 
products. OMB had originally pro
posed $25 million for fiscal year 1986, 
then came back with $33. 7 million. 
The administration wanted to abolish 
this agency in 1981 and when we de
feated that plan it seems that now 
they decided to starve it to death. I am 
pleased that Senator KASTEN has de
cided not to let that happen and is 
proposing an authorization at the 
same level as in the last authorization. 
This amount represents not a freeze, 
but a $1 million cut from the CPSC's 
1985 appropriation. 

This agency's budget and staff have 
been slashed by over one-third in the 
last 5 years. In fiscal year 1974, the 
CPSC's first annual budget was almost 
$31 million. Now 12 years later, the 
fiscal year 1986 proposed budget rep
resents a decrease in real dollar terms 
of over 50 percent. No other Federal 
health and safety agency has sus
tained cuts of this magnitude-not the 
EPA, not OSHA, not the FDA, or the 
FTC. 

The CPSC is an agency with an im
portant mission and with many tools 
available to it to carry out that mis
sion. However, if the agency does not 
have the money or the staff to use 
those tools it cannot protect the public 
adequately from unsafe products. In 
1983, the Consumer Federation of 
America estimated that in the 12 years 
of the Commission's existence there 
have been 5 million fewer deaths and 
disabling injuries in household acci
dents and a total economic savings of 
$14.4 billion. A Roper Poll, released in 
August 1984, showed that the CPSC 
was one of the most highly regarded 
Federal agencies covered by the 
survey. The American public gave the 
CPSC a positive rating of 78 percent. 

Clearly, the Commission has an im
portant role to play in our society. But 
to serve the American public effective
ly, it must have the resources to not 
only investigate accidents after the 
fact, but to prevent them from hap
pening. 

The CPSC has not had authoriza
tion legislation since 1981. It is impor
tant that we enact such legislation 
this year. 

I urge my colleagues to vote in favor 
of s. 1077. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the commit
tee amendment. 

The committee amendment was 
agreed to. 

AMENDMENT NO. 539 

<Purpose: To provide for amusement park 
safety) 

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I send 
an amendment to the desk, and ask for 
its immediate consideration. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will report. 

The bill clerk read as follows: 
The Senator from Illinois [Mr. SIMON] 

proposes an amendment numbered 539. 
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that further read
ing of the amendment be dispensed 
with. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

The amendment is as follows: 
At the end of the bill, add the following 

new title: 
TITLE II-AMUSEMENT PARK SAFETY 

SEC. 201. SHORT TITLE, REFERENCE. 
<a> SHORT TrTLE.-This title may be cited 

as the "Amusement Park Safety Act". 
(b) REFERENCE.-Whenever in this title an 

amendment or repeal is expressed in terms 
of an amendment to, or repeal of, a section 
or other provision, the reference shall be 
considered to be made to a section or other 
provision of the Consumer Product Safety 
Act. 
SEC. 202. DEFINITION. 

(a) DEFINITION OF AMusEMENT RIDE.-( 1) 
Section 3<a><l> <15 U.S.C. 2052(a){l)) is 
amended by striking out the first two sen
tences following subparagraph <D. 

(2) Section 3(a) is amended by adding at 
the end of the following: 

"<15) the term 'amusement ride' means 
any device which carries or conveys passen
gers along, around, or over a fixed or re
stricted route or course or within a defined 
area for the purpose of giving its passengers 
amusement and which is customarily con
trolled or directed by an individual who is 
employed for that purpose and who is not a 
consumer with respect to such device. An 
amusement ride which is not permanently 
fixed to a site is a consumer product for pur
poses of this Act and an amusement ride 
which is permanently fixed to a site-

"(A) is not a consumer product for pur
poses of sections 7 and 8, and 

"<B> is a consumer product for the re
mainder of the Act. 

"<16> The term 'amusement ride operator' 
means the owner of an amusement ride.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 
3<a>< 1)(1) is amended by striking out ". The 
term 'food', as used in this subparagraph 
means all 'food'". 
SEC. 203. PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION. 

Section 6(b) <15 U.S.C. 2055(b){l)) is 
amended-

< 1) in the first sentence of paragaph <l) by 
striking out "the Commission shall" 
through the end of the sentence and insert
ing in lieu thereof the following: "the Com
mission shall, to the extent practicable, 
notify and provide a summary of the infor
mation to-

"<A> each manufacturer or private labeler 
of the consumer product, and 

"<B> to each amusement ride operator 
who owns the amusement ride 
to which the information pertains, if the 
manner in which such consumer product or 
amusement ride is to be designated or de-

scribed in such information will permit the 
public to ascertain readily the identity of 
such manufacturer, private labeler, or 
amusement ride operator and shall provide 
such manufacturer, private labeler, or 
amusement ride operation with a reasonable 
opportunity to submit comments to the 
Commission regarding such information."; 
and 

<2> in the second and third sentences of 
paragraph (1) and in paragraphs <2> and (3), 
by striking out "or private labeler" each 
place it occurs and inserting in lieu thereof 
",private labeler, or amusement ride opera
tor". 
SEC. 204. NOTIFICATION AND REMEDIES. 

(a) NOTIFICATION OF CoMMISSION.-Section 
15(b) <15 U.S.C. 2064<b> is amended by 
adding at the end the following: "Each 
amusement ride operator who obtains infor
mation which reasonably supports the con
clusion that the amusement ride the opera
tor owns contains a defect which could 
create a substantial product hazard de
scribed in subsection (a)(2) shall provide the 
information required by the preceding sen
tence.". 

(b) REPAIR, REPLACEMENT, REFUND.-Sec
tion 15<d> of such Act is amended-

(!) by inserting after "of such product" in 
the first sentence the following: "or the 
amusement ride operator if the product is 
an amusement ride"; and 

(2) by inserting before", or from doing" in 
the last sentence the following: ", from op
erating an amusement ride if the product 
involved is an amusement ride". 
SEC. 205. INSPECTION. 

Section 16<a> <15 U.S.C. 2065(a)) is amend
ed by striking out "and" at the end of para
graph < 1), by striking out the period before 
the last sentence in paragraph (2) and in
serting in lieu thereof "; and", by striking 
out the last sentence, and by adding after 
paragraph <2> the following: 

"(3) to inspect, at reasonable times and in 
a reasonable manner-

"<A> amusement rides which are not per
manently fixed to a site, and 

"(3) amusement rides which are perma
nently fixed to a site if the State or political 
subdivision in which the ride is located does 
not have authority to inspect the ride or if 
the ride was involved in a fatality or a per
sonal injury requiring hospitalization. 
Each such inspection shall be commenced 
and completed with reasonable prompt
ness.". 
SEC. 206. REGULATIONS. 

The Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion shall issue regulations for the adminis
tration of section 15 of the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Act, as amended by section 204, 
not later than six months after the effective 
date of this title. 
SEC. 207. EFFECTIVE DATE. 

The amendments made by this title shall 
take effect October 1, 1985. 

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I have 
offered an amendment which I think 
is important. It goes to the fundamen
tal issue, and that is whether we are 
going to be responsive to the public or 
to a varied private interest. My amend
ment says that the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission-which until 1981 
had jurisdiction to inspect permanent 
amusement rides in this country-ju
risdiction be restored with the excep
tion that any State that has inspec-
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tion or if a local governmental unit 
has an inspection, then the Federal 
Government would not get involved. It 
is no try for Federal power, but it is an 
intent to protect the public. This 
summer roughly 200 million people in 
this Nation are going to go to the per
manent amusement parks, and most of 
the parents are going to assume that 
those rides are inspected. Unfortu
nately, in 26 States those rides will not 
be inspected. 

I first got interested because back a 
couple of years ago three boys were on 
a ride in the State of Illinois. There 
was an accident. They were hospital
ized, and I discovered there was no in
spection. How did we lose inspection? 
You remember that massive Reconcili
ation Act of 1981, a monstrous thing 
that I am pleased to say I voted 
against, but tacked in that bill without 
the knowledge of most of us-there 
were a few people who knew-was the 
withdrawal of the authority of the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
to inspect rides. So I want to restore 
that. I want to see that the public has 
some protection. 

I am pleased to say that my amend
ment is endorsed by all three major 
consumer groups: Consumer Federa
tion of America, Consumer Union, and 
Congress Watch. My amendment does 
basically three things: No. 1, author
izes inspection; two, there would be a 
clearing house so that if defects are 
found in rides anywhere in the Nation, 
if the defect is found in the State of 
Kentucky, it will be reported to Wash
ington, and in the State of Wisconsin 
or any other State they could know 
about it; third, there be post-accident 
inspection authority. 

What I want is this amusement ride 
industry treated as any other industry. 

Of course, some Senators have re
ceived mail from the amusement ride 
industry that they do not want to be 
inspected. Of course they do not want 
to be inspected. No industry wants to 
be inspected. Eve.ty industry from time 
immemorial has resisted inspection. 

This is not an industry that is suffer
ing. This is an industry that is grow
ing. 

Let me read a couple of sentences 
from the Wall Street Journal. 

Consumers are in the mood to splurge on 
fun, says Astrodome in Houston. Traffic has 
picked up 20 percent at Frontier City, Okla
homa. In California, Disneyland sees an ex
cellent chance of setting its highest yearly 
attendance record since 1980. 

Let me add this: In the last 4 years 
since we have taken off inspections, in
juries have doubled. 

I say to this body that here is an 
area where the issues are clear cut. I 
do not want to have to say to some 
paralyzed child somewhere, "Sorry, we 
did not want to provide inspection pro
tection for you because the industry 
did not want it." 

There are a number of newspaper 
endorsements of my amendment. I 

know of not a single newspaper en
dorsement anywhere on the other 
side. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that Senator LAUTENBERG, Senator 
METZENBAUM, and Senator EAGLETON be 
added as cosponsors. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 
GORTON). Without objection, it is so 
ordered. 

Mr. SIMON. I read from a letter in 
the Wall Street Journal of July 18, 
1984, last year. Nancy Harvey Steorts, 
who was then the chairman of the 
Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion, wrote in support of their cover
age of amusement rides. Incidentally, 
she is an appointee of President 
Reagan. She writes in response to 
Commissioner Terrence Scanlon, who 
I regret to say is now the chairman of 
the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission, and who has written they 
should not have that authority. 

The mission of the U.S. Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission is directly and clear
ly related to such problems. Let us look at 
them. 

There were nearly 10,000 amusement-ride 
injuries treated in emergency rooms last 
year, almost double the number for 1980. 

Ten people have already died as a result 
of amusement-ride accidents this year, ex
ceeding the annual average for the past 10 
years, and, the season is still young. 

Some 26 states have no amusement-ride 
legislation or regulation; and there are wide 
variations in the 24 states which do have 
regulations. 

I will skip some of it that simply re
inforces what she has to say. 

The legislation would allow the Commis
sion to work cooperatively with the industry 
and state and local governments in the de
velopment of standards for design, oper
ation and maintenance of amusement rides; 
investigate accidents and consumer com
plaints; implement corrective action; require 
manufacturers to report in a timely fashion 
any hazards of which they are aware; ... 

The Commission would approach this 
problem in the cooperative non-confronta
tional spirit which has characterized its ac
tivities under the Reagan administration. If 
we are permitted to work together with the 
industry and other levels of government, 
the problem will be solved-and the con
sumer will benefit. 

That is the Reagan appointee who 
served as chair of the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission talking about 
my amendment. 

Incidentally, I also ask unanimous 
consent that Senator KERRY be added 
as a cosponsor. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to have printed in 
the RECORD the full letter to which I 
just referred. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

AMusEMENT RIDES AIU: OUT OF CONTROL 

Re Commissioner Terrence M. Scanlon's 
article <editorial page, July 11) on amuse
ment-ride safety regulation: 

The mission of the U.S. Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission is directly and clear
ly related to such problems. Let us look at 
them. 

There were nearly 10,000 amusement-ride 
injuries treated in emergency rooms last 
year, almost double the number for 1980. 

Ten people have already died as a result 
of amusement-ride accidents this year, ex
ceeding the annual average for the past 10 
years, and, the season is still young. 

Some 26 states have no amusement-ride 
legislation or regulation; and there are wide 
variations in the 24 states which do have 
regulations. 

The Commission has jurisdiction only 
over mobile amusement rides such as those 
in traveling carnivals. Since 1981, it has had 
no authority over fixed-sites rides at theme 
and amusement parks. 

Because there is no consistency of safety 
standards for fixed-site rides from state to 
state, the consumer has no way of knowing 
the level of safety on any particular ride. 

As Chairman of the Commission, I feel 
strongly that we cannot simply "look the 
other way" when an apparent hazard such 
as this presents itself. This is a nation of in
formed consumers who expect their Federal 
government to respond to such problems. 

Two such responses are bills introduced in 
Congress this session to restore the Com
mission's authority over fixed-site rides. If 
one of these bills were passed, it would not 
mean that hordes of federal inspectors 
would suddenly descend on our amusement 
parks. It would simply set into motion a 
process leading to implementation of con
sistent, effective standards. 

The legislation would allow the Commis
sion to work cooperatively with the industry 
and state and local governments in the de
velopment of standards for design, oper
ation and maintenance of amusement rides; 
investigate accidents and consumer com
plaints; implement corrective action; require 
manufacturers to report in a timely fashion 
any hazards of which they are aware; and 
impose fines up to $500,000 for failure to do 
so. 

The Commission would approach this 
problem in the cooperative non-confronta
tional spirit which has characterized its ac
tivities under the Reagan administration. If 
we are permitted to work together with the 
industry and other levels of government, 
the problem will be solved-and the con
sumer will benefit. 

NANCY HARVEY STEORTS, 

Washington, DC. 

Chairman, 
Consumer Products 

Safety Commission. 

Mr. SIMON. The present chairman 
of the Commission is opposed to this 
amendment. How he can feel he is pro
tecting the public by opposing this, I 
do not know. I do not know how many 
more children have to die, have to be 
injured, before we do what we should 
do. 

The Consumer Product Safety Com
mission reported on August 12 of last 
year that there were 61 deaths on 
amusement rides from 1973 through 
1981. 

Right now, under current law, a haz
ardous amusement ride, which is per
manently fixed at an amusement or 
theme park site is, in many cases, to
tally without any kind of inspection 
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whatsoever. No one can convince me 
that is in the public interest. 

Last year there were 10,687 amuse
ment park related injuries that we 
know about. How many we do not 
know about I cannot guess. In 1984, 12 
people died in permanent amusement 
parks. 

I see my good friend from Missouri, 
Senator DANFORTH, is on the floor. I 
have great respect for him. This is one 
of those occasions where he and I 
differ slightly. I would point out that 
one of the newspapers in commenting 
editorially on this question is the St. 
Louis Post Dispatch which said, 

Mr. Simon's bill supports consumers and 
insofar as it bolsters consumer confidence in 
t he amusement park industry deserves the 
support of the industry as well as consum
ers. Mr. Danforth's bill does not. 

I ask unanimous consent that there 
be printed in the RECORD a list of some 
of the major accidents that have oc
curred in the last 4 years in perma
nent amusement parks. 

There being no objection, the list 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

.AMuSEMENT PARK ACCIDENTS-1980 TO 1984 
1984 

June 2: NEW JERSEY AMUSEMENT 
PARK-Fatal fire inspires Pennsylvania 
lawmakers to tighten reins on thrill rides. 

May 30: GURNEE, ILLINOIS-GREAT 
AMERICA-Three boys plunged 60 feet to 
the ground on the ride called "The Edge" 
during t he car's ascent to the top. Accident 
occurred on May 22, 1984. 

May 28: ATLANTA, GEORGIA-Minia
ture airplanes crashed into one another 
stranding riders aloft. Thirty-three riders 
experienced bruises and sprains. 

May 26: PONTIAC, ILLINOIS-One 
person died of multiple injuries approxi
mately fifteen minutes after an accident on 
a carnival ride. 

May 14: HERSHEY, PENNSYLVANIA 
AT HERSHEY PARK-Two children were 
thrown from the ride, the "Timber Rattler." 
Park officials claimed that there were no 
mechanical problems with the ride. 

April 27: CONWAY, SOUTH CAROLI
NA-Magic Harbor Amusement Park-A 13-
year old girl was killed when thrown from 
the "Black Witch" roller coaster ride at 
Magic Harbor Amusement Park on April 3, 
1984. 

March 20: SARASOTA FLORIDA-Sara
sota County Fair-Fourteen people were 
hurled off a ride at Sarasota County Fair; 
they suffered minor injuries. 

Feb. 15: SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
Disneyland-A 48-year old woman was killed 
on Disneyland's Matterhorn bobsled ride as 
it proceeded down the manmade mountain. 

Jan. 24: SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
Knott's Berry Farm-A boy was crushed be
neath the wheels of a stagecoach at Knott's 
Berry Farm. 

1983 

Dec. 30: WILD WORLD AMUSEMENT 
PARK <LARGO, MARYLAND)-Parents 
filed a suit against operators of Largo 
Theme Park after their child drowned at 
Wild World Amusement Park. Park officials 
denied that the machine that generates 
waves was not operating at the time of the 
accident. 

Nov. 10: FARMINGTON, UTAH
LAGOON PARK-A teen is suing for $11 
million after losing an arm while working on 
Lagoon Park's r ide, "Colossus." 

Oct. 31: SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
Knott's Berry Farm-A teen climbed out on 
the safety rail of a "parachute ride" gondola 
at Knott's Berry Farm Amusement Park 
and fell more than 100 feet to his death. 

Sept. 11: DOSWELL, VIRGINIA-A 
youth sat alone on the back of a four-seat 
car of a roller coaster when an accident oc
curred. 

Sept. 6: AGAWAM, MASSACHUSETTS
Riverside Amusement Park-Seven people 
riding on a roller coaster, called the "Cy
clone Coaster," in the Riverside Park suf
fered minor injuries when a set of cars ran 
into the rear of the "Cyclone Coaster." 

Aug. 28: RYE, NEW YORK-Rye Play
land-A woman was slightly injured when 
she was thrown from a car on a high-speed 
ride at Rye Playland owned by Westchester 
County. 

July 30: HOUSTON, TEXAS-Astroworld 
Amusement Park-A roller coaster plum
meted backward off its tracks at Astroworld 
Amusement Park during a safety test killing 
one person and injuring three others. Cause 
of accident: a safety mechanism had been 
bypassed. 

May 15: KINGS ISLAND, OHIO-A boy 
was killed after he fell from the "Eiffel 
Tower." 

April 4: SURFSIDE BEACH, SOUTH 
CAROLINA-Magic Harbor Amusement 
Park-A girl fell from a ride and died short
ly thereafter. 

March 24: SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
Disneyland-A young man fell from Disney
land's Space Mountain ride and was serious
ly injured. 

1982 

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY-Vernon 
Valley Action Park-A man was electrocut
ed last summer in an amusement park water 
ride. Tests of a pump in the White Water 
Kyak ride three days after the fatal acci
dent had found an electrical leak of nine 
amps. 

July 23: ANNISTON, ALABAMA-A Jack
sonville man was injured in an accident at 
Six Flags over Georgia. Possibility of broken 
vertebra and a bruised stomach. 

July 21: GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS
Whit ewater Amusement Park-Thirteen 
children were treated for exposure to poi
sonous chlorine gas. Officials at the park in
stalled a safety feature in the children's 
pool to prevent similar accidents. 

June 15: LAKE BUENA VISTA, FLORI
DA-Walt Disney World-An 18-month-old 
child was killed when she fell from a seven
car train. 

June 12: SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
Marriott's Great America-The Whizzer 
roller coaster ride was closed twice when ac
cidents ended in the death of a boy <May, 
1980) and injuries to about 24 riders. Worn 
tires were said to be the cause of the acci
dents. 

May 30: OCEAN CITY, MARYLAND-A 
man was seriously injured when he fell from 
high atop an amusement park ride and tum
bled via the machinery before landing on 
the ground. 

Feb. 28: ALBUQUERQUE, NEW 
MEXICO-A 14-year-old boy died in a 
racing accident while driving one of the 
cars. 

1981 

Sept. 8: WILDWOOD, NEW JERSEY-A 
girl had part of her scalp torn away after 

her pigtails t angled in the park's machinery 
on "one of the safest rides" in the amuse
ment part. She and her parents entered a 
tunnel on the boat before the accident oc
curred. 

Sept. 6: KENOSHA, WISCONSIN-A 
three-year-old boy died of head injuries he 
suffered when thrown from an amusement 
park ride at a county fair. 

Aug. 27: CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
Ocean County Amusement Park-A 20-year
old ride operator fell 42 feet to his death 
from a roller coaster at Great Adventure, a 
large Ocean County amusement park. 

Aug. 26: SANDUSKY, OHIO-Cedar 
Point Amusement Park-A young man and 
woman were treated for minor injuries 
when the "Corkscrew" ride malfunctioned. 

Aug. 11: ORANGE, CALIFORNIA-Seven 
teenagers suffered mir.or cuts when a hole 
developed on a 68 foot water slide. 

July 31: ORLANDO, FLORIDA-Dis
neyworld-A woman drowned in a canal 
while trying to find her car in a dark park
ing lot at Disney 

July 20: BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT
Lake Compounce Amusement Park-A teen
ager died from injuries she sustained when 
she fell from a roller coaster. 

July 9: TRAVERSE CITY, MICHIGAN
A 14-year-old deaf boy was critically injured 
in a freak accident on a ride at a Northern 
Michigan resort. He went into a coma short
ly after the accident. 

Jupe 9: GURNEE, ILLINOIS-Marriott's 
Great America-A gas leak near two " flume 
rides" sent 53 people to area hospitals. 

May 24: IRONDEQUOIT, NEW YORK
Sea Breeze Park-A 14-year old girl was 
killed when she got off the ride. 

1980 

Aug. 30: DALLAS, TEXAS-The Swiss 
Sky Ride fell, killing one person and injur
ing 17 others. 

Aug. 20: SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Failure of a hydraulic valve caused an 
amusement park ride called the "YO-YO" 
to drop about 12 riders to the asphalt below. 

Aug. 17: DENVER, COLORADO-Elitch 
Gardens Amusement Park-A coaster train 
ran into the back of another train that had 
been stopped by a fallen tree limb. 

July 13: AGAWAM, MASSACHUSETTS
Riverside Amusement Park-More than 20 
people suffered bumps and scratches when 
the "Round-up Ride" made a hard landing. 

July 2: MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE-East 
Memphis Amusement Park-A girl was par
alyzed after a water slide collapsed. The 
cause was attributed to too many young
sters crowding onto a flume designed to 
hold no more than two people at one time. 

June 7: ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA-Dis
neyland-A young man was killed when he 
climbed from a moving car of an elevated 
train and was struck by another car from 
the opposite direction. 

May 28: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI-Six 
Flags-A tram collapsed killing a 12-year-old 
girl. 

Mr. SIMON. Let me just add finally, 
Mr. President, no industry--and let me 
underline that, no industry-ought to 
be without inspection. To have an in
dustry where 200 million people, most 
of them children, will go into those 
parks this year and next year and to 
say, "Sorry, we are not going to see 
that you have any inspection," simply 
does not make sense. It is inviting 
abuse. 
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What about the cost? you may ask. 

First of all, if you look at the cost in 
terms of a life or a paralyzed child, 
something like that, that is one way. 
But I would point out that CBO has 
estimated that the cost of this, since 
you are using personnel that the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission has 
already, will be less than $10,000 a 
year. 

I say to my colleagues this is an 
issue which is fairly clearcut, and I 
hope we will have the good sense to 
adopt this amendment and protect the 
public. I urge its adoption. 

Mr. DANFORTH addressed the 
Chair. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Missouri. 

AMENDMENT NO. 540 TO AMENDMENT NO. 539 

<Purpose: To add provision regarding 
amusement ride safety.) 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I 
send an amendment to the desk and 
ask for its immediate consideration. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will report. 

The bill clerk read as follows: 
The Senator from Missouri [Mr. DAN

FORTH] proposes an amendment numbered 
540 to amendment numbered 539. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent that further 
reading of the amendment be dis
pensed with. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

The amendment is as follows: 
In lieu of the matter proposed to be in

serted by amendment No. 539, insert the fol
lowing: 

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON AMUSEMENT RIDE 
SAFETY 

SEc. .<a> The Congress finds that
(!)the occurrence of amusement ride acci

dents in recent years has prompted inquiry 
into the necessity and desirability of Feder
al legislation to regulate the amusement 
ride industry; 

<2> the regulation of such rides has tradi
tionally been the responsibility of State and 
local governments and of the amusement 
ride industry; 

(3) it is uncertain whether any Federal 
agency has sufficient resources or expertise 
to regulate the amusement ride industry; 

<4> Federal involvement in the inspection 
and regulation of amusement rides could be 
costly and inefficient; 

(5) voluntary comprehensive ride safety 
standards have been promulgated by the 
American Society of Testing and Materials 
and such standards should be evaluated by 
the Federal Government; and 

(6) a temporary Commission to review the 
scope and adequacy of safety regulations 
and standards in the amusement ride indus
try could clarify the need, or lack of need, 
for Federal legislation regarding amusement 
ride safety. 

Cb><l> There is established a National 
Commission on Amusement Ride Safety 
<hereinafter referred to as the "Commis
sion"). 

<2> The Commission shall be composed of 
five members as follows: 

<A> the Director of the National Bureau of 
Standards, who shall be chairman of the 
Commission; 

CB> the Chairman of the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission <or the Chairman's 
designee), who shall be vice chairman of the 
Commission; and 

<C> three members to be appointed by the 
President as follows: 

(i) one from among State officials who ad
minister State amusement ride safety in
spection programs; 

(ii) one from among professionals in the 
amusement ride industry who have educa
tion, training, or experience in amusement 
ride safety matters; and 

<iii> one from among persons who repre
sent consumers. 

<3> Any vacancy in the Commission shall 
not affect its powers. 

(4) Three members of the Commission 
shall constitute a quorum. 

<c>Cl> The Commission shall conduct a 
comprehensive investigation of the scope 
and adequacy of safety measures employed 
to protect the public from unreasonable 
risks of injury from amusement rides. Such 
investigation shall include a review of-

<A> Federal, State, and local laws regulat
ing the amusement ride industry; 

CB> existing voluntary comprehensive 
amusement ride safety standards; and 

CC> self-regulation mechanisms within 
such industry. 

<2> Such investigation shall determine for 
each law, standard, and self-regulation 
mechanism reviewed under paragraph 
Cl><A> through CC> of this subsection-

<A> the scope of its coverage; 
<B> the effectiveness of any available sanc

tions or enforcement mechanisms; and 
CC> the adequacy of powers to investigate 

violations. 
In addition, the investigation shall deter
mine the uniformity of application and 
quality of enforcement of the reviewed laws, 
standards, and self-enforcement mecha
nisms. 

(3) As soon as practicable after the date of 
enactment of this Act, the Commission shall 
publish in the Federal Register an an
nouncement of the investigation described 
in paragraph ( 1 > of this subsection, and 
shall afford an opportunity for any interest
ed persons to submit views on the subject of 
the investigation. 

<4> The Commission may transmit to the 
President and to the Congress such interim 
reports as it considers advisable, and shall 
transmit its final report to the President 
and to the Congress not later than eighteen 
months after the date of enactment of this 
Act. The final report shall contain a de
tailed statement of the findings and conclu
sions of the Commission with respect to the 
adequacy of existing amusement ride safety 
standards and regulations, together with 
such recommendations for legislative, ad
ministrative, or other action as it considers 
appropriate. 

<d>Cl> The Commission may, for the pur
pose of carrying out this section, hold such 
hearings, sit and act at such times and 
places, take such testimony, and receive 
such evidence as the Commission considers 
appropriate. The Commission may adminis
ter oaths or affirmations to witnesses ap
pearing before it. In holding such hearings, 
the Commission, upon a vote of a quorum of 
its members, may-

<A> order any corporation, business, or in
dividual to submit, within a reasonable 
period, such reports or answers to questions 
as the Commission may request, in such 
form and such manner as the Commission 
may prescribe; 

<B> require by subpoena the attendance 
and testimony of witnesses and the produc-

tion of any evidence relevant to the execu
tion of its duties; and 

<C> order any person to give testimony by 
deposition to any person designated by the 
Commission to administer oaths and to take 
such deposition. 

<2> The Commission shall publish notice 
of any proposed hearing in the Federal Reg
ister and shall afford a reasonable opportu
nity for interested persons to present rele
vant testimony and data. 

C3><A> If a person issued a subpoena under 
paragraph <l><B> of this subsection refuses 
to obey such subpoena or is guilty of contu
macy, any court of the United States within 
the judicial district within which the hear
ing is conducted or within the judicial dis
trict within which such person is found or 
resides or transacts business may <upon ap
plication of the Commission> order such 
person to appear before the Commission to 
produce evidence or to give testimony relat
ing to the matter under investigation. Any 
failure to obey such order of the court may 
be punished by such court as a contempt 
thereof. 

<B> Subpoenas of the Commission shall be 
served in the manner provided for subpoe
nas of a district court under the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure for the district 
courts of the United States. 

<4> The Commission may request from 
any department, agency, or independent in
strumentality of the Federal Government 
any information it considers necessary to 
carry out its functions under this section. 
Each such department, agency, or independ
ent instrumentality shall cooperate with the 
Commission and, to the extent permitted by 
law, shall furnish such information to the 
Commission. 

<6> The Commission may delegate any of 
its functions to individual members of the 
Commission. 

(e)(l) Members of the Commission shall 
serve without compensation. 

(2) While away from their homes or regu
lar places of business in the performance of 
services for the Commission, members of 
the Commission shall be reimbursed for 
travel expenses, including per diem in lieu 
of subsistence, as authorized by section 5703 
of title 5, United States Code, for persons 
employed intermittently in the Government 
service. 

<f>Cl> The Commission may appoint and 
fix the compensation of a staff director who 
shall be paid an amount not to exceed the 
minimum rate of basic pay payable for level 
GS-15 of the General Schedule pursuant to 
section 5332 of title 5, United States Code. 

(2) The head of any Federal agency may 
detail, on a reimbursable basis, any of its 
personnel to assist the Commission in carry
ing out its duties under this section. 

<3> The Commission shall cease to exist 
upon submitting its final report required 
under subsection (c)(4) of this section. 

INVESTIGATION OF CERTAIN ACCIDENTS 
SEC. 6. <a> The National Bureau of Stand

ards of the Department of Commerce may 
investigate any accident involving an amuse
ment ride at a fixed site amusement park 
if-

( 1 > such accident caused death or serious 
persona.I injury, or could have caused death 
or serious personal injury; 

(2) an appropriate authority of State or 
local government requests, in writing, that 
the Secretary of Commerce conduct such in
vestigation; and 
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(3) the Secretary of Commerce makes a 

determination to conduct such an investiga
tion. 

<b> Upon conclusion of such an investiga
tion, the National Bureau of Standards 
shall issue a final accident report containing 
its findings, conclusions, and recommenda
tions. Such report shall include-

<1 > findings of the causes of the accident, 
including a scientific and technological ex
amination of the material, physical, and 
chemical conditions that contributed to the 
accident; 

(2) recommendations for actions or proce
dures which could have prevented the acci
dent; and 

<3> recommendations for actions or proce
dures to prevent similar accidents. 

<c> The National Bureau of Standards 
shall transmit a copy of any such report 
to-

< 1 > the authority of State or local govern
ment which requested such investigation; 
and 

<2> any other appropriate person or orga
nization, as determined by the Secretary of 
Commerce. 

<d> Nothing in this section shall be con
strued to limit or affect any existing author
ity of the Secretary of Commerce. 

<e> The provisions of section 8 of the Na
tional Bureau of Standards Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1983 <15 U.S.C. 275b) 
shall not apply to any service performed 
pursuant to this section. 

(f) The provisions of this section shall be 
effective until Congress enacts legislation 
regarding amusement ride safety in re
sponse to the report submitted by the Com
mission under section 5 of this Act. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, 
first, I would like to compliment the 
Senator from Illinois for his initiative 
and his leadership in addressing the 
problem of amusement park accidents. 
My quarrel with the Senator from Illi
nois is not that he is not addressing an 
important subject. He is. Clearly, 
when people are being injured and 
lives are being lost, we should be at
tentive. 

The issue between us is not whether 
we should address this problem, but 
how we should address this problem. 

What I have just sent to the desk is 
an amendment which would substitute 
for the Simon amendment and ap
proach this issue in a somewhat differ
ent fashion. 

The amendment that I have sent to 
the desk is patterned after a bill which 
has been introduced in the Senate 
with the cosponsorship of Senators 
GORE, BUMPERS, KASTEN and EVANS. 

The thrust of the amendment that I 
have offered is as follows: It estab
lishes a commission which is required 
to conduct an 18-month study, an in
vestigation of the scope and adequacy 
of safety measures employed to pro
tect the public from unreasonable 
risks of injury from amusement rides. 
The commission would be given the 
authority to hold hearings and to sub
pena witnesses. Interested parties 
would be given the authority to 
submit their views. At the end of the 
18-month period, the comrmss1on 
would present a final report of its 

findings and recommendations to the 
President and Congress. 

The commission would be composed 
of five members: the Director of the 
National Bureau of Standards, who 
would be the Chairman; the Chairman 
of the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission, who would be the Vice Chair
man; and three others to be appointed 
by the President. The three Presiden
tial appointees are to be State officials 
who administer the amusement ride 
safety programs, an industry safety 
expert, and a representative of con
sumer groups. 

During the interim period of time, 
prior to an analysis by the commission 
as to the best approach for us to 
follow, the amendment would provide 
that the National Bureau of Standards 
would have authority to investigate se
rious accidents involving rides at fixed
site amusement parks if such an inves
tigation is requested by the appropri
ate State or local authority. This au
thority would remain in effect until 
Congress enacts ride safety legislation 
in response to the commission's study. 

Mr. President, here is the problem 
with the Simon amendment: right 
now, the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission has the authority to go in 
and inspect rides in mobile amusement 
parks-mobile rides. For the past 12 
years, the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission has never, never exercised 
that responsibility. If the Commission 
has the authority with respect to 
mobile rides and has not used it in 12 
years, what is the basis for our believ
ing that it will use it for fixed rides? 

The Consumer Product Safety Com
mission and the administration oppose 
the Simon amendment. The Consumer 
Product Safety Commission takes the 
position that it has other matters on 
its agenda of things that it thinks it 
should be doing, which it believes 
should take priority. It says that it 
does not have the manpower and it 
does not have the funds to undertake 
an inspection service for all the fixed
ride programs in the country. 

Beyond the practicality, Mr. Presi
dent, is the basic underlying question 
of how ready we in Washington should 
be to dispatch inspectors from a Fed
eral agency throughout the country
side. Some of the States presently 
have inspection services, regulatory 
agencies dealing at the State level 
with the amusement park question. 

Mr. SIMON. Will the Senator yield? 
Mr. DANFORTH. I shall be happy 

to yield in just a minute. 
Some of the States already provide 

this service, but how ready should we 
in Washington be to make the judg
ment right here, on the floor of the 
Senate, contrary to the opinion of the 
Consumer Product Safety Commis
sion, that it should use some of its 
manpower and it should use some of 
its resources to provide this roving in
spection service? Where possible, Mr. 

President, where feasible, should not 
our basic predisposition in Congress be 
that regulation should be done at the 
local level and at the State level if it 
can be effectively done at that place? 

The point of the commission which 
would be set up for the 18-month 
period of time is not just a dead-letter 
something by yet another commission 
study. The point of having the com
mission is to determine, is this the 
place for the Federal Government to 
get into the act? Should we not wait 
for some expert advice before the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission or 
some other agency does this? In the 
meantime, the amendment that I have 
just sent to the desk would provide a 
role for the National Bureau of Stand
ards. 

Why the National Bureau of Stand
ards? Mr. President, the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission has no ex
pertise in the engineering problems 
dealing with amusement parks, zero. 
The Consumer Product Safety Com
mission has no personnel with the 
kind of expertise necessary to make 
the engineering analysis on what kinds 
of rides in amusement parks are dan
gerous and what are not. 

The problem with amusement parks, 
Mr. President, is unlikely to be fixed 
by having amateur inspectors, badges 
on their shirts, combing the country
side for who knows what? The prob
lem in the amusement parks is an en
gineering problem. It requires exper
tise to determine what the issue is and 
what the problem is. 

Mr. President, when the Hyatt Re
gency collapsed in Kansas City, MO, 
when the skywalks in the Hyatt Re
gency collapsed, it was not the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission 
that was asked to go in and make the 
study of the engineering cause of that 
collapse; it was the National Bureau of 
Standards. The National Bureau of 
Standards is the place with the exper
tise. Those are the people who should 
be called in. 

What we are saying is not only 
should the National Bureau of Stand
ards and not the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission be called in; we say 
they should be called in at least during 
this interim period of time before we 
hear from the Commission as to what 
course we should follow, that they 
should be called in at the invitation of 
State and local governments. We are 
saying that, unless proven to the con
trary, State and local governments are 
able to function in this area and that 
we in Washington should not be dis
patching inspectors throughout the 
countryside. 

How many of these fixed sites are 
there, I am not sure. Somebody on the 
floor probably has that number. But 
do we really want the resources of the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
to be used to send inspectors around to 
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look at the kinds of problems that 
probably cannot be detected by the 
naked eye? I doubt it. 

So, Mr. President, again, I compli
ment the Senator from Illinois for his 
initiative and his interest in this area. 
I do think that it deserves attention, 
but I do not think that we in Washing
ton should be so ready to take over 
something which may be best done by 
State and local governments. In the 
meantime, I think we should at least 
have a healthy presumption in favor 
of State and local governments doing 
the job maybe even better than the 
job which can be done from Washing
ton. 

Now I shall be happy either to yield 
the floor or yield for a question, 
whichever the Senator from Illinois 
would like. 

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I would 
like to speak in opposition to the 
amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Illinois. 

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I ask for 
the yeas and nays on the Danforth 
amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is 
there a sufficient second? There is a 
sufficient second. 

The yeas and nays were ordered. 
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, with all 

due respect to my colleague, with 
whom I agree on so many issues, this 
is not a good amendment. Half of the 
speech of my colleague from Missouri 
almost was in favor of my amendment, 
because he said we ought to let State 
and local governments have the juris
diction. And that is precisely what my 
amendment says. 

Wherever State and local govern
ments have jurisdiction, let them have 
it. But look at that map over there 
that Senator METZENBAUM is looking at 
right now. Those States in pink have 
no inspection whatsoever and parents 
sending their children to amusement 
rides in those States I believe think 
those rides are inspected. 

Now, the Senator from Missouri 
offers us a commission of five people 
but let me point out that two of those 
five people are already on record as 
opposed to any Federal inspection or 
any mandated inspection whatsoever. 
If one of the three remaining is op
posed to it, the public will get no pro
tection whatsoever. 

His amendment also says the Bureau 
of Standards should move in, and 
frankly I am not opposed to the 
Bureau of Standards doing it if we 
give them meaningful power. I tried to 
work out a compromise amendment 
with the Senator from Missouri, but 
we were unable to work out that 
amendment because I want whatever 
agency it is to have the authority to go 
in and inspect and protect the public. 
This amendment says they go in under 
two conditions: One, if there is an acci
dent we go in afterwards, not to pre-

vent an accident, and, No. 2, if State 
and local governments ask the Bureau 
to come. 

Well, that is, with all due respect, an 
awfully anemic enforcement power. 
Probably every industry in this Nation 
would love to have that kind of inspec
tion. 

The amendment of the Senator from 
Missouri requires no report when de
fects are found in machines. My bill 
says let us have reports so that if 
something goes wrong in Missouri, we 
are going to find out about it in Ohio 
and Illinois and Wisconsin and Ken
tucky and the other States represent
ed on this floor. Why not do this very, 
very simple thing that can provide 
protection to the public. 

The Senator from Missouri says that 
the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission presently has jurisdiction over 
mobile rides, but they are not doing 
anything about it; why add this other 
jurisdiction? 

There are two answers to that: First, 
mobile rides are generally inspected by 
State authorities, though even then, 
frankly, a lot of them are not safe. But 
the other part of this is that if people 
who operate rides know that they are 
going to be inspected, they are going 
to do a better job. 

Let us face it. Some of these amuse
ment parks are marginal operations fi
nancially, and so instead of doing what 
they should to give safety to the 
public, they cut comers and the public 
loses out. 

Mr. President, I have the greatest re
spect for the Senator from Missouri, 
but this is an amendment that guts 
the enforcement provisions. It sets up 
a commission, a commission that is 
almost predisposed, because of its com
position, to report back that the public 
does not need any more protection. 
We need another commission like we 
need a hole in the head. We know the 
facts right now. We ought to make the 
decision. My decision is on be~alf of 
the people of this Nation. 

I do not know of a single newspaper 
editorial anywhere that opposes my 
amendment. The consumer groups are 
united in support of it. 

Mr. President, if you take a poll in 
your district, I do not care where you 
live-Kentucky, Wisconsin, Missouri, 
Ohio, anyplace else-99.9 percent of 
the people will want some kind of min
imum. inspection, and that seems to 
me not to be too much to ask. And 
again, we are not asking for a lot of 
Federal authority. We are saying that 
if any State has inspection authority, 
we will stay out. But if States do not 
do anything, the public is entitled to 
some kind of protection. That is not 
asking too much. So I urge the def eat 
of the Danforth amendment and the 
adoption of the Simon amendment. 

Mr. METZENBAUM addressed the 
Chair. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Ohio. 

Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, 
there are two reasons that to me are 
preeminent as to why the Danforth 
amendment should not be adopted. 
The first one is that I do not think it 
is the way to solve the problem. If we 
are going to deal with the issue, we 
ought to deal with it directly. And 
second, Lord save me from another 
commission. I cannot think of any
thing we need less than a new commis
sion. Every time we have a problem we 
want to deal with, we appoint a com
mission to investigate it. I certainly be
lieve, as the Senator from Illinois, that 
this commission solution is no solu
tion; it ducks the issue. 

Mr. President, I am frank to say I 
am disappointed that my distin
guished colleague from Missouri is the 
author of the amendment, because by 
and large I see him on the side of 
moving toward effective Government, 
not excessive Government, not a waste 
of Government funds, and yet here he 
comes with a commission creation that 
will waste money, do nothing to pro
vide protection, and truly does not 
meet squarely the issue that concerns 
us. 

There are 200 million people who 
every year visit the more than 500 
amusement parks located throughout 
the country. I have to be frank and 
confess there is nothing more that I 
enjoy than going to an amusement 
park and riding the rides, as old as I 
am. And I like to have some feeling 
that when I am zipping around those 
comers up there on one of these loop
the-loops somebody is thinking about 
me. I do not want to think about the 
fact that there is a commission that is 
cogitating. I would much rather have 
the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission proceed to do that which they 
should, and if they are not doing that 
which they should at the present time 
under the law, that is not the reason 
to fail to give them additional author
ity. It is a reason that we ought to 
prod them and say we expect them to 
follow through with the law as it is 
written. 

Now, there is a lot of fun and excite
ment for children and parents alike 
who visit amusement parks. I am 
frank to say I wonder how many of 
those 200 million persons realize that 
some of the parks they are visiting are 
not properly checked with respect to 
the safety of those rides. 

I cannot understand why anybody 
would be opposed to the Simon 
amendment, of which as I understand 
I am already a cosponsor. I wonder 
how many who ride those rides realize 
that 4 years ago the amusement park 
industry won an exemption from the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
jurisdiction. Why? We spend more 
time providing exemptions from the 
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laws or repealing decent laws than 
seeing to it the people of this country 
obtain adequate protection. 

The argument at the time the ex
emption was provided was that the 
States, not the CPSC, should regulate 
fixed site amusement parks. Today, 
Mr. President, as the Senator from Il
linois has so ably pointed out, there 
are still 26 States where amusement 
parks are unregulated and uninspected 
by any public body. More than 50 per
cent. My State of Ohio has a ride in
spection law, and that is reassuring 
news for thousands of Ohioans and 
others who come across the country to 
visit Cedar Point Amusement Park in 
Sandusky, OH. But what if those same 
Ohioans travel to another State and 
they visit an amusement park in one 
of the 26 States without any such in
spection laws? They cannot be reason
ably assured that the rides in those 
parks are safe. 

Why the big deal about extending 
the CPSC jurisdiction in this area? 
What possible harm can be done by 
doing that? If the CPSC cannot do it 
and if they need a few more dollars in 
order to provide a few more inspectors, 
we can do that. The budget is out of 
balance $200 billion. We are not going 
to worry about a few dollars for a few 
more inspectors. If that be the case, 
maybe we should provide for the 
amusement park to pay, if that is the 
problem. But I am not advocating 
that, and I am not suggesting that in 
my advocating the adoption of the 
Simon amendment and the defeat of 
the Danforth amendment. 

Over the past decade, 33 senseless 
deaths have occurred by reason of 
unsafe rides at fixed-site amusement 
parks. Twelve of those deaths oc
curred in the last year alone. 

I believe that any person who has 
enjoyed the excitement of a roller 
coaster ride-and I include myself in 
that group-would be shocked to know 
that 10,687 injuries were reported at 
amusement parks last year-10,687 in
juries and 12 deaths in 1 year. 

Do we really want this tragic situa
tion to continue? We owe it to the 
children of this country to try to make 
the amusement park rides more safe, 
and we owe it to those adults who 
enjoy riding those park rides to see to 
it that they are more safe. 

Some in this body would have us 
delay this matter, would have us study 
this issue for another 18 months. My 
distinguished colleague from Missouri 
wants to establish a commission. Even 
if the Senate decides not to adopt the 
Simon amendment-which I hope will 
not be the case-please do not saddle 
us with another commission. We have 
had enough of those in this country 
already. 

I remember when I was many years 
younger and I was in the Ohio Legisla
ture and I spoke out against too many 
bureaucracies, too many bureaucrats. I 

think we have too many commissions 
in this country, and I do not believe 
we should try to solve our problems by 
appointing commissions to investigate. 

We know of the 12 deaths; we know 
of the 10,687 injuries. It is time for 
action. We can ill afford a delay of 18 
months. 

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield for a question? 

Mr. METZENBAUM. I yield. 
Mr. FORD. When the Senator says 

there were 10,687 injuries last year, 
how many of those injuries occurred 
in States which have inspection laws? 

Mr. METZENBAUM. I do not have 
the breakdown of that information, 
but I will be happy to supply it. 

Mr. FORD. I just thought that 
sometimes, even though we have laws, 
we still have accidents in States that 
have the inspection laws. The Senator 
is painting with a broad brush, and he 
indicates that it is in the "red" States. 
It could have been in the "green" 
States, too. 

Mr. METZENBAUM. I think the 
point of the Senator from Kentucky 
makes has validity. I am not prepared 
to say that all of them occurred in 
those States where no inspection 
exists. I think it is a fact that we do 
have accidents even where you have 
safety precautions. But I think we can 
also stipulate and agree that if you 
have inspections, if you do the investi
gations, if it is known that there are 
Federal Government people concerned 
about it-or State government people, 
as the case may be-there is a better 
chance that you are going to get an 
element of safety at the amusement 
park. 

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. METZENBAUM. I yield. 
Mr. SIMON. I thank the Senator for 

yielding. 
This is not a direct response to the 

Senator from Kentucky, because I do 
not think anyone has that breakdown, 
but what we do know is that since we 
have taken off the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission authorization for 
inspection, the number of injuries has 
doubled. One may say that that is 
sheer coincidence. I do not believe it. I 
think there is a relationship, and that 
is why I want to see these amusement 
park operators know that somebody is 
going to stop by and inspect. 

I thank the Senator for yielding. 
Mr. METZENBAUM. I thank the 

Senator from Illinois. 
If the CPSC cannot provide enough 

people to do the investigating, at least 
amusement park operators would un
derstand, with the Simon amendment 
adopted, that somebody was looking 
over their shoulder and that a Federal 
inspector might walk in. I think that 
would be helpful and a step in the 
right direction. But if the amusement 
park operators learn, as of this after
noon's deliberations, that the Senate 

concluded that all we were going to do 
was study the issue or have a commis
sion study the issue, I think it is a loud 
and clear message to them that they 
need not be concerned yet. 

I hope the Senate turns down the 
creation of a commission, and I say 
that even if the Senate subsequently 
decides to turn down the Simon 
amendment. I believe we should turn 
down the commission and adopt the 
Simon amendment. But, under any 
and all circumstances, I hope we will 
defeat the Danforth amendment. It 
would be a meaningless effort, and I 
do not think it would send the right 
message out to the amusement ride in
dustry. 

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, there is 
one thing that is in agreement among 
all the parties who have spoken this 
afternoon, and it is that safety for the 
children is vital. 

All of us who have spoken-the dis
tinguished Senator from Illinois, the 
distinguished Senator from Ohio, and 
myself-represent inspection States. 
So, really, we are not doing anything 
to our States so far as imposing the 
Federal law or regulations on our 
States is concerned. We are imposing 
it on others. So it is very easy to stand 
here and say we want other States to 
do as we do because we are excluded 
from the law. That is one thing that 
kind of grates. 

I tried very hard prior to this time to 
arrive at a compromise, and that was 
not accepted. 

If my information is right, we have 
had this in place for 12 years before 
1981; and effective from 1982 forward, 
it was taken out on stationary rides, 
not on mobile rides. That was sort of a 
compromise. The agreement I tried to 
put together was that immediately 
upon passage, and as soon as the Fed
eral Bureau of Standards made their 
regulations, people would be available 
on call by the municipalities or by the 
Sates to come in and inspect. That 
puts us in the position that if x State 
wanted their amusement rides inspect
ed, they had the right then to call on 
them. But for 12 years we have had 
the law, and nobody ever went any
where to inspect. If they have not had 
any inspections and all of a sudden the 
law goes off, I think it might be cir
cumstances that created the addition
al injuries. Then we would revisit this 
particular position from the engineer
ing standpoint. 

I think you have to look at any com
mission and you have to look at any 
program. It is only as good as its lead
ership. So a commission will respond, 
and respond appropriately and ade
quately and timely, if you have the 
right kind of leadership as it relates to 
the commission. If you just appoint a 
commission and let them go on their 
own, there is no telling what you will 
get. But I have a little more faith in 
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the distinguished Senator from Mis
souri than some others do. 

I think or I believe that he will push 
this Commission to get the right kind 
of answers, at least the information 
for us to make a better decision than 
we have tonight. We are making an 
emotional decison rather than a realis
tic decision. 

So we have an opportunity to put 
the effect the ability of the municipal
ities and States to call for this team to 
come in and inspect. But we turned 
that down. 

There is no money appropriated in 
here. The money is being cut back on 
the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission. They will have less money in 
the next budget than they had in the 
last one; yet we are putting more re
sponsibility on them and they are not 
going to accommodate us unless we 
put them in a position of having to do 
something. 

So, Mr. President, I find myself, as 
the ranking minority member on this 
subcommittee, trying to decide which 
one is right. I do not fault any Senator 
for trying to get an amendment on a 
bill but I wish to have an amendment 
on it that meant something, that we 
could accomplish, that we could make 
a step forward as it relates to safety. 

But in this instance, if we turn the 
Danforth amendment down and we 
turn the Simon amendment down, we 
have not done anything. If we accept 
it, we may have accomplished some
thing. 

But I want to take this posture, and 
I agree, generally, with the distin
guished Senator from Ohio-no more 
commissions. But I found even the 
programs on the national level that re
ceived the most national criticism in 
some places where they had good local 
leadership the program worked. If we 
have good leadership for this Commis
sion, it will work. 

I believe the distinguished Senator 
from Missouri will make it work. 

Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, 
will the Senator from Kentucky yield 
for a question? 

Mr. FORD. Always. I may not be 
able to answer it but I will always 
yield. 

Mr. METZENBAUM. The Senator 
from Illinois is obviously more famil
iar with this subject than I. The Sena
tor from Illinois in his remarks made 
the point that the commission is 
almost stacked going in against an ef
fective conclusion. Would the Senator 
from Kentucky and possibly the Sena
tor from Missouri consider changing 
some of the players which at least 
would be a step in the right direction? 
Both the Senator from Missouri and 
the Senator from Kentucky have bona 
fides. Their faith is good. Their inten
sions are good. 

The Senator from Illinois is a re
spected Member of this body and if he 
says that he thinks that it is a stacked 

Commission, then would the Senator 
from Missouri and the Senator from 
Kentucky not be receptive to changing 
some of the players which still would 
not make the amendment acceptable 
to the Senator from Illinois but if it is 
going to be accepted, then at least let 
us get a fair shake? 

Mr. FORD. Let me ask the Senator 
what he considers stacked? Wait just a 
minute now. Tell me what is stacked 
about this? 

Mr. METZENBAUM. I am going to 
do this if the Senator does not mind. 

Mr. FORD. Did the Senator from 
Ohio yield? 

Mr. METZENBAUM. I am going to 
yield to the Senator from Illinois to 
respond in my behalf on that question. 

Mr. SIMON. Let me tell the Senator 
about the stack if my colleague will 
listen 1 minute. 

Mr. FORD. Did the Senator yield 
the floor or for a question? 

Mr. SIMON. The Senator from Ohio 
yielded the floor to me. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Kentucky has the floor. 

Mr. FORD. The Senator from Ken
tucky has the floor. 

Mr. SIMON. I apologize. 
Mr. FORD. If he yielded the floor, 

then I ask for the floor, and it is mine. 
He did not yield for a question. 

Mr. METZENBAUM. I do not want 
to play any games with the Senator 
from Kentucky. 

Mr. FORD. I yield to the Senator 
from Ohio for a question. 

Mr. METZENBAUM. I will ask the 
question. Would the Senator from 
Kentucky permit the Senator from Il
linois to respond to his inquiry with 
reference to stacking of the Commis
sion without in any way losing his 
right to the floor? 

Mr. FORD. The Senator from Ken
tucky is perfectly willing to do that 
and I welcome the Senator from Illi
nois answering the question asked by 
the Senator from Kentucky of the 
Senator from Ohio who had no 
answer. 

Mr. METZENBAUM. I indicated 
originally that he is more knowledgea
ble than I, and I make no bones about 
it. 

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, let me say 
this: The Senator was accusing the 
Commission of being stacked and I 
merely asked him to explain his accu
sation as to the stacking of the Com
mission. He did not have an answer in 
his saying that the Commission was 
stacked. 

So I wish to yield to the Senator 
from Illinois to be sure that we under
stand what a stacked Commission is. 
And Mr. President, I yield-no, I am 
not going to yield the floor. 

Mr. SIMON. I thank the Senator 
from Kentucky. 

Let me point out there are different 
members of this Commission. One is 
the chairman of the Consumer Prod-

uct Safety Commission who has al
ready come out against any inspection. 
Then if you go to the next page, there 
is one from among professionals in the 
amusement ride industry. I say to my 
good friend from Kentucky, that 
means two of the five are already in 
opposition to any inspection. 

I say if you have two of the five al
ready in opposition, that comes pretty 
close to a stacked deck. 

And I apologize for trying to take 
the time before. I had forgotten that 
the Senator from Kentucky had the 
floor. 

Mr. FORD. That is perfectly all 
right. 

You have one from the consumer 
group. Did the Senator mention that? 

Mr. SIMON. We have one from the 
consumer group. 

Mr. FORD. And one from the 
States. 

Mr. SIMON. One from the States. 
Mr. FORD. All right. And one from 

the Bureau of Standards. 
Mr. SIMON. One from the Bureau 

of Standards. The administration al
ready announced its opposition to this. 

Mr. FORD. The Bureau of Stand
ards announced the opposition. 

Mr. SIMON. The administration has 
and I assume the Director of the 
Bureau of Standards is going to work 
for the administration. 

Mr. FORD. Well, if you are going to 
get someone who is knowledgeable 
that will put these into place, I think 
if you just blindly pick those people 
for positions without knowing their 
personal preference, you would say 
that the Commission is not stacked. If 
we are persuasive enough, and I am 
sure the Senator still testify before 
that Commission as to how you feel 
about it, what would be the Senator's 
proposal that we change the Commis
sion? 

Mr. SIMON. This is the proposal of 
the Senator from Ohio and it is not 
mine. Frankly, I think we know the 
facts now. I think we can make a deci
sion. I agree with the Senator from 
Kentucky that we certainly are not 
blindly picking a commission. We 
know exactly where they are going. 

Mr. FORD. The only thing that I 
wish to submit to the Senator is we 
had an opportunity to put the inspec
tion in place immediately upon the 
passage of this legislation, subject to 
the regulations developed by the 
Bureau of Standards. That should not 
take too long. 

The inspection teams would be on 
call and be forced to respond to 23 
States. They do not have to respond to 
27, is that right, or 23 that now have 
inspections and 27 do not have inspec
tions? 

Mr. SIMON. Twenty-six. 
Mr. FORD. Twenty-six. So they 

would immediately respond to 26 
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States and upon request of the munici
palities in those 26 States. 

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, will the 
Senator yield? 

Mr. FORD. I yield. 
Mr. SIMON. They will respond to 

those 26 States after an accident. 
Mr. FORD. No, no. That is not the 

way I understand it. They would re
spond for an inspection at any time 
the State or municipality requested it. 
That was what was in the compromise 
earlier. 

The post-report of accidents was also 
agreed to and that is exactly what is in 
the Senator's amendment. 

Mr. SIMON. If the Senator will yield 
again, on page 7 of this amendment, 
he will read section 6(a) on line 22: 
"The National Bureau of Standards of 
the Department of Commerce may in
vestigate any accident involving an 
amusement ride," and so forth. 

Mr. FORD. What I am saying is we 
had an opportunity prior to the intro
duction of this to work it out. Now the 
Senator has put us in the position of 
saying up-or-down, take it or leave it. 
What we are going to do is leave it and 
leave it up to the States to make a de
cision. 

My State has an inspection. The 
Senator's State has an inspection. We 
are going to impose it upon 26 other 
States. Basically, the States of Califor
nia, Texas, Florida, those along the 
coast where you have a lot of tourists, 
the overwhelming majority of vaca
tioners, those States have inspections 
and they would be excluded now. 

Basically, you would have the Mid
western States that would not have in
spections and we would be imposing 
that upon those. Am I correct in that? 

Mr. SIMON. If the Senator will 
yield, the Senator is partially correct. 

Mr. FORD. That is better than I 
have been lately, so I am glad to be 
partially correct. 

Mr. SIMON. If you take a look at 
the State of California, they are in 
blue, the State of Texas is in blue, the 
State of Florida is in blue. That means 
that there is some kind of a complex 
of inspections, partial inspections, and 
virtually none in one or two of the 
States. 

But let me, if I may, also respond to 
the Senator's suggestion as to why I 
rejected the compromise that was of
fered to me. I have been in this legisla
tive business a long time and I recog
nize you have to compromise and get 
ahead. But the compromise that was 
offered to me was a compromise that 
the National Bureau of Standards 
would not investigate unless called 
upon by a State or local jurisdiction. 
And that is what I rejected, because I 
want to have some Federal authority 
that, if there is not a State inspection 
law, somebody knows out there run
ning an amusement park that a Feder
al official can stop by and demand an 

inspection. I want to see some protec
tion for the public. 

Mr. FORD. Well, I am not going to 
argue the point. My dog is not in this 
fight. Kentucky is in green, so they 
have a pretty good inspection. My 
State is taken care of, my constituents 
are taken care of, and if your family 
comes to Kentucky our rides are in
spected. So I feel very comfortable 
about that. I worry about going to 
other States, but maybe they will go 
to States that are in green and not 
necessarily those in pink. 

Mr. SIMON. Will the Senator yield? 
Mr. FORD. I am going to yield the 

floor and I am going to ask for a vote 
if the Senator is through. I have no 
time. I yield the floor. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, it 
is my amendment. I would like to pro
ceed for about 2 minutes, then I really 
think we are ready to vote. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senator from Missouri is recognized. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, for 
the Senators who vote for the Simon
Metzenbaum amendment, the idea 
would be to immediately require the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
to dispatch inspectors throughout the 
country inspecting hundreds of amuse
ment parks. Those amusement parks 
are not small items. They are large 
amusement parks. They have many 
rides. 

The Consumer Product Safety Com
mission has no expertise and no per
sonnel to do this. It simply is not going 
to do the job. It is authorized now to 
inspect mobile amusement parks. I am 
told I misspoke slightly before. I said 
that it has never used that authority 
in recent years. It has, I am told, on 
rare occasions, but very rare occasions, 
for mobile parks. It is not going to do 
this. 

The Metzenbaum-Simon amendment 
is not going to promote safety. What 
we are proposing is to have the agency 
with the technical engineering exper
tise be on call to local governments to 
a law the local government is to at 
least have the say as to where they 
should be utilized, and for a period of 
18 months have a commission estab
lished to find out what if anything 
else we should be doing on the Federal 
level. That is the difference between 
the two amendments. I think we are 
ready to vote. 

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I will 
take 2 minutes, also. I simply want to 
mention a couple of things. Those 
States in green, we may be protected 
while we are in those States, but we go 
to other States, citizens of our State. 

Second, the State of Illinois, when I 
first introduced this, had no inspec
tion. I am pleased to say that they 
have now. 

Finally, I would simply add, the 
former Chairman of the Consumer 
Products Safety Commission appoint
ed by President Reagan, Nancy 

Steorts, has said this legislation is 
needed. We ought to heed her advice. 
We ought to protect the public. I hope 
we will vote "no" on the Danforth 
amendment. 

Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President, 
I rise to oppose the pending amend
ment. It would establish a study com
mission, instead of trying to deal eff ec
tively with a matter of public safety. 
The amendment would def eat the 
effort of my colleague from Illinois, 
which I support and I am pleased to 
cosponsor, to restore some Federal 
role in assuring the safety of amuse
ment parks. 

The State of New Jersey actively in
spects the amusement parks and rides 
in my State. Yet, last year, eight teen
agers lost their lives in a tragic fire at 
the Great Adventure theme park in 
the Jackson Township. In other 
States, there is no regulation. And the 
Nation reaps the grim harvest of the 
deregulation of amusement parks 
since 1981. Since deregulation, the 
number of accidents has doubled. 

For those States that have no regu
lation, the Simon amendment would 
authorize the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission to inspect rides. If 
a State like New Jersey maintains a 
system for inspection, that system 
would not be preempted. 

Yet, if there is a serious or fatal acci
dent, the CPSC will have the author
ity to send investigating engineers in, 
to study the accident, to find the 
cause, and to provide those findings to 
the industry. If, for example, a par
ticular ride proves defective in one 
State, it may well prove defective some 
place else. 

But, more important, when citizens 
of my State and others travel to other 
parts of the country, on vacations, and 
go to an amusement park, their safety 
should be assured. If a State abdicates 
that role, the Federal Government 
should have the power to step in. 

Mr. President, I urge my colleagues 
to oppose the pending amendment and 
to support the Simon amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is 
there further debate on the amend
ment? If not, the question is on agree
ing to the amendment of the Senator 
from Missouri [Mr. DANFORTH]. The 
yeas and nays have been ordered and 
the clerk will call the roll. 

The assistant legislative clerk pro
ceeded to call the roll. 

Mr. SIMPSON. I announce that the 
Senator from Pennsylvania CMr. 
HEINZ] is necessarily absent. 

Mr. CRANSTON. I announce that 
the Senator from Montana CMr. 
BAucus], the Senator from New Jersey 
CMr. BRADLEY], the Senator from Ar
kansas CMr. BUMPERS], the Senator 
from Louisiana CMr. LoNG], the Sena
tor from Arkansas CMr. PRYOR], and 
the Senator from Mississippi CMr. 
STENNIS] are necessarily absent. 
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The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. 

EVANS). Are there any other Senators 
in the Chamber who wish to vote? 

The result was announced-yeas 52, 
nays 41, as follows: 

[Rollcall Vote No. 160 Leg.] 
YEAS-52 

Abdnor Goldwater Nickles 
Andrews Gore Packwood 
Armstrong Gorton Pressler 
Boschwitz Gramm Quayle 
Chafee Grassley Sasser 
Cochran Hatch Simpson 
D 'Amato Hawkins Specter 
Danforth Hecht Stafford 
Denton Helms Stevens 
Dodd Humphrey Symms 
Dole Kassebaum Thurmond 
Domenici Kasten Trible 
Duren berger Lax alt Wallop 
East Lugar Warner 
Evans Mattingly Wilson 
Exon McClure Zorinsky 
Ford McConnell 
Garn Murkowski 

NAYS-41 
Bentsen Hart Metzenbaum 
Biden Hatfield Mitchell 
Bingaman Heflin Moynihan 
Boren Hollings Nunn 
Burdick Inouye Pell 
Byrd Johnston Proxmire 
Chiles Kennedy Riegle 
Cohen Kerry Rockefeller 
Cranston Lautenberg Roth 
DeConcini Leahy Rudman 
Dixon Levin Sar banes 
Eagleton Mathias Simon 
Glenn Matsunaga Weicker 
Harkin Melcher 

NOT VOTING-7 
Baucus Heinz Stennis 
Bradley Long 
Bumpers Pryor 

So the amendment <No. 540) was 
agreed to. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I 
move to reconsider the vote by which 
the amendment was agreed to. 

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I move to 
lay that motion on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, it is 
my understanding that the pending 
business is the Simon amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senate will be in order. 

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, it is 
my understanding that the pending 
business is the Simon amendment, as 
amended by the Danforth amend
ment. I know of no reason for the yeas 
and nays on our side. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment. 

The amendment <No. 539), as 
amended, was agreed to. 

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I move 
to reconsider the vote by which the 
amendment, as amended, was agreed 
to. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I 
move to lay that motion on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

Mr. KASTEN. Mr. President, I know 
of no reason for the yeas and nays on 
final passage. I believe we can proceed 
to a voice vote. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
bill is open to further amendment. If 
there be no further amendment to be 
proposed, the question is on the en
grossment and third reading of the 
bill. 

The bill was ordered to be engrossed 
for a third reading and was read the 
third time. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
bill having been read the third time 
the question before the Senate is, 
Shall the bill pass? 

The bill <S. 1077), as amended, was 
passed, as follows: 

s. 1077 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, 
TITLE I-CONSUMER PRODUCT 

SAFETY COMMISSION AUTHORIZA
TION 
SEC. 101. This Act may be cited as the 

"Consumer Product Safety Commission Au
thorization Act of 1985". 

DISCLOSURE TO CONTRACTORS 

SEc. 102. Section 6(a)(8)) of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act (15 U.S.C. 2055(a)(8)) is 
amended by striking "or employees" and in
serting in lieu thereof ", employees or repre
sentatives of the Commission <including 
contractors)". 

CHRONIC HAZARD ADVISORY PANEL 

SEC. 103. Section 28(b)(l) of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act <15 U.S.C. 2077(b)(l)) is 
amended by inserting "that may be the sub
ject of the Panel's investigation" immediate
ly after "product". 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

SEc. 104. Section 32<a) of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act <15 U.S.C. 2081<a» is 
amended-

(!) by striking "and" at the end of para
graph (8); 

(2) by striking the period at the end of 
paragraph (9) and inserting in lieu thereof a 
semicolon; and 

(3) by inserting immediately after para
graph (9) the following: 

"(10) $35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending 
September 30, 1986; and 

"(11) $35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending 
September 30, 1987.". 
TITLE II-AMUSEMENT RIDE SAFETY 
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON AMUSEMENT RIDE 

SAFETY 

SEc. 201. (a) The Congress finds that-
< 1) the occurrence of amusement ride acci

dents in recent years has prompted inquiry 
into the necessity and desirability of Feder
al legislation to regulate the amusement 
ride industry; 

(2) the regulation of such rides has tradi
tionally been the responsibility of State and 
local governments and of the amusement 
ride industry; 

<3) it is uncertain whether any Federal 
agency has sufficient resources or expertise 
to regulate the amusement ride industry; 

< 4) Federal involvement in the inspection 
and regulation of amusement rides could be 
costly and inefficient; 

(5) voluntary comprehensive ride safety 
standards have been promulgated by the 
American Society of Testing and Materials 
and such standards should be evaluated by 
the Federal Government; and 

(6) a temporary Commission to review the 
scope and adequacy of safety regulations 

and standards in the amusement ride indus
try could clarify the need, or lack of need, 
for Federal legislation regarding amusement 
ride safety. 

(b)(l) There is established a National 
Commission on Amusement Ride Safety 
<hereinafter referred to as the "Commis
sion"). 

(2) The Commission shall be composed of 
five members as follows: 

<A) the Director of the National Bureau of 
Standards, who shall be chairman of the 
Commission; 

<B) the Chairman of the Consumer Prod
uct Safety Commission <or the Chairman's 
designee), who shall be vice chairman of the 
Commission; and 

(C) three members to be appointed by the 
President as follows: 

<D one from among State officials who ad
minister State amusement ride safety in
spection programs; 

(ii) one from among professionals in the 
amusement ride industry who have educa
tion, training, or experience in amusement 
ride safety matters; and 

(iii) one from among persons who repre
sent consumers. 

(3) Any vacancy in the Commission shall 
not affect its powers. 

(4) Three members of the Commission 
shall constitute a quorum. 

(c)(l) The Commission shall conduct a 
comprehensive investigation of the scope 
and adequacy of safety measures employed 
to protect the public from unreasonable 
risks of injury from amusement rides. Such 
investigation shall include a review of-

(A) Federal, State, and local laws regulat
ing the amusement ride industry; 

(B) existing voluntary comprehensive 
amusement ride safety standards; and 

<C) self-regulation mechanisms within 
such industry. 

(2) Such investigation shall determine for 
each law, standard, and self-regulation 
mechanism reviewed under paragraph < 1) 
<A) through (C) of this subsection-

<A) the scope of its coverage; 
<B) the effectiveness of any available sanc

tions or enforcement mechanisms; and 
<C) the adequacy of powers to investigate 

violations. 
In addition, the investigation shall deter
mine the uniformity of application and 
quality of enforcement of the reviewed laws, 
standards, and self-enforcement mecha
nisms. 

(3) As soon as practicable after the date of 
enactment of this title, the Commission 
shall publish in the Federal Register an an
nouncement of the investigation described 
in paragraph < 1) of this subsection, and 
shall afford an opportunity for any interest
ed persons to submit views on the subject of 
the investigation. 

(4) The Commission may transmit to the 
President and to the Congress such interim 
reports as it considers advisable, and shall 
transmit its final report to the President 
and to the Congress not later than eighteen 
months after the date of enactment of this 
title. The final report shall contain a de
tailed statement of the findings and conclu
sions of the Commission with respect to the 
adequacy of existing amusement ride safety 
standards and regulations, together with 
such recommendations for legislative, ad
ministrative, or other action as it considers 
appropriate. 

(d)(l) The Commission may, for the pur
pose of carrying out this section, hold such 
hearings, sit and act at such times and 
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SCHEDULE places, take such testimony, and receive 

such evidence as the Commission considers 
appropriate. The Commission may adminis
ter oaths or affirmations to witnesses ap
pearing before it. In holding such hearings, 
the Commission, upon a vote of a quorum of 
its members, may-

<A> order any corporation, business, or in
dividual to submit, within a reasonable 
period, such reports or answers to questions 
as the Commission may request, in such 
form and such manner as the Commission 
may prescribe; 

<B> require by subpoena the attendance 
and testimony of witneses and the produc
tion of any evidence relevant to the execu
tion of its duties; and 

<C> order any person to give testimony by 
deposition to any person designated by the 
Commission to administer oaths and to take 
such deposition. 

(2) The Commission shall publish notice 
of any proposed hearing in the Federal Reg
ister and shall afford a reasonable opportu
nity for interested persons to present rele
vant testimony and data. 

(3){A) If a person issued a subpoena under 
paragraph <l><B> of this subsection refuses 
to obey such subpoena or is guilty of contu
macy, any court of the United States within 
the judicial district within which the hear
ing is conducted or within the judicial dis
trict within which such person is found or 
resides or transacts business may <upon ap
plication of the Commission> order such 
person to appear before the Commission to 
produce evidence or to give testimony relat
ing to the matter under investigation. Any 
failure to obey such order of the court may 
be punished by such court as a contempt 
thereof. 

<B> Subpoenas of the Commission shall be 
served in the manner provided for subpoe
nas of a district court under the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure for the district 
courts of the United States. 

<4> The Commission may pay witnesses 
the same fees and travel expenses as are 
paid in like circumstances in the courts of 
the United States. 

(5) The Commission may request from 
any department, agency, or independent in
strumentality of the Federal Government 
any information it considers necessary to 
carry out its functions under this section. 
Each such department, agency, or independ
ent instrumentality shall cooperate with the 
Commission and, to the extent permitted by 
law, shall furnish such information to the 
Commission. 

< 6) The Commission may delegate any of 
its functions to individual members of the 
Commission. 

<e ><l> Members of the Commission shall 
serve without compensation. 

<2> While away from their homes or regu
lar places of business in the performance of 
services for the Commission, members of 
the Commission shall be reimbursed for 
travel expenses, including per diem in lieu 
of subsistence, as authorized by section 5703 
of title 5, United States Code, for persons 
employed intermittently in the Government 
service. 

(f){l) The Commission may appoint and 
fix the compensation of a staff director who 
shall be paid an amount not to exceed the 
minimum rate of basic pay payable for level 
GS-15 of the General Schedule pursuant to 
section 5332 of title 5, United States Code. 

<2> The head of any Federal agency may 
detail, on a reimbursable basis, any of its 
personnel to assist the Commission in carry
ing out its duties under this section. 

(3) The Commission shall cease to exist 
upon submitting its final report required 
under subsection <c><4> of this section. 

INVESTIGATION OF CERTAIN ACCIDENTS 

SEC. 202. <a> The National Bureau of 
Standards of the Department of Commerce 
may investigate any accident involving an 
amusement ride at a fixed site amusement 
park if-

(1) such accident caused death or serious 
personal injury, or could have caused death 
or serious personal injury; 

<2> an appropriate authority of State or 
local government requests, in writing, that 
the Secretary of Commerce conduct such an 
investigation; and 

(3) the Secretary of Commerce makes a 
determination to conduct such an investiga
tion. 

(b) Upon conclusion of such an investiga
tion, the National Bureau of Standards 
shall issue a final accident report containing 
its findings, conclusions, and recommenda
tions. Such report shall include-

< 1 > findings of the causes of the accident, 
including a scientific and technological ex
amination of the material, physical, and 
chemical conditions that contributed to the 
accident; 

<2> recommendations for actions or proce
dures which could have prevented the acci
dent; and 

<3> recommendations for actions or proce
dures to prevent similar accidents. 

<c> The National Bureau of Standards 
shall transmit a copy of any such report 
to-

(1) the authority of State or local govern
ment which requested such investigation; 
and 

<2> any other appropriate person or orga
nization, as determined by the Secretary of 
Commerce. 

Cd) Nothing in this section shall be con
strued to limit or affect any existing author
ity of the Secretary of Commerce. 

<e> The provisions of section 8 of the Na
tional Bureau of Standards Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1983 <15 U.S.C. 275b) 
shall not apply to any service performed 
pursuant to this section. 

Cf) The provisions of this section shall be 
effective until Congress enacts legislation 
regarding amusement ride safety in re
sponse to the report submitted by the Com
mission under section 201 of this title. 

Mr. FORD. I move to reconsider the 
vote by which the bill passed, Mr. 
President. 

Mr. DOLE. I move to lay that 
motion on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I thank 
the distinguished managers of the bill 
[Mr. FORD and Mr. KASTEN] for their 
expeditious handling of that legisla
tion. I also thank the distinguished 
Senator from Iowa [Mr. GRASSLEY] 
and the distinguished Senator from 
Michigan CMr. LEVIN] for helping us 
work out this particular piece of legis
lation. They did give up a right they 
had to amend this bill. We will bring 
up the FTC authorization bill tomor
row and hope they will have an oppor
tunity to present or offer their amend
ment on legislative veto. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, if I could 
ask the majority leader at this point, I 
would like to ask what the schedule 
will be for tomorrow, Friday, and as 
far ahead as he can tell. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will 
the Senate please be in order? 

The majority leader. 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, in re

sponse to the distinguished minority 
leader, we will come in at 10 o'clock to
morrow morning because there are 
eight special orders on this side. 

Following the special orders and al
lowing some period of time for routine 
morning business, we hope to get con
sent to take up the FTC authorization 
bill. If not, we will move, if possible, to 
take it up and, if there is real objec
tion, we will have to do something 
else. 

Following that, it is our intention to 
take up the compact of free associa
tion bill, which a number of Members 
have indicated should be passed before 
the August recess. The distinguished 
chairman of the Energy Committee 
has been working on that measure 
with members on each side who had 
some problems. But I would hope we 
could take that bill up tomorrow. 

If we complete action on those two 
bills, we also have a couple of veterans 
bills that I understand we may be able 
to dispose of on tomorrow. 

We also have the Conservation Serv
ice Reform Act-we believe we can 
take care of that in wrapup if we can 
work out one additional problem-and 
the airport security legislation if the 3-
day rule can be waived. 

This may seem like a rather long 
list, but I think maybe three of those 
we can do in wrapup. If we can dispose 
of all these tomorrow, then we would 
not be in on Friday. I could probably 
give the distinguished Democratic 
leader a better idea about noon tomor
row. 

Next week, it is my hope-I am not 
certain it is shared by many-that we 
will have the efforts of the distin
guished chairman of the Senate Com
mittee on Agriculture and others on 
the floor; it is called the farm bill. It is 
really about 15 different bills, all 
major bills, wrapped up into one. We 
have had some difficulty getting it all 
together. But I hope we will be in a 
position to take that up, plus two ap
propriations bills. 

I have been asked about genocide. I 
have been asked about a lot of things. 
But this is one of the specific things I 
have been asked about. 

The President said he would like to 
get the farm bill passed, the supple
mental appropriations bill, and the de
fense authorization conference report. 

Mr. GOLDWATER. Maybe tomor
row, Mr. President-maybe. 

Mr. DOLE. That is about all we will 
have next week. 
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Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. I thank 

the distinguished majority leader. 
Mr. DOLE. We would like to get an 

agreement on the Japanese trade bill. 
I understand there are a number of 
Members who would like to off er non
germane amendments. I hope we can 
take that bill up. 

There will be no more votes tonight. 
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, could 

the Senator give me an idea of about 
how long we will be able to work on 
the farm bill tomorrow? 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, the 
Senate is not in order. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senate will be in order. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the ques
tion of the distinguished chairman of 
the Agriculture Committee--

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. there is 
more noise now than there was when I 
first asked for order. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
Senate will be in order. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the ques
tion from the distinguished chairman 
of the Agriculture Committee is very 
relevant. It is a question of how long 
we will be able to meet tomorrow to, 
hopefully, wrap up the agriculture bill 
from the Senate Agriculture Commit
tee. I indicate that we would like to be 
able to meet tomorrow afternoon, say, 
from 2:30 until 5 o'clock or longer. 

Mr. HELMS. We would like to meet, 
frankly, Mr. Leader. while the Senate 
is in session. I think we could wrap up 
this bill in a reasonable length of time. 

Let me point out that there are over 
2,500 provisions in this bill, all of 
which are debatable and have been de
bated in the committee over and over 
again. We have made remarkable 
progress. We have precisely three 
titles now out of about 22, as I recall, 
yet to go. Obviously, one of them is 
the commodities title. 

The distinguished Senator from 
Kansas and the distinguished Senator 
from Nebraska CMr. ZoRINSKY] have a 
proposal which the committee has 
considered and that is subject to 
amendment. If we could have time to 
hear these amendments and vote on 
them tomorrow, I believe we could 
complete that; then we will have the 
food stamp title, and so forth. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, let me in
dicate to the distinguished chairman 
of the committee that I shall work 
with the distinguished minority leader 
tomorrow to see if we can have con
sent throughout the day. Otherwise, it 
will terminate at-what, noon? 

Mr. HELMS. About noon. If the ma
jority leader will yield to me, would he 
be willing to propound a unanimous
consent request now for the meeting 
of the Agriculture Committee? 

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT REQUEST 
FOR COMMITTEE ON AGRICUL
TURE TO MEET TOMORROW 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, if the dis-

tinguished minority leader would en
tertain or could advise me, I would like 
to ask unanimous consent at this time 
that the Senate Committee on Agri
culture be permitted to meet tomor
row afternoon from 2 o'clock until an 
undesignated time while the Senate is 
in session. 

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I shall, of 
course, have to run the phone on that. 
If the distinguished chairman of the 
committee could indicate a precise 
time period. I might stand a better 
chance. 

Mr. DOLE. Two to six would prob
ably see us through. 

Mr. HELMS. Two to six would be 
very helpful. 

Mr. BYRD. I shall be glad to run 
that out and advise the majority 
leader in the morning, if I may. 

Mr. DOLE. Fine. If we could find out 
early in the morning, Mr. President, 
say after we come in at 10 o'clock. 

Mr. BYRD. I thank the majority 
leader. 

Mr. HELMS. I thank both leaders. 
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, if the ma

jority leader will yield for a quick 
question, if we come in tomorrow and 
get through the orders and he has no 
problem and he moves to bring up the 
Federal Trade Commission legislation, 
approximately at what time does he 
expect that to occur? 

Mr. DOLE. It will probably be about 
12:30. 

Mr. FORD. That is fine. I thank the 
distinguished majority leader. 

Mr. DOLE. It will be after the period 
of routine morning business. 

EXTENSION OF JOINT 
REFERRAL OF S. 1271 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the joint re
ferral request of June 11, 1985, with 
respect to S. 1271, the intelligence au
thorization bill, be extended under the 
same terms and conditions, until Sep
tember 11, 1985. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AND 
DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION 
ACT 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask the 

Chair to lay before the Senate a mes
sage from the House of Representa
tives on S. 960. 

The legislative clerk laid before the 
Senate the amendment of the House 
of Representatives to the bill CS. 960) 
to amend the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961, the Arms Export Control Act, 
and other acts to authorize appropria
tions for the fiscal year 1986 for inter
national security and development as-

sistance, the Peace Corps, the Inter
American Foundation, and the African 
Development Foundation, and for 
other purposes. 

<The amendment of the House is 
printed in part II of the RECORD of 
July 11, 1985 beginning at page 
18642.) 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I move 
the Senate disagree to the House 
amendments and agree to the confer
ence requested by the House and that 
the Chair be authorized to appoint 
conferees on the part of the Senate. 

The motion was agreed to, and the 
Presiding Officer [Mr. EVANS] appoint
ed Mr. LUGAR, Mr. HELMS, Mr. MA
THIAS, Mrs. KASSEBAUM, Mr. BoscH
WITZ, Mr. PELL, Mr. BIDEN, Mr. SAR
BANES, and Mr. CRANSTON; 

As additional conferees. solely for 
subtitle II of title IV of the House bill, 
dealing with airport security: Mr. DAN
FORTH, Mrs. KASSEBAUM, Mr. GOLD
WATER, Mr. HOLLINGS, and Mr. EXON; 

For title IX of the House bill, deal
ing with food and agriculture issues: 
Mr. HELMS, Mr. LUGAR. and Mr. ZORIN
SKY conferees on the part of the 
Senate. 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS SERVICE AU
THORIZATION ACT, FISCAL 
YEAR 1986 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I ask 

unanimous consent that the Senate 
now turn to Calendar No. 149, S. 1030. 
Public Buildings Authorization Act of 
1986. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection. it is so ordered. The bill 
will be stated by title. 

The legislative clerk read as follows: 
A bill CS. 1030) to authorize appropria

tions for the Public Buildings Service of the 
General Services Administration for fiscal 
year 1986. 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the bill to au
thorize appropriations for the Public 
Buildings Service of the General Serv
ices Administration for fiscal year 
1986, which had been reported from 
the Committee on Environment and 
Public Works, with amendments, as 
follows: 

<The parts of the bill intended to be 
stricken are shown in boldface brack
ets, and the parts of the bill intended 
to be inserted are shown in italics.) 

s. 1030 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That this 
Act may be cited as the "Public Buildings 
Authorization Act of 1985". 

SEc. 2. No appropriation, including any ap
propriation from the fund established pur
suant to section 210<0 of the Federal Prop
erty and Administrative Services Act of 
1949, shall be made by Congress or obligated 
by the Administrator unless it has been au
thorized by Congress in accordance with 
this Act. 
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SEc. 3. <a> No public building construction, 

renovation, repair, or alteration shall be 
[commended] commenced unless an appro
priation has first been made in the same 
fiscal year for which such appropriation is 
authorized and for the estimated cost of 
completion of such construction, renova
tion, repair, or alteration. 

<b> Beginning in fiscal year 1987, no lease 
shall be entered into unless the authority to 
enter into contracts has first been made for 
the maximum cost of such lease over the 
entire term in such amounts as are specified 
in annual appropriations Acts and in the 
fiscal year for which such lease is author
ized. 

SEc. 4. There is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated for fiscal year 1986 not to 
exceed in the aggregate the amount of 
[$2,351,313,000] $2,397,924,000 from reve
nues and collections deposited into the fund 
pursuant to section 210<0 of the Federal 
Property and Administrative Services Act of 
1949, as amended <40 U.S.C. 490(f)), for the 
real property management and related ac
tivities of the Public Buildings Service of 
which: 

CONSTRUCTION 

<a> Not to exceed [$198,444,000] 
$243,419,000 shall be available for fiscal 
year 1986 as follows: 

< 1) For construction of public buildings 
<including funds for sites) at the following 
locations and maximum construction costs: 
California, Los Angeles, 

Federal Building, Court
house and Parking Facil-
ity........................................ $137 ,198,000 

Idaho, Eastport, Border 
Station............................... 2,147,000 

Missouri, Overland, Na-
tional Personnel Records 
Center Extension ............. 48,932,000 

New Jersey, Newark, Fed-
eral Building..................... 44,975,000 

Washington, Seattle, Lab
oratory............................... 9,767,000 
<2> $400,000 for construction of public 

buildings of less than ten thousand gross 
square feet of space. 

RENOVATIONS, ALTERATIONS, AND REPAIRS 

<b> Not to exceed $264,096,000 shall be 
available for fiscal year 1986 as follows: 

< 1 > For renovations, alterations, and re
pairs of public buildings at the following lo
cations and at the following maximum 
project costs of $1,000,000 or more: 
California, Hawthorne, 

Federal Building .............. . 
California, Los Angeles, 

Courthouse ....................... . 
Colorado, Denver, Federal 

Building and Customs-
house ................................. . 

District of Columbia, Gen
eral Accounting Office .... 

District of Columbia, ICC 
Customs ............................ . 

District of Columbia, 
Steam Distribution 
System ............................... . 

District of Columbia, Pen-
sion Building .................... . 

Illinois, Chicago, Kluc
zynski Federal Building .. 

Illinois, Peoria, Federal 
Building ............................ . 

Indiana, Ft. Wayne, Post 
Office, Courthouse ......... . 

Kentucky, Louisville, Post 
Office, Courthouse ......... . 

Kansas, Wichita, Court-
house ................................. . 

$2,383,000 

2,570,000 

8,540,000 

16,200,000 

2,262,000 

13,796,000 

16,700,000 

4,152,000 

1,041,000 

5,275,000 

5,518,000 

4,840,000 

Louisiana, Lafayette, Fed
eral Building, Court-
house.................................. 2,083,000 

Michigan, Detroit, McNa-
mara Federal Building.... 7,600,000 

Missouri, Kansas City, 
Federal Building............... 6,569,000 

New Hampshire, Manches-
ter, Post Office, Court-
house ............................. ..... 1,988,000 

New York, Utica, Federal 
Building, Courthouse...... 1,764,000 

Ohio, Cleveland, Cele-
brezze Federal Building.. 6,507,000 

Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
City, Federal Building, 
Courthouse........................ 2,416,000 

Pennsylvania, Scranton, 
Post Office, Courthouse . 3,863,000 

Puerto Rico, Hato Rey, 
Federal Building, Court-
house.................................. 1,683,000 

Texas, Dallas, Cabell Fed
eral Building, Court-
house.................................. 3,943,000 

Texas, Dallas, Terminal 
Annex................................. 4,600,000 

Texas, Forth Worth, 
Warehouse Number 1...... 1,986,000 

Texas, San Antonio, Post 
Office, Courthouse .......... 6,078,000 

Virginia, Richmond, Fed-
eral Building..................... 1,125,000 
(2) $119,114,000 for renovations and re

pairs of public buildings at project costs of 
less than $1,000,000; 

<3> $9,500,000 for alterations of leased 
buildings, the maximum cost for a single 
building being less than $250,000 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 

<c> Notwithstanding the provisions of sec
tion 3(a) of this Act, not to exceed 
[$122,514,000] $124,150,000 shall be available 
for design and construction services as fol
lows: 

<1> $11,984,000 for prior years project to 
construct public buildings; 

(2) $5,915,000 for prior years repair and al
teration projects; 

<3> $28,737,000 for repair and alteration 
projects whose maximum costs of construc
tion do not exceed $1,000,000; 

(4) $9,300,000 for technical services; 
(5) $3,188,000 for transfer of personnel 

costs from Program Direction; 
<6> For design of public buildings to be 

constructed at the following locations and 
maximum design costs: 
California, Los Angeles, 

Federal Building, Park-
ing Facility ....................... . 

California, San Francisco 
Bay Area Federal Build-
ing ...................................... . 

Idaho, Eastport, Border 
Station .............................. . 

Missoµri, Overland, Na
tional Personnel Records 
Center Extension ............ . 

New Jersey, Newark, Fed-
eral Building .................... . 

Washington, Seattle, Lab-
oratory .............................. . 

Small Projects ..................... . 

$12,848,000 

5,000,000 

326,000 

5,365,000 

1,636,000 

1,278,000 
96,000 

<7> For design of repair and alteration 
projects whose construction phase is au
thorized to commence in fiscal year 1986 at 
the following locations and maximum 
design costs: 
California, Hawthorne, 

Federal Building............... $245,000 
California, Los Angeles, 

Courthouse........................ 180,000 

Colorado, Denver, Federal 
Building, Customshouse . 

District of Columbia, Gen
eral Accounting Office 
Building ................... ......... . 

District of Columbia, ICC 
Customs ............................ . 

District of Columbia, Pen-
sion Building .................... . 

District of Columbia, 
Steam Distribution 
Plant .................................. . 

Illinois, Chicago, Kluc
zynski Federal Building .. 

Illinois, Peoria, Federal 
Building, Courthouse ..... . 

Indiana, Fort Wayne, Post 
Office, Courthouse ..... .... . 

Kentucky, Louisville, Post 
Office, Courthouse ......... . 

Kansas, Wichita, Court-
house ................................. . 

Louisiana, Lafayette, Fed
eral Building, Court-
house ................................. . 

Michigan, Detroit, McNa
mara Federal Building .... 

Missouri, Kansas City, 
Federal Building .............. . 

New Hampshire, Manches
ter, Post Office, Court-
house ................................. . 

New York, Utica, Federal 
Building, Courthouse ..... . 

Ohio, Cleveland, Cele
brezze Federal Building .. 

Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
City, Post Office, Court-
house ................................. . 

Pennsylvania, Scranton, 
Post Office, Courthouse . 

Puerto Rico, Hato Rey, 
Federal Building, Court-
house ................................. . 

Texas, Dallas, Cabell Fed
eral Building, Court-
house ................................. . 

Texas, Dallas, Terminal 
Annex ................................ . 

Texas, Fort Worth, Ware-
house Number 1 .............. . 

Texas, San Antonio, Post 
Office, Courthouse ......... . 

Virginia, Richmond, Fed-
eral Building .................... . 

470,000 

891,000 

158,000 

918,000 

759,000 

291,000 

73,000 

290,000 

420,000 

339,000 

175,000 

418,000 

361,000 

139,000 

166,000 

358,000 

169,000 

270,000 

118,000 

277,000 

828,000 

139,000 

334,000 

194,000 
(8) For design of additional repair and al

teration projects at the following locations 
and maximum projects costs: 
Arkansas, Juneau, Post 

Office, Courthouse .......... $371,000 
Alabama, Birmingham, 

Federal Building, Court-
house.................................. 429,000 

Arizona, Phoenix, Federal 
Building, Courthouse ...... 88,000 

California, Los Angeles, 
Federal Building............... 1,064,000 

California, Pasadena, Fed-
eral Building, Court-
house.................................. 433,000 

California, San Diego, 
Federal Building, Court-
house .................................. 88,000 

California, San Francisco, 
Federal Building, Court-
house.................................. 3,652,000 

Colorado, Denver, Denver 
Federal Building, Court-
house.................................. 1,318,000 

Colorado, Denver, Denver 
Federal Center ................. . 352,000 
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Connecticut, Bridgeport, 

Federal Office Building, 
Courthouse ....................... . 

District of Columbia, Fed
eral Office Building, 
New Post Office ............... . 

District of Columbia, State 
Department ...................... . 

Florida, Jacksonville, Fed-
eral Building .................... . 

Florida, Miami, Federal 
Building ............................ . 

Illinois, Chicago, Custom-
house ................................. . 

Illinois, Chicago, Railroad 
Retirement Building ....... . 

Illinois, East St. Louis, 
Post Office, Courthouse . 

Massachusetts, Boston, 
JFK Federal Building ..... 

North Carolina, Raleigh, 
Federal Building, Court-
house ................................. . 

New Jersey, Newark, 
Rodino Federal Build-
ing ...................................... . 

New Jersey, Trenton, Post 
Office, Courthouse ......... . 

New York, Brooklyn, 
Cellar Federal Building ... 

New York, Brooklyn, Fed
eral Building Number 2 ... 

New York, Buffalo, Feder-
al Building ........................ . 

New York, New York, 201 
Varick Street, Federal 
Building ............................ . 

New York, New York, 26 
Federal Plaza ................... . 

New York, New York, 
Foley Square Court-
house ................................. . 

Pennsylvania, Philadel-
phia, Federal Building, 
Post Office ........................ . 

South Carolina, Charles
ton, Rivers Federal 
Building ............................ . 

Texas, Dallas, Federal 
Building ............................ . 

Virginia, Arlington, Feder-
al Building Number 2 ..... . 

Virginia, Arlington, Penta-
gon ..................................... . 

Washington, Spokane, 
Federal Building, Post 
Office ................................. . 

Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 
Federal Building, Court-
house ................................. . 

LEASING 

208,000 

187,000 

754,000 

549,000 

676,000 

99,000 

442,000 

359,000 

2,154,000 

434,000 

1,371,000 

357,000 

1,054,000 

766,000 

1,149,000 

1,161,000 

4,719,000 

797,000 

893,000 

215,000 

176,000 

635,000 

1,743,000 

496,000 

308,000 

(d) Not to exceed $866,000,000 shall be 
available for fiscal year 1986 as follows: 

( 1) $18,998,000 for rental increases due to 
lease expirations, and 

(2) $847,002,000 for payments in fiscal 
year 1986 to provide for space under lease 
prior to fiscal year 1986, including increases 
in operating costs and taxes. 

REAL PROPERTY OPERATIONS 

(e) Not to exceed $709,678,000 shall be 
available for fiscal year 1986 real property 
operation. 

PROGRAM DIRECTION 

(f) Not to exceed $55,481,000 shall be 
available for fiscal year 1986 program direc
tion. 

PURCHASE CONTRACTS 

(g) Not to exceed $135,100,000 shall be 
available for fiscal year 1986 for payment of 
principal, interest, taxes, and any other obli
gation for public buildings acquired by pur
chase contract. 

SEc. 5. <a) Funds appropriated under sec
tion 4 of the Act for construction, renova
tion, repair, or alteration shall remain avail
able for obligation and expenditure without 
regard to fiscal year limitations: Provided, 
That construction, renovation, repair, or al
teration has commenced in the same fiscal 
year which funds are made available. 

(b) Commencement of design using funds 
authorized pursuant to section 4(c) of this 
Act for projects authorized by sections 4(a) 
and 4(b) shall be regarded as complying 
with the provisions of subsection (a) of this 
section. 

SEC. 6. Ten per centum of the funds made 
available pursuant to this Act to the Public 
Buildings Service for renovation, alteration, 
and repair of public buildings and for pay
ment of leases on buildings shall be avail
able for repair or alteration projects and 
leases, respectively, not otherwise author
ized by this Act, if the Administrator certi
fies that the space to be repaired, altered, or 
leased resulted from emergency building 
conditions or changing or additional pro
grams of Federal agencies. Funds for such 
projects may not be obligated until thirty 
days after the submission by the Adminis
trator of an explanatory statement to the 
Committee on Environment and Public 
Works of the Senate and the Committee on 
Public Works and Transportation of the 
House of Representatives. The explanatory 
statement shall, among other things, in
clude a statement of the reasons why such 
project or lease cannot be deferred for au
thorization in the next succeeding fiscal 
year. 

The amendments were agreed to. 
AMENDMENT NO. 541 

<Purpose: To provide design funds for ren
ovation of the Mart Federal Building, St. 
Louis, Missouri.) 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I send an 

amendment to the desk on behalf of 
Senator STAFFORD and ask for its im
mediate consideration. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
amendment will be stated. 

The legislative clerk read as follows: 
The Senator from Kansas CMr. DOLE], for 

Mr. STAFFORD, proposes an amendment num
bered 541. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that further read
ing of the amendment be dispensed 
with. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

The amendment is as follows: 
On page 2, line 19 strike "$2,397,924,000" 

and insert in lieu thereof "$2,401,868,000". 
On page 4, line 9 strike "$124,150,000" and 

insert in lieu there "$128,094,000". 
On page 6, insert in alphabetical order in 

the list: "Missouri, St. Louis, Mart Federal 
Building $3,944,000". 

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. President, my 
amendment would add $3,944,000 to S. 
1030 for the design of renovations to 
the Mart Federal Building in St. Louis, 
MO. 

Although the Mart Building is struc
turally sound, only 34 percent of its 
space is occupied because office space 
is substandard and mechanical, electri
cal, and fire safety systems are inad
equate. Renovation would permit 
almost full utilization of this govern-

ment-owned building. It would allow 
the General Services Administration 
to cancel existing leases in St. Louis 
with cost in excess of $4.5 million a 
year. 

Originally constructed in 1931 as a 
merchandise mart, this building was 
purchased by the Federal Government 
in 1960. Its primary 10 stories provide 
a gross area in excess of 1 million 
square feet. 

Mr. President, I commend my 
amendment to the Senate. It would 
provide for efficient utilization of a 
substantial Federal building, and it 
would reduce leasing costs in the St. 
Louis area. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is 
there further debate? If not, the ques
tion is on agreeing to the amendment. 

The amendment <No. 541) was 
agreed to. 

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. President, S. 
1030 provides authorizations of appro
priations for fiscal year 1986 to the 
Public Buildings Service of the Gener
al Services Administration. 

The aggregate authorization level of 
$2.4 billion represents about a 6-per
cent increase over the fiscal year 1985 
program, but there are substantial dif
ferences in program emphasis. For ex
ample, the construction program is in
creased by more than 100 percent 
while operating accounts-such as util
ities, cleaning, guards, administration, 
and lease payments-are reduced. 

The 1986 construction program of 
$243.4 million is comprised of five 
projects. In Los Angeles and Newark, 
new buildings would provide expan
sion space for the U.S. courts and gen
eral purpose office space to reduce 
leasing requirements. The other three 
construction projects-Eastport, ID; 
Seattle, WA; and Overland, MO
would provide special purpose space 
for a border station, laboratory, and 
national personnel records storage, re
spectively. 

The repair and alteration activity
which is the other major capital ac
count of the Public Buildings Service
is increased about 20 percent over its 
1985 level. The total authorization of 
$264 million places emphasis on first, 
basic repair work necessary to prevent 
deterioration and ensure operational 
continuity; second, health and safety 
improvements-particularly firesaf ety 
in high-rise buildings and asbestos re
moval and encapsulation; and third, 
conversion of Government-owned, 
vacant space to alleviate lease require
ments. Authorizations for funding are 
also provided for construction of new 
courtrooms in existing buildings, and
in the case of the Pension Building in 
Washington-historic preservation. 

The authorization contained in the 
bill for leasing is 6 percent less than 
the funding level provided for the cur
rent fiscal year. This reduction repre
sents a reversal of the trend of ever in-
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creasing lease costs. The leasing 
budget has swelled by almost a thou
sand percent over about the last 20 
years, to a figure approaching $1 bil
lion a year. The consequence, of 
course, has been an ever escalating 
leasing budget with obvious benefit to 
the real estate industry but with only 
a stack of "rent stubs" for the Govern
ment. 

In recent years, the Committee on 
Environment and Public Works has 
expressed concern about the increas
ing reliance on leasing as a means of 
meeting the Government's space 
needs. GSA has now embarked on sev
eral programs to reduce dependence 
on the leasing market. Some have met 
with limited success, but hopefully im
provements will follow. Through the 
increase in the capital budget to pro
vide more Government-owned space, 
direct leasing costs can be reduced in 
the long run. GSA's program to reduce 
the average number of square feet per 
employee should also limit leasing re
quirements over time. 

Mr. President, GSA activities are 
sometimes regarded as routine, house
keeping functions. In fact, the Public 
Buildings Service controls 224 million 
square feet of space which is used to 
provide office and other work space 
for 883,000 Federal employees. To dis
charge the manifold responsibilities 
associated with this vast real estate in
ventory and large client population, 
PBS expends annually almost $2.5 bil
lion. The committee is cognizant of 
size and importance of the Public 
Buildings Service and takes seriously 
its oversight and authorizing responsi
bilities. Government-owned buildings 
under GSA's charge must be main
tained and when necessary repaired so 
that their value as Federal assets is 
preserved and so that the work in 
them can be conducted efficiently and 
with safety. Leased buildings must be 
obtained through cost-effective ar
rangements and lessors held accounta
ble to the terms of their contracts. 

Mr. President, a detailed presenta
tion of the public buildings program 
and the projects proposed for fiscal 
year 1986 can be found in the Senate 
Report 99-68, which accompanies the 
bill. I commend the bill to my col
leagues. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
bill is open to further amendment. If 
there be no further amendment to be 
proposed, the question is on the en
grossment and third reading of the 
bill. 

The bill, S. 1030, as amended, was or
dered to be engrossed for a third read
ing, was read the third time, and 
passed, as follows: 

s. 1030 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That this 
Act may be cited as the "Public Buildings 
Authorization Act of 1985". 

SEC. 2. No appropriation, including any ap
propriation from the fund established pur
suant to section 210<0 of the Federal Prop
erty and Administrative Services Act of 
1949, shall be made by Congress or obligated 
by the Administrator unless it has been au
thorized by Congress in accordance with 
this Act. 

SEc. 3. Ca) No public building construction, 
renovation, repair, or alteration shall be 
commenced unless an appropriation has 
first been made in the same fiscal year for 
which such appropriation is authorized and 
for the estimated cost of completion of such 
construction, renovation, repair, or alter
ation. 

Cb) Beginning in fiscal year 1987, no lease 
shall be entered into unless the authority to 
enter into contracts has first been made for 
the maximum cost of such lease over the 
entire term in such amounts as are specified 
in annual appropriations Acts and in the 
fiscal year for which such lease is author
ized. 

SEc. 4. There is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated for fiscal year 1986 not to 
exceed in the aggregate the amount of 
$2,401,868,000 from revenues and collections 
deposited into the fund pursuant to section 
210<0 of the Federal Property and Adminis
trative Services Act of 1949, as amended <40 
U.S.C. 490(0), for the real property manage
ment and related activities of the Public 
Buildings Service of which: 

CONSTRUCTION 

(a) Not to exceed $243,419,000 shall be 
available for fiscal year 1986 as follows: 

< 1) For construction of public buildings 
<including funds for sites) at the following 
locations and maximum construction costs: 
California, Los Angeles, 

Federal Building, Court
house and Parking Facil-
ity........................................ $137,198,000 

Idaho, Eastport, Border 
Station ...................... -......... 2,147,000 

Missouri, Overland, Na-
tional Personnel Records 
Center Extension ............. 48,932,000 

New Jersey, Newark, Fed-
eral Building ..................... 44,975,000 

Washington, Seattle, Lab
oratory............................... 9,767,000 
(2) $400,000 for construction of public 

buildings of less than ten thousand gross 
square feet of space. 

RENOVATIONS, ALTERNATIONS, AND REPAIRS 

Cb) Not to exceed $264,096,000 shall be 
available for fiscal year 1986 as follows: 

< 1) For renovations, alternations, and re
pairs of public buildings at the following lo
cations and at the following maximum 
project costs of $1,000,000 or more: 
California, Hawthrone, 

Federal Building............... $2,383,000 
California, Los Angeles, 

Courthouse........................ 2,570,000 
Colorado, Denver, Federal 

Building and Customs-
house .................................. 8,540,000 

District of Columbia, Gen-
eral Accounting Office.... 16,200,000 

District of Columbia, ICC 
Customs ............................. 2,262,000 

District of Columbia, 
Steam Distribution 
System................................ 13,796,000 

District of Columbia, Pen-
sion Building..................... 16, 700,000 

Illinois, Chicago, Kluc-
zynski Federal Building.. 4,152,000 

Illinois, Peoria, Federal 
Building ............................. 1,041,000 

Indiana, Ft. Wayne, Post 
Office, Courthouse .......... 5,275,000 

Kentucky, Louisville, Post 
Office, Courthouse .......... 5,518,000 

Kansas, Wichita, Court-
house .................................. 4,840,000 

Louisiana, Lafayette, Fed-
eral Building, Court-
house.................................. 2,083,000 

Michigan, Detroit, McNa-
mara Federal Building.... 7,600,000 

Missouri, Kansas City, 
Federal Building............... 6,569,000 

New Hampshire, Manches-
ter, Post Office, Court-
house.................................. 1,988,000 

New York, Utica, Federal 
Building, Courthouse ...... l, 764,000 

Ohio, Cleveland, Cele-
brezze Federal Building .. 6,507 ,000 

Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
City, Federal Building, 
Courthouse........................ 2,416,000 

Pennsylvania, Scranton, 
Post Office, Courthouse . 3,863,000 

Puerto Rico, Hato Rey, 
Federal Building, Court-
house.................................. 1,683,000 

Texas, Dallas, Cabell Fed-
eral Building, Court-
house .................................. 3,943,000 

Texas, Dallas, Terminal 
Annex................................. 4,600,000 

Texas, Fort Worth, Ware-
house Number 1 ............... 1,986,000 

Texas, San Antonio, Post 
Office, Courthouse .......... 6,078,000 

Virginia, Richmond, Fed-
eral Building ..................... 1,125,000 
(2) $119,114,000 for renovations and re

pairs of public buildings at project costs of 
less than $1,000,000; 

(3) $9,500,000 for alternations of leased 
buildings, the maximum cost for a single 
building being less than $250,000. 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 

Cc) Notwithstanding the provisions of sec
tion 3(a) of this Act, not to exceed 
$128,094,000 shall be available for design 
and construction services as follows: 

(1) $11,984,000 for prior years project to 
construct public buildings; 

(2) $5,915,000 for prior years repair and al
teration projects; 

(3) $28,737,000 for repair and alternation 
projects whose maximum costs of construc
tion do not exceed $1,000,000; 

(4) $9,300,000 for technical services; 
(5) $3,188,000 for transfer of personnel 

costs from Program Direction; 
(6) For design of public buildings to be 

constructed at the following locations and 
maximum design costs: 
California, Los Angeles, 

Federal Building, Park-
ing Facility ...................... .. 

California, San Francisco 
Bay Area Federal Build-
ing ..................................... .. 

Idaho, Eastport, Border 
Station .............................. . 

Missouri, Overland, Na
tional Personnel Records 
Center Extension ............ . 

New Jersey, Newark, Fed-
eral Building .................... . 

Washington, Seattle, Lab-
oratory .............................. . 

Small Projects .................... .. 

$12,848,000 

5,000,000 

326,000 

5,365,000 

1,636,000 

1,278,000 
96,000 

(7) For design of repair and alteration 
projects whose construction phase is au
thorized to commence in fiscal year 1986 at 
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the following locations and maximum 
design costs: 
California, Hawthorne, 

Federal Building............... $245,000 
California, Los Angeles, 

Courthouse........................ 180,000 
Colorado, Denver, Federal 

Building, Customshouse. 470,000 
District of Columbia, Gen-

eral Accounting Office 
Building......................... .... 891,000 

District of Columbia, ICC 
Customs ............................. 158,000 

District of Columbia, Pen-
sion Building..................... 918,000 

District of Columbia, 
Steam Distribution 
Plant...... ......... .................... 759,000 

Illinois, Chicago, Kluc-
zynski Federal Building.. 291,000 

Illinois, Peoria, Federal 
Building, Courthouse ...... 73,000 

Indiana, Fort Wayne, Post 
Office, Cou?"thouse .......... 290,000 

Kentucky, Louisville, Post 
Office, Courthouse .......... 420,000 

Kansas, Wichita, Court-
house .................................. 339,000 

Louisiana, Lafayette, Fed
eral Building, Court-
house.................................. 175,000 

Michigan, Detroit, McNa-
mara Federal Building.... 418,000 

Missouri, Kansas City, 
Federal Building.... ........ ... 361,000 

New Hampshire, Manches-
ter, Post Office, Court-
house............... .... ............... 139,000 

New York, Utica, Federal 
Building, Courthouse ...... 166,000 

Ohio, Cleveland, Cele-
brezze Federal Building.. 358,000 

Oklahoma, Oklahoma 
City, Post Office, Court-
house .................................. 169,000 

Pennsylvania, Scranton, 
Post Office, Courthouse . 270,000 

Puerto Rico, Hato Rey, 
Federal Building, Court-
house.................................. 118,000 

Texas, Dallas, Cabell Fed
eral Building, Court-
house .................................. 277 ,000 

Texas, Dallas, Terminal 
Annex................. .... ............ 828,000 

Texas, Forth Worth, 
Warehouse Number 1...... 139,000 

Texas, San Antonio, Post 
Office, Courthouse .......... 334,000 

Virginia, Richmond, Fed-
eral Building ..................... 194,000 
(8) For design of additional repair and al

ternation projects at the following locations 
and maximum projects costs: 
Arkansas, Juneau, Post 

Office, Courthouse .......... $371,000 
Alabama, Birmingham, 

Federal Building, Court-
house .................................. 429,000 

Arizona, Phoenix, Federal 
Building, Courthouse ...... 88,000 

California, Los Angeles, 
Federal Building............... 1,064,000 

California, Pasadena, Fed-
eral Building, Court-
house .................................. 433,000 

California, San Diego, 
Federal Building, Court-
house .................................. 88,000 

California, San Francisco, 
Federal Building, Court-
house.................................. 3,652,000 

Colorado, Denver, Denver 
Federal Building, Court-
house.................................. 1,318,000 

Colorado, Denver, Denver 
Federal Center ................. . 

Connecticut, Bridgeport, 
Federal Office Building, 
Courthouse ....................... . 

District of Columbia, Fed
eral Office Building, 
New Post Office ............... . 

District of Columbia, State 
Department ...................... . 

Florida, Jacksonville, Fed-
eral Building .................... . 

Florida, Miami, Federal 
Building ............................ . 

Illinois, Chicago, Custom-
house ..... ............................ . 

Illinois, Chicago, Railroad 
Retirement Building ....... . 

Illinois, East St. Louis, 
Post Office, Courthouse . 

Massachusetts, Boston, 
JFK Federal Building ..... 

Missouri, St. Louis, Mart 
Federal Building .............. . 

North Carolina, Raleigh, 
Federal Building, Court-
house ................................. . 

New Jersey, Newark, 
Rodino Federal Building 

New Jersey, Trenton, Post 
Office, Courthouse ......... . 

New York, Brooklyn, 
Cellar Federal Building ... 

New York, Brooklyn, Fed
eral Building Number 2 ... 

New York, Buffalo, Feder-
al Building ........................ . 

New York, New York, 201 
Varick Street, Federal 
Building ............................ . 

New York, New York, 26 
Federal Plaza ................... . 

New York, New York, 
Foley Square Court-
house ................................. . 

Pennsylvania, Philadel-
phia, Federal Building, 
Post Office ........................ . 

South Carolina, Charles
ton, Rivers Federal 
Building ............................ . 

Texas, Dallas, Federal 
Building ............................ . 

Virginia, Arlington, Feder-
al Building Number 2 ..... . 

Virginia, Arlington, Penta-
gon ..................................... . 

Washington, Spokane, 
Federal Building, Post 
Office ................................. . 

Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 
Federal Building, Court-
house ................................. . 

LEASING 

352,000 

208,000 

187,000 

754,000 

549,000 

676,000 

99,000 

442,000 

359,000 

2,154,000 

3,944,000 

434,000 

1,371,000 

357,000 

1,054,000 

766,000 

1,149,000 

1,161,000 

4,719,000 

797,000 

893,000 

215,000 

176,000 

635,900 

1,743,000 

496,000 

308,000 

Cd) Not to exceed $866,000,000 shall be 
available for fiscal year 1986 as follows: 

O> $18,998,000 for rental increases due to 
lease expirations, and 

<2> $847,002,000 for payments in fiscal 
year 1986 to provide for space under lease 
prior to fiscal year 1986, including increases 
in operating costs and taxes. 

REAL PROPERTY OPERATIONS 
<e> Not to exceed $709,678,000 shall be 

available for fiscal year 1986 real property 
operations. 

PROGRAM DIRECTION 
(f} Not to exceed $55,481,000 shall be 

available for fiscal year 1986 program direc
tion. 

PURCHASE CONTRACTS 
(g) Not to exceed $135,100,000 shall be 

available for fiscal year 1986 for payment of 

principal, interest, taxes, and any other obli
gation for public buildings acquired by pur
chase contract. 

SEC. 5. <a> Funds appropriated under sec
tion 4 of the Act for construction, renova
tion, repair, or alteration shall remain avail
able for obligation and expenditure without 
regard to fiscal year limitations: Provided, 
That construction, renovation, repair, or al
teration has commenced in the same fiscal 
year which funds are made available. 

(b) Commencement of design using funds 
authorized pursuant to section 4(c) of this 
Act for projects authorized by sections 4<a> 
and 4<b> shall be regarded as complying 
with the provisions of subsection <a> of this 
section. 

SEC. 6. Ten per centum of the funds made 
available pursuant to this Act to the Public 
Buildings Service for renovation, alteration, 
and repair of public buildings and for pay
ment of leases on buildings shall be avail
able for repair or alteration projects and 
leases, respectively, not otherwise author
ized by this Act, if the Administrator certi
fies that the space to be repaired, altered, or 
leased resulted from emergency building 
conditions or changing or additional pro
grams of Federal agencies. Funds for such 
projects may not be obligated until thirty 
days after the submission by the Adminis
trator of an explanatory statement to the 
Committee on Environment and Public 
Works of the Senate and the Committee on 
Public Works and Transportation of the 
House of Representatives. The explanatory 
statement shall, among other things, in
clude a statement of the reasons why such 
project or lease cannot be deferred for au
thorization in the next succeeding fiscal 
year. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I move to 
reconsider the vote by which the bill 
was passed. 

Mr. BYRD. I move to lay that 
motion on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

ORDERS FOR THURSDAY 
ORDER FOR RECESS UNTIL 10 A.M. TOMORROW 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that once the 
Senate completes its business today, it 
stand in recess until 10 a.m. on Thurs
day, July 25, 1985. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

ORDERS FOR RECOGNITION OF CERTAIN 
SENATORS TOMORROW 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanir.a.ous consent that following the 
recognition of the two leaders under 
the standing order, there be a special 
order in favor of the following Sena
tors for not to exceed 15 minutes each: 
Senators DANFORTH, HEINZ, PACKWOOD, 
GORTON, PRESSLER, PROXMIRE, DIXON, 
and MURKOWSKI. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

ORDER FOR PERIOD FOR TRANSACTION OF 
ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that, following the 
special orders just identified, there be 
a period for the transaction of routine 
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beyond the hour of 12 noon, with 
statements therein limited to 5 min
utes each. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

PROGRAM 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, as previ
ously indicated, it will be the intention 
of the majority leader tomorrow to 
tum to any Executive or Legislative 
Calendar items which have been 
cleared for action, possibly Calendar 
order No. 179, S. 1078, the FTC au
thorization bill. 

I have already indicated there will 
probably be a number of other bills to
morrow if we could dispose of this 
rather quickly. It could be that we will 
be in late tomorrow evening. 

Let me indicate, as I have said, if we 
could dispose of many of these bills, it 
will be my intention not to have a 
Friday session. We will be in session 
on Monday and hopefully at that 
time, we could either take up the farm 
bill as reported by the committee or 
take a bill from the calendar and 
amend it with the commodities provi
sions of the farm bill which is now 
pending in the Senate. 

RECESS UNTIL 10 A.M. 
TOMORROW 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, there 
being no further business to come 
before the Senate, I move the Senate 
stand in recess until 10 a.m. Thursday, 
July 25, 1985. 

There being no objection, the 
Senate, at 7:32 p.m., recessed until 
Thursday, July 25, 1985, at 10 a.m. 

Executive nominations received by 
the Senate July 24, 1985: 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Frank Shakespeare, of Connecticut, to be 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten
tiary of the United States of America to the 
Republic of Portugal. 

OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 

Constance Horner, of the District of Co
lumbia, to be Director of the Office of Per
sonnel Management for a term of 4 years, 
vice Donald J. Devine, term expired. 

WITHDRAWAL 
Executive nomination withdrawn 

from the Senate by the President July 
24, 1985: 

Donald J. Devine, of Maryland, to be Di
rector of the Office of Personnel Manage
ment for a term of 4 years, reappointment, 
which was sent to the Senate on March 8, 
1985. 
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